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POISON IVY SPRAY 

SUCCESSFUL ‘i ‘ ‘ 

Ee in New Hamp- W 1sconsin H. orticu lture 

shire during the past three The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
years indicated that spraying wit 

ammonium sulfamate affords an |. Estasuisuep 1910 

easy and practical method of con- Entered at Paling ts at Madison, Wisconsin, as second clase matter, Acceptance 

trolling poison ivy. One applica- "* ct of October 3, 1917, authorised July 15, 1918 
tion at the right gl oni Published Monthly Excepting July by the 

i i most entir 
tration a ccomplishes Wisconsin State Horticutrurat Sociery 
eradication. Y Madison 6, Wisconsin 

In making the tests, Profs. Yea- Madison, Wisconsin 

ger and Callahan used ammonium . 

tration of H. J. Ranmiow, Editor . 
sulfamate at a concen Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

three-fourths pound to one gallon . 

f water. This material is being Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 
o Tel. University 182 
sold under the name of DuPont 

Weed Killer. 
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Get Your Mouse Bait Now 
G. C. Oderkirk 

ps to put out poisoned baits You can try it if you wish, prefer- 
for mice before winter snow S 3 paw elected 4 ably mixing the poison with butter 

blankets the orchard this fall and Ry Coe or lard and spreading it on slices 
to be sure that your poison prep- Eo ay Pe) of bread or other food. The slices 
arations will be on hand when you y  y ) ae: < a can be quartered and then placed 
need them, order them now. Every \ G; y eae CY along walls where rats and mice , : N Aa SD) . year a certain number of growers AX, ¥ oxo 2.’ Will find it. Be extremely careful 
put off the job of baiting until late in exposing this poison in and 
and as a result mice manage to nip mouse control somewhat higher but around buildings as it is deadly to 
some of the orchard trees. Last it takes care of situations where all animals. Pick up and dispose 
year early snowfall caught a good mice might reject one kind of bait of uneaten baits the day after their 
many orchards unbaited and it was if it were used singly. exposure. 
fortunate that only slight damage . 
resulted. An ordinary snowfall in How to Place Bait —_ 
late fall or early winter does not To obtain thorough coverage of 
prevent mice from finding their the orchard, it is best to walk down MOUSE BAIT PRICES 
requirements of food but if rain the tree row, placing bait at perhaps mH ; ‘ ‘ 
urns to ice and snow covers it, One or two points in runways be- the) Wisconsin ;State) Horticut 
mice turn to fruit tree bark as a tween each tree and at two to four tural Society, 424 University Farm 

source of their food, Thus, a per- well-spaced points around each Place, will handle at cost for the 
son is taking considerable risk of tree. Mice will find the bait easily jenefit of members, two types of 
severe damage in letting the mouse and one can judge by the number mouse bait this fall. 
control job go until late November Of runways and the amount of 
or December. It may be difficult travel whether two, three, or four Zinc Phosphide Bait 
to find the time, but try to get bait placements are needed near 

over the orchard before the end of ‘the tree. A heaping teaspoonful of A small can of zinc phosphide, 
October, in fact it would be a good ats, or if zinc phosphide coated cnough to prepare bait for ten acres 
idea to mark on your calendar the @PPle is used, a few small pieces of orchard, will be sold at the fol- 
list qweck in October as the time Of apple bait should be placed in lowing prices: 
to treat the orchard. If this is the runway at each bait spot. Don’t 1 can ~------------ 20c 
(one, after the first of November ‘vaste time and effort in placing More than 1 can, 15c each plus 
any kind of bad weather can be bait in fn ‘ans OF other contain 10c handling charge. All poison 
expected and there will be a lot of ¢TS Previously recommended as bait bait must be sent express collect 
satisfaction in knowing that the oan Confine your efforts to the because it cannot be sent by U. S. 
orchard will be safe from mice Placement of bait in active run- mail. Minimum charge on 1 pack- 
for the winter. ways: age by express is 35c. 

. It should not be necessary to re- 
If you want to use only a grain bait if plenty of bait is used and Strychnine Rolled Oats Bait 

ait you can prepare wheat with otherwise a thorough job has been 
a strychnine-starch paste, or you done in treating the orchard. One We are stocking a small supply 

ne get the ready-prepared oats can tell usually in a week or ten of rolled oats bait. There will prob- 
= eaten neal days whether mice are present by ably not be any strychnine available 

baits and it takes donaidetsble dime the appearance of dropcia, and the after this year; $0" wei recommend presence of fresh droppings. A and trouble. Many middle west all growers test the zinc phosphide 
growers last year exposed, at the Zinc Phosphide bait. Our prices on the rolled oats 
same time, both the ready-mixed Growers have asked about the bait, while it lasts, are as follows: 
oats bait and an apple bait pre- use of the zinc phosphide mixture 25 Ib. bag __------$3.00 
pared with the new zinc phosphide to destroy rats and mice around 10 Ib. ba 1.30 
mixture, The placement of two dif- packing sheds and other buildings. Bo DOB anna nam Be 
ferent kinds of bait in the mouse This poison has given good results This bait aS also be sent ex- 
Tunways to give mice a choice, is in many cases when prepared with Press collect as it cannot be sent 
’ good idea. It makes the cost of foods desired by rats and mice. by mail.
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Handling The 1943 Fruit C 
By A. F. Vierheller, Maryland 

TRE is a story of little John- results last year. Then too, there Our orchard product is full of 

nie, who was excitedly telling were some poor results with this vitamin M—that means Morale. 
his teacher about a fox that chased spray but these were due to weath- Give our troops good apple pie, 
a rabbit so relentlessly that the er conditions, poor spray coverage, and they can lick anybody. Devise, 
tired rabbit finally climbed a tree. untimely application, and other improvise, or do anything to get 
“Now, Johnnie,” said the teacher, causes beyond human control. Nev- and hold sufficient labor to pro- 
“you know that rabbits don’t climb ertheless, the harvest sprays are duce that fruit crop. We can’t say, 
trees.” “I know they don’t,” replied here to stay, but their use will al- “It can’t be done,” for we will 
Johnnie, but this rabbit just had ways call for judgment and good, probably be pushed roughly aside 
to.” In this time of labor shortage common sense. by the fellow who is doing it. 

and many unusual conditions, may- Maybe we will have to crowd the Condensed from August 7, Rural 
be the fruit grower will have to grader, and this will cause bruis- New- Yorker. 

learn some new “‘tree climbing” jn, Possibly some relief may come 
ideas in handling his orchard op-  i¢ “411 work is on a piece-work ba- TT 

erations. sis, so that the packers will speed WHAT TO DO ABOUT 
_ One Maryland grower adver- up their operations and keep the FIREBLIGHT 

tised for women to pick apples, apples moving into packages. In . 

stating that no ladders would have fact, it might be well to place all Peseeent has been rather 
to be handled. He put an experi- work such as pruning, thinning, serious in many orchards this 
enced picker in charge of several etc., on a piece-work basis, with Y€aT- Since It Is bacterial and re- 
women, this man supervising pick- the possible exception of spraying sides in the cambium area of the 
ing, also moving and placing lad- where good coverage rather than bark, the only thing that can be 
ders in safe positions. The women speed is essential. advised Is ° i ee ees 
picked fruit from the entire tree, G € ial der ‘th portion of branches, limbs, and 
instead of from the lower part of importance of keeping the emplo e twigs and to remove the cankers 
the tree, as was done in some or- ees contented. Clean toilets ond elsewhere in the tree. Preferably, 
chards. Peculiarly, this grower Grinking waiet, Ge en cotrsional this should be done in the dormant 

found women much rougher in  ¢ inutes’ , t. might b season any time after the leaves 
. ew minutes’ rest, might be con- have dropped. It will be relativel 

handling apples than the regular sidered. One grower served a pic- and 
pickers, and there was much bruised |; easy to find the affected portions : rae nic supper free, and held the pack-  gyen though th 1 
fruit. All picking was done on a ; : m though.there are NO leaves.re : : ing crew on the job for a few maining on the t th ke 
piece-work basis. Some growers iiore hours in the evening. An- ing € trees, as the sunken 

offered a bonus at the end of the other grower built ood houses for ae eon cankers is darker season for pickers who stayed on}; 8 ba than the surrounding live bark. As 
. 15 year-round elp, and they you know, the cuts should be made the job. Probably there were many : : more: achemes followed. dist stayed on the job. Possibly a good 6 that the wound will be in non- 

brought results, but space will not Tee Drea, Kepeeleit ot a ea attected wood. A cut six to fight 
allow diseussion. (Growers. reported fortable, would attract a high-grade inches below the canker is satisfac- 
hat : d - Mee d type of labor. War industry is tory in most cases. The trees usu- 
me i won were ges ADIs ae f serving tea, milk, light sandwiches, ally recover quite rapidly through 
would work ¢ven im the rain, 1! or candy bars at intervals during new sprout growth below the af- 
necessary. Close supervision must : : & ‘ be maintained to kee ker working hours. Some are even using fected portions. This new growth 

busy, to avoid fruit ns ving on good radio music at times, to pep may escape reinfection if the blight -throwin r ’ , th 1 , 
even prevent the gentle art of pick- ae aed oyees cankers Were removed from the 
ing up dropped fruit from the _ All of this may sound funny, but ree during the dormant season. 
ground to help swell the total. it has brought increased efficiency Remove entirely the trees which 

. and output. We are in a war and blight badly from year to year, 
Spot-picking of apples may have competition for labor is keen. We Particularly if the variety is not 

to be abandoned if labor is scarce. must not lose a trick to keep our ‘esirable anyway. 

Harvest sprays to prevent apple Jaboring force intact. There is an Condensed from Wisconsin Or- 
dropping will probably be advisable, old political saying, “If you can’t chard Letter No. 6, July 19, 1943, 
since they showed some excellent Jick ’em, then join ’em.” by Conrad L. Kuehner.
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e e e National Apple Institute Holds Annual Meeting 
T= National Apple Institute, Machinery Labor. Growers who need ex- 

composed of apple growers all Government spokesmen said that tra help this year should register 
over the United States and to a new order allows an increase in their requirements with their county 
which the Wisconsin Horticultural production of spraying machines agent. Sixty-three thousand foreign 
Society contributes, held its annual and equipment to 63% of the 1940 farm hands are expected to help 
meeting in Washington in June. or 1941 production, whichever was harvest crops. Fifty thousand of 
Much important business was trans-_ the greater. these are Mexicans available in the 
acted. Crop Reports. In Northeastern West. There are also 10,000 Jamai- 

Mr. Reuben Benz of Yakima, states Baldwins are lighter than cans, and 3,000 Bohemians for 
Washington, was elected president. last year; McIntosh somewhat farm work in the East. 
He is an outstanding leader in the lighter; and early varieties fairly There are 38,000 war prisoners 
apple industry in the Northwest, normal, in the United States and more 
being general manager of Cowiche In the Southern Atlantic Area coming. Plans are being made to 
Growers, Inc., a large apple grow- early apples are fairly abundant, make them available for work on 
ers’ cooperative in Yakima, a mem- but Delicious are extremely light. farms. War prison camps will be 
ber of the Washington State Apple Central states reported good established in various parts of the 
Commission. prospects for Golden Delicious, country. Camp Commandants may 
Some of the statements made by other varieties showing a decline, release prisoners for farm work 

members at the meeting pertaining with early varieties generally bet- by the day within a radius of 50 
to the apple industry were as fol- ter than winter varieties. miles, in units of not less than 15 

lows: In the Northwestern states the men with guards. 
It was said there were 36 million principal reason for the decrease President Benz said that it is the 

orange crates floating around the in production is due to a 50% re- duty of every grower to see to it 
country. These could be converted duction in the Delicious crop. that when his crop is harvested his 
to apple crates quickly and cheaply In California a 50% increase in neighbor shall receive his and his 
by cutting down the length. Gravenstein is reported. family’s help. 
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SAVE DOLLARS ON . 2 & 
PRUNING EQUIPMENT SPRAY MATERIALS 

Saws Arsenate of Lead Nicotine Sulphate 
Snips Lime Sulphur . Kolofog 
Blades Calcium Arsenate Mike Sulphur 
Grafting Wax Copper Sulphate Elgetol 
Grafting Tape Cucurbit Dust Spreader Sticker 

Bordo Kolo-Spray 

SPRAYING EQUIPMENT 

Spray Hose Swivels Spray Guns 
Couplings and Clamps 

SPRAYERS 

WRITE FOR PRICES 

All Inquiries Promptly Answered 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OP, INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

Lester Tans, Secy.-Treas. Telephone: Big Bend 2821 Route 2 
senescent eames
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How We're Fighti he War Agai ow We're Fighting the War Against Fungi 
By A. J. Riker 

Mi*** a famine down through have won a clear victory. mined, its action can be predicted 

history can be traced to the In the days when automobile and control measures taken a jump 

ravages of plant-disease fungi. travel was common, very few peo- ahead of it. 

One Example—Potato Blight ple in the eastern United States Cures for plant diseases are usu- 

Perhaps one of the most spec- failed to see the skeletons of ally ineffective no matter how many 

tacular was the Irish famine of blighted chestnut trees in the Ap- pounds are applied. The chief hope 

1847, begun when much of the  palachian highlands. is through ounces of prevention. 

potato crop was destroyed by the The best varieties of pears, such Keeping Invaders Out 

late-blight disease. Widespread and as the Bartlett, have been practi- Where they enter the plant, some 

catastrophic death from starvation cally driven out of the northeast- of these fungi can be stopped by 

followed this crop failure. The pub- ern and north central United States poison, The common and destruc- 
lic enemy to blame was Phytoph-  pecause of fire blight. tive smut of wheat is restrained by 

thora infestans — more generally A thriving hop industry in Wis- # dusting of the seed with organic 

known as _late-blight. consin was destroyed by mildew. mercury or a form of copper. The 
This fungus has been highly de- In 1865, the thriving coffee in- fungi causing apple scab and brown 

structive at irregular intervals ever dustry in the island of Ceylon was rot of peach are kept out quite 
since. It was a real, though little wiped out by the coffee rust. effectively by protecting Sprays. 
known, factor in deciding the first But Ceylon is pretty far Plants With Resistance 
World War against Germany. It ‘Tarn to a Ober "dusty in After getting into the plant the 

broke loose in the upper Missis- tropical America, which wa mi fungk are sometinies over sats H 
sippi valley in 1942 and destroyed }, the blight on seedlin, : rubber ee: by spec] Pact ee 

over a fourth of the potato crop in Gace ‘The industr was Faced to an Se developed 

the field and more of that in stor-  ghift to Malaya ai Sumatra. Thus satel, MES epaguenie. Dneee a 

age. Scarcity and high prices fol- the fungus ate the transfer of fick mnpouibie, Bor exemple, 

lowed last winter. Phytophthora crude Fibs: roduction, and the ait IER PAY es Bouteastern 

infestans, then, is no “small pota- consequent =altee shortage is keep- sans Ges oo aneeatanae 
toes.” hie a Bt Romie. : tinction by the cabbage yellows dis- 

But this fungus is only one of > ; ease, It was restored with yellows 

hundreds ready and waiting to at- The fight against ‘the, fungi ha resistant plants. Rust ‘and ‘gmt ot 
tack the produce of the good earth ‘ites a different counter offensive sistant oats have been developed. 

all over the globe. for each type, depending upon . Stopping Migration 

Many Are Good Citizens how that particular fungus attacks. The exit of the fungus from the 

Many fungi are ordinarily good a pe victory goes to the one lost plant isioften stoped by'sint 

citizens, performing an_ essential that “gets there first with the tary measures. Fallen plums and 

work. For example, they attack most. Although it takes about sev- peaches, decayed by brown rot, are 

dead plants and animals, breaking en years to train a technical man destroyed. When citrus canker 

down their tissues and returning as to details, the broad strategy in threatened the fruit industries of 

them to enrich the soil so that the fight against the fungi is quite porida a few Years: ago, Tt Was 

more plants may grow. simply stated. eee wyatidated etre a 

All this is a good thing. But We Learn the Fungus Plan e oane and actual : sc cad nee 
some of the fungi, when they have of Attack eecea trees, : P 

a chance, start breaking down our First the fungus is identified and When Diseases Appear, Pre- 

food, clothing, and shelter. Every- its potential importance determined. vention Is Past. 

one knows how bread moulds, and Then, technical men investigate in When plant diseases appear, it 

what happens to the washing left detail: (1) the way the fungus en- shows that the fungi have already 
damp too long or to unprotected ers the plant, (2) where in the gained much ground. Preventive 

wood left in contact with the damp plant it works and the damage it measures are too late, but some 

ground. does, (3) how it comes out to the times a counter offensive can be 

We've Lost Some Battles surface again, and (4) how it undertaken. In any case, one call 
The history of plant diseases moves from one plant to another, learn how to forestall or fight back 

shows clearly that fungi are not not only in the growing season but at the next year’s attack. The situ- 
enemies to be underestimated. In from year to year. With the secret ation is complex and often the right 

many of their battles, the fungi strategy of the enemy thus deter- Continued on page 7
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sled enemy is attacking and what is to The Apple Exhibit be dnc | 
At the State Fair Condensed from July, 1943 Spe- 

cial Circular, 

T apple exhibit at the State Wolf River. 1st, A. K. Bassett. 
i i i a THE E) E. Fair was up to its usual high Delicious, 1st, A. K. Bassett; CHERRY SEASON IN quality, but there were fewer ex- . DOOR COUNTY ips 2nd, George Sherman; 3rd, Meyer hibitors probably due to transpor- Orchards L. Stedman 

tation problems, — tie A sé DSOk Count > he cherry crop in Door County THE WINNERS Melba or Early McIntosh. 1st, this year was little short of disastrous. A. K. B ; 2nd, Waldo O Ten Tray Exhibits . » Bassett; <nd, aldo UT- An overall estimate of the final har- : chards; 3rd, Meyer Orchards. vest would approximate 12% of a nor- 
McIntosh. 1st, A. K., Bassett, . - mal crop. The entire county harvested frien: Ene Reine Laneipa Milton. 1st, A. K. Bassett. slightly over 3,000,000 pounds. 

West Bend; 3rd, Waldo Orchards, Cortland. 1st, Waldo Orchards; % ee ee nee . sic oe 
Waldo ; 4th, Meyer Orchards, Hales 2nd, A. K. Bassett; 3rd, Meyer of the harvesting had to be done by 
Corners. Orchards. youngsters, totally inexperienced and 

3 ‘ often easily discouraged. Those that Northwestern. st, A. K. Bassett ; Any other variety. Ist, A. K. persevered “eserve the appreciation of 2nd, Waldo Orchards; 3rd, Meyer Bassett; 2nd, M eyer Orchards; not only our growers but of all people 
Orchards, 3rd, George Tehan. fortunate enough to obtain cherry pies 

this winter. 
IVealthy. 1st, A. K. Bassett ; 2nd, Pyramids The rainy weather prevalent through- Waldo Orchards, 3rd, Meyer Or- Wealthy. 1st, A. K. Bassett. out the spring and summer brought 

chards. McIntosh. 1st, A. K. Bassett: rather seveie Hotle prestation is 
. = . * ° those orchards whic! were unable to 

Duchess. 1st, Waldo Orchards; 2nd, Arthur Lonergan. follow a vigorous spray program al- 2nd, Meyer Orchards; 3rd, A. K. Northwestern. 1st, A. K. Bassett. though. jor ae most, pa aes spor S was tairly we con = Bassett. Space of 30 feet arranged as jority of the orchards came through 
Dudley. 1st, A. K, Bassett. roadside stand or sale booth: Ist, to the end of the season 2 good con- 
IVolf River. 1st, A. K. Bassett. Meyer Orchards, Hales Corners; aver. ats. auahty Ot the: drut “wae 

Single T; Exhibi 2nd, A. K. Bassett, Baraboo; 3rd, Fogs and fess dews contributed to 
ingie tray units Waldo Orchards, Waldo. the difficulties of control especially Northwestern, 1st, Waldo Or- where the trees dried off slowly. Good 

chards; 2nd, A. K. Bassett; 3rd, (Continued 6) air Geatoie, soe. of value under 
Mevei 3 _ on amnue! rom page these unusual con itions Just as it is 
A ae eh George Sher thing to do in Michigan may be proving itself every spring in mini- 
ane Mcgerton. the wrong thing to do in Kentucky. mizing late frost damage. 
Duchess. 1st, Waldo Orchards; The grower who wants to learn Leaf Spot Control 

ni, A. K. Bassett; 3rd, Meyer more about fungus strategy can Some orchards this year found good 
Orchards ; 4th, George Tehan, Mil- turn to one of the numerous refer- results in early control of shothole by 
waukee. ence books on the subject or to the putting on : spray just as the Bios 

: 4 y eginni t me out. Fameuse. Ist, A. K. Bassett; local agricultural high school teach- Mock Orchards have applied a post 
2nd, Meyer Orchards, er or county agricultural agent, harvest spray. Both of these sprays 

“ who are kept posted. could well be recommended for an- j c e ¥ , 5 or ye? ible. Ai 
McMahon. Ast, A. K. Bassett; The plant pathologists of his other year, whenever possible. Arsenate 

2nd, George Sherman _ : of lead should be left out of the early . = . state Agricultural Experiment Sta- — jlossom spray or bees and wild in- 
MelIntosh. 1st, Arthur Lonergan; tion or in the United States De- sects will be killed. 

2nd, A. K. Bassett; 3rd, Waldo partment of Agriculture can help _ 
Orchards; 4th, Meyer Orchards; with the diagnosis. If small speci- Let us never forget that culti- 
Sth, George Sherman. mens are sent in by mail, it is best vation of the earth is the most im- 

, to include root and all, well portant labor of man, Unstable is 
> Wealthy. Ist, Meyer Orchards; wrapped in plenty of newspaper. the future of a country which has snd, A. K. Bassett; 3rd, Waldo . ‘ agricul If Orchards: 4th, Arthar Lo . An explanatory letter placed under lost its taste for agriculture. 
Sth Gear ‘ Sherman. nergans the string of the package will give there is one lesson of history that 
See Ee) . the pathologist further information is unmistakable, it is that national 
Dudley. 1st, A .K. Bassett; 2nd, and make it possible for the grower strength lies very near the soil.—- 

Waldo Orchards. to learn without charge just what Daniel Webster.
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‘ FE t il ° F 19 43 4 4 HORTICULTURAL NOTES — 
ert1 1Zers or = By H. B. Tukey 

By Dillon S. Brown, Department of B* Federal ruling, apple boxes , apple boxes 
: Horticulture, University of Illinois have been standardized into 

FERTILIZER distribution for cill not absorb moisture and cake three dimensions, namely : 

the period from July 1, 1943, up on prolonged storage. There- Western apple box 10¥%x11%x18 Pp y , 9 ig en 
to June 30, 1944, is to be regu- fore, growers should plan to use Michigan apple box 11x12/%x16 

lated under Food Production Or- the material soon after it is re- Eastern apple box 11x13x17 

der No. 5 Revised. Under the pro- ceived. The cost of ammonium ni- The measurements are_ inside 

visions of the order, all fruit grow- trate will be the same as sulfate of measurements. Bushel and_ hali- 

ers are eligible for fertilizer wheth- ammonia on the basis of the units bushel baskets are allowed as usual, 

er or not they have used it in the of nitrogen it contains. Containers must not be dyed, 
past, provided they use it at a Apply Soon stained or otherwise colored to lim- 
rate of application customarily used . . it their usability as “used contain- 
on their orchard or on other or- aha a i Piet aR anew ‘ee ers.” 

‘ A A mediately to their fertilizer dealers . 
chards in the locality, provided fur- for the ” ertilizer they will need Out in the great stretches of soil 

ther that the rate of application Applicati be fled with - in the western fruit sections of the 
does not exceed the rate of appli- aun — ie wth be ee ae pK country, nursery companies are not 

. ealers for either sprin; al ae 2 
cation recommended by the State délivery, or both, B P ; S the "only raising fruit trees for orchard- 
Experiment Station. In order to very: OF Doth: wecause the Supe is i ¢ ka ‘ lies of niteowen fertilizer q ists but are also undertaking the 

obtain the fertilizer, a written ap- | SBE Tete er ats eos planting of the orchards as a part licati fil ith the 2t the present time, it is advisable ‘ oe . 
plication must be filed with the * ‘ of the services. For digging hole 

ay: - for growers to plan on using fer- : ging hoes. 
fertilizer dealer supplying the ma- |... . g tractor-drawn hole digger has 
terial; application blanks are fur- tilizer this fall rather than waiting % 'actor-crawn hole igger Nis 
nished Sy tte dealers until spring, when the supply situ- Ee ace aah whieh rn pow- 

* ation may be considerably differ- ¢™ trom the tractor an which steps 

No Sulfate ae. Te S believed. that "ie fal] across the valley floors like some 
Information has been received application of nitrogen fertilizers prehistoric animal burrowing holes 

that no sulfate of ammonia is to be jn Illinois will, in the long run into the soil by means of a gigantic 

released for direct application dur- prove as satisfactory as spring ap- ““8Ur and a pneumatic lift. 

ing the 1943-44 fertilizer year. All plications; when cyanamid is used, Monthly Science News from 
sulfate of ammonia, except that fall application is especially essen- [England reports that large-scale 
now in dealers’ hands, is to be used tial, Regardless of the time at tests by farmers in weed control 
in the production of mixed fertil- which they plan to use the ma- in onion plantings show that an- 
izers. Instead of sulfate of ammo- terial, whether fall or spring, grow- nual weeds can be destroyed by 
nia, ammonium nitrate is to be re- ers should order their fertilizer spraying with solutions of sulphuric 
leased for direct application; in jow. acid. Concentrations even as 

addition there will also be some From Illinois State Horticultural high as 14% have not depressed 

nitrate of soda and a small amount Society, August, 1943. onion yields. The reason the spray 
of ee pee At aes does not hurt the onion is that the 

ent time, however, it looks as os . a ‘ onion leaves are cylindrical, upright 
though many fruit growers will be ! wo see of about, six and and waxy, so that the drops of 

using ammonium nitrate instead of cencideesite ante. were gazing with spray either tend to run off or fail 
materials with which th : interest a € storks i 
familiar. w fy are more in the zoo, when the usual inter- © Penetrate. Further, the: growing 

i ; fering old lady ambled up. region from which new leaves ar 

High In Nitrogen “Those are storks, my dears,” formed are basal and peace 

Ammonium nitrate fertilizer con- she purred. “The clever birds that On the: other hand, most weet 
tains approximately twice as much brought you to your mother and have flat leaves set in a ‘more’ 0 
nitrogen as nitrate of soda, so that father!” less horizontal plane, possess n0 

growers will need to use only about The youngsters looked at one an- W@*Y Surfaces, and the growing 
one-half as much ammonium ni- other, and one whispered: “Poor point is more or less exposed. 
trate as they customarily use of ni- old thing! Shall we tell her?” From August 7, The Rural New- 
trate of soda, or even of sulfate — Yorker. 

of ammonia. Although ammonium My wife is asking for pin ——_ 

nitrate, as it is now being pre- money—and the pin she wants “Prejudice is a great time saver 

pared, is in good physical condi- has 12 diamonds in it. —it enables one to form opinions 
tion, there is no assurance that it —Col, Stoopnagle (CBS) without bothering to get the facts.”
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lated to the marginal producer who 
The Future For the Apple Grower will have a poor show, as usual, in 

By J. H. Gourley the ideal but practical orchard in- 
dustry which we envisage for the 

YA predict” that the trend more profitable use of labor, a future. 

of progressive orchardists wider market outlook and more Finally, let us not lose sight of 
will be toward maintaining younger cash returns throughout the year. the grower and his family. His in- 
trees and following a rotation of Diversification may be accomplished _ terests are paramount. A good home 
planting so that the oldest ones with other fruits, with certain veg- with all modern conveniences which 
come out with replacement to young tables, with bees, poultry, live- sets him and his family off as a 
trees of most popular varieties. Too stock, nurseries, according to the cultured comfortable group is fully 
much emphasis has been given to ingenuity of the individual and lo- in the picture of the future. No 
“permanent” trees. They have oft- cal opportunities which present one has a finer vocation, a more 

en been too permanent. themselves. delectable product, or more desir- 
Along with this concept goes one A still better marketing system able associates than the American 

of smaller trees. If an understock for fruits and vegetables must be fruit grower. 

could be found which would enable devised. Tree ripened fruit of high Condensed from The American 
apple trees to attain about two- quality and undamaged by handling Fruit Grower, July, 1943. 
thirds the size of present standards, must be placed in the hands of the 
the orchardists of America would consumer. Grower and merchan- 

welcome it. Smaller, as well as  diser have been inclined to blame An old farmer and his wife were 
younger, trees would mean easier each other for the damaged condi- standing before their pig-sty look- 
and better control of insects and tion of fruit. This gets nowhere ing at their only pig, when the old 

diseases, more economic handling with the consumer. He wants per- lady said: “Say, John, it will be 
of the orchard, probably more trees fect fruit. This is going to be a ur silver wedding tomorrow. Let’s 

per acre, and hence lower cost of bother, impossible some will say, Kill the pig.” 
production. but that is the goal of the future. John replied with disgust: 

Diversification of crops should The lower grades of fruit of which “What's the use of murdering the 
he studied in planning the orchard there always will be considerable poor pig for what happened twen- 
of the future. Not everyone should must be processed at a profit. ty-five years ago?’— The Earth- 
diversify but frequently it means Laissez-faire methods will be regu- worm. 

— Baskets — Ladders — Picking Bags — Hormone Spray — 

— Basket Liners — Fringes — Shredded Paper — 

— Packing Forms and Rings — 

SPRAY MATERIALS — PRUNING TOOLS — GRAFTING WAX 

HOSE — GUNS — SPRAYER REPAIR PARTS 

Write for Information and Prices 

F.R. Gifford C . WN, ITfor ompany 

FRUIT GROWERS and GARDENERS SUPPLIES 
2201 University Ave. _ MADISON 5, WISCONSIN — Phone: Fairchild 2840



HARDY RASPBERRY from the patch as soon as the pick- crop should be tramped down be- 
VARIETIES ing season is over. They will not fore it can grow very tall.” 

TT raspberry varieties Chief, bear again. Their removal at this 
June, and Latham, came _ time also serves to eliminate dis- a 

through the past winter satisfac- ease and insect harbor and allows CAN WE PLOW UNDER SOY 
torily, according to C. L. Kuehner, more sunlight and better air circu- BEANS FOR STRAWBERRIES? 
in his Wisconsin Orchard News lation for the young canes which Se years ago one of our 
Letter. are to bear next year’s crop. In leading strawberry growers 

Two other varieties, Ontario and a‘dition to removing the fruited plowed under soy beans in the fall, 
Taylor, came through only moder- canes, all young canes showing planting the bed the next spring 

ately well. The varieties Newburgh, galls or swellings, caused by the to strawberries. These plants did 
Viking, March, Washington, and red-necked cane borer, as well as not do well at all. They appeared 
Tahoma were very nearly a total all other diseased or insect-infest- stunted and dried out. 

loss. ed canes should be cut out and Suspecting that plowing under 
These results were obtained on burned. These pruning recommen- the soy beans might have been det- 

the experiment station grounds at dations apply to the black, the pur- rimental, we asked Prof. C. J. 

Madison. The soil is relatively Ple raspberry, and the blackberry Chapman of the Soils Department 

heavy and there was considerable °° well as the red varieties. to comment on this matter. Here 
moisture last season. The patch a Raspberry Cane Borer _, are some of his comments: 
was a young one, so the plants While the harvest 1s on, It is “Soy beans, of course, if plowed 
should have been vigorous and ‘*SY to find the wilted tips on the under in late fall when they have 
healthy. new canes. These are infested with pretty well matured, contain con- 

On the sandier soils of the state, the raspberry cane borer. Break siderable amounts of cellulose and 

even much farther north, results off these wilted ‘tips about once while the protein and nitrogen con- 
may be different. Some of the va- each week and destroy them. This tent should be fairly high, yet part 
rieties such as Newburgh have practice carrie’ ree care and of this nitrogen in a wet fall, could 

been reported satisfactory by grow- Pee inate unti . he ¢ result in easily be leached out. The fiber or 
ers. re on Wh * are ' cellulose material left in the soil 

te G : ultivation After Harvest has the effect of stimulating the 
ined tos “fo have a patch of “Cultivate immediately after activities of fungi and bacterium 

raspberries winterkill, resulting in picking stops to loosen the eculond which tend to decompose and rot 
a poor crop or no crop’at all,Con= to eliminate weeds. This cultivation this cellulose material. Further- 
sequently we should plant only should be shallow so that the roots more, these organisms are tremen- 

toe that come through the best, of the plants will not be cut or dous feeders on nitrogen and may 
even on the best soils disturbed more than is necessary tie up temporarily the nitrogen 

: : ° . to keep the row in its place. Culti- content of your soil. The matted 
, With the Brice of raspberries ation should be discontinued in material which was plowed under 

likely o be high for a few more jute summer so that the growth of may have interfered with moisture 
years, it will pay growers to take the raspberry plant will slow up relations in that capillary moisture 
the best of care of their raspberry nq thus result in better matured did not come to the surface through 

ah 1 tb a ae Goes or wrth of ay ean al 
the tips of the canes in the fall and Cover Crop May Help To Ripen wach was plowed under. 

t least partially cover these plants. Canes For Winter “Strawberries are especially sen- 
Bt teast par cally hi = , “In case of a rainy, late summer sitive to this indirect influence of 
especially if the Season, Nas or and early fall, it may help the fiber or cellulose material. The ac- 
one with plenty of moisture for raspberry plants to mature more tion of these fungi and molds in 
late fall growth. satisfactorily for winter if a cov- decomposing the soy bean material 
Removal of Fruiting Canes er-crop of oats or weeds compete may have indirectly attacked the 

After Harvest with them through the months of roots of the young strawberry 
Mr. Kuehner recommends in his September and October. If the plants when you set them, bringing 

news letter on the subject of cane cover-crop tends to grow too tall, about so-called brown root rot. We 
removal, the following: it may shade the lower part of the have observed this same condition 

“The canes which are bearing canes too much for early maturity. frequently on tobacco. Strawberries 
this year’s crop should be removed To avoid this danger, the cover- are in the same class as tobacco
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from the standpoint of this indirect WHITE PINE BEING PROTECTING THE GRAPES 
root rot disease due to soil organ- PROTECTED GEAPEs ew ohenpeyed anan 

ee observed on my_ brother-in- Buster rust—most deadly of by birds and insects. Garden 
law's farm years a éondition : all diseases that attack the makers who wish to obtain extra 
ae ar. Shavings had been used as White pine—is being found more fine bunches bag them. Bags for the 
am ch and Ge © dor! the jatraw- extensively in Wisconsin this year purpose may be purchased, and 

seit bed in the fall. The follow- than ever before, the state depart- probably are the most satisfactory, 
ing spring this strawberry bed was ment of agriculture reports. although ordinary paper bags from 
a and sick and growth was Despite labor shortages, so far the stores may be employed with 

sh . The crop of heres was the this year 4,218 acres of white pine success. They are to be drawn over 
poo est in eer The effect of bave received initial protection the bunches and tied around the 
fie abana ae | 6 stimilate the against blister rust by the removal stems, not too tightly but still with- 
growth of these molds and other of 160,000 ribes bushes—hosts to out leaving an opening for insects 

fungi which indirectly fed into the the rust—from 10,251 acres of to enter. Bees have often been 
soil and competed for nitrogen control area, according to T. F. charged with damaging grapes, but 

with the strawberry roots. Kouba, state leader of white pine this is a libel on these insects. They 
“Had you reworked this field in blister rust control. Efforts to con- are not physically capable of punc- 

the spring and reset new plants tsol ithe! disease in Wisconsin! are turing a grape skin, even if their 
I'm sure there would have been no ‘SUPervised jointly by the state de- desires led them in that direction. 
injurious effects for the soy bean P2ttment of agriculture and the But when they find grapes which 
straw by this time would have been bureau of entomology and plant have been pecked into by birds, 
completely decomposed. quarantine of the U. S. department they are likely to take toll of the 

“An application of ammonium of agriculture, ‘ ‘ exuding juices. — 
sulphate on this patch would have Several crews of Indian girls —From Horticulture Illustrated, 
aided the decomposition of the soy have been at work this summer re- August, 1943. 
bean material and might have pre- "OVIN& ribes bushes from the or st 
vented the injurious effects appar- ested Hrenomince ne he 4 ne “I never go to the movies any 
ently resulting from this crop iets o tet ee a as — “ie more. My wife comes home so 
which you plowed under.” ie SUSE ICORETO! won Ag € tired. Besides, they're mostly air- 

ad River reservation in Ashland plane pictures now, and she always 
+ county. criticizes the spot welding out 

WHITE-WASHING TREE In all, 272,299 acres of white loud."—Groucho Marx (CBS). 
TRUNKS pine in 53 counties have received 

Question: Do you believe that initial protection against blister rust : 

white-washing the tree trunks would penetra Tien nthe Z TL OUT len gren\ on 
cause less absorption of sunlight ‘444 
tending to reduce winter injury? the first World war. —= Sits boygan 

Dr. Heinicke: White-washing ge es ;> baat alice] TTT Aso). C14 
trunks of trees will undoubtedly Er : 
cause less absorption of sunlight APPLE ICE CREAM Sian Ef Whether you need a 
and thus tend to reduce southwest _ Apple ice cream is a recent addi- . vr approved ior inter 

injury of the trunk. Such white- rrodinc “o ‘ce fein cies Si Federal Food and. Drug 
washing however, is not necessary recipe which he reconimends: as Administration, 

unless the trees are trained with ag qts. 20% cream, 24 whole eggs or whether you plan to ; i . 1» Sy ship locally in old style 
very high head. It is usually much 3% Ibs. granulated sugar, 1 teaspoon [> —eg@5™ boxes, you can be safe 

more satisfactory to have the limbs salt, 5 Ibs. whole apples. Mix all in- Ti and save money too, by 
originate not more than 2 feet from gredients except apples and cook ina Na] assembling either type 

double boiler or steamer until they box with the  fast- 
the ground. Shadow cast by the just barely reach a boil, then cool. lee G working Neva - ace A s n Hnches wil prevent any, undue Sic the eapeded and uncored apie Hl, Gey pm TH SE 

g of the shorter trunk. and cook in as little water as possible gan—as leading growers have for 63 
From Annual Report New York until they are soft enough to run years, 

Horticultural Society. through a sieve. After this allow to Write, now, for low prices and free 
eres cool and add pulp and juices to the facts on new shipping regulations. 

- Gi I. cream mixture. Pour into freezer. — Gimme a dollar din- This mix wil make sporoximat ely s Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 

cream.—_! =, . 

Waiter: Yes, sir; on white or News Letter of the Illinois State Hor- °85 Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
tye? ticultural Society. EES
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September in the Bee Yard 
A™ colonies should have plenty best to examine each colony by Beware of the Wax Moth 

of ventilation during Septem- taking out the frame to see what This is the month to watch your 
ber, especially if we get much rain is there. . old combs to see that the wax moth 
and dampness. Small entrances What To Do With Weak does not destroy them. Stacks of 
make it difficult for the bees to : Colonies . . supers stored outdoors can be treat- 
evaporate moisture and so:ithe‘honz One of the big questions in the eq with calcium cyanide, but inside 
cy may be thin for winter stores minds of many beekeepers now is of buildings this is very dangerous 
unless it can be well ripened. what to do with weak colonies. If and not advisable. For combs stored 

September is an important month we re-queen a weak colony now, it inside, the paradichlorobenzine is 
for brood rearing. The bees pro- will not build up into a strong the best 
duced during this month are the colony by October when brood . 

young bees which will come through rearing stops. Then too, we have _ 
the winter best. Old field workers the problem of the cost of the queen 

will die off and unless there are aad te cost of the honey at the WISCONSIN SAUL Con 
plenty of young bees produced this weak colony will consume. It only ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CON- 

. VENTION, PLYMOUTH month, we will have very weak takes about 25 pounds of honey at OCTOBER 27-28 * 

colonies or dwindling colonies in present prices to pay for a package. " 

spring. At that rate, it might be best to TT annual convention of the 

In order to enable colonies to kill the weak colonies. Wisconsin Beekeepers Associa- 

produce plenty of brood, we must How To Obtain Pollen For tion will be held in Plymouth, in 
have plenty of room for the queen Next Spring the City Auditorium, on Wednes- 
to lay. Two ten-frame hive bodies If we plan to kill the weak colo- day and Thursday, October 27-28. 

are hardly enough, especially if we nies, here is one way we can ob- Accommodations at Plymouth 
plan on leaving enough honey to tain some pollen for feeding pack- are excellent, The hall is especially 
last us until next June and also ages and colonies next spring. Kill good, with an adjoining room for 
store some pollen, Many beekeep- the queens of the weak colonies at the Women’s Auxiliary meeting. 
ers are using three hive bodies this once. Allow queen cells to be pro- The Sheboygan County Associa- 
month for stores and brood rear- duced so that the colony will con- tion which has a large membership. 

ing. tinue to bring in pollen. This pol- has pledged its full support, and 
Colony Weight len will be stored in the combs and the Manitowoc Beekeepers Asso- 

Since most beekeepers prepare none of it used after the larvae ciation are also a large group and 
their colonies for winter during have been fed to maturity, Such will take part. The meeting should. 
September, we must be very cau- a colony may store quite a bit of therefore, be well attended. 
tious to see to it that we are not pollen. Later the young queen may Let this be your vacation and 
fooled by the weight of the hive be killed again before she lays, attend the meeting. 
if we should have a lot of pollen which will make the colony queen- 
brought in. That was the case last less, but the pollen will have been 

year. The bees brought in lots of stored by that time. Along about Florist: “This corsage would be 
pollen but very little honey. Conse- April 1st next year these pollen better for a blonde, and that one 
quently, with strong colonies in frames will be very valuable for for a brunette.” 
addition, the hives appeared very feeding. Two or three of them with Customer: “Well, I haven't seen 

heavy, but actually there wasn’t as honey are both excellent for pack- her for two days—I’ll take both 
much honey as we expected. It is age bees. of them.”
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The Bee and Honey Exhibit "°* SWA®M IN 4 BOMBER 
Weoktins round a Halifax 

. : plane at its dispersal point, 
At State Fair Educational the ground crew heard a strange 

buzzing noise. One of the aircraft 
aT Bee and Honey Building a fine display of how honey can be hands went to investigate and found 

at the Wisconsin State Fair used in baking and canning, and a procession of bees entering and 
was, as usual, as attractive and also had a display of extracted leaving a small hole in the tail of 
interesting as during the past year. honey. Brown Brothers, West Allis, the plane. 

This year, instead of competitive Wisconsin, specialized in extracted The Halifax had to be ready for 
entries, exhibitors were paid a set honey, having a large and attrac- the night’s operations, but nobody 
umount to put in an educational tive display. Frank Eickstedt, Ce- on the station knew how to handle 
ind decorative display. darburg, had an unusually fine lot a swarm. It was a problem rather 

Jim Gwin operated the ever- of apples with his honey display, beyond King’s Regulations, but at 

popular Honey Bar, and also had a showing that the bees are essential last the station padre remembered 
splendid display of 24 varieties of to pollinate the fruit bloom. Figge's a vicar in a local village was a bee- 
plants, in flats, showing the im- Apiaries, Milwaukee, put up an in- keeper and asked him to come over 
portance of the cross-pollenization teresting display of extracted hon- and help. 
of the bees to raise food so vital ‘°Y a the ja Victory = so First of all the fabric had to be 
sit ROT ars Honey Mouse Milwaukes, stripped from the a ee Lo 

The highlight feature of the Bee furnished the public with a fine the vicar, wearing ede be he 
and Honey Building was the Ex- display of extracted honey, and the queen bee, surrounded by her 

tracting and Bottling of Honey. A signs informing the people of hon- drones a workers. Bees, were 
load of honey was extracted daily, ey’s many uses. Honey Acres, Me- continually flying in from the 
and was then heated, pumped, bot-  yomonee Falls, Wisconsin, having hedgerows. But as soon as the vicar 
tled and labeled. This small scale 4 ittle different display, showed had removed the queen the other 

unit was complete in every detail, complete colonies of bees, and the bees followed her in search of a 
and the demonstrations of showing fruit and vegetables grown asare- "eV home. 
the honey oe pag oe to re con- sult of the pollenization of the bees. The fabric was then nee 
sumer attracted a large and inter- and a few hours later the Halifax 

ested crowd. This was prepared by = a took off and returned safely. The 

Wa i a s i i 
alter Diehnelt and tat, An earnest worker, newly em- a ere ae 

"he beekeepers’ displays showed ployed by an aircraft plant in Ohio, |) ‘ ea > i P bein 
the Fair goers that the bees are was informed that the factory was e a ees, RWOERD Suey 8 
necessary for the winning of the 4, 4 24-hour-day basis. He went to 9 . 
war, as they are needed. to ‘cross? voile and ‘when lis ‘foreman .came Bees once swarmed in one of the 
pollinate fruits, vegetables and most in the next morning he was still on Wigs of a Whitley in Coastal 
all plants, and the beeswax is now the job. Command. The aircraft carried out 

jm great demand by the Govern- “Well. boss,” h d. look- several operations before the hive 

ment for use in the manufacture. Eile (ROSS: NE Eeported; {00 was discovered, and seven pounds 
- . hae ing distressed, “I got along O. K. : po 

of war machinery, for medicinal iJ of honey were extracted and shared 

purposes, and many other important for the first 24 hours, but between among the crew. 
aud essential ages. you and me, I’m pretty worried Ain Mi st N Sera 

The booth of Gilbert Schultz about the next 24." OAS 00 iy 
_ Reedsville, Wisconsin, was very — TO 
attractive, and showed a very fine REALLY GOING PLACES 
display of comb and extracted hon- THE MAINE IDES ‘ rr , ‘ 
ey, also giving the many uses of When the Maine farmer was Perkins: “How’s your Victory 
beeswax. Daffodil Bee Farm, Mount told how Andrew Carnegie came Garden coming along?” 

Horeb, Wisconsin, showed the many t® this country with in 25 cents Gherkins: “Oh, splendidly. My 
ways th idi in his pocket and die leaving cutworms, cabbage worms, Japa- 

effort, ‘ a “ha afte diel $250,000,000, all he said was: _ hese beetles, green aphis and pota- 
st Comb agid weeacted hone “He must have had a very savin’ to bugs never looked better, but 

Y- woman.” my corn ear worms and Mexican 
Johnson’s Hearts of Clover, Hales —Keith Warren Jennison, The bean beetles seem a little droopy 
Corners, Wisconsin, gave the ladies Maine Idea. and under-nourished.”
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e f In PROGRAM FOR YOUR BEE. 

actors Affecting the Usefulness KEEPERS’ MEETING 
e e e W* like the idea put out by 

of Honeybees in Pollination Gleanings in Boe Culture of 
having a beekeepers’ forum at 

NEW bulletin with the above the other hand, are especially attrac- county association meetings. This 
title, of considerable interest to tive, for at times the bees practically forum is to be composed of ques- 

beekeepers, is circular No. 650, pub- abandon all other fruit blossoms for tions which have been discussed in 

lished by the U. S. Department of these two kinds. the magazine. Some excellent pro- 
Agriculture, Washington, D. C. The Data indicating the characteristics : . 
bulletin discusses the insects which of the pollen of some plants show a grams can be arranged for oe 
gather pollen and nectar from fruit wide range in quantity, color, and size Meetings in this way, not on! 7 by 
blossoms, plant characteristics, flight of the bee load. using Gleanings, but the American 
activity of the honeybee colony, and ae Bee Journal, and this magazine as 
compares over-wintered colonies with Plant Competition Bee 
package bees in pollinating efficiency. Plants that blossom simultaneously . 

must compete for insect visitors. Bees The way to go about it is to have 
th Stmmary OF Ballstin shift cron one Bent to nother. in either the secretary or the presi- 

behavior of honeybees in visit- search of nectar having the highes : : 

ing blossoms for nectar and pollen has sugar concentration, but the reason for dent eee — 2 “— aS 
been observed over a period of years their selection of certain plants for of about three people well in ad- 

in various parts of California and Ore- pollen is not yet established. vance of the meeting and ask them 

gon, especially in experimental or- Wind greatly reduces the activity of to come prepared to discuss articles 
chards at Camino, Calif., to obtain in-field bees, and as a rule bees do not which the officer thinks will be of 

formantion that would aid orchardists fly out heavily when it is cloudy. interest and value to the members. 
and seed growers in improving the pol- . 
lination of their crops. Distances Of Flight After the topic has been presented, 

In the Camino district honeybees From a long-established hive the the president can call upon other 
were by far the most common blossom bees go a mile and a half and some- beekeepers in the audience to give 

visitors (62 percent), blowflies were times much farther in search of nectar their experience along the same 
next 23 percent), and other insects and pollen, but after being moved to a line. Some interesting discussions 

were scarce. The bees were practical- new location they do not fly far for hould devel 
ly the only distributors of pear pollen. the first 3 or 4 days. shou evelop. 

The closer bees were placed to the The honeybee is an important pollin- Beekeepers’ meetings can be made 
Pear trees, the more effective they ation agent because in visiting a blos- yer popular if something of value 
were as pollen distributors. som for either nectar or pollen it ; Seated each time 

Considerable numbers of honeybees brushes the flower parts, covering its is p . 
were observed visiting blossoms that body with pollen, and also because it 
had been emasculated. It is therefore usually collects only one kind of pollen TT 
unsafe to depend on emasculation for on a trip. One bee was observed to 
plant-breeding purposes, without cov- visit 84 Bartlett pear blossoms to TOP SUPERING 
ering the blossoms. secure her full load of pollen. Ite was — 

Between species of plants there is estimated that on a good flight day By Lloyd C. Gardner, Michigan 
a wide range in the quantity of nectar 822,720 bees issued from the 16 colon- 
secreted and in its sugar concentration. ies placed in the Caldwell orchard. W want plenty of room next 
As the relative humidity decreased, Overwintered’ Colonies B to the brood nest and not 
there was a consequent increase in the erwintere oe Best on top of the pile. I know that 

peceaniaae of sugar in a nectars, al- Bere nepata the package bees in some have claimed that they could 
though not a proportional increase be- : ‘ 
cause of the difference in the structure POPulation, flight activity, and the a- get good results from top supering, 
and position of nectar glands in va- mount of pollen gathered, and 5-pound but we have never found that this 
rious blossoms. packages were more effective than was so for us, and the only time 

Il its. Theref ‘h i : . emanen, Units erefore, where win- we do any top supering is when we 
Apple Blossoms Have Rich ter conditions prohibit the maintenance §144 that the colony has started wel 

Nectar of overwintered colonies, the larger . fi b t 

For 1 day at Davis, Calif. the fol- Packages should be purchased. mm the Just added Super ae no 
lowing average sugar concentrations en a “ ve Le hoary that ‘ 
of nectar from fruit blossoms were ob- . could stand the additional room 0 
tained: Apple 46.2, peach and nectar- She a being show! a through another super underneath the one 
ine 289, plum 25.8, sour cherry 235, the railroad shops. “And here. being worked. In that case, we 
Winter Nelis pear 9.9, and Bartlett said her guide, “we have the loco- 1) anathér, supet on: % which 
pear 79 percent. The low sugar con- motive boiler.” “But why do they P t a ae 1 oe hold 

ine ih for Bartlett pear may be boil locomotives?” she asked. Her them until de. er a ack ° 

the honeybees, at least where richer guide was not non-plussed. “To . ee 
nectars are available. The nectars of keep the engine tender, ma’am,” he From The Beekepers’ Magazine 

apple and sweet cherry blossoms, on replied. (Mich.), August.
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WHY BEES ARE BUSY MORE SUGAR AVAILABLE 
Ret Why Bees Are Busy,” FOR BEES HONEY WANTED 

a Sony fe boys and a _ S we go to press, a notice is Cash paid for cars and less 
many new honey recipes for their received £ he U. S. W: than cars comb and extracted 

hers, is just off the press. The So arom the (Us) 5: War i mothers, is just 0: e press. the board that an amendment to Ra- [boney- Mail sample and best 

authors are Susan Burdick Davis, tioning Order No. 3 of the OPA Price. C. W. Aeppler Company, formerly Instructor C Children’s makes it possible for beekeepers to Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 

Telling, University ie Bia obtain an additional 15 pounds of 

and Harriet M. Grace. A copy may ing bees, colsny Bila fall tor’ feed, HONEY CANS 

. eee oT ding 25 Tote: Beekeepers, however, must com- ane ce vive ee immediate 
Madi : oY on ’ ply with certain regulations as fol- = . 

adison 3, Wisconsin. Prices on . : Order your glass supply for 

uantities may be had by writin lows: C1) abt irene yout Fae the new crop now, as it takes q y y 5 tioning Board OPA Form R-315 from 3 to 6 months to receive Mentzer, Bush and Company, 2210 : ha = South P. kk Way, Chi Ili .. Which must be filled out. The bee- same from the factory. We now 
outh Park Way, Chicago, Illinois. jeeper must certify that the addi- have a good supply of 5#, 2%#, 

tional sugar is required to prevent 1# and nt on hand, and can 

MONROE COUNTY BEEKEEP- loss of bees. Then you must apply | ™ke immediate shipment. 
ERS PICNIC to your local War Board who must duc, your Aosboueie a labela now 

The Monroe County Beekeepers €Ttify that the additional sugar is for your new crop of honey. 
Association held their annual pic- Teduired to prevent loss of bees. Write for Complete Price List. 
nic in the park at Tomah on August Yur County Agricultural Agent 
29th. The following officers were probably the one to see or write. oe gros Your sist 

reelected: President, Leonard M, County War Boards have been —— 
Schultz, Tomah; Vice - president, §iven instructions by the U. S. HONEY ACRES 
Herbert Anderson, Wilton; Secre- War Board on this matter. Bee- Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
tary-Treasurer, Mrs. Edw. Schep- keepers at some distance from the 
pa, Kendall. Mr. Virgil Rand was County seat can no doubt correspond 

appointed entertainment chairman. With their county agents to get help. HONEY CONTAINERS 
An interesting program was held —— Prompt Shipping Service 

and plans for a bigger picnic made Glass Jars 
for next year. 88 SEASONAL NOTES We carry a complete line of 

Top-Supering Didn’t Work “Utility” style jars with white 
This Year coated covers, lacquered and wax 

lined. . 
eR a THE WwW wonder if many Wisconsin paper PRICES 

E wish hi M beekeepers observed that top- Price Wt. 
W wish to compliment Mr. supering didn’t work this year. Reshipping case of 12-2# 42 101b. 

Walter Diehnelt, Menomo- The reason was that the most » oon aoa a . 
nee Falls, and Mr. James Gwin, colonies were relatively weak when « ”  » 12. 24d 67 Ib. 
qe ne of the Bee and the honey flow started in June. ” ” o” g.5# 42 10Ib. 
; te Building “ te ate Fair, Consequently, they placed the hon- . (to a SF 

_ for the educational exhibit of uncap- ey right above the brood nest where Dino ee S50 evden: 
Ping, extracting, and bottling honey it acted as a barrier and they did 10% on $100 orders. 
at the State Fair. It was a splendid jot go through this barrier freely PRICES 

Mucstinal exit ane de honey above ic" | Sunde aus Amery ca t acquainted the people wi e course colonies with big popu- . mS 
sanitary methods in which modern lations will place honey in any re ee a ie 
beekeeping is done and will help available space, but not so with Carton of 24—60# cans.. 7.44 
greatly in promoting the use of the smaller colonies. We observe In Bulk _._.__._..31 each 
honey. colonies with the brood nest and Write fer “Purchaser's oC 

— the super above it jammed full of ete en sheady ciguedl jax, 
1 called up a friend in Washing- honey with much burr comb, but fare not catryia — line, of 

ton and said, ““Where can I get a_ with the super on top of the hive other honey packages—Shipping 
room tonight?” He said, “Where practically empty. If the beekeep- Cases and Comb Honey Cartons. 
are you calling from?” I told him er does not watch this condition, 
a telephone booth and he said, swarming can easily result or the AUGUST Lore 
“Happy dreams!”—Henry Young- brood nest becomes so small that COMPANY 
man, Kate Smith Hour (CBS). brood rearing is greatly reduced. BOYD, WISCONSIN
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF < NOMINATING COMMITTEE 
WISCONSIN HORTICULTUR- m6 rath : FOR HORTICULTURAL 
AL SOCIETY HOLD MEETING ; 8 Ra SOCIETY OFFICERS 

. IN AUGUST ue . x APPOINTED 
p-/)) PRUE 0 i 

HE annual summer meeting of 2’)? 0) a M* Arno Meyer, President, 
the Board of Directors of the D * SN Waldo, appointed the nomi- 

Wi c. : : I ly. * nating committee for the nomina- 
isconsin Horticultural Society La m\ ~ . f offi d wiembers of 

was held at Madison on August ks 1 Hon {Oh OMICcEs: (ar c i 
17th. M x q ) i the Board of Directors of the Wis- 

th: Members present: Were, #Arn6 ( Tyee consin Horticultural Society at the 
Meyer, Waldo, President; E. L. Ss ye ; 

, +: , \ (Ow: : annual meeting of the Board of 
Chambers, Madison, Treasurer; H. aA (crs 2 é 

Rahml S » Th Cfo: Directors in August. 
J. mlow, Secretary ; — & BD qr Members appointed are: Theo. 

i ae preven Mrs. x S. i a Ward, Fort Atkinson, Chairman; 
oe Baas J R ora- SEBAGO’S THE BEST LATE p. E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay; 

welz, West: Beng) Ni. 4. Sasmus- POTATO FOR WISCONSIN and Charles Patterson, Franksville. 
sen, Oshkosh; Virgil Fieldhouse, . The abave, cormittes: are board 
Dodgeville; Peter L. Swartz, Jr., T= best late potato for Wis- members whose terms expire this 
Waukesha; and Walter Diehnelt, consin—best even for light soils It has been th a for 
Menomonee Falls. in the central part of the state if yeah: SS Oe oe 

. ‘ some years past to appoint these 
Some of the business transacted they are reasonably fertile and members of the Board as members 

is as follows: It was decided to scab-free. . . of the Nominating Committee, 
continue the contribution of $25.00 That's the high recommendation they cannot succeed them- 

to the National Apple Institute. the new Sebago Mee! - ree selves. Nominees should be from 
Two prominent persons were se- qs Lengel J penning cars the section of the state which these 

lected to receive the honorary rec- ert 1 , y Board members represent, and rep- 

ognition certificate of the Society on trials. : resent the same branch of horti- 
. . The important shortcomings of 

at the convention this fall, the Seb. re only two: (1) This culture. / 

names to be announced at the con- a = ‘tie A ‘ab Ithough Suggestions may be sent the 

vention banquet. rather susceptible to scab, although  .ominating committee by any mem- 
not more so than most popular }., 

The dates and. pick tor We @B~ varieties. (2) Ik ia not ia good The slate of officers and the offi- nual convention to be held jointly yielder on poor, sandy soil. . : ae . 
with the Wisconsin Garden Club 3 i cial ballot will be printed in the 
Federati t definitely. set Sebago is an excellent yielder October issue of Wisconsin Horti- 
see nn ee bane the weneontg, on fertile soil; it is of high quality, culture, so that all members may 

It 1s hoped to have the convention being one of the few varieties that 046 by mail. Voting may also be 
in Madison, but final arrangements tend to “cook white;” it is resistant done tie feat day’ Of the conven. 

will be announced in the October 4, yellow dwarf disease, and also tion 
TSSUES to the late blight which causes a 

Five members were accepted as form of tuber rot; it seldom shows JOINT ANNUAL CONVENTION 
life members, as follows: Mrs. either hollow-heart or internal dis- MADISON, NOVEMBER 17 - 18 
Walter Diehnelt and Walter Dieh- coloration and hardening; and it T= 75th. aiwiial convention of 
nert, Menomonee Falls; Robert O. grows very true to type. the Wi in Horti 1 
Heinrich, Racine; Clarence Lewis, From Bulletin 460, What’s New Society ‘ee j at eink 

New York City; and H. J. Rahm- in Farm Science, April, 1943. the convention of the Wisconsin 
low, Madison. —. Garden Club Federation at the 

Mr. Arno Meyer, President, was Jack Benny’s Victory Garden re- Loraine Hotel, Madison, Wednes- 

appointed the Wisconsin represen- port: My potato crop turned out day and Thursday, November 17- 
tative to the meeting of the Na- well. Some are as big as marbles, 18. 

tional Apple Planning Committee some as big as peas, and, of course, The program will be published in 
August 24th. there are quite a few little ones. the next issue.
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Th S f and exhibit them at the show, and 
e tory Oo a Bushel five specimens of the standard va- 

rieties. of Transparents 
Ae” friend of ours, a lady through the dilver. Spices and 

whose veracity is unquestioned, brown sugar (and some sugar sub- MORE MOISTURE BENEATH 
and who insists she is not Scotch, stitute) were added to the sieved MULCHES 

tells us she bought a bushel of apples and, after an hour’s bub- 

Transparent apples to make apple- bling and stirring, nine pints of A° explained in Hoosier Horti- 
sauce. It seems that the members delicious apple butter were added culture by Dr. George D. Scar- 

of her family rate clear, smooth, to the family larder, seth of Purdue University, there 

tartish, almost fluffy, Transparent Meanwhile, the juice had been is increased moisture beneath a 
applesauce “tops” on any menu. boiling away on the back of the mulch because the mulch shades 
“Kor breakfast,” she says, “it stove. The lady had plans for that, and cools the ground causing con- 

makes eating ordinary dry cereals too. She was looking forward to densation of water into the soil 

worth while. For a filling dessert the day when her sugar reserve from the air. Because mulch also 
for our ’teener’s lunch, a slice of had built up, and when blackber- holds water in the ground it is pos- 
buttered bread, covered with apple- ries and other low-pectin fruits sible in this manner for the soil to 

sauce and splashed with cream, would be available for jellies, so contain more water a that pro- 
makes a most satisfactory stopper. she filled seven quart jars with the vided by rainfall. This Process ''s 

At dinner, it may be relish for the boiling juice. more pronounced during the cool 
meat course, or the dessert. It is Everything was gone now but mights iof spring: Dr: Searseth if 
the one dessert for which every a couple of quarts of seeds and lustrates his point as follows: 
one of us seems to have room.” skins. “Sis,” she said to the ’teener, You have all perhaps noticed 
Now, here’s the story: “spread these out on Daddy’s com- that as you watered your lawn it 

This bushel of Transparents post pile, and cover them with a didn’t seem to need as much in the 
graded U. S. No. 1, clean, sound, shovelful of lime from the garage.” spring and fall as during the hot- 
carefully-handled apples. They were When the slaughterhouse people _ test weather. In mid-summer, you 

washed, peeled on a mechanical have figured out a way to save the never got enough water on. This 

peeler, and quartered and cored by squeal of the porker, we will bet difference is not all because of the 

hand. Transparents cook very that this lady will have figured out losses by evaporation but because 

quickly, and soon there were thir- @ way to capture aroma, and, some _ in the fall and spring a lot of con- 
ty-four pint jars of applesauce on winter day when cabbage is on the densation occurred as a result of 
the cook table and a generous bowl- "ienu, she'll turn loose in the kitch- the difference in temperature dur- 

ful set aside for immediate con- €n the delightful odor you get when ing days and nights we do not get 
sumption. In case you happen to you “put up” a bushel of Trans- much condensation into the ground 

be interested in points, these 34 parent apples. — From July 15, 0 take care of the requirements. 
jars on your grocer’s present chart Tennessee Horticulture. Under a mulch cover during the 

have a value of exactly 714 ration Sa hot: month: of July ‘we find an ad= 
points! THE FRUIT SHOW AT THE vantage from the mulch in draw- 

Then there was a large kettleful ANNUAL CONVENTION ing more moisture ie the ale 
of peelings and core parts. The I’ keeping with the times, the A mulch will also promote the 
mechanical peeler had been a bit fruit show at the annual con- availability of phosphate and_pot- 

generous, and there was just too vention of the Wisconsin Horticul- ash in that increased motsture SeP- 
much “meat” on the skins to throw tural Society will be reduced to an arates: the disc-shaped clay particles 

away, so they were covered with exhibit of educational value, in to which potash, Phosphorus calci- 

water and set on the stove to cook showing the new varieties which U™ and magnesium are stuck. If the 
slowly for an hour. Taking enough are becoming leaders among the soil becomes dry these particles ate 

applesauce to make a round of des- orchardists of this state. not held apart and the chemical 
serts for the family next door, the Plate exhibiteot fvé-ot the iead- plant fiods become unavailable to 
lady went a-borrowing, and came jing standard varieties, McIntosh, plant roots. The presence of mulch 

home with a dilver, a rotary type Delicious, Golden Delicious, Weal- can’ prevent Aarying out and hence, 
food press. The cooked peelings thy, will be the only ones on the loss of availability of phosphate 
were strained, the juice put back schedule this year. an potash, two of the three most 

on the stove to simmer, and the We hope growers will save three important plant food, elements. 
meat was sieved from the skins specimens of their new varieties From April 1 Morticulture.
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

OFFICERS DIRECTORS Frank Blood, Stevens Point 
Harold Janes, Whitewater, President Oren Baxter, Edgerton Chester Harrison, Waldo 
Bernard Nichels, Sheboygan, Vice-President Ffed Hagedorn, Sheboygan Walter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, 'Cor.-Secretary Dr. Geo. Scheer, Sheboygan E A Lins, Spring Green 

Otto Eapschiteke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. Archie Spatz, Wausau Walter Miller, Sun Prairie 
1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan Noel Thompson, Madison 

The Fourteenth Wisconsin Gladiolus Show 
Sheboygan Armory Ideal Show Place 

T= 14th annual Wisconsin Scheer showing three lovely baskets bad condition so that his entries 

Gladiolus Show was held in of White Gold; Walter C. Krueger could not rate. Those who attend- 
the spacious Armory in Sheboygan, with an array of baskets and vases ed the Lake Geneva show last year 
August 21-22. Situated but a few of his own creation, and Harold will remember the high quality of 
hundred feet from the shore of Janes featuring the new creations. Mr. Fortnam’s exhibit. 
Lake Michigan, the climatic condi- The latter was awarded first prize Exhibitors attending from  out- 
tions were the best for maintain- in this division, with Mr. Krueger side the state were: Bob White, 

ing the bloom throughout the show. second, and Dr. Scheer third. Waterloo, Iowa; Dr. and Mrs. F. 

Though the quantity of bloom was When the three-spike entries X- Graff, Freeport, Illinois; Mr. 
smaller than usual, due to restric- were selected for consideration, and Mrs. J. R. Hopkins, Deerfield, 
tions of war travel, the quality was three tall spikes of Golden State llinois, and L. E. May, Chicago. 

good. were taken from the table of Har- At the banquet at the Grand 
Some 3,000 spikes were on dis- old Janes and later were awarded Hotel, following the show Satur- 

play, entered by 75 exhibitors from the three-spike grand championship. day evening, Mr. Hopkins and Dr. 
four states—Wisconsin, Minnesota, In the seedling class, Dr. Graft Graff were co-toastmasters. 

Illinois and Pennsylvania. won in the large exhibition class Much credit for staging and ar- 
Mr. J: R. Hopkins, Deerfield, with Seedling P 39, another white ‘ging the show should be given 

Illinois, led in points won, having sport of Picardy, and David C. ‘ the Sheboygan County Chapter, 
110. Dr. F. X. Graff of Freeport, Pyerner, Milwaukee, was first inthe t© Mr. Fred Hagedorn and Mr. 
Illinois, was second with 87, and decorative section. Walter Axel for their painstaking 
Gladys Sprecher of Spring Green For avine: tie: Bivhest nunber work, to Mrs, Scheer as chairman 
was third, having 66. As the donor a ng. the: Migiest Humbe of the banquet committee; to Dr. 

; of points, 14, in artistic arrange- . : 
of the Paddy Hopkins Trophy for Francis Graff as supervisor of 

. : ment, Mrs. George Scheer, She- . . : 
most points won, Mr. Hopkins gra- : . - judges ; to Bernard Nichols as chair- 

: Peper . boygan, received the Wisconsin ; 
ciously relinquished this trophy to Hortictltdral Soéiety: silver troph man of the ticket and finance com- 
Dr. Graff. a y . BY: mittee; and last but not least, to 

Probably the variety of most in- Other varieties which aroused our faithful and unselfish secretary, 
terest at the show was Leading great interest were King William, Mr, Otto Kapschitzke, who as we 
Lady, the new white sport of Pic- a spike of which grown by Rev. all know, shoulders the big load in 
ardy, entered by Dr. Graff. This Schulz of Van Dyne, was a strom& any event in which our Society 
glad won first in both 1 and 3 spike contender against Taading mae participates. 
classes. The one spike was later glantine, New Zealand Splendor, 
awarded division championship, Crinkle Cream, B adger Beauty, cane AT 
grand championship, and the most Show Queen, Diane, and Magnolia. wae . 
beautiful spike of the show. For One of the most beautiful baskets Division Champions 

grand championship, the contender in the show was one of Criterion Late Introductions, 1 spike, Rev. 

was a beautiful spike of Marion in Mr. Krueger’s exhibit, not J. Schulz, Van Dyne. 
Pearl, a 1943 release, grown by entered in competition. Late Introductions, Section D, 
Mr. Hopkins. Mr. C. D. Fortnam, Tyler Hills, J. R. Hopkins, Deerfield, Ill. 

There were but three commercial Pennsylvania, sent a large exhibit Open Classes, three spikes, Sec- 

entries at the show, Dr. Geo. H. _ by express, but this arrived in very tion E, Otto Kapschitzke, Sheboy-
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gan, on White Gold. . Judges England Gladiolus Society of the 
Open Classes, three spikes, Sec- Judges for the gladiolus show auction held by that organization 

tion F, Dr. Francis Graff, Free- were as follows: David Puerner, last spring. There were 850 lots of 
port, on Pink Paragon. Milwaukee; Curtis Beech, Mazo- bulbs put up for sale. Mimeo- 

Open Classes, 1 spike, Section manie; Archie A, Spatz, Wausau; graphed copies of the list were 
G, Dr. F. X. Graff, Freeport, on Walter Miller, Sun Prairie; L. E. provided everyone and there was 
Leading Lady. ; , May, Chicago; L. E. Shaw, Mil- enthusiastic and good natured bid- 

Open Classes, 1 spike, Section ton; Walter Krueger, Oconomo- ding. Some members who could not 
H, Henry Zabel, Jr., Sheboygan, woc; Ben Robinson, Kenosha; E. attend had sent in requests, and 
on Golden Goddess. . . A. Lins, Spring Green; Frank the president made bids for them. 

Open Classes, 1 spike, Section I, Thomas, Kenosha; Mrs. A. J. Rad- The Wisconsin Society has had 
L. E. May, Chicago, Illinois, on loff, Plymouth; Constance Graff, two very successful bulb auctions 
Nadia. Freeport; Dixie Janes, Whitewat- que to the efforts of Secretary Otto 

For resident members of the er; J. R. Hopkins, Deerfield. . . : fo Kapschitzke. They will no doubt 
Sheboygan County Gladiolus Chap- Judges of the artistic arrange- be enlarged ‘and improved as time 
ter, Section J, Walter Axel, on ments were Mrs, Ben Robinson 8 P fe : ’ , ° 2 oes on. 
Red Giant. Kenosha, and Mrs. Frank Thomas, B 

Novice Section, Section K, open Kenosha. 

to residents of Sheboygan, and vi- OTHER WINNERS MADISON CHAPTER HOLDS 

cinity, Mrs. E. Biesing, on Bagdad. Other winners were: Legion VERY BEAUTIFUL GLAD- 
Exhibitors in the artistic arrange- Trjal Gardens, Spring Green; Otto IOLUS SHOW 

ment classes were: Mrs. Hobson, Kapschitzke, Sheboygan; A. A. HE Madi Gladiolus Cha: ter 
L. E. Larson, Walter Axel, Mrs. Spatz, Wausau; Peter DePagter, T tel # ab a a : iedi 
Geo. H. Scheer, Fred Hagedorn, Cedar Grove; Miss Gladys Sprech- eld a very eautiful glaciorus 
Sheboygan; Mrs. A. J. Radloff, er, Spring Green: L. E. M «show on August 9-10 in the lobby 

: : » spring ; ay, Chi : 2 

Plymouth; and Miss Olive Long- cago; Walter Axel, Sheboygan ; of the First National Bank of 
land, Lake Geneva. Fred Hagedorn, Sheboygan; C. Madison. . a 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS Holzman, Sheboygan; A. Bogen, Duetandig ‘Were the aeate ar- 
é Sheboygan; Henry Zabel, Jr., She- rangements. There were some beau- 

The Sheb Vict 2 : , a a as somutitves ch tke Suan be boygan; David Puerner, Milwau-  tiful blooms exhibited as well. 

fense Board sponsored an exhibi- Kee: Al Hinz, Sheboygan; Rev. J. eevee Benned i beth, day 
: Py : : Schulz, Van Dyne; A. E. Piep- and evening in such large numbers 

tion of vegetables in connection 1 une P . gin BI 
with the Gladiolus Show, and the Kor, Plymouth; Otto Hagedorn, that it was difficult to get close to 
home economics department of the Sheboygan; P. E. Hoppe, Madi- the exhibits at umes. The; First 
Sheboygan School of Vocational $5 Mrs. Hobson, Sheboygan; Joe National Bank provided the funds 
and Adult Education had catried Pitsch, Manitowoc; Henry Wolfert, necessary and three silver trophies. 

goods on display. Sheboygan; Walter Sprangers, Leading exhibitors in the spike 

Posters with information about ‘V#ldo; Rev. Otto Scheib, Elkhart classes were: Theo. Woods, Madi- 
the value of vegetables in the diet Lake; a A. Fiedler, Cudahy; Rob. son; A. S. Haugen, Stoughton; 
were shown. These were captioned E. White, Waterloo, Iowa; Betty Paul Hoppe, Madison; Roy L. 
“It’s Patriotic to Be Healthy,” Ogle, Sheboygan; O. Reimer; C. Straus; Clarence Field; R. B. Rus- 
“Health For Victory” and “Vita. Lemkuil, Oostburg; C. Holtzman; sell; E. A. Lins, Spring Green; 
mins For Victory.” L. C. Dietsch, Plymouth; Mrs. J. Geo. Morris; John F. Flad; Gladys 

a ___E. De Master; E. H. Osborn, Dow- Sprecher, Spring Green; James There was considerable compe ; 
tition in the vegetable classes shown 2°TS Grove, Ill.; Emil Jaschinski, Torrie. 
by the fact that there were 26 en- Sheboygan; Rev. A C. Baumgart- Winners in the artistic arrange- 
tries of carrots, and 19 of potatoes. "C™ Baileys Harbor; Frank Olden- ment classes were: Adeline E. Lys- 
Other vegetables exhibited were berg, Bailey s Harbor; Henry Boltz, ter, De Forest; Mrs. R. B. Russell, 
pumpkins, rutabagas, squash, Swiss Seca ig eee ee oneale Madison; Mrs. H. S. Bostock, 
chard, tomatoes, turnips, peppers, Ee ie , il a “= Madison; Mrs. F. C. Middleton, 
parsnips, parsley, onions, kohlrabi, “° 7 (Teter, Baileys Sarbor; H. wradison; Albert Haugen, Stough- 
green kale, endive, egg plant, pick- D. Lauson, New. Holstein; Quinn ton; Theo. Woods, Madison; Roy 

les, cictimbers, coin, celery, root Wood, Mazomanie. L; "Straus, Madison; Paul E. 

and stalk, cauliflower, beets, beans, TTT Hoppe, Madison; Geo. C. Morris, 
broccoli, cabbage. GLADIOLUS BULB AUCTION Madison; Mrs. E. N. Hein, Madi- 

There were 50 varieties of canned GLADIOLUS bulb auctions son; Mrs. A. L. Thurston, Madi- 

goods displayed including meats seem to be very popular. We son; Mrs. G. L. Harbort, Madi- 
and chicken. read in the Supplement of the New son; Alma E. Weiss.
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Mrs. C, E. Strong 

HERB CHART a anyone to cook for you. They are 
“A PINCH IS ENOUGH” > IGS 200 working in the defense plants and 

Thyme Shee, S500 we have to save. Actually by the 
Sprinkle lightly in chopped meats, So x time the war is over we will have 

on roast or fried fish. ig N become quite set in our good, sen- 

Use in all stuffing for meat, fish sible way. Bill and I are planning 
and poultry. . and saving for a home much more 

A pinch in cottage cheese or ” EE sensibly than we would if condi- 
cream ee As tions were not as they are. All 

avory => things considered, we are reall 

Rub beef roast lightly with savory. getting some lessons that oe 
Sprinkle a little in hamburgers. shows are being held in every small needed (knowing our  disposi- 
A pinch when frying sausages. town as well as in the larger cities. tions).” 

Use with pork chops and fried Newspapers, Chambers of Com- A home and a garden is quite the 
apples. ; merce, Kiwanis Clubs, Women’s common topic and desire of many 
Use in stuffings. Clubs, and Garden Clubs all have young people today. 

mee with Basil in stuffed toma- on Gee aad oo - pecins Many people went to the ranches 

Basil planned garden with a succession to Pick berries because they could 

For all tomato dishes, raw or ©! crops. There are prizes for the ie oe cheaper. ec OE oa 
cooked. canned fruits and vegetables. Also surprised fo Bad this ae veal 

Use in green and vegetable sal- for the largest display from one Soe as eee bees oe a sal- for a = sun. As one man and his wife said, 
ads. garden. Food lockers are bought «ye earned these berries by pick- 

A pinch in string beans and in to store the food so carefully raised. ing them. Why should we pay any- 

Peas—add during the last few Many adobe brick cool houses are thing for them?” 
minutes of cooking. being made to store root-crops. Cel- “Well.” sai : ee 

Use in all spaghetti dishes. lars or basements are not so com- ell; Sad ithe owner, “where 
Marjoram mon in this state as they are back would I get paid for the work of 

In white sauce for carrots, peas, ast. Hence the cool house made acon the land ready, the cost of 

onions and potatoes. of adobe bricks. There will be no the plants, the cultivation, weeding, 
Sprinkle a little in chopped meat chances taken with those many cans irrigation, to say nothing of taxes? 

balls. of vegetables, fruit, chicken, rab- There are a few moments of sur- 

A pinch in boiled onions or peas. _ Dit. prised iiaksing. “thes —" Yai, wan: 
Rosemary Just a day or two ago a neigh- : oe oh eee lucky to get the 

Beef and pork roasts. bor told of friends who spent their berries, said the other man, and 

In all white sauce for vegetables. vacation at the beach, and went laid own the money with a “Thank 
Stuffing for fowl or goose. deep sea fishing. Results—nearly a ¥° 
Use in pickles and jams. hundred cans of tuna. A pleasant There just cannot help being a 
Season biscuits and corn muffins; and profitable vacation. In many of better understanding when some- 

have it finely powdered, use a little the schools home economics teach- ©" finds out that the man or wo- 
sugar. ers and their students have been ™@" who raises food doesn’t just 

Herbs are really coming into busy canning vegetables, chickens sit around doing wishful thinking. 

their hi place again with the need and rabbits raised on the school  _ 

to make every-day meals tasty and grounds. We were all sitting around the 
perhaps unusual, and a pinch is One young newly-wed said: “Do living room in a Cape Cod home 
SNOUBD. you know this food shortage is awaiting supper one Saturd igh’ 

Victory Gardens really an awfully good thing for w ie Fe “te the dee Gut hee on th . lly gi ig when our host came to the door 
ont n the coast, victory us young married folks. We are and announced: “For those who 

gar ens are reaching their high peak learning to cook, and to save. We don’t like beans, supper’s over.”— 
and gardens are being judged, have to cook, for you cannot hire George W. Walsh.
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THE TEN BEST LILACS colors would be a big help in deter- BROWN SPOT ON THE 
Hak A. Graves, Secretary mining what color some of these LAWN 

of the North Dakota Horticul- lilacs are. I think most every lilac URING the damp weather in 
tural Society, and extension horti- fancier will agree that there have D May and early June, man: 

ee for that oa Rony in been too many varieties named. people complained of browii antes 

the August issue of the North an on the lawn. If these spots are not 
— on bay sagem CAN WE CONTROL DISEASES stationary and seem to come in un- 
ing his choice of the ten best lilacs. 
His opinion will be of interest to OF FLOWERS WITH THE =o £ = — The aoe 
our readers because certainly they GROUND SPRAY? seems to come ett at ni ee. 7 
must be hardy if they are grown ees of the Wisconsin the morning a any a eating 

in North Dakota. wo dle: clit Horticultural Society have spot is evident, resembling grass 
. f > C no doubt _hoticed during spring that has been burned by dry 

pink, is close to leading the lot. months articles by Dr. G. W. Keitt weather or scalded with water. It 
Paul Thirion, a double claret-red, and J. Duain Moore on the value does not always entirely - a 

especially beautiful in the bud. of Elgetol as a ground spray to grass. 
Congo, a large red single. Reaumur, assist in the control of apple scab. pee 

single pinkish-violet buds opening Now comes an item from plant . 
into a rosy-carmine. Vestale, early pathologists at the University of _Fungus diseases spread most ra- 
single white, as far as I am con- Minnesota that Elgetol sprayed on pidly and thrive best during a 
cerned the best white. I will have the ground is effective for the con- Period of wet or damp weather. 

plenty of argument on this one trol of black spot or botrytis dis- Consequently, it is during such 
with some folks, however. ease of peonies. The next question times that we see the brown spots. 

Mme. Antoine Buchner, similar js, will it be effective for the con- The control consists of spraying 

in many respects to Leon Gambetta, tro] of such serious diseases as OF dusting with Bordeaux mixture 
but darker, Lucie Baltet, a angle black spot of roses, leaf spot of every two or three days, especially 
pink, nothing else just like it, in a jrjs, and many others. after a rain. Seed dealers also 

color class by itself. Every good This is the way the ground spray have a mercury compound especi- 
lilac collection should include this works, Overwintering spores of ally recommended for brown spot. 

one. Decaisne, a late single azure many diseases are carried from one As dry weather comes, however, 

blue, a very rich color. While season to another on the old dead it may be that the grass will re-es- 

Decaisne is excellent, it has tough eaves and stems. Even though the tablish itself and the difficulty be 
competition from two or three other plant tops are burned, we are not overcome without treatment. 

good single blues. . always sure of getting all of the This brown spot should not be 

Hiawatha, Frank Skinner's €x- tops or leaves, and a leaf or two confused with spots which may be 
cellent late, single pink hybrid. A may be enough to cause the spread que for example, to large stones 
beautiful clear shell pink, appreci-  «f disease because there are so just under the soil which shut off the 

ated the more because it blooms j,any spores even on one leaf. water supply during the summer and 
after most of the Frenchmen are Elgetol is a penetrating material Gayse a drought condition on cer- 

through. Last but by no means least, hich will kill the spores in or on tain small reas The only remedy 
I must list Dr. C. I. Nelson’s seed- the leaves and stems. As many as here, however. ‘is frequent water- 

ling, Dianne. It is a single that I 99% of the spores have been killed ae , , 
guess we shall have to call red. In- jy experiments with apple scab. In INE: 

dividual florets are very large and the future, therefore, we may find 
one of the outstanding characteris- jt desirable to spray the garden TURNIPS - 

tics of Dianne is its dwarfish area early in the spring just before ™Turnips may be pulled within 60 
growth. It propagates itself quite the buds open to assist in the con- gays from date of sowing. They 
freely from suckers — a desirable trol of diseases. may be sown as late as August 1st. 
character in anything so valuable. era 

Not available from nurseries as In the northern part of the state 
yet, it is being propagated and ROSE HIPS HIGH IN rutabagas make a better crop than 

should be listed soon. VITAMIN C turnips, but they do not do as well 
You have probably gathered by Rose hips are very high in vita- jin the hot weather of southern 

this time that I think a good single min C. In England certain rose wrcconsin. Turnips also grow best 
beats a good double any time. Col- hips have 5,000 milligrams of vita- . h 1 father of fall. Hot 

ors in these lilacs are hard to de- min C per 100 grams of fresh pulp. m. the £00 a = “5 
scribe. Mr. Porter’s set of color This is in comparison with 39 to weather is likely to produce bitter 

plates for accurately identifying 56 milligrams in citrus fruits. roots.
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GARDEN GLEANINGS 
Ee this issue we have the report tion, the fall of the year is the time 

that the preserving of food by 3 IES Sa to select it—not the early spring 

drying is not as successful as we Ag EE J when one cannot see how much 

might expect. Canning, pickling BONG SRY sy) quack grass there is, and how many 

and salting are much better meth- ; Sz ape other faults the area has. Then 
ods. That is something to think ey Vy pis yy fy there is the matter of how much 

about before going on any exten- ZN AP a Jy HH seed to buy. Did we buy too much 

sive program of drying vegetables ce y a g/: this last spring? Did we fertilize 

and fruits. aaa w« Re Y the soil sufficiently and properly? 

Then comes a statement that Did we sow some crops too thickly, 

there are on the Wisconsin mar- and Sweet Peas may well be sown requiring too much hand labor for 

kets chemical preservatives and in the fall. But there is the prob- thinning? Did we get as many veg- 

canning powders which should be lem of having the soil available be- _etables from the area as is possible? 

avoided in home canning, by the cause the area may be filled with Perhaps a better garden plan would 

State Department of Agriculture. other plants in the fall, and then be desirable next year. 

There are strict laws banning the too, it seems we would rather work —_—_— 

sale of food products containing up the soil in the spring, thereby There are many good ideas, but 

benzoate of soda, boric acid, vari- killing weeds and loosening it to so often they have flaws. We have 

ous sulfites, and other substances provide better tilth. After the win- been advocating mulching tomatoes 
that are a menace to health, ac- ter snows the soil is packed and with hay, straw, or other material 
cording to R. R. Crosby, Super- hard and we can’t imagine that the to conserve the moisture in the soil 

visor of Food Inspection. flowers would be as happy in such which prevents blossom end _ rot. 

He says that we should can our a soil as one that is worked up in It’s a good idea in that respect. 

fruits, vegetables and meats by a_ the spring. However, one of our gardeners re- 

recommended procedure such as as ports injury to the tomatoes by 

pressure cooking, and effective heat Do you have any seeds left over mice which make nests under the 
treatments. from last spring? If so, take good marsh hay she used. 

— care of them and try to use them To determine whether injury is 
Growers of house plants claim again next spring. Of course we caused by mice, one need only look 

that fuel rationing is right in line should not plant such seeds without under the straw nearest the eaten 
with the successful culture of the testing to see if they will grow. tomatoes to find the mouse run- 
plants in the home because the That is easy. Simply take some ways. Field mice always build run- 
plants like it best in temperatures blotters and two enamel pie tins. ways and keep hidden from their 
below 70 degrees. Many experts Moisten the blotters, place about enemies under a cover as much as 
say that that is also best for hu- 25 seeds between them, cover with possible. A little poison bait placed 
man beings. We should keep the the second pie tin, and set in a_ in the runway would, of course, be 

air moist with vapor pans or some warm place for a few days. Then of help. 
other method. Plenty of house the number of seeds which have —H. J. Rahmlow. 
plants of course will help in this germinated may be counted. It is — 
respect, _ entirely possible that old seed was WATERING DEVICES 

One of the most serious handi- purchased last spring in which case Watering devices which will wa- 
caps: in: the successful growing of the germination will be poor and ter the surface of the soil in the 
house plants is escaping gas from should not be used. . perennial border and not the leaves 
gas burners. It’s almost impossible All seeds should be placed, in ro- of the plants, are most desirable. 
to grow the average house plant dent-proof containers in which air Wetting the leaves promotes the 

successfully in a kitchen in which can penetrate. They should of growth of fungus diseases such as 
there is a gas range. eatin be abated carsinlly and jnildew and leaf spot, as well as 

—— stored in a cool, lace. 
In spite of the fact that we see _—— black spot of roses. 

frequent recommendations we have Some very important plans for TT 
never sown the seeds of annual next spring’s victory garden should In Los Angeles, business is so 
flowers in fall. It is well known, of be made this fall. There is the good that a union, wanting some 
course, that Sweet Alyssum, Calen- matter of selecting the site espe- pickets, had to apply to the county 
dula, Cornflowers, Cosmos, Pansies cially. If you plan on a new loca- employment agency.—Gladwin Hill.
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PRESSING HERB SPECIMENS PLANT GROWTH PROMOT- This extract has also been found 
._ ING SUBSTANCE OBTAINED effective in preventing the drop of presse” ai tye of bed FROM CORN POLLEN —=unfertilised fruits and  debladed 

to be made by the Oregon Herb A’ EXTRACT from ripening sare; and may’ therefore prowecot Society to be used by members for corn pollen has been found oe = Plant —— It may 
displays and use in their talks. to greatly stimulate the growth of i i oo he a a do Each member is to press the herb Plants and is much stronger than éioagh. P Py she grows best in her own garden, recently discovered chemicals ough. 

Instructions for the proper meth- known as ee eG Kale is a fall and winter plant. od to be used in pressing the speci- S'@CeS, according to the U. S. De- S : e, the plants set out i ns) ave Given ‘us follows: partment of Agriculture. Research ‘Sown in June, the plants se OTE me g : _ werkers made an extract of corn TOws two feet apart, they will pro- 
Include the full bloom if possi- pollen and on applying it to seedling duce leaves which stand freezing, 

ble, and also the seed. If it is not bean plants observed a much and are Se flavor by that 
possible to include the root stock, stronger stimulation of growth than °Perience. Collar is are a member indicate the type of root. The most could be ind d by chemical of the cabbage family which do not 5 hod is to press the € imauced’ by chemicals. ;_ make heads, but leaves with cab- successful metho Dress The pollen collection this year is bage fl 4 specimens between gion thick- being made by honey bees. Pollen se ee et : 

are more absorbent than smooth T2P8 are placed in front of the il these varieties of greens are apers. Change the pa crs. eve hives through which the bees must are valuable pages diet "hh . ai 
oy oF so a fest Place a board a ihe ee oe pollen are for the home gardener to plant a over the papers to press evenly. ees at The. ecting i and small quantity of several kinds so If possible, place a brick on the t en sorte 2 tne corn Pollen can that the family does not grow tired board as the weight of the brick easily be distinguished from other of greens. All produce a surprising 
can be evenly distributed and will ‘YPes- . quantity of food on small space. ‘ When a ring of corn pollen. ex- —By the Nati make for better specimens, Be sure g P yy National Garden Bureau. the plant is flat before starting to tract was applied around the stem ———_—_——— press it. the seedling = oT it grin A little girl who was attending a . elongation of from 1% to 2% progressive school had a cold one — lt I ° ; : Meee ae ure Illustrated, sores ag great as was caused by morning and her mother suggested . i ‘ other synthetic regulators, she remain home from school. — The effect of the corn pollen in “But I can’t Mother,” the child | causing an unusual elongation of insisted. “This is the day when we NEW ZEALAND SPINACH the stem suggested one practical use start to make a model of a cow and [ seems to be customary or in might be made of it, by florists in I'm chairman of the udder com- any case common practice to cut spraying to cause a lengthening of mittee.”—Thesaurus of Anecdotes, 

| the growing shoots of New Zealand the stems of flowers. edited by Edmund Fuller (Crown). spinach, and the result is a mass 
of tender shoots and small leaves. | 
I prefer to let the shoots or branch- 

te ee ee PENG. Of NOW To ORCHARDISTS—BEEKEEPERS— he developed leaves up to abou GARD! two inches of the tip of the shoots. AVAILABLE ENERS 
A good plant unchecked will even- : tually grow to three feet or more Ney DuPont oe 
in diameter, completely covering mmonum 
the ground. KILLS POISON Iv Y 
Growth is very rapid in late Controls Many Other Weeds. summer and fall. Moreover the 

plant can stand cool weather and Get Information and Prices some frost. With slight protective From the covering, one can keep picking all 
through November. F. R. GIFFORD COMPANY 
--—From Horticulture Illustrated, FRUIT GROWERS AND GARDENERS SUPPLIES | 
by Arthur Herrington, August, 2201 University Ave. - Madison 5, Wisconsin - Fairchild 2840 1943, 

OQDo—.
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By the 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT PRESIDENTS 

Mrs. H. S. Bostock, President Mrs. Floyd E. Ballard, Recording Secre- Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald, 649 Broad St. 
15 W. Main St., Madison tary-Treasurer Menasha; Fox River Valley District 

bie, Re H:, Sewall;. 1t -Vice President, Badger Park, Route 62, Madison Mrs: Marthe kowry, Lakewood, Madison 

"957 No. 70th St., Wauwatosa . Mrs. Geo. Adami, 2466 No. 46th St., Mil- 

Mrs. F. E. Willard, 2nd Vice-President, H. J. Rahmlow, Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. allbert gone a ‘Erie Ave., She- 
Oakfield 424 Uniiversity Farm Pl., Madison boygan; Sheboygan District 

Mrs. Bentley Dadmun, 604° Main St, 
‘Whitewater; South Central District 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE ZY = Thy, ROSES ON THE BATTLE 

Dear Garden Club Members: § dhe NE TAN Ny FIELD 

Some of our time during the aN pe NE AH i As thing happened this aft- 

past three months has been given A 4 ‘ ) AN ernoon, I was on a most recent 

over to filling the requests of Cen- AR Of ,, oe i battlefield of North Africa and had 

tral Region and those of the Na- BAP See Ne stopped to admire three of the most 

tional Council of State Garden ze mF 5 ps oe wonderful plants of Herbert Hoo- 

Clubs, Inc. Go KO C iD ae ver I have ever seen. While look- 

Mrs. W. A. Peirce of Racine, i (\ \ a ing at it the mail orderly brought 

Wisconsin's Historian, has gra- gee * ‘Ap a mail = mie wee rae 

ciously accepted the additional task h PE seat on a . Sie We Gt 

of gathering important achievee GARDEN QUIZ FOR YOUR (@Y° Jus en ot rea J bes ina 
ments from Wisconsin’s past his- CLUB MEETING tent ay can ncie a and fave en- 

tory which will be sent to the vice- is divue Hiei nr it “4 iildiecs in A feld you 

president of the Central Region to 1. Hot : ven reach So : 

be incorporated into a history of . i Oe sh mee sweet pota- There were three of these Hoo- 
the Central Region. We know that ue Me mae a ~ 1 a vers in a yard, The house was in 
all past presidents, officers and : ne YaHs all b 2 a shambles, for a terrific battle had 
chairmen of Wisconsin will readily cis - SORES: WAN UE) CHBDEES: ae passed over it only a few days ago, 
cooperate with Mrs, Peirce if she io 3. Ail ladiolus slowl tt but marvelous to relate, the rose 

calls upon them for help. pink? Bladiolus slowly revert '0 ‘bushes had not been touched. They 

It is hoped that our members 4. All phlox revert to a purplish- stood six feet high, and I counted 

have found time to read the Na- magenta color? 83 blooms on one of them. I gath- 
tional Council Bulletins since the 5. Cucumbers, squash, melons, ered some and have them in my 

new National officers took over in planted near each other will mix {nt now, stuck in water in a tin 
May. Many articles of interest for and ruin the melons? helmet. Although the setting is in- 
the coming two years are in these 6. Popcorn will ruin sweet corn SOM8TUOUS: the roses look prettier 
last Bulletins. if planted too close? to me than any I have ever seen. 

Wisconsin's chairmen have given 7. Plant diseases and bugs sud- This is a wonderful rose coun- 
freely of their time and have done denly develop from nothing? try, but they have a great deal of 
an excellent job both in accomplish- 8. Tobacco dust is an excellent powdery mildew. However, they 
ing tasks they set out to do, and control for pests? seem to thrive on it. The predomi- 
in cooperating with the Central Re- 9. Moth balls keep away rabbits? nant types seem to be Hoover, Red 

gion, the National Council, Civil- 10. The signs of the moon should Radiance, Rome Glory, and a white 
ian Defense and other outside be followed in planting your gar- IT cannot name. 
groups. We are justly proud of den? : 
them, especially at a Sie when so By Victor ‘H. Ries, in June, 1943 Lt. Jas. W. Blanks in The Amer- 

much is asked from all of them. Farm and Home Garden Club ican Rose Magazine, July-August, 

Elsie M. Bostock. News Letter. 1943,
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‘ F MORE PLANTING AT TRUAX 
Slogan Wanted By National Council of FIELD 

State Garden Clubs, Inc. TREE donations to our Truax 

Ts administration needs your 4. National Council Board mem- cate eee ree ee 
help in a slogan contest. Out bers will send their slogans di- report. 

of all our plans, our objectives, our rect to National Council Slogan , 
hopes and our war time activities, Committee, Room 577, Hotel _ In early July Sears Roebuck’s 
we want a slogan, short and com- Roosevelt, New York, N. Y. Madison store gave ‘Truax all their 

pelling, that will inspire every 5. Slogans must be typed with full surplus plant ‘material, aggregating 
member to faithful and ceaseless name and correct address of $600 in value, largely French lilacs. 
effort in working out our plans to person or club submitting and The Radio School men planted 

win the war and help build a better mailed to National Council Slo- them to good advantage. 
world. We want you to participate gan Committee, Room 577, Ho- To the victory gardeners at the 
in this contest by sending in the tel Roosevelt, New York, before Guard house went several flats of 
best possible slogan. The award to midnight, September 25th. vegetable plants from the F. R. 
the winner— Won't you please help us get just Gifford Co. and 6,000 tomato 

$50.00 War Savings Bond the right slogan for our great or- Plants from Harry Turville, Madi- 

to be presented at the fall meeting sanization? sone 
of the Board of Directors, October Faithfully Yours, We have been asked to do some 
6, 1943. Mrs. E. Wesley, Frost, planting at the non-commissioned 

Here are the objectives of the President. Officers’ Club which is in process 

National Council: of construction. 

1. To cordinate the interests of the Genevieve Clarke Dakin, Madi- 

garden clubs of the states and President's Note: We have listed son District War Service Chair- 

to bring them into closer rela- above the objects and rules of the an. 
tions of mutual helpfulness by slogan contest and ask that our 
association, conference and cor- members cooperate and send entries 
respondence to the Wisconsin committee. The 

2. To aid in the protection and con- committee will pass on them and POWELL DAFFODILS 
servation of our natural re- send the three best from Wiscon- will be doing Flower Grower 
sources sin. I am sure that with Wiscon- I readers a good turn by direct- 

3. To encourage civic beauty and sin’s past record we have every ing their attention to the splendid 

roadside beautification “lesen: to expect some excellent jinds, novelties and his own intro- 
4. To study in all aspects the fine peo ate ee gee eee ih ductions obtainable nowhere else so 

art of gardening a great deal of ‘interest mesh Wi far as I know, as well as the popu- 

5. To cooperate with other agencies The followin, members will lar ones, to be found in the cata- 
furthering the interests of hor- inde the: sl s -M Invi logue of Edwin C. Powell, R.F.D. 
ticulture and conservation - S SGhien Fe 2 a pe 2, Rockville, Maryland, I have to 

and for the duration, we are pledged  ricenies 5 “7 t, R. ee 5 » take into account that Daffodils are 

to gear our activities, as outlined Post, 2930 , Cnivercien re am one of my favorite flowers when I 

in this issue of the Bulletin, to the Madison 5- Mrs. H TA derson write about them or I become over- 

war effort, Of course we are plan- 317 W. , tiger Je nderson, enthusiastic in their praise; even 
i i ictori est Blvd., Racine; Mrs. E. hey are one of the most de- ning and working for a victorious R. Durgin, 1815 Park A. so, they ‘ 

peace. This gives the background “\’ me ark /Avenue, Ra- _ pendable producers of beauty avail- 

from which the slogan must come. eeilee af aie neon, in to any able to northern gardeners. 
. C. W. Wood in July, 1943 Flow- 

Contest: Finles Elsie M. Bostock. er Grower. yy 
|. Contest must be cleared through 

state organizations. State Presi- ——————————— § A V E T R E E sO, ] 
ents are asked to immediately 

appoint State Slogan Committee. | Cavity Treatment General Landscaping Large Tree Moving 
2. Each state may send in the three | portutising Wevare iamred Removals 

best slogans. Lakeside 2907 
3. This is a National Council con- Pruning Wisconsin Tree Service Spraying 
test. Only affiliated members are 2335 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee 

eligible to participate.
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Prepared by the State Program ard Lecture Chairman 

KATHERINE MELCHER 

1, At the beginning of the sea- hall table, living room mantle, bed- members will be dividing their per- 
son give each member a certain room dressing table, etc. The ar-  ennials and thinning them out, so 
number of seeds of two or three rangements may be judged by there is plenty of material avail- 
kinds of annuals, the members to qualified club members, by outside able. These sales may be open to 
take the seeds home and grow judges, or by local criticism. A the public or merely an exchange 
them in their gardens. In the late show of this sort is very difficult among members. However, the 
summer have a flower contest show to judge except by points. Point plants must be inspected before 
of the flowers raised from the seeds the arrangements up separately, they may be sold. 
given out in the spring. not against each other. 14. October meeting. Each mem- 

2. Arrange a yearly competition 7. Have a contest of naming wild jer brings a list of five house plants 
of gardens and lawns in which ev- flowers, perennials, shrubs, or trees. with cultural notes about each. As 
ery resident is asked to take part. This may be done in the club room each list is read the other members 

3. Lawns, Round table discus- With either specimens or pictures, may take notes of those they do 
sion, each member talking over his 0%» better still, a field trip may be ot have. This is a good time to 
lawn problems and telling what ‘ade and the contest carried on have a demonstration of indoor 
kind of seed he uses, what sort ©Ut-of-doors, using actual growing planting. 
of care he gives, what weeds he SPecimens. A prize may be award- 15. November meeting. Trees— 
finds most troublesome and how he ¢4 to the winner, such as a book the need of their conservation and 
keeps them checked, etc. Exhibit ©" Wild flowers for the wild flower planting as a drought preventative, 

of tools for the care of lawns Contest, one on shrubs, etc. and as an asset to the beauty of 
(seeding, watering, weeding, cut- 8. A catalog meeting. Have the our highways. 
ting) from the local hardware store, ™embers bring plant and seed cata- Chri Meeti 
also catalogs selling lawn seed. logs and make out their winter or- ristmas , eeting 

4. Each member brings, written der lists. This gives them an Op: 16. Design Christmas wreaths, 
on a piece of paper, some garden portunity to talk over their orders and plan Christmas decorations for 

problem which has been bothering atid also to order the:seeds or bulbs the homie. Haye 8 contest of table 
him and which he would like to large quantities, thereby getting decorations, following conservation 

have answered, and puts it in the * discount. regulations. . . 
box by the door. Then, each mem- Garden Tour J, Winter birds and planting for 

ber, as he leaves, draws a slip of 9. Arrange with the owners of Winter birds in our state—a bird’s 
paper from the box, and gives the prominent gardens in your locality Christmas tree in every yard. 
answer to the question he has to have your club visit their gar- 18. History of holly and other 
drawn at the next meeting. dens. Or have the club visit the Christmas greens—where holly may 

5. Study groups. Divide the club gardens of some of its own mem- now be obtained with proper con- 

into sections and make a study of _ bers. servation stipulations. 
some practical horticultural subject, 10. Make a study of weeds, their 19. Wild flower and bird sanctu- 

each group taking up a different identification and control. aries assets to the community. 
phase of it. Then, at the end of 11. Make a study of the pronun- 20. Design, the backbone of the 

an allotted time, the groups come ciation of botanical and common garden. 
together and make their reports. names of plants, flowers and shrubs, 21. Discussion of garden types, 
In this way a great deal of ground etc. formal or informal, examples shown 

may be covered in a much shorter 12..Have a contest of fruits, in photographs or in slides by lec- 
time than if the whole club were flowers and vegetables arranged in _ turer. 
to work together. This is particu- any combination in kitchen utensils. 22. Plant material for a formal 
larly valuable in large clubs where This makes a very entertaining or informal garden. 
the interests are diversified. program, Prizes may be awarded, 23. Study of appropriate garden 

6. Have a flower show ina mem- one for the most artistic arrange- accessories, urns for terraces, sun 

ber’s home. This is a most popu- ment, and one for the most origi- dials. 
lar program, The schedule consists nal. 24. Plants and ferns for shady 

of all the different places in the Plant Sale places, 
house where flower arrangements 13. For a fall meeting have a 25. The herb garden, plans and 
may be placed, dining room table, plant sale. This is the time when lists for members.
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| 26. Tulips to plant in combina- 
| tion with other flowers for the Storage ot V egetables 

spring garden. 
Garden Centers : d A 

27. The garden center—its war- uestions an nswers 

| time responsibility and how it will 
function. By. A. E. Hutchins, L. E. Longley, and J, D. Winter, Minnesota 

28. Preparation of soil for vic- 
tory gardens, cat Why is it so im- permit air circulation. The bins 

29. Varieties and kinds of veget- portant to have proper tem- may be made in tiers if space is 
ables from the standpoint of nutri- Perature, humidity, and ventilation left between them for air circula- 
tion. in the vegetable storage ? tion. A good method is to pile the 

30. Diseases and bugs and their Answer: Vegetables when stored heads one to two layers deep on 
control. are not dead but are living organ- slatted shelves, especially if stored 

31, Varieties for late planting. isms, and the growth functions in the same cellar with root crops. 
Vegetables for storage. continue in storage. Since the plant Some people leave the roots on, 

32. New methods of processing 8 n0 longer able to draw nutrients tie a string around the stem and 

and storing. Home drying of veg- from the soil, it has to use the ma- hang the head, roots up, from the 
etables. terials stored in itself for these ceiling. 

33. Compost heap. Soil conserva- functions and finally shriveling and Cabbage stores best at a temper- 
tion in our own back yards. break-down occurs. Proper control ature of 32 degrees to 40 degrees 

— of the temperature, humidity, and F. with a relative humidity of 85 
BORAX KILLS POISON IVY _ 2ir circulation, helps to retard these to 90 per cent, and with little air 
Borax applied to the soil at the internal activities and lessens mois- circulation. 

rate of 10 pounds per square rod ture loss, thus prolonging the life Fruit Jars for Frozen Storage 
will kill poison ivy, according to and usability of the stored product. / Question : Are glass Mason type 

L. W. Kiphart of the Bureau of Storing Radishes jars suitable to use for packing 

ie Fail pauls er, Question: Can radishes be stored fests and vegetables in the frozen 
and. However, borax applied at ; : > { . . 
this rate may also kill other plants " Anewert Ordinary summer rad- ee Glass dats = thus fe 

growing ‘on; the ‘area, so it should ishes are usually not considered a with tight covers make excellent 
be used only where one is not con- storage crop However, ‘they icould containers as far as preserving’ the 
cerned with danger to other plants. . . rae 9 food in good condition is concerned. 

At the New Hampshire Experi- he stored for a short fime under However, there are other consid- 

ment Station the above application the oot oma Radities bametne erations that generally make it in- 
has not killed apple trees, but did . ps, SIN advisable to use glass jars for this 

. oe * to the so-called winter group (some . . 1 Il filled 
| completely eradicate wild  straw- qitieties of which are White Chi. PUTPOS* For example, a we ec 
| berries. nese, China Rose, Long Black quart paperboard carton of straw- 

Spraying with ammonium sulfa- Spanish, Round Black Spanish, and betes will “weigh abot - paunds 
mate, 34 pound per gallon of water, Sakurajima) can be stored for sev- wie ine sane, quently Of bees 
is still the most efficient means of af ; : «3, ina glass jar will weigh about 3% 

acting ‘Posen hye ralmenths me the se cml yoy whthecnter Ne Bagge © . ing charges usually are made by 

he peepee maaan age of carrots, heets, rutabagas, the pound it will cost close to 2 
TO MCGREDY SUNSET turnips, and other similar crops. cents more for the berries packed 

Fragile flower of the month of Storing Cabbage in the glass jar. Then the storage 
. June, (Question: How are whole heads cost will be higher as the glass jars 

With petals like the sun at close of cabbage stored? take up more room and are very 
of day; Answer: Cabbage for storage difficult to stack in a crowded lock- 

That hides your timid beauty from should have compact, hard heads er. Many a glass jar has fallen and 
the passerby. which are mature and free from broken because of this difficulty in 

But look into your heart of rarest disease. Usually the roots are re- stacking them securely in a locker. 
gold, moved just below the head as well There is no actual saving made, in 

And one can see just why you are as all loose, broken, and diseased most instances, by using glass jars 

a lover’s choice; leaves. If stored in bins the bins that may be on hand as compared 

Always lovely, tranquil and serene— _ should not be larger than 4 to 5 feet to the purchasing of special frozen 
You are crowned the “Sweetheart’s wide, 5 feet deep, and as long as food containers. 

Queen.” desired. Separate the bins by slatted Condensed from August, 1943 
—Marion F. Haugseth, Hayward. walls with air spaces between to issue The Minnesota Horticulturist.
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What Other Garden Clubs Are Doing 
By Katherine Melcher, State Chairman of Program and Lectures 

It was with great interest and pleas- Slide Sets Used and serve a dessert luncheon. If this 

ure that I looked through the pro- It was interesting to note that most will get them to the meeting on time, 

grams sent to me by the State Garden of the programs included talks on per- allow a half hour for this social angle, 
Clubs—programs packed full of ideas, ennials and annuals, some of them maybe you will have a more successful 
showing that we are striving for more using the slide sets prepared by the meeting and better attendance. Have 
knowledge of the things for which we Wisconsin Horticultural Society free your members participate in the pro- 
are organized: gardening, horticulture, of charge. A complete lecture goes with gram. They will be more interested 
conservation, and civic beautification. each set. It is advisable to plan an in the ‘club if they have a part to 
Many of you are planning next year’s entire program around one topic by play rather than listen to outside 

program, and it is with this thought having members prepare reports on speakers. Of course, it would be nice 

in mind that I want to tell you what their experiences with the variety un- to have one or two meetings a year 
some of the other clubs are doing. der discussion. These slides include with good speakers and open them to 

The lola Club included its Constitu- talks on annuals, chrysanthemums, del- the public. In this way we spread the 
tion and By-Laws in its year book. It phiniums, gladiolus, hemerocallis, iris, knowledge of gardening. Give your 
has six study groups and four mem- lilacs, perennial phlox, peonies, peren- club good publicity and the members 
bers participate in each program. The nials, tuberous-rooted begonias, roses a fair share of it. 

Lodi Club has flower arrangements at and tulips. Have an emergency program ready 

each mecting. Shorewood Hills pro- I hope all of the clubs have taken for all meetings so that your members 
gram is divided into morning and eve- advantage of the talk on “Victory will not be disappointed. It is easy to 
ning meetings, with two meetings in  (jardening” by Mr. Rahmlow. (If not, prepare a program. It need not be 
September and October. you have missed something.) Victory expensive. With the exception of two 

Sunset Garden Club of Madison was (Gardens are flourishing throughout the or three printed programs which I 
fortunate in securing Professors Long- country, but it will be necessary to received, all others were either mimeo- 

necker, Moore, Vaughan, Simmons, have more of them next year and they graphed or typewritten, using wall 

Mr. Rahmlow and Dr. Lindsay for must be better planned and larger, too, paper or other simple materials for 

meetings. Hawthorn devoted some i the increased quotas for vegetable covers. Every club should have a pro- 
time to the preparation of May Day crops for 1944, now proposed by the gram for its members and the State 

baskets. Menomonee Falls has music govcinment, are to be met. I wonder Program Chairman should be sent one. 
on many programs. This club is to be how many of you have taken pictures Those of you who have not sent them 

congratulated on a book compiled and) of your Victory Gardens and kept in, will you please do so now? Please 
published by members called “Garden records to determine what kinds of write to me if I can help you in pre- 
Hints.” It contains 28 pages of garden plants, and what varieties are most paring your programs. 
information and has six blank pages useful in your area. Such information 
for notes. There are seven pages of ould serve as a basis for highly inter- Se 
advertising in the back, which, no esting, entertaining and valuable dis- NEW BOOK ON HOME FOOD 

cuss s doubt, paid for the book. : cussion in club meetings. PRESERVATION 
The Milwaukee County Horticultural lf you have grown good vegetables 

Society took advantage of the Wis- this year, learn how they may be bet- A" book is just off the press 
consin Horticultural slides by using ter grown next year. Make your gar- ‘ é 
them at six meetings. Bluemound and dens interesting with something new entitled “Home Food Preser- 
Ravenswood have their own libraries. and different in both flower and veg- vation” by Frederick W. Fabian, 
Edgerton has five meetings scheduled ctable gardens, your meetings also by Ph.D. It covers four phases ot 

on insects and their control and nine showing what you have done. The old preservation—salting, canning, dry- 

meetings include displays of flower standbys will, of course, be grown, ; ¢ i - 

arrangements, material suitable to the but the new add a flavor. Maybe you ing, and freezing. It 1s published 
month. would like to try growing some herbs by the Avi Publishing Company, 
“Wauwatosa had a “Symposium of aml fruit next year. Inc., 31 Union Square, New York 

Roses.” This was a garden tour of Have one or two meetings on Con- 3, N. Y., and sells at $1.50. 

homes noted for their gardens and servation, for instance: Sou ae It is unlike other books on the 
interiors, showing how various types ent, Forest Conservation, Water 4° i 

of rose eeaneenene could be teed Conservation, Bird Study, Nutrition. ne cig to ae . 
effectively in different rooms of the For special projects: Planting of Me. Contains tw ang, precise oma: 

y So morial Highways, special plantings of tion on salting, and covers the other 

house: Ravenswood! as ini ts second annuals in your gardens for use in phases—canning, drying, and freez- 
year of Garden Design in which mem- War Service Centers or hospitals. In jy, , , 
bers participate. The club also started planning talks on Flower Arrange- * . . 
a_ scrap book Project which includes ments study new arrangements for T. Fabian has had considerable 

13 different subjects such as lilies, se in Church, Hospitals and Recrea- Xperience and is an authority along 
iris, shrubs, etc. Each year different tional Centers. this line. He was at one time food 
members take these books and com- Plan a program to suit the needs inspector with the Detroit Board 
Wee nt tere eo ae of your. pesca Questionnaites of Health, and has been a teacher 

are useful. Ask the members what : : 
reference. The Elm Grove Club solved kind of programs they would like, and and research worker in bacteriology 
the transportation situation this year by all means give them what they and hygiene. 
by forming block groups. want. Many clubs meet in the homes —
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NEW METHOD OF PRESERV- wants to eat pale yellow straw- HOW TO WORK WITH 

_ ING FRUITS berry jam? JUNIOR GARDENERS 
T= British made a request when Reprinted from Fruit Notes, Exten- ‘ 

we began to ship them fruits sion Service, Massachusetts State Col- —-peres* Biddle makes the 

under the Lend-Lease program. |¢&¢ Amherst, Massachusetts. excellent suggestion in Flower 

Would we please just preserve Grower that when there is some- 
them in sulphur dioxide solution, thing for the juniors to do out- 
and ship them over in wooden PLAN YOUR 1944 GARDEN doors, that meetings be dropped. 

casks? That was a big surprise for THIS SUMMER During the months when there is 
our food men. Wouldn’t the Brit- By Paul R. Krone, Michigan nothing to do outdoors, then meet- 
ish prefer fruits canned in bright . . . ings should consist of things to do 

tin containers? No, the British A’ insp ection of quite a good —things to create. Young people 
really wouldn't. Well, the British ‘many Victory Gardens and do not like to sit and listen, but 
were eating the fruit, so let them Victory community plots through- they do like to create something. 
have it the way they wanted it. out the state makes us realize more In the flower season, she says, the 

And the sulphur dioxide method than ever the necessity of planning collection of petals for rose jars 
is saving tin. vegetable gardens a year in ad- will intrigue them. Making small 

So the big American canners V@Nce- and large Christmas wreaths and 

turned out the British fruit orders Many gardeners this year found sprays are excellent work. Flower 
the way they wanted them: 250,000 quack grass and other difficult arrangements will always appeal to 
barrels have gone to them in this weeds to be nearly insurmountable children, There is native material 

sulphur dioxide solution during the obstacles. It is extremely unfortu- for them to use at any time of 
past three years. The sulphur di- nate that the need for gardens was year. Making their own holders and 
oxide method is simple. Take straw- 0t foreseen last summer, so that containers will stimulate creative 

berries, for example. The berries these plots might have been sum- effort. 
roll straight from the field to the ‘er fallowed to eliminate particu- The thing to remember in work~ 
freight loading platform, alongside larly the quack grass. ing with juniors is that they want 

the railroad tracks. They’re washed, There is no question but that to do things. That, of course, is a 
hulled, and dumped into wooden the need for Victory Gardens in Teal challenge to the leaders. 
barrels with a 2% sulphur dioxide 1944 will be greater than it was in 
solution. The barrel is sealed, put 1943. With the serious shortages 
on the freight car, and it’s on the of canned foods that we foresee AMERICA LOVES ITS 
way to England. The whole thing for the coming winter, we know FLOWERS 
takes half an hour. Millions of that there will be many new gar- wt 181 florists reporting in 
pounds of these sulphited straw- deners next spring. If your friends a survey, it was found that 
berries are being shipped to Eng- haven’t gardens this summer, urge there was a gain of 32% in busi- 
land this season. them to locate a plot and have it ness during the first six months of 

Last year we shipped, in this summer fallowed for the balance of this year over a like period of 
manner, citrus pulp, peaches, straw- the season to control the weeds— last year, according to the U. S. 
berries, raspberries, and dewber- then fall plowed, and it will be in Department of Commerce. 
Ties. This year we'll add cherries. good condition for next summer. The volume of sales on Mother’s 

Fruits preserved in sulphur dioxide The cost of summer fallowing will Day this year was extraordinary 
are used fot, PrSsenies, jams, ice be very little San the great- as can be expected. 
cream, an pies. er saving in la r an expense in 

These sulphited foods, such as 1944. con nen we find that the Tots sea 
strawberries, have to go through a From Horticultural News, Au- total ainiiber of gladi m h 
special step when they’re taken out , eae daa tee 
a the es den cask to. start: on gust, 1943. In fact, gladiolus shows lead the 

their way to jams and pies. They 2 sation i POPULETLEY Of Hower 
must be boiled vigorously for 45 . . wo. NE . 
minutes, That: drives: off ‘the sul- The chief problem in  acclimating All this points to the fact that 
phur dioxide in the steam. And greenhouse plants to a home atmosphere America loves flowers, and_ that 

with it, the bitter sulphur taste. is maintaining a uniform not-too-high, they add something to our lives 

Oddly, the sulphur dioxide solu- temperature and to give the soil about during this period, which is in- 
tion takes most of the color out the Plants the right amount of moisture. valuable. 

of fruits. But when they boil for It is helpful to set the pots on moist Let us grow our victory gardens, 

45 minutes, the color comes back. Peat moss. but let us have flowers, too. There 

And that’s important, because who —By the Master Gardener. will always be flowers.
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Color Schemes with Dried Arrangements 
Emma C. Schipper 

Tt element of color was given an arrangement of distinction! 

first consideration in planning _ There are plenty of possibilities 
the two dried arrangements illus- ¢ e se, for color-scheming with dried plant , 
trated herein. he ¥ 7 al material. Now is the time, so why | 

Echinops, artemnesia (Silver A tr not ‘experiment? 
King) and an oxidized pewter vase “af \ s “ee — 

set the scheme for the silver-tone . ° 
arrangement. While it is, as you =) 4 ie PLANT RELATIONSHIP 

we en “a twice the height - 5 Br a : a O many people have mistaken 
of the container, it is not top- (© b ay , S id Jant relationship and 
heavy, due to the lightness of the 4. er lS J ‘ler wile i “i . . 
material at the top and the addi- = Bs Sy particular, ‘plant; “tamihes, that at 

tion of the pewter plate below the =~ or Be might be well for us to check up on 
container. The shadow and leaf on ‘ , the meaning of some of the terms 

the right of the plate add weight used. Each individual kind of plant, 

to the composition, which other- e | : Say the Pussywillow, the Orange 

wise would have been slightly “off \ . Milkweed or the Dandelion, is 
balarice.”” ‘ called a species, just as man is a 

species of animal, Each group of 

A copper-tone color scheme was a ere very closely related species, such 
effected by the use of cattails, as the different kinds of roses, are 
dock, in its green and rust stage grouped together to form a genus, 

of development, magnolia leaves as the Rose genus. Then a num- 
and tansy, arranged in a copper ber of related genera (the plural 

container of Oriental inspiration. ai form of the word genus), are 
The soft green and light rust color : grouped together to form a family 
of the magnolia leaves form a as, for instance, the pea, the bean, 
pleasing contrast to the darker _ the clover, the locust, the lupine, 
brown of the cattails and blend \ . the wisteria, the baptisia, and the 

perfectly with the dock, besides : redbud are all grouped together to 
creating a “‘strong center of inter- form the Legume or Pea family. 
est." Note too how all of the ma- \ So, it is incorrect to say the Bean 
terial radiates out of the central w/a . Family or the Redbud Family; you 
axis, giving an example of how Me fo should say the Bean Genus or the 
rhytim is achieved or expressed - ci : Redbud Genus, and so on. 

hy means of radiation. ~ a ais All of these re’ationships are 

The right container can do much a | : : based, not on looks, not on simi- 

to enhance the color value of a larity of habit of growth, but on 
dried arrangement. A good illus- : the reproductive parts and other 

tration of this was furnished us at ; pg parts of the flower, Incidentally, 
our last convention flower show. ie a plant relationship and classification, 
A two-tone, very shallow bowl, or taxonomy, is a most fascinating 

wine color on the inside and sand subject. 
color on the underside, was a happy ‘ By Victor H. Ries, Columbus, 
choice for an arrangement consist- Ohio. 

ing of three cornstalk tips, each treatment to conceal the needle 
cut a different length. The wine point holder, which is always more 
color found its repetition in the or less a problem when used in a An old gentleman asked a splen- 
corn tassels which were tinged with shallow bowl, was devised by peg-  didly attired Negro at a wedding. 
this same color, and the sand color ging short lengths of the cornstalk “Pardon me, suh, is you de groom?” 
on the underside of the bowl har- stems, about one and_ one-half “No, suh,” replied the young man 
monized with the leaves and stems inches long, into the outer edge of gloomily. “Ah was eliminated in the 
of the cornstalk tips. An unusual the needle point holder. Altogether, semifinals.” — The Franklin News.
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s ment’s Bureau of Entomology and Home Dehydration Starts to in! Ginnie to nee tas 
Lose Some of Its Glamor —_ om" the_ we of ‘carbon 

disulfide poured into small holes 

HOR TCULTURISTS will be many thousands of women are de- punehed 16:3 i er Several meh 
interested in the following dis- termined to try their luck, if their °° and spaced about a toot apart 

cussion of home dehydration which gardens actually produce a surplus in the vicinity of the ant holes 
appeared in “The Canner” for July and if they can obtain or build leading into the colony. This is 
3, under the above title. The article, home dehydrators. Pressure cookers till a rapid and effective way of 

it will = oars ee a for ai in canning are not easy killing ants. But P.D.B. may serve 
a circular recently publishe the to obtain. es ot 
Departments of "Home Economies “Commercial dehydrators have, practically as well and is likely to 
and Horticulture of the University of course, little to sell the consumer be more convenient to buy and 
of Illinois. this year beyond the limited range safer by far to use and store. 

“The University of Illinois in of familiar soups. They do have P.D.B. crystals are obtainable at 

Circular 558, prepared in the De- the feeling that: (1) there may be drug stores, are not expensive, and 

partments of Home Economics and @ considerable waste of good food the fumigating gas which they re- 
Horticulture, urges housewives not by women who won't learn how to Z € € 5 ’ y 

to rush into dehydration thought- dehydrate in the right way; (2) lease in the soil 8 not inflammable 

lessly. ‘As a way of preserving needed metals and other materials OF explosive, as 1s the gas from 

fruits and vegetables at home, de- that the commercial food packer carbon disulfide. To treat an ant 
hydrating is recommended only wants are being diverted into the colony, punch holes in the soil as 

when better methods are not prac- manufacture of home food dehy- for carbon disulfide and pour into 
ticable,’ it asserts. Freezing is se- drators and (3) disappointing re- each a small quantity of P.D.B, (2 

lected as the preferred method for sults of home dehydration may or 3 teaspoonfuls) and fill the holes 
home preserving methods. Canning easily cause deep prejudice against with soil, It is not necessary to 

is the next choice, followed by salt- all dehydrated foods and thereby cover the surface with a gas-proof 
ing or pickling and common stor- make the future of the commercial cover, as is desirable when carbon 
age for root crops. ‘Where none dehydrator more difficult in the disulfide is used. P.D.B. evaporates 

of these methods can be used, de- post-war period. during the course of several days 

rydration can be resorted to. Any- “There would seem to be more to free a gas that will kill the ants 
one considering this process should than a fair possibility that the or make them so uncomfortable 
know, however, that: (1) it is not housewife who goes to the trouble that they will move elsewhere. The 

simple; (2) the flavor of the fin- of learning some of the facts about warmer the soil, the more rapidly 

ished product will be different from home dehydration will decide that will the evaporation take place. 

the fresh product; (3) the appear- some other method of food preser- For ants living in galleries in de- 

ance and taste will be different vation is more to her liking.” cayed wood of trees and shrubs, 

from commercially dried or dehy- From Illinois State Horticultural carbon disulfide injected into the 

drated foods and (4) the food will Society, August, 1943. holes from a small oil can is likely 

deteriorate in storage even under —_ to be the most convenient remedy. 

the best conditions known.’ ANT CONTROL IN THE Either carbon disulfide or P.D.B. 

“A few days ago Dr. Donald K. GARDEN may have an injurious effect on 
Tressler, one of the best-informed “P.D.B.”. USEFUL IN ANT growing plants, but if there are 
scientists in the field of food proce CONTROL. In response to nu- only one or two ant hills in the 
essing, told a group of home econo- merous queries, the Department of garden, it is advisable to treat them, 

mists and food editors at Bridge- Agriculture advises the use of even though a few plants are killed. 
port, Conn., that successful home ‘‘P.D.B.” as a fumigant for ant In lawns the injury to grass usu- 
dehydration is largely a matter of colonies in Victory gardens or on ally is not severe enough to offset 
following correct procedures. The home grounds. P.D.B. is the popu- the gain from eradicating the ants. 
housewife who doesn’t do the job lar abbreviation of the name of the In many cases ants may be con- 
tight won't like the results she ob- chemical paradi-chlorobenzene, trolled by use of poisoned baits or 
tains. often used for control of clothes sirups, exposed on a wad of ab- 

“As is generally known, there is moths. For control of most species sorbent cotton in a suitable con- 

a tremendous wave of interest in of ants that are active in gardens, tainer which ants can enter and 
home dehydration as a means of lawns, and on trees and shrubs, leave easily. 
saving surplus foods raised in fam- relief depends on exterminating the From release by U. S. Depart- 
ily gardens this year. Apparently ant colony in the soil. The Depart- ment of Agriculture.
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SISSON’S The Dionne QUINS use our 

Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner. 

TYPEWRITERS— 
All makes including portables rented. | 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 
your home. 

ORGANS— 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for sale or rent. 

, Write . 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN | 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 
. . . We have a two manual organ 

Hicways! 23:28 ‘Intersection with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisc onsin Horticulture since 1928 

THE MOST WIDELY READ BEE MAGAZINE 

64 PAGE MONTHLY—ILLUSTRATED 

FEATURE ARTICLES, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, TALKS TO BEE- 
KEEPERS, NEWS ITEMS, HONEY FOOD PAGES, CROP REPORTS, 

ONE YEAR, $1.00; TWO YEARS, $1.50; THREE YEARS, $2.00 

ONE YEAR IN COMBINATION WITH BEGINNER’S BOOK, 
“STARTING RIGHT WITH BEES” (102 PAGES), $1.25 

PLAN NOW FOR HONEY CONTAINERS, HONEY LABELS, 
FOLDERS, ETC. 

WRITE FOR PRICES 

NEW HONEY FOLDER FROM AMERICAN HONEY INSTITUTE 

“FORTIFIED WITH HONEY”—PRINTED IN 2 COLORS—60 CENTS PER 100 

° & 
A. I. Root Company of Chicago Rest The A. L. Root Company 
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$$$ eee 
TRUE TO NAME \ 
APPLE TREES . ‘ ‘i 

F° the 23rd consecutive year, W isconsin Hor ticulture 

men from the Massachusetts The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

State College have completed the Esrasuisuep 1910 
7 inati ss-to-name examination for truene: Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Acceptance of nursery fruit stock in the North- tae malig at special rate of, postage Drovided for in Section Ti0s, 

eastern part of the country. This et ° October 3, 4 + authorized July 15, 191 
year 18 nurseries located from Published Monthly Excepting July by the 
New England to Michigan and Vir- Wisconsin State Horticutrurat Soctery 8 . : : aimee 
ginia were examined and misnamed Madison 6, Wisconsin 

trees correctly named or cut down. Madison, Wisconsin 

A list of the nurseries examined H. J. Raumiow, Editor | 
may be obtained on request from Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

the Department of Pomology, Mas- Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 
sachusetts State College, Amherst, Tel. University 182 | 

Massachusetts. —-_—_,_ 

By J. K. Shaw. Volume XXXIV OCTOBER, 1944 No. 2 
ee eee eee 

Cedric Adams, Minneapolis  col- TABLE OF CONTENTS 

umnist, ran a 240-line want ad for Page 
a aid in the local Sunday Trib- . oo 

a maid in t 9 y . The Apple Maggot Situation in 1943 __------------ 8 une. He got 643 calls—26 of them , ae . 2 applicants, 617 from people Price Ceilings on Fruit ~------------------__---_------- 35 
from applicants, gaits hie National Apple Planning Committee Meets in Washington ___--_-_ 36 
wanting to hire any applicants fc Program, Fruit Growers Section, Annual Convention ______________ 38 
didn’t hire. Fruit Show Premium Schedule ~------------------------_---------_ 39 

Mulching the Strawberry Patch —_--------------___--___.- 
a Wisconsin Beekeeping ~~------------------_------_--_----__----- 4 

——— Editorials --_-----_______----- eee 
Woman’s Auxiliary Program and Premium Schedule, Horticultural 

aiacveue Society Convention ~~--------_____--__ 4S 
Garden Gleanings. H. J. Rahmlow__--__-------_-_---_-..-_ 
The Future for Victory Gardens -------_--___-----_---____________ 47 
Gladiolus Tidings -------------------------__-----_- a 
Garden Roses Winterkilled by Low Temperatures __-____________ 50 

rie.t faz Fie 3 What's A Vegetable? What's A Fruit? ----------------- 
Garden Club News —~-----------------------___- 52 

B Box Ss The Milwaukee Harvest Festival ----------__--__-------_- 8 

SSS 
rates, Bushel Boxes . . . ‘ ‘ c A Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society and Climax Baskets 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1945 
As You Like Them Die Movers Bet spmemngreees— Waldo Virgil Fieldhouse..............Lodgeville 

__..- Sturgeon Bay .. c. phase aanene-SUUT ROD Bay We manufacture the Ewald Patent Fold- H. J. Rahmiow, See.._-_------- Madison eter L. Swartz, Jr........--.Waukesha 
ing Berry Boxes of wood veneer that E. L. Chambers, Treas.....----Madison —_ 
give satisfaction. Berry box and crate BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
materials in the K. D. in carload lots Term Ending December, 1943 Prof. J. G. Moore, Chm. Dept. Horti- our specialty. We constantly carry in . E. Bingham..........Sturgeon Bay culture, Madison’ stock 16-quart crates all made up ready Charlee Pattern trenkevite Walter Remond, Pres. Wis, Nursery: for use, elther for strawberries or blue- Theo, Ward......-.------Fort Atkinson men’s Assn., Milwaukee berries. No order too eae or tite e Term Ending December, 1944 Walter Diehnelt, Pres. Wisconsin Bee- for us to handle. 5 ok. De from Mrs. R. L. Marken.-.---------Kenosha keepers’ Assn. Menomonee Falls folding boxes and crates I el in Jos. L. Morawetz.....-----West Bend Mrs. H. S. Bostock, Pres. Wis. Gar- ee it oe ee ‘a to de oe N. A. Rasmussen_....-..------Oshkosh den Club Federation, Madison 
part well. A’ large discount for early 
orders. A postal Trings our price list. 

Subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture is obtained by membership in the Wisconsin 
S i i hich th 1 di $1 1.50 for t CUMBERLAND FRUIT set ea al adi Batcaa ater Hgtchiart Organi 

‘i 3 s of the annual dues pai eacl PACKAGE COMPANY afin ber is for a year’ absorption to Wisceasio'Hortcctare "7 
Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. PLEASE DO NOT SEND STAMPS



The Apple M t Situati in 1943 
C. L. Fluke 

B*" traps to determine the Oc TORER failures are due to wrong strengths 
presence of apple maggot flies = of lead arsenate used, improper 

in orchards were set out in nearly x a Dd timing of sprays; or most impor- : ‘i ZR 5 overage ill sections of the state. Some of @ PX) tant, poor coverage. 
the results of the catches are as yet KC Vy SEB" i 

‘ : SX QA 
not available but enough are in to aoa 7 PRICE CEILINGS ON FRUIT 

vet a picture of conditions for the yy Ap \ Many Difficult Problems In- 

season. = volved in Placing 
Many growers have had splendid Ceilings 

results, collecting flies without even a better job next year. Pick Many charges of “bungling” have 

trouble and what is far more im- up all fallen apples, pile them in ee paved at OPA for the way in 
5 . « Per vhich they handle price ceilings on 5; c y some out-of-the-way place and next Wco é 

portant getting good control by nie od a flarvened, fruits and some other products of inter- 
spraying when the traps showed spring sprinkle the old attened-out est to our members. 

that the flies were numerous. A few piles with discarded lubricating oil, We will not hurl any missiles. There 
growers have had disappointing re-using 1 gallon to 10 square feet are two reasons for this. First, we have 
sults: some catching few flies yet of surface. tried to place ourselves in the position 

yi 1 ith 1 . of an. official of OPA and wondered 
securing poor control even with re- We have learned that traps hung what we would do if confronted by the 
peated sprays. well out on the outside on the sunny — various demands of the producer, brok- 

: sides of the trees caught more flies er, commission man, wholesaler, retailer, 

First Flies July 14 than those suspended in the shade and processor. We believe the officials 
a . . 1 k of tl Ss , of OPA are trying to do what they 
The first or earliest captured fly near the trunk of the tree. Some think is right. Sometimes they have no 

was caught at Antigo on July 14 of you have neglected your traps. doubt been misled by strong demands 
and by the 17th flies were taken failing to keep the liquid up to from one or another of the pressure 
ii almost all sections of the: state. the original level and some have &teups, and the decisions have been to 

pee S ae sed so inaniy ‘stones that there was the detriment of some other group. 
Originally we anticipated a strong Hees. GO DANY & OSs “° Their job is not easy and no doubt their 
lake influence, delaying the flies Very little room left for the solu- rulings will be changed from time to 
along the shores of Lakes Michi- tion. It is better to have the pails time as experience is gained. 

2 C . - e i se We wish to point out some of the 
) gan and Superior. But Sbraeenl’y ia sey eaten, tuts Gear HG problems coreouttered in the hope that 

there 18 very little difference, at | ¢ - e fs they will give us all a better under- 
least this year, between the emer- the more ammonia tumes given off. standing of what is involved, and per- 

gence of the flies at Madison, Port A few tests using household am- haps lead to better Sea 
Washington, Antigo, and even Bay- monia and soap indicate that this _ A One Price “4 ang 
field although at the last named the type of trap can be used instead of The ‘pnle growers ie OPA 46 tule 
records indicate a few days later i . . ow and é -diff consistently requested t ae to estab- 

- © “ ye fe the more expensive anc more CUM- “ish only a one price ceiling—that to the 
than in other sections. cult to obtain glycine. Sodium hy- consumer or retail buyer, allowing all 

droxide should be used to keep the other ceilings to take care of them- 
When to Spray solution clear. Ammonia traps need selves. They argue that you cannot solve 

he: renewed! of Mery: 3 4 all the problems by placing a cciling 

In other words sprays are neces- tbe Trenewed often, every 3 to at every outlet all along the linc, After 
sary the last week of July and “éys te be continuously active. an, why do we have price ceilings? 
again about the 10th of August. . all data are in a will fecide Ths eens eee te ee 

CVEn Wi . spravs it has the best trap to use for next year. § eve m ising 
Even with these two sprays it has Den't i away your pails— 102 high to the consumer. Looking at it 
not been possible always to secure v away’ y pans _ from this standpoint alone one would 
perfect results. The heavy infesta- clean them out and store them for think that a consumer ceiling would be 
von of last year will not be cleaned ftture use. enough. However, OPA argues that un- 

. an . * a less there is a producer ceiling with 

up in one or: two years, of careful We want to thenk all those who perhaps more ceilings for wholesaler 
work. Remember some of the mag- have cooperated with us this year and broker, someone in between is 

gots remain in their pupal cells and hope that you will send any — pinched. While that may be truc, experi- 

throughout the summer and will additional records if you have not — ence is teaohing a8 that someone is. go- 
not ar as fli ‘ SERGI already 2 By %~ will alg . ing to be pinched anyhow. | . 

appear as flies until the second already done so, We will also be Let ais, tike a case’ in point, that of 

summer. Those of you who got glad to discuss with you your spray- the beekeeper. Separate ceilings have 

good control this year must not let ing rractice if you failed to get been established for the producer, the 
down next year, Plan now to do s tisfactory results. Most of the (Continued on page 37)
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: . nni i ; LARGE APPLE PROMOTION 
National App le Pla ng Committee Er what is said to be the largest 

Meets In Washington “tie-in” campaign ever given 4 
fruit, General Mills, Inc., with their 

M*: Arno Meyer, President of leading commercial variety and by Wheaties breakfast food are going 
the Wisconsin Horticultural placing such ceiling at a level to all out for apples in a nation-wide 

Society, was appointed by the assure maximum production in the press and radio campaign in late 
Board of Directors of the Society most remote producing areas. September titled “4 Exciting Ways 
to be a member of the National Retail Ceiling to Eat an Apple.” 
Apple Planning Committee. This “It is the considered opinion of The ads, in color, feature slicing, 
committee met in Washington on the committee that a retail price of grating and kindred uses of fresh 
August 24-26, 1943, to consider 12/4 cents per pound, with appro- apples on Wheaties; an especially 
with representatives of the govern- priate advances to insure proper valuable promotion angle, since the 
ment the proposed ceiling prices for distribution seasonally, is required fresh apple preserves all its health 
fresh apples and apples for process- if a ceiling is to be imposed imme- values, and brings the grower most 
ing. mediately. This price, with the of his profit, if any. 

Mr. Meyer reports a great deal apple industry's support, is needed From August, 1943, The Eastern 
of discussion on the setting of a tt a te production and ei ei Fruit Grower. : Hae cure the greatest amount of food ——— Se. eS ee a ike Mie pce en tila cmap, ACCIDENT LIABILITY FOR Sa y difficult one. ne . oo. . On Thursday, August 26th, a Again, the complications inher- ORCHARDISTS | 
special committee, acting for the ent to the apple industry show the RURAL New Yorker magi- 
National Apple Price Committee, difficulties of effectuating any price zine reports that following 
met at the office of the National ceiling program. For instance, ap- several accidents on New York 
Apple Institute and prepared a ples are grown commercially in farms in which farmers were sued 
statement setting forth some of the hundreds of counties, in 36 states, for damages, the farmers tried to 
recommendations. On this commit- by hundreds of thousands of grow- get a State insurance plan at rea- 
tee were: Henry W. Miller, Jr. ers. The growers produce several sonable cost. They failed, but now West Virginia; A. W. Peters, Ore- hundred varieties and market them several state insurance companies 
gon; Paul Stark, Missouri; and C. under many Federal and State have set up a liability plan with a 
C. Taylor of Michigan . grades a n idec ae _. The ie — pew of $23, 

many values, depending on the lo- he rates are based on farm pay- 
hat Growers Recommend cality in which it is produced, the roll, acreage, etc., and the policies The following are some of the type of soil it is grown on, the cli- are written only in connection with statements of the committee : mate, how it has been packaged, Owners’, Landlords’ and Tenants’ 

“In support of allowing the mar- stored and handled, and the pro- Liability Insurance, covering gen- 
ket to proceed normally, the com- ducing location in relation to mar- eral liability of the farmer in con- 
mittee calls attention to the fact ket. In fact, it can literally be said jection with any farm accidents or 
that the law of supply and demand that each bushel of apples has its property damage (to property other 
is right now maintaining consumer own value, depending on the above than the farmer’s) resulting from 
prices of apples at reasonable levels. factors, accident. There is little question but 
The normal differentials for differ- “The single consumer price meth- that farmers should have protec- ent varieties, grades and sizes are 4 plus industry support will be tion in case of accidents. The facts 

in effect. Increased purchasing pow- needed, if a control program is to and figures given above are for 
er has not destroyed the proper re- succeed where such complicated New York State only, but any lationship between values. conditions prevail.” growers interested in farm liability 

“However, if in spite of the pre- — should contact their insurance 
vailing favorable situation, the Retailers’ Mark-Ups On Apples agents for rates and information. Government decides it must impose Limited From July-August-September The a ceiling now, a simple plan of Amendments to M.P.R. 422 and Maryland Fruit Grower, 
price control for apples which we 423 limit retailers’ mark-ups on —— 
believe offers maximum protection apples to 33 per cent of the net National Apple Week 
to consumers, and encouragement cost to the retailer. This year, the dates are from 
to production and crop conserva- —_ October 23 to 31 inclusive. The 
tion, can be effected by establishing More than 90 per cent of all spe- celebration of the week that ex- 
one retail ceiling price for the cies of flowers in the world have tolls the virtues of the apple is now 
whole nation for the 1943-44 sea- either an unpleasant odor or none international, and its observance is son based on the best grade of the at all—Collier’s. expanding rapidly.
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Price Ceilin, Ss on Fruit HOW TO MAKE STANDARD 
BS CONTAINERS FROM SECOND- 

(Continued from page 35) HAND BOXES 

broker, commission man, and retailer. ing on the price to the consumer. a aon U. S. Department of Agri- 
At each step a mark-up is allowed. First of all, says the Minnesota Hor- culture, Food Distribution Ad- 
Theoretically, that seems fine for the  ticulturist, the ceiling price was clearly ministration, Washington 25, D. C., 
packer and those in between. However, below the cost of production, which, ac- I 7 d hlet titled 
we find that the difference in price be- cording to experts at the University of as Tss ue a@ pamphiet enti ec 
tween the wholesale price to the bee- Minnesota, is about $3.85 per crate, and How to Make Standard Contain- 
keeper and the retail price is so large in the Duluth area, still higher. A ceil- ers From Second-Hand Boxes.” 
that the beekeepers have turned retail- ing price below the cost of production Jt jg well illustrated and will be of 
ers. They are either selling directly to would undoubtedly destroy the raspberry value to those who wish to use 
the consumer, or in quantities to retail industry. ab 

stores. Can we blame them? When con- The other objectionable feature was 2'@B¢ crates and other used boxes 
ironted with a 50 per cent honey crop, the price at the production level and for making apple boxes and other 
which means they have some spare time not at the retail level. The producers standard containers. 
On oem io olisie cre Betaney were nenalized and the consumers were The bulletin states: “The remade 
Ww some of these not protected. The producers immedi- cg 
higher retail prices. As a result, the ately began to sell only at retail, thus boxes help, to get much needed 
packer has not been able to buy the threatening to break up splendid market- foods to market in good condition. 
honey that he expected. Many packers jing organizations. It saves critical materials for other 
cannot meet the demands of their trade 45 5 ” 

it ‘ Later the ceiling price on the farm USeS. 
Hon icommitment. was raised to $4.00 per crate, and $4.15 SEE 

Raspberry Ceiling Prices at the market. This was later rejected, A recent survey made among al- 
an 7 . . however, by the Washington office of 5 ‘ 
The Minnesota Horticulturist recently OPA, The retailer was allowed 34 per ost 2,500,000 American soldiers 

discussed editorially, the ceiling prices cent mark-up, and the wholesaler 72 to determine their food preferences 
on raspberries which caused much con- cents per crate ie 
fusion. At the beginning of the Minne- . revealed that the majority of them 

gota crop season, early varieties sold Need For Producers’ like frankfurters more than any 
for the unusually high price of $7.50 to Or izati 
$8.00 per crate of 24 pints. On July 13 ‘ganization other meat, mashed potatoes more 

i“ ceiling price was established by OPA Obviously, there is need for strong than fried, cake more than pie, and 
of 18 cents per pound at the farm, or producers’ organizations to represent “ —_ 
$3.24 per crate, with mark-ups allowed them with OPA and prevent continuance that they prefer cocoa to coffee. 

to the wholesalers, but without any ceil- of such bungling. Collier's. 

ee 

SSS ae 

PURCHASE YOUR REQUIREMENTS FROM THIS COOPERATIVE AND SAVE DOL- 
LARS, BY PARTICIPATING IN THE EARNINGS. PATRONS’ REFUND TO ALL CUS- 
TOMERS AT THE END OF THE SEASON. 

Packing House Equipment— Orchard Equipment— 
Pointed Top 

Baskets Ladders i Step 
Z Picking Bags 

Basket Liners Nitrate Fertilizer 
Shredded Paper Spray Materials 

Rodent Repellent 
rnge (For Rabbits and Mice) 
Packing Forms Tree Seal (grafting wax) 

Nitrate Fertilizer for the Coming Season Will Be Ammonia Nitrate, a 34% Product Instead of Sulphate 
of Ammonia, a 21% Product. 

PRICE WILL BE SLIGHTLY HIGHER. PLACE YOUR ORDERS EARLY. 

—Write for Prices— 
All Inquiries Promptly Answered 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OP., INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

Lester F. Tans, Secy.-Treas. Tel. Big Bend 2821 R. 2 

Na OR
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STORAGE TEMPERATURES FOR APPLES 7STH ANNUAL CONVENTION 
Mecess and others found WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

that the rate of respiration Fruit Growers Program 
largely governs the rate of ripening 
and softening of apples in storage. They found that re 40 pee Waukesha, Avalon Hotel, November 16-17, 1943 

Fahrenheit this rate is approxi- 

mately twice as rapid as at 32 de- Tuesday, November 16 
grees, at 50 degrees it is almost . . ae . . 
double that at 40 degrees, and at 8:00-10:00 a. m. Setting up fruit exhibits. See premium list. 

70 degrees it is twice as fast as 10:00 a. m. Call to order by President Arno Meyer, Waldo. 

at 50 degrees. At 30 degrees, on Experiences With Apple Maggot Control. What We Learned From Thi 

the other hand 25 per cent longer Season's Tests. Dr.-C. L. Fluke, Chief, Department of Entomology, Madison 

time is required for apples to ripen 10:45 a. m. What Can We Do For Apple Scab Control in 1944? Further 

than at 32 degrees. From these Te- Experiences With the Ground Spray for Scab Control. What To Do With 

sults, .therefore, the extreme im- Severely Blighted Trees. Dr. G. W. Keitt, and J. Duain Moore, Department 

portance of quickly cooling apples of Plant Pathology, Madison. . 7 

es the minimum site note he 12:00 m. Meeting Board of Directors Wisconsin Horticultural Society. 
or storage 1s readily apparent, = ‘ ‘ ° . 

1 Wo: ach 1:30 p. m. Experiences in Minnesota With the Apple Maggot and Experi- 
Cause: the: apples wil ripen 24 ail ments With Bait Traps. Recommendations for 1944. Prof. A. C. Hodson, De- 
in 10 days at 40 dexrees Holding partment of Entomology, Minnesota College of Agriculture. 

apples at 70 degrees for only 3 Further discussion on apple maggot control in Wisconsin. Dr. C. L. Fluke. 

days after he t th ill cut 
oe. about a month af thee | cilens 2:30 p. m. Government Regulations Affecting the Fruit Grower. Pric« 

ti L ‘ lif t 30 d P If Ceilings. Work of the National Apple Institute. Minard Farley, Jr., Secretary- 

30 ke oTage f © at is ig ee hi Manager, Michigan State Apple Commission, East Lansing, Michigan. 
degrees storage 1s not immedl- “ ‘ ‘ x + 

ately available, every opportunit 3:30 p. m. How to Control Mice and Rabbits in the Orchard. G. ( 
aang be ‘used. ‘te A ie fea, Oderkirk, Rodent Control Specialist, Lafayette, Indiana. 

such as stacking it in the shade 
and providing good _ ventilation, ANNUAL BANQUET 
especially at night. 
Storage With Other Products Avalon Hotel, 6:30 p. m. 
Apples absorb odors very readily, Entertainment arranged by Waukesha County Fruit Growers Association. 

oe ee “ Toastmaster Mr. J. F. Thomas, County Agent, Waukesha. 
» cts tha 

have pronounced eders This is par- Honorary Recognition Services. Certificates awarded to two outstanding 
ticularly true of tatoes and th horticulturists. Presentation to fruit grower by oldest living president; to garden 

oak Gone WHEN often impart a club member by Mrs. H. S. Bostock, Madison, Federation President. 

“earthy” Aavar to apples. Since Down to Fundamentals. Major Issues and Objectives of the War. Prof. ( 

apples give off ethylene, a gas that V. Easum, Professor of History, University of Wisconsin. 

stimulates respiration and ripening Program in Honor of 75th Anniversary. Details to be announced. 

the potential keeping quality of oth- 
er products stored with apples may Wednesday, October 17 
be adversely affected. 9:30 Results of an Orchard I tC ign in the Mi k 

C + :30 a. m. Results of an Orchard Improvement Campaign in the Minnetonka 
ae ee U.S.D.A. Cir District This Year. Dr. A. C. Hodson, University Farm, St. Paul. 

10:30 a. m. Future of Apple Marketing. Continuation of Discussion of Work 
CARE OF FARM TRUCKS of National Apple Institute. Minard Farley, East Lansing, Michigan. 

The Studebaker Corporation, 12:00 m. Luncheon. 
South Bend 27, Indiana, has issued 
a fine booklet on “Care and Main- Af 
tenance of Farm Truck” which ternoon Program 
every truck owner should have. 1:30 p. m. Annual business meeting Wisconsin Horticultural Society. 

Write ‘ . G. ye Toe 2:30 p. m. Fundamentals of Apple Tree Pruning. Some Orchard Observations 
cl ivision of Studebaker Cor- * 

poration, for free copy, sent post- During the Past Season. Dr. R. H. Roberts, Dept. of Horticulture, Madison. 

paid.
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SUBSIDIES FOR FRUIT F ° Sh 
2 ea ruit Ow 

iYyy™ believe in times of stress 
there is a place for subsi- WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY CONVENTION 

dies, by whatever names they are AVALON HOTEL, WAUKESHA, NOVEMBER 16-17, 1943 

called, guaranteed prices, govern- Committee in charge: C. L. Kuehner, Madison, Chairman, assisted by 
ment purchases or incentive pay- Peter L. Swartz, Waukesha, and LeRoy Meyer, Hales Corners 
ment. If because of accumulative NEW APPLE VARIETIES 
shortages, or because of increased Plate of 3 Apples 

demand due, for example, to our Judges: Prof. J. G|) Moore and C, L. Kuehner, Madison 

occupation of starved foreign coun- The following premiums will be offered on each class for varieties recommended 
tries, the need should arise for any for trial by the State Horticultural Society: 
product far beyond the normal ex- Ist prize, $1; 2nd, 75e; 3rd, 50c; 25c for each additional entry of merit. 

pected production, we would want 1. Milton 6. Kendall 
our government to subsidize the in- 2. Macoun 7. Perkins 
dustry expansion to meet the war 3. Cortland 8, Lobo 
needs, just as shipbuilding, muni- 4. Haralson 9. Hume , 
tion and war material industries 5: Secor: 10. Black Jon 
have been subsidized in this emer- 11. Any other variety 
gency. So far as fresh fruits and STANDARD VARIETIES 

vegetables go, however, no subsidy Plate of 5 apples 
is needed provided no extraordi- Premiums on classes 12 and 13 offered by the Niagara Sprayer and 
nary demand develops. or no re- Chemical Company; J. Henry Smith, representative, Waupaca 

pressive ceilings are imposed, be- 12. McIntosh 13. Delicious—any type of red 

cause these products are so sensi- Premiums, classes 12 and 13, each: Ist, $1.50; 2nd, $1; 3rd, 75c; 
tive to the law of supply and de- 4th, 5th and 6th, 50c. 
mand that production will balance —— 
the normal requirements.” 14. Golden Delicious 15. Snow 

: 16. N. W. Greening 

John Chandler, Executive Secre- Premiums on each variety, classes 14-16: Ist, $1; 2nd, 75e; 
tary, National Apple Institute. 3rd, 50c; 4th, 25e. 

SPRAY MATERIALS — PRUNING TOOLS — GRAFTING WAX 

HOSE — GUNS — SPRAYER REPAIR PARTS 

New DuPont Weed Killer—“‘Ammonium Sulfamate” 

Controls Many Other Weeds. 

Write for Information and Prices 

F.R. Gifford C . K. Gifford Company 
FRUIT GROWERS and GARDENERS SUPPLIES 

2201 University Ave. _ MADISON 5, WISCONSIN — Phone: Fairchild 2840
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Mulchin the WINTER PROTECTION FOR 
g RASPBERRIES 

Trend Is Toward Protection In Strawberry Patch oi 
By A. S. Colby, Department of Horticulture, J. D. Winter 

University of Illinois TREE is a distinct trend toward 

more winter protection for red 
T has been generally known for lower prices, and this disadvantage, raspberry canes in Minnesota, either 

some time that strawberry plants together with the high cost of ma- by complete covering or by bending 
need some winter protection from terial for such covers, reduced down the canes and throwing a 
cold in this latitude. However, the gross returns in every case. It was couple of shovelfuls of soil over 
close correlation between a good found that yields were the lowest the tips to hold them down. The 
mulch applied on the right date, under six inches of corn stover, latter method has been particularly 
and prevention of damage to the However, there were no dirty ber- successful in regions of ample 
crowns of the plants by cold has ries found in the rows where six snowfall such as the Duluth area 
not been understood and appreci- inches of straw (wheat, oat or rye) in northeastern Minnesota. 
ated until recently. Growers are was used. The lowest percentage of Tip Covering Beneficial 
now finding that low temperatures, dirty berries, where a 3-inch mulch Dr. Brierley conducted some ex- 
even as early as November, cause had been applied, was 6.3 per cent periments last fall near Duluth and 
sufficient crown injury in un- under the wheat straw. The high- found the average winter injury 
mulched patches to seriously cur- est percentage was 52 per cent, in tip covered planting did not ex- 
tail production the next year. in the check row. ceed 5 per cent as compared to 40 
Mulching, then, is now being con- . oo, per rent injury to unprotected 
sidered necessary for other reasons There is still another phase of canes in the same plantings. A com- 
than keeping the fruit clean and the mulching question to which I plete covering job requires about 
retaining soil moisture during the do not think sufficient attention 50 man hours of work per acre 
picking season. has been given. I refer to the use plus some horse labor. Tip covering 

Last year one of my students of strawberry plants, for setting requires less labor. 
obtained additional evidence on the °Ut new Plantations, which have (Continued on page 45) 
value of strawberry mulches as eke through the winter un- Co 
they influence the gross returns re- cae ed, excepting for their own Not one of the 8000 newspapers 

ceived from the sale of fruit. In ‘C4! COVET: Last winter Mr. Arm- published in Soviet Russia carries 
one study, Mr. Thompson used six ron sent me Blakemore plarits crime news, comic strips, or gossip 
different mulching materials, rom mulched and unmulched columns.—Collier’s. 

threshed soybean refuse, mixed Dee dt heen peo ted te Psst 

leaves, cut corn stover and wheat, .“. . eATrG eZee) 

rye and oat straw. These were ap- injured by cold; as evidenced by ie wis 

plied to depths of 3 to 6 inches re- nen browning of . om 5 aN] boygan 
spectively, measured after settling. = aoe Wee mean white fa Sat CRC ne a toes 

We first computed the total cost color. I set both lots in the field >a . 
of each material used, based upon and gave them all good care. By Soir J Whether you need a 

its nutrient value, if it had been ate summer the runner formation lite succes ye 
plowed under, added to the ex- from the uninjured mother plants = SS Federal Food and Drug 
pense involved in procuring the as approximately double that from Tad Administration, 

material (cutting the corn stover, those which had suffered from lack ship. er yo Pei yle 
raking the leaves), hauling and ap- of preper mulching treatment. By ES boxes, you can be safe 
plying it. Gross returns per acre ate fall the number of runners ns and save money too, by 

over the total cost of each mulch in the winter injured mother plant 2 ie ath, othe fae 
were then determined, after the plot had begun to catch up with working Neva - Clog 
fruit had been picked and sold. the other lot. However, those late stapler. Get everything you need for 

The row mulched with 3 inches of set runner plants will probably be pult oF lenge nipments i Sheer, 
wheat straw was, all things con- relatively unproductive this coming years. 
sidered, the most profitable, since season. Write, now, for low prices and free 
the yield was highest and mulch- facts on new shipping regulations. 

ing costs were relatively low. Six- Condensed from bulletin—Some Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 
inch mulches tended to retard rip- Recent Developments in Strawberry 593 Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
ening of the berries, resulting in Growing. scaiimamimmiaacsiamaiss
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LADINO CLOVER MAY HELP 65TH ANNUAL CONVENTION 
THE BEEKEEPER WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 

Loe white clover is being City Hall, Plymouth 
tested in Wisconsin by the October 27°28; 1943 

Agronomy Department of the Col- —PROGRAM— 
lege of Agriculture. Wednesday, October 27 

Beekeepers will be especially i 2280 a. 1. Regiatration, 
p 3 P 7 10:00 a. m. Call to order by President Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls. 

terested because Ladino promises What Was Accomplished in Disease Inspection Work This Year. Plans For 
to be a good honey plant. In Sep- The Future. James Gwin, Chief, Division of Bees and Honey, Madison. 

tember Gleanings in Bee Culture, 10:45 a. m. Comments and Observations About Beekeeping Among Wis- 

Charles Dirks, of Maine, said, “La- consin Beekeepers. John F. Long, Madison. 

dino clover this year is unquestion- 11:30 a. m. Interesting Things About Beekeeping We Saw While Inspecting 
ably secreting nectar heavily and Bees, cen-minute sfiseuations by Inspectors. ack i 

is being freely worked by the bees. : m. uuncheon. ee i an, 3 oard 0} anagers. 

‘tternoon Program 

oh re eee = * has 1:45 p. m. Welcome by Mayor W. H. Eldridge, Plymouth. 
uny pounds: of :surplus honey Post War Plans For the Honey Industry. Mrs. Harriett Grace, American 

on his strong colonies which has Honey Institute, Madison. 
come largely from Ladino. Ladino 2:30 p. m. Overwintering of Productive Colonies. Causes of Winter Losses. 
clover when used for pasturage or How Bees Winter. Basic Requirements. Dr. C. L. Farrar, Central States Bee 

seed purposes blossoms during all |aboratory, Madison. 
of July and most of August.” 3:30 p. m. Information Please Hour. Leading Beekeepers and Experts Will 

Then, Mr. J. L. Byer, Markham, newer Questions on Practical Beekeeping Problems. Conducted by H. J. Rahm- 

Ontario, in the same issue, writing 4:30 p. m. Program to be announced. 
on August 6th, said, “That big THE BANQUET 
field of Ladino that we have had Hotel Curtiss, 6:30 p. m. Price, $1.00 per plate (chicken). 
under observation this summer, has Music and entertainment auspices Sheboygan County Beekeepers Associa- 

2, tion, Mr. Strauss Chairman. 
been worked by the bees ever since Short concert by the Kraft Choral Society of 30 voices. Thomas Baily 
bloom appeared, and there are still pirector. 

a lot of blossoms. Moving Picture “Queen Rearing” produced and loaned us by the Georgia 
We learn from our Agronomy Department of Entomology). © EL nt Director, Atlanta. Colored movie. 

Department that Ladino is a giant sHonae program: :to Thuredeg: Ou lies 3 

form of white clover which is a 10:00 a. m. Next Year’s Honey om ‘1943 and 1944 Crop Prospects Com- 
little later than the White Dutch. pared. Funudamentals of Management During An Active Season. Dr. C. L 
It comes from Italy. It came Farrar, Madison. 

through well last winter, but the 11:00 a. m. Government Regulations Affecting Beekeepers. Honey Prices 
Department says they want to try The Future of Beekeeping and Honey Marketing As I See It. Walter Dichnelt, 
q ‘ Menomonee Falls. 
t one Jmore mete” or through a 11:30 a. m. Practical Observations by Wisconsin Beekeepers. Cornelius 
test winter before recommending Meyer, Appleton; Ivan Whiting, Rockford; and Frank Greeler, Neillsville. 
it further to Wisconsin farmers, 12:00 m. Luncheon. 

as there has been some question __ Afternoon Program _ . 
about its hardiness here. If hardy, wonntiecee m. Annual business meeting and election of officers. Reports of 

it will no doubt be grown by farm- Report of Association Honey Labels and Sales of Tin and Glassware by 
ers for pasturage. It likes a rich Walter Diehnelt. 
soil, and will do best on low land a Possibilities of Ladin Clover sor Beekeepers. What Has Happened to Sweet 

i 7 lover peaker to be announced. 

where there is plenty of moisture. Rooms available at the Curtiss and Laak Hotels. Rates: Single, $1.50; Double, 
It must not be pastured too heavily. $1.00 each.
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H P B ing very cold weather in case they 
OW to repare ees cannot move upward onto the food. 

Strong colonies should have as ° 
for Winter much as 60 pounds of honey for 

use from now until next June. If 
From P. by Dr. C. L. Farrar in pe) are iyits to cate, ie to 

Gleanings in Bee Culture ed sugar syrup, two parts sugar 
. . o, to one part of water, thoroughly 

“During a protracted cold period, the Brood rearing that begins in January stirred and mixed while hot and 
temperature of the air surrounding the or early February is normal and bene- fed i 10 d il with holes 
bee clusters approaches the outside tem- ficial to the colony, but it is limited by '€¢ 1m a 1U-pound pail with holes 
perature regardless of the degree of the amount and position of the reserve in the cover in the standard way. 
hive insulation,” writes Dr. C. L. Farrar pollen. At least 40 pounds of honey The bees will store this syrup now 
in an article on Problems a wintering should os fore a care pet mts in the empty combs in the middle 

Bee Culture. This fact was established From one to three of the middle conbs Of the brood nest where it will be 
by a number of experiments, including should contain small areas of about available during the winter months. 
one he carried on in Massachusetts from three by five inches free from honey In fact, every colony should be 
1929-31. so the cluster will occupy this space carefully examined now. We must 

ides its own insulation against heat cmter of the upper hive body or ehere "ot again have the serious losses 
loss. The vnsulating Shell of “Gibualy it is available to thé bees iat said-svinter we had last winter from starvation. 
packed bees, filling the interspaces be- will aid in brood rearing. 
tween combs and any empty cells, ranges Auger Hole 
from 1 to 3 inches in depth, and the An auger hole about one inch in di- ADDITIONAL SUGAR FOR 
more loosely grouped bees in the center ameter placed just below the hand-hole FEEDING BEES 
generate heat.” r in front of the upper hive body as an On September 3, the War Board issued 

As the air nee thoveha surrounc ing additional entrance is rapidly being a memorandum, No. 412, amending ra- 
the cluster declines the cluster contracts, adopted by beekeepers and has consid- tioning order No. 3 of the OPA by 
reducing the surface serpent aes h . erable merit. Only the upper hole is left which beekeepers may obtain additional 
radiation, and ae aed the depth of — open in winter. The bottom-board en- sugar not to exceed 15 pounds per col- the insulating 8 a and concentrating trance is reduced to % by 1 or 1% ony for this year for feeding bees. 
additional bees in the center 2 generate inches. A lower entrance is also desirable Application must be made to the OPA 
heat. As the semperaunreig the aed so that the bees can clean out the dead Rationing Board on OPA Form R-315. 
the cluster expands, i ia co! sak and to prevent molding of the combs. It shall state: (1) The amount of the 
from the center of the ae ola Wind Protection additional sugar requested ; (2) the num- 

outside at 86 tas! 10 “mamiain @ for Protection from the wind, whether by ber of colonies of bees for which the 
mal suriace eae f natural surroundings or wrapping the allowance is requested; (3) that the bee- 

Packing retards a va hy eae hives with paper, and maximum sunlight keeper has obtained and used the allow- 
ture change. A packed hive, by cooling 3:6 desirable. The sun shining on the ance already provided, and (4) that the 
off slowly, allows the pees Me to ssble hive permits expansion or shift of the additional sugar is required to prevent 
tract their oon tothe jon nein i: cluster, and sunshine on an upper en- loss of bees. 

ee Se. th a . trance may allow a brief flight for the Such application must contain the cer- that way. However, it may not benefit be Theref. he hi hould . c 
rer A es. Therefore, the hives shou ace tification of the local USDA War Board from a rise in the outside temperature t ds the s . hi ne r 

hi . owards the sun during the warmest that the additional sugar requested is which allows the cluster in an unpacked { the d - ; see oe part of the day. required to prevent the loss of bees. hive to shift its position or the bees , ‘ . bs to make brief flights. If the bees have a flight during cool The County Agricultural Agent is a 
. weather and many are lost on the snow, member of the War Board and it will 

Kind of Bees Most Important this may be beneficial. Such bees often be best for the beekeeper to contact the 
“The basic problem is not how or show a high degree of infection with county agent in person or by mail in 

where bees are wintered, but what kind Nosema. If these infected bees are thus regard to the matter. 
of colonies are wintered. Losses result- removed from the colony it may help It should be remembered that bee- 
ing from interior eolonies, sit survive reduce the infection. keepers were allowed last spring 10 
the winter exceed by far the losses from ——— pounds per colony for feeding. The addi- 
colonies that se oat Small colonics OCTOBER A GOOD MONTH J tional 15 pounds is only available after 

tora nec omy ange IN WHICH TO FEED BEES he ovsin 10 pounds aston od 
to a high winter loss of bees, sometimes Beer rearing usually stops 
reaching 50 to 75 per a attsough only some time in October. We BORAXO REMOVES 
ape percentage oF Shevcolomies May  sheald be very careful to observe PROPOLIS FROM HANDS 

A strong colony will use about 60 Whether the brood rearing has tak- [C- is reported that when the hands 
pounds of honey from the close of the en place in the upper hive body become soiled with propolis, 
honey flow in the fall until the begin- and whether or not bees have used which they often do when working oar y ofter ning of the flow next June. Honey con- the honey in the center frame of in the apiary, it may be removed 
yeeros inte bees will being amigner price this hive body so that when they with Boraxo which is available at 
those bees, contribute to a much larger cluster on them during the winter grocery stores. Dampen the hands, 
yield, writes Dr. Farrar. there is danger of starvation dur- shake on some Boraxo and rub well.
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WOMEN’S AUXILIARY MEETING 

WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION HONEY WANTED 
City Hall, Plymouth non paid for cars and cor 

than cars comb and extract 

siaiititiielinanaiid honey. Mail sample and best 
—PROGRAM— price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
Wednesday, October 27 Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 

10:30 a. m. Call to order by President Mrs. A. H. Seefeldt, Kewaskum. 

Roll call. Members to respond by giving experiences in using honey for 

canning and baking. Round table on uses of honey. Comments by Mrs. Harriett HONEY CANS 

Grace, American Honey Institute. We can give you immediate 

12:00 m. Luncheon. Plans to be announced. A special luncheon for women delivery on 60# cans. ° 

may be arranged. Order your glass supply for 
the new crop now, as it takes 

Afternoon Program from 3 to 6 months to receive 
1:45 p. m. Attend men’s program. Post War Plans for Beekeepers. Mrs. Har- same from the factory. We now 

riett Grace, American Honey Institute, Madison. have a good supply of 5#, 24#, 

2:30 p. m. Tour of interesting places in Plymouth. Arranged by Sheboygan 1# and %# on hand, and can 
5 fe make immediate shipment. 

County Beekeepers Association. . 
ne ee ee ee To insure prompt service, or- 

THE BANQUET der your Association labels now 

Hotel Curtiss, 6:30 p. m. Price, $1 per plate. See beekepers’ program. for your new crop of honey. 

Thursday, October 28 — Write for Complete Price List. 
10:00 a. m. Business meeting and election of officers, Women’s Auxiliary. Order Through Your State 

11:00 a. m. What We have Learned About Honey Through Research. Mrs. Beekeepers Association 

Harriett Grace. 

12:00 m. Luncheon. HONEY ACRES 

Afternoon Program Menomonee Falls, Wis. 

1:30 p. m. Attend business meeting Wisconsin Beekeepers Association. 

Sl HONEY CONTAINERS 
Prompt Shipping Service 

Sweet Fruit Pickles WHEN WHITE CLOVER Glass: Jars 
2 cups honey YIELDS NECTAR WELL Mis te Ee cas Clee 
1 cup vinegar D* C. C. Miller in his book coated covers, lacquered and wax 

2 inches of stick cinnamon “Fifty Years Among the Bees” paper lined. 

6 whole cloves tells about the season in which he PRICES 
apples produced the world’s record crop Price Wt. 

Combine honey, spices, and vin- of comb honey. He said that white a ed 3 ae 
egar, and heat to boiling. Have clover bloomed throughout June, ” weet 67 TD. 
ready 8 to 10 cups of quartered July, and into August because it * "  ” 12-24 $7 Db. 

apples (pared or not, as you like). was favored with plenty of rainfall : " 8 6-5 2 Bb. 
4-10 45 131b. 

Cook 2 or 3 cups of apples at a which occurred largely during the we bails) 

time in the syrup, handling them night, and was followed by clear, Discounts—8% on $50 orders, 
gently so they will not mash. When sunshiny days. How true that is. PRI CES" eae: 
transparent, lift out and place in This year around Madison white Standard s ‘Aumacs 
a jar or bowl, and continue until clover yielded very well until a well seamed and soldered, with 

all are cooked. Take out spices, little past the middle of July when 2%" screw cap wax board lined. 
pour remaining syrup over the ap- it turned dry and the flow stopped. Box of 2—60# cans._.$1.00 
ples, and store until needed. Serve Farther north, however, there were Carton of 24—60# cans. 7.44 
cold with chicken or turkey, or rains, largely at night, and the flow wets —— ae oooh 

. : os or “Purchaser’s Certifi- 
with meat loaf, roast pork, or continued, resulting in a much bet- cate” for cans or jars, if you 

baked ham. ter crop than where this was not have not already signed one. 
—- the case. We also carry a complete line of 

I could prove God statistically. ——— other honey packages—Shipping 
Take the human body alone—the Bachelor Uncle: Baby six weeks Coses and Comb Honey Cartons. 
chance that all the functions of the old, you say? Talk yet? AUGUST LOTZ 
individual would just happen is a Proud Father: Oh no, not yet. COMPANY 
statistical monstrosity. — George Bachelor Uncle: Boy, eh!—The BOYD, WISCONSIN 

Gallup. Earthworm. -



OFFICIAL BALLOT SOCIETY PRESIDENT ON 

For The Election Of Officers NATIONAL APPLE PLAN- 

of the NING COMMITTEE 

WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY ov president, Mr. Arno Mey- 

. er, Waldo, was appointed a 
For President member of the National Apple 

[J Planning Committee by our Board 
Arno Meyer, Waldo ----------------------------------------------------- of Directors, and attended a meet- 

L] ing in Washington arranged by the 
aa eerie me innienectenitena ee ERS OPA. A report of the meeting is 

For Vice-President given in this issue. 

; LJ Mr. Meyer stated that the OPA 
Don W. Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay ---------------------------------------- has been ordered to place price ceil- 

[| ings on apples, but at the time we 
SSS SS SS te Se et ene ene iiwen sass scaaesaeacsssss go to press nothing further has 

For Director to Succeed D. E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay been decided. 

. [] Mr. Meyer writes about the trip 
Murray H. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay -------------------------------------- to Washington on August 24th and 

CL] 25th: “It was dreadfully hot in 
Leland Brown, Sturgeon Bay -————---------------a--------ao anna nnnnnn nnn Washington and everything was 

[| dried up—no rain since June. Crops 
ee were all dried up and fruit grow- 

For Director to Succeed Charles Patterson, Franksville ers in Virginia were complaining 

[] about the effect of drought on their 
R. G: Dawson; Franksyille —2222<--s-sccesessne-sacsnaewcssetsateo sae ses small crops 

“ 
Arthur Kittinger, Caledonia ~--------------------------------------------- L] There seemed to be no shortage 

Cl of manpower in Washington. 
_ ee oe Writing on September Sth, Mr. 

an a OO Meyer states: “My early McIntosh 
For Director to Succeed Theo. Ward, Fort Atkinson angles ee ery fine. this year 

Frank Guttenberg, Jefferson tii We are picking our Wealthies 
C] now. 

Albert Kracht, Lake Mills ~----------------------------------------------- ——— 

E. L. White. Fort Atkinson CO MRS. C. E. STRONG DISCON- 
[] TINUES PAGE 

~ feawaeuenas tac an 3 alley die saws cf hecsevson rw on. A from Mrs. C, E. Strong, 
instructions: Mark an after the name of the person for whom you vote, sts. * so 

for each office. You may fill in the name of a new candidate on the blank line _who is now in Alhambra, Cali 
if you desire. Cut out the ballot and mail to Mrs. A. E. Steinmetz, Wisconsin fornia, states that because she has 

Horticultural Society, saat University Farm Place, Madison 6, Wisconsin, acting taken up residence in that state, 
as Secretary for the Nominating Committee. : : . ; 

ALL MAIL BALLOTS MUST BE MAILED ON OR BEFORE NOVEM- ie it best to dean 
BER 12th. Voting may be done the first day of the annual convention at © iting her page in Wisconsin Hor- 
Fort Atkinson, November 17th, where extra ballots will be available. Voting ticulture—“About The Home and 
closes at 5 p. m. Garden.” 

Notice: YOU MUST SIGN YOUR NAME, as only members may vote. 
Your name on the ballot will not be divulged by the Nominating Committee For more than 15 years Mrs. 
Secretary. The names will be cut off the ballot before being turned over to the Strong has faithfully written very 
committee. Both the signatures and ballots will be examined by the committee. valuable material each month for 

Sign name _.-_------------------------ == een this page. Many of our members
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looked forward to reading her good 
advice on culture and the new va- WOMAN’S AUXILIARY PROGRAM ANNUAL CONVENTION 

rieties she was testing in her gar- WISCONSIN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
den during the many years that she AVALON HOTEL, WAUKESH. 
lived in West Allis. te A, NOVEMBER 16-17, 1943 

Mrs. Strong had one of the most Tuesday, November 16 
tiful and 1 - 

can ‘in daz fi ay al 10:00 a. m. Call to order by President Mrs. Arno Meyer Waldo. 

Sh d ms aml What We Can Do To Control Garden Insects in 1944. E. L. Chambers, 
e tested many’ new varieties an State Entomologist, Madison. 

gave advice about their value to 1100 Tie Rabbit and M Pidblem in Our Gard 4 What ow 
Wi te ‘. di th: h h : a. m. ne abbit an ouse roblem in ur ardens, an at e 

Sconsin gardeners nroug er Can Do About It. G. C. Oderkirk, Rodent Control Specialist, Lafayette, Indiana. 
page. She was an expert gardener, . . - 

2 Questions and Discussion. 
and not only through her writing, 
but as a speaker to garden clubs, 12:00 m. Luncheon. Plans to be announced. 

she gave much helpful information. 1:30 p. m. Recommendations for Our Vegetable Gardens for 1944. Prof. J. 
Hundreds of gardeners visited her G. Moore, Department of Horticulture, Madison. 

garden each summer, and obtained 2:00 p. m. Demonstration on Artistic Arrangements of Fruit, Vegetables, 
from her not only information, but Dried Materials and Flowers for Special Occasions. Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, Wau- 

often valuable plant material. watosa. 

For her services, the Wisconsin 
Horticultural Society presented her ANNUAL BANQUET 
with the honorary recognition cer- Avalon Hotel, 6:30 p. m. 

tificate of the Society jn 1932. Entertainment arranged by Waukesha County Fruit Growers Association 
The Wisconsin Horticultural So- 7 i ¥, Th c * Waukesh 

ciety wishes Mrs. Strong happi- ‘oastmaster r. J. F. iomas, County Agent, aukesha. 

ness in her new home. Honorary Recognition Services. Certificates awarded to two outstanding 
horticulturists. Presentation to fruit grower by oldest living president; to garden 

TT club member by Mrs. H. S. Bostock, Madison, Federation President. 

WOMAN’S AUXILIARY EX- Down to Fundamentals. Major Issues and Objectives of the War. Prof. C. 
HIBIT PREMIUM V. Easum, Professor of History, University of Wisconsin. 

SCHEDULE Program in Honor of 75th Anniversary. Details to be announced. 

ANNUAL CONVENTION WISCON- 

SIN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY Wednesday, November 17 

, Avalon Hotel, Waukesha, 10:00 a. m. Annual business meeting and election of officers Woman's 

November 16-17 Auxiliary. h 

~ a ges . a s j i { exhibits by t judges. Crass 1. An individual display Comments on judging of exhibits by the judges. 

of 12 jars of canned vegetables, 11:00 a. m. Strawberrics, Raspberries, and Other Small Fruits for the 

fruits, jams or jellies, Wisconsin Garden. Recommendations on Varieties and Culture. C. L. Kuehner, Department 

grown, prepared by the exhibitor °f Horticulture, Madison. 
and arranged on a table without 12:00 m. Luncheon. 

AERESSOTIES: 1:30 p. m. Attend business meeting and program Wisconsin Horticultural 

First prize, $5; 2nd, $4; 3rd, $3; — Society. 
4th, $2; each additional entry of 
merit, $1, 

Crass 2. A centerpiece for din- WINTER PROTECTION FOR RASPBERRIES 
ner table, composed of fruits, veg- (Continued from page 40) 

etables, gourds, etc., arranged on d tie placed 6 to 8 inches » §0 , , Tepee System Popular second tie place oO inc! 
tray or suitable base. ¥ . above the first tie. The canes should 

Crass 3. Arrangement for liv- There is not much change in the be cut off about 2 inches above the 

ing room or dining room in vase training systems used. If anything top tie. If left longer they are like- 
or bowl composed of any type of there is a trend toward more ex- Jy to break at the top tie when 

dried materials such as flowers, tensive use of the tepee system joaded with fruit. The canes should 

shrubs, wild plants, etc. which growers are finding to work not be cut until early spring unless 
Premiums for classes 2 and 3, very well for hill system culture they are very tall and likely to 

each: Ist prize, $4; 2nd, $3; 3rd, provided the canes are tied tightly. break, in which case they may be 

$2; 4th, $1; each additional entry One tie should be made about 3 to cut back part way at the time of 
of merit, 50 cents. 3% feet from the ground, with a tying.
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Ww hear that an outlet has been planted with the buds about two forget about it entirely because 

given to those victory gar- inches below the surface of the there may not be any one flower 
deners who like to tell about the soil and then hilling with a mound at the moment which would meet 
large pumpkins, the wonderful of dirt 4 to 6 inches high. This with the approval of enough people 
yield of tomatoes, or potatoes, and mound of dirt prevents frost pene- in the whole United States to be 
the long cucumbers they produced tration and heaving. In the spring, acceptable as a national flower. 
this year. In Watertown, New of course, the mound is smoothed Certainly from the standpoint of 

York, a Victory Garden Liars’ Club over, and the new growth then has_ interest, the number of shows held 

has been organized. No doubt we only two inches of soil to pene- and the number of fans going to 
will hear some tall tales from now trate. Too deep planting will stunt them, the gladiolus is today in first 
on. Perhaps garden clubs can give the new growth. place as a flower which attracts the 
victory gardeners an opportunity to — attention of flower lovers. We know 
tell about their accomplishments as However, we do not recommend of no other flower that has had as 

a part of their program. transplanting iris at this late date. many shows this year as has the 
— It will now be better not to disturb — gladiolus. 

Do not attempt to store onions the iris clump, but to wait until —_—— 
with thick necks. These are com- spring. The best time for purchas- No less a magazine than The 
monly called scallions. Only onions ing or transplanting iris rhizomes Keader’s Digest contained a short 
which are thoroughly ripened and is within a few weeks after they item recently answering a question 
dry will store well. Others should are through blooming in June. as to whether or not food not re- 
be consumed at once. Store onions — moved from a tin can would be 
in a cool, dry place. We hear that the Ohio Associa- rendered unfit or harmful by the 

There are several reasons for tion of Garden Clubs is organizing action of the tin in contact with 
onions developing thick necks and “Victory Garden Clubs.” The ob- the food. The answer was that 

which do not mature well, but the ject is to give an opportunity for there is no bad effect from the 
most common cause is too much those who have victory gardens to tin being in contact with the food, 
moisture or nitrogen in the soil. exchange ideas, listen to speakers, and that the only way the food 

— and learn more about making vic- would be spoiled would be by bac- 
Maude R. Jacobs writes in Hor- tory gardens successful. Most of teria from an outside source get- 

ticulture that she has a suspicion these gardeners have been holding ting in contact with it. 
that clumps of peonies reported as informal gatherings over the back However, the opinion that food 
having bloomed for decades with- fences or within their own com- must be removed from a tin can 
out any division, have had what is munity garden areas. There is a immediately the can is opened is 
known as clump division from time good opportunity for meetings of so widespread among housewives 
to time. We think she is right. By such groups, especially in late win- that we have yet to see one who 
clump division is meant, digging ter and early spring. will put an open tin can of food in 
down along one side of a clump — the refrigerator and use it at the 
to lay bare a part of the root sys- A National Flower. Some time next meal. 
tem. A portion of the root stock, ago a National Radio Quiz broad- During the past few months 1 
rhizome or root system is cut from cast that the goldenrod was the have had occasion to try this out. 
the main growth and planted else- national flower. They gave as au- I removed a portion of condensed 
where. Many perennials, especially thority for this statement, “The canned soup from a tin can, closed 
iris, perennial phlox and peonies Lincoln Library of Essential In- the can and placed it in the re- 
require dividing from time to time. formation” which says that the frigerator. No one else in the par- 
This method of clump division is goldenrod is the national flower for ticular family where this happened 
an easy way of doing it. the United States by popular choice. would eat of the food at the next 

— Another statement has béen made meal. I ate it for several meals 
Now is the time to plant your that a nation-wide pool to deter- thereafter, always of course heat- 

peonies. W. A, Sisson of Rosendale mine the national flower was held, ing it first. 
has always contended that peony and that the wild rose was given Bacteria or their toxins can be 
roots may be purchased and plant- first place, and the columbine sec- killed or removed by heating to the 
ed any time from late September ond place. Well, perhaps we should boiling point. Canned vegetables 
until freeze-up. They do not make have another pool and get some should always be heated in that 

any growth in the fall and will other flower designated as the na- way. Home-canned vegetables, 
come through well, especially if tional flower—or perhaps we should (Continued on page 47)
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ROVING WITH ROSES 

By Richard S, Wilcox, Chairman, The Future for 
Test Garden Committee, . Minnesota Rose Society Victory Gardens 

THERE have been many new By H. W. Hochbaum, Chairman, Victory 
roses introduced that are claimed Garden Committee, U.S.D.A. 

to be as good as or better than < j 
Crimson Glory, but none so far has T= 1943 Victory Garden Cam- Are Our Gardens Big Enough? 
come up to the advance claims. The Paige. beal all thei resorts ive A garden 20 by 30 feet looks big 
reason, of course, is that Crimson thought would be set. As early as to the beginner. His time for gar- 
Glory is such a satisfactory rose ae the Gallup poll told us that dening may be limited too because 
that one better has to be just about ; a "Oh ns showed that we would of the longer hours he puts into his 
perfect. have 21,000,000 Victory Gardens business or at his job. But a plot Henri Jacobs of St. Paul has this year as compared with our 30 by 50 feet, better 50 by 100 or 
been trying out Crimson King, but goal of 18,000,000. Our retail and even larger, yields much more and Pe ; : x,’ wholesale seedsmen, after what d d i 1 while it is much like Crimson Glory, : : we do need to raise all the food 
he does not like it as well, The they have been through in filling we can, In the larger garden there flower ‘does ‘not seem to have as orders, can well believe that even jis less tendency to crowd stuff. A 
good form as with the older variety. calla s pes _ - _ pis larger plot is also easier to work. 
My experience has been like Mr. ‘ek +: < you tT ot Tougn the We should like to recommend fur- 
Jacobs’. Crimson Glory, with a CU's wh ° ilo rs our cities, thermore that more people try to 
nearly perfect bloom, combines fair CV°TYWnere You look, every vacant get enough space to grow potatoes, 
freedom of bloom, unusual hardi- lot has been made into a Victory at least some early ones, dry beans 
ness and much freedom from dis- Garden, and more of the easily stored root 
ease, This is a very unusual com- The public attention that the Vic- crops. Generally, too, people ought 
bination. tory Garden movement is still re- to plant enough tomatoes for the 

Frequently the so-called im- ceiving is phenomenal. Day after family’s yearly supply. 
proved selection of a variety is no day cartoon strips of all kinds are 
improvement. This is not ms, how- Plugging for Victory Gardens in What Can Garden Clubs Do? 
ever, in Grootendorst Supreme. serious as well as comic vein. Every Every garden club and every 
This rose is much darker than the well-known radio star or commen- garden club member must play the 
original Grootendorst and seems to tator again and again calls Victory largest part possible in making the 
bloom more freely on a small plant. Gardens to the attention of the great Victory Garden Program for 1943 
It does not fade to the objection- public. Many thousand persons and 1944 succeed. For good nutri- 
able washed-out pink. have given freely of their time and tion, for health’s sake, for recrea- 

A Shrub Rose money in fostering Victory Gar- tion and for an abiding interest in 
As a shrub rose, Nearly Wild dens and in helping others to suc- gardening and more attractive 

seems to be in a class by itself. ceed with their efforts. Institutional homes and communities, we must 
This rose of Brownell’s is always and good will advertising contribute begin now and help to make suc- 
in bloom, grows low and spreading tremendously in keeping Victory cessful and more permanent devo- 

and makes an ideal low shrub for Gardens in the public eye. pie Ee ol aa of Victory Gar- 
foundation planting, something of dens depends so much upon the 
which we ae now "hcl. ne the Can We Do Better? local volunteer help and direction. 
tose is single, beautiful bouquets Good as the Victory Garden Condensed from August-Septem- 
can be picked for the house and Campaign was this year, large as ber, 1943 Bulletin of the National 
they keep for a long time. the store of food that will be pro- Council of State Garden Clubs, Inc. 

The new roses that we have this duced, Victory Gardeners and all 

year at the Test Garden are more of us will have to do even better a 
interesting to us than any group things next year. The demand for GARDEN GLEANINGS 
we have ever Teceived. There are food will be very great. In fact, we (Continued from page 46) 
some really unique varieties. can hardly produce too much food 

One is Brownell’s Shades of Au- considering the. amounts that we canned in a water bath and not a 
tumn, which is much like Condesa will need to send abroad for the pressure cooker are not safe unless 
de Sastago but has many more military forces and for civilian brought to the boiling point before 
blossoms and more disease-resistant needs on top of what we must have being heated, regardless of the kind 
foliage. for our own population. So Victory 
From August, 1943 The Minne- Gardeners can think that they have of can used. 

sota Horticulturist. gotten into the swing of things now. H. J. Rahmlow.
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: By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
OFFICERS DIRECTORS Frank Blood, Stevens Point 

Harold Janes, Whitewater, President Oren Baxter, Edgerton Chester Harrison, Waldo 
Bernard Nichels, Sheboygan, Vice-President Ffed Hagedorn, Sheboygan Walter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor.-Secretary Dr. Geo. Scheer, Sheboygan E A Lins, Spring Green 
Oito ‘Kapschitzke, Rec. _Sec.-Treas. Archie Spatz, Wausau Walter Miller, Sun Prairie 

1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan Noel Thompson, Madison 

° ° 

My Favorite Gladiolus 
Roger B. Russell, Madison 

The first of October seems to be the tion but not sprouting. I’m going to pot ments. 

time we look over our glads and decide them and see what growth I'll get on 1 don't grow many small ones (1 

what to throw out next year and make them in the house. mean small varieties!) but of the small 

plans to have larger and better show The bulb of Eglantine gave a lovely ones Nadia is the favorite with Pinoc- 

spikes out of our gardens. I’m thorough- long spike and I hope my experience chio a fair second and Orange Butterfly 

ly convinced that glads need a lot of with the bulblets is not natural with a good third. Osmond, a Heaton glad 

nitrogen for those long flower heads the variety, for I certainly want to in- that is not well enough known, is a fine 

that Paul Hoppe and Ted Woods keep crease my stock of it. orange, much better than most of the 

bringing over to make me jealous. I'm _ Elwood, a very late lavender, is quite older orange stand-bys. 

plowing under soy beans on the ground like Minuet, but more beautiful, and I wish I could get more stock of 

that I'll use for glads next year, and I doesn’t bloom for me until Sept. 25, Pajarito or could get it to propagate 

expect that to help. when it is badly needed, and then comes faster for me. It has a floret that ap- 
Top Varieties fine. One medium bulb of Genghis Khan  peals. Parnassus burns badly. The color 

I saw several spikes of Aladdin this gave me two grand spikes and 17 out of Paula Ann is most beautiful and the 

summer that were perfectly marvelous. of 17 bulblets germinated and made large spike is good. Pink Ribbon is one I for- 

You grow 25 bulbs of Aladdin to get growth. I was going to throw out Golden got about in mentioning the small ones. 

one really swell spike, but that one Poppy until I cut a bunch of tips for the spike is so long. The individual flor- 

spike is certainly worth it. Algonquin is an arrangement and realized what a_ ets are small but there are so many open 

a very worth while glad. Alsace has swell glad it could be in arrangements. jt is a ribbon of color. R. B. is a very 

beautifully shaped florets, good color Green Light is rather early and made beautiful glad—I bought it a year ago 

and spike. American Commander is tops. some very excellent spikes this year. for the name but will continue to grow 

Autumn came good last year, but very Gun Powder and Leading Lady are the it for its beauty. Red Lightning is some- 

poor for me this year. I like its color best sports of Picardy I’ve seen. H B_ what like Firefly only better. There is no 

very much and hope it will do better Pitt is supposed to take the place of color quite as fine as Rima. Rosa van 

next year. Avalon is very good. Rev. licardy, but I'll still take Picardy. Lima is a most prolific glad with King 

Heberlein’s Baby Sue is a very beautiful I saw some beautiful spikes of High Lear and Hindenburg’s Memory right 

basket glad. Finance at Geneva in 1942, grew it this behind. I haven’t seen as good spikes of 

There is little choice between Badger year and didn’t like any of the six Sensation this year as I had last; mine 

Beauty and Elizabeth the Queen, 1 am spikes I grew. Hopedale and Hurricane bloomed very late and came double. 

very fond of both. B C Giant is really are both very good. Ieka gives good There was a spike of Shirley Temple 

a lovely big thing, an oversized Mrs. spikes and grand color late in the fall. in Geo. Morris’ garden that was the 

Leon Douglas. Belmar is worth having. /itian Princess is a bright red, highly most beautiful Shirley I’ve ever seen. 

Marshall’s Blaze is a fine red. Bluct is ruitled, small, very pretty. Jvory Kevs It can come big and good. 

the prettiest blue I’ve grown. Buckeye has an exquisite floret and builds a fine The best yellow in my garden this 

Rose has beautiful florets and makes an spike. The color of Jeannie is very good, summer is Tahlahneka. I have bulblet 

excellent spike, the color is good and a pink that has lots of life. King Lear stock of Oregon Gold, and expect it to 

the whole spike is pleasing. Chamouny and King Tan both give lovely spikes. be tops in yellows next year. Thunder- 

is always lovely, as is Coho. King Tan is really a tan. I almost threw bird makes a whale of a spike, so does 
Corona is my nomination for the most out Lavender Ruffles last year, and am Treasury Gold. Vagabond Prince is al- 

gorgeous glad. It makes impressive now glad that I kept it, for it really ways in a class by itself—always loved. 

spikes and lasts well. I didn’t care for makes some good spikes. Midnight Red Wish Vassar would make a longer spike, 

Bancroft Winsor. Coutt’s Orchid, in its is a very dark red, better than Oegenda. for the color and form are grand. Vee 

second year with me, rates high and After seeing the way Ted Woods grows Cream is just as beautiful as Sir Gala- 

I'm scratching for bulblets of it. C. W. Minuet, I’m growing it again. Mrs. had. Vela, a grand scarlet, produces al- 

Gannett is huge and that is all. I've had Mark's Memory isn’t as good as I had most 100 per cent cuttable spikes. When 

fun with Eglantine this year—bought six expected it to be. Mt. Index was the Walk Over makes a good spike it is a 

bulblets and the good Dr. Scheer threw first to bloom for me, July 18, and is glad to talk about. White Eagle is a 

in a bulb—coddled the bulblets along a very good white. Krueger's Novelette mighty good ruffled white glad. 

until I got disgusted and then on Sept. has no definite spike form, but the color T saw ten thousand spikes of White 

20 one of the bulblets germinated. The is beautiful, the shape of the florets is Gold in bloom in Scheer’s garden Augus: 

rest of the bulblets are in good condi- unusual, and it is a honey for arrange- 22 and it made a marvelous sight.
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Hoppe’s seedling lla is a very fine MIDWEST SHOW AT AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY 
smoky show glad, and his Flamingo CHICAGO VERY AWARDS 
makes up into about the most beautiful SUCCESSFUL 
basket possible. | T° a Nebraska farmer goes the 

Fine White Scodling HE Midwest Gladiolus Society honor of winning the highest The finest seedling of the summer was “ e ‘oi 8 
a pure white with a small purple feath- show at Garfield Park, Chicago, award in the iris world—the Dykes 
er, an exquisite floret and a long spike— had an estimated 3,000 to 4,000 en- Medal for 1943, given by the Amer- 
from Ted Woods. You'll hear more tries. Following are some of the ican Iris Society. The breeder is 
about this one in spout three years! highlights of the show. Hans Peter Sass of Elkhorn, Ne- 
_ Lalla Wl et te Grand champion spike was the braska, and the variety is Prairie 
spike 73 inches tall—from Hoppe. , beautiful white Myrna, entered by Sunset. 

I hope I haven't stepped on anyone's C. D. Fortnam, Tyler Hill, Pa. Mr. Hans Sass is the first Ameri- 
toes or Pet ee I dont like your Second was Marion Pearl entered can to have won the medab twice 
favorite that’s my hard luck. by Mr. J. R. Ho kins, and third . . _ 
WANTED! LETTERS COM- y i ; ai : te a7 He received the Dykes Medal in 
MENTING ON GLADIOLUS was a spike 0 < entered by 1932 for his origination, Rameses. 

Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc. Piaitie Sunset fe a ‘Blend wf 

HI one feed _The display of Dr. Geo. Scheer peach apricot rose ‘copper and T S mont WE ound it impos- Sheboygan featured three large 1d 4 lisa. le ful iri d 
sible to obtain articles from paskets of White Gold, his own e ane Ms av wonderia iris an those to whom we wrote asking for origination, and other seedling. va- able to Stand up under the sweep- 

comments on glad varieties in their  +ieties. ing prairie winds of Nebraska. 
gardens and at the State Show. Harold Janes, Whitewater, ex- Dykes Medal 
Our glad growers were too busy hibited baskets of Diane, the old- ariety Originator 
to write. . rose Changeable Silk, Elizabeth the  pyairie Suiset H. P. Sass 

We are not acquainted with all Queen, Red Charm, and Wanda. . i som 
the glad growers in the state. There . Award of Merit 

may be growers who could write Hecate Eeemhage American Varieties—Tall Bearded very interesting articles on the sub- Attract Attention . ‘ ‘ 
ject of experiences with the new Mentioned especially in the re- Daybreak Kleinsorge 
varieties and gladiolus growing. port of the show was Walter Krue- Captain Wells Paul Cook 

Won’t you write us a letter tell-  ger’s new seedling 447-10, a white Stardom D. Hall ; y | 8 g 
ing about some of these things bloom with pink throat which is to Copper Rose Paul Cook 
which could be used on this page? be introduced this fall. There was Red Valor Nichwills 

sea also a basket of seedling 447-11, a M E. Nicholls Nicholls 
WISCONSIN GLADS WIN AT ruffled salmon, and a basket of Miss = ary ve NTCHONS NIC 0 . 

N.E.G.S. SHOW Wisconsin, a lovely rose variety Tiffany H. B. Sass 
T the report of the New England introduced last year. Brown Thrasher — Kirkland 

Gladiolus Society’s Show at Offi Garden Flame H. P. Sass 
Horticultural Hall, Boston, Massa- cers Mowected : Violet Symphony K. Smith 
chusetts, we find the following At the business meeting it was 
statement : decided that present officers should Other Than Tall Bearded 

“In the amateur classes a num- continue another year. They are: Black Hawk Schreiner 
ber of midwestern and _ western President, E. A. Lins, Spring (Intermediate ) 

originations took first places, in- Green; Vice-president and Editor, Nelson of Hilly C. White 
cluding Stoplight, Rose Defiant, J. R. Hopkins, Deerfield, INinois; (Oncobred) 
Ohio Nonpareil, Mrs. Richard Mc-_ Secretary and Show Manager, L. Padiawar Schveines 
Govern, Redwin, Marguerite, Mas- E. May, Chicago; Treasurer, Ray (Hybrid) 
ter Myron, Badger Beauty, Miss Moss, Waterloo, Iowa. - 
Wisconsin, White Gold, Golden ee ————— 

Roddess, Helen of Troy, Sir Gala-  SCHEER’S SEEDLINGS WIN WISCONSIN FLORISTS TO 
had, Jeanie, James FitzJames, AT ILLINOIS SHOW MEET IN OCTOBER 
Crinkle Cream and Vista Bonita.” — . . ‘ . 

White Gold Wins Medal A’ the Illinois Gladiolus Soci- T= annual meeting of the Wis- 

At this show a larger number of ety’s annual show, Momence, consin - Upper Michigan Flor- 
baskets and vases than ever before  IIll., we find that J. R. Hopkins, ists Association will be held in the 
were shown this year. Wendell Wy- Deerfield, took first in the seedling Plankinton Hotel, Milwaukee, Oc- 
man, Sharon, Mass., again took the classes with one spike of the ruffled tober 27-28, according to Carl P: 
Society’s medal for the best basket salmon Scheer seedling 166-28, and Menger, Secretary. The organiza- 
of 25 spikes, one variety, with also with Scheer seedling 171-09, tion did not hold a summer meet- 
White Gold. ‘a light pink. ing this year.
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G d R Wi kill d bulb, Which indicates that tulips 
arden oses inter 1ile in their natural state prefer deep 

planting. 
By Low I emperatures When planting deep, we mean & 

. . . . . to 10 inches in heavy soil, 10 to 12 
Experiments Give Information On Wintering inches in light soil. The ground 

At a temperature of 20 degrees be- fully. Tender climbers should be taken should be well prepared ; adequate 
low zero, the rose varieties Radio, Ra- from their trellis and placed on the drainage is necessary. Each indi- 
diant, Frau Karl Druschki, and Dore- ground and covered with marsh hay. vidual bulb should not be dropped 
thy Parkins , were completely winter- being careful about mouse injury. If into a little hole, where the bulb 
killed, according to observations in ex- possible, placing an inch or so of soil “he ded ble t t 
periments conducted at Cornell Uni- over the canes would protect them "™Y hang suspended, unable to pu 
versity by Allen and Asai, reported in from mice if placed on late in the forth roots into the soil. . 
the Proceedings for the Society for season. It is our belief that every tulip 
Horticultural Science. Hybrid Teas should first be mound-  |gyer should at least experiment 

At a temperature of —10 F. the pith ed with a cone of soil at least 10 inches “ Seo : . 
and inner bark of Radiant and Radio high around the stems of the plants. with deep planting in his ail Bah 
were injured, but they made normal Following this, about three inches of den, for assuredly tulips will not 
growth later, showing that such injury marsh hay should also be placed over become more plentiful for some 

was not sufficient to affect subsequent all. If the canes are more than 15 time to come. 
growth. a ; inches tall they should be pruned, but Condensed from September, 1943 

Drying out or desication did not several inches projecting above the i.e Horticultural News by Michi- 
seem to be a factor in the winter- cone of earth will aid in holding the Horical 1 Soci 

killing of roses, according to the ex- mulch. . . . . gan Horticultural Society. 

perimentors. They found, in fact, that Wr crecting roset an this way is not eT 

the desication occurred largely after @ difficult task and many beautifu TU I- 
the canes had been winterkilled by varieties can be grown which have ‘TEMPERATURE ae 
the cold. otherwise been considered non-hardy MATE AFFECT 

The hardy varieties Ames No. 6, and” this state, if properly protected. GROWTH 

Rosa Multiflora were not injured at SSS D* A. F, Yeager, formerly of 

the. senperature of 2% E ‘ddenly earl DEEP PLANTING METHOD the North Dakota Experiment 
ui ly early TU Sinaie vs 5 

in the season, tender roses are winter- ot Te Station, now in New Hampshire. 
killed at a much higher temperature ye eery ives writes in the Flower Grower about 
than later. In freezing chambers Ra- Holland, Mich. how differences in day length, type 

eee poppe hae winter killed at DoING the planting season of of soil, and amount of water and 
J legrees . on ctober ny ovem- 2 dei. exe . 

ber 10th, and November 24th, but ear- 1942 our customers were ad- altitude cause variations in plant 

lier on October 12th, following a period Vised that tulips planted deeper growth. They all affect the work 
of mild weather, these varieties were than the customary four to six of the plant breeders. 
killed at 21 degrees F. inches would outlast those planted Last year, for instance, Dr. Yea- 

7 No Spring Injury at the regular depth. There is rea- ger sent a watermelon which had 
Lhe experimentors also conclude that sonable logic to explain this state- ripened in 65 days at Durham, New what sometimes is considered spring H. hi T vhi it killing of roses, is really winterkilling. ent: Bulb growers know that tu- ampshire, to Texas where it was 

They state as follows: “Much of the lips, kept too warm in summer, planted beside ordinary varieties. 
evidence for desication as a factor in produce numerous “splits” the fol- Instead of being earlier than others 
wie ey wy hanes aes the ob- Towing year, which are too small down there, it failed to produce 
se y rose canes . * . $a 
appear normal in the spring, but the © bloom. If tulips are planted 10 fruits until much later than varie 

buds fail to develop normally or grow to 12 inches deep instead of four ties which are ordinarily grown in 
for only a short time for wintering. to six, and left in the ground Texas. 
This ae or hay is usually attributed to throughout the summer, they will —————————— 
periods of ot, drying winds just prior be kept cooler, producing fewer APPLE SAUCE JELLO 
to the time the buds start growth. ,, ,. 4, we 
They point out that the outer cortex splits, and remaining of bloom- 1 package red Jello 

is the most resistant of the tissues to ing size. Also, moisture is impor- 1% cups hot water 
low temperatures. Because of this, tant to tulip bulbs, and there is 1 cup cream 

rose stems may appear uninjured from more moisture available over a 2 cups apple sauce (not too juicy) 
the outside, while the inner tissues 1 sad of ti he d Whi 11 hen it bei 
may be severely injured.” longer period o time at the deeper Vhip Jello when it egins to set. 

The problem of winter protection, planting level. Last of all, when Whip the cream very stiff. Fold the 
they conclude, is one of keeping the planting our Species (wild tulips) apple sauce into the cream and the 
canes above the critical minimum we find that they frequently work whipped Jello. 

cee metas x i . . down, trying to find a deeper plant- Put into a mold to harden in re- 
Revert ‘Roses In Wiseonsie ing level, so that we sometimes have frigerator for about an hour. Hybrid Tea or any semi-hardy roses 2  e : 

must be protected from low tempera- 0 dig down six inches deeper than Sent in by Mrs. Arno Meyer, 
tures if they are to winter success- the original planting, to find the Waldo.
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What’s A Vegetable? Be 30 esr Aaa 
canis eS gS ° “ Ferns of the Morton Ar- 

What’s A Fruit? boretum” is the title of Vol. 

e 18, Nos. 7-8, the July-August, 1943 

J. H. Gourley, Chief in Horticulture, Bulletin of Popular Information by 

Ohio State University the Morton Arboretum, Lisle, III. 
pvrerest never seems to wane What, then, is a fruit? In the This bulletin is the most com- 

in the popular question: “What first place, a fruit is derived from plete we have ever seen and the 
is a fruit, and what is a vegetable?” a flower. It represents the enlarged — most practical for the identification 

There are lawsuits over the mat- or developed pistil or ovary of the of ferns, since the key to identi- 
ter; people are fined for selling flower. Other parts may be so inti- fication not only is plainly written, 
“vegetables” on Sunday when they mately associated with it as to be — but has pictures and drawings illus- 

claimed they were selling fruits; “part and parcel” of the fruit. It trating the terms used so that any- 

radio quizmasters lash out at those is by no means necessary that it one will be able to identify ferns 
who miss the question—and so the be edible, for the little berries on by using it. 
matter will not down. poison ivy are as truly fruits as are Single copies of the bulletin are 

The dictionary cites courts as the berries in a cluster of grapes. 10 cents. Subscription fee to the 

holding “that all those (products) Neither is it necessary that the Bulletin is $1.00 per year. 
which, like potatoes, cabbage, car- structure be “ripe,” as is often in- 

rots, peas, celery, lettuce, tomatoes, dicated, for do we not eat “green” 
etc, are eaten (whether cooked or olives, pickles, sweet corn, peppers, WILD LEEKS GAVE NAME 
raw) during the principal part of okra, and many others? Neither is TO CHICAGO 
a meal are to be regarded as veget- it necessary that they contain seeds, TT late Dr. Huron H, Smith 
ables, while those used only for for we have seedless oranges, to- tells us that in the language 

dessert are fruits.” Then an apple ™atoes, grapes, and many others. of the Menominie Indians Wild 
eaten during the meal would be a They always do possess ovules, Leek (Allium tricoccum) is 
vegetable, but one eaten for dessert however, the structure that becomes “pikwu'te sikaku’shia” (the skunk) 
would be a fruit! ; a seed upon fertilization. and that “The word “shika’ko’ or 

It is not a great stretch from the Hence, we can say that a fruit ‘skunk place’ is the origin of the 
word “vegetative” to “vegetable,” is a developed pistil together with word Chicago, which in aboriginal 
which denotes rather closely the @Y intimately associated parts. times was the locality of an abun- 
real meaning, Bailey gives a usable Complicated fruit _ Structures are dance of these wild leeks.” 

definition when he says that a veg- found in the fig, pineapple, pome- From Edible Wild Plants of 
etable is the more or less succu- 8T@nate, and others. Eastern North America. 
lent and edible portion of a plant Now we grant that we do not 
not intimately associated with the want such fruits as tomatoes, cu- es 
flower in its development. This term cumbers, and peppers in our “fruit” 

would cover a root, a stem, a bud, Salad but insist that they be A governmient employee finally 
and a leaf or part thereof; for ex- served as “vegetables.” Actually, Won @ Tatse from $2300 to $2400 
ample, a sweet potato (a root), however, the distinction in origin @ Year, celebrated, then discovered 

Irish potato or cauliflower (both of a vegetable, a fruit, a seed, and 7 was all a mirage. The FAISE. put 
stems), cabbage and Brussels # flower is all clear cut from a bo- her in a_ higher withholding-tax 

sprouts (both buds), spinach (a tanical or technical standpoint, and bracket, added $96 a year in tax de- 
leaf), etc. Peas and lima beans as_ the distinction is relatively simple ductions, $5 to her retirement- 

they appear on the table are neither in most cases. fund. Her semt-nionthly, pay check 
vegetables nor fruits, although most From the May-June, 1943, Bi- hefore the raise: $78.24. _ After 
people think of them as vegetables, monthly Bulletin, Ohio Agricultural $78.20.—Jerry Klutz in Washing- 
but seeds. This term would not in- Experiment Station. ton Post. 
clude the tomato, which is as truly 
a fruit as a peach, a watermelon, 

or an orange.” SAVE TREES} 
One of the few stumbling blocks | Cavity Treatment General Landscaping Large Tree Moving 

in this classification is sprouting - We are insured 

broccoli, which consists mostly of Fertilizing Lakeside 2907 Resievals 
stem, but also of flower buds and, Pruning Wisconsin Tree Service Spraying 
often, opened flowers. This is a 
transition type. 2S.N: Murrey Ave: Mawaukes
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By the 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 

orricags ding toe. us, TTBS TERAIBENTS, 
Saw HaIN"B. Tit Eee a een eee cae 
Mego NO. Sout St) Wwauwatosa Mrs. Gece Adami, 2466 No. 46th St., Mil- 

waukee; Milwaukee District 
Mrs. F. E. Willard, 2nd Vice-President, H. J. Rahmlow, Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. Gilbert E. Snell, 414 Erie Ave., She- 

Oakfield 424 Uniiversity Farm Pl., Madison iis boygans Sheboygan, Distetet as Sts 

“Whitewater; South Central District 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE a . GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 

Dear Garden Club Members: ie Wa “ P} CANCELS CONVENTION 

It was decided at our convention “ Pe y ls TT Board of Directors of the 

last year that the Federation join er eee Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- 

with the Wisconsin Horticultural . . f i eration voted to cancel their annual 
Society in celebrating their 75th ey, convention which was to have been 
anniversary, ‘AY held in conjunction with the Horti- 

Every effort was put forth to 3M cultural Society convention in No- 
carry out these plans, even as late a et vember. The reason was transpor- 
as the first part of September. tation difficulties. It was felt that 
However, in trying to carry out it would be impossible to get an 

such plans, numerous handicaps opinion that the 1942 convention attendance at a convention in Mad- 

presented themselves, the chief one might be our last until the war was ison this year. 
being transportation. We found ended. We have also had many The Wisconsin Horticultural So- 
that this difficulty would lower our similar expressions from our mem- ciety will hold its convention in 
attendance and limit us as to our bers since that time. the Avalon Hotel, Waukesha, No- 

program. We appreciate fully, that it is vember 16-17. Garden club mem- 
No Convention This Year always somewhat of a shock to bers wishing to attend the annual 

Consequently, after conferring deviate from long established cus- banquet will be welcome, but should 
with several Directors of the Hor- toms. However, in view of all these send in their reservations in ad- 
ticultural Society, and after a thor- expressions and opinions, we trust vance. All garden club members 
ough discussion at a meeting of the that we have acted wisely and ask are invited to attend the auxiliary 
Federation Board of Directors on the cooperation of our membership. program. 

Sept. 14th, we voted not to have a Elsie M. Bostock. A garden club member of the 
convention this year. rs Federation will be given the hon- 

A one-day streamlined business AWARD FOR ORGANIZING orary recognition certificate this 
meeting was decided upon, to be held NEW GARDEN CLUBS year by the Society at the annual 

in Milwaukee at the Plankinton Ho- DISCONTINUED banquet. 

tel, from 10:00 a. m. until 4 p. m. O* recommendation of the Gar- wa 
on Wednesday, October 20. Official den Club Federation, the FEDERATION AUDITING 
notice to this effect was sent to all Board of Directors of the Wis- COMMITTEE APPOINTED 
club presidents and others con- consin Horticultural Society voted Me H. S. Bostock, President 
cerned. at their meeting in August to dis- of the Wisconsin Garden Club 

The state officers, district presi- continue the appropriation of $100 Federation, appointed the follow- 
dents, state chairmen and delegates for prizes to individuals or groups ing committee to audit the books 
are urgently requested to attend to who organize garden clubs. This of the Recording Secretary-Treas- 
give their reports, since this meet- took effect the beginning of this urer: 

ing will climax the year’s work. fiscal year, July 1, 1943. A. L. Thurston, Madison Gar- 
We will, of course, welcome club It was felt that the prize of $5.00 den Club, Chm.; Mrs. Martha Low- 
presidents and any other members for the organization of a new club ry, Madison District President; Mrs. 
who can attend. was not practical during these D. R. Mitchell, West Side Garden 

Last year’s Board was of the times. Club.
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1943 BUSINESS MEETING THE FEDERATION BOARD REPORT OF NOMINATING 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB OF MANAGERS TO ELECT . COMMITTEE ; 

FEDERATION OFFICERS TT" Nominating Committee of 

The Board of Managers of the Fed- the Wisconsin Garden Club 

PLANKINTON HOTEL, erate? by each pre be noone Federation submits the following 

MILWAUKEE ‘zation having 30 members or less, or candidates for officers, to be voted 

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 20 two persons duly elected by each af- upon by delegates at the annual 

Mrs. H. S. Bostock, President, filiated local organization having 51 business meeting to be held in Mil- 

Presiding or more members. It meets prior to waukee, Plankinton Hotel, October 
the annual business meeting and acts 20 

9:30 a. m. Salute to the Flag. upon all matters of business to come . y 

Address of Welcome by Mrs. before the meeting, making recom- For President 
Geo. Adami, Milwaukee District mendations to the convention for the Mrs. Roy H. Sewell, Wauwatosa 

President. ate, duiegate seat oxen proper For ist ee 
Response by Mrs. R. H. Sewell, saenti ssi . bg ‘ pre “a Mrs. Robert ef. Elishorn 

Wauwatees, 1 st Vice - President Se aes Te eaccutive Board Mrs, Tom Browne, Waupaca 
Wisconsin Garden Club Federation. members are ex-officio members of Mrs. F.. E, Willard, Oakfield 

10:00 a, m. Five-minute reports the Board of Managers. For 2nd Vice-President 

iby Districe Chairmen i Voting For Officers Mrs. Walter Dakin, Madison 

) . At our 1942 convention we adopted Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, Kenosha 
10:45 a. m. Announcements. a resolution which stated that voting Mrs. Curtis Wilson, Milwaukee 
11:00 a. m Board of Managers for officers in this organization be 'F . R. dis Se _T. a 

Meeting. done by delegates and not by the or Kecording Sec.- Fons: 
assembly. This year, then, the dele- Mrs. Floyd E. Ballard, Madison 

_The Board of Managers con- gates will elect the officers. The elec- The Nominating Committee con- 

sists of one delegate from each Bette sail of the vs sisted of the following: Mrs. Chas, 
affiliated garden club with a eee T30 p.m. October 20th. Jahr, Elkhorn, Chairman; Mrs. A 
membership of 50 members or rs B. Jensen, Menasha, Fox River 

less, or two delegates per club NEW GARDEN CLUB IN Valley District; Mrs. H. Rk. Eng- 
having 51 or more members. This WAUKESHA lish, Madison District; Mrs, H. 

Board acts on all matters of busi- TO Waukesha Spring City Freudenberg, Wauwatosa, Milwau- 
ness and makes recommendations Garden Club was organized this kee District; Mrs. Gilbert E. Snell, 

on all important matters to come summer and joined the Wisconsin Sheboygan District; and Miss Olive 
before the business session. Garden Club Federation. The Longland, Lake Geneva, Southern 

Voting closes at 11:30 a, m. Board of Directors of the Federa- District. 
12:00 m. Luncheon. Plans to tion take pleasure in welcoming FORT ATKINSON CLUB BUYS 

be aaa eee SnacSes me ne group to membership in BOND FOR ‘CITY BEAUTI- 
. the Federation. FUL’ PROJECT 

; 1:00 p. m. Report of ar Officers of the club are: A®’” war bond was pur- 

eS cetdeuts, ° ace a Ervin Kulow, chased in September by the 

” . . : 2 &) OX . Fort Atkinson Garden Club as an 
Annual business meeting Wis- Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Jeff Johnson, jnitial amount to inaugurate a “City 

consin Garden Club Federation. 213 W. Newhall Ave. . Beautiful” Fund, a post-war plan- 

Reports of standing and proj- Secretary: Mrs. R. E. Brower. ning project of the club. 

ect chairmen. Mrs. F. E. Willard, 415 N. Greenfield Ave. The money was raised on a sale 

Oakfield, 2nd Vice-President, pre- Treasurer: Miss Martha Hartleb. table conducted by the women of 

siding. 421 N. Greenfield Ave. the club at the annual Victory Har- 
___ vest Festival held September 11-12. 

NOTICE TO GARDEN CLUB White elephants were sold which 
MEMBERS . DOGS LEARN QUICKLY had been donated, consisting of 

I’ you receive this magazine you A resident of Mansfield, Ohio, potted plants, garden aprons, wear- 
are a member of the Wisconsin has reported to Lawn Care ing apparel, etc. 

Horticultural Society, and as such, that a half-dozen unbaited mouse The fund will be used following 

have a special invitation to attend traps placed on the ground at two- the war to make Fort Atkinson a 
the annual convention of the So- foot intervals protected a matched more beautiful city; also to con- 
ciety at the Avalon Hotel, Wau- pair of evergreens from visiting duct Christmas lighting contests, 
kesha, November 16-17. dogs. The dogs smelled around the flower boxes on the main street 

The Auxiliary program will be traps, sprang them and now avoid bridge, and to add spots of beauty 

of special interest to garden club that particular yard. on the river banks throughout the. 
members, and all gardeners. From September 1, Horticulture. city.
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Racine Has Successful marys uccessru. HOLDS ANNUAL 
° G d P MEETING 

Victor y aragen rrogram CTE Milwaukee District of the 
i * Wisconsin Garden Club Ied- 

Mrs. E, R. Durgin eration held their annual meeting 

Te are thousands upon which made many a back ache. One on October 4th at the YWCA. 

thousands of cans of vegetables such garden was labeled ‘Back Club presidents and committee 
.in the homes of Racine as a result Achers.” A number of these gar- chairmen gave their annual reports. 

of a most successful Victory Gar- dens were abandoned, but many During the afternoon 15-minute 
den Campaign carried out during others produced bumper crops. talks were given by members on 
the spring and summer. Gardeners are healthy after be- the subject, “Flowers of Our Na- 

This campaign was promoted by i"& out in the open all summer, tions.” Nations represented were 

the Citizens Service Corps under and proud and happy with the sat- Africa, Australia, Alaska, England, 
the Racine County Council of De- isfaction of doing their bit in the and South America. Suitable flower 

fense. After an executive commit- battle of food for Victory. arrangements were made to accom- 

tee mapped out a plan of proce- pany each talk. 
dure, a general committee made up LILACS FOR AMERICA Dorothy H. Miller, District Pub- 
of representatives of the Racine New Book Available For Lilac — !itity Chairman. 
Jey om 7 2 H . Garden Club, Real Estate Board, Lovers at a Low Price _ 
Farm Machinery manufacturers, . 
Racine County Agricultural School, ys C. Wister, well known THE FEDERATION BOARD 
Labor Unions, the local newspaper, horticultural author, has written OF DIRECTORS MEETS 
the Wisconsin Agriculturist, city an excellent new book on lilacs, IN MILWAUKEE 

engineers, assessor, and other vol- entitled “Lilacs For America.” It That garden club people are fully 

unteer workers carried out the may be obtained from the Arthur conscious of war conditions was cvi- 
work, Hoyt Scott Horticultural Founda- (enced at the Board of Directors meet- 

. . ti Swart Coll Ss th ing in Milwaukee, September 14. The 

The Racine County Board of ton, Swart amore College, Swarth-  inportant question we discussed was 
Supervisors turned over about more, Pa., price $1.00. Make checks the convention, of course, and our 
2,000 vacant lots for this purpose. payable to Swarthmore College. president has told you about that in 

More than 500 persons applied The following are some of the — her letter. 
for gardens, many of whom asked Valuable items in the new book: In addition to the usual business 

for more than a single lot. (1) A list of 100 varieties of and payments of bills, we voted to pay 
. ‘ . 7 ‘ dues of 5 cents per member to the 

In the meantime the plowing common lilacs and their early hy- National Council for all 1943 members 
‘ommittee made up of members of — brids which the committee recom- of the Federation. Formerly we have ¢ I . . - : 
the J. 1. Case Company and the mends for general planting: paid only for those who had paid dues 

Massey-Harris Company were busy. (2) Complete color classification oe ae at 1 ‘i . 
hoy © 5 . - . s 5 . was decided to d'scantinue prizes 
They agreed to plow and disk lots of over 500 kinds of lilacs with 4. year books, at least for this year. 
for those who desired it. numerical ratings as computed by 

. ihe: <0 itt t th vote sf The Board members started a cour- 
A fee of $3 was charged to avoid Me committee trom the votes Qt tesy fund by voluntary contribution. 

competition with local plowmen. 38 collaborators, This fund has been banked and_ will 
Fach company donated two sets of (3) History of Lilac Growing. be handled the same as the other 
equipment and the services of two Notations about the most important {%"4°- 
men. The money from the fees, ap- lilac breeders, past and present. Mrs. Bostock gave us a report of 
proximately $1,000, was given to Comparisons of various types of the recent meeting of the Ilorticui- 
| ber of ial. charitable and lilacs. ‘Typical ‘ tural Board at which it was decided 
a number of social, charitable anc lacs. Typica dates of _blooming. to discontinue the prize for organizing 
war emergency agencies. Propagation and cultivation. new garden clubs. 

The tomato crop exceeded every- (+) Alphabetical check list of Appreciation for the splendid co- 
thing else. and was quite success- names. This includes 25 species operation of committee chairmen. this 

ful. Potatoes came next, and in and over 700 varieties. There is a P#St year was expressed by all the Cee 2 . list of blic lene § Aiely ‘tl Board members. There was definite nearly every case was disappoint- SE OF pthc garcens in which the work for each to do, and much has 
ing, due to the lack of rain at the kind 1s grown, and of nurseries been accomplished. 

right time. The rest was devoted which offer it for sale. District presidents were asked to 
to every vegetable grown in this Over a dozen public collections send in the names of their new officers 

area. of lilacs are listed; information 25,$00"_a8_ Possible. . On Mrs. F. E. Ballard, Secretary-Treas- Many of the lots used for gar- concerning over 60 lilac breeders rer, Wisconsin Gatien Clab Fede. 
dens were filled with quack grass, is given. tion.
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or poorly adapted for food production. 
il k He said he would like to see every Vic- 

The Mi wau ee tory Gardener have a plot of at least 
. 1,000 square feet next season — 1,500 

Harvest Festival square feet would be better. 
From U.S.D.A. Summary. 

BE. Coeiitine: (Enea, "War: 'Seewiow: Chisirsaate RADIO PROGRAM FOR FOX ' fe at wavtkes Conky Garde Clubs wih nee design aud jraiacitent, RIVER VALLEY DISTRICT 
had the fortunate opportunity to dis- with an evergreen or ictory, 
play their talent and ingenuity by tak- which welcomed the many visitors. KFIZ, FOND DU LAC, WIS. 
ing an important part in the Harvest The Milwaukee County Park Com- 1450 KC 
Festival sponsored by the Milwaukee mission's creation of a natural and Last Friday of each month at 
O.C D. Victory Garden Committee with — realistic picnic setting was an elab- 11:15 a. m. 
the Milwaukee Journal cooperating, at orate piece of work very suitably Z : . 
the Milwaukee Auditorium, August adapted to the Festival atmosphere. October 29. Just Hobbies. Mrs. 

27-28-29. At no time was a Harvest or flower Harry Eaton, Fond du Lac Com- 
As always, the members of the par- show publicized to the extent that munity Garden Club, Fond du ticipating clubs responded wholeheart- this one was, and I am certain that Lac. 

edly and ne result was an excellent all of us connected with the enter- November 26, Your Garden To- showing in the various classes which, prise, and especially garden club mem- * irom all reports, was a major part of hers, are of the opinion that a grand Gay. Mr. Herman Sonn, Oakfield the Festival. show was presented and each and Garden Club, Oakfield. 
Twenty or more sct tables were every one of us can feel justly proud. December 31. To be announced prominent pig in eee a ae later. Mrs, Uriah Ammell. rangement and the many clever ideas 

in ‘solerfil and harmonious settings, NATION’S VICTORY By Mrs. U. F. Ammell, Fond with artistically created centerpieces, GARDENERS du Lac, Fox River Valley Radio were a conspicuous feature of the Fes- Secretary Wickard said at Chicago's Chairman. 
tival and greatly admired. Victory Garden Harvest Festival, Sep- = 

The large still-life pictures featuring tember 9, that the 1943 Victory Garden 
harvest themes were a part of the program has been an outstanding  suc- FOX RIVER VALLEY DIS- xarden club section and the members cess. Victory gardeners have served their TRICT HAS SUCCESSFUL ‘lid excellent work to make each entry country well. When the Victory Garden MEETING 
a composition of pleasing effect and Campaign was opened last spring, the ITH an attendance of 71 highly artistic and attractive in the goal was set at 6 million farm gardens W 5 >: various portrayals. and 12 million town and city gardens— members, the Fox River Val- Flower arrangements were numer- # total of 18 million. A nation-wide poll ley District had a very successful ous, and the quality of work of the has placed the total number of Victory annual meeting at Ripon on Sep- same high standard for which the gar- fardens a ee el iervest tember 2. The Ripon Garden Club den club bers are : rom the Victory Gardens and steps tak- SGE ap Arin nies . Artisti ARS ntdig eat screen €N to save food produced also have been members were most gracious host- 
backgrounds were used to advantage "emarkable. At a conservative estimate, CSSCS, according to members: from and added color and beauty to the ll the Victory Gardens grown this year other clubs in attendance. zarden club contribution, as did sey. total about 4 million acres and they will The following officers were re- cral special displays aleyerly done and OS THe Viney Canton e sok now elected for the coming year: Presi- interesting to a zree. a - Se 
The mae mation de em was “PPears bright. Several million new Mice dent aes. Bd. Ditegeral, Me a beautiful and attractive feature of tory gardeners will have a years exe nasha ; Vice-president, Mrs. S. the show, fitting in nicely with the  PeTience to guide them, They will be able Engbretson, Stevens Point; Secre- 

many other displays and exhibits and {o"plan iors effectively, and with aver tary-Treasurer, Mrs. G. A. Loesch- judged by the many ribbon awards, age growing conditions should mnerease er, Menasha all members taking part did uitstand- their production substantially. Last year ‘VI 5. Fits Id an. ing’ work, - at this time we were concerned over the _ ARS: itzgerald reports that the _ a . possibility that we would not have district has been as active as pos- The Gladiolus Society added charm cnough garden secd and fertilizer for all sible considering present —condi- and _color with | hundreds of blooms. who wanted to grow gardens. Right now i el I ‘a ithe list ee a 
as did the Dahlia Society with a vast our best information is that we shall HONS: bs In the district worked display of dahlias in varied types and have an ample supply of both next year, 0M harvest shows, victory gardens, 
colors. We are expecting a better supply of scrap and war bond drives, con- Never was more beautiful work done garden tools and equipment for spraying ducted canning schools, and estab- hy the Milwaukee florists, and the many and dusting. All things considered, Vic- lished community drives bouquets of special design, placed ef- tory Garden production should set an- R “ sera oriey, ‘ 5 git fectively on the stage and in other other new record in 1944, ‘eports were given by district Spots to decorate and add color and Secretary Wickard urged that where chairmen on the various phases of beauty, were strikingly an outstanding practical the gardens for next season work, A poster exhibit on victory part of the Festival. should be larger to produce still greater gardens was held and prizes were _ The woodland setting with water- quantities of food. He emphasized the awarded Robert Spirce of Me- fall was a most fitting highlight and desirability of community gardens in nasha, and Charlotte Walke f an object of much admiration, as was supplying more adequate space for gar- Aaa AN nariotte aiker 0 
the very large display of vegetables deners whose backyards are too small Oakfield.
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SISSON’S The Dionne QUIN S use our 

Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 

International reputation. Our peony root- 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive re 
the owner, Ps See 

TYPEWRITERS— ae oO | 
All makes including portables rented ae y. ay 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach Ve Be 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet) in eg ae ee EB 
vour home. . arte % yo) 4 

Poonies inspire music so we added a line of Of ee 1 
portable organs in all sizes for sale or rent. > Lt sg 

Write a eed 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 

for homes, schools, hospitals, etc 
ROSENDALE, WIS. 

We have a two manual organ | 
Hi-ways 23-26 intersection 

with chimes on exhibition. 

Hee have advertised in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 

Yen RR SS SR ' 

—_——_—_—_ 

THE MOST WIDELY READ BEE MAGAZINE 

_ T x ~ 
GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE 

64 PAGE MONTHLY—ILLUSTRATED 

FEATURE ARTICLES, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, TALKS TO BEE- 
KEEPERS, NEWS ITEMS, HONEY FOOD PAGES, CROP REPORTS | 

ETC. 

ONE YEAR, $1.00; TWO YEARS, $1.50; THREE YEARS, $2.00 

ONE YEAR IN COMBINATION WITH BEGINNER’S BOOK, 
“STARTING RIGHT WITH BEES” (102 PAGES), $1.25 | 

PLAN NOW FOR HONEY CONTAINERS, HONEY LABELS, ' 
FOLDERS, ETC. | 

—WRITE FOR PRICES — 

NEW HONEY FOLDER FROM AMERICAN HONEY INSTITUTE 

“FORTIFIED WITH HONEY”—PRINTED IN 2 COLORS—60 CENTS PER 100 | 

. <a | 
A. I. Root Company of Chicago Root The A. 1. Root Company 
224-230 W. Huron St. CHICAGO, ILL. MEDINA, OHIO 
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aes To those early Wisconsin horticulturists 

ne who devoted their lives 

ough to the task of finding the varieties of fruits 

pe and flowers which would grow here, and 

at how to grow them, 

_ and who unselfishly gave that information 

to their neighbors - - - 

a We respectfully dedicate this volume. + 
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TO AUTUMN 
Love the crisp of the autumn air, 

ith yellow skirted maples everywhere; 
And the chatter of crows in the big cornfield, Ww I S C0 N S] N H 0 RTICU LTU RE 
Feasting upon the summer’s yield. 
Only Asters survive the frosty night The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
And nod, atid, dance in the morning light; 
utumn has come in gaudy array 

While winter beckons her time away. Estastismen 1910 

—Marion F. Haugseth, Hayward. Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as_sccond-clase r. Acceptance for es Provided for in Section H1O8, Act Bf Octeber sb 
A FINE FRUIT SHOW AT WISCONSIN'S sation Jal, ae 

FIRST STATE FAIR Published Monthly Excepting July by the 
Janeville, October, 1851 Wisconsin State Horticutrurat Society 

Madison 6, Wisconsin 
Py ecens ins first State Fair was featured by 

fine exhibits of apples, pears, and other fruits . J RAnMiow, Editor . 
of various kinds, as well as wheat, corn, and pota- Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
toes. This is the report of Rufus King, editor of the Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 
Milwaukee Sentinel in the early 50's. Tel. University 182 

The first State Fair was held three years after 
the State was given statehood, and ten years before | 
the beginning of the Civil War. It was conducted Volume XXXIV NOVEMBER, 1943 No. 3 
by the State Agricultural Society of Janesville, Oc- = 
tober, 1851. Early in that year an Agricultural So- 
ciety had been organized at the village of Madison, Officers Wisconsin Stat 5 . . : ~ . > e Horticultural Societ: 
and it held its first fair in Madison in 1852. 7 

It is reported that over 12,000 people were in at- EXECUSIVE COMMITIEE 
tendance at the second State Fair which was held in ene. Meyers Pre aconnnscnnnenecnn ao nonceennnnnnnnennennceannn~ Waldo a jon W. Reynolds, Vice Pres,......---..---------------Sturgeon Bay 
Milwaukee. H..J. Rahimlow, (Séeiiccccc0. ss ccssssscusscsseesscns coco Madigan 

E. L. Chambers, Treas........-.----------------------------Madison 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
. Term Ending December, 1943 

Herb Magic D. E, Bingham. ......---.------------------------------Sturgeon Bay 
ee e Charles Patterson ....-..--------------------se--00--------Franksville 

ThEO,, Watd_w-.-nssnwennsococensocenssscncsas 55. Fort Atkinson 

Term Ending December, 1944 
AA in i Mrs. R. L, Marken........------------s0---0eee-seeee-------Kenosh For 1943-44 is just off the press, Jou, L, Motawets Wee ek 

nicely illustrated with sketches. by N. A. Rasmussen__..---.-------.------------------------------Oshkosh 

Mrs. Reubey Ferris of Rio, Wisconsin. Term Ending December, 1945 
. . . . Virgil Fieldhouse -........--.---------------------+--------Dodgevill 

Decribes many items suitable for gifts, N.C. Sache “Ray 
. sees Peter L. Swartz, Jr...------------------------------------- Waukesha 

culinary herbs, herb flavored jellies, 

herb flavored vinegars, fragrance jars, 
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TO H. H. HARRIS OF WARRENS, WISCONSIN 

We dedicate this page to our 
oldest living horticulturist. 

M*. H. H. Harris of Warrens whose picture is shown on this page, is 92 

years old. He is still testing strawberries and worked in his trial plot this 
year. He has never lost his interest in strawberry growing and variety testing. 

Mr. Harris set out his first strawberry bed on the home farm (Oak Hill 
Farm) at Warrens just 62 years ago, in 1881. At that time it was only a small 
patch for their own use. When the family had a surplus they took them along 
with their market supply of butter for their customers. At that time Warrens 
was called Warrenmill. 

Mr. Harris joined the Wisconsin Horticultural Society about 1890. A 
little later he grew apples and frequently exhibited some of them at the annual 
conventions of the Society. He has contributed many valuable articles on straw- 
berry growing to Wisconsin Horticulture. 

During his lifetime Mr. Harris has tested approximately 175 varieties 
of strawberries. For more than 50 years he has set a new patch every spring, 
or helped with the patch on’ the Oak Hill Farm. 

The standard strawberry at Warrens from 1891 until the arrival of Beaver \ 
and Premier some 15 years ago, was the Warfield. 

In 1941 Mr. Harris had a total of 18 varieties on test set that spring. 

Mr. Harris writes that the Warrens Fruit Growers Association was organ- 
ized in 1926 and that year strawberries brought the highest price of any year 
until the present year.
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The First Apple Trees Grown From Seeds 

Planted by Early Settlers 

E HAVE been unable to find any written fortified settlement, with his barns, his ware- W , | can record of who planted the first apple trees on houses, his stables, the cabins of his helpers, all 
Wisconsin soil. There is no doubt, however, that the within palisades guarded by an old brass cannon 
first settlers brought with them, or had sent in soon he had picked up from some ship in St. Louis. 
after reaching here, apple seeds which they planted. “This picturesque figure was Iowa's first farmer. 

The first apple trees, therefore, were no doubt seed- He had cleared an extensive tract which he culti- 
lings and the aa of y eS a vated, and he operated a horse mill, And he or 

incides with the establishment of the rst farm. It one of his followers planted an apple tree, prob- 
might even have gone back before that period to the ably the first on Iowa soil. Dubuque died of pneu- 

era of lead mines. monia in 1810, and the lead mines were taken over 

History of the First Apple Tree at Dubuque by the Indians. The apple tree remained. 

sts “When the settlers began to come into Iowa in 
Because Dubuque is directly across the Mississippi the 1830's, that tree was found by W. H. Guilford 

River from Wisconsin, and because the southwestern of Dubuque. lewas 14 inches in diameter in 1835, 

corner of the state’ was in the country of the loway and was accounted an enormous bearer of fine 
Indians, a history of the first apple tree, in what is winter-keeping apples. 
now Dubuque, will be of interest here. We are in- 
debted to the Jowa State Horticultural Society for “As late as 1915 samples of the Dubuque apple 
this information. It was published in the book were brought to a meeting of the Iowa State 
“Pioneers in Iowa Horticulture” by Kent Pellett, Horticultural Society by Elmer M. Reeves, though 
written for the 75th anniversary of the Iowa Society. apparently they were not from the same tree. 

The Sour Apple Trees _ The Oldest Apple Trees in Wisconsin 
“For the first apple tree and the first orchar . . . . 

in the soil of Iowa, one must go back to the days In 1935 the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

when this was not Iowa at all, but wilderness be- | made an attempt to find the oldest apple a in 
longing to Spain, known only as the country of Wisconsin. Articles asking for locations of old trees 

i were published in Wisconsin Horticultu 
the Toway Indians. Wi ‘s A ' i ree and een A saber of isconsin gricu: u . t 

“In 1783 a wiry little French-Canadian named persons sent information. The following were listed 
Julien Dubuque, smelling lead, settled with a band in the February, 1936, issue of Wisconsin Horticul- 
of Fox Indians on Catfish Creek within the con- ture: 

fines of the county now named after him. Ac- Mr. Charles Johnston, R. 2, Racine, Wisconsin, 
counts of the exploits of this adventurer over 4 had an apple tree in an orchard planted in 1844 by 
period of nearly 30 years read less like sober his- yr, Norman Fuller. This tree would be 100 years 
tory than the pages of some old romance. old next year. 

: . Mr. James P. Small, R. 4, West Allis, reported 
“Dubuque was adopted into the Fox tribe. He 3 be 94 old. 

took to wife Potosa, the daughter of the chief. * tree which woeld now De years 
Soon he had persuaded the Indians to turn from Mr. Charles Hill of Rosendale reported a tree 
hunting and trapping to lead mining. Bringing | which would now be 90 years old. 
other French- Canadians to help with the enter- Mr. E. R. Lea of R. 1, Amherst, reported a Prus- 
prise, in time he controlled all the mines in the Gian crab now 88 years old, 46 feet in width, and 
region, not only in Iowa, but also the lead regions 93 feet in height. 
of what later became Illinois and Wisconsin. He . . 
drove all competitors from the Mississippi River. Mr. I. G. a ee reports 
Those were ruthless days, Since his smelting oper- 2 Russet tree now abou ye J . . 
ations were the largest in the west, almost fabu- Mr. A. L. Wagner, R. 2, Cleveland, Wisconsin, 
lous wealth flowed through his hands. reported several Snow trees and Golden Russets over 

80 years old, with trunks 2 feet in diameter, and a 

“Near the banks of the Mississippi stood his spread of branches of about 40 feet.
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Officers andjEarly Members 
PRESIDENTS OF THE SECRETARIES OF THE 

WISCONSIN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY WISCONSIN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

1865-66 Hon. B. F. Hopkins 1865-67 J. C. Plumb, Madison 
1866-71 Dr. Joseph Hobbins, Madison oe 0. = Willey, ea 
1871-75 J. S. Stickney, Wauwatosa “79 G. E. Morrow, Madison 1875-77 A. G. Tuttle. Baraboo 1875-82 F. W. Case, Madison 
1877-91 J M. Smith. Green Bay 1882-84 William Trelease, Madison 
1891-94 M. A Thayer Sparta 1884-85 Mrs. H. M. Lewis, Madison 
1894-99 L. G. Kellogg, Ripon 1885-86 William Trelease, Madison 
1899-1901 Franklin Johnson, Baraboo 1886-88 H. C. Adams, Madison 1901-07 T. E. Loope, Eureka 1888-94 B. S. Hoxie, Evansville 
1907-09 R. J. Coe Fort Atkinson 1894-1900 A. J. Philips, West Salem 
1909-11 Wm. Toole, Baraboo 1900-03 J. L. Herbst, Sparta 5 1911-13 D. E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay 1903-26 Frederic Cranefield, Madison 
1913-15 J. S. Palmer Baraboo 1926-27 W. A. Toole, Baraboo, and E. L. Cham- 
1915-20 N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh 1927 pet ae . 1920-21 A. Martini, Lake Geneva ~ _H. J. Rahmlow, Madison 
1921-22 J. A. Hays, Gays Mills EARLY LIFE MEMBERS AND HONORARY 
1922-24 H. C. Christensen, Oshkosh ; LIFE MEMBERS 
1924-26 W. A. Toole, Baraboo It will be of interest to many of our present mem- 
1926-28 J. E. Leverich, Sparta bers to see the names of early life members of the 
1928-30 C. J. Telfer, Green Bay Wisconsin Horticultural Society, as no doubt some 
1930-32 M. B. Goff, Sturgeon Bay of them were known to present members. 
1932-34 James Livingstone, Milwaukee In 1890 we find the following list of life members 
1934-36 M. S. Kellogg, Janesville and honorary life members: 
1936-38 Karl Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay LIFE MEMBERS 
1938-40 R. L. Marken, Kenosha Geo. J. Kellogg, Janesville; F. W. Loudon, Janes- 
1940-42 S. S. Telfer, Ellison Bay ville; H. S. Woodruff, Janesville; Mrs. Ida Tilson, 
1942-43 Arno Meyer, Waldo “West Salem. 

HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS 
ee Dr. Joseph Hobbins, Madison; O. S. Willey, Mad- 

| ison; F. W. Case, Chicago, Illinois; Prof. William 
. | Trelease, St. Louis, Mo.; J. S. Stickney, Wauwa- 

§ é tosa; A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo; B. F. Adams, Madi- 
aS 4 | son; F. K, Phoenix, Delavan; Peter M. Gideon, Ex- 

i | celsior, Minn.; E. Wilcox, La Crosse. 
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L. G. Kellogg of Ripon, President of the 

Society, 1894-99. T. E. Loope, Eureka, President from 1901-07.
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PRE-CIVIL WAR ORGANIZATION THE FIRST LOCAL HORTICULTURAL 
SOCIETIES OF WISCONSIN 

With the exception of the name, the Wisconsin 

State Horticultural Society no doubt had its real be- The organization of a State Horticultural Society 

ginning before the Civil War. It was to reorganize was not the first step. Local societies were organized 

the Wisconsin Fruit Growers Association that the first. A State organization usually follows the organ- 

first meeting was held, so the membership and pro- ization of local units in different sections, the func- 

gram were no doubt the same. tion of the State organization being to give oppor- 

It is therefore fitting that a short history of the tunity for wider contacts and larger exhibits. 

Association be given here. 

Fruit Growers Organize In 1853 THE MADISON SOCIETY 

The Wisconsin Fruit Growers Association was So) we find that on July tle 1858, the Madison 

organized in November, 1853, at Whitewater, with Horticultural Society was organized under the name 
Hans Crocker, Esq., of Milwaukee as the first Presi- = Horticultural Association with the follow- 

dent; Mark Miller of Janesville, Recording Secre- INE, OF ISEES ° ce ATT ‘ 
tary; D. J. Powers, Corresponding Secretary; R. M. President, A. L. Collins; Vice-President, J. G. 

Parker, Treasurer. eure Treasurer, D. J. Powers; Secretary, D. S. 

urtis. 

The first Fair of the Association was held in the The first exhibition was held on Saturday, August 

city of Milwaukee on October 5-6, 1854, in Young’s 12th, 1858. Following its organization, J. G. Knapp, 

Hall, during the time of the Fair of the State Agri- W. T. Leitch, and Wm. H. Watson were Presidents 

cultural Society in the same city. In the November of the organization. 

issue of the Wisconsin Farmer it is stated: This society held 32 exhibitions in the 10 years 
before 1868. Three or four exhibitions were held 

“This exhibition of the fruits of Wisconsin ex- each year. Exhibitions were financially successful 
ceeded the expectations of everyone who looked in and there was $500 in the treasury on September 

to see it, It is no exaggeration to say that the show 24th, 1868. T. D. Plumb was Recording Secretary 

of apples, as a whole, taking into account the in 1868, and made a report for the annual pro- 

number of varieties, size, fairness and perfectness ceedings of the Society. 

of maturity, could not be beaten, by any other ___ _—_ 

state. A visitor remarked that he had attended like 

exhibitions in New York, but that this show of GERMAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

apples far surpassed any he had ever seen before. On June 28th, 1865, the German Horticultural 

Over 100 varieties were on the tables. The show — Society of Madison was organized with 30 members. 

of pears and grapes was excellent, and could not Officers were: President, John F. Hauser; Secre- 
be beaten in quality. There were also some good tary, F. A. Pfaff; Treasurer, Samuel Klauber. 

specimens of peaches and quinces.” The first exhibition was held at Turner’s Hall, 

The second exhibit was held in Milwaukee on July 18th, 1865, and was a success. Another exhibi- 

September 18th to 20th, 1855, in connection with tion was held on September 19th of that year. 
the Milwaukee Horticultural Society. In 1866 the Society held a spring exhibition on 

June 26th, a summer exhibition on July 24th, and 

The annual meeting of the Society in 1855 was a fall show on September 18th at the City Hall. The 

held at Janesville on November 27th, when H. J. exhibitions were financially successful. Mr. R. Baus, 

Starin of Whitewater was elected President. Mr. Bruno Schneider, and Mr. F. A. Pfaff were 

In 1856 Mr. Charles Gifford of Wauwatosa was feces succeeding years, with Mr. Wm. Helm 

elected President. There is no record in 1857, but . 
in 1858 A. G. Hanford of Waukesha was President. 

During these later years the fruit growers exhibited JANESVILLE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

with the State Agricultural Society in Milwaukee. On Latober 8th, 1866, the Janesville Hortiel- 

We find, too, a note that the winter previous to tural ciety was organized. ICELS: WETE: FFCSI- 

1858 had destroyed the quince trees yen were dent, Hon. I. C. Sloan; Vice-President, S. G. Wil- 

exhibited, liams, Esq.; Secretary, F. S. Lawrence; Treasurer, 

S. W. Smith. 
Evidently there was no meeting in 1859, but in In 1868 this Society reported 40 members, most 

1860 J. C. Brayton of Aztalan was elected President of whom are life members. A number of exhibits and 

at a meeting which was the last ever held by the fairs were held. In the report in 1868, Mr. F. S. 

fruit growers association under that name. Lawrence stated, “The show of fruit, both small and
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large, and of flowers also, was magnificent and OSHKOSH HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

a = i oS i who had the good The Oshkosh Horticultural Society was organized 
Ss me aIsplay: April 16, 1868, and held two successful exhibitions 
—_——_ that year. The first labor of the Society, it is stated, 

was to encourage the setting of shade trees, and in 
GRANT COE enn this was very successful, The Society started with 

about 40 members and its officers were: President, 
The Grant County Horticultural Society of Platte- Geo, Hyer; Vice-President, O. H. Harris; Corre- 

ville, was organized December 16, 1867, Officers | sponding Secretary, I. J. Hoile; Recording Secre- 
were: President, J. E. Rountree; Vice-President, tary, Jacob Fowler; Treasurer, B, Harkell. 
Jacob Wernli; Secretary, Chas H. Allen; Treasurer, 
L. L. Goodell. 

The objectives of the Society us expressed in the OTHER LOCAL SOCIETIES FOLLOW 
constitution were: “The advancement of the science In order to qualify for a supply of the annual re- 
of Horticulture in this vicinity, and the collection, ports of the Wisconsin Horticultural Society printed 
comparison and preservation of the culture of fruits, by the state printer, it was necessary for local soci- 
flowers and garden vegetables.” eties to send to the state organization, an annual re- 

port, whereupon the copies were then sent. We find 
——_—_——- the local organizations listed in the earlier reports 

1872: Mazomanie Club; Sheboygan County Horti- 
KENOSHA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY cultural Socicty; Richland County Horticultural So- 
Organized in 1867, the Kenosha Horticultural So- — “i@ty St. Croix Valley Horticultural Society; Grand 

ciety elected as its officers, President, H. P. Hins- Chute Horticultural Society. 
dale ; Vice-President, Stephen Galt; Secretary, H. Later in the 1870's we find the following: Win- 
T. O'Farrel; Treasurer, S. Y. Brande. nebago County Horticultural Society; Waupaca 

Monthly meetings were held and the first spring County Horticultural Society; Lemonweir Valley 
exhibition was on June 30th, 1868, with an excel- Horticultural Society of Tomah; Freedom Horticul- 

lent showing of strawberries. Another exhibition was tural Society ; Brown County Horticultural | Society ; 
held September 25-26, with a magnificent show of | Sauk County Horticultural Society; Fountain Horti- 
vegetables, grapes, apples, and flowers. cultural Society at New Lisbon; Vernon County Hor- 

ticultural Society; Milton Horticultural Society ; and 
Northwestern Horticultural Society at La Crosse. 

D. E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay, President of the N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh, President from 1915-20. Society, 1911-13. Our earliest living President. Next earliest living President.
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The Organization Meeting 

The Wisconsin Horticultural Society Organized in Janesville 

In 1865 

IX THE year 1865 one would hardly have expected in the state in the year 1865, 272,452 bushels of 

to find a “large and beautiful exhibit of fruit” at apples, valued at $386,363. These returns only in- 

the Wisconsin State Fair. Yet, in that year horticul- clude thirty-seven counties, leaving some sixteen 
turists made a fine showing and laid the cornerstone counties which made no reports. 
for the organization of the Wisconsin State Horti- ay : : 
cultural Society. It also appears that in the same counties there 

It is recorded that at the meeting and exhibition were 114,001 pounds of grapes raised, valued at 
: ais : . ‘ $28,144, also 27,942 gallons of wine made valued 

of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society at Janes- at $48,625." 
ville on September 25-29, 1865, a total of $165, cer- i $48,025 ; ‘ 
tainly a large sum in those days, was awarded for ; The following counties produced the most apples, 
apples, pears, grapes, plums and quinces, $20 for in the order named : Walworth, Kenosha, Fond du 
wine, $20 for delicacies, $55 for flowers, and $16 Lac, Rock, Waukesha, Jefferson, Winnebago, Green 

for avatevcnelons. Lake, Columbia, Dane, Grant, and Dodge. / 
‘This was the first exhibit and meeting of fruit ; Dane County led in grape production, reporting 

growers since 1859. The Civil War had put a stop 60.206 pounds. 
to practically all meetings of agriculturists. During 
the fair at Janesville the fruit growers held a short WSS 

meeting to reorganize the Wisconsin Fruit Growers 
Association which had flourished from 1853 to 1859. 
Mr. F. C. Curtis of Columbia County was Chairman 
and O, S. Willey, Madison, Secretary. 

A committee was appointed to devise measures of rr 
reorganization and then adjourned to the evening : RY N 
of September 29, 1865. 

THE BEGINNING 

It was on this evening, in the Court Room in 
Janesville, Thursday evening, September 29th, 
with Mr. F. C. Curtis, Rocky Run, in the chair pH 
and Geo. J. Kellogg, Janesville, acting as Secre- 5h hah 
tary pro tem, that the Society was officially 
launched upon a career which has been success- 
ful to this day. 

The committee on reorganization proposed the 
name Wisconsin State Horticultural Society for 
the new, organization and nominated a slate of |j 
officers, which were duly elected. They were: 1 / 

President: Hon. B. F. Hopkins; Vice-President: ‘ 
One in each county named; Secretary: J.C. Plumb, ‘ ¥ J 
Madison; Treasurer: F. C. Curtis, Rocky Run; V , y 
Executive Committee: Geo. J. Kellogg, Janes- j < y 

ville, and L. P. Chandler, Madison. XN > yl 

MUCH FRUIT GROWN IN 1865 N y 

It may be surprising to many to find that Wis- NX Y 
consin orchardists grew much fruit 75 or more years NS yy 
ago, A special committee appointed by the Society ' y 
reported the following at the 1868 convention: ca 

“On examination of returns from the several 
counties as made by the several town assessors in George J. Kellogg, Janesville, who acted as Secretary 
the month of June last, and as compiled by the = fem off the ‘organization m corny. A very 
Secretary of State it appears that there was raised first nurserymen.
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THE FIRST RECOMMENDED LIST dlers.” The experiences related are described thus: 

OF FRU “Many had grievous stories to tell—and the way 
NA BAT varieties shall I grow?” That question was shown by which the people of this city were 

was uppermost in the minds of the earliest recently swindled in a most outrageous manner 
horticulturists, as it is today. To find the answer to by a desperate man, who purchased without re- 
that question led to the organization of county as gard to variety, and sold anything people wanted.” 
well as state Horticultural Societies. 

So we find that the discussion at the first con- PREMIUM LISTS AT EARLY 
vention of the Wisconsin Horticultural Society, held FLOWER SHOWS 
in the parlor of the Wisconsin Mutual Insurance 
Company at Madison, February 6, 1866, was de- IX the 1860's, the Wisconsin State Fair was con- 
voted largely to this topic. ducted by the Wisconsin Agricultural Society. In 

THE FIRST LIST OF VARIETIES the late ‘60's the Horticultural Society was given 
a certain amount of money to pay the premiums on 

The following varieties were recommended as the horticultural exhibits. 
worthy of general cultivation in Wisconsin by the In 1874 there was a large flower show, and it is 
1866 convention : interesting to compare the premium schedule on 

Apples: Red Astrachan, Fall Stripe, Duchesse  2*Tangements and flower varieties with those of to- 

of Oldenburg, St. Lawrence, Fameuse, Cider, day. ‘ 
Sweetwine, Golden Russet, Tolman’s Sweet, Red For “professional cultivators” the premium list 
Romanite, Rawle’s Janet, Willow Twig, Fall called for: Pyramidal bouquet; pair round bouquets ; 
Queen, Perry Russet, and Northern Spy. pair flat bouquets; bouquet everlasting flowers; dis- 

Plums: Lombard, McLaughlin, Jefferson, Im- Play of named verbenas; show of asters in quality 
perial Gage, Green Gage, and Bleeker’s Gage. and variety; show of petunias, dianthus, gladiolus, 

Cherries: Early Richmond, Donna Maria, Red geraniums, fuchsias, and carnations. 

English, and Early May. At the convention of For the amateurs, premiums were offered on selec- 
1867 the following were added: tions of cut flowers, baskets of flowers, pyramidal 

Grapes: Concord, Delaware, Hartford, Diana. bouquets, dahlias. roses, verbenas, asters, perennial 
Amateur List: Allen’s Rogers, Nos. 3, 4, 9, 15, phlox, pansies, petunias, dianthus, gladiolus, and 
19; Northern Muscadine; Isabella. For Trial: | greenhouse plants. 

Creveling, Iona, Union Village, Adirondac, The sum of $800 was offered for premiums in the 
Crabs: The Transcendent and Hyslop Crabs horticultural department that year. 

were recommended for general cultivation ; Soulard 
and Sweet Crabs for trial. ea 

Pears: Flemish Beauty for general cultivation ta 
and the Early Bergamot, White Doyenne, Belle A 
Lucrative, Winter Nellis and Onondaga for ama- I 
teurs. hy ae \ 

Currants: The White Grape, Victoria, Knapp’s hh ee i) 
Madison, Black Naples, Red and White Dutch. fi alii 

Strawberries: Wilson for general cultivation, f 
and Russells, Monitor, Brooklyn, Burr’s New Pine / ee. } 
—Fillmore and Agriculturist, for amateurs. | 

Raspberries: Doolittle and Purple Cane, with- } 
out protection, and Orange, Philadelphia, Vice \ 
President and Franconia, with protection. Y 

Blackberries: It was recommended to mark the ' @ 
choicest wild blackberries, and transplant for cul- 

tivation. 

PROTECTION AGAINST TREE PEDDLERS 

The “subject of the hour,” at the second annual ™ 
convention of the Society held January 22, 1867, in A, L. Hatch, Ithaca, nurseryman and 
the Agricultural Rooms, State Capitol, was on the fruit grower, who became the father toni f “Protecti Aga Swindli i" of the commercial fruit industry pic o rotection Against Swindling Tree Ped of Sturgeon Bay.
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Varieties Recommended in 1915 

AFTER 50 YEARS NATIVE PLUMS 

. . . De Soto, Forest Garden, Hammer, Hawkeye, Or- 
ommended V: , ’ Aes ye, 

The Res ed ory tae y This ae i cheeda, Quaker, Rockford, Surprise, Wyant, Wolf. 

Fifty years is a long time in the life of man. EUROPEAN PLUMS 

Likewise, fruit varieties come and go during such (Not recommended except along Lake Shore.) 

period. This is especially true with the varieties Lombard, Green Gage, Moore's Arctic. 

requiring only a few years to reach maturity such JAPAN PLUMS 

as bush fruits. With apples it is not such a long 

time, and so we find varieties of apples that have ae except along Lake Shore.) 

been with us for more than 100 years, and are still , . 

considered the best. This is notably true with the CHERRIES 

Melntows of matteh the original tree lived to be more Early Richmond, Montmorency. 

than years old. GRAPES 

; It is, however, interesting to compare the list of Brighton, Campbell’s Early, Concord, Delaware, 

truits recommended for culture in Wisconsin about Diamond, Green Mountain, Moore’s Early, Niagara, 

30 years after the first list was published, or in 1915. Worden. 

The following varieties are listed in the annual re- BLACKBERRIES 

se mote Wisconsin Horticultural Society for the Briton (Ancient), Eldorado, Snyder. 

| APPLES (General List) FOR 1915 __ _ SIRAWEERRIES 
Alexander, Astrachan (Red), Autumn Strawberry, (Varieties starred have imperfect flowers and 

must not be planted alone.) Aroma, Bederwood, 
Dudley, Fall Orange, Fameuse (Snow), Golden Rus- 4c 

rescent, Clyde, Dunlap, Enhance, Gandy, Glen 

set, Lowland Raspberry, Longfield, Lubsk Queen, Mary, *Haverland, Lovett, *Sample, Splendid, *War- 
McIntosh, Malinda, McMahan, Newell, Northwest- Baa , > 7 , 

ern Greening, Oldenburg (Duchess), Patten Green- . 

ing, Perry Russet, Plumb Cider, Scott, Tetofski, TWO VARIETIES STRAWBERRIES 

Talman (Sweet), Utter, Wealthy, Westfield (Seek- FOR FARM GARDEN 

no-Further), Windsor, Wolf River, Yellow Trans- Dunlap, *Warfield. 

parent. RASPBERRIES 

APPLES (Lake Shore List) Black: Conrath, Cumberland, Gregg, Older, Plum 

In addition to the above many other varieties in- | Farmer. 

cluding the following may be successfully grown in Red: Cuthbert, Loudon, Marlboro. 

the southern part of the state and in the counties Purple: Columbian. 

hordering on Lake Michigan: Baldwin, Eureka, Fall- 

water, Gano, King, Northern Spy, Pewaukee, Wil- CURRANTS 
low Twig, York Imperial, Bellflower. a oe or Dutch, Long Branch Hol- 

and, ictoria, Perfection. 

APPLES (Commercial Orchard List) White: White Grape. 

It is generally conceded that a commercial orchard Black: Lee’s Prolific, Naples. 

should consist of but few varieties, the following are GOOSEBERRIES 

suggested: Dudley, Fameuse, McMahan, McIntosh, Downing. 

Northwestern Greening, Oldenburg, Scott, Utter, . 

Wealthy, Yellow Transparent. PEARS 

On account of the prevalence of blight and winter 
CRABS ais ded f 

5.5 killing, pears are not generally recommended for 

Brier Sweet, Hyslop, Lyman, Martha, Sweet Rus- Wisconsin. Good crops occasionally produced under 

sct, Transcendent, Whitney. favorable conditions, especially in the southeastern 

PLUMS part of o state. The following list includes both 

early and late varieties: 

Of the classes commonly cultivated, viz.: Euro- Anjou, Bartlett, Clairgeau, Clapp Favorite, Early 

pean, Japanese and Native or American, the last Bergamot, Flemish Beauty, Idaho, Kieffer, Laurence, 

named is the most reliable. ‘Louise, Seckel, Sheldon, Vermont Beauty.
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The First Research in Horticulture in Wisconsin 

Regents of University Present Plan to Society 
For Horticultural Experiments 

T meeting of the Wisconsin Horticultural So- hearty support of all its members, has been the 
ciety in February, 1868, was a memorable one. carrying on of a system of lectures before the stu- 

Dr. Paul A. Chadbourne, president of the University dents of the university, or the male members of 
of Wisconsin, delivered an address in which he did the same. And we would say here by way oi 
two important things. First, he offered the Society parenthesis, that we were very sorry to see this 
a plot of ground on the University Farm for ex- discrimination ; for we believe that as a rule, the 
periments in horticulture, notably, fruits and plant subject of horticulture treated of in a proper lec- 
testing. Second, he suggested that members of the ture, with a view to its encouragement at home, 
Society give lectures on horticulture before the stu- would be of incalculably more benefit to the ladies 
dent body. Said President Chadbourne: “As the Re- than to gentlemen. * * * Of lectures, Judge Knapp 
gents have no money to spare and I have made a read two, Messrs. Hobbins and Willey, one 
little by farming in past days, I propose to present each.” * #1 * 
the land to you ready for planting. And if you will ———__ 
occupy that piece of ground and tell us what you NATURAL TIMBER PLANTING 
would like to have done, I promise all the aid in my ENCOURAGED 
power in bringing out results that can be relied upon, . ' x 
so that every erierinient shall be real progress. The I at the 1867 convention the Society | encouraged 
aid of the chemist, in the analysis of soils or ma- the growing of natural timber. The Society offered 
nures, shall be at your service. We want as a basis * Dremu of $100 for the best 10-acre plantation all that you know, and for experiment all that you of timber, and $50 for the best five-acre plantation 
‘ 2 ve ; : in the State—all to be planted the next spring and guess to be true’ if Wisconsin people ever guess. | ; ee I can ‘fancy a vast béneft ‘to flow: from this to ‘the awards to be made at the expiration of three years. 
University and to the State.” * * * The subject of varieties of natural timber trees 

At the annual convention in 1869 held in the State | was fully discussed and the following were recom- 
Agricultural rooms February 9, a recording secre- | mended as most valuable: 

tary, O. F. Willey of Madison, reported as follows: Ist, Deciduous Trees—Oak, in variety; Ash, white; 
“At the meeting of February, 1868, new life | Maple, sugar; Maple, Silver leaf; Butternut, Black 

seemed to inspire the actions and motives of every Walnut, Hickory, Elm, in variety ; Cherry, Black. 

member present, and with renewed energy they 2nd, Evergreens—Red Cedar, White Cedar, White 
went to their task, feeling there is a pleasure in Pine, Yellow Pine 
horticulture, in the spread of the ‘useful and the , . : 
beautiful,’ which we have but half realized. * * * Of foreign trees, the Norway Spruce and Euro- 
First of all, we look at the resolution of the last | Pean Larch were recommended. 
meeting, accepting the use of five acres of the 
agricultural farm—kindly tendered to us by the 
regents for horticultural experiments. We are not THE ALEXANDER MITCHELL HOME 
aware that there is another society in the United DESCRIBED IN 1871 
States that has undertaken such a work. * * * 5 - 

“A resume shows that there were 108 apple Bewentp OE Milwaukee know well the old 
trees, 4+ varieties of apple-tree scions, 163 rasp- , Alexander Mitchell home, now known as the 
berries, 56 currants, 54 ornamental shrubs, 150 Wisconsin Club, located between 9th and 10th Streets 
deciduous hedge plants, 1,599 evergreens (of which 0” Wisconsin Avenue in Milwaukee. In the early 1,450 were contributed by one firm for a hedge days it was one of the most pretentious homes in 
experiment), 107 grapes, 16 crab trees, 36 straw- Wisconsin, with large greenhouses and beautifully 
berry plants, 47 gooseberries, 178 papers of seeds, landscaped grounds. It is therefore of interest to 
6 assorted deciduous trees, 32 plum trees, making note that in the annual report of the Wisconsin Hor- 
a sum total of 2,560 trees, plants and shrubs, ticultural Society of 1872 seven pages were devotetd 

“These are all doing well; but very few died. to describing the residence and the pleasure grounds 

Grapes, berries, some of the shrubbery and all the by Mr. H. W. Roby. 
apples are well mulched for the winter. The frontispiece in 1872 is a lithograph showing 

. . the entire grounds and home. The residence is still 
Lectures: Given standing and interested members will find the article 

“Another task undertaken by a portion of the by Mr. Roby in the annual report for 1872 worth 
society, and which we trust may meet with the reading.
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EARLIEST REPORT ON THE SOCIETY INCORPORATED IN 1871 

ENGLISH SPARROW Ee 1871 the Wisconsin Legislature passed a bill 

B*. 1869 residents of Wisconsin had heard of the providing for the incorporation of the Wisconsin 

importation of the English Sparrow, and were State Horticultural Society, and directing that the 

greatly interested because it promised to take care State printer print the transactions of the Society. 

of the insect problem, becoming serious in orchard In 1872 the act was amended so that $150.00 was 

and garden. appropriated out of the general printing fund to have 

At the annual convention of the Society in Febru- the transactions printed. This is the first direct 

ary, 1869, the following statements were made in appropriation to the Society. 

regard to the English Sparrow: — 

Judge Knapp stated that the English Sparrow had WISCONSIN RANKS HIGH IN HORTICUL- 

been introduced into New York city for the purpose TURE AT WORLD’S EXPOSITION AT 

of clearing the streets of the insects that destroy their NEW ORLEANS IN 1874-75 

joliage. He would like to be informed by someone 

if they would eat any kind of fruit, and if they could I 1884, the Wisconsin Horticultural Society de- 

be kept in this state. cided to make an exhibit of fruits and other hor- 

One member stated he thought the blue jay would _ ticultural products at the World’s Exposition at New 

destroy them as it does some of the other small birds. Orleans. Mr. J. C. Plumb of Milton, and George Cc. 

Dr. Hobbins remembered the bird in England, that Peffer of Milwaukee were appointed to gather the 

it lived about the houses and ate the grain in winter. _ fruits, trees, branches and shrubs for the exposition. 

He had known bounties offered for their destruction. Wisconsin was in competition with all fruit-growing 

A committee consisting of Dr. Hobbins, Willey and states east of the Rocky Mountains. Fourteen states 

Knapp was appointed to correspond on the subject, | were represented with their apples for competition. 

and if possible to procure a pair or more of sparrows. Out of a total of 79 premiums awarded, Wiscon- 

Dr. Hobbins stated he would correspond with the sin took 24, or by far the largest number. Of 17 

Royal Horticultural Society and perhaps could ob- medals awarded, Wisconsin took 6. Mr. J. P. Roe 

tain a pair direct from England. of Oshkosh was appointed to help the committee. 

Agricultural commissioner E, B. Holton provided 

some of the funds and president of the Society, 

At the convention in 1870 Dr. Hobbins reported J. M. Smith of Green Bay, worked diligently for 

that he had found it quite questionable whether or — the exhibit. 

not the introduction of sparrows would be beneficial. Of all the new varieties of apples on exhibit at 

hey were generally declared a nuisance in England, __ the Exposition, none excited so much attention as 

but however desirable they might be, they could not — the Wolf River. The secretary of the Society that 

be procured at present in this country. year made this statement: “After hearing the re- 

ports of failures and losses in’ other states, I am 

7 better satisfied than ever before that we have not 

BAD WINTERS RECUR AND AFFECT only a good state to live in, but a good state in which 

HORTICULTURE to grow all the fruits adapted to northern climates.” 

we may be called “test winters” recur Premiums Not Paid 

r periodically and have changed horticulture in Approximately $500 in premiums were won by the 

Wisconsin as well as some adjoining states more than Wisconsin Horticultural Society at New Orleans. 

any other factor. These bad winters eliminated ten- — t{owever, on June 17, 1885, president of the Society, 

der varieties and in many cases forced horticultur- J. M. Smith of Green Bay, received a letter from Mr. 

ists to start over again with more hardy material. S. P. Merrill to the effect that the payment of debts 

So in the annual report for 1874 we find the fol- would absorb all of the $335,000 appropriation, 

lowing statement by the president: . with nothing left to pay premiums. A New Orleans 

“No subject will occupy so much of our time at jawyer wrote the Society offering to act as repre- 

this meeting (February, , 1874) as the effect of the sentative to obtain premium money for the Society. 

bad winter of ’72-’73. This, however, was turned down. 
“We have much to learn from the lessons the es 

injury to our nurseries and orchards have set be- FIRST SUMMER MEETINGS HELD 

fore us. We had forgotten the similar lessons of 

’56-'57; had grown careless and were planting On June 27-28, 1876, the first summer meeting 

what we ought not. We have recommended some of the Society was held at Tomah at the invitation of 

varieties we ought not. Let us not by too sweeping _ the Lemmonweir Valley Horticultural Society. At- 

condemnation reject varieties which are of great — tendance of the local group was good, but not many 

value.” state members attended.
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. . Early Membership and Finances 
A LESSON FROM EARLY SOCIETY MEM. - Annual Reports 
BERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT IN 1876 “From the commencement of its history in 1853, Oo” reading the annual reports printed by the when the first organization was effected, as the Wisconsin Horticultural Society containing pa- Wisconsin Fruit Growers Association, down to 

pers of a highly educational nature, one is impressed the present time, this work has been energetically with the horticultural knowledge of our early leaders and faithfully carried on by a small band of prac- and the educational work they obviously did in im- tical and amateur horticulturists. They have not proving methods of culture of fruits, flowers and only given their time to this work, but have als vegetables. borne the necessary expenses. The publication of 
Yet, from the report of Secretary F. W. Case of their annual report by the state has been a great Madison for 1876, one learns that memberships can assistance in this labor, but aside from this, not dwindle unless the organization is properly man- a dollar has been drawn from the public funds to aged. In that year he stated that the membership aid in its work or for its support. The members was very small, fifty-seven regular members being of the society, feeling that the amount of labor 

listed, with a number of honorary and life members. and the expense necessary to carry on this work One reason for this stated, was that the meeting had become too heavy a burden for its numbers was held in the same place—Madison—each year, and and its means, and feeling that, as the end sought that the same group always attended, and that if the was the general public good, it should be sustained meetings were held in different parts of the state and carried on by the personal and pecuniary aid where local societies could take part, interest would of the state at large, made application to the last be greatly increased and the benefits extended. He legislature for an act of reorganization, * * * The urged that other groups be taken into the Society. Teorganization was secured. The application for 
The Legislature had authorized publication of aid was in part granted. The amount asked for 2,000 copies of the report, which were distributed was an annual appropriation of $1,000; a special according to law, to local horticultural societies, Since one for $600 was given. 

they were distributed free, these local horticultural Secretary Case pointed out to the Governor that societies did not necessarily become members of the Minnesota had bought a farm and appropriated state organization. $1,000 per year to carry on experiments in fruit cul- In 1877 funds were provided to publish 3,000 ture, and that Towa, Michigan and Illinois grant their copies of the annual report. In that year the secre- societies amounts of from $1,000 to $4,000 per year. tary stated, “It has been stated that the organization 
of certain local societies is kept up for the sole pur- 
pose of getting the 50 copies of our report.” This APPROPRIATION FOR SOCIETY INCREASED free distribution obviously was not successful in . ~ . building up the Horticultural Society as in that year tr 1885 on the recommendation of SOV, Jeremiah there were only 56 actual members. M. Rusk, the appropriation to the Society by the 

Legislature was increased to $2,000 per year. Until —— then it had been $600. 
THE FIRST APPROPRIATION BY THE It is interesting to note that the number of printed LEGISLATURE TO THE HORTI- copies of the transactions of the Wisconsin State CULTURAL SOCIETY IN 1879 Horticultural Society “together with such abstracts N the laws of 1879 the Wisconsin Legislature ap- of reports of county and other horticultural societies. | Pee the sum of $600 for the aid of the and such other matters pertaining to fruit growing Society in carrying out its functions. This was the and horticultural interests of the state, not to exceed 

first appropriation made directly for the use of the 300 pages, Sradually increased, so that in 1886 the \ Society. Previously appropriations had been made laws of Wisconsin read that 16,500 Spies “were to have the annual proceedings printed and distrib- Printed: These were distributed throughout the state’ uted according to law. The Society received no ben- by various organizations such as the Legi slature, agry efits from this and in fact, paid the postage for dis- cultural Societies, historical societies, state) experiment tribution out of its own treasury. stations, university library, and each public library in 
the state. It is obvious that up to this time these In his letter of transmittal to Governor Wm, E. __ transactions contained the only authentic educational Smith, transmitting the transactions of the Society material on horticulture published in Wisconsin. The for 1878-79, the Secretary of the Society, F. W. annual reports were very important as they guided Case of Madison, makes this statement: people throughout the state in varieties to plant. |
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Severe Winters and Russian Varieties 
ANOTHER DISASTROUS WINTER RESULTS TREND IN FRUIT VARIETIES 
IN THE ELIMINATION OF POOR VARIETIES Russian Varieties Most Popular in 1870's. 

'E have mentioned the severe winters of 1856- L . . ose Their Favor in 1880's. 
W 57 and ’72-’73. This recurrent problem was 
discussed by the Society at the annual convention FORE 1880 h eff 
February 2, 1886, when President J. M. Smith of Breck ie yeat . nue . ort was expended 
Green Bay said in his annual address: ; on the part of horticulturists in introducing vari- 

“The winter of 1884 and 1885 was one of al- _¢ties which were hardy enough to withstand the se- 

most unprecedented length and severity. When the vere climates of our Wisconsin winters. Horticul- 

spring at last came, the complaint of dead or  turists in Iowa and Minnesota were working along 

damaged fruit trees was almost universal. the same lines. Varieties from Russia which were 

“The question has been asia of men over and said to withstand temperatures of 60 degrees F. be- 

over again, what shall we do? One gentleman of iow zero, swept the country in the 1870's. It was 
long experience residing in the western part of id th ddl hed i hei lari 

the state, said to me not long since: ‘You must said that tree peddlers cashe an On their popu arity 

give us something better.’ I need not say that this and sold many old standard varieties as Russian. 

is something we are all of us very anxious to do, 

and really hope and trust that we are upon the Russian Varieties 
eve, at last, if not upon the dawn, of a brighter 
day. I cannot but trust and believe that between This controversy about the Russian varieties was 

the many varieties of new Russisan, and new very heated in the state of Iowa. Prof. J. L. Budd 
ie. we shall find a few varieties that will who had the chair of horticulture at Ames when 

endure, our most. Severe ‘winter with perfect im- there were no text books, had written about Russian 
punity. And yet the experience of many years . ‘i 
bids us be very careful about what we recom- apples and at first all was enthusiasm. Fruit men 

mend.” thought they could turn their backs on the bugbear 

Mr. Smith continued in his report the observation of Iowa winters. Soon however, these Russian vari- 
that in some parts of Wisconsin the varieties came _ eties encountered their own peculiar troubles. There 
through much better than in others, even though was dissension in the ranks of the Iowa Horticul- 

temperatures: Weretnot greatly different. This is the tural Society, and two camps were set up, the Russian 
first evidence that a state must be divided into dis- d LR . Prof. Budd forced “ti 
tricts for the growing of varieties of fruit. He stated “"° anti; Russian groups. ETOt., 2U was Orees, 2 
that in Brown County the Golden Russet and Snow‘ Tesign as Secretary of the Iowa Horticultural So- 

did well. Yet in St, Croix and adjoining counties, ciety. In the end, his opponents proved right. Only 
the destruction was almost complete, including even a few varieties such as Charlamoss and Hibernal 

the Duchess and many crabs. still remain, but the Russian varieties have served as 
Growers Search For Hardy Varieties a hardy foundation for apple breed stock and as 

The efforts of the Society during this period were parents in innumerable crosses. 
devoted largely to finding varieties of fruit which 
were hardy and which would do well in the various Further West, as in the Dakotas and northern 
parts of the state. It was, after all, a very important Minnesota, the Russian varieties fared better, and in 

project at that ac = i ae es ea by these colder sections most of the varieties are either 
many growers who planted varieties which winter- : Rissiaa 2 
killed or failed for other causes. With no help from Russian: wr of “Russian descent 
experiment stations during those days, it evolved a 

upon the growers themselves to undertake this work. Mr. A. J. Philips of West Salem was the dele- 
Many growers lost their trees and became discour- gate to the meeting of the Minnesota Horticultural 

aged. It was, after all, a time when state funds could Society in 1882. He reported at our convention in 

have been used advantageously to establish trial or- 1883 that in Minnesota the growers had lost faith in 
chards in various parts of the state so that horticul- securing from the Russians what they needed and 
ture could have been advanced more rapidly, and looki ith fid t Sante ‘bei 
the growers relieved of much loss. It set the day, in were 00 ing wat con ENEe 0: ‘experiments . ane 
fact, for the next step undertaken by the Society— made in crossing or hybridizing the hardy varieties 

the establishment of trial orchards. of Minnesota and northern Wisconsin.
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PROF. TRELEASE RECOMMENDS CUTTING FRUIT TESTING NECESSARY, BUT 

DOWN LIST OF VARIETIES . EXPENSIVE — 
Prof. Wm. Trelease for several years secretary Epermeat Sestions Eve — i Hor- 

of the Horticultural Society, was the first Professor AG Society in 1886, President J. M. Smith 

of Botany and Horticulture at the University of of Green Bay in his annual address, talked on the 

Wisconsin. While he did very little work in horticul- subject, “Do We Need Experimental Stations For 

ture, he was of considerable help to the Society as ee eal su testing varieties of 
: : e told of the experiences in testing varieties o 
ite seonttany and. adviaor, fruits for the region. of Wisconsin. When the first 

Commenting upon the winterkilling of fruit va- settlers came here there were no guide boards of 
rieties in 1886, he said: warning set up. The road to success Riis yet Dd 

: rieti Tui 
“From the wrecks of old orchards will be saved Lads eee peso oan iy fad Te att a ‘ae 

a small percentage of truly hardy varieties. With a greater undertaking than was realized. 

these as a basis, new orchards must be constructed. The State Horticultural Society was organized at 

Let our fruit list be cut down to a statement of | 2” early day and its members worked faithfully and 

what we know to be hardy and then reconstructed well. But results were often disastrous, The Plate 
‘ itself provided no money for the testing of varieties. 

Of, NEWS ERPEEIENCES Faithful working horticulturists purchased such vari- 
. . eties as they could obtain only to find that they were 

How to Obtain New Varieties not suitable. Many were completely ruined finan- 

“Two ways of effecting this offer themselves. “!@lly. . 

Oriinting an oropagating seiings of mer Mente aie by hte men was ma 
adapted to our climate is not only possible but guided in future plantings to avoid those that were 
imperatively necessary if our state is to be what not suitable to this region. 

we fondly hoped for it only a year ago. This is Mr. Smith stated, “My friend Tuttle has been ex- 

not work for the novice or dilettante, While an Perimenting for years at heavy expense with many 

indiscriminate process of raising seedings has re- varieties of Russian apples. He is, as, ‘many: of us 
sulted in the Wealthy, and may bear still better are, hopeful that there are some that will prove very 

x valuable. If this is not the case, he has added 
fruit, it cannot be disputed that the man who another to the long list of experiments that have 
leaves success to chance is likely to find himself added much to the knowledge of our people, but at 

doomed to disappointment after a life of expectant heavy expense to himself. 

and laborious work. The principles of cross-fer- “Had there been experiment stations he could have 

tilization as it is understood and practiced by the obtained ak ee ee a 

most successful hybridizers should be understood pin, much. toe and money to obiain!" " 8 

and acted upon by the orchardist who hopes for We can readily see, therefore, that there was a 
success; even then he must expect many dis- demand at that time for the state to take over some 
appointments, and must be content to see many 0f this work because Mr. Smith said, “Fortunately, 
years consumed in faithful work before it can the financial condition of our state is such that there 

be proved by its fruits. I do not doubt that some ail be no ee ones Fe oe pas een ta | all necessary aid. We must be careful, however, to 
of our choicest apples will be produced in just ask for okie that is unjust or unnecessary.” | 
this way. ——_———_— 

“The other method of securing hardy varieties TEN PR eRIVENT a 
is by profiting by the work and disappointment In his annual report for 1887, Mr. B. F. Adams. 
of old world orchardists, who have long con- Madison, Secretary of the Society, made the follow- 
tended with climatic conditions similar to those ing statement: “At the last annual meeting the So- 

that prevail in this part of America. Parts of ciety appointed a committee to confer with the pro- 
Russia present these pretty nearly, and their best  fessors in the agriculture department of the State 

apples will soon be widely disseminated for trial University and the Board of Regents with reference 
is the Mississippi valley, through. the effete of to beginning some experimental work in horticulture 

, upon the University Farm. Professors Henry and 
Professor Budd, of the Iowa Agricultural Col- Armsby expressed entire willingness to aid in this 
lege.” work, but united in saying that the location of the
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iarm was such that little or no fruit could be raised had come to the conclusion that there were various 
and secured because of lawless trespassers. causes which tended to favor producing blight. Lack 

“It was finally decided that a trial would be made — of hardiness was one; another that the trees were 
of the effects of three kinds of fertilizers on three — set too close together. Another member immediately 
varieties of strawberries upon a variety of soils, inquired if weakness or lack of vigor was the cause 
this to be done by sending the fertilizer to eight of blight, why the hardiest trees such as Trans- 
members of the Society.” cendent Crabs, one of the hardiest of all trees, was 

Secretary Adams concludes in his report, that the subject to it, the same being true of Siberian. 
time has come when unless experiment stations with Mr. Philips of West Bend had not at first re- 
trained men conduct experiments, that we will not garded blight as contagious, but recently had seen 
progress very rapidly, and he insists that if experi- it develop under such circumstances as to lead him 
ments in horticulture cannot be carried on at the — to change his mind. 
state university, the work should be done at some ———————— 
other point. It should be done under the direction DISCUSSIONS ON CONSERVATION AND 
of Prof. Henry and his assistants, and stated that it FOREST PRESERVATION IN 1881 
rests largely with the Society whether or not horti- Senator Price Defends Lumbermen 
culture obtained its proper recognition, because hor- . 3 . : 
ticulture is of waitticient itipatiatee to deserve the Discussions on: conservationand Preservation 
aid of the state experiment station and to keep of our tree resources were fully as vigorous 60 

abreast of the advance being made in other depart- _ Y°@TS 880 aS they aS today. : 
ments on agricultural knowledge. Ata summer meeting in La Crosse in 1881, Sen- 

ator W. T. Price, a lumberman, was present. He 
MULCHING FRUIT TREES IN 1875 Was asked te say a few words, but stated that he had 

come to learn about horticulture. 
E 1875 Mr. A. L. Hatch, then of Ithaca, pre- Thereupon Mr. J. F. Stickney of Wauwatosa, a 

sented a paper at the convention of the Wiscon- former president of the Society, called upon him to 

sin Horticultural Society entitled “Mulching Fruit give an_account of the misdeeds and waste caused 
Trees.” The benefits he said were, first, to retain by the Senator and his fellow craftsmen. Mr. Stick- 
moisture; second, to shade the ground during the ney stated not only were the largest and most valu- 

summer and preventing excessive heating by sun- able trees rapidly disappearing, but a large amount 
shine. He said that heating the roots of trees above of young timber, standing in the forests, was being 
70 degrees is injurious. Where the sun shines direct- destroyed in cutting the trees most suitable for lum- 

ly on clean, dark-colored soil it is often heated to a _ ber. If the cut-over land and young growth of trees 
high temperature. With the mercury at 95 degrees could be protected, the evil effect which will result 
in the shade we found the soil temperature 120 from the present course would be averted, the fer- 
degrees in the sunshine. tility of the land would be preserved, and again soon 

Third, to retain the tilth of the soil, to prevent be covered with a valuable growth of timber. 
baking and hardening of the surface. Senator Price responded in defense of the lumber- 

Fourth, to render the soil fertile and to retain men. He said they contributed more largely than any 
fertility. other class of labor to the production of value and 

Fifth, to prevent extreme freezing of the ground. — the wealth of the nation. It is true, he said, that 

It is interesting to see such ideas advanced at so uch of the young and growing timber in the forest 
carly a date, since in late years experiment stations 's_ destroyed by cutting larger trees, but this is 
all over the country have advocated mulching fruit largely a matter of necessity, to be regretted, per- 
trees. In fact, we have listed the advantages of haps, and avoided when possible. Where native tim- 

mulching in Wisconsin Horticulture many times. ber is cut off and another crop comes in, it is of 
another kind. Few if any of the native stock remain. 
The idea he said, expressed in the oft quoted lines, 

FIREBLIGHT OF APPLES AND PEARS “Woodman spare that tree,” may be very fine, but 
CAUSES EARLY CONTROVERSY they are wanting in good, sound sense. He regarded 

AS TO CAUSES it as a duty to cut a crop of timber whenever it is 
at its prime, as much so as to harvest a crop of wheat 

I’ 1880 or about 60 years ago fireblight of apples or of fruit. Some of the native forest growth should 
and pears made its appearance in Wisconsin. Much have heen cut years before, as it is now depreciating 

time was devoted at horticultural meetings to its in value. Coming generations, he said, would take 
probable cause and control. In 1880 scientists re- care of themselves. Materials regarded as valueless 
ported that it was caused by bacteria. Fruit growers, for certain purposes, are becoming adapted to com- 
however, did not accept this view immediately. mon use. Paper and glass are now used for car 

At a summer meeting in La Crosse in 1881, we wheels and building purposes. 
find a typical discussion on the subject. One member And that was more than 60 years ago.
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THE ADVENT OF FARMERS’ INSTITUTE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MARKETING 

AND AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION STRAWBERRIES IN 1890 AS SOUND 
Change in Wisconsin Agriculture AS THOSE OF TODAY 

| the annual report of the Wisconsin Horticul- TX the 1890's it was customary for the Society to 
tural Society for 1888, we find an address by have both a winter meeting and a summer meet- 

Superintendent W, H. Morrison, Madison, superin- ing. The summer meeting of 1890 was held in the 
tendent of Farmers’ Institute which had begun to Court House at Black River Falls on June 26-27. 
take an important part in agricultural education. One of the leading strawberry growers at. that 
A real effort was being made at that time to convert i we Me. Me A. Tt f Sparta, Hi a 
Wisconsin from a grain growing state to a dairy Hime: Was Ey Ms ee AEE OF parla, =7€ Spoxe 

: 4 i ‘ : i on the subject of “Picking, Packing and Marketing 
state. Mr. Morrison said, “Holding Institutes in dif- Bias : wire . 

¢ - Fruit” and made these significant statements : 
ferent parts of the state I hear farmers saying that — . : 
their business no longer pays, that the opening of “Uniform prices, so far as possible, should be 
the bonanza grain fields of the Northwest and the paid to pickers; and one thing bear in mind, large 
cheap production of Cereals in California and India fruit can be picked at one cent per box, easier 
has taken the profit from grain and that the ranches than inferior fruit at one and one-half or two 
are fatal to the livestock business, * * * cents. Therefore, good varieties in good soil, well 

“Dependence on exclusive grain raising must cease, cultivated, will save you money in picking. 

and livestock and dairy products must take the first “Packing fruit is comparatively easy, provided 

place in our farming. . : the picking has been well done, and the packer is 
Mr. Morrison called attention to what was being himself honest. The fruit grower must be pre- 

done by some of the horticulturists when he said, pared to handle his fruit promptly, and know just 
we have one man m Wisecnsin, writds M. om what to do witl: it: 

ay, who knows t Os t pro- 
feian ay, Who Knows the possibilities OF Pro “All boxes and cases must be prepared before 

“He says the more you spend on land, the more funds and help are engaged. 
you make. In 1874, when cultivating 14 acres, he Boxes and cases should be well made, clean 
expended $384 per acre, and then cleared from $100 and neat, without dirt or stain. 
to $200 per acre, but after the second year, an acre “Let your boxes be well filled and don’t put poor 
of land will pay 10 per cent on $1,000 and some fruit in the bottom, 

acres twice that. Last year, during the most severe “Select out all imperfect, soft or green fruit 
drouth northern Wisconsin ever saw, 3% acres of and throw it away. 
this land bore 29,000 quarts of strawberries, that sold “Always give good honest measure and a uni- 
for $2,215.24. This same piece of land was immedi- form quality throughout the package. 

ately plowed and planted to cabbage and celery, that “M é : 
. . . ake it a rule never to market poor fruit, and 
sold for $1,000. His 40 acres average an annual pro- a ; 
duction of $14,000.” your reputation in a few seasons will be worth 

Mr. Morrison said that 80 Institutes were to be many umes the value of all poor frit sold, 
held in different parts of the state during the year You will command the best prices and your 
1880. packages will be accepted without question as con- 

taining the best the market affords. 

STATE LEGISLATURE GIVES WISCONSIN “Fruit for long shipment should never be picked 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY QUARTERS when wet or damp, and in hot weather should be 

IN STATE CAPITOL left in cool, airy places as long as possible before 
. . . vacking in cases. 

N the Transactions of the Society in 1890 we find ’ “ . . : ‘ 
sublished, legislation passed by the State Legi The marketing will cause us more anxious 

I , legislation pas: y te state Legis- thought than any other part of the small fruit 
lature, providing for permanent quarters in the old busi ” A Soe : business. 
State Capitol. The following is the wording of the . 
act: : Mr, Thayer continued that already a fruit ex- 

“WHEREAS, the Wisconsin State Horticul- change had been established at Sparta, and most of 

tural Society has many valuable books which it is the growers in that vicinity were making use of it. 
desirable shall be preserved; and Its purpose was to encourage the growing of small 
“WHEREAS, Many such have heretofore been _‘ fruits in Sparta by selling such fruits on the best 

lost in moving from room to room; therefore, markets. 
“Resolved by the assembly, the senate concur- — 

ring, That room number twenty-seven (27) in the “You should buy an encyclopedia now that your 
capitol, is hereby set apart for the permanent use little boy is going to school.” 
of said horticultural society. “Not on your life, Let him walk, like I did.”
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The New Era in Horticulture 
Prof. E. S. Goff Becomes Chairman of the Department of Horticulture, 

Wisconsin College of Agriculture, in 1889 

A’ the annual meeting of the Wisconsin Horti- from dead orchards and winterkilled small fruits 

cultural Society held in Madison, February 6, of varieties unsuited to our climatic conditions. Be- 

1889, President J. M. Smith made this statement: — cause no work was being done by .the state itself, it 

“We are hoping to inaugurate a new era in hor- was left to the horticulturists to carry on trials at 

ticulture with the election of Professor E. S. Goff their own expense. By 1889 the lesson had been 

| to the chair of Horticulture at the University, learned, and from then on, horticulturists could pro- 

and hope that there will be a great deal more work ceed with every chance of success if they used the 

for the secretary to do. Professor Goff is to be knowledge gained so far. 

here m the spring, and wishes to get acquainted With the coming of Prof. E. S. Goff to the Wis- 
in our state and I ask every member of the Society mein (7 . : . . 

, ee a consin College of Agriculture in the spring of 1889, 
to help him in every way that he can. to: head .a. hew ‘horticuléure de | \ 

The Low Point in Wisconsin Horticulture Oca re departinent; tat, geparte 

Obviously, from remarks made at this convention ment began fo take a leading role in the develup- 
mS ys . , ment of horticulture in the state. 

the subject of horticulture was not a very popular 

one with the average grain and dairy farmer through- : . : 

cut the state, but was carried on by a small group of Fruit Growing On Sounder Basis 

horticulturists who loved the work. Evidence of this That fruit growing was on a sounder basis by 1889, 

is found in the annual report of Secretary B. S. can be seen from the recommended fruit list of that 

Hloxie of Madison, given on Feruary 6, 1889, in year. Only seven varieties of apples were recom- 

which he makes. this statement : mended. They were: Duchess, Wealthy, Fameuse, 

“The successes of horticulture in our state now Tolman Sweet, Wolf River, McMahon, Yellow 

must be built very largely upon the failures of Transparent, An additional list was recommended 

past years. For among the masses of our people for special locations, but the recommended list is 

who make agriculture their profession, horticulture small and reliable. 

has become a word of doubtful significance, for to 

their minds it suggests ruined hopes, and dead 

orchards; and our society meetings only afford an 

opportunity for some of its members to concoct for BIGGER, MORE PROFITABLE 

new schemes to victimize the farmer. A promi- 

nent institute worker said in my presence three CROPS . . . plant 

years ago that the quickest way to put a wet 

blanket over an institute was to introduce the sub- 9 

ject of horticulture. 

“But owing to the zeal and high character of 

the members of this society, holding steadily in 

view the fundamental principles for which our SEEDS 

society exists, Wisconsin horticulture stands for 
more today than simply planting an apple tree; 

and our experiences are as beacon lights to others KNOWN FOR 56 YEARS AS THE 

who will reap rewards from these lessons. 

Annual Reports Valuable STANDARD OF QUALITY 

He further remarked that he was receiving numer- 

ous calls for the Annual Transactions from every state Demand OLDS’ Seeds! 

in the Union, as well as from foreign countries; that — 

they were being sought after for the valuable infor- 

mation they contained, and because of the fact that They are sold by the better dealers. If your 
. Z . ealer cannot supply you with Olds’ seeds. write 

the working members of the Society are men of high for our Seed Book—Fall issue Aug. 15th, Spring 
moral character and honorable integrity of purpose. issue Jan. 15th. 

Success, Built On Failures of the Past 

This was probably the low point in Wisconsin L. L. OLDS SEED COMPANY 

horticulture. Great hopes had existed in the early 

years for the production of fruits of all kinds MADISON 3, WISCONSIN 

throughout the state. Bad winters, however, had 
ruined these hopes and many persons had lost money
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ARBOR DAY INAUGURATED IN WISCONSIN — (Rosea), Flowering Almond, red and white; Spirea, 
IN 1889 Prunifolia and others, Flowering Quince, Cut-leaved 

Ae DAY for the planting of trees originated Sumac, Hydrangea Grandiflora. 
in Nebraska in 1872, and from there the move- Climbers (Should'not be planted near grape vines) 

ment spread to other states. Before 1889 the Wis- | —American Ivy (Ampelopsis quinquefolia), Scarlet 

consin Horticultural Society had been considering Honeysuckle (Lonicera sempervirens), Fragrant 
the advisability of having a law passed in Wisconsin Honeysuckle (Lonicera caprifolium), Clematis jac- 
establishing Arbor Day; and so we find that the manna, Virgin’s Bower (Clematis virginiana), Climb- 
Legislature in 1889 passed the following statute: ing Bitter Sweet and Ampelopsis veitchi. 

“Section 1. The governor is hereby authorized 
to set apart by proclamation one day in each year Roses (with protection) 
to be observed as a tree planting or arbor day, . .. . 
requesting all public schools and colleges to ob- . Climbers—Queen of the Prairie, Gem of the Prai- 
serve the same by suitable exercises, having for Tie, Baltimore Belle. 
their object the imparting of knowledge of horti- ‘5 . 

culture, in the department known as arboriculture, i oss Roses—Princess Adelaide, Luxembourg and 
and the adornment of school and public grounds. omens: 

“Section 2. This act shall take effect and be in Hybrid and June Roses—Persian, Yellow Harri- 
force from and after its passage and publication. so9n, Madam Plantier, General Jacqueminot, La | 
“Approved April 16, 1889.” France, General Washington. 

At the convention in February, 1894, Secretary 
B. S. Hoxie reports in connection with Arbor Day, | 
the following : 

Interest Developed By Arbor Day Exercises = tiqw APPLES WERE MARKETED IN THE 
The work of interesting the schools in our 

state and inviting them to observe the day with EARLY DAYS 
proper exercises relating to trees and tree plant- eceane a . | 
ing which was inaugurated by this society, met cu 50 years ago, mn 1893, the annual report of | 
with a hearty response from the state superin- the Wisconsin Horticultural Society had a paper 
tendent, Oliver E. Wells, and with his able assist- entitled “Wisconsin Apples and How to Market | 
ants in the department of education has been Them” by A. L. Hatch of Ithaca. Mr, Hatch was 

carried forward to a culmination far beyond our one of the leading fruit growers of the day, who 
most sanguine expectations, and in whatever direc- frequently appeared on the programs of the Society, 
tion it is thought best in the future to prosecute and was also an officer for many years. 

cenit! HWE SeCeIvs GOT SHEBSTE and The following are a few of his remarks taken from 
: his paper given June 29, 1892, in the Court House 

ORNAMENTALS NOT OVERLOOKED at Baraboo during the summer convention: 

THROUGHOUT THE SOCIETY’S “Those who do not have wagons with springs 
HISTORY may market by putting straw in the bottom of the 

ROM the earliest days, ornamentals for the wagon box, then raising the box and putting a 

F beautification of the home grounds were studied andle of hay oF straw: right under the box; this | 
and discussed by the members of the Wisconsin Hor- will do‘away ‘with a Jarge part of the jar. Sort as 
ticultural Society. At almost every convention there they are Picked, put them into barrels; face up were several talks on ornamentals. the barrel with fine apples; shake the apples down 

A list of desirable varieties too, slowly took shape eel every time you put in a half bushel. If ‘you 
so that in 1890 we find the ornamentals recommend- have good, careful pickers and superintend the 

ed for Wisconsin gardens quite up-to-date. The fol- work yOureclt, at sail Be very Tare that a. wormy 
lowing are the ornamental shrubs recommended in or defective apple will go in. Apples properly 
that year, the list having been published for several picked and packed are half sold. 
years past. “It is better for the grower to sell direct to 

oO ental Shrub List For 1890 those who use them; that is, direct to consumers; 
in that way you would ship on orders. If we ship 

Hardy Shrubs—Snowball, Syringa, Upright Hon- into Chicago we are dealing mostly with men who 
eysuckle, European Strawberry Tree, Fringe or handle the fruit. I shipped to Chicago and was 
Smoke Tree, Purple-leaved Barberry; Lilac, White, astonished to find that Wisconsin apples had a 
Purple, and Persian; Black Alder; Nine Bark. market value that was above Ohio and some other 

Half Hardy Shrubs—Deutzia (Gracilis), Weigela states.”
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The First Trial Orchards in 1890 
A. the summer convention of the Society in 1890, Varieties Planted 

Prof. E S. Goff of the Horticulture Depart- The following varieties are listed in the report for 
ment, University of Wisconsin, reported on the — jg91 a5 planted in the first three trial stations, or 
establishment of trial stations. He stated: trial orchards, as they were later called: 

“The committee, which consisted of President Apples—Arabian, Baraboo, Barloff, Bell Pippin, 

Smith, Secretary Hoxie and Mr. B. F. Adams, in sede Borsdorf, Crocker, Duchess, Duchess No. 2, 
conjunction with Professors Henry and Goff, of  Fameuse, Forest, Glass Green, Gold Drop, Hart- 

the Experimen t Station, held a meeting at Pro- shorn, Hebbelwhite, Hoadley, Jenney, Johnson’s 
fessor Henry 5 office, early in March. At this Seedling, Kesha, Lewis, Lewis Blush, Long Arcade, 
meeting it was decided to establish two trial sta- Longfield, Manning’s Blush, Manning’s Red, Mary, 
tions the present season, to act in conjunction with Mathews’ Fall, Mathews’ Russet McMahan White, 
the Experiment Station at Madison; and it was \yorris. Newell’s. Winter Noble’s, Noithwestern 
later decided to add a third. It was then under- Greening. Palmer, Patten’s Greening, Raspberry, 
stood that one of these would be located on the Repka Malenka, "Sarah, Scott’s Winter, Switzer 

farm of Mr. A. L. Hatch, at Ithaca; one on that — Sweet, Transparent, Wallbridge, Walworth Pippin, 
of Mr. M. A, Thayer, of Sparta; and the third Whitney’s No. 20, Windsor Chief, Wisconsin Spy, 
on that of Mr. William A. Springer, of Weyau- Wolf River, Yellow Transparent, Zolotoref, Seed- 
wega, though as will be mentioned later a change lings from Duchess Nos. 2, 3 and 4, an autumn seed- 

was made in the location of the last. ling from Mr. Gale and three other unnamed seed- 
lings. 

Three Stations Selected Pear—Besseminka, Idaho, Sapouganke. 

“On the 16th of April, Mr. Hoxie and myself Plum—Mariana, Rockford, Wild Goose, seedlings 
visited Weyauwega, for the purpose of selecting from Mr. Gale. 
a suitable piece of ground for a trial station. For . . 
a variety of reasons a plat was selected on the Raspberry—Acme, Ida, American Everbearing, 
farm of Mr. F. A. Harden, instead of that of Hilborn, Lovett’s Black, Muskingum, Palmer, Prog- 
Mr. Springer, as had been previously decided. "ess, Winona. 
The day following we reached Sparta, and on the Strawberry—Crawford, Edgar Queen, Eureka, 

morning of April 18, selected a suitable plat for Great Pacific, Shuster’s ‘Gem, Thompson’s Nos. 1, 
our work on the farm of Mr. M. A. Thayer. The 5,7 g 9, 11, 12, 25 and 26, Tippecanoe, Viola, Yale. 
day following I visited Mr, Hatch’s place at 
Ithaca, and made a similar selection there. Each Blackberry—Freed, Gaynor, Thompson’s Early 
of these parties entered into a contract with the | Mammoth, Japan Wineberry. 
Society, leasing a given amount of land for the — 
term of five years or longer, at the Society’s op- New Varieties and Seedlings Propagated 
tion, for certain considerations, and agree to keep at Madison 
such land protected from the depredations of ani- “ .. : 

| mals, and to cultivate and care for the trees or In addition to the work already outlined, a 
plants growing thereon, as directed by the Society.” commencement has been made at our Station at 

Madison, in collecting scions of promising varie- 
. Prof. Goff told further of the difficulty in obtain- ties of apples and plums—of which trees are not 
ing the trees of the varieties desired, and that a long yet for sale, or are difficult to procure—and in 
list of Russian varieties ordered by Prof. Budd of propagating trees from these for use in our trial 
Iowa was not obtained because trees were not avail- stations. Fifteen seedling apples and the same 

able. number of seedlings of native plums, believed to 
be of high promise, have already been secured. 

Many Varieties Tested Most of these seedlings have been top-grafted 

That this was an era of testing many new varieties, Seat old trees as a means of hastening their 
especially Russian, can readily be seen by the long caring. 
list of now extinct varieties planted in these trial “It is greatly to be hoped that an appropriation 
stations. All varieties were supposed to be planted may be secured from our next legislature, which 
at each station, but in some cases, nurserymen failed will make it possible for us to establish more trial 
to send the same varieties, so there were some dif- stations, as well as to better equip those that we 
ferences. already have.”
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Twenty Years Of Orchard Experience in a Cold Climate 

A MAN very often a speaker at the conventions Apples For the Family 

; of the Wisco nsin Horticultural Society , and an “T have learned that raising apples means about 
officer of the Society, was As J. Philips of West one hundred bushels have been used in the family 
ae of ie annual eee a he spoke each year for the past ten years; and not raising 
co perdnene | iat oe ° f to dey, that ne them would mean the use of ten bushels per year 

ublish them in part as a further guide, because oF perhaps es: Never whes apples ate plenty att P P guide, we subjected to doctor’s visits—plenty of apples 
they are sound. means health and happiness.” 

“If all the disappointments, losses, discourage- 7 
ments, failures and successes of twenty years’ ex- History Repeats Itself 

i i rchard i i jove re- 1 ; Fetal tne atte meecty hee _TME Sao of Mayan June of 184 sw a ge z i excess of moisture in Wisconsin, and many orchards 
would be no time left for any other business or —faited to set fruit properly. This was similar to the 
papers. season of 1892. 

“T have learned that the fall is the best time . 
to dig apple trees, and the spring is the best time In the annual report of Secretary B. S. Hoxie, to plant them, in a cold climate; and that the trees Evansville, in 1893, we find the following statements: 

should be kept in the cellar or buried in a suitable “The early spring of 1892 was full of hope and 

place where water will not stand or mice or rats promise to the Wisconsin horticulturist. The very 
be allowed to enter. favorable winter had brought plants and trees to 

Recommends Topworking a fine condition of great promise of full fruitage, 
“ but the great excess of moisture in late May and 

sone the crt, nao hardy sock al Juve seine a he ial eo x O | almost ¢ 
outlast the same varieties on their own stocks by part of our state, and in some localities with cer- 
at least 25 per cent, if they are of the half-hardy tain varieties of small fruits, a very meager crop. 
kinds—say Fameuse, Wealthy, Utter, Haas, Plum 

Cider, Fall Orange and St, Lawrence—and have “It is a noted fact in fruit regions that while 
learned that the Virginia crab is the best and most some sections or townships were favored with 
vigorous stalk I have tried, as compared with good crops of apples, others adjoining were nearly 
Whitney's No. 20, Transcendent, Hyslop, Orion, destitute. 
eee McMahon’s White, and several seedling “In our own state the past year perhaps the 

Tabs. counties of Oconto and Door produced the best 
“IT have learned that trees raised from grafts crops of apples.” : P 

made with a long scion and a long root set in the 
ground and never moved are at least twenty-five 
per cent better. GREATLY INCREASED INTEREST IN 

“T have learned that it is more profitable to HORTICULTURE IN 1893 
plant fewer trees, and give better protection and . ae ‘ | 
care, as it is very annoying to go into the orchard [T: Sees that within e few yeats sentiment toward | 
and find beautiful trees just coming into bearing horticulture in Wisconsin changed. Whether it was 
girdled entirely around by mice, because they were because of favorable fruit-growing seasons, increased 
neglected last fall and left unprotected. publicity, because of the University’s taking a more 

“IT have learned (though I’ve had hundreds of al poe, ee or the ve 
men say to me, ‘If I could raise apples as you do tn Orchards, is: duncult: to ‘say. However, m 
I would plant trees’) that if a man has a high 3, just 50 years ago, B. S. Hoxie of Evansville, ; P . ae then secretary of the Society, said in his annual re- location and clay soil, selects good hardy varieties, . y Ys 
and will cultivate and protect properly, and plant Port: 
from five to ten trees each year, he will have “It is very gratifying for your secretary to be 
apples sufficient for his own family’s use and able to report greatly increased interest in horti- 
a for his tess ambitious a panacen neigh- = fer ee thet or five years: ago horti- 
or as long as he lives. He will have these even culture hardly dared to ask a place in the program 

though his lot has been cast in a cold climate; and of the Farmers’ Institutes. Now at almost every 
what fruit he does raise will compare in size, Institute the subject is up for favorable discus- 
quality, and appearance very favorably with fruit sion, and at many an entire session is devoted to 
grown farther south. this branch of agriculture.”
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The First Spraying Experiments 
Growers Predict That Eventually Every Orchardist Will Own Sprayer 

A the summer convention at Baraboo in June, ounces to a barrel. In using London purple or 

1892, a paper, “Our Experiments at the Gov- Paris green the lime you put in will prevent in- 

ernment Station, Ithaca, Wis.” was given by Prof. jury to foliage which would otherwise result. It 

E. S. Goff and A. L. Hatch. is very essential to keep this mixture constantly 

Prof. Goff remarked, “When we commenced stirring. The second spraying I did after the pet- 

spraying early in the season we were successful ; als had fallen. Of course this summer has been 

when late, we were not so successful. We tried two the worst for fungus we have ever had. 

new mixtures—at least they were new to us. We Used One Gallon Per Tree 

found the Bordeaux mixture better than hypo- “Tt takes one gallon of mixture to spray a tree 

sulphite of soda.” of from twelve to fourteen feet in diameter that 

Bordeaux Mixture Used For Scab will bear ten to twelve bushels of apples. You will 

need one man to help, and a team, I have sprayed 

Mr. A. L. Hatch of Ithaca then outlined the meth- for grape rot and mildew just after the vines were 

od in which the spraying experiments were carried put up. You can buy blue vitriol for five cents per 

on in his orchard. We give his remarks in part: pound by the barrel; in less quantities for eight 

“T have this year sprayed my orchard of twen- cents. On about 800 bearing vines I used over two 

ty-five acres twice. The apparatus used is a barrel barrels. 

laid down sideways. I use a No. 2 tripod pump “Professor Goff has not told you half of what 

with an automatic stirrer attached to the handle he has done. We are just on the threshold of the 

of the pump, so that every stroke of the pump possibilities of spraying, and I expect the time 

stirs the mixture. This year I have used Bordeaux will come when every farmer will have his own 

| mixture as a basis and put five gallons of water spraying apparatus, Insects are becoming more 

to five pounds of blue vitriol. I put in Paris green numerous all the time and we shall need to spray 

of which the amount most satisfactory was six more.” 
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Work of Prof. E. S. Goff 
7. name of Prof. E. S. Goff, Head of the Hor- to attend a state meeting, if the papers presented 

ticulture Department at the University, has ap- are not of a higher order than those of the average 
peared a number of times in the foregoing account local society? One way to overcome this is to spend 
of the Society. His untimely death on June 6, 1902, money to pay to secure papers from specialists from 
at the age of 49 was a great loss to horticulture in our own and other states upon subjects in their 
Wisconsin. And so we find in the proceedings for chosen line.” He then mentioned Prof. Bailey on 
1902, an account of his life and work. Plant Breeding; Prof. Van Deman on Orchard 

The following statements as written by Mr. F. Fruits; Mr. Galloway on Fungus Diseases, etc. 
Cranefield, show how horticulture had incréased in : : és . . . He remarked, however, that there were many popularity during his presence in Wisconsin: ‘ . . a : members who have valuable information to give, and Emmett Stull Goff was appointed Professor | ‘ 5 7 if carefully selected, such papers would be of great of Horticulture in 1889. The equipment of the De- “ ie ef eee : : . : value. “However,” he said, “with rare exceptions, a partment of Horticulture at the time of his ap- : : : . paper that has nothing to commend it except that it pointment was very meagre. Less than a dozen ! fg : mc is entertaining is out of order on the program of students sought horticultural work at this time. a State Horticultural Society.” 

During the past school year (1901) over three e y: 
hundred students received instruction from Pro- He said further, “There is no reason for publish- 
fessor Goff in a splendid building devoted to hor- ing a report in the monthly journal of the Society, 
ticulture, with the added advantages of field work and also in the Transactions.” 
and observation in several acres of nursery and ; Lo. fruit plantations.” It was customary to give local societies the trans- 
He wrote two books while at Wisconsin, “Prin- actions of the State Society free of charge. Mr, Goff 

ciples of Plant Culture” and “Lessons in Pomology.” stated that this was suicidal. “The members of these 
It was his long hours of work that left him without Societies have no inducement to join the State So- 
a reserve force to fall back upon during his last  Ciety, nor to attend the meetings, so long as we give illness. them all we have for nothing.” He therefore recom- 

ee mended that the formation of local Societies be con- 
tinued, but so arranged that they shall feed the State 

HOW TO IMPROVE THE STATE HORTICUL- Society, and not feed upon it, as they were then 
TURAL SOCIETY doing. 

Prof. E. S. Goff Presents Paper On This Next he advocated that the secretary be paid a 
Important Topic sufficient sum to take full charge of the work; be- 

ROF. E. S, Goff proved a vital factor in the CUS without this, the Society would never accom- 
a : . : plish what it should. improvement of the Wisconsin Horticultural 

Society in the days following his becoming chairman In the discussion which followed the presentation 
of the Horticulture Department at the University of a paper on “The Vegetable Garden” by Mr. John 
of Wisconsin. He headed many important commit- Hauser, Mr, M. A. Thayer asked if it would be ad- 
tees, including the trial orchard committee, and pre- visable to offer premiums for membership in the sented valuable papers at the convention. . Society. Prof. Goff answered, “It seems to me the 

In 1896 he presented a paper with the above title. object of the magazine is not to put money into the In his opening remarks he quoted from another pockets of the subscribers but to put some knowledge 
speaker who had said: “I have come to tell you what of horticulture into the minds of the people.” 
I think on this subject; not what I think you think 
I ought to think.” eee 

Papers By Delegates 
oo. APPROPRIATION MADE TO THE SOCIETY 

He then remarked on the custom of inviting local TO MAINTAIN EXPERIMENT STATIONS 
societies to send delegates and requiring each dele- 
gate to present a paper. He said: “We have no In 1897 the legislature appropriated the sum of 
knowledge as to whom the delegate is to be, and no $250 annually “for the maintenance of experiment 
assurance that the so-called paper is worth the time _ stations.” This meant for the care and maintenance 
of our society, or the space required to print it in of the trial or experimental orchards established 
our ‘Transactions.’ With rare exceptions, they are in various parts of the state. This sum was in addi- 
out of place in the meetings of a state society. What tion to the $1,500 annually appropriated to the So- 
inducement has one to travel fifty or a hundred miles ciety by the legislature in 1893.
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AN EARLY PAPER ON THE VEGETABLE Agricultural Society room in the Capitol. A consti- 
GARDEN tution was adopted stating that the object of the 

A association should be the discussion of subjects re- 
John F. Hauser Gives Excellent Recommenda- lating to tree planting; the conservation, management 

tions On Vegetable Growing and renewal of forests; * * * the advancement of 
A’ the summer meeting of the Society at Wau- educational, legislative, or other measures tending to 

paca June 16-17, 1896, a man who is still with the promotion of these objects. 
us and active in horticulture, Mr. John F, Hauser— The committee made this statement: “There are 
now at Bayfield, then of Onalaska, La Crosse Coun- ‘Millions of acres of hillside and sterile lands in the 

iy—gave a paper on vegetable gardens. His remarks __ State that are worthless for agricultural purposes but 

were so similar to recommendations being given in are adapted to tree culture. . . 
the present day, that we publish a few of them here. The association was to create a public sentiment 

“The garden should be near the house so as to leading to the planting and care of trees, by the 
save steps in the cultivation and daily gathering wayside and over the waste places. . 
of the produce; it should have good drainage and The officers of the Forestry Association for 1893 

4 warm exposure to bring it into condition for were: Paul Bechtner, Milwaukee, President; B. S. 
early cultivation, Ground that has been occupied Hoxie, Evansville, Vice-President; L. S. Cheney, 
with cultivated crops is easily brought into fine Madison, Secretary; and C. R. Barnes, Madison, 
conditicn; sod land is difficult to till. Manure Treasurer. . 
should be short, well rotted, so that it will not A number of important papers on forestry were 

| interfere with the hoe and cultivator. Plants will | Presented at the meeting. 
suffer more in dry seasons if coarse manure is TE 
used, Plow the whole garden as early as the ground WEATHER OBSERVATIONS IN THE 
is dry enough, and harrow frequently so as to EARLY DAYS 
kill the weeds and hold the moisture. Lay out the The Season of 1895 Was. Queer 

| garden, taking care to plant varieties of the same M*: D. Huntley of Outagamie County reported 
| family some distance from each other so they will at the convention at Madison, February 4, 1896, 

not mix and thereby become deteriorated; this is oy conditions in that county in 1895. She made some 
especially important in planting cucumbers, mel- interesting observations on the weather. Whenever 
ons, pumpkins and squash. Give plants, that are we today have unusual seasons, it is interesting to 
grown in hot beds for setting, plenty of air so they note that they are probably not more unusual than 
will not be weak and spindling; if the weather is some in the past. 
so cold that the sashes cannot be lifted, they Mrs. Huntley stated that March 18, 1895, was 

should not have much water. remarkably pleasant, many farmers doing their seed- 
Beans ing the last week in March. April was a continua- 

“Plant beans when the weather is settled, and _ tion of the same pleasant weather. The weather was 
never cultivate them when the foliage is wet. delightful, with no rain until the 3rd of May. Plum 
Good varieties are: Early Valentine, Prolific Ger- trees blossomed May 5, and apple trees three days 
man Wax, Golden Wax, Burpee’s Bush Lima, __ later. 
Henderson’s Bush Lima, Jackson’s Wonder Bush She states: “On the 8th we sprayed for apple 
Lima, King of the Garden, Pole Lima. They are scab with ‘Ease Celeste,’ and on the 9th sprayed 
best in the order named.” grapes with Bordeaux mixture.” 

At the conclusion of the paper, Mr. Hauser was Snow In May 
asked, “Of what benefit is it to put sand or dust on On the 10th of May the thermometer registered 
the leaves of squash?” 90, but on the night of the 12th two inches of snow 

Mr. Hauser answered, “I do not know unless it fell, and on the morning of the 13th, icicles 6 inches 

‘Is because it grinds their teeth and they do not like long hung from the eaves. Apple trees were in full 

iL? bloom, their blossoms covered with snow and ice, 

and the frost continued for two days. Afterwards 
WISCONSIN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION the leaves began to fall from the trees as they do 

ORGANIZED in autumn. Every grape leaf was killed, and for 
three weeks the vines were bare. Then the weather 

A’ the close of the annual convention of the Wis- became warm, the grapes bore new leaves and blos- 
" *consin Horticultural Society on February 9, 1893,  somed, and gave promise of a small crop. There was 
Secretary B. S. Hoxie invited those present who a small crop of grapes, and some trees had a few 
wished to confer as to the propriety of a forestry apples. Strawberries bore a light crop, and brought 
issociation for the state of Wisconsin, to meet in the 16 cents per quart at the beginning of the season; 
library room, to take action. and later 10 cents per quart. Apples brought $1 per 

A second meeting was held on April 6 in the State _ bushel.
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THE ROOTS OF THE STRAWBERRY PLANT elaborate. If we compare it with our plumbing 
systems in our large cities, it would put them to | 

Prof. E. S. Goff Reports On Study of the Straw- shame. It is ‘dais marvelous. Each vnair root is | berry Root System in 1897 a pump, in that it has valves. It absorbs water 
To Prof. E. S. Goff began some experiments from the soil with considerable force. | 

of great value to horticulturists, was indicated Need Open Soil 
by his report on studies made of the strawberry root a . . . 
system. This study can be used today by growers in What then is the ideal soil for the strawberry 
determining how to cultivate and fertilize the straw- plant? It should be a soil that these delicate Toots 
berry crop, First Prof. Goff explained in some de- can penetrate. Not heavy clay. These root hairs, 
tail the elaborate system used to expose the roots of it is very well proved, cannot exist any long time the strawberry plants so that they might be observed. without oxygen. If it were flooded to a driving out . of all the oxygen, it would kill them. If a corn “The roots of the strawberry are different from crop is overflooded, it will kill the crop—so it is any other plant I have examined. They differ in with the strawberry plants. The root hairs are 

two respects. First, they do not extend as far lat- then starved. It must be permeable. If soil is in its 
erally as the roots of almost all the crops that we Proper condition it is surrounded by a little layer have examined, and not as deeply. While I was of water, We should strive to make the soil as connected with the New York station I assisted it should be.” 
in washing out the roots of almost all of our a 
ordinary farm and garden crops. It is a common THE SOCIETY STIMULATES HORTICUL- experience that the roots of most plants extend TURE BY OFFERING PLANTS TO 
as far as its branches, sometimes farther; and the SCHOOL CHILDREN i i laterally. Rocks; Hassexs! OF going! downer, Mare laterally AA. 8 February convention of 1896 Mr. J. L . Have Short Roots Herbst of Sparta, then Corresponding Secre- “The strawberry roots spread but a very short tary. ave a report on plant distribution for 1895, distance beyond the leaves and run downward Distribution of plants to school children had been mostly, and not as deep as I expected to find inaugurated several years previously but had reached 
them. We find that the deepest roots scarcely ex- its height at this time. He said: “With new sug- 
tend deeper than two feet and most of them one — 8€Stions offered by members of our Society at our 
foot from the surface. When we think that the | ™meeting here last winter, and with the gifts made top of the strawberry plant is almost the shortest — by six more of our members, the number of appli- 
of any crops that we can grow—that is why they cants has increased to over 4,000. . . ; do not run deeper and do not spread more. We The offers were as follows : The Wisconsin Horti- washed out a section of a matted row two feet cultural Society would give to all school children of wide. The roots extended three inches on either the state who would apply and send five cents, either side and the leaves extended about two feet. I six strawberry plants, three red raspberry plants, or | make this statement of the strawberry plant that two spruce trees. It would send all three for 15 cents. 
I cannot make of any other, and that is that the . Mr. J. Q. Emery, state superintendent of schools. 
roots are bencath the leaves and not elsewhere to aided _by distributing the offers to all county super- 
any great extent. Now, this fact has already intendents. i . caused the formulation of a new system of culti- The members giving plants were the following: witian. Thayer Fruit Farms, Sparta; Geo. J. Kellogg & | 

Sons, Janesville; Coe & Converse, Ft. Atkinson; J. ; “We have found that the roots of strawberries D. Searles, Sparta; all gave strawberry plants. are almost all small delicate roots, that they branch L. G. Kellogg, Ripon; Parson & Loope, Eureka; beneath the plants and do not extend beyond the Hanchett & Son, Sparta; all gave red raspberry 
plants. There are no large leaders. They are like plants. 
the roots of grasses. The system is delicate and W. D. Boynton, Shiocton, gave spruce trees, 
elaborate, and the closer we study it, thé more The total number of plants sent out was 16,544, | 
delicate we find it. We can use but a small stream In connection with the work, Mr. Herbst tells of water on the roots, and the stream will break about the vast amount of correspondence in taking 
them if there is too much water. The root hairs, care of 4,116 applications, and remarked: “Be care- which are really the part that takes in the water, ful how you write to the lady school teachers. When are so delicate that it is practically impossible to re- you make any promises to them be sure they hold move them from the soil. We have found them good. I received an application for plants from a by the use of a magnifying glass. It is difficult to certain teacher after the time had expired, and I re- do this. The root hairs take in the most water. turned the letter and money. I need not tell you what The system is extremely delicate and extremely happened. Suffice it to say, she got the plants.”
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Dwarf Apple Trees in 1897 
Early Comments Valuable Because of Present-Day Interest in Dwarf Trees 

T the meeting of the Society in February, 1897, few years the New York Experiment Station at 

Aaa in Madison, Mr. S. H. Marshall of Madi- Geneva has carried on extensive experiments in the 

son presented a paper on “What I Have Learned use of English rootstock, notably Malling IX, for 

of the Dwarf Apple.” fully dwarfing effect, and other Malling stocks for 

In this paper Mr. Marshall reports visiting the | semi-dwarfing trees. Mr. Marshall stated in 1897 

nursery on the experiment station farm at Madison as follows: 

in 1896, with Prof. E. S. Goff. He found six dwarf “In Bulletin 116, Cornell Experiment Station, 
apple trees, not over five feet high, planted four Professor Lodeman gives from his experience and 
years previously, each tree bearing from half a peck information obtained by correspondence with men 
to half a bushel of very nice looking apples. He re- who have grown the dwarf apple throughout New 
marked that to him, having a back lot of about 50 York state, the following as to its cultivation: 

feet square, it opened up a new field; and so he “All the varieties of the Paradise apple that 
asked questions as to whether the dwarf apple trees are used as dwarf stock, can be propagated by 
could be successfully grown in this state. layers or mound layering (same as used with 

Grown Upon Paradise Stock quince and gooseberry), or by suckers and cut- 
tings. While the dwarf apple tree never makes a 

“The Paradise apple, which furnishes the stock rank growth, as the stock serves as a check to the 
upon which the smallest of the dwarf apples are return passage of the sap, yet it should be thor- 

grown, and which seems to be the only stock suc- oughly pruned from the time it is set, because 
cessfully used in this country, is, I presume the sometimes the vigorous growth of the scion seems 
oldest of all apples as it is said to be the apple to stimulate the growth of roots of the stock and 
of Adam and Eve. The name ‘Paradise Apple’ you will soon have a large tree if not severely 
has been transferred so many times that it may cut back. We should also prune to produce more 
be said to cover a class rather than a variety. wood that is capable of bearing apples, and be- 

“The dwarf apple has been known for centuries cause fruit spurs will be more evenly distributed 
to gardeners, and used extensively in the old coun- over the lower part of the tree. The trees should 
tries, where it seems to be more successful than be planted eight to ten feet apart each way. They 
it has been here. Thomas Rivers, the great Eng- bear in from three to five years; and when eight 
lish pomologist, says of it, in his ‘Miniature Fruit to ten years old they should bear from two to 

Garden’: ‘Apple bushes, always very pretty and three pecks, and increase as they grow older. They 
productive trees, may be planted three feet apart, fruit more regularly than standards in New York 
row from row, and three feet apart in the rows, state. They are more easily sprayed, taken care 
and when eight or ten years old every other one of, and it is more convenient to thin out the fruit.’ 
taken out and transplanted to new ground six He further says: ‘I cannot advise the planting of 
feet apart each way, which gives 1,210 trees to dwarf apple trees for commercial rewards, but 
the acre.’ He had a plantation of 100 of these it seems to me nevertheless that they are worth 
dwarf apples which were planted in 1862. They experimenting with for this purpose’.” 
bore a fine crop in 1863 of most beautiful fruit, 
and in 1864 gave a crop almost too abundant. It Dwarf Trees Not Successful 

might be interesting to state here that this same Mr. Marshall was so enthusiastic about the possi- 
gentleman grew an apple tree in an eight-inch  pjlities of dwarf apple trees that he stated he was 
pot that bore fruit when only nine inches high. sure that they would become common in Wisconsin. 
Another Englishman grew an average for ten However, they never did. We may find an answer 

years of four pecks to a tree or 320 bushels to in the discussion which followed the paper, in which 
the acre. Mr. A. G. Tuttle stated that the growing of the 

“W. C. Strong, in ‘Fruit Culture,’ writes as dwarf apple on Paradise stock was tried 40 years 
follows: ‘Paradise apples, set eight feet apart each ago here. The first hard winter, however, that came 
way, are well adapted to garden culture, giving along killed every dwarf tree that grew in this state, 
the advantage of early fruitfulness and increasing and the trial was never repeated. 

the number of varieties that can be grown on a Evidently the Paradise stock was not sufficiently 
limited space’.” hardy, and so for many years we heard very little 
Bulletin On Dwarf Apples In 1897 By New about dwarf apple trees. We can only hope that the 

York Experiment Station Malling stock will be hardier and will enable back- 
lot city gardeners to grow these dwarf trees suc- 

It is very interesting to note that during the past cessfully.
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Exhibit at Chicago and Omaha World’s Fairs 
T Wisconsin Horticultural Society made a very once began the preparation for our exhibit. By the 

creditable exhibit of fruits at the World’s Fair time we had tables ready, our fruit came. We ulti- 

at Chicago in 1893. Secretary B. S. Hoxie reported m..tely had tables and shelving aggregating 220 
on the exhibit as follows: feet of surface, upon which we soon had one hhun- 

An exhibit of summer fruits was made during dred varieties of apples besides several varieties 
the summer months, and a greater showing of of plums, pears and peaches. 

apples in the fall. Lack of funds greatly hampered “We also added about fifty glass stands that 
the committee consisting of M. A. Thayer, B. S. we could place among the plates of apples, which, 
Hoxie, and E. S. Goff. However, beginning in as they stood above them, added very much to 
August, apples and pears were shipped to the fair the room and were utilized for grapes, plums. 
by various Wisconsin growers. peaches and the smaller apples. 

The Cranberry Growers Association made an 
exhibit of cranberries, showing improved methods State Had Good Fruit 
of cultivation, with a transported section of bog — 

or marsh in its entirety. A Medal of Award was The apple crop seemed to be very short west 
granted this exhibit. of the Mississippi river; and, as our state had a 

In all, 260 packages were received for the ex- full crops we were a fo secure fine, Poeun 

hibit, from April 11th to October 14th. The ex- mt that mace our exhibit take the ‘lead from 
hibition was said to have created a great deal of the “Tne: ab was installed, whch, a easily main: 

; Rac pc a i ; tained as long as I stayed with it, until Septem- 
attention and favorable publicity for Wisconsin. ber 26th, at which time Mr. Wm. Toole of Bara- 

aS boo, took charge. 

SOCIETY EXHIBITS FRUIT AT EXPOSITION “To fill our tables it required about ten barrels 
IN OMAHA of fruit and at the time we left we had the tables 

De the years 1897 and 1898 there was con- as full as possible and about eight barrels in store 

siderable discussion at both winter and summer to use later on. 

meetings of the Horticultural Society, as to whether “As the only method of securing the necessary 

it would be possible to exhibit fruits at the trans- fruit was by correspondence, I had a few hundred 
Mississippi and International Exposition to be held circular letters printed; and upon appealing to the 
in Omaha in 1898. Many of the leaders in the Society members of our society in Wisconsin, we were 
were opposed to making an exhibit. There was very ableto secure all the fruit we could Wise: 
little money available. No premiums were to be of- 
fered by the Exposition. However, the governor had “The reason our exhibit attracted so much at- 
stated to the officers that he felt sure the next legis- tention was that our space was narrow, and we 
lature would give the Society as much as $1,000 if placed our exhibit so that people could take it 
they made a creditable showing. in at a glance. Professor Taylor came around and 

After much debate, the Society finally voted at a brought the governor of Colorado, who compli- 
summer meeting in Appleton, June 23-24, that the mented us. Professor Henry looked at our exhibit 
Executive Committee borrow the sum of $1,000 for and then Went the length of the hall. He cane 
the use of a committee to stage the exhibit of fruit ae ne said fo to anyrot then ti Maseene 

epee, . . . competitive exhibit. We did not compete with the 
je committee in charge consisted of A. L. Hatch, other states, and did not compete with each other. 

Wm. Toole, A. J. Philips, L. G. Kellogg, and R. J. It showed that we can grow seedling apples, and 
Coe. can grow nice ones.” 

Report By A. L. Hatch On Exhibit at Omaha Mr. G. J. Kellogg of Janesville reported on the 
Mr. A. L. Hatch of Sturgeon Bay reported that exhibit in part as follows: 

he was informed on August 25th, 1898, that he was “The show was magnificent for the last month, 
to select fruits for the Omaha exhibit. He tells of and for the amount of table room nothing exceed- 
going to Ithaca in Richland County, and packing six ed it, except a few exhibits from the mountains 
barrels of 50 varieties, which he shipped to Omaha. where irrigation adds to size and detracts from 
The following are some of his remarks in regard to flavor. 

staging the exhibit: “Wisconsin has a right to be proud of her seed- 
“On arrival in Omaha September Ist, we at lings.
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“In the matter of awards I am told we were to °- State Commission Impressed With Showing 

have = tk a oe oe medals Committee members reported to the Society that 
but nothing a eat naheae ty oF meee PF ave the State Commission, which had charge of the fund 
a sndcdolic a aki cneap way of paying for a for the Wisconsin exhibit, had at first refused to give 

fnousand=dollar’ extubits any money for an exhibit of fruits. Mr, W. A. Van 
Bunt, President of the Commission, made the fol- 

THE WISCONSIN HORTICULTURAL lowing statement : ; 
SOCIETY EXHIBITS AT THE PAN-AMERICAN “We were opposed to granting any money to 

EXPOSITION IN BUFFALO IN 1901 the Society, thinking that it would be impossible 

HIE Wisconsin Horticultural Society was again for: Wisconsin to make a creditable showing in 
. oy : competition with the fine fruit-growing states of 

= prominent at one iof the! nations large _EXPOsi~ the East. But the officers of the Society were 
tions, ies a‘ at exhibit Ee Wisconsin pal persistent and we finally voted to allow them $500, 
vee vA ae tne me emia es In DUE: more to get rid of them than for any other reason. 
talo. # brick report by’ members: or the ‘committee In the face of this lack of encouragement, the 
in charge of the exhibit, taken from the proceedings Society went to work and made an exhibit that 

nf 1902, will be of interest. won more medals than any other state in the 
The following is from the report of Mr. Wm. Union. 

hale see a a ight of b Later the Commission voted to defray all the ex- 
reached Buffalo on the night o Septem er penses of the exhibit, 

13th, and the next morning we were all grief- 
stricken by the news of President McKinley’s 
death, * * * EXHIBIT AT THE LOUISIANA PURCHASE 

“During the sixteen days of my attendance, and EXPOSITION 
to the moment when I left, it was over and again Foo inc closely upon the Pan-American 
told us by visitors that Wisconsin had the best exhibit at Buffalo, we find the Society again 

show of apples in the building, and the apple interested in an exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase 
holds first place above all fruits in the hearts of Exposition. At the annual convention at Madison, 
the people. - . February 4-6, 1902, a resolution was passed, that 

“There are so many varieties of apples which the Socicty recommend an exhibit of fruit at the 
have been practically brought to the knowledge Louisiana Purchase [:xposition if funds were grant- 
of the world by Wisconsin horticulturists, that ed it by the Wisconsin State Commission. The sum 
our exhibit went down as a- standard with which — of $2,500 was requested for the purpose. 
to make comparison of that grown in other states. The Wisconsin Board of Managers for the Lou- 

“We had a good showing of other fruits be- — jsiana Purchase Exposition allotted $5,000 to the 
sides apples. We had grapes in abundance and = Wisconsin Horticultural Society for an exhibit of 
native plums In_variety, and plenty of pears. A horticultural products. President T. E. Loope of the 
sod of cranberries in fruit from Berlin attracted Society stated in his address, February, 1904: 

much attention. Our Wisconsin State Commission “We have collected and put in cold storage in 

look great interest in the show. . St. Louis about 600 boxes of apples, under super- 
“The Wilder medal was awarded to the Wis- vision of Mr. S. H. Marshall, appointed super- 

consin fruit exhibit by the American Pomological intendent of collections. We have the great fruit 
Society. . states to compete with, but if we do our best, we 
In his report of the exposition, Mr. A. L. Hatch will make a good showing.” 

of S i - r i Sturgeon Bay quoted part of the Milwaukee Sen The C ttee In Charge 
inel’s account of the Wisconsin exhibit: 7 z . : 

“e . : . The following committee was appointed to have 
The Wisconsin apples excelled all others shown “ . . 

| wee : : charge of the exhibit of the Society at the St. Louis 
at the exposition in beauty, as well as quality, and : 

coy a Fair: A. A, Parsons, T. E. Loope, J. J. Menn, S. H. 
one of the humorous incidents of the big show 

3 Marshall, W. S. Hager, Wm. Toole, Geo. J. Kel- 
was the charge made by apple-raisers from other - 
ae A logg, and Frederic Cranefield. 
sections of the country, that the apples in the ‘ 

Badger state exhibit had been artificially colored.” Mr. A. A. Parsons of Omro was made superin- 
ace . . y . tendent of the exhibit. He, together with Mrs. Par- 

Win Wilder Medal sons, began setting up the exhibit on April 24th, 1904. 
In addition to winning the much coveted Wilder On examining the fruit placed in storage in St. 

inedal for the state exhibit, Wisconsin won other Louis, he found that the McMahon apple was in 
‘listinctions. Individual exhibitors of the state secured very poor condition. He reported that those which 
four gold medals, or first prizes; four silver medals; kept best in storage were the Pewaukee, Wealthy, 

and fifteen bronze medals; while ten other fruit | Ben Davis, Windsor, Golden Russet, Flushing Spitz- 
exhibits received honorable mention. enburg, and Snow. Northwestern Greening did not
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stand up well. The Duchess pear was in fine condi- PROF. N. E. HANSEN OF SOUTH DAKOTA 
tion on July 30th, SPEAKS ON TRIP TO RUSSIA IN 1898 

Mr. Parsons reported that the largest number of . _ . 5 5 
plates of fruit on the tables at any one time was 1,400. Bravse of the present-day interest in Russia, 
He stated: a paper delivered by Prof. N. E. Hansen of the 

“We had 87 varieties of apples, 81 of plums, Horticulture Department, Brookings, South Dakota. 

4 of crab apples, 7 of new seedling apples, 4 of | 0 his trip for collecting new varieties of fruits in 
pears, 2 of cherries, 5 of strawberries, 4 of cur- Europe and Russia, is of special interest. His talk 
rants, 1 of gooseberries, 1 of B. raspberries, 1 of will be found in the annual report of the Society for 
R. raspberries, 1 of blackberries, 1 of blueberries, 1899 and contains much interesting description of the 
and 3 of cranberries.” country through which he passed. We have room for 

Wealthy Popular In 1905 only a few of his important remarks, as follows: 

The Wealthy apple was considered supreme at 
this time—1905. President T. E. Loope of Eureka Sends Four Carloads of Seeds 
in his annual address to the Society made this state- “March 26, 1898, the writer returned from his 

ment: : : : 
“Wisconsin divided the honors of Apple Day trip of nearly ten months in Eastern Russia, the 

at St. Louis with the great apple state of Missouri. Caucasus, Russian Turkestan, Bokhara, Western 
We gave away twenty-five barrels of Wealthy China, and Siberia, where he was sent to collect 

apples, one by one, as the crowd passed by, and new and rare varieties of seeds for the United 
by this act heralded the fame of that northern- States Department of Agriculture. Something over 

Fiver wasnt alt as ea a eee ee four carloads of seeds were secured, which were 

Their emeellshes Grae challenged by none. The distributed all over the United States by the 

wrapper and paster on each specimen was admit- Agricultural Department at Washington. 
tedly the neatest legend shown by any state.” “ : . 

Secretary Cranefield reported that in addition to at St. Petersburg the: Imperial Depar tment ob 
the $5,000 from the State Commission, the Society Hgriculfisee forsished au, expert oun gaits 

sent neary $1,200 of town money im arangng (0145 weeks! tour of ivestiatin of the apr 
and maintaining the exhibit. But for its exhibit the est santations and model faring of the east 
Wisconsin Horticultural Society received the grand Volea ne ion. Since the famine year of 1892, the 
award of the exposition, and orchardists who sent R g2 region. h d 7 ff ‘ 
fruit received gold and silver medals. ussian. government has made: istenuous: Corts : to discover the cause of the apparent increase in 

STATE APPROPRIATION TO SOCIETY the drouths, and to find plants better adapted to 
INCREASED IN 1903 the climate. Large areas are being planted with 

A: the annual convention of the Society in Feb- timber ; irrigation experiments are being carried 
ruary, 1904, President T. E, Loope stated in on, and especially the native plants of the Volga 

his annual address, that “‘the legislature during the region are being brought into cultivation. 

past year increased the annual appropriation to the i 
Society to $4,000 per year. This places the Society The muskmelons of Turkestan were found to 

in a position to perform still greater services for the be of great size, many running from twenty-five 

people of the state than ever before. It calls for to thirty-five pounds in weight, snow white in 
earnest progressive effort to develop the horticul- flesh, and quality superior to any American melon. 
tural possibilities of our great commonwealth.” 

The appropriation made it possible to establish an Travels In W: 
additional trial orchard at Poplar, in Douglas Coun- nomegen 

ty, ST cutie tunis tose ed In 1907 “At Tashkent, the capital of Russian Turkestan. 

At the annual convention of the Society in Feb- the overland journey of over two thousand miles 
ruary, 1908, Secretary Cranefield in his annual re- was begun through northern Turkestan, western 

port states: China, and western Siberia. Thirteen hundred 

ae big thing for the year 1907 was, of course, miles in a wagon, and seven hundred miles in a 
the substantial increase in our appropriation from sleigh, the northern route homeward bei hosen 
$4,400 to $8,000. The bill finally passed both houses Br ‘thern rout rd being chosen 

f : . A a because the Siberian railway could be reached by 
of the legislature without a dissenting vote. A 
Mr. Cranefield stated that the reason for this this means. From three to five horses were em- 

favorable vote was that “As a Society we have ‘made ployed, changes being made at short intervals so 
good’ to the people of the state.” that quick time was made.”
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A New Era in Horticulture 
. FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, MADISON, ELECTED SECRETARY 

A’ the meeting in Madison, February 2-5, 1904, reports of the summer and winter conventions, and 

the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society elect- were the same material as that published in the an- 

ed Mr. Frederic Cranefield, Assistant in Horticulture nual report. Eight pages, edited by Mrs. Campbell, 
at the Wisconsin College of Agriculture, as secretary. | were new material. Although there was a duplication 

Previous secretaries had served for only a few of the first 24 pages in the annual report, neverthe- 
years, but with an increase in the state appropriation less the members received the information much 

it had now become possible to establish a permanent earlier than by waiting for the printing of the an- 
office with a full-time secretary. Mr. Cranefield con- nual report. 

tinued to serve for a period of 22 years—until 1926 The Wisconsin Horticulturist was published in 
—thereby starting a new era in the Society. standard book size from March, 1896, until Febru- 

Previous to 1905 the Society had elected a cor- ary, 1903. 
responding secretary each year, but with the election Publication Discontinued In 1903 
of a permanent secretary the office of corresponding In the February, 1903, issue of The Wisconsin 

secretary was not considered essential and was Horticulturist, we find this announcement: 
abolished. “With this issue the magazine will be discon- 

—— tinued. After debating the question for some 
WISCONSIN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY length, the executive committee of the society de- 
LIBRARY DESTROYED IN CAPITOL FIRE cided that the money expended in issuing the 

A Disastrous fire in the Wisconsin State Horticulturist could be used to better advantage 

Capitol on February 27, 1904, destroyed the to the horticulturists of & vet by the locating 

library of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society aera a ear e roe 4 iled th 
which had been built over a period of many years. Evidently t : ae ae » This ° t hewe b © 

Mr. Wn, A. Toole, corresponding secretary of the aa dee ¢ ° ie © lies ‘aad f wictes & ave ‘aie 
Society in 1905, made this report: due largely to the dup! ication of articles by ee ish- 

“The library of the Wisconsin Horticultural '& them. first in; the magazine, and Beat Save 
Society was destroyed in the capitol fire last win- nual reports. In 1903 also, the Society did not have 
ter. Before the fire a start was made towards *@ Permanent secretary to devote: ‘iis Time $0: te 
cataloging the library and some letters were writ- publication. 
ten for the purpose of securing missing numbers OT 
of reports. The destruction of the library of course © WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE ESTABLISHED 
changed plans entirely and the work of building SEPTEMBER, 1910 
up a new library was at once commenced. The . 
fae work aiken up was to secure a file of the From February, 1903, until September, 1910, the 
publications of the Society. The members of the Society did not issue a magazine, but did issue an- 

Society were very generous in contributing their nual reports. 

reports and a complete set of the reports from Wisconsin Horticulture, Volume I, No. 1, appeared 

1871 to the present time were soon received.” on the latter date. Officers of the Society at the 

one time were Mr. Wm. Toole, Baraboo, President; A. 

PUBLICATIONS OF THE SOCIETY J. Smith, Lake Geneva, Vice-President; L. G. Kel- 
The Society Begins Publication of Monthly logg, Ripon, Treasurer; Frederic Cranefield, Madi- 

Magazine, The Wisconsin Horticulturist, son, Secretary. 
In March, 1896 Editor Cranefield, in his announcement of the pub- 

VoruMe I, No. 1 of The Wisconsin Horticul-  jication, made this statement: 
turist was published in March, 1896. In the an- A F . . . 

nouncement of its publication, A. J. Philips, West The Wisconsin Horticulturist was a good little 

Salem, secretary of the Society, stated: magazine, and its untimely end was greatly 
“The Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, mourned by the members. We sincerely hope that 

incorporated under the laws of the state, has for the present venture will be more successful. 
its object the dissemination of horticultural knowl- Wisconsin Horticulture took the place of bulletins 
edge, that being its only aim.” which were issued from time to time, and later took 
Mr. A. J. Philips was editor and manager, and __ the place of the annual reports. Its aim is to be edu- 

Mrs, Vie H. Campbell of Evansville was assistant cational and to give information to members and 
editor. people of the state on horticultural practices adapted 

The first 24 pages of the magazine contained the to Wisconsin conditions.
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Leading authorities in state and nation have found COMMERCIAL APPLE GROWING BEGINS 
that there are two effective ways of carrying on an IN WISCONSIN 
adult educational program. The first, and most effec- Increased Interest in Apples in Early 1900's 
tive, is by holding meetings at which speakers give Leads to Commercial Planting by 1910 
information. This, however, is an expensive method, 

each meeting costing considerable in time and travel- IX his annual report to the Wisconsin Horticultural 
ing expenses of the speaker. The second important Society in 1911, Secretary Frederic Cranefield 

method is through the printed word. While not so made the following statements in regard to com- 
effective as meetings, it is, nevertheless, much less mercial apple growing in Wisconsin: 
expensive and reaches many more persons. The Wis- “ . 
consin Horticultural Society has, in the course of its Nearly oe thousand ACTES of apples will be 
history, adopted both of these methods of carrying planted in Wisconsin in the spring of 1911 and 
on its educational program. an equal or greater acreage of cherries. This re- 

fers only to commercial orchards of 10 acres and 
SSS SSS upward. If the home orchards were to be counted, 

A “BLACK LIST” OF SHRUBS PUBLISHED this acreage would be more than doubled, Of this, 

IN 1906 nearly four hundred acres will be planted by or- 
chard companies and the remainder by individuals 

T= following list, taken from the report of 1906, in lots of 10 to 50 acres. When we add to this 
of varieties considered unsuitable for Wisconsin what we already have, the Melville plantation of 

conditions, is still of value. These shrubs, all of 60 acres, the Knight orchard of 135 acres, the 
which were tested on the grounds of the Experi- hundreds of orchards of 5 to 40 acres, even the 
ment Station at Madison, were found unsatisfactory : most skeptical must admit that we are ‘going some.’ 

Scientific Name Common Name “Not in 20 years, never, in fact, since the first 

apple tree was planted in Wisconsin has there 

Azalea arborescens Rhododendron tech so much il interest manifested in fruit 
om Wadia paoteceadion growing as during the past year and this in spite 

‘Azilea mollis ‘Azalea of the most disastrous season in 75 years. 

Calycanthus floridus Sweet-scented shrub “Wisconsin indeed 1 arrived! Probably. the 

Caryopteris Mastacanthus Blue Spiraea | 'sconsin jn eee has arrived: frobably te 
Chionanthus Virsinica White Fringe most encouraging feature of the movement lies in 

Clétiza alnifolia Sareet Pepperbush the fact that with possibly one exception every 

Colutea arborescens Bladder Senna doll invested mr the new planting is for the. pur- 
Cormis florida Flowering Dogwood pose of raising fruit and not for the purpose of 

Cydonia Japonica Japanese Quince promotion of ‘unit share’ schemes. 
Daphne Cneorum Daphne HRT: < “ 
Daphne Mezereum Daphne / While there is scarcely a county or a township 
Deutzia gracilis Slender: Deutia in the state that does not afford more or less land 

Eleagnus longipes Gouri suitable for small fruits or orchards yet three 
Exochorda grandiflora Peatl Bush counties are distinctly in the lead in the ‘new 

Forsythia suspensa Golden Bell movement’; viz., Door, Bayfield, and Crawford 
Halesia tetraptera Snowdrop tree and these three are destined to be the fruit coun- 

Itea Virginica Virginian Willow ties of Wisconsin. 
ia Japoni Kerriz ‘ ‘ 

roe ee are Common privet ‘ Door County is now known as the cherry coun- 

Paulownia imperialis Paulownia ty, and while the orchards so far planted ere mostly 

Prunus cerasifera var. Purple-leaved Plum an: the: vicinity, of Sturgeon Bay, the: time is near 
(Prunus pissardi Hort.) at hand when extensive orchards will be planted 

Pravias Japonica Flowering Almond all the way from Sturgeon to Ellison Bay and on 

Prunus tribola Flowering Plum (double) Washington: Island. 

a Thenberel ‘Thenberste Splcaes “Crawford County, with its thousands of acres 
of clay ridges, is at last coming to be recognized 

The plants of certain of the above-named varieties as one of the very best apple regions in the United 

made a good growth each year but did not blossom Ce hth Rn me a 

unless given thorough winter protection. In this class which will be anted to apples within the next 

are Bladder Senna, Flowering Almond, Flowering “five years, is but the forerunner of other similar 

Plum and Golden Bell. company and individual orchards which will en-
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rich the hillsides of the picturesque and beautiful HORTICULTURE AT THE UNIVERSITY 
Kickapoo region.” Prof. J. G. Moore Becomes Chief of the 

Wisconsin Growers Not Impressed With Department, and Outlines the Work in 
Western Apple Regions Horticulture at the University 

This period of commercial planting coincided with Foow ins the untimely death of Prof. E.S. 
the development of extensive apple plantings in Ore- Goff in 1902, Prof. E. P. Sandsten was chief 
gon and Washington. In 1910 a number of Wiscon- for a time, and on his resignation Prof. J. G. Moore 

sin fruit growers traveled to those states, and then became Chairman of the Department in 1909. — 

reported at the annual convention on their observa- Prof. Moore outlined the work of the Horticul- 
tions and experiences. Their conclusion was that they ture Department in an address to the Wisconsin Hor- 
would prefer to grow apples in Wisconsin—and so ticultural Society at the summer meeting held in 
they did. Oshkosh, August 16, 1911. The following are some 

Large Acreage in Door County of his remarks pertaining to the work in horticulture 

In his report to the Society in 1912, Secretary at the University: ‘ ‘ 
Cranefield made the following statement : While teaching is a very Amportant part of our 

“Door county now has about 2,000 acres of work, it is by no means the only line in which we 

cherries, to be exact 1,998% acres, and fully as are trying to do something for the state of Wis- 
much more will be planted during the next two consin, Our organization 1s placed under three 
years, Twenty-two cars of cherries, averaging 512 heads, exclusive of executive work—instruction, 

cases, and 48 carloads of strawberries of 512 cases extension; research and station work. Extension 
each, were handled by the Sturgeon Bay Fruit and station work: come: so’ close together that at 
Exchange this year. This, as can be readily seen, 8 difficult to draw any hard and fast line sep- 
is but a beginning. arating one from the other. . 

. We usually speak of teaching work first be- 
Strawberries at Bayfield cause it is a line of work in which we have a 

“Twenty-five carloads, 12,499 cases, of straw- chance to meet by far the largest number of people 
berries were handled by the Bayfield Fruit Ship- who are particularly interested in the lines of 
pers Association, which brought tde growers an work which we follow. The teaching work in the 
average net price of $1.50!% per case.” department is not an entirety of itself, that is to 

say, in the college we have no course, or so-called 
THE CODLING MOTH COMES TO course in horticulture. Anyone entering the uni- 

WISCONSIN versity to take up work in the College of Agri- 
. culture is obliged to take other work besides pure 

Pest Serious In 1902 horticulture even if he is desirous of taking only 
WwW find frequent mention of codling moth and horticultural subjects.” 

apple scab damage in the 1880's. By 1900 Gradually the work in research and extension in- 

codling moth had become so numerous that they were creased with the addition of more members to the 
a serious problem, In the annual report of the Wis- _ staff. 
consin Horticultural Society for 1902, Mr. Wm. ee 
Toole of Baraboo made this statement: . 

“The extremely hot weather had prepared us 
to expect a premature dropping of fruit, but 
gouger and codling moth were doing more to make 
good apples scarce than the off-year and hot a 
weather combined. If it is true that damage to uke 
fruit by these insects can be prevented by spray- ay 
ing, then many hundred dollars were lost to Sauk 
county orchardists the past season by neglect. We 
could have saved enough in our counuty by spray- 
ing to have provided outfits and insecticides for 
all the orchards in Wisconsin.” 
Today the question is often asked, “Why can’t we 

grow fruit without spraying as we did many years ° 
ago?” 

The answer, of course, is that apple scab and the 
odling moth have become so well established through- 
out the apple-growing regions of the United States, Pict. J. G; Moses; Chairman; Départment ‘of 
that it is impossible to grow the fruit free from * Horticulture, Wisconsin College of 
these pests without spraying. Agriculture.
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The Three Periods of Horticultural History in Wisconsin 

AS we study the history of horticulture in Wis- legislature was willing to increase the appropriation 

consin, we find that it may be divided into three —_ to the Society. There came a time, however, when 

distinct periods, as follows: a, trial Se was noi longest of value, Lee 

it had served its purpose. As soon as it was definite- 

Development of the Home Orchard ly decided which varieties were suitable to a certain 

The first period began in the pioneer days when region and which were not suitable, the greatest 

early settlers brought in fruit trees or seeds to plant value of this project had been achieved. Then came 

a home orchard, and continued through the testing the problem of orchard practices such as pruning, 

of varieties in an effort to find kinds that would be insect and disease control, soil management, and 

hardy in this state. It continued through the begin- better marketing. The solution of these problems was 

ning of the commercial orchard period which Secre- definitely the work of the scientists in the experi- 

tary Frederic Cranefield describes in his report given ment stations. 

in this history. Beginning of Third Period 

During these days there were no experiment sta- , ies 

tions with scientists devoting their full time to re- b In the late 1920's, ood. ee ane ans the 

search in horticulture. The testing of new varieties eginning 1 ” Sock Period, Wi end e Daccutve “oe 

and the making of new discoveries were the work mittee of ; €| poctety recommen ed a change in the 

of earnest, devoted horticulturists who spent much Program © work as already described above. It was 

of their time and money in the trial and error meth- this demand fora complete change that led to the 
: eae resignation of Mr. Frederic Cranefield as secretary, 

od: of: dnvestigation: and the beginning of the third or last period. 

The Wisconsin Horticultural Society during this 

period had a small membership, often less than 100. Development of Horticultural Organizations 

However, these men were devoted to the cause and I ; . . . . 

thousands of home orchardists throughout the state. mportant developments during this third period 

received the benefit of the work that was done. included the following: 

The Second Period—The Commercial Orchard (1) A rapid expansion of horticultural research 
by experiment stations, not only in Wisconsin, but 

In the late 1900’s the horticultural picture changed. throughout the nation, and we might say the entire 

Commercial small fruit-growing had been developed world. One has only to read the massive volumes 

and large orchards were being planted. Many horti- —_ of reports issued each year by the American Society 

culturists thought that it was the end of the day of for Horticultural Science, containing often as many 

the farm orchard, and the beginning of commercial as 1,150 pages, to realize the amount of work that 

orcharding. While this was true to some extent, is being done to solve the problems of horticulture. 

nevertheless the farm orchard did not pass out of . . 

the picture. However, commercial fruit growing con- ane tem ae teen doing pe work iat was 

tinued to develop rapidly and is still expanding in ormerly attempted by commercial. growers and: ama- 

his year of 1943. teurs who were not well equipped to make the neces- 

this y sary discoveries to solve the problems of the industry. 

Thi i inning of the scien- . . . 

eerie ae tthe problerss of horticulture, az __ (2) In Wisconsin another important advance was 
well as other branches of agriculture. Experiment made by as eo eats Department, Wisconsin 

stations were being expanded rapidly throughout the : nee 2 h Se Eure This was the organization 

United States. Scientists added their findings to the ° arm orchareists nee a rings and county fruit 

experience of leading horticulturists at the conven- See tte leadership of Brot |, & Meo, Chain 

tions. There was an increase in the organization of man of the Horticulture Department, and ‘directly 
horticultural clubs and societies. . by fruit extension specialist C. L. Kuehner. 

During this period which lasted until the late . 

1920's, fe Wisemuein Horticultural Society, under ae thin ti “a ore Oe a ens 

the secretaryship of Frederic Cranefield, increased to ore 4 8 a ‘ ti : - os lity . the farmer 

rapidly in membership, until from approximately fo" Pro fro marketable a ecause of increase in 

200 or less it had reached a membership of more injury from insects and diseases such as codling 
2.000. moth and apple scab. Individual farmers were not 

than 2,000. able to purchase power sprayers to carry on an effi- 

Because of the interest in commercial orcharding, cient spray program. Mr. Kuehner organized spray 

the experimental or trial orchards and small fruit rings with the aid of the county agents in many 

stations had been very valuable. As a result, the counties. The rings purchased suitable sprayers, and
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the operators were instructed in correct spraying Society because they saw many advantages in so 
methods. Pruning demonstrations were given, and doing. 
\onsequently many farm orchards became profitable. Fruit Growers Organize 

A Period of Specialization Affiliation of other state-wide groups soon fol- 
lowed. The county fruit growers’ associations or- 

ee HJ . Eee eae coae th fae ganized the Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Growers 
DORICEY ie BOOM Tea zed alecr some: stay) tae Association and became affiliated with the Society. 
culture had entered a period of specialization. On  ~ 7 . ee ge oe: aise * z é The Wisconsin Beekeepers Association did likewise, looking over the programs at conventions before this | |. - # ; es 

. oe as did the Wisconsin Nurserymen’s Association. 
time, it will be found that each program consisted i. 8 z 3 5 2 Membership increased very rapidly in the 1930's. of talks on all branches of horticulture. The early > , : 
horticulturists “had. etten b £ all kinds In 1927 there had been less than 1,000 paid-up 
i edna, = ad, eg aaa  peawiee ex. paste members. By the late 1930’s there was an increase 

Of PTUs; SUCH as apples, Plums, strawberries; Tasp to approximately 5,000 members. 
berries, and had often been interested in flower grow- 

ing; but this was no longer the case. Commercial Change in Policies 
irui a i vo kinds of fruit. as es : : ‘ Inuik men! were: growing one or two on mul The policies and entire function of the Society the Farm orchardist was a dairy farmer with a 

: ; now underwent a number of radical changes. These small orchard as a side line, or perhaps he was ex- : 
‘ : changes may be enumerated briefly as follows: clusively a strawberry or a raspberry grower. Al- ; ects 

i ; : (1) Specialized programs at the annual conven- though it was a period of increased development of tion of the Sadiety with separate, sesei for th 
garden clubs, these clubs were not interested in fruit og _ y Parate SIONS tO} € 
wowing fruit growers and garden club members. 
* . . (2) A decided change in the kind of papers pre- 
The majority of the Board of Directors of the sented at conventions. With the development of re- 

Society concurred with the secretary in the opinion searchers and experiment stations, horticulturists 
that a change was necessary, not only in the organ- were interested in their findings, and so specialists 
ization, but in the type of program carried on by from the Wisconsin Experiment Station as well as 
the Society. those of other states appeared in increasing num- 

Organizaton of the Wisconsin Garden Club hers on the programs. ‘ . 
Federation (3) The annual report of the Society was discon- 

tinued because of the high cost and the increase in 
In 1928 the Society decided to hold a special sum- — membership, and because the important papers could 

mer meeting for those interested in gardening. A be presented in Wisconsin Horticulture, The maga- 
meeting was arranged at Lake Geneva, and this is zine was increased in size and carried departments 
fully described in the history of the Wisconsin Gar- for each branch of horticulture represented in the 
den Club Federation. The final organization of the Society. 
Federation took place at the annual convention of (4) The policy of the Society now became one of 
the Horticultural Society in Milwaukee on Decem- letting each branch of horticulture, through its special 
ber 5-7, 1928. organization, manage its own business affairs. The 
The reason for the Society’s being interested in Society, however, was to help each affiliated group 

the organization of a Garden Club Federation was in its educational program. A glance at the list of 
because it was felt that a union of clubs having the affiliated state and local organizations composing the 

same interests, with a separate group of officers, Horticultural Society in 1943, as presented in this 
would lead to the rapid expansion and development volume, will show the extent of the development of 
of that phase of horticulture. The garden clubs, now _ organizations and the vast amount of work which the 
under the leadership of the Federation officers and Society is already doing and the even greater possi- 
Board of Directors, affiliated with the Horticultural bilities ahead. 

on — al i 
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The Racine County spray ring display of apples at the Racine County Fair.
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Trial Orchard Work Expanded 
EXPERIMENTAL or trial stations for fruits Location of Later Trial and Demonstration 

were first established by the Wisconsin Horti- Orchards 

cultural Society in 1890. At the meeting of the Wis- Wausau, Marathon county, 10 acres Established 1897 
consin Horticultural Society held in Madison Feb- P, : 

5 oplar, Douglas county, 7 acres Established 1904 
ruary 3-7, 1890, Secretary B. S. Hoxie reports that Masle Doucl ‘i 

2 é a aple, Douglas county, 3 acres Established 1906 
a committee had been appointed at the State Fair in Manit Manit t 
1889 to confer with Profs. Goff and Henry of the Gare . . 
Wisconsin College of Agriculture, with reference to ane Established 1907 

3 8 Bric as : Gays Mills, Crawford count 
local fruit experiment stations. This committee met y me oe cee y : 

: . periment s 8 acres (1A Grapes) Established 1907 
in Madison in November, 1889, and requested Mr. Whitehall. T 1 é 
Wm. Springer, Mr. A. L. Hatch, Mr. A. J. Philips, ns Bly TESMAPEA EAU ISORNTY E ; 
and Mr. Geo. H. Robbins to continue the planning ore stablished 1908 
under the direction of Prof, E. S. Goff Lake Geneva, Walworth county, 

cos . 8 acres Established 1908 

A motion was passed at the convention that a | Sparta, Monroe county, 1 acre 
committee consisting of President J. N. Smith of (Grape Station) Established 1908 
Green Bay, Secretary B. S. Hoxie of Evansville, Pewaukee, Waukesha county, 
and B. F, Adams of Madison act with Prof. W. A. 3 acres Established 1912 
Henry and Prof. E. S. Goff to fully mature and Baraboo, Sauk county, 3 acres Established 1912 

complete all necessary plans for experiment stations. Holcombe, Chippewa county, 
3 acres Established 1913 

This resulted in three stations being established. 
One was at Sparta, Wisconsin, with Mr. M. A. 
Thayer as manager. A number of varieties of apples, TRIAL ORCHARD REPORT 
raspberries, blackberries and strawberries were set By N. A. Rasmussen 
out in the spring of 1890. , 

. Reports were made by the trial orchard commit- 
Another station was established at /thaca, Wis- tees at practically every convention throughout the 

consin, with Mr. A. L. Hatch as manager. There history of the Society. A report made by Mr, N. A. 

were 16 kinds of apples, two Russian pears, one Rasmussen of Oshkosh in December, 1914, is of 

plum, one chestnut, six black raspberries, and 12 special interest, because it presents a keen analysis 
varieties of strawberries, of conditions in the various orchards and a picture 

A third station was established at Weyauwega, of what happened to them over the years. Below is 
with Mr. Fred A. Harden as manager. This station 4 condensation of Mr. Rasmussen’s 1914 report: 
also had a complete list of tree fruits and small fruits. 

Report of Trial Orchard Committee 

Valuable Information Gained December, 1914 

The three trial stations established in 1890 con- 4, 

tinued to provide information for the following six Manitowoc Orchard 
or seven years. Each year, the manager of the trial “At Manitowoc, trees had made a good growth; 

station, as well as a special committee, reported on there was some blight and foliage injury but trees 
results. They mentioned varieties which were un- were in fairly good condition. Many of these trees 
suited to local conditions, and varieties which proved are headed too high and badly crotched, many of 
to be desirable. However, as is always the case, these which had split. Still the orchard shows that apples 
stations eventually lost their usefulness. Many un- can be profitably grown at Manitowoc. The cherry 
suited varieties died and were removed. Those which orchard has been abandoned entirely as a com- 
proved hardy and productive were reported on and plete failure, showing that cherries cannot be 
the facts became a matter of record. The stations grown on the light sand in that section. 
were later discontinued and in 1897, another and 
more up-to-date trial station was established in Wau- Gays Mills Orchard 

san. “At Gays Mills the trees showed the same fine 
From 1897 until 1913 additional trial and dem- growth and vigor as in the past, with some very 

onstration orchards were established at regular inter- fine fruit. All varieties are doing well except the 
vals. This proved a desirable practice because facts McMahan; these had blighted considerably but 

learned from one venture could be used in establish- all blighted portions had been removed. This work 
ing others. will be watched with interest by many, as blight
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and its control is a very serious problem just at The Poplar Orchard 
present. Grapes were also in excellent condition ai So eglii & ri 
here. This orchard proves that commercial fruit : “t Taos 18 a "eel a ee 
growing can be successfully and profitably carried sa eae ee eee ced SOL 18 “WEN - Craied, : i : spraying, cultivating and pruning is properly done, on in the Kickapoo region. uch varieti Duch Wealth d Hib 1 

“The Medford orchard has been abandoned. SUG Myarieties! 88 .-7uchess,, :W¥ ealthy. and ..iberngl 
The Whi Orchard will give fairly good results in that section. Native 

“ awe tehall plums in this orchard make good growth, produce 
/ At Whitehall the apple trees on the top of the some good crops of fruit but often get caught by 

hill had not made as good growth as those on the neni Sele : ye ‘ : frost before ripening. 
hillside; this I think is due to the richer soil on 
the slope or rather the trees on the slope are get- The Maple Orchard 
ting the benefit of the fertilizer placed on the “The Ma . 

: : ple orchard, though only a few miles 
eae Here we found oth ee and a away, is not doing quite so well. We will not blame 
some foliage injury; showing that spraymg the man in charge for this as the soil is not so 
not been as thoroughly done as might have been. well adapted to orchardin 
This is probably due to the fact that the man in 8. 
charge is a practical farmer, not an orchardist. The Sparta Vineyard 
This again reminds us that it is ‘the man behind “TI . 1 S b . 
the tree.’ he vineyard at Parta seems % e going 

Lake Geneva Orchard astray, growing wood rather than ruit. New 
r i methods will be tried here to see if conditions ‘At Lake Geneva the cherry trees, Early Rich- 

i ioe cannot be altered. 
mond and Montmorency, were in good condition, 

‘ : 3 The new orchards at Baraboo, Pewaukee and 
showing fine foliage and plenty of fruit-buds. The . ‘ 

: Holcombe are doing well. These have been planted 
trees showed good care and promise of a large 2 

to standard varieties of trees and all modern 
crop for next year. The apple trees, however, are : ae . 
: : is methods of pruning and cultivating will be fol- 
in a somewhat different condition. They have the : ; ; 

: ; A lowed in these orchards in hope that in future 
wrong habit; one straight shoot from the terminal ears they ‘will be the, Raest ia the land 
bud and no side shoots whatever but plenty of y yw . 

upright. The Talman Sweet, which proved to be Poplar Trial Orchard Proves Many Varieties 
Price’s Sweet, have blighted badly, and have Not Hardy 
spread the blight, I think, to other nearby trees. : 
About half these trees were removed last spring oT ag tere Superintendent of the Poplar 
and were replaced by other varieties and I think 1921 7 ard, meer : u € annual sae ve onttea 

the remaining portion will follow the others in a: That ae fea rie Sinner any ous! at 
1915. Something must be done to bring these fee ae noe EASIDICS ADE) LONOWINE ATE ‘SOME (0 
trees into bearing. One member said, ‘They are nis TEMarks: 
starved, feed them and we'll get some fruit.’ An- “The Poplar Trial Orchard has been, intermit- 
other suggested, “Sow clover, check the growth, tently at least, the subject of much discussion and 
that would be my remedy,” and the third agreed controversy ever since it was planted. 

to compromise. He said, “Treat half to a good “Permit me to give a brief history of the Poplar 
coat of barnyard manure, sow the balance to clover Orchard: The first block of ‘five acres was planted 
and see if we can get some fruit and what kind.’ in 1904 and about the same amount in 1905, but 

The Wausau Orchard a year or two later it was reduced to eight acres, 
“At Wausau this year the crop was light but the its present size, and a three-acre trial orchard 

orchard has done its duty; it has proven to the started at Maple. 
people of Marathon county that fruit can be “About thirty varieties of apples and crabs were 
profitably grown for home use and for the local set out, five or six of native plums, and three or 
market. It has also proven something of more im- four of cherries. 
portance. I think the orchard originally contained “Right from the beginning most of the trees 
138 varieties of apple trees, besides cherries and showed a slow growth and commenced to ‘black 
plums. When the time came to sell the crop the heart.’ In a couple of years after planting we had 
buyers placed the value on only ie few varieties, ae ey or ei biueiaiag of po te most 
such as Wealthy, Duchess and McMahan and per- of the plums and only two or three cherry trees. 
haps one or two others. They said the balance Of the varieties of apples now growing, there is 
would not more than pay for the picking. The crop only one that appears entirely hardy and that is 
would always have commanded a better price had Hibernal. The others come in about the following 
there been only a few standard varieties—a good order: Duchess, Dudley, Patten Greening, Long- 
lesson for all Wisconsin as well as for Marathon field (too small to have any commercial value), 
county. Wealthy and McMahan, I would also like to in-
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clude as being fairly hardy Yellow Transparent. THE BEST RUSSIAN APPLES FOR 
These have not been tried out in the Poplar or- WISCONSIN NAMED IN 1898 

chard, but there are some in the Maple orchard N the Wisconsin Horticulturist for September, 
and I planted some about twenty years ago. They I 1898, we find a discussion of Russian apple va- 

becn Heed a hardy as Duchess and so far have rieties. A commission composed of delegates from 
Beery tee: TOM blight. Of the McMahan only 2 Minnesota, lowa, South Dakota and Wisconsin met 

few; trees remain, but these seem to do fairly in La Crosse in August of that year to consider 

well. The Wealthies commenced to show signs of them. Wisconsin's delegates were A. J. Philips, sec- 

canker blight and decay several years ago and retary, and A. G. Tuttle of Baraboo, who was state: 
those of the original plantings are about ‘all in.’ to have a national reputation as a grower of Russian 

The Duchess and Patten Greening, of which apples. Members of the commission included such 
varieties we have the most trees, are also showing prominent men as Prof. S. B. Green of Minnesota. 
disease and are gradually dying out, so, if this C. G. Patten, then of Iowa, and Prof, N. E. Hansen 
orchard is to be maintained, it will be necessary of _ Brookings, South Dakota. 

in the future, as in the past, to replant many The following decision was published by the com 
trees each year. mission : 

Nearly Identical Varieties Arranged in Groups 
“The plums have done fairly well and for a “Tt was decided that all the Russian apples that 

time it looked as if they might prove profitable are nearly identical be arranged in groups or fam- 
but late spring frosts or early fall frosts have ilies, the members of each group to be called by 
caught them several times, so only four crops the family name. For wmaiauce, Huibertal, -Lichy 
have been marketed in 16 years. Juicy Burr, and similar kinds, shall all be known 

and propagated as Hibernal; all varieties that are 
“TI j of the Longfield type shall be called Longfield: 

dependable ee DaGoteace! the most the Yellow Transparent, White Transparent, Red 
Rockford. ‘ Duck, Charlottenthaler, Enthaler and others shall 

all go by the name Transparent.” 

“Last August I visited orchards at Oshkosh, A List of Russians For Wisconsin 
Baraboo and Gays Mills, and, comparing them Mr. Tuttle of Baraboo named the following as the 

with our trial orchard at Poplar, I found that the best Sis Russian apples he has tested, the Varieties 
trees had a healthier and smoother bark and that being san order of their value: Longfeld, Anisim. 
trees ten to twelve years old were as large as Antonovka, Beautiful Arcade (sweet), Lowland 
ours at sixteen, and came into bearing at Raspberry, Repka Malenka (for late keeping). / 
earlier age § at an The Minnesota State Horticultural Society varies 

, this list. At their December meeting only three va- 
“I firmly beli : rieties were recommended for general cultivation 

rmly believe that any farmer in our county, Duchess. Hibertial atid Charlamoff 
except on some of the light sandy soils, can have ‘ . pcaiige 
a nice little home orchard of twenty or thirty : Comments On Russian Varieties 

. trees if he will plant the proven hardy kinds and Looking at these statements in the light of our 
plant them properly, prune, cultivate, fertilize, knowledge in 1943, one cannot help wondering why 

and, when they come into bearing, spray.” these _men paid so much attention to the Russiar 

varieties which were of such low quality even though 
Report From Mr. Peterson in 1943 hardy, and failing to try out the one variety at least 

that has become Wisconsin’s leading apple, the Mc- 
In August, 1943, Mr. P. A. Peterson of Poplar, — Intosh. None of the Russians are being grown, or at 

wrote in regard to the varieties in the trial orchard least being planted today in Wisconsin with the ex- 

as follows: ception of the Hibernal as a hardy stock for Delicious 

“Probably a little more than half of the trees oS ee et a nee, ene - bong gl 

remain at this time. They wee planted $00 closely rinces by McIntosh seedlin; : such as Melba Earl 
(20 feet square). The varieties remaining are, in Mcintosh and Milton 8 , . 

nen wt aan ae aateng, Batten ara Considering that the McIntosh had been in exist} 

Chasaing Of me latter we have onit a few left ence for more than 75 years in 1898, how did they} 
d a thé fruit looks good. th y t 6 miss it? We are speaking, of course, only for Wis} 

ie ge a lit Ooks good, they mature to consin. ‘ihe Mclntosh is not the leading variety i 
ate BOR BOOS Nays some of the other states represented on the cot") 

“Our best crop came during the years 1916 to mission, but they too have largely dropped the Ru: 
1930.” sian varieties.
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Apples of Wisconsin Origin 
I‘ pioneer Jays the easiest way to start an orcliard Newell. Professor Taylor of the Department at 

was to plant seed. Even to this day there are Washington passed upon the exhibit and awarded 

thousands of seedling trees scattered throughout the the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society the 
woodlots of Wisconsin, A hunter or anyone walking Wilder silver medal. Much favorable comment 
over undisturbed soil might throw the core of an was passed by experts upon the apples exhibited, 

apple on the ground and the seed produce a tree of and the apples shown compared very favorably 
unknown origin and character. with any shown in the hall.” 

It is well known that fruit trees grown from seed =. : 
do not produce fruit of the same kind as the parent. Origin of N. W. Greening Apple 

The reason, of course, is that cross pollination of Of all the apple varieties originated in Wisconsin, 
the blossoms results in seeds which produce seedlings. the N. W. Greening became the most popular and 

During the past ten or more years the Wisconsin the most widely grown. 
Horticultural Society has held seedling apple shows It originated near Iola in Waupaca County, and 
at its annual convention. As many as 125 seedlings _ was introduced by E. W. Daniels of Waushara Coun- 
were exhibited at one convention. The judges have ty in 1872. 

found a number of them which in quality are su- In the annual report of the Society for 1895, A. 
perior to many of the named varieties today, but not J. Philips of West Salem, then secretary of the 

better than the best. It is a long, slow process to Society, tells of visiting Mr. Daniels, then 84 years 
introduce a new fruit variety. Not only must the  o1q, He stated: 
quality and color of the fruit be good, but the tree 
must be hardy, productive, resistant to disease, and “You all remember him ; he always used to come 
of annual bearing habit to be fully satisfactory. To to our meetings and bring his N. W. Greenings. 
determine these qualities requires years of study I supposed the N. W. Greening originated in 
and for that reason none of the seedlings discovered Waushara County, but learned, while visiting Mr. 
in recent years have met with acceptance on the part Daniels that it originated at Iola, in Waupaca 
of growers. Instead, we have turned to new varieties County. I find wherever the Greening has been 
introduced and tested by scientists at experiment planted that people like it, because as it grows 
stations and even here it has required many years older it grows better.” 
before a new variety met with full approval. . 

Early Wisconsin Apples The Wolf River Apple 

Eight varieties of apples were named in the early s The Wolf mae Apple Ry onen “a oy 7 
days and found acceptance by growers. We present prnger;; neak tne ¥vo iver and the village o 
here a short history of each of them. Fremont, Wisconsin, hence its name. 

. . . oe . . In the annual report of the Society for 1875 we 
Anplel of Wiseonsns Cieirit Was Wildes. Medel find the statement that “W. A. Springer of Fre- 
Apples of Wisconsin origin won the Wilder Medal mont sent in a box of apples for exhibit, mostly 

on an exhibit made at the meeting of the American seedlings, including the Wolf River which was large 
Pomological Society in 1909. and red, with light yellow; tender, good flavor, and 

Prof. J. G, Milward attended the annual conven- appeared to be a seedling, some like the Alexander.” 

tion of the American Pomological Society held at St. It was therefore grown before 1875 and had al- 
Catherine’s, Ontario, Canada, September 14 to 17, _ ready been named by that year. 
1909. It was the first time the Society had me out- - ‘ r ; : p 

; ; ‘ The Wolf River was widely disseminated in the 
Side she “hommdsrisg Of ‘the United States: early days throughout the northern United States, 

As a delegate, Prof. Milward reported at the an- especially in New York State, and of course, Wis- 
nual convention in 1910 as follows: consin. It was one of Wisconsin’s leading apples 

“In connection with the American Pomological 7 the early days and largely auperet Alexi ter. 
meeting a joint fruit exhibit was held with the 7° tree was very hardy and a good grower, an 
local society at St. Catherine’s. Your delegate delded good crops. the an Was very large ant y gi we sold well because of its attractive appearance. There- 
entered an exhibit of apples to be passed upon f found it fitabl riet 
for merit and for the Wilder medal. The exhibit Ore (Growers teu & Brotrame artery. 
included the apples of Wisconsin origin—North- In late years it has been superseded by such va- 
western Greening, Wolf River, McMahan, Wind- _rieties as McIntosh. It is considered a little too 
sor Chief, Pewaukee, Milwaukee, Gem City and large in size for market use today.
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THE HISTORY OF THE McMAHAN APPLE covered by the Society when in February, 1905, a 
‘ Premium was offered for “Best new apple named 

Presented by C. A. Hatch, Richland Center (locally) and in bearing for five years but not on at the Annual Convention of Soci ee the Society in 1905 ociety fruit list. 

: a The award was made to Mrs. Robert Ramsey and 
, The seed that produced this beautiful ae Me d Mr. A. D, Brown of Baraboo, the apple being entered its twin, the McMahan Bloom, ee y d ae under the name “Townsend.” This name, however, 
Isaac McMahan in her garden, in ssa ie t was abandoned because another Townsend apple had 
ng obtained from a large red apple coming from been in existence for more than 100 years, The name Ohio, presumably an Alexander. The McMahans “Gem City” therefore adopted 
lived in the Town of Bloom, Richland County, one ity was pred. 
mile from what was then known as West Branch The following statement was made by Mr. William 
P. O. on the West Branch of Pine river. Toole of Baraboo at the meeting in 1905: 

In the fall of 1869, McMahan exhibited the two “The original tree of the Gem City (Townsend) 
apples at the Richland County Fair, held in Rich- apple was a chance seedling which came up close 
land Center. The fruit was so large and fine many to the house of Mr. Charles Dickinson, now dead, 
could not believe it was a seedling, but A. L. Hatch, whose farm was near Dodgeville. 
brother of the writer, visited the farm during the # Lo 
following winter and was so sure of the trees being 4 The young = being in a way, Mee 
seedlings he cut all the scions and sprouts from the own a on bo: : “t ae ‘Ger a ot to 
roots and it was through these scions the varieties wea oT bo hile oat h Me Didin 
were introduced to the public through the Richland Send of baradoo, while visiting wit a ea : son, was much attracted by the fruit, believing that 
County: Nursery, caried. on by the date 'S. 1. on it was a seedling of more than ordinary promise. 

born and A. Ee EGGh, now: of Sturgeon: Bay, ‘Wise Mr. Townsend seems to be the only one who 
consin: realized at that time the possible value of the 

In the year 1870, the Richland County Horticul- apple. He procured some scions and eighteen or 
tural Society, at the request of Freeborn and Hatch, twenty years ago planted two young trees in his 
named the white apple McMahan’s White and the orchard from this grafting. These trees seemed 
red one McMahan’s Bloom. The Bloom proved to be to be as hardy as any of the Russian varieties of 
undesirable on account of blighting so freely and is which this orchard largely consists. Mr. Townsend 
no longer propagated. The McMahan’s White proved distributed young trees of his own grafting to 
so satisfactory that it became one of Wisconsin’s various persons, among them A. D. Brown and 
leading varieties in the early days. Mrs. Robert Ramsey, who exhibited from trees 

The P kx about fifteen years old, the fruit which attracted 
eo MeWaUkes so much attention at the winter meeting of the 

The Pewaukee apple was originated by George P. Wisconsin State Horticultural Society in Madi- 
Peffer, Pewaukee, Wisconsin, by crossing the Duch- son, February 9, 1905.” 
ess with the Northern Spy. It was first brought to . 
the notice of fruit growers about 1870. As can be The Milwaukee Apple 
expected from its parentage, it is a very hardy va- The apple variety Milwaukee was originated by 
riety, although it has not proven as hardy in the — George Jeffry, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, from seed North and Northwest as was at first expected, being of the Oldenburg, or Duchess, In appearance it is a 
somewhat inferior to Wealthy in this section. clear yellow, marked with bright red, somewhat after 

Its quality is fair to good for culinary or dessert the manner of the Duchess. It is too tart for a good 
use. it meee became widely disseminated in Wis- dessert apple, but suitable for culinary use. consin or any other state. The tree is very hardy, a good grower, and pro- 

. ducer. It has never become widely disseminated. 

Hie Wisatene ‘Caet ‘ The Newell Apple Originated Near Baraboo 
. The Windsor Chief is reported to have originated At the annual convention in 1909, Mr. Wm. Toole 

in Wisconsin, but we ‘have: been ‘unable ‘to ‘find any of Baraboo reported on the origin and history of the record of its origin. Newell apple which was formerly known by the So- 
History of the Gem City Apple ciety as the Orange Winter. 

While the Gem City apple has never become ex- “Originated from seeds planted by Mr. Orange 
tensively grown in Wisconsin, it is nevertheless inter- Newell in the town of Fairfield, about four miles 
esting to note that at one time it was considered very north of the city of Baraboo. The seed was planted 
promising and there are trees of this variety in about sixty years ago, and I find, as is apt to be 
Wisconsin orchards today. The seedling was dis- the case, that the younger members of the family
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have not paid much attention to these things, so considered one of the leading varieties. 

ee ayer the oe 1 The Russian varieties and the hardy seedlings of 

tion of the public Mr On noes NT tb ae Wisconsin had all been thoroughly discussed by the 

the fruit to ie Sa k C t e Newell Droug Society previous to 1907. In that year Mr. Frederic 

th tina ean oe it oun ad des bl k Cranefield changed the policy of the Society. Instead 

a change faa the oa name wi ‘Orange Wines of discussing all known varieties at any one meeting, 
inter : ws 

to Newell, because of the confusion likely to re- fe feck eee Herenas ue aon nae Ped Me 

sult as between this and Fall Orange.” Rie a6 in the erect eh for ki n we e = 
. . J. Coe, nurseryman of Fort Atkinson, and D. E. 

aeaiee ae that vesy Mood ior coking ts Bingham of Sturgeon Bay, discussing the McIntosh. 

poses. In season it was late, being marketed around Mr. Bingham compared the McIntosh with the 

Thanksgiving. However, growers stated that it had popular Snow apple. At the conclusion of his re- 

no place in commercial orchards in Wisconsin, and marks he made this statement: 

the variety pee disappeared from nursery lists and “T would sum it up about like this. For the 

is now no longer being planted. thorough, practical commercial fruit grower the 

The McIntosh Apple Comes Into Its Own Fameause in my estimation still holds its place 

Variety Discussed Thoroughly by in the orchard. 

Society in 1907 “With my observation and experience the Mc- 

1 h Re dy ill doubt gi h t 
: 5 tosh Red will no doubt give the amateur grower 

It is unfortunate that the McIntosh apple which " 
: : - : A ; and the farmer better apples, less scab, larger 

: ee wae Gul ute eat, apples and a better selling article when he has a 

days of the Society. The variety was first discovered surplus to dispose of. 

by Allan McIntosh on his homestead in Dundas “For us all I think the McIntosh deserves a 

county, Ontario, Canada, about 1811. It slowly gained place in every orchard with the Duchess, Wealthy, 

recognition but not until 1870 did Allan McIntosh, McMahan and N. W. Greening to the exclusion 

son of the homesteader, begin propagating it. By 1907 of many varieties that have no valid claim to a 
e steader, begin propagating it. By ) 

it was widely disseminated in New York State, and place.” 
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Short History of Strawberry Growing at Sparta 

Reported by Mr. F. Kern in 1921 

WwW" HAVE heard a great deal about strawberry street and several buyers from Minneapolis, for 
growing in the Sparta and Warrens section instance, would load their purchases all in the 

of Wisconsin, Berries have been grown there for same car. These buyers were finally educated- 

many years. A brief history of strawberry growing not in Sparta—but before they came to Sparta 
at Sparta, presented by Mr. Frank Kern, manager each year. They would size up the situation and, 
of the Sparta Fruit Exchange, at the annual con- after making good fellows of themselves for the 

vention in 1921 will therefore be of interest. first few days, when there was not enough fruit 
to go around, they would combine—‘organize’ and 

Flood Market With Twelve Cases agree (among themselves) ‘not to buy any berries 
today.’ The growers would come in about the 

“Back somewhere in the seventies, a Mr. Wil- usual time with their loads and stand around on 
liam C. Wells began growing strawberries com- the street like lost turkeys. No buyers in sight, or, 
mercially in the town of Sparta, and one year if they were in sight, they had orders from the 
he had two or three wagonloads. They were picked house not to buy anything. But they would take 
in tin pails and sold by the pail, or by the quart, the berries on consignment—just as a matter of 
and poured out of these tin pails. Mr. Wells is accommodation to the grower—not that they want- 
known to us as the pioneer fruit grower of Mon- ed the berries. There was nothing else to do but 
roe county. About 1880, or possibly a year or two consign to his house, as none were buying, and 
earlier, E. W. Babcock, who had planted a few you know the rest of the story—about how the 
berries, got in a few old style 24-quart crates and berries arrived ‘soft,’ many ‘unsalable,’ or it was 
in 1880 began shipping to Minneapolis, and that rainy, bad weather and your berries ‘struck an 
year glutted the Minneapolis market. He shipped unusually bad market,’ but ‘we think by the time 
to C. G. Hillman, in one shipment, 12 of these 24- the next car gets here our market will clean up 
quart crates of strawberries and received a letter and we can probably please you on the next ship- 
something like this: ‘Received the berries and sold ments.’ 
them at pretty good prices but would advise you “Some of these growers have lived through all 
to be a little careful about making such heavy of this and are still in the business.” 
shipment to this market in the future.’ we 

LEVERICH FRUIT FARM GROWS 15 ACRES 
“From 1880 to 1909 there are no records of OF STRAWBERRIES 

the fruit business available at this time, but it is A‘ THE annual convention of the Wisconsin 

a known fact that the strawberry industry grew Horticultural Society at Madison in 1920, Mr. 

and grew. From 1903 to 1907 growers began to Earl Leverich presented one of the important papers 

drop out of the fruit business in this section, turn- on the subject of “Strawberries Every Year.” Some 

ing their attention to dairying on account of the of his statements will give us an idea of the extent 
very low prices then prevailing for strawberries, of his planting, and success in growing this crop 
as low as 50 cents for good berries. Héré are a few of his remarka: 

. “T might say with much truth that I have par 
Growers Organize tially, at least, grown up in the strawberry field. 

“In 1896 a selling organization was formed, IT cannot remember when we have not had at 
known as the Sparta Fruit Growers’ Association, least five acres to pick each year, and for the 
which continued in business until their charter ex- COMING Saou We: have about fifteen acres. 
pired, in May, 1919. This organization had no T am well aware that we have broken many old 
power to regulate the grading and packing of ber- / rules and methods brought along from the past in 

ries and for a number of years in its early history relation to the growing of a strawberry crop for 
did very little selling, merely looking after the profit, and some of our methods may be a severe 
loading—each grower having his name on the shock to the sensitive strawberry nerves of some 

crates shipped and returns being made direct to growers, but as a tonic for that distressed person. 
each grower. I have this suggestion—come to the ‘Leverich 

Fruit Farm’ during the picking season next Junc 
Why Organization Was Needed and eat of the fruit, and see about 100 pickers. 

“We grow strawberries not one year, but every 
“Buyers from outside used to come to Sparta year. We had a crop the past season of nearly | 

and at the very opening of the season, along about 3,500 16-quart cases from nine acres, with sales 
1900, they used to buy from the grower on the of nearly $7,000.” |
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HISTORY OF BERRY GROWING AT NEW POLICIES ADOPTED BY SOCIETY 
BAYFIELD Ec aced 4 

A’ organization must keep abreast of the times. 

TRAWBERRY crowine ‘besa dv the Bavked Unless this is done, and unless new policies are 

S area a few ee the railroad reached tee ae io meet changing peat a wil 
‘ ‘a eke 4 Ing and the organization cease to flourish. 
Ee a an Pele aoe oe Evidently these facts were realized by the Board 
Amon te earl neers & those dave were Frank of Directors of the Wisconsin Horticultural Society 

f z ‘a s Si a . 
Hol ie H: TT aire and Nel Hasman. wie 1925. And so they met and adopted some new 
: sens sae bs ee al ‘ 50 s gman, policies aimed at rejuvenating the interest and work 
started growing berries about YEAES! BE: of the Society. The policies were published in the 

. annual report for 1925, and also in Wisconsin Horti- 

oe . i Werkca emt ae a wer. culture, April, 1925. We give here a brief and con- 
Bubac 0. 5, Warfield, Senator Dunlap, Beeder- — gensed report of the changes. 

wood, and Wilson. (1) The Society to enter into a vigorous campaign 
In 1808 Me N 15 f for the development of interest in ornamental plant- 

n G Mit: s1atvey NOWISE grew io ACES 'O ing for home grounds and civic improvement. 
strawberries, and _ hired 100 pickers to pick them. (2) Make a definite organized effort to stimulate 

They picked 450 crates in one day. the growth and activity of local horticultural and gar- 
den clubs. 

Another large grower was Mr. John Hauser in Change Time and Place of Meeting 
association with his partner, Mr. Vollenweider. About . ‘ 
36 years“ago they grew 22 acres of strawberries and (3) That a more largely aueuded winter" meerng: 

loyed 105 pickers be developed and for the following year the meeting 
employe P ° to be held in November (formerly held in January 

Th lv days the d f iL. plen and February), the week before Thanksgiving, and 
e early Cays were the cays © dat ei , , ty at some other place than Madison, the place selected 

erhen Ghia. Haweree aihea eiklce wetiees Ceean Ae to a one where active local cooperation can be se- 
, , ured. 

grow berries. The Bayfield Peninsula Fruit Grow- . (4) To conform with the spirit of the times, adopt 
ee a an dee i pioneer. a a program to stimulate consumption of fruits and 

. vegetables. 

sim tay mp ee wee ira of |G) Cone, rca ur arin yg . I b c ished. Di ti th | the 
brought diversification in fruit growing and the be- proper tine ‘has: come. ‘There shall’ he wo expansion 
ginning of the apple orchards, and raspberry grow- of this department from now on. 
ing in addition to dairying. (6) Adopt a budget system. 

TTS (7) Recommended hiring a part-time or full-time 
— sei . s assistant for the secretary to make it possible to ex- 

al i 2c pand the usefulness of the magazine and to enlarge 
Bair ee contacts with local horticultural groups throughout 
aed ae the state. 
oe Baie 
ae Be : ee 
Yea S re 

‘aie ; be _ 

a att om SHEBOYGAN FRUIT BOX COMPANY 

" a he i: SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 
an ome P 

‘Sis SP 
wee “ Be 
tea ay Manufacturers of 
a aes 
f ee 

Be Fruit and Vegetable packages 

CANN ee 
: Yes is boxes and plywood products 

J. Earl Leverich, Sparta, President of the Society, 
1927-28. Received recognition certificate 

in 1943.
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New Fruit Varieties From Experiment Stations Tested 
A New Phase of Fruit Testing 

apa first period of fruit variety selection by the From the New York Experiment Station at Geneva 
early horticulturists consisted of testing varieties came the following varieties: Cortland, Early McIn- 

from many sources, and in planting seeds of these, ‘05h, Macoun, Newfane. 
from which seedlings by the thousand were grown. Minnesota variety: Haralson. 

The second phase consisted of testing the new Bums: Monitor, sae fag oe 
seedlings and the best of the known varieties in trial Rasober : he. o 2 
orchards, by the Society. aspberries : hief, June, Viking. . 

Strawberries: Beaver, Oshkosh, Bliss, Bouquet. 
The third period might be called the scientific era. Blackcap Raspberries: Logan and Quillan. 

It consisted of the Society’s sending a committee of Crab Apple: Dolgo. 
fruit growers to experiment stations in Canada, Min- — 
nesota, Iowa, and New York to study the varieties Varieties for 1932 

which had been introduced by the experiment sta- Early Apples: Melba, Early McIntosh, and Milton. 
tions, and having members test those of most prom- Late Apples: Macoun, Medina, Orleans. 
ise. In this way, new varieties of merit from experi- Plums—Minnesota Hybrids: Monitor, Underwood, 
ment stations have been selected by committees, and Tonka, and Red Wing. 

tested by growers all over Wisconsin. Pears: Beierschmidt and Patten. 
Grape: Fredonia. 

. . . Strawberries: Aberdeen, Clermont, and Bellmar. 

Science In Fruit Breeding Raspberries: Chief, June, and Viking. 

Fruit breeding had taken a scientific turn. Scien- Gomaheey = aly Aaa Cecees, God (alia 
tists reasoned this way. If the McIntosh apple is Currant: Minnesota No. 24. 
the best variety for our, conditions, then it should 
be a good parent from which to breed new varieties Varieties for 1933 
having additional desirable characteristics. These . 
characteristics might be earliness, lateness, improved a eee Miltcn kane Orleans, Macoun, Mel- 
quality, or some other factors which the McIntosh Stiawheries: Dérseit Fairfax Culver, Clermont 
lacks, One handicap is that the McIntosh does not py Wasa. , , , 
hang to the tree well at picking time. Experiment Red Paroherriess Tune and Newbuarak 
stations at Ottawa, Canada, and at Geneva, New BL P a URE gl: 
York, first used the McIntosh as a parent. One re- jack Raspberries: Naples, Satisfy. 

, : P : Plums: Stanley, Hall, Superior. 
sult was the Melba, introduced by the Ottawa Sta- C : se , 

. es urrant: Red Lake. 
tion, which is a very early summer apple produced 
as an open-pollinated seedling of McIntosh. It has Varieties for 1934 
become the leading early variety for Wisconsin. Two . 
others from New York, are early McIntosh and Apples: Melba, Milton, Orleans, Newfane, Secor, 
Milton. Both are crosses of McIntosh and Yellow Macoun, Kendall, Sweet Delicious. 
Transparent, and both are early and do well in Wis- Strawberries: Catskill. 

SOnSIM: Varieties for 1935 
A late McIntosh cross was produced at the New Apples: Melba, Milton, Kendall, Orleans, New- 

York Station by crossing this variety with Ben Davis, fane, Secor, Macoun, Sweet Delicious. 

producing the Cortland, which hangs to the tree well" Strawberries: Dorsett, Fairfax, Catskill, Everbear- 
and matures about a week later than McIntosh. ing, Wayzata, For Commercial Planting in Wiscon- 

sin: Beaver, Premier. 

Fruit Testing Begun in 1931 oe 
. Varieties for 1936 

In the March, 1931, issue of Wisconsin Horticul- Apples: Melba, Milton, Kendall, Orleans, New- 
ture it was announced that the Society would pay  fane, Secor, Sweet Delicious. 
one-half the cost of two trees of the following va- Strawberries: Dorsett, Fairfax, Catskill. 
rieties to any members of the Society who agreed Pears: Gorham. Hardy for the North: Parker, Pat- 
to test them: Melba, Lobo, Lawfam. Scions were also _ ten, Mendel. 
sent for grafting on older trees. These varieties came Plums: Superior and Stanley. 
from the Canadian Experiment Station. Grape: Fredonia.
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Varieties for 1937 in practically any part of Wisconsin. 
Apples: Minnesota No. 1007, Beacon. Early McIntosh has been found good in some sec- 
Strawberries: Catskill. tions of the state where it develops a good size. 

Hardy Apricot trees from South Dakota Experi- The Haralson apple from Minnesota has met with 
ment Station. approval in central and northern Wisconsin as one 

Korean Cherries. of the best early varieties. . 
Raspberries: Taylor and Indian Summer. Macoun may become one of our best varieties 

wat providing it will produce well and come into bearing 
Varieties for 1938 early enough, or methods of culture are found to 

Grapes: Brocton, Hector, Yates, Seneca, Golden give these desirable characteristics. It is a McIntosh 
Muscat, Westfield. cross of high quality. 

Raspberries: Taylor, Marcy. Secor has met with approval from many growers 
Varieties for 1939 as a very late keeping apple of high quality. It is 

Apples: Lobo, Hume, Alton. recommended only for the southern part of the state 
Strawberries: Mackenzie, Borden, Simcoe, Clari- because of its late maturity. It is an Iowa cross of 

bel, Dresden. Jonathan and Salome. 

Grapcs: Eden, Athens, Buffalo, Van Buren. Newfane and Orleans are crosses of Delicious 
Varieties for 1940 from New York and have not met with favor, be- 

; cause they are not as good in quality as Delicious 
Raspberries : Taylor. and have not seemed to have other desirable charac- 

Strawberries : Dresden. teristics we want, such as hardiness and high pro- 
Apricot: Scout. . ductivity. 

Grapes: Eden, see Buffalo, Portland, Ontario. Kendall and Sweet Delicious, also from New York, 

pple Trees on Manchurian Rootstock: Cortland +6 still on trial. Some growers consider the Sweet 
and Hibernal. Delicious the best quality sweet apple they have 

Varieties for 1941 grown. 

Dwarf Apple Trees on Malling IX Rootstocks: Mc- Lobo and Hume from Ottawa, Canada, show 
Intosh, Delicious, Early McIntosh, Cortland, Wealthy. promise in northern Wisconsin and may fulfill a 

Apples: Alton. great need in that section, especially around Bayfield. 

Varieties for 1942 we 

Apricots: Superb, Iowa. Strawberry Varieties 

Prunus tomentosa. Many varieties of strawberries have been intro- 
Peaches: Sungold, Polly duced. However, new varieties are so quickly dis- 
Raspberries: Milton; the following from the Ex-  seminated from many. sources that the Society does 

periment Station, Ottawa, Canada: Nos. 262, 275, not lay claim to much of the credit for introducing 
272, 276, 264. . . some of the new varieties. 

Strawberries: Borden, Louise, Claribel, Mackenzie. The Beaver strawberry was grown extensively in 

onre eppnans pol Warrens and Sparta before this work was begun. 
A FEW RESULTS FROM FRUIT TESTING Plants were Gecamivated to other sections, ond 

WORK wherever the soil was sandy and conditions favorable 

C’ TAKES many years before a new apple variety it has become the leading variety. 
meets with acceptance by growers, and so results Many strawberry varieties were tested and found 

are slow in forthcoming, at least with tree fruits. | wanting. Information on this was given to our mem- 
Some of the results of this work are negative in bers and this no doubt prevented a loss to them be- 
that well advertised varieties were found to be un- cause they did not grow such varieties. 
suited to our climate or soil conditions. This infor- Dorsett, Wayzata, Catskill and Dresden met with 
mation was given to members, resulting in saving of | approval in some sections of the state. Varieties from 
time and money to them and their neighbors. Some _—‘ Canada are still on trial and some show promise. 

of the results have been quite positive and favorable. 
The following are a few of the outstanding results Raspberries 

En ee . One of the few raspberries introduced for trial 
New Apples Replacing the Old which met with approval is the Taylor from the New 

The apple varieties Melba and Milton met with a York Station. Many growers consider it an excellent 
very favorable reception after our members began variety for quality and size and find it sufficiently 
to produce fruits of these varieties in their orchards, — hardv. Many other varieties were found unsuited to 
and today both are considered the best early varieties | our Wisconsin conditions. However, new varieties 
of their season. They are recommended for planting from the Experiment Station at Ottawa, Canada, are
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showing considerable promise at this time. The early THE TEN BEST PERENNIAL FLOWERS OF 
variety June was tested for a number of years by the TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO 
Wisconsin Experiment Station and Prof, J. G. Moore 

recommends it highly. ope Perennial Flowering Plants” was the title 

Plums of a paper given by Mr. John Hauser of Bay- 
Fe fis gi ‘ field at the annual convention of the Society in 1918. 
The plum varieties from Minnesota were found a : 

: : While we have made some changes during the past 
to be satisfactory in many respects, but they have one ‘ as . a 

° . . es . 25 years, it is, nevertheless, interesting to note that 
fault in that they require certain varieties for polli- + ? . ‘ 

. wg : Mr. Hauser’s recommendations at that time are still 
nation. These varieties are not always found in or- rood. A few of hi ks will be of value to th 
chards. However, they are being extensively grown. o edeii 1 nee ee us a S walt De of value to the 

The variety Stanley, a blue plum from the Geneva, Bardem lover., 11€: Sale. 

New York, Experiment Station, is a good cropper - . 
and has met with favor in southern Wisconsin. As to the old herbaceous perennials that .one 

should have, I think the following is the order 
Pears and Grapes in which they may be named: peony, phlox, iris, 

Pears and grapes are not extensively grown in Wis- hollyhock, delphinium, digitalis, campanula, Shasta | 
consin. We believe many more could be grown, how- daisy, pyrethrum, gaillardia, and coreopsis. That 
ever. Not much information has been received from is really 11, but I think they all go together very 
the varieties tested, largely because of a lack of en- well. There are some other kinds very desirable 
thusiasm for these fruits. Given some protection, we and not grown very extensively. The lupine, | 

find that the Geneva, New York, varieties Eden, think, is one of the coming perennials. We can 
Athens, Buffalo and Van Buren show considerable grow it as an annual and it has considerable bloom 
promise. in the fall. It is perfectly hardy and we have a 

great variety of color, pink, white and blue and 
Hardy Peaches . I think it is a very desirable perennial. 

In 1941 our committee was highly pleased with the 
showing made by the Sungold and Polly hardy Winter Protection of Perennials 
peaches at the Ames, lowa, Experiment Station. . . 
However, conditions in Wisconsin must be different “As to the protection of perennials, I noticed 

from Iowa because there has been considerable win- the December number of ‘Horticulture,’ this, about 

ter injury to these varieties in parts of this state the protection of herbaceous plants: ‘Herbaceous 
during hard winters. Peaches are satisfactory only plants that are really hardy, will come through 
where temperatures do not go below about —15 de- Il tight. with f ‘ d 
grees F. Such conditions may be found in highly pro- all right without any winter protection, ang to 
tected situations in our cities. amount of cover will pay. A light covering over 

the roots may be made, but it should be removed 

in the early spring.’ I do not know who wrote 
maruurTeD ave. 19. 1909 that, but I am sure you will not agree. We know 

that the most hardy plants in some localities, in 
‘ some winters, will need protection and we know 

that a great many of the so-called half hardy va- 
v0.1 fra? Fios rieties, if they are properly protected, can be 
Grates. Bushel Boxes cad grown in many places in our state.” 

Climax Baskets 
As You Like Them me 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent Folding Berry : 
Boxes of wood veneer that give satisfaction. ’ os 
Berry box and crate materials in the K. D. in 
carload lots our. specialty. We constantly carry 
in stock 16-quart crates all made up ready for 
use, either for strawberries or blueberries. No 
order too small or too large for us to handle. We 
can ship the folding boxes and crates in K. D. al 
from Milwaukee. Promptness is essential in han- i 
dling fruit, and we aim to do our part well. A 
large discount for early orders. A postal brings 
our price list. \ 

CUMBERLAND FRUIT PACKAGE } 
: COMPANY fen . 

Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis.
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Orchard and Garden Suppli rchard and Garden Supplies .. . 
Buy co-operatively and save dollars by participating in the earning. Everyone receives a patron’s 

refund at the end of the season. 

We sell and carry in stock everything pertaining to the fruit and vegetable industry, such as: 

Pruning Equipment Secny, Mats Packing House Equipment 
Orchard Sprayers Fungicides Fruit Sizers 
Row Crop Sprayers Copper Sulphate Basket_Turners 

Nicotine Sulphate Fruit Cleaners 
Hand and Power Dusters icot phi Vegetable Washers 
Hand Tools Dusting Materials Potat Grad 

Wettable and Dust Sulphurs Orato! mracers 

Nitrate Fertilizers Packing Equipment ‘ 

: : Baskets Shredder Tissue 
Arnon WETS man Decorative Fringe Basket Liners 

Place your order early for spring delivery. Top Pads 19” 

Bottom Pads 

Spraying Equipment Used Sprayers 

Spray Hose Hose Couplings We purchase and sell USED SPRAYERS of 
Spray Guns Hose Clamps ALL KINDS. If you have a sprayer not in use, 
Hose Swivels Spray Brooms advise us and we will make you an offer. 

LADDERS AND PICKING BAGS 

Picking Step, 6 - 12 ft. Picking Bags — Closed Top - Open Top 

NEW ORCHARD SPRAYERS 

We handle all sizes from the smallest to the largest in power driven, tractor driven, 
and stationary. The government has limited our supply. We will do our best to supply 
your needs. 

CARLOAD BUYERS 

If your requirements for the season amount to a carload or more, let us quote you 
prices on spray material, nitrate fertilizer, baskets, or any other material you may 
need. We can SAVE YOU MONEY. 

We were incorporated in 1931. Our purchases then were a few thousand pounds 
of dry materials, a few thousand gallons Lime Sulphur, but today we are carload 
buyers of Arsenate of Lead, Lime Sulphur Solution, Nitrate Fertilizers, Baskets, 
and power sprayers. 

Write for prices. 

All inquiries answered promptly. 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OP, INC, 
WAUKESHA, WIS. 

Lester F. Tans, Secy.-Treas. Telephone Big Bend 2821 R. 2. 

——_——_—
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Thumb Nail Sketches of Some Early Members Whom I Knew 

James G. Moore 

In 1865 the Fruit Growers Association, meetings the proposed remedy for this trouble. The outstand- 
of which had been suspended during the Civil War, ing enthusiast and exponent in the Society of to) 
was reorganized under the name of the Wisconsin — grafting on hardy stocks was Mr. Philips. He was 
State Horticultural Society. The secretary pro tem continuously discussing the relative merits of such 
of that reorganization meeting was Geo. J. Kellogg, varieties as Hibernal and Virginia Crab as stocks 
Janesville, whom I first met at the annual meeting for producing hardy trees. His orchard at West 
of the Society in 1906. Mr. Kellogg was the only Salem was a veritable experiment station for deter- 
member of the organizing group that it was my — mining the desirability of various hardy varieties for 
privilege to meet but there were a number of the use as stocks. At one of the annual meetings of the 
early members of the Society whom I came to know Minnesota Horticultural Society. Mr. Philips dis- 
quite well and who left with me impressions of played over 20 different plates of Malinda each 
themselves and their principal contributions to the grown on a different stock. 

development of horticulture in Wisconsin. It is interesting to note that at our last annual 
Mr. Kellogg was the grand daddy of the Society meeting Dr. Maney of Iowa discussed this same ques- 

in 1906 and a very active one too. He was one of tion which forty years ago was a chief topic of con- 
the first nurserymen of Wisconsin and like all early sideration at most annual meetings. Veritably history 
Wisconsin fruit growers and nurserymen intensely repeats itself. 
interested in the finding of varieties old and new 
which were adapted to Wisconsin climatic conditions. 
Apparently his pet hobby was pears. I once heard A. L. Hatch 
him remark that he believed every pear he ever grew One year later A. L. Hatch of Ithaca became a 
in Wisconsin had cost him at least a dollar apiece. member, Mr. Hatch was a nurseryman and fruit 

In a talk before the Society in 1875 on pear cul- grower. He might also be said to have been a horti- 

ture, he starts by saying that the members are aware cultural missionary for a few years later he emi- 
that for 22 years his experience in pear culture has grated to Sturgeon Bay and became the father of 
becn a “successful failure.” He assures them, how- the commercial fruit industry of. that section. Asso- 

ever, that he has now discovered the secret of suc- ciated with him 0 this enterprise were: Ewo other 
cess. He closes his talk by saying “Gentlemen! The = who share with him this distinction. One was 
fact is, if you would grow luscious pears with profit, rofessor E. S. Goff, Professor of Horticulture at 
sell out and go to California.” Mr. Kellogg never the University and the first actual horticulturist of 

dodged the issue. If he was convinced of the truth = Wisconsin Perot tation for bi Pro- 
of a thing he was fearless in asserting his belief. essor Trelease was o cially the first horticu turist, 

His contribution and influence during the early days he was really a botanist and the work which he did 
of the Society must have been tremendous as his was botanical rather than horticultural. The other 

name appears either as an officer or member of im- associate “was D. E. Bingham, who has played an 
portant committees in a majority of the annual re- important: part in the development of the Door Coun- 
ports up to 1900, ty fruit industry. 

A. J. Philips R. J. Coe 
One of the acquaintances which I prize most high- 

Ten years after the organization of the Society, ly was R. J. Coe, Fort Atkinson, who became a 
A. J. Philips of West Salem became a member. member in 1883, The first time I met Mr. Coe was 
During the early years the outstanding problem in when I called at his office in the capacity of State 
tree fruit culture in Wisconsin was getting trees that | Nursery Inspector. At that time he was president 
were able to withstand Wisconsin winter tempera- of the largest Wisconsin nursery, being associated 
tures, Varieties brought from the East had largely with Messrs. Converse and Edwards who also were 
failed and hardier varieties of desirable quality had early members of the Society. To me Mr. Coe per- 
not been found to take their place. One of the meth- _sonified stability and dignity. His contribution to 
ods suggested for making it possible to grow de- Wisconsin horticulture may have been greatest 
sirable non-hardy varieties was propagating them on _ through his business relations but he contributed 

hardy stocks. Much of the winter injury, however, much to the Society through his sound advice and 
occurred on the trunks and basal portion of the foun- as a balance wheel at times when balance wheels 

dation branches. Top grafting on hardy stocks was were very much needed.
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Wm. Toole fruit; judging vegetable displays of the Society and 
‘The year 1885 marked the accession of the So- for many years at the State Fair, Quite unassuming 

ciety’s first noted florticulturist, Wm. Toole, an ar- but dependable when one desired counsel on herba- 

dent lover of flowers and devoted to their culture, as  SC°US perennials or vegetables. 
is his son, W. A. Toole. His principal interest was ns . . . , 
in the pansy. For years he grew pansies on an ex- Three years later Irving C. Smith took his father’s 
tended scale, making numerous exhibits at fairs and place on the membership rolls. J. M. Smith had been 
flower shows and at one time probably produced  @ Power in the councils of the Society during its 
more pansy seed for market than any other Ameri- earlier history and for many years his son occupied 

can grower. His interests, however, were not con- * revered place among its members. To. me Mr. 
fined to flowers for he was well informed on other Smith was the preacher of the organization. Soft 
phases of horticulture. spoken, rather retiring, always dignified, invariably 

wearing a broad white tie, he contributed a definite 
L. G. Kellogg atmosphere to the meetings which could not have 

. been given by any other member. 
Mr. L. G. Kellogg, whose membership dates from 

nae the eh year in hich Professor Gort joined The membership roll of 1900 is the first to contain 
ihe Society, ame typified to me the early eastern the name of H. C. Christensen and in 1901 M. S. 

ee ee drawn fos ec ape . Kellogg's name appears. With W. J. Moyle and D. 

Ath ot On ens i wat on OYE ‘© a DISUIS: I. Bingham they appeared to me in 1906 to be the 
i _ fhe 1 t 5 aos a bi ne ri nee oa rae Be younger members of the Society who were already 
or te Phi , 7 Torii “a ne eri was be- taking an active part in its affairs and who later with 

cause of his love for horticulture and the associa- Wemeweinive: ae MN Pwaintise : ; a ee new accessions as N. A. Rasmussen and A. W. 
Te a he ae wat ae = ee Lawrence were to take the places of the older men 
ship. or years he served as its treasurer. | remem- jy) Carrying on the work of the Society. 
her Mr, Kellogg best as the Wisconsin authority on _ y 
varieties and as a fruit judge at the Society’s dis- 
plays and at the State Fair. He was a man with a Frederic Cranefield 
keen sense of humor and a twinkle in his eye, in Frederic Cranefield ‘iy: BES bar 
whem you felt you could put absolute confidence. RE eMS SAONENETS Appaten yee a men 

of the Society in the year 1901-02. Sometime prior 
H. H. Harris to 1906, when my acquaintance with the Society first 

Mr. Kellore’ . 1 Me HH began, he had become its secretary, a position which 
Ait. Nellogg’s recent passing advances Mr. Ht. Ht. he filled for some 25 years. He was, I believe, the 

Harris to the position of the Society’s oldest mem- first full-time secretary of the Society. Under his 

an = aS eee has — — direction the inembership of the Society was ma- 

and to us who are familar with most of that period, —terjally increased. It was during the early years of 
oe that it Is quite evident that a that ee his service that the trial orchard program was largely 

he evotion to and scone or We eee ‘aS developed, from which the commercial apple industry 
yxeen ever on the increase. Tha is is true is Mills Gs a di i . at Gays Mills is a direct result. Before becoming 
attested by the fact that although unable a recent secretary, Mr. Cranefield had for a number of years 
vie 2 ae + annual aes ie always a been an assistant in the Department of Horticulture 
yeals that ne 1S, With US im Spinib By fhe unique an working under the direction of Professor Goff. 
friendly greetings which he sends. Mr. Harris might . 

. « ” TT 
re characterized as the “Strawberry Man. is farm One cannot get from sketches such as this an 
pakpenimnlces hy k I by d ung il adequate impression of the men with whom it deals. 

on oer aivantade vo ie cent mnouely gine It is only through personal contact and association 
or his own adv. e : - : ‘i : that one comes to know men, to evaluate their con- 

Be ean oa of his studies that it may benefit tribution to an activity, to appreciate their character, 
us fellow fruit growers, to recognize their eccentricities, and to profit per- 

sonally by having had the privilege of working with 
Jobs, E; Hauser them. Then it is that each name recalls some trait, 

John F. Hauser, Bayfield, identified himself with some incident, some objective gained through united 
the Society in 1894. At that time he was a vegetable effort and we have that which makes up true living. 

grower at Onalaska, Later he became a pioneer hor- ne 
ticulturist in northern Wisconsin and discovered the 
adaptability of that section for the propagation of 
herbaceous perennials. But Mr. Hauser still to many 
of us is the “Vegetable Man,” the counterpart as 
regards vegetable phases of Mr. L. G. Kellogg to
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List of Horticulturists Recognized With Statement 

of Services Rendered 

rr 1929, the Board of Directors of the Wisconsin 1929 

. Horticultural Society adopted a plan of present- John F. Hauser, Bayfield, nurseryman: 

ng. certificates of honorary recognition ‘to ‘eminent “As a grower of flowers and plants, and in appre- 
horticulturists who had ‘given valuable SERVICE 10) the ciation of his public services as a citizen and as a 
state, to their communities, or to industry, in the leader in Horticuleare.” 
field of horticulture. 

This was an important step. It brought to the 
attention of the people of the state the work of these George J. Kellogg, Janesville, nurseryman: 
men which was so important in the development of “In the Horticultural development of the State as 
horticulture. It gave recognition and some reward a Nurseryman and as a Farmers Institute worker, 
to the men for the services they had rendered. and as one who devoted his life to the improvement 

It was voted that the certificates should be of such Of fruits and flowers.” 
quality as to be suitable for framing. They are made 1930 
by a Chicago firm. The certificates are beautifully Louis G. Kellogg, Ripon, nurseryman: 
decorated and each costs approximately $15. “A : ; . 

. S a pioneer nurseryman and fruit grower, as a 
A copy of the one presented to our oldest horti- eager in the promotion of fruit culture in Wisconsin, 

culturist, Mr. H. H. Harris of Warrens, who is now and as an officer of the Horticultural Society over 
92 years old and is still with us, is presented here. a period of twenty-two years.” 

The names of all those who have received the cer- 
tificate, with the statement on the certificate for —_——— 

which it was given, is also published. William S. Knight, Bayfield, fruit grower: 
“As a pioneer fruit grower, having tested many 

WORDING OF CERTIFICATE new varieties for his locality and as 2 lela in the 
To Herbert H. Harris, Warrens, promotion of Horticulture in Bayfield County.” 

small fruit grower, in 1929; 

THE WISCONSIN Ernest W. Sullivan, Alma Center, small fruit grower : 
STATE “As a successful grower of strawberries covering 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY a period of forty-six years, as a grower of other 
Bad small fruits and vegetables, and as a leader in Horti- 

Recognizing culture in his community.” 
the eminent services of 

HERBERT H. HARRIS 1931 

as a grower of small fruits, testing Frederic Cranefield, Madison, general horticulturist : 
over 150 varieties of strawberries “Ag Secrtaty-of the/Socety-tora period of tweii« 
for his locality, and as a citizen and t s . Z ae ff ciety Tor a period’ of iw 
leader in rural life, presents this y-two years; for his efforts to improve the culture 

of fruits and flowers, and beautify the school grounds 

TESTIMONIAL and homes of our State.” 
upon the recommendation of the 
Board of Managers and Testimonial 
Committee and approval of the Ex- William P. Longland, Lake Geneva, nurseryman: 
ecutive Committee of the Wisconsin “As a collector of wild flowers, ferns, and shrubs 
State Horticultural Society. for Wychwood, a sanctuary for native plants and 
In Witness Whereof, it is sealed and birds of Wisconsin over a period of thirty-three 
signed by the Board of Managers of years, and as a member of its Board of Directors 
the Wisconsin State Horticultural for fourteen years.” 
Society. . — 

C. J. TELFER C. B. Whitnall, Milwaukee: 
President “As an untiring worker for the establishment of 

M. B. GOFF Public Parks and the preservation of our natural 
Vice-President beauty spots; for his unselfish devotion to the cause 

H. J. RAHMLOW of making our State a better and more beautiful 
Secretary place in which to live.”
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1932 le ar 
Mrs. Frances K. Hutchinson, Lake Geneva: 
“Whose love of God’s great out-of-doors and His 

creatures led her to dedicate ‘Wychwood’ as a sanc- P 
tuary for native plants and birds, and to promote q 
organizations for their protection.” Pe: 

—————— i: 
Mrs. Caroline E. Strong, West Allis: ‘ | w= 
“For her unselfish devotion to the cause of ama- % _— 

teur horticulturists, inspiring in them a love of — 

lants, flowers and a more beautiful out-of-doors.” Saal 
° 1933 Res aN 
Huron H. Smith, Botanist, Milwaukee: Rs : NS . 

“For his distinguished work in the field of Botany, ’ UG IY Pome te 
and in appreciation of his public service in the ad- ne 2 ES Se ae 
vancement of Horticulture.” i eee yo te 

1934 a we fe . 

Herman C, Christensen, Oshkosh: ans) : . iS us| 
“As a horticulturist who has devoted a lifetime to a Ae oP 

the search for better varieties and in promotion of 
Horticulture in his community and state.” Mrs. E. L. Roloff, Madison, gardener. 

Axel Johnson, Lake Geneva: 1938 
“As a hybridizer and originator of new varieties . 

of flowers and whose accomplishments as a gardener Nicholas A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh, nurseryman : 

have been an inspiration to greater interest in Horti- _ “1” the advancement of fruit and vegetable grow- 
culture.” ing, and in the promotion of organized horticulture.” 

Walter J. Moyle, Union Grove, nurseryman: 1939 
“AS a nurseryman and horticulturist who devoted Walter J. Kohler, Kohler: 

a lifetime to the fulfillment of his dreams of fruitful “For his achievement in building a garden city, 

valleys and beautiful home surroundings. and his inspiring leadership in developing a more 
1935 beautiful state and nation.” 

James Livingstone, Milwaukee, nurseryman: 
“For distinguished work in the field of horticul- 

ture, who has devoted a lifetime to the creation and seas ia PG a 

culture of plants and flowers, and has ever given Sy a as: 
liberally of his knowledge to others.” a al ie ty . 

ae 3 
1936 a 2 ae ay 

Augustus W. Lawrence, Sturgeon Bay, fruit grower: ON aia Sia Se 
“For his contribution to the success of co-operative Li lil a 

marketing and to the development of the fruit grow- eae : 
ing industry of Door County.” a f 

———— eee ; 
Mrs. Emilie Louise Roloff, Madison: ad 

“In inspiring others with an enduring love of oe 
plants and birds, and for her sympathetic under- 3 4 
standing of God’s great out-of-doors.” ts Pa 

1937 sie oo 
Delbert E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay, fruit grower: ‘ 

“In the development of the cherry and apple 
growing industries of Door County, and as a leader 
in the advancement of fruit growing in general.” 

James G. Moore, Madison, horticulturist : 
“In the advancement of Wisconsin orcharding 

and gardening, as a teacher and counselor of the 
student and horticulturist.” Walter J. Kohler.
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1940 1943 

William G, McKay, Madison, nurseryman: . J. Earl Leverich, Sparta, small fruit grower: 
“lor his achievement in developing Wisconsin’s “As one of Wisconsin’s outstanding strawberry 

largest nursery; for his leadership in advancing the growers, in advancing the culture of small fruits 
nursery industry; and his untiring efforts in pro- and promoting co-operative marketing.” 
moting better horticultural plants.” 

Mrs, Chester Thomas, Milwaukee, gardener : 
Peter C. Swartz, Waukesha, fruit grower: “In advancing garden club work, increasing inter 

“In the promotion of fruit growing in Wisconsin ; est in ornamental gardening, and successfully pro 

in the furtherance of approved horticultural prac- moting flower shows. 
tices; and in his great helpfulness to his fellow fruit 
growers.” 

1941 

Arthur K. Bassett, Baraboo, fruit grower: 4 
“In the development of a successful orchard; in atc. © 

promoting interest in fruits through exhibiting and Be: bd 

in better varieties through fruit testing.” sei j 

William A. Toole, Baraboo, nurseryman: 
“In his devotion to the culture of plants and flow- we . 

e oe . . Lid 
ers; for ever giving freely of his services and knowl- ‘ 
edge and inspiring in others an enduring love of 
plants.” % 

1942 

Ray H. Roberts, horticulturist, Madison: ; 4 

“In advancing the science of fruit growing through 5s 
research and as a counselor of students and orchard- : .) ‘ 
ists.” % 

Arthur J. Schultz, Ripon, beekeeper : James Livingstone, Milwaukee, nurseryman 
“Tor his achievement in developing one of Wis- 

consin’s most successful apiaries and for his leader- 
ship in advancing the beekeeping industry.” ee 
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W. A. Toole (Left) and A. K. Bassett. Peter C. Swartz, Waukesha, fruit grower.
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° 
Now--Bean Ruggedness Means Everything . . . 
Your job is to produce the MOST and the BEST you can. Our job is to keep your BEAN roll- 
ing at top efficiency. A BEAN Sprayer needs very little repair attention. But when it does, you'll 
find Authorized BEAN Service and Parts in every growing area. 

We're allowed to supply new outfits, too, where they are vitally needed. While we're busy at top 
production of war equipment for Uncle Sam, we're continuing to build some sprayers where they 
do not interfere with war work. And we're building them with all the ruggedness and depend- 
ability that have kept the BEAN in front through the years . . . including the matchless All- 
Enclosed BEAN Royal Pump. 

So... keep your BEAN rolling if you’re already an owner. Get a new one if you must have 
new, larger, or more equipment for full Victory Production. Call on us or any of our dealers 
anywhere for service and help. And remember, a BEAN is a sound investment, not just for the 
emergency, but for years to come. 

————" pe SE ime ; 

. ars si. _ 
Food Machinery __ |, te, ! 

| Bie 
i is tea ~ 

° 9 aa “a 
Corporation wee — 

eZ Be el y 

John Bean Mfg. Co., Division | eat _e (a 

LANSING, MICHIGAN f | 
a renin tll / 

— 

| Pruning Tools 
— SNAP-CUT and HI-POWER PRUNERS— 

—SAWS — SNIPS — POLE PRUNERS — GRAFTING WAX 
| —TREE PAINT — LADDERS — KNIVES— 

COPPER SOAP RODENT REPELLENT 
. 1 qt.......95¢ ————— 1 gallon........$3.00 

1 qt. enough for 50 trees. 

—STARK’S NURSERY STOCK— 

—FRUIT TREES — BERRIES — SHADE TREES— 
—ASPARAGUS - RHUBARB ROOTS— 

Write for Prices and Information. 

F. R. GIFFORD COMPANY 
“FRUIT GROWERS and GARDENERS SUPPLIES” 

2201 University Ave. Madison 5, Wis.



History of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association 

Te Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association was Wintering Problems Discussed 

‘ first organized in 1885. However, the Northeast One of the principal topics’ at the early conven- 
Wisconsin Beekeepers Association ve organized at tions was on the question of how and where to winter 

App leton, on April i, 1878, and a iit aaa ce bees. In 1879 a Mr, Guenther reported he wintered 
its proceedings is of interest. The first officers were: 600 colonies and lost 8. In 1880 he wintered 700 and | 

President, A. H, Hart, Appleton lost 11. He used wool and cotton quilts over the 
Vice-President, R. Bishop, Sherwood frames. However, in his talk on the question he said 

Secretary, Mrs. Frances Dunham, DePere fol the most ate ae aad was mt ena ‘ 
. all management. ie bees were not raising broo 

Treasurer,, J.. 1. “Kittell, Menasha in September, he fed them 9 Ibs. of honey, on there- 
We are indebted to Mrs. Frances Dunham and _ py produced three frames of brood. Spring dwindling 

the American Bee Journal for well written, detailed was due to poor fall management, He used a onc 

accounts of those early meetings. The journal was inch auger hole above the entrance so that the bees 
established in 1861 by Samuel Wagner, and in 1878 could get air even if the lower entrance became 
it was published in Chicago. The editor was Thomas clogged. He averaged from 220 to 250 pounds of 

Newman. extracted honey per colony. 

Good Honey Crops There was much discussion on cellar versus out- 
The followi ‘ . « the Best door wintering. Chaff hives on summer stands were 

io a OMADE FERORS) “WEES igivem: af the favored by some, while many others favored cellar 
mpetnige wintering. Upward ventilation for the hives was 

“Mr. Bishop produced from 58 colonies, in the also discussed. 
spring, 9,000 Ibs. of honey; 4,300 box, 3,000 ex- 

tracted. Wintered in house. Heavy Winter Losses; History Repeats Itself 

“Mr. Potter, of Calumet Co., obtained 350 Ibs. On May 4th, 1880, the convention was held at 

from one hive; 260 Ibs, comb, 90 Ibs. extracted. Waupun, and A. A. Winslow, New Holstein, was 
Bees not allowed to swarm. He wintered in house, elected president. 
with wire-cloth over the entrance. Counted 30 oo. 
dead bees, in the spring, from 1 hive. At the convention in 1881, held October 11, at 

Pewaukee, the principal topic of discussion was, 
“Tt was the general opinion that many bees “What Caused the Great Loss Last Winter?” Those 

were lost when carrying the dead ones out. Comb reporting stated that starvation was the principal 
foundation was used with the greatest success by cause, many adding that this was strange because 

many ; but it was absolutely necessary to have the they had fed them as well as usual in fall, It is inter- 
wax pure. esting to note that exactly the same topic was dis- 

“It was universally acknowledged that the price cussed, and the same conditions prevailed during the 

of honey must be low, in order to compete with Past year, 1942-43. 
preserved fruits and syrups, and that then there 
was an almost unlimited market at home, which Large Crops Produced 
was the proper and most profitable place to sell. 

i . Some of the reports of 65 years ago showed that 
Mr. Hart ‘Stated that bees, this season, com- large crops were obtained by beekeepers. This is 

menced bringing in pollen the 30th of March.” interesting because the honey extractor had only been 
. invented about 12 years before and movable frame 

The Second Annual Convention hives had not been known for very many years 
The second meeting of the Association was held longer. At the Pewaukee convention S. E. Gernon 

May 27-28, 1879, in Philip Laun’s house, Hartford, reported that 30 colonies and 6 nuclei produced 3,400 
Wisconsin. Officers elected that year were: Presi- combs of honey, 800 pounds of extracted honey, and 
dent, H. P. Sayles, Hartford ; Vice-President, George an increase was made to 68 colonies. 

Me pk decane: Ieilge: Grote, Mameons aad As. 19054 uy adyaon mepirtid that He had! teil 
3 a bee house with wall 18 inches thick, filled with 

At this meeting it was suggested changing the shavings. He considered the house a failure because 
Northeastern Association to the Wisconsin State he lost 25 out of 100 colonies. Poor fall preparation 
Beekeepers Association, but no action was taken on of the colonies was given as the cause, however, 

the question. which is much the same as is being said today.
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Presidents Wisconsin Beekeepers Association ok : 
mae se 

1885-94. C. A. Hatch, Richland Center and Ithaca peg \ 
1894-1900. F. Wilcox, Mauston pa 
1900-08. N. E. France, Platteville a - 
1908-13. Jacob Huffman, Monroe a. , 
1914-18. N. E. France, Platteville hae oe 
1918-21. Gus Dittmer, Augusta ee Pye 

1921-22. L. C. Jorgensen, Green Bay ed % 
1922-23. S. F. Stelling, Reedsville [ 4 
1923-28. James Gwin, Gotham | =| pe 
1928-29. L. G. Bishop, Sheboygan i 
1929-34. A. H. Seefeldt, Kewaskum Woe, r 
1934-36. A. E. Wolkow, Hartford ‘ge. ihe 5. 
1936-39. A. J. Schultz, Ripon ae 
1939-44. Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls ; a 

Secretaries Wisconsin Beekeepers Association ¥ 4 

1885-86. Dr. J. W. Vance, Madison ._ ae 
1886-89. F, Wilcox, Mauston 

1889-93. Dr. J. W. Vance, Madison A. J. Schultz, Ripon, President, 1936-39. 
1893- . H. Lathrop, Browntown; Rec. Sec.; Dr. 

J. W. Vance, Madison, Cor. Sec. 
1895-97. N. E, France, Platteville, Cor. Sec.-Treas. HONEY WANTED 
1897-1900. N. E. France, Platteville . 
1900-02. Miss Ada Pickard, Richland Center Cash paid for cars and less than cars comb 
1903-18. Gus Dittmer, Augusta and extracted honey. Mail sample and best 

1918-19, Edw. Hassinger, Jr., Hortonville price. C. W. Aeppler Company, Oconomo- 
1919-22. H. F. Wilson, Madison Wi . 
1922-26. Malitta Fischer, Madison = 
1926-28. Arlene Weidenkopf, Madison 
1928-34. H, F. Wilson, Madison 
1934-35. Arlene Weidenkopf, Madison 
1934- . H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. 

THE LOTZ SECTION PRICES ON REQUEST 

Recording Secretary-Treasurer 

1935-37. Mrs. Millie Francis, West Allis Now 1S the Time 
1937-39. Mrs. E. Voigt, Menomonee Falls 
1939-44. Mrs. Louise Brueggeman, Menomonee 

Falls Ls 

—--->>S Anticipate Your 
HONEY CONTAINERS 

Wisconsin Beekeepers Association Bee Supply Needs 

Order Through Your State Association . 
were all profits go to further the work For 1944 

Modernistic Glass 

“— AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
New Association Labels 

Manufacturers of Bee Supplies 
For complete price list 

HONEY ACRES BOYD, WISCONSIN 

Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin
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First Meeting Wisconsin State Beekeepers records only of the organization of larger groups 

Association—1885 --In 1876 the Southwestern Wisconsin and North- 

The Wisconsin State Beekeepers Association was western Hlinots dissociation ser organized. ao aS50- 

organized in the State Capitol, Madison, February er regularly; in northern: Hlinais; usually, the 
6, 1885, The first officers were: city: 9 neepart. 

The Northwestern Wisconsin Association was or- 

President, C. A. Hatch, Richland Center ganized in the early 1880's. In 1882 the president was 
ws : : . Emanuel Markle ; vice-presidents, J. Pelty, and Wil- 

First Vice-President, George Grimm, Jefferson liam Lossing; secretary, J. B. Pammel; treasurer. 

Secretary, Dr. J. W. Vance, Madison John Salzer. 

For many years to come the organization was to The Madison Beekeepers Association met in 1882 

meet the first week in February in the State Capitol, and Prof. R. B. Anderson, Madison, presided. 

Madison. There was often a very good attendance. The Southwestern Wisconsin Beekeepers Associa- 

a Jee a ve we i that 100 were ar tion was organized in 1886. The first report pub- 
Root of Wie Gre a ee © wie lished was of a meeting in Boscobel when Mr. N 
Ma Illi = , coe E. France of Platteville was president and A. A 
Marengo, Illinois. Arms, secretary. 

At the 1886. convention the number of colonies The Southern Wisconsin Beekeepers Association 
reported by the census for Wisconsin was 51,917, and Was onmnized i 1884. ‘Officers, were. Peesident 'C 
the honey crop was set at 1,432,700 pounds. How- O Shannon avd Secretary J T. Pomeroy, Edgerton 
ever, the president stated that this was not a com- , —_ oe 
plete record. The same holds true today. 

Value of Bees for Pollination Discussed 
Association Cannot Control Prices More Than Fifty Years Ago 

In 1887 the opinion of the convention was that a At the annual meeting of the Wisconsin Horticul- 
producers’ association for controlling, fixing or regu- tural Society February 2-6, 1891, the beekeepers of 

lating prices cannot be made practical. Wisconsin joined with the Horticultural Society and 
a listened to an address by the editor of the American 

At the 1893 convention the subject of foulbrood B LM 
, F r. Thomas E. N an. 

was first mentioned. There were no laws at that ee Jours ones <ayen 
time, and the convention felt that something must Mr. Newman spoke on the value of bees in polli- 
be done soon. It was not, however, until 1897 when nation, and his remarks are of especial interest now 

Mr. N. E, France of Platteville became prominent that the subject has come up so prominently to help 
in beekeeping history, that anything was accom- in the production of seeds as a war measure. Today 
plished. Mr. France was at that time secretary of the | our government is recognizing the value of bees as 
Association, and it was reported that he spent a never before. 
great amount of time looking after the interests of 
the foulb: il i oulbrood bill before the legislature that year. Beekeepers Sued for D: wes 

In 1897 also, sweet clover had been classified as 
’ noxious weed by the Wisconsin legislature. The The following are some of the remarks made by 
State Association became active in getting this law | Editor Thomas Newman: 

mepealed. “Here in Richland county, a few years ago, a 
. : wi farmer conceived the idea that the bees damaged 

Other Early Wisconsin Beekeepers Associations the clover, and sued his beekeeping neighbor for 

One might almost say there have always been bee- damages, because he imagined that his sheep did 

keepers. Beekeeping follows very closely the develop- not prosper an account of the presence of bees in 

ment of other kinds of farming. As soon as there his pasture. 

are a number of beekeepers in a community, they “This ignorance was a God-send to apiculture. 
begin to hold meetings to discuss their mutual prob- It brought out such an array of testimony as to 
lems. No other agricultural organizations have more the great advantage that bees were to the clover 
interesting programs or better attendance, in pro- fields, that now it is difficult to find many so ig- 
portion to the total number concerned, than bee- norant as to claim that bees are anything but a 

keeping. There were small beekeepers organizations blessing to fields and flowers—to plants, trees and 
< as of atte ae ena | meeting in Wisconsin bushes. They make it possible to produce large 
efore and after the Civil War. However, we have crops of clover seed, and fill the land with richest
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fruit. Many fruit-growers now even keep bees, ment entitled “Among Wisconsin Beekeepers” in 
not for the production of honey or wax, but for | Wisconsin Horticulture. The Association had 300 
the especial purpose of fertilizing the early blos- | members, and in President Gus Dittmer’s annual 
soms, thereby increasing the fruit crop. message he stated that $1,500 annually was appro- 

i j F z 3 priated by the state for the control of foulbrood. 
Darwin mentions the following experiment: 

Twenty heads of white clover, visited by bees, a 

produced 2,990 seeds; while twenty heads > pro- Good Honey Prices 
tected that bees could not visit them, produced In the October, 1920, issue we find that honey 
not one seed. was selling at very high prices. The wholesale price 

“ : . ; of 60 lb. cans was 25 cents per pound. To retail 
The horticulturist may’ dig graft and bud, but stores 10 Ib. pails brought $3.00 and 5 Ib. pails $1.60. 

what will the returns be without the labors of the To tt 10 Ib. pails, $3.50, 5 Ib. pails, $1.80. 
bee? The Creator has provided no other means tis ne consumer, 2 DBUS, Bo.005 9. (Dy DANS, ee: 

for the fertilization of flowers but the visits of mis (pEice ‘May: not have: prevailed om “all: jeechons 
5 ; - of the state. 
insects, and there are no other insects at that time 
of the year to flit from flower to flower. The . . : 
body of the honey-bee is wisely adapted to this Isang Supplement: to Wisconsin Horticulture 
purpose, being covered with fine hairs, invisible to In February, 1922, the State Beekeepers Associ- 
the naked-eye, which brush off and carry the fer- _ ation began issuing a supplement to Wisconsin Hor- 
tilizing powder to the germ that requires it. The _ ticulture called “Wisconsin Beekeeping.” This was 
fruit sets better even when the tree has perfect continued until December, 1923. It was interesting 
flowers, containing both pistils and stamens, if to note that in September, 1919, Mr. H. L. McMur- 
pollen from another flower, or better still, from ray was engaged as the first extension specialist in 
another tree, is brushed upon its germs. Who has _ beekeeping for Wisconsin. 
not observed that a long continued rainstorm, 

occurring during fruit bloom, and preventing these Wisconsin Beekeeping Published Separately 

ee Cele rounds; te followed by In January, 1924, the Association decided to pub- 
“The beekeepers and horticulturists should, lish Wisconsin Beekeeping as a separate magazine. 

. . This was continued until December, 1933. 
therefore, always be fast friends—their interests . . . . . 
are linked together in a way which should make Beekeepers Again Affiliate With Wisconsin 
them ‘brothers, all!’ The prosperity of the one Horticultural Society in 1933 

aids in the advancement of the other!” At the annual convention of the Wisconsin Bee- 
—_ keepers Association in 1933 it was decided to again 

Italian Queens Imported in Early Days affiliate with the Wisconsin State Horticultural So- 
In the June, 1868, issue of the American Bee ciety and have the Society publish Wisconsin Bee- 

Journal, we find a full page advertisement by Adam keeping as a part of Wisconsin Horticulture, The 

Grimm of Jefferson, Wis., containing the following first issue of Wisconsin Beekeeping in this form 
statements: was in the January, 1934, issue of Wisconsin Horti- 

“Due to great losses, will sell only after June 1, culture, and it has been so continued until this time. 

1868, 10 Imported queens at $30.00 each.” He of- a ae 
fered Italian queens of his own raising at $12.00 Activities of the Wisconsin Beekeepers 
each after June 20, 1868. He stated there were no Association 

other bees within 3 miles of his yard and so assumed The Wisconsin Beekeepers Association was instru- 
they must be pure. We know today that drones ental in having laws passed by the Wisconsin Legis- 
travel much farther than that. lature to control and eradicate bee diseases and for 

Mr. Grimm also offered queens imported “from grading honey. It has always been active in pro- 
Prof. Manos’ Apiary” at $10.00, in July. moting the best interests of the honey producer. It 

Mr. Grimm is reported to have had more than contributed largely to the success of the Miller 
1,000 colonies in those early days. Memorial Library. 

First Affiliation With Ho rticultural Its Principal and most valuable contribution has 
Society in 1919 been its educational program by holding state and 

regional conventions throughout the state, and by 
In March, 1919, the Wisconsin Beekeepers Asso- _ publishing a beekeepers’ magazine. It has given much 

ciation affiliated with the Wisconsin Horticultural So- valuable information to the beekeepers which has 
ciety. At that time Prof. H. F. Wilson, secretary of _ led to increased production of honey and beeswax, 
the State Beekeepers Association, began a depart- and to the prosperity of the state as a whole.
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The Miller Memorial Bee Library 

In 1921 a national movement began to establish 
« beekeeping library to the memory of Dr. C. C. 
Miller of Marengo, Illinois, one of the outstanding . gold thats, 

figures in beekeeping of his time. He was especially wea 1 arama ey oer 
noted for his contributions to national bee maga- i aN Wa ( é: aa 
zines, for his lectures at conventions, and for several Ra Seee \ RocTebrish Paes y ‘4 

books on beekeeping. Also for his kindly personality. dK Se oF a rtrn 

Contributions came from beekeepers all over the Tee ae NN 

United States. [i Na / a Ke | 
(P 9 Cie tay ) 

The library was established in the Agricultural @ Yi a A cs | 

Library, of the Wisconsin College of Agriculture, IPI oe aa ‘ 
Madison, with Prof. H. F. Wilson, then secretary At ro Lay) , 
of the Wisconsin Beekeepers Association, as director. al es) wii 1) 
Prof. Wilson still holds that position. He deserves } WA iy La ” ie 
much credit for the success of the undertaking. A va f ee 

Pa rg hilN wae 
The library contains 3,500 volumes of bee journals, Hi F PRON : , Es % is 

more than 3,000 books and pamphlets on beekeeping, =~ Tn ee . ee a 

and is worth from $15,000 to $20,000. It contains 2c yy ne = 
the Walker collection of books on beekeeping pur- k THE CHARLES C.MILLER | 
chased in England. These fine books have the finest i MEMORIAL H 

of binding, many being bound in fine leather. They H} APICULTURAL LIBRARY 
are used by classes in journalism at the college for Roos ss SS 

illustrating fine old bindings. Pa PAW emt oS 
We te eee 

The Miller Memorial Library is today the largest 
beekeeping library in the world. It is maintained in 
a separate room in connection with the Agricultural 
Library. 

ES, 

/ 5 y E AR S = =« 8 @ 

WE CONGRATULATE YOU AND EXPRESS OUR APPRECIATION 

OF THE FINE LOYAL SUPPORT YOUR EDITORIAL POLICY HAS 

PRODUCED AMONG THE READERS. 

& A.LR . The A. 1. Root Company 
. L. Root Company of Chicago 

MEDINA, OHIO 
Bee Suppues 

Chicago Distributor—A. I. ROOT CO. of CHICAGO, 224 W. Huron Sreet
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History of the Wisconsin Cranberry Growers’ Association 

F°’ a number of years the Wisconsin Cranberry ous methods of cultivations and flowage. The dis- 
Growers’ Association has been affiliated with the cussion was entered into with a vim and brought out 

Wisconsin Horticultural Society. We are indebted to many useful methods, etc.” A resolution was offered 
Mr. Guy Nash of Wisconsin Rapids for the early that “we each strive for the model one acre of cran- 

| history of the Association, which was published in berries” and a “new pattern for cranberry rakes was 

the Wisconsin Rapids Daily Tribune in 1936, and presented and exhibited by C, J. Krueger.” 

sent to the Society by the sales manager of the Cran- on . 
berry Exchange, Mr, Vernon Goldsworthy of Wis- The following August the first of 49 summer con- 
consin Rapids. ventions was held, but the records do not show where. 

“On account of so many forest and railroad fires the 
First Organization of Wisconsin Cranberry attendance was very light. A motion prevailed adopt- 

Growers’ Association ing the scale of prices for rakers at $1.00 per day.” 

By Guy Nash, Wisconsin Rapids So far as information at hand goes, Clark Treat 

Nearly fifty years ago there was held a meeting — is the only man whose name appears on the minutes 
called for the purpose of organizing a cranberry of the meetings of the year 1887 who is still active 
growers’ association. The first line of the old record in growing cranberries, and even some of the towns, 
hook reads “New Lisbon, Wis., 1887” but another such as Meadow Valley, are now ghost towns. 
hand has pencilled “Jan’y. 4th” in the blank space. 

The objects to be attained were “briefly stated” In 1888 the winter meeting was held at Mather. 
by J. S. Stickney of Wauwatosa, George A. Marvin Among the corresponding secretaries appear the 
of Mather and Hon. W. H. H. Cash. R. C. Treat names of Henry Sampson, Daly; J. A. Gaynor, Grand 

ff Meadow Valley was elected president and C. E. Rapids; L. M. Nash, Centralia, and Andrew Searls, 
Warriner secretary. Annual dues were fixed at 50 Elm Lake. “Motion made and carried to pay past 
cents. and present secretaries a salary of $10.00 each when- 

5 . ever there are funds on hand unexpended to that 
Name Executive Committee amount.” The August convention was to be held in 

“The following gentlemen paying said amount Duester (wherever that might be) and the annual 

became members: F. E. Hurd, J. S. Stickney, meeting for 1889 in Grand Rapids. 

Peter Lasarge, George A. Marvin, Ira Young, C. 

If. Warriner, J. A. Wildner. *% © The following 1888 Crop Large 
gentlemen were appointed as an executive com- 

mittee for the ensuing year: A. C. Brooks, Nor- \ — : . a 
way Ridge; George A. Marvin, Mather; A, P. At the Duster meeting corresponding secretaries 

Wilson, Necedah.” * * * turned in estimates for the 1888 crop showing a total 
‘ = 3 of 55,400 barrels, which is practically that in sight 

A _month later, on February 8, 1887, a_ special for Wisconsin for this year, 1936. A second column 
meeting was held at Tomah, with morning, afternoon in the minute book shows actual shipments of 48,390 
ind evening sessions. “The following gentlemen upon barrels with blanks for two points which had been 
payment of the usual fee became members of the octimated together at 1,700 barrels, so that it is fair 
association : Russel Case, D. Braddock, A. C, Brooks, to presume shipments in 1888 were very close to 
A. Evans, H. Somers, Wesley Prothero, W. D. 50,000 barrels 

Reynolds, R. C. Treat, J. H. Treat, C, R. Treat.” , , 
And at the afternoon session the names of C. J. Berlin and Mather were tied at 8,000 barrels each; 
Krueger, F. J. Hoffman and W. H. Bowden were — Duester, Oak Island and Necedah were lumped to- 
idded. gether with 5,450; Daly and Bearss Marsh (now 
Corresponding secretaries were appointed for vari- | Cranmoor) were also tied with 5,000 each; Meadow 

ous districts: Norway Ridge, H. Somers; Mather, Valley shipped 4,480 and Remington (now Babcock) 
A. D. Janes; Meadow Valley, J. H. Treat; New 4,000; Elm Lake showed 3,370 and Norway Ridge 

Lisbon, F. E. Hurd; Duester, James Bassett; Daly, 2,560, and no other shipping point has as much as 
K. K. Kline; Remington, A. D. Scribner; Reming- a thousand barrels, Grand Rapids was credited with 
ton, J. T. Bearss; Dexterville, Charles J. Krueger. 750. 

Ahet Constitetion Offers Marketing Plan 
Constitution and by-laws were adopted and Wil- 

liam S. Megow was elected vice-president. “The At the Grand Rapids meeting in January, 1889, 
convention proceeded to the discussion of the vari- | Mr. Bennett presented a paper on how they raise
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cranberries on Cape Cod. (This was A. C. Bennett, The association was not so grave and reverent but 
father of A. E. Bennett.) At this meeting T. E. what items of strictly human interest appear in the 
Nash was elected president and offered ‘a plan of minutes. Thus: “A fire alarm took the members 
marketing given at length in printed report.” This out of the hall. And after their return the balance 
plan of marketing as embodied in the printed pro- of the session was devoted to discussing the Trade 
ceedings involved cooperative selling and embodied Co.” 
many of the vital features later adopted by the Wis- 
pe Cranberry Sales Company, 16 juts later. And so through the years from 1887 to 1907 the 
Nothing came of it at the time. old, pasteboard-bound record book with its mottled 

Ae the moumer meeting ae Me Beunatls mara paper exterior, records ia changing series and 

the statistician estimated the Wisconsin crop at 20,775 changing personnel of the “cranberry game. 
barrels with a half crop in sight for Cape Cod and Many changes have come to pass. The original 

New Jersey. It was voted that no grower should experiment station and Malde have passed out of | 
offer a good berry at less than $8.00 per barrel. the picture. False blossom has stolen the spotlight 

The winter meeting of 1891 reported 74,407 bar- from the ravages of the fire worm. Remington 

rels shipped the preceding fall. In the following changed to Babcock, Bearss Marsh to Cranmoor, | 
season shipments dropped to 13,535. In 1892 there | Meadow Valley and Daly have become only names. 
were 19,064 barrels “making a shortage of the Au- With changes in water table and with drainage, the 

gust estimate of nearly 37 per cent easily traceable center of gravity of the cranberry industry has 
to the frost of September 1.” shifted from Berlin to Mather, from Mather to 

a Cranmoor. New and modern high producing bogs in 
Hold Summer Picnics the north and elsewhere in the state are shifting 

The summer meeting of 1893 was held at the Ben- _'t again. 
nett & Son’s marsh at Cranmoor. “There being 69 
to feed, the tables were spread in one of the dining Time Marches On 

halls belonging to the marsh, and the call for dinner New varieties of berries are being substituted for 
made.” This is the first reference in the minutes to the original natives. Old names cease to appear in 
the cranberry picnics at the summer conventions. the reports and new ones appear; but fortunately 

These meetings were held at one or another of the = many other names from the early minutes are still 
marshes, and through a long term of years gained a appearing in the present day reports. 

great reputation for the bountiful supplies of food 
provided by the wives of the growers, and for the In essence the activities of the Wisconsin State 

good company, as well as for the interest in the | Cranberry Growers’ Association are today much what 

meetings with technical papers, growers’ discussions they were 50 years ago, as must be the case with 

and inspection of bogs. an association dealing with anything so fundamental 

Drought, Fires Take Toll as an agriculture. Cranberry growers are still “striv- 

The summer estimate for the crop of 1893 was ing for the model one acre of cranberries.” New 

5,600 barrels. Here the toll taken from the cranberry patterns of rakes and other cultural tools are offered 

growers by the droughts and the accompanying fires for inspection at each meeting. Crop statistics and 

of the early ’90’s shows. The crop of 1896 was re-  — market prospects are debated. And of every meeting 

pane ‘i ae the 1897 winter meeting: it may be said as the secretary reported of that first 

oe (Fox River Valley) 9.000 bbls meeting: “The discussion was entered into with a 

Wood County -.-------------- "500 bbls. vim and brought out many useful methods, etc.” 

Caley Junction -------------~ 0 pols Present officers of the Wisconsin State Cranberry 

Wild Marshes in northern Wis. _ 800 bbls. Growers’ Association are Wm. F. Huffman, Wis- 
Tomah ______________________ 200 bbls. consin Rapids, President ; Vernon Goldsworthy, Wis- 

Mather, less than ,----------- 300 bbls. consin Rapids, Secretary-Treasurer.
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° ° 
History of Cranberries 

By Vernon Goldsworthy, Wisconsin Rapids 

Ce are typically an American fruit ended very satisfactorily for all the Wisconsin 
and are found on no other continent other than growers. 

N orth America. The American cranberry grows wild After the season ended, Judge Gaynor had Mr. 
in a limited area throughout Canada, and the United Chaney give them a plan which involved establishing 

States as far north as Alaska, but most abundantly grades, labels, pooling, and various other factors. 
in Nova Scotia where a few are cultivated. The plan was accepted by most of the growers and 

However, the bulk of cranberries comes from culti- thus the Wisconsin Cranberry Sales Company was 
vated marshes in only three states of the United formed for marketing the berries in 1906. E. P. 
States: Wisconsin, Massachusetts, and New Jersey. Arpin was elected president of the new company 

Legends tell us that cranberries were first dis- and headed at; for ia. numbersof “years. 
covered by the Pilgrims, growing wild on Cape Cod. 
Indians coal them as somites and health cures. The - Word of Success Spreads 
early Pilgrims gathered them and cooked them and The year 1906 was again a successful year for 
served them with their wild turkeys and other game. Wisconsin growers. Word of the two-season success 

spread to the East and Judge Gaynor, himself, was 
Early Berries Wild so interested that he took a trip to Massachusetts 

Duri . and New Jersey with the result that each of these 
uring the early years of the cranberry industry t tates formed a separate state organization, simi- 

in Wisconsin, up to 1900, most of the cranberries far to “he Wi see 4 e lly the th: 
were taken from wild marshes. There was little or 28 folthe! Vwzsconsin: company’ and. hnaly the tires 

° i ead i states were set up under one general head known 
no intensive cultivation, carried .out. as the National Fruit Exchange and later changed 

However, around 1890 there were a large number to the American Cranberry Exchange with Mr. Cha- 

of fires which destroyed many of the wild marshes ney and C. M. Chaney at its head. 
and it was necessary for Wisconsin, if it were going ‘ ‘i 
to hold its place in cranberry production, to go into When the Wisconsin Cranberry Sales Company 
cranberry growing commercially. As the state did W@S. first organized, it was purely a marketing OF 
so, crops naturally increased. As the crop increased 84Mization and it served in this capacity for a num- 
and competition became keener there was a fight ber of years. During the last three or four ears, 
among the growers for various markets, with results however, it nok only acted as a sales organization 
the berries brought very little money. for the berries, but also became a_wholesale pur- 

chaser for various growers’ commodities. 

History of the American Cranberry Exchange Frequently 40 to 50 cars of box shooks are pur- 
In the fall of 1905, A. U. Chaney, now president chased in a year and carlot shipments of fertilizer, 

and general manager of the American Cranberry cranberry mills, iron sulphate, lime, cement, lumber 
Exchange, made his usual trip to Wisconsin to buy and similar items are ordered at a very substantial 
cranberries. In Wisconsin, and near Wisconsin Rap- saving to the members. Several thousands of dollars 
ids, was an outstanding leader, Judge Gaynor, and Te saved annually by members of the company. 

hy him most of the growers were guided in making 
their sales. Successful From Start 

The company is without question the leading farm 
Cooperate On Sale congeentiee fe "Wisconsin, being been very nnens- 

He was not only a cranberry grower, but a lawyer ful since its initiation 30 years ago. The reason it 

as well. Mr. Chaney called on Judge Gaynor, telling has grown prosperous, while many other farm co- 
him that he was willing to pay $6 a barrel for his operatives have fallen by the wayside, is because of 

berries and all similar berries in Wisconsin. Judge the fine manner of cooperative spirit and feeling of 
Gaynor then asked how much Mr. Chaney would pay __ its members. 
if he could be furnished with the whole crop in 
Wisconsin which at that time amounted to 100 cars. Advice to Cooperatives 

Mr. Chaney offered Judge Gaynor $6.75 a barrel At the annual convention of the Society in Febru- 
if the whole crop could be purchased, and to make ary, 1908, Mr. A, C. Bennett of “Grand Rapids” 
a long story short, Judge Gaynor called his grower (now Wisconsin Rapids) gave an interesting report 
friends together and the deal was arranged which on the Cranberry Growers’ Association with this
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pertinent advice in regard to the success of any co- 

operative sales associition. The remarks are so frank 

that we publish them here for the benefit of those 

who are interested in the cooperative movement. | 

’ py) | 
“Our general manager and salesman, and book- a ’ 

keeper—in fact, the whole selling force—are men $ 

of long years of experience in their particular 5 

lines and not one of them are growers. They were F r 
: 

selected for their ability and experience after much om 

investigation, regardless of price; the best is the a si 
a eae 

cheapest in the end. They make for us the money q H ee 

wherewith we pay them. Some foolish growers in 3 pita 

Wisconsin had previously started a sales company ints Mead 3 

composed entirely of growers, even to the lawyer i‘ 3 ensuing ‘ 

who drew up their organization papers. They se- { 

lected one of their member growers as salesman. | ; i 

They so!d about $8.000 worth of berries on which / 1 ae ee” 
| oh ah ee 

they lost about $4,000, then they went to law to Y fi a a i H Aa) WANA 
see how the loss should be divided. The suit was i 

carried to the supreme court, after five or six 

years’ litigation, while our salesman sold several 

hundred thousand dollars’ worth without a loss of Harvesting cranberries with a cranberry harvest rake. 

a single dollar of poor accounts, or a single law Wisconsin berries are usually raked on water 

suit. with a slightly different type of rake. 

pS, 

2 i ionne SISSON s§ The Dionne QUINS “use our 

Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 

International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive a 
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TYPEWRITERS— od Be 
All makes including portables rented. f st ‘aoe Pr 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach * : > an s ee 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in oo ro) | 
your home. cn or \ 

ae 

Peonies inspire music so we added a line of oo pil 
portable organs in all sizes for sale or rent. Noe 

a 
aa ey ey 

Write — 

2 SISSON Ss SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 
We h t ual 

Hi-ways 23-26 intersection © nave a wo man — 
with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 
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° ° ° ° ° 
History of The Wisconsin Gladiolus Society 

Organized in 1930 

T= Wisconsin Gladiolus Society was organized Gladiolus Most Popular Flower 

by a small group of gladiolus fans in the cit aturi i 

of Madison in 1930. The Lee officers of the Society tl lt et a were ‘Sows shows Reales ee 

were Robert C. Leitsch, Columbus, President; \V. A. Hee ey eae oe eee ee te a : 
Sisson, Rosendale, Vice-President; Geo, C. Morris Many states have Sacks Heeteneh BOE Ee eee 

2 ~ Rage re gladiolus shows. 
of Madison, Secretary; Walter F. Miller, Sun Prai- or more & 

rie, Treasurer. Gladiolus have become a very important cut flower 

The first annual Wisconsin Gladiolus Show staged for florist use and are available throughout most of 

by the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society was held in the the months of the year, being shipped into Wis- 

Loraine Hotel, Madison, August 15-17, 1930. The consin from Florida during the winter, and from 

entire ballroom of the Loraine Hotel was filled with other st tes during many other months of the year. 

beautiful gladiolus, according to a report of the show Wisconsin growers find cut flowers a very profitable 

in the September, 1930, issue of Wisconsin Horti- source of income, and the growing of bulbs also has 

culture. attracted many growers. 

The Society has held a successful gladiolus show Z ‘ ne 

every year since that time. Membership in the So- In 1943 there were about 150 members in the \V is- 

ciety has been very good. During several years the consin Gladiolus Society. Most of these grow gladio- 

Society had the largest membership of any state in lus in considerable quantity both as a hobby and 

the United States, profession. 

From its beginning the Society affiliated with the The annual shows held by the Society not only 

American Gladiolus Society until that organization interest tne public in gladiolus, but serve as conven- 

passed out of existence. Later it became affiliated tions for members of the Society. New varieties and 

with the New England Gladiolus Society, and most seedlings are exhibited, and members gather around 

of the members belong to that organization at this to discuss their merits and to talk about cultural 

time. problems. 

Educational Meetings Held Affiliated With Wisconsin Horticultural Society 
In addition to staging an annual gladiolus show, : ‘ : . : 

the Society has sah yank held eduieatian meetings In 1951. the Whsconsin Gladiolus Same 

and programs. These have usually been in the late with the W jeonsu Horticultural Society . i‘ i 

fall and early spring at which time such problems their COesTUNOn: 80 that the secretary, Of the NV 18" 

as new and improved varieties, disease and insect C"S? Horticultural Society jhe the. See 

control, soil and cultural problems, and matters per- secretary of the minh meres Wisconsin te 

taining to the annual show were ably discussed by culture was adopted as the official magazine of the 

members. Society, and two pages are devoted each month to 

In the early days members of the Society exhibited the Browne of gladiolus and the functions of the 

their flowers in order to create interest in gladiolus Srgenizavon. 
among show visitors, and to sell bulbs. In late years Membership fees in the Wisconsin Gladiolus So- 
a number of members have become prominent breed- ciety are $1.00 per year, which includes membership 

ers of new varieties. Dr. Geo. H. Scheer of Sheboy- in the Wisconsin Horticultural Society and the mag- 

gan, and Mr. Walter C. Krueger of Oconomowoc azine Wisconsin Horticulture. Affiliation with the 
being listed as among the most prominent in the | New England Gladiolus Society, which includes their 
country during the past few years. Interest in new annual year book and supplement is an additional 

| varieties and seedlings has been very keen, and the $1.15. 
_ improvement in quality and beauty of the flowers —_——_ 

has been going on steadily. How the Wisconsin Horticultural Society 

Gladiolus Thrips Create Problem Helps the Gladiolus Society 

In the early 1930’s there were practically no in- The assistance of the office of the Wisconsin Hor- 
sects which seriously troubled the gladiolus, but about _ticultural Society is available in helping with the 
the middle of that period gladiolus thrips made their educational program of the Wisconsin Gladiolus So- 
appearance and for a while it was feared that they ciety, as it is to all affiliated organizations. The So- 
would ruin the industry. However, scientists as well ciety provided in its constitution that its correspond- 
as growers got busy and developed remedies and the _ ing secretary be the secretary of the Wisconsin Hor- 
insect is well under control today. ticultural Society. In this way the secretary can act
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in an advisory capacity to the Board, help in the . _ —— ~ 
arrangement of programs at all meetings, send out 
notices to members and officers about meetings and rene 
shows, mimeograph its show premium list, and in ; 3 
other ways help in the educational work. |. } 

The secretary has acted as manager of the State — 
Gladiolus Show for all but two shows. He has made -_ 
colored lantern slides of new and improved varieties — od | 
of gladiolus, and also seedlings, which are available = 
free of charge to members. Two pages of material . 
on gladiolus are published each month in Wisconsin | 
Horticulture. - 

Gladiolus Shows Held by the Wisconsin es | 
Gladiolus Society NN } 

August 15-17, 1930. Loraine Hotel, Madison weeks | 
August 21-23, 1931. Hotel Retlaw, Fond du Lac 

August 19-21, 1932. Kohler A 

August 12-13, 1933. Fort Atkinson eae ee ea 
August 18-19, 1934. Municipal Bldg., Hartford 

August 17-18, 1935. Field House, Madison W. A. Sisson, Rosendale, First President 

August 15-16, 1936. YMCA, Kenosha Wisconsin Gladiolus Society. 
August 14-15, 1937. Eagles’ Club, Oshkosh 
August 19-21, 1938. Eagles’ Auditorium, Sheboy- 

gan 
August 12-13, 1939. Ripon College Gymnasium, 

Ripon 
August 10-11, 1940. High School Gymnasium, 

Columbus 

August 30-31, 1941. Armory, Manitowoc ‘ 
August 8 -9, 1942. Horticultural Hall, Lake : ‘ - 

Geneva so 
August 21-22, 1943. Municipal Auditorium, She- gs tea 

boygan ey aia om 
peer <3 

Presidents Wisconsin Gladiolus Society : any Bi s 

1930-31. Robt. Leitsch, Columbus af ee: 

1931-32. W. A. Sisson, Rosendale 4 Bien 

1932-34 Edwin H. Ristow, Oshkosh mr 

1934-36. W. E. Menge, Fond du Lac ae - 
1936-37. Walter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc we. 

1937-38. B. A. Robinson, Kenosha cat a 

1938-39. Karl Timm, Markesan 

1939-41. Chester Harrison, Waldo Re 

1941-42. A. S. Haugen, Stoughton roe Na > 

1942-43, Harold Janes, Whitewater “Tig 

Secretaries Wisconsin Gladiolus Society OP ULES SEE 

1930-31. Geo. Morris, Madison 

1931-32. R. A. Sutherland, Fond du Lac 

1932-33. Mrs. Helen Ebert Groskopf, Rosendale 

1933-43. Otto A. Kapschitzke, Sr., Sheboygan 

1931- . H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec.
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Recent Gladiolus Varieties of Wisconsin Origin 
—lIntroductions by Krueger 

Mr. Walter Krueger of Oconomowoc lists the fol- 

lowing originations : ry * / 

Bonny Jeanne ’44, Color: Bluish white with a pink N Pa 

glow in the center of the floret, and a rose spear on { a. Pe 

a creamy yellow ground. " ; z wthg 

Exemplar ’44. A beautiful ruffled medium sized V4 aN | 
decorative salmon-pink. th - 2 ’ 

Badger Beauty ’41. A beautiful lavender, with a t < . 
creamy white throat. j ta ~ 

Criterion ’42, Beautiful warm light pink tones. ‘ 

Diane ’39. Salmon-orange. SS 

King Bee ’41, Flaming salmon-scarlet, flaked darker. . 

Llona ’43. A creamy white of commercial promise. 

Miss Wisconsin ’43. A large flowered cerise rose 

f great beauty. 

Show Queen ‘43. A giant salmon for the show | : 
exhibitor, 

Variation 42. Pure light pink. White Gold introduced by 

—lIntroductions by Scheer Dei GC. Hi Sebose: iat 1941, 

In his 1943 catalog, Dr. Geo. H. Scheer, Sheboy- 
gan, lists the following introductions: 

White Gold ’41. Cream glad, blending into a light 
gold throat, 

Eglantine ’43. Warm pink, or salmon pink. 

Genghis Khan ’43. Light, medium, warm pink, 
with lighter throat. 

|. Marseillaise '43. Glowing, rich crimson-scarlet. 
e 

Phoebe ’43. Tall medium pink. 

Shooting Star ’43. Rich cream self, with incon- Greetings-- 

spicuous faint lavender feather deep in throat. 

Burgundy ’43. Rich, glowing, velvety deep crim- W V¢ 
son, with fine cream line on throat petals. and Best ishes 

| Gardenia ’43. Light cream or milk white. to the 

Introductions by Edwin H. Ristow, Oshkosh WISCONSIN STATE 
Heritage; Parnassus. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

Introductions by Frank Thomas, Kenosha on its 

Sue Ellen. . 

Introduction by Mrs. William Lumsden, 75th Anniversary 
| Menomonie 

La Ventia. TT 

Fruit Farm and Nurseries 

° Oshkosh, Wisconsin 

|
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History of The Wisconsin Garden Club Federation 

TT Wisconsin Garden Club Federation has be- Affiliation of Garden Clubs With the Wisconsin 

come one of the strongest and most influential Horticultural Society Prior to Organization 
Federations in the United States. In 1943 the Fed- of the Federation 
eration has a membership of 86 clubs, and even in 
this war year four new clubs have joined the Fed- In the annual report of the Wisconsin Horticul- 

eration. tural Society for 1928 we find that in April of that 
A . ; Ses 3 the following garden clubs and _ horticultural 

The Wisconsin Horticultural Society is the parent yee . * § es 
and organizer of the Wisconsin Garden Club Federa- ROnenes were aiiliated wath the) Boeietys 
tion, and consequently takes pride in its accomplish- Belles Cooley Horticultural Society 
ments. A short history of the Federation will there- Brown Valley Horticultural Society 

fore be of interest. Dunn County Horticultural Society 

Presidents of the Wisconsin Garden Eau Cisire: Gerdén. Club 
Club Federation German Settlement Club 

1928-30 Mrs. R. HL. Malisch. Hales C. Kenosha Horticultural Society 
- rs. R. H. Malisch, Hales Corners F 

1930-32 Mrs. Wm. Bowers, Milwaukee Madison Gatees OtBk : . 
1932-34 Mrs. James Livingstone, Milwaukee Manitowoc County Horticultural Society 

1934-35 Mrs. Chas. Jahr, Elkhorn Milwaukee County Horticultural Society 

1935-36 Mrs. E. R. Durgin, Racine Mindoro Horticultural Society 

co ie T Satin feel Bela Nashotah Garden Club 
a rs. J. Martin Johnson, Ripon Oshkosh Horticultural Societ 

1938-39 Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, Wauwatosa Rade Gin Che 
1939-40 Mrs. Charles H. Schuele, Oconomowoc BRINE, VAESen 
1940-41 Mrs. Frank Quimby, Racine Waukesha Garden Club 
1941-42 Mrs. Chas. Braman, Waupaca West Allis Garden Club 
1942-43 Mrs. H. S. Bostock, Madison . . . . 
1943 Mrs. R. H. Sewell, Wauwatosa The First Convention of Wisconsin Garden Clubs 

(Elected October, 1943) The first convention ever held by Wisconsin gar- 
. TO : . den clubs was a meeting at Lake Geneva under the 

Recording Secretaries of the Wisconsin auspices of the Wisconsin Horticultural Society and | 
Garden Club Federation the Lake Geneva Horticulturual Society on July 19- 

1928-30 Mrs. A. W. Sperber, Hales Corners 20, 1928. Previous to that time the Horticultural 
1930-31 Mrs, James Johnson, Wauwatosa Society had held summer conventions for all mem- 
1931-32 Mrs. W. A. Peirce, Racine bers with a mixed program covering all branches of 
1932-35 Mrs. R. R. Hibbard, Wauwatosa horticulture. In the June issue of Wisconsin Horti- 
1935-37 Mrs. E, A. St. Clair, Wauwatosa culture for 1928, the editor makes this statement: 

1937-38 Mrs. Sam Post, Madison “Another summer meeting has b d g has been arranged. 

oo. a a Bee een Me teooa This one will be for garden club members and 

1941-42 Mrs. F. C. Marquardt, Hales Corners will be held at Lake Geneva in July. 
1942-43 Mrs. Floyd Ballard, Madison “We have a large number of garden clubs affili- 
1943-44 Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, Kenosha ated with the Society. The members are intensely 
1928- H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Sec. interested in gardens, flowers, and landscaping. 

—————_ and Lake Geneva offers an unusual opportunity 
: for their study.” 

. The program consisted of talks on gardening and 
one by Mrs, Frederick Fisher, Lake Bluff, Illinois. 
then president of the Illinois Federation of Garden 
Clubs, on the organization of a: Federation. 

In the August issue, 1928, we find this statement 
in comments on the program at the Lake Geneva 

° meeting : 

“Mrs. Frederick Fisher urged the Wisconsin
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garden clubs to federate and to do things in an lisch, Hales Corners; Vice-President, Mrs. C. W. 
organized way. As a result of her suggestion, a | Vaughn, Madison; Recording Secretary-Treasurer, 
special meeting of a representative of each of the Mrs. Arthur Sperber, Hales Corners; Correspond- 
garden clubs present was called for the following ing Secretary, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. 
morning at which plans for an organization were 
discussed. This committee decided that because of The First Executive Committee Meeting 
the service which the State Horticultural Society oe . . . 
can render such clubs, it would be desirable to The first meeting of the Executive Committee was 
organize in such a way as to affiliate with the held in the home of the president, Mrs. R. H. Ma- 
state organization.” lisch, Hales Corners, on January 24, 1929. All of- 

ficers were present, together with Mrs. C. E, Strong, 
The First Organization Meeting member of the Board. 

In the October, 1928, issue of Wisconsin Horti- me en e small eh the ti age? 

culture, is given this account of the first organization decidion tmade hos uk a we tower show shot d 
meeting : . 

“On October 3rd representatives of ten garden be theld He the month of June of 1929, and that = 
clubs met in the Milwaukee Public Museum to State meeting of the Federation be held later in the 

discuss the organization of a State Federation. summer or early fall. 
“The following clubs were represented: Beloit, It was decided to hold an annual convention in 

Delavan Lake, Elkhorn, Hales Corners, Kenosha, connection with that of the State Horticultural So- 
Madison, Milwaukee, Sum-Mer-Del, Waukesha, ciety and attempt to put on an interesing program 

and West Allis. for garden club members. A special department for 
“Mr. Huron Smith of Milwaukee was chosen garden clubs in Wisconsin Horticulture was voted, 

chairman, and Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, sec- and that magazine was designated as the official 

retary of the meeting. organ of the Federation. 
“A motion was passed that steps be taken to 

organize a Federation, and the chairman appointed a , 
Constitution and Nominating committees to report 

atthe: afternoon session." . CHRISTMAS WREATHS —— EVERGREEN SPRAYS 
At that time a constitution was approved, subject 

to the approval of local clubs, to be presented for Christmas Wreaths of fragrant balsam, the 
adoption at the convention of the Wisconsin Horti- evergreen with the delightful and lasting fra- 

cultural Society in Milwaukee on December 5-7, 1928.  grance, trimmed with cones and bright berries: 
Temporary officers were elected until the next 12 inch wreath, $1.25; 15 inch, $1.75; 20 inch, $2.25. 

meeting as follows: President, Miss Helen Moore, Assorted evergreen sprays with a variety of 
Sum-Mer-Del Club; Vice-President, Mrs. R, H. Sage, cones: Boxes of 50, 12-18 inch sprays, $2.50; 
Delavan; Recording Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Ar- boxes of 100, 12-18 inch sprays, $4.00. 
thur Sperber, Hales Corners; Corresponding Secre- . 
tary, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison; Executive Commit- Boutonnieres or favors can also be used as 
tee, Huron Smith, Milwaukee. decorations in wrapping gift packages, 25c each, 

, 5 for $1.00, postage prepaid. 

The Organization Meeting Mrs. Nels Nelson, Hayward, Wisconsin, Route 1. 

In the January, 1929, issue of Wisconsin Horti- 
culture, there is the following report of the meeting -——————=EF=—_—_e»emmeoo 
of the Wisconsin Garden Club Federation: 

In the absence of the temporary president and Save Trees 
vice-president, the meeting was called to order by 
Mr. Huron Smith, in the Milwaukee Public Museum, General Landscaping 

December 6, 1928, at 9 a. m. —We are insured— 

The first motion to defer the organization of a Cavity Treatment Large Tree Moving 
Federation for one year was lost. Fertilizing Removals 

A motion was then made that a permanent Federa- . . 
tion of Garden Clubs be organized and that the Fed- Pruning . Sresvine 
eration be affiliated with the Wisconsin State Horti- Lakeside 2907 
cultural Society. The motion was carried. Wisconsin Tree Service 

The following permanent officers were elected at 2335 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee 
the afternoon session: President, Mrs. R. H. Ma-
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State Flower Shows 
The First State Flower Show $450, which was paid by the Wisconsin Horticul- 

Madison, June 7-9, 1929 tural Society. 

In the May, 1929, issue of Wisconsin Horticulture, The following year, 1931, the Executive Committee 

we find a description of the first State Garden and decided to hold the State Flower Show in the Horti- 
Flower Show held in the Loraine Hotel, Madison, cultural Building at the State Fair Park on June 5-7, 
June 7-9. An admission charge of 25c was made. It The large Horticultural Building at the Park was 
was an ambitious project and the premium list was filled to capacity with beautiful gardens and exhibits. 
patterned after the Chicago Flower Show which had This show and the one held in the same building in 
become so successful. The premium schedule called 1932 were both financially successful and left in the 

for gardens by nurserymen and garden clubs, shadow treasury of the Wisconsin Garden Club Federation, 
boxes, luncheon tables, window boxes, miniature 4 substantial balance which was placed in the perma- 
models, and little gardens. There were also classes nent fund. 
for amateurs for iris, peonies, roses, perennials, and 
artistic arrangements. There was a long list of com- State Flower Show Hit By Depression 
mittees. H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, was named as 
general manager of the show, with the officers of the The State Flower Show held in the Horticultural 

Federation as members of the Executive Committee. Building at the State Fair Park in 1932 was the 
last large show ever held in that building by the 

The First Show a Decided Success Federation. By this time the depression had hit the 
a . nursery business so that the nurserymen who had 

A description of the first flower show in the July, so generously contributed to the success of previous 
1929, issue of Wisconsin Horticulture states that the — shows were unable to continue. 
show was a decided success, with an excellent at- 
tendance and many beautiful exhibits, Nurserymen Last Show at Kohler 
cooperated wholeheartedly in staging elaborate gar- 
dens. The Federation therefore decided to hold a show 

These garden clubs exhibited gardens: Milwaukee = the Municipal Building in Kohler On. June 16-18, 
Horticultural Society exhibited a rock garden; the 1933. This show featured table decorations, shadow 
Madison Garden Club built a miniature park; the boxes or living flower pictures, a plant curiosity 
Hillcrest Garden Club and West Allis set up a little | Shop, flower arrangement tables, artistic arrange- 
garden entitled “Bird Retreat”; “Over the Garden ™ents, and a peony show. There were also classes 
Wall” was presented by the Madison Garden Club, for junior garden club exhibits. 

ee ee ie ee men’s committee of the Wisconsin Horticulture for July-August, 1933. 
sis : ‘ makes this statement about the exhibit: 

In addition to purchasing much material such as ; 
20 shadow boxes, the show left a small profit in the “Thi 8 in fl 
treasury of the Garden Club Federation. his year new ideas in flower arrangement 

were featured at the State Garden and Flower 
Show. To those who love flowers and like to see 

Flower Show Helps ~ Promote Garden them well arranged, and who like to study new 
Club Organization ideas in arrangement, the show appealed greatly. 

The publicity received in connection with staging 
the State Flower Show stimulated the organization “Only two gardens were exhibited this year. 

of more garden clubs throughout the state and in- The Kohler Garden Club built a large garden, and 
duced them to join the Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- the West Allis Garden Club exhibited a garden 
eration. Progress was rapid during the following year. featured with an evergreen background. 

Stimulated by their success, the officers of the 

Federation decided to hold the second annual Wis- “The tables of eight flower arrangements were 
consin Garden and Flower Show on June 19-22, in the most attractive feature of the show and the 

the Milwaukee Auditorium, Milwaukee. This show classes in which there were the most entries.” 
proved to be a decided success artistically, but disas- 
trous financially. The Auditorium rental was high; While the show was artistic and there were a large 
the weather turned very hot; and the show being number of exhibits, nevertheless the attendance was 

held on a Saturday and Sunday, very few people small. This led to the decision by the Board of 
ventured into the heart of the city over the week- Directors of the Federation to discontinue the State 
end. As a result, the show suffered a loss of about Flower Show for the duration of the depression.
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State Flower Shows Resumed in May, 1940 . 

On May 17-19, 1940, the Wisconsin Garden Club 
Federation resumed holding State Flower Shows 
when a large show was held at the Wauwatosa Recre- 
tional Building, with Dr. Carl Schwendener, Mil- oe 

waukee, as general chairman. Under his leadership a a 
and with the cooperation of the Wauwatosa Park Be 8 ga 
Board, the show was made an outstanding success, : — 
both financially and educationally. Garden clubs re- 4 F 
sponded well and many educational exhibits were " a 

presented. re, i 

The second show was held in the same building Wa ‘ 
on May 23-25, 1941, with increased success. At the be duis 
close of the 1941 show, Dr. Carl Schwendener re- i Wes ud a 

signed as manager because of lack of time. He had ” 
put the show well on its feet. Lf s al 

Mrs. Chester Thomas was then elected general — 
chairman, and a very beautiful and successful show . P 
was staged on May 22-24, 1942. This was again the Mrs. Chester Thomas, Milwaukee, received honorary 
last large show to be held for some time, because recognition as ‘Wisconsin ‘Morticaliursl 

: se ae A jociety in 1943 
war-time conditions have made it impossible to con- 
tinue, due to limitations on travel, and the pressure , ‘ ‘i 
of many other lines of activity. We would like to give credit to the many members 

of committees who participated in making the shows 
However, Mrs. Chester Thomas managed two suc- successful; but due to lack of space, we must refer 

cessful Victory Harvest Shows in September, 1942, anyone interested to issues of Wisconsin Horticulture 
and in August, 1943. for those years. 

WISCONSIN’S GREATEST NURSERY 
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FLOWER ARRANGEMENT SCHOOLS BE- 1932. The program was quite similar to that of the 
COME IMPORTANT PROJECT OF first school, and official judges and speakers were 

FEDERATION Prof. J. G. Moore, Madison; Mr. Chas. Hudson, 

O* has only to look through issues of Wiscon- Jr, of Garfield Park Conservatory. 

sin Horticulture for the years 1928 and through Another flower arrangement and judging school 
the early 1930’s to realize the tremendous increase was held in the Milwaukee Public Library, April 

in activity of garden clubs due to the organization 27, 1933. 
of the Wisconsin Garden Club Federation. While eae z 
previous to its organization there had been no meet- District Kiawar Stoves and) Judging 
ings of any kind, now we find summer meetings, In 1933, the Federation decided to hold District 
winter conventions, and flower arrangement schools — Flower Shows and Judging Schools, so in 1934 the 
for all the garden clubs in the state. They were well following were held: 
attended and interest was keen. The success of the . ss : 
flower shows created an interest in flower arrange- G May re eric District at the Milwaukee 
ment. Flower arrangement schools had not been held as and Light Building. 

previous to this time. In fact, very little instruction May 23, Southern District Show at Elkhorn. 
in flower arrangement had been given before the 3 3 to. 
organization of the Federation. May 24, Fox River Valley District Show at Osh- 

Premium schedules at flower shows had been very kosh. 
similar to those at county fairs, with little considera- June 9-10, Central District Show, Wisconsin Rap- 
tion for arrangement. Consequently not very many  jds, 
good arrangements were exhibited excepting those . 
made by florists. : An educational program on arrangement was held 

Realizing the need and the demand for flower 7 connection with each show, which resulted in 
arrangement schools, the Federation adopted as one greatly increased interest in flower shows and flower 

of its leading projects education in flower arrange-  @ttangement. These schools took the place of the 
ment. state flower arrangement schools. 

The First Flower Arrangement School OT 
— pantabt Feb. 19, ee ‘alt 5 Outstanding Accomplishments and Activities 

e first flower arrangement school was held in . . 
the Milwaukee Art Institute, Milwaukee, on Febru- bythe Wisconsin Garden ae 
ary 19, 1931, On the program we find Miss Ann 
Koerner of the Watts Company; Archie McDonald : : 
of Gimbel’s; Prof. J. G. Moore, Madison; H. J. A great many Projects have been carried on by 

Rahmlow, Madison; James Livingstone, Brown Deer ; the Wisconsin Garden Club Federation and its vale 
and Mrs. Wm. Bowers, Milwaukee, President of the ous: committees: Among the outstanding accomplish- 
Federation. ments we list the following: 

Wisconsin Horticulture for March, 1931, states in (1) Increasing the number of garden clubs and 
regard to this school: “There was such a keen inter- interest in gardening by means of the projects and 

est in flower judging at the Federation meeting activities of the Federation, 

February 19, that a judging contest and meeting was . 1 oye 
suggested during tulip time.” (2) Conducting flower shows and flower judging | 
District Flower Shows and Judging Schools Held and arrangement schools, thereby greatly increasing 

The second flower judging and arrangement school interest and knowledge in the art of flower arrange- 

was held in the Hotel Plankinton, Milwaukee, on mient and in growing, flowers 
May 14th, 1931. The plan of this school was as fol- (3) Increasing the knowledge of gardening, land- 
lows: During the forenoon visitors judged four  scaping, and other branches of horticulture through 
classes, each of four arrangements, which had been programs at annual conventions, summer meetings, | 
prepared previously by a special committee. district meetings, and helping garden clubs with their 

The judging papers for each visitor were then own local programs. : 
raded and winners announced. Following this th Bocce fb 7 

official judges told how they had placed the arrange: (4) Developing important projects for the state 
ments officially, and discussed principles of flower a local communities through committees. Included 
arrangement. This was followed by talks by three these are: highway beautification ; conservation 
speakers on flower shows and judging. and reforestation ; interest in controlling billboards; 

5 knowledge of birds and their habits; plant testing; 
Second Annual Flower Judging School development of garden centers; war service in vari- 

The second annual flower judging school was held —_ ous ways, especially by landscaping and planting at 
at the Plankinton Hotel, Milwaukee, on April 28th, army camps, such as Truax Field in Madison.
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Annual Conventions 
Annual Conventions Held With the Wisconsin October 13-14, 1936, Loraine Hotel, Madison 

State Horticultural Society October 14-15, 1937, Athearn Hotel, Oshkosh 
The organization meeting of the Wisconsin Gar- September 30-October 1, 1938, Foeste Hotel, She- 

den Club Federation held in conjunction with the boygan 
: conyur - October 11-13, 1939, Pfister Hotel, Milwaukee 

annual convention of the Wisconsin Horticultural - : 
; ‘i : October 1-2, 1940, Hotel Loraine, Madison 

Society has already been described. It was held in October 2-3, 1941. Retlaw Hotel, Fond du Lac 
Milwaukee on December 5-7, 1928. For a number October 12 1942, Pfister Hotel, Milwaukee 
of years thereafter the Federation held its conven- October 20. "1943 , Plankinton Hotel Milwaukee 
tions in conjunction with the Society, but with a : J , 
separate program. These meetings were held as fol- 
lows: 

November 13-15, 1929, Raulf Hotel, Oshkosh 
November 19-21, 1930, Loraine Hotel, Madison SNE 
November 3-4, 1931, Avalon Hotel, Waukesha RN 
November 9-10, 1932, Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee SYS \\\ > 
November 9-10, 1933, State Capitol, Madison es La 
November 8-9, 1934, Hotel Racine, Racine Re aie 
November 14-15, 1935, Schroeder Hotel, Milwau- riser La 

kee. t th “pie, 
. ie a 

Separate Conventions Voted | = Sty 

Garden club members felt that the November dates a ee 
were rather late and preferred to meet in October 
and to hold separate conventions. Accordingly, the 
following conventions were held, with the coopera- 
tion and assistance of the Horticultural Society: 

Hardy P Lal ar erennidals ... 

NORTHERN FIELD GROWN PLANTS 

— 200 Varieties —— 15 Acres —— 

We specialize in Lupine, Canterbury Bells, Chrysanthemums, Delphinium, Hollyhock, 

Shasta Daisy, Viola, Rock Garden Plants and Herbs. 

BAYFIELD, WIS. 

John F. Hauser Dawson Hauser
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THE WISCONSIN SCHOOL CHILDREN’S (3) The Society paid $25.00 for premiums at the 
FOREST Federation’s convention flower show; $25.00 for a 

r 1936 the Wisconsin Garden Club Federation eae ice wae $51 as pari- 

vearme e coy SshoChires Tres PG) ested to ato nen ales on gr 
S . 5S 5 * ‘: ing, with a total o slides tor free use by any 

ee ee ee Fete, affiliated ries club, the club to pay aul ha return 
© 3 . 3 postage. Each set is accompanied with a lecture. 
ae were urgently in need of conservation teach- (5) A total of 5,013 copies of mimeographed 

ing help. material was prepared by the Society for garden club 
Twelve hundred acres were set aside in the Nicolet | work. This included letters for committee chairmen. 

National Forest. For each penny contributed by the and other officers, Premium schedules for the State 
school children, four pine seedlings were planted in Flower Show, various blanks such as membership. 

the area. The project was continued for five years, ¢tc., and convention programs. 
with Mrs. Quimby acting as chairman, A total of Compari € Magazine 
79,022 pennies were contributed, and 316,088 trees ° Son . . . 
were planted in the forest. The area was then left At the request of the Federation president, the 
in the care of the United States Forest Service, with State Horticultural Society secretary prepared a 
the knowledge that through their method of sustained | Comparison of the garden material in magazines put 
yield harvest, this area will be allowed to perpetuate out by other State Garden Club Federations with 
itself and will always remain a forest. the material in Wisconsin Horticulture. A detailed 

. . . analysis indicated that Wisconsin Horticulture con- 
The forest was dedicated at a special program tained the largest amount of garden material of any 

sponsored by the Federation on July 27, 1940. magazine in the nation published by a Federation or 
_ Horticultural Society. For the preceding year, Wis- 

. . . . consin Horticulture contained a total of 3,092 column 
How the Wisconsin Horticultural Society inches on gardening, while its nearest competitor 

Aids the Garden Clubs had 2,520, and the third, 1,775 column inches. 
. . : Only nine State Garden Club Federations were 

ot ee Se eee eee Taian te ee Wis- able to continue pening see i in magazine 

consin Horticultural Society as well. This is pro- eee taal Society. in fo! war 

_ of Hi oeaty foe menboraldp is bot oneuisee exerts any control over the business or other policies 
. = he Federation. 
tions are collected at one time. of the Federation 

Since the function of the Wisconsin Horticultural 
Society is purely educational, the service given gar- 
den club members is along that line. The secretary 
of the Horticultural Society is the corresponding ; a 
secretary of the Garden Club Federation, and there- Ei ) 
by a member of its Board of Directors as provided Ba a 
in the Federation constitution. In this way the secre- a re ye 
tary can act in an advisory capacity to the Board, Re 
and much of the educational work of the Federation hee. 
can be carried on in the Society’s office. 

Aid to Garden Clubs as Listed in 1942 

A report of the service given by the Wisconsin . 
Horticultural Society to the Wisconsin garden clubs ¥ 
was presented at the annual convention of the Fed- ; e 
eration at its convention in October, 1942. The fol- ead ? 
lowing are some of the items listed: 4 

(1) The secretary prepared moving picture films ; 
and slides on garden subjects, and with these pre- & 
sented lectures to 71 garden clubs. No fees were oy 
charged, the Society paying the traveling expenses. “ 

W. G. McKay, Madis nurseryman, 
(2) The secretary of the Society gave 12 radio licenced ‘be Wieceneia Hoctscaltaral 

talks on garden topics over State Station WHA. Society in 1940.
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The Wisconsin Nurserymen’s Association 
By Thomas S, Pinney, Secretary 

T Wisconsin Nurserymen’s Association was or- only built up the finances to a very healthy cundi- 
ganized in Watertown, Wisconsin, on December tion, but conscientiously kept the membership  in- 

27, 1917. It was on that date that nine nurserymen formed of matters of interest and of importance to 

of the state met and organized, electing Mr. T. J. them. 

Ferguson of the Hawk's Nursery, Wauwatosa, as In 1940 Mr. James Livingstone of the Holton & 

president, and Mr. L. J. Tucker of the McKay Hunkel Co. was elected president, who served for 
Nursery, Madison, as secretary-treasurer. Also, at i te 16 r , a * 

: Ne. “Te =, ‘ two years. In 1942, Mr. Walter Remond of the Carl 
ma tae a MERGY cao, dopiatol W ninth Gerlach Co., Milwaukee, was elected president and 

mittee to draft By-Laws for the organization. Mr. neain. Feclected int 1948: 
L. J. Tucker remained secretary-treasurer of the Activities 
organization until his death in 1924. 

“On March 11, 1926, Mr. W. G. McKay of the While the Wisconsin Nurserymen's Association Is 

McKay Nursery Company, Madison, Wisconsin, was hot a large group as far as numerical strength is con- 

clected secretary-treasurer and held this position un- ered, it does represent an excellent cross-section 
til 1929. Mr. McKay has been one of the most active 0! the nurserymen of the state of Wisconsin. The 
men in the entire organization and is still a leading \ TSCONSET Nurserymen’s Association has also affih- 
figure in it. He has unselfishly given considerable ated itself with the American Association of Nursery- 

time and effort to further the interests of the organ- yen. fora number of YSATS as well as the Wisconsin 
ization and the industry as a whole. In 1928 Mr. F. State Horticultural Society, Every year it holds an 
C. Edwards of the Coe, Converse & Edwards Co.. annual convention usually the fore-part of February 

Fort Atkinson, was elected president, who because  #"d for the past number of years it has been held 
of his health, refused to accept the position for more Milwaukee. Up until this summer a midsummer 
than one year. By this time the organization had Meeting was usually scheduled, but due to transpor- 
grown to a membership of 25. tation difficulties was eliminated this year for the 

On March 5, 1929, Mr. Charles Hawks, Jr., of duration, 
the Hawk’s Nursery, Wauwatosa, was elected presi- Iver since the organization of the Wisconsin 
dent, and Mr. M. C. Hepler of the North Star Nurserymen's Association in 1917, the cooperation 

Nursery, Pardeeville, was elected secretary-treasurer. and good feeling between it and the various state 
Mr, Hepler remained secretary-treasurer until 1938. departments concerning themselves about the nursery 

In 1930, Mr. E. H. Niles of the White Elm Nur- business has always been outstanding. Particular 
sery, Hartland, Wisconsin, was elected president. reference is made to the. splendid cooperation given 

Mr. Niles served as president of the Association for each other by the Assouiation and the State: Ento- 
two years and in 1932 Mr. L. J. Baker of the Baker MOlogy Department which for a number of years 
Seed and Nursery Co., Fond du Lac, was elected rs been a charge or Me hi L. Chambers. ‘hie 
president who also served in that capacity for two ambers <loes everything an, his; Power ito: keep the 
years, nurserymen informed as to the regulatory measures 
ve . in regard to shipping nursery stock and also control 

In 1934 Mr. Thomas S. Pinney of the Evergreen measures relative to the many diseases we have to- 
Nursery, Sturgeon Bay, was elected president, and day. He appreciates the nurserymen’s problems, and 
likewise served in that capacity for the following they in turn do all they can to cooperate with him 
two years, In 1936 Mr. Karl Junginger of the McKay — and make his work as agreeable and effective as 
Nursery Co., Madison, was elected president. In possible. 

1938 Mr. A. T. Singer of Singer Bros., Inc., Mil- SSS 
waukee, was elected president and also the same 

year Mr. M. C. Hepler, who had been secretary- 
treasurer ever since 1929, withdrew from office and 
Mr. H. W. Riggert of the Coe, Converse & Edwards 
Co., Fort Atkinson, was elected secretary-treasurer. 
Mr. Riggert deserves a lot of praise for his work 
as he remained their secretary-treasurer until 1942 
at which time Mr. Thomas S. Pinney of Sturgeon 
Bay was elected. Mr. Riggert gave his undivided 
attention to the affairs of the organization and not
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A Short History of Wisconsin Spray Rings, County Fruit Growers’ Associa. 
tions, Southeastern Fruit Growers’ Cooperative 

By Conrad L. Kuehner 

Wiscossix Spray Rings were first 7@ I 

organized about twenty-five to thirty |@gM] MISCO heer 
years ago when F. R. Gifford joined the ; a DPN fay 
staff of the Department of Horticulture, aR ea s 
University of Wisconsin, as Extension | 
Fruit Specialist (May, 1920, to June, 1923). 4 BEWUEKY Ey L] 
Grant, Crawford, La Crosse, Dodge, Jef- |S : wae, at } 
ferson, and Iowa Counties were among the eX ie 

pioneer counties in the state to organize |i ’ Eee Pa = 
spray rings. Soon thereafter, when the ex- jf wees Se 
periences of these first rings became known |p a ll 
to other counties, additional ones came into aaa 

action in quite a few counties. County [2 ae = 

ee i aid eae toe er fee adi Five counties put up this fine exhibit at a “Food Show.” 
in getting community groups of ten to twelve farm to help give direction to fruit improvement work in 

orchardists organized into spray rings. Originally the the county; to facilitate the purchase of fruit grow- 

Spray Ming was distinctly devoted to the job of pro- ers’ supplies, and to aid in more satisfactory sale of 

mang is ayy -_ Bee ie si sap surplus fruit from spray ring orchards. Several years’ 
d : . : 

organized in city meurket areas here "he surplus experience showed that other counties with spray 

fruit produced by them soon gained popularity with rings might also benefit as Jefferson County had 
the city folks. The great improvement of highways benefited. Within the following ten years, Milwau- 

and the immense increase in auto ownership and kee, Waukesha, Ozaukee, Washington, Racine, She- 
travel in the last twenty years gave much momentum boygan, Manitowoc, Winnebago, Dodge, and Mari- 
to the project so that at the present time there are . = « os 
a total of 215 rings operating in 33 counties, with nette Counties all organized Associations and have 

prospects of many more tings as soon as epee since been very active in furthering fruit improve- 

machines become more readily available again. ment work in their respective counties. | 

Southeastern Fruit Growers’ Cooperative 

County Fruit Growers’ Associations The Southeastern Fruit Growers’ Cooperative may 
The first County Fruit Growers’ Association was be considered as all-over service or purchasing or- 

organized in Jefferson County when J. M. Coyner ganization for county fruit growers’ associations 
was (County: Asent of this eeuint Tt was organized The charter members of this cooperative were Mil- 

y 8 . Me 8 waukee, Ozaukee, Washington, Waukesha, and Ra- 

nn cine Counties. These five counties 
. ] were primarily responsible for the 

; fine steady growth of the coopera- 
tive and its services to fruit grow- 

| THE FRUI MARKET ers and spray rings in general 

While the Co-op. was started in 
eyo | a small way, within a few coun- 

PEE | | SS ae | ties, it has steadily increased its 
ri a aie . ae ts aie | membership, its services, and its 

- volume of business so that today 

it serves growers and growers’ 

organizations in all parts of the 

state. This cooperative had been 

ag “ 5! a definite help in the past twelve 

aes ees ee ee es = : years to popularize sound farm 

A roadside stand conducted by Spray Rings. orchard fruit growing practices.
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SPRAYERS — DUSTERS HARVESTING SUPPLIES 
PRUNING TOOLS GARDEN SEEDS 
GARDEN TOOLS INSECTICIDES 
BERRY BOXES FERTILIZER 
BASKETS TRELLISES 

F. R. GIFFORD COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 

ORCHARD AND GARDEN SUPPLIES 

2201 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

November, 1943 

A message to all the readers of this magazine: 

The F, R. Gifford Company wishes to extend a hearty thanks to the many friends 
for their continued patronage and consideration shown us in the past. We would also 
like to take this opportunity to tell you a little about ourselves since our start back in 1923 
by Mr. Frank R. Gifford. 

While working with Orchardists and Gardeners as Extension Horticulturist for the 
University of Wisconsin, Mr. Gifford came to realize the difficulty growers were experi- 
encing in obtaining supplies. When Mr. Gifford’s health no longer warranted his continu- 
ing with the University, he organized the F. R. Gifford Company at 2201 University Ave- 
nue, Madison, with the aim of serving the Fruit Growers and Gardeners of the state. 

The Company had little trouble coming to the front as a principal source of supplies 
for the Orchardist and Gardener. Mr. Gifford had many friends in the state whom he 
served diligently till his death in 1926. There was no one left to carry on the already 
thriving business except his wife, Mrs. Edith Gifford. 

Mrs. Gifford was a very kind and understanding woman who had to learn all about 
the Orchard and Garden in order to continue her husband’s business. With four differ- 
ent partners, all at different times, Mrs. Gifford served the public, although not always 
the way she would like to have done. 

The present manager had considered going into the business as a partner with Mrs. 
Gifford in the spring of 1942, but because of her sudden death on the first day of No- 
vember, 1941, had to give up those plans. 

The Company was left to Miss Frances Post, sister of Mrs. Gifford. At first Miss 
Post wanted to sell the business, but no buyer could be found. Today the Company is 
owned by Miss Post and managed by Mr. Glenn A. Dunn. 

Mr. Dunn (he prefers to be called Glenn) is a graduate of the Wisconsin College of 
Agriculture. He lived on a farm in Adams county till the wind blew the farm away, 
and his family moved to Waukesha. He would rather be out calling on the growers than 
tending store, but finds it hard to get the necessary gas with which to travel. 

At times during the past year we have found it impossible to take care of all your re- 
quirements, due to conditions arising out of the ever increasing demands by our armed 
forces. However, we hope that you will contine to be considerate and think of us for 
your supplies. 

Sincerely yours, 

F. R. GIFFORD COMPANY 

Glenn A. Dunn, Mgr. 

Inns Se eens ees eminem
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The Wisconsin Horticultural Society in 1943 
Ww" R-TIME conditions have made many changes, Local Fruit Growers Associations: 

hut the work of the Wisconsin Horticultural Alma Center Fruit Growers Association 
Society has been continued as in the past, because Bayfield Fruit Growers Association 
horticulturists are still interested in obtaining infor- Dodge County Fruit Growers Association 
mation to help them with their problems. Govern- Fruit Growers Co-op, Door County 
mental regulations may come and go; interest in them Jefferson County Fruit Growers Association 
may be paramount for a time, but the grower’s chief Manitowoc County Fruit Growers Association 
concern is and always will be how to solve his im- Marinette County Fruit Growers Association 
mediate problems; how to control those insect and Milwaukee County Fruit Growers Association 
disease pests which ruin his crops; improved varie- Ozaukee County Fruit Growers Association . 
ties; results of the work of our experiment stations Racine County Fruit Growers Association 
in horticulture ; how to increase production and lower Reynolds Company Fruit Growers, Door County 
costs; how to make life happier by gardening and Shawano County Fruit Growers Association 
landscaping. These and many other subjects are dis- Sheboygan County Fruit Growers Association 
cussed in Wisconsin Horticulture each month, as Southeastern Fruit Growers Association 
well as at meetings both of the various state organiza- Walworth County Fruit Growers Association 
tions and of local organizations, Warrens Fruit Growers Association 

Washington County Fruit Growers Association 
Membership Waukesha County Fruit Growers Association 

a . . . . . Winnebago County Fruit Growers Association 
The Wisconsin Horticultural Society is composed 

of three types of membership: (1) Life members. —— 
Anyone may become a life member on application 

and payment of the fee of $10. (2) Annual mem- Ganies Chis : 
bers. Anyone may become a member of the Wis- Antigo; Art Institute; Baraboo; Bay View 
consin Horticultural Society for the fee of $1.00 per Horticultural Society, Milwaukee; Berlin; Blue 
year, or $1.50 for two years. (3) Members affili- Beech, Milwaukee; Blue Mound, Milwaukee 
ated through local organizations. The largest group County; Brandon Community; Brookdale; Bur- 
of members are those affiliated with the Wisconsin _ lington. 
Horticultural Society through local fruit growers’ Cambridge and Lake Ripley; Cedarburg; Cer- 
associations, garden clubs, beekeepers’ associations, esco, Ripon; Darlington; Dousman. 

and others. Edgerton; Elkhorn; Elm Grove; Fond du Lac 
The fee for these members has been set as fol- Community; Fort Atkinson; Gale Crest, Milwau- 

lows: 200 or more members in one organization, 35c; kee County; Green Bay; Greendale, Milwaukee 
from 10 to 199 members, 40c per member. All such County; Green Tree, Milwaukee County. 
memberships must be sent to the Society by the local Hales Corners; Hawthorne, Milwaukee Coun- 
secretary, and are usually part of the local dues. ty; Hillcrest, Milwaukee County; Home G. C., 

All members receive Wisconsin Horticulture each Ripon; Home Gardeners, West Allis; Horicon. 
month, Iola; Jefferson; Kaukauna; Kenosha County; 

The membership of the Society has steadily in- Kohler; La Belle, Oconomowoc; La Crosse; Lake 
creased since its very beginning. The largest increase, Geneva Town and Country; Lake Wazeecha, Wis- 

due to a great extent to the organization in Wiscon- consin Rapids; Ledgeview, Fond du Lac; Little, 

sin of many local fruit growers’ associations, garden Madison; Lodi. 
clubs and beekeepers’ associations, has been during Madison; Manitowoc; Marinette; Menasha; 
the years 1930 to 1940 when the membership in- Menomonee Falls; Milwaukee County Horticul- 

creased to approximately 4,900. tural Society; Namekagon, Hayward; Neenah; 
. sae . . . Oakfield; Omro; Oshkosh Horticultural Society. 

Organizations Affiliated With the Wisconsin Park Ridge, Stevens Point; Pewaukee; Ply- 
Horticultural Society—1943 mouth; Portage Community; Port Washington. 

State Organizations: Racine; Ravenswood, Wauwatosa; Ripon, Rosh- 
Wisconsin Garden Club Federation olt; Scandinavia; Sheboygan; Shorewood Hills, 
Wisconsin Beekeepers Association Madison; Shorewood, Milwaukee County; Spring 
Wisconsin Nurserymen’s Association City, Waukesha; Sturgeon Bay; Sum-Mer-Del, 
Wisconsin Cranberry Growers Association Waukesha County; Sunset Village, Madison; Su- 
Wisconsin Gladiolus Society perior.
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Tess Corners, Hales Corners; Two Mile, Wis- 
consin Rapids; Victory, West Allis; Washington 
Island; Wayside, Milwaukee County; Waukesha G ro WwW 

Town; Waupaca; Wausau; Wauwatosa; West 
Allis; West Bend; West Side, Madison; White- 
water; Whitnall Park, Milwaukee County; Win- 
neconne; Wisconsin Rapids; Yard and Garden, e a n 
Ripon. 

Wisconsin Beekeepers Association le a j t 

District Associations: Southeastern District; u 
Northwestern District; Fox River Valley District; 
Southern District; Southwestern District. a 

Affiliated with the Wisconsin Beekeepers Asso- With These 
ciation are also 27 county associations. 

Other Local Associations Leaders 

Woman’s Auxiliary, Wisconsin Horticultural 
Society; Lake Geneva Gardeners and Foremen’s sepeeasa 
Association. 

ELGETOL DINITRO SPRAY 
WHAT THE SOCIETY IS DOING 

r 1942 the secretary of the Wisconsin Horticul- KLEENUPormant OIE 
tural Society stated in his annual report that the 

following work had been done by the Society and KOPPERS FLOTATION PASTE SULPHUR 
the secretary during the past year. MICRO FLOTOX 

| WETTABLE SULPHUR 
The secretary spoke at these meetings: 
18 apple and strawberry growers meetings 
46 garden club meetings, with 78 clubs taking part ORTHEX SPREADER ADHESIVE 
9 beekeepers meetings or schools conducted 
7 Gindiotus Society mestings ORTHOL- K summer ons 
2 Nurserymen’s meetings 

Arranged three state 2 day conventions (Horti- COPOSIL FUNGICIDES 
cultural Society, Garden Club Federation, and Bee- 
keepers Association) BLACK LEAF 40 

Established 9 trial gardens for ornamentals BLACK LEAF 155 

Sent out the following plants in the fruit testing 
project: 300 strawberry plants each of 4 varieties FRUITONE HORMONE SPRAY 

from Canada; 700 raspberry plants; 50 Milton rasp- 
berry plants; 19 apricot trees; 132 Sungold peach so -=s 2. 
trees; 25 Polly peach trees; 68 Prunus tomentosa 
shrubs. 

The Society has prepared 10 sets of lantern slides Y Sp Nee ds 
of 600 slides for free distribution to affiliated organ- ou r r ay 

‘zations. FROM START TO FINISH 
Edited Wisconsin Horticulture, 11 issues. Californi 

ornia 
Sent out 90 bags of poisoned oats bait and 227 . 

tubes zinc phosphide to fruit growers for mouse (SALADS Spray-Chemical 

sonnel, . Corporation 
The office sent out during the year, 3,821 letters. SUS LLU Elizabeth, N. J 

and 2,463 postcards. Considerable mimeographing 7 — 
was done for affiliated groups.
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Olds’ Seed, Compaity noccccssccetercceceeeee2) SISSON seco ereecre eee unsnebd 

The White Elm Nursery Company ------------43 | Rasmussen’s Nursery ------------------------67 

Sheboygan Fruit Box Company ----------------45 | Wisconsin Tree Service ----------------------09 

Cumberland Fruit Package Company ----------48 | Mrs. Nels Nelson ~--------------------------69 

Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Growers Co-op ---49 | McKay Nursery Company --------------------7] 
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Looking Forward to next sEASON 
Here Are a Few Tips You Might Appreciate: 

In planning your spraying Program you will Lime Sulphur Solution. Use the one best 
want to use sprays which effectively control suited to your particular conditions. 
worms and scab and the many other diseases 
which attack fruit. You will find these ma- For leaf spot and shot hole fungus on cherries, 
terials in the Dow line of sprays. consider Bordow, our copper fungicide and, 

: z of course, Dow Lead Arsenate for worm con- 
Your first spray, of course, is the dormant trol. 
to control aphis, scale, bud moth, pear psylla. . 

Either DN Dry Mix or Dowspray Dormant Consult your dealer about these and the other 
will do the job for you. Dow products which have served fruit grow- 
For scab and other fungus troubles we offer ers so well for more than 30 years. A spray- 
you “Mike” Sulfur, Dry Lime Sulphur or ing chart will be sent you upon request. 

<lQy> THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY - MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 

New York . Chicago . St. Louis . WHouston . San Francisco . Los Angeles . Seattle 
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SUCCESS 

Success is built upon the dreams WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 

we have, 
With courage -_ the will to see The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

them through; . EstasBiisHeD 1910 
Though obstacles may dim your | ; : 

herished ty Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Acceptance 
cherished hope . for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of October 3, 

The way be rough and helping 1917, authorized July 15, 1918, - 

hands few. ; : 
be Published Monthly Excepting July by the 

Bur k d t r Wisconsin State Horticutturat Society 
ut keep your dreams unto you Madison 6, Wisconsin 

troubled heart, 
And cast them not in idleness H. J Raumuow, Editor 

away; Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

For no great man has reached the . 
gol en sair— Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

Without some doubt and showers se University 
: ea dae Volume XXXIV DECEMBER, 1943 No. 4 
n 4 re I 
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The Convention Program 
Speakers Discuss Important Topics With Fruit Growers 

The Apple Maggot erwise the maggots will work their 
R. C. L. Fluke, Madison, and DE aes R way into the soil and there will no 

D Dr. A. C. Hodson of Minne- ead GO arpa eT Jenger Be sty use pieling tein bp: Ti he : OFS ae VRS LT ra es The later and hard varieties of ap- 
sota gave very interesting discus- We Wiig ¥ ‘ : : : : A ATS a CO ples may be picked up from one to 
sions on their experience with ap- 7 aULAS AAG od? iy" ten weeks after they drop 

ple maggot during the past season, Ya eee ay ad Flies seem to concentrate on the 
and some new discoveries on its < > a B varieties they like best such as Tol- 
control. The fact that apple maggot man Sweet, and may move to un- 

can be controlled by spraying was strong the flies are repelled. If the picked trees after some kinds are 
illustrated by Dr. Hodson when he odor is just right, the flies are at- picked; they are especially bad on 
gave an observation in two Or- tracted, early apples. 
chards in Minnesota. A neglected Best Height For Traps For cleaning up an orchard badly 

orchard had a 60% intestation of Questions were asked as to the infested, Dr. Hodson recommended 
1 eae bale 2 teas Gere con best height for hanging the pails. three pounds of arsenate of lead 
even ‘the first row had only 6% Dr. Hodson stated that in studies per 100 gallons of water, but for 
injury from the maggot. This or- °° this question traps hung at a maintaining control, two pounds 
; J y Be0"- d height of three feet caught 18 flies, per 100 gallons is enough. 
chard pad been prvpenly sadn at nine feet, 76 flies, and at 12 to Dr. Fluke urged that growers 
. t ne Bae nace been picked UP 13 feet, 77 flies. He therefore rec- continue using bait traps and keep- 

ne year Derore- . . ommended the pails be hung at img records for at least two or 
Apple maggot flies will move per- eye level, or a little above. three more years in order that in- 

haps one-quarter mile, but tend to It is also important not to hang formation may be obtained as to 
stay fairly close to the place where the traps near the trunk, but on the when the flies appear in various 
they are hatched out. outside of the tree where it is sections of the state in an average 

Bait Traps sunny. SEAT: 
The continued use of bait traps Traps alone did not give practi- Who is to Blame for the Bruises? 

was highly recommended by both cal commercial control even if hung Mr, Minard Farley, Jr., of Lan- 
speakers. The easiest way of mak- in every tree in the orchard. The sing, Michigan, representing the 
ing a bait trap, according to Dr. traps, therefore, are mainly used Michigan Apple Commission, gave 
Hodson, is to use common house- to determine the proper time for an interesting talk on “Who is to 
hold ammonia at the rate of 1 tea- spraying. blame for bruises?” giving the re- 
spoonful per quart of water. The The drought may reduce the in- sults of work carried on in Michi- 
use of soap is quite important be-  festation, It was pointed out that gan. The study showed that every- 
cause the flies tend to skip off of during the drought years of the one who handles apples is some- 
the water if soap is not used. Dreft middle 1930's, the apple maggot what to blame. 
is best for hard water, but any practically disappeared in some Using the Jonathan variety of 
granulated soap may be used in s¢ctions. apple, the study showed the follow- 

soft water, If household ammonia Spray Trees Not Fruiting ing number of bruises per 100 
is used, it should be dumped and Apple maggot flies feed on the «//les. 
refilled at the end of each week. leaves of the trees without fruit, On the tree, 10 bruises; in the 

There was some discussion as to as well as those having fruit. They Picking bag, 65 bruises; in the field 
the best type of pail to use. Dr. also feed on the leaves of the brush crate, 85; delivered to the exchange, 
Hodson stated that the larger the and trees on the edge of forests 170; dumped on the conveyor, 230; 

pail opening, the greater the catch adjoining orchards. It is therefore through the washer, 268; over the 
of flies. A pail of the dish pan type, recommended that all trees be grader, 351. He emphasized that 
with a wide mouth, is best. The sprayed regardless of whether or ore care must be used all along 
water level should be kept to with- not they have fruit, and also the the line to avoid bruising. 
in one inch of the top of the pail. trees on the edge of woodlots in Get Rid of Rabbits and Mice 

It was emphasized that it is im- order to get rid of all the flies. Mr. G. C. Oderkirk of Purdue, 
portant not to use more than one Early, soft varieties of apples again emphasized the necessity of 
teaspoon of ammonia per quart of should be picked up within three getting rid of rabbits and mice in 
water because if the odor is too or four days after they drop. Oth- (Turn page)
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the orchard. Mr. Oderkirk has writ- ennial bearing trees in the spring THE WINNERS 

ten some very good articles which of the heavy blossoming year, caus- N. Varieti 

ond appeared in oa i A es s oe sets and consequent jew Varieties 

as covered this subject well. Poi- poor foliage and poor finish to the Milton: 1st, W. E 

son bait for mice and trapping or fruit. The fertilizer should be ap- ResAEaRE, , » Ep Beppien 

hunting the rabbits are the most plied in the spring of the off-years , 

practical methods for eliminating to such varieties as Wealthy. Dr. B Macoun: Ist, A. K. Bassett, 

these pests in the orchard, as well Roberts would apply all nitrogen araboo; 2nd, Arno Meyer, Waldo; 

as in the garden. fertilizers in the orchard in the 3rd, W. E. Aeppler. 
. spring of the year, Cortland: 1st, W. E. Aeppler; 

hard Observat : , aK pee 
Ore ard Observations On the subject of pruning he em-  2"d, Arno Meyer; 3rd, A. K. Bas- 

y Dr. R. H. 5 phasized that it is poor practice to sett; entries of merit, W. H. Steele, 

Dr. R. i Rohe = ta follow a style or system of prun- Pewaukee; Emil Beyer, Malone. 

very valuable suggestions to frul ing. The system which makes a Secor: 2nd, W. H . 

growers based on orchard observa- good Wealthy tree will wreck the Arno Maren. oe Site Gn 
tions and research. fruiting habit of a McIntosh tree. Kendall: 1 Ww 

He said that from pollination In his opinion the reasons for 2nq re Ist, W. E- Aeppler; 
studies made this year it seems cer- highly colored fruit this year was Le » 44TH, Meyer; 3rd, Wm. R. 

tain that none of east oe due to the cool nights in late Au- sei Fort Atkinson. 

anccrial o ao * - gust and September. Perkins: Ist, L. H. Stringer, 

ruittul,.. yar’ 2eS/On Whuchisht wes He does not believe that the size Milton; 3rd, Meyer Orchards, 
were made include Wealthy, Duch : Hales Corners. 
tes, McIntosh, Delicious, N. W. of the apple depends entirely upon . . 

» M , ye the number of seeds in the apple Any other new variety: 1st, W. E. 
Greening, Jonathan, Dudley and ee Pp A + 9 
Snow. ‘These varieties, therefore or that poor fertilization caused eppler ; 2nd, W. E. Aeppler; 3rd, 

é . ’ apples to be small this year. Gygax Bros., Waukesha ; entries of 

should be planted so that cross- M. . a 

pollination is possible. cIntosh, he said, had made a merit, W. E. Aeppler; W. H. 
Dr Raber exiibiiell w ype very good stock on which to top- Steele; Ralph Irwin, Lancaster. 

t : . work Starking, at Gays Mills, as 
men of Starking which he said was indicated bi fts which » Standard Varieti 

the finest he had ever seen. The <4 fo, lost grafts which had been anisties 

trees had been sprayed nine times r years. The special cash premiums offered 

with lime sulphur at a pressure of ees by the Niagara Sprayer and Chemi- 

600 pounds. He concluded, there- cal Company on McIntosh and De- 

fore, that lime sulphur used cor- WINNERS AT THE CONVEN. _licious were won as follows: 

sith se not always injure the TION FRUIT SHOW McIntosh: ist, A, K. Bassett, 

oliage. His opinion was that sum- . Baraboo; 2nd, Wm. C 11 - 
mer injury may be caused by lead The fruit show at the convention ie: Acro im a jury may ry 3 nomonie; 3rd, W. E. Aeppler; 4th 
arsenate in the spray, At any rate, this year was smaller than usual, Emil Beyer, Malone; 6th "John 
most of the foliage injury that he but nevertheless served its purpose. Guth, Bancroft. , , 

has observed occurred during the [t brought out exhibits of the new Delicious: ‘1st, Emil Beyer 
calyx, or the 10-day spray and not varieties on trial in Wisconsin so a yx ae st, 3 foil, Beyer Bad 

later. that those in attendance might see yn - assett; 3rd, John Kopp, 
and examine these specimens to de- West Bend; 4th, Gygax Bros.; 5th, 

Blossom Bud Formation termine whether or not the Ly Eh, Birees: Malton Oth, 8+ 2 
_ y would Herdrich, Adell 

Dr. Roberts stated that studies like to grow them. This is always , e 

made at Madison by Dr. B. Esther valuable because many growers in Golden Delicious: st, A. K. Bas- 

Struckmeyer have shown that ap- Wisconsin have not had a chance ‘tts 2nd, Emil Beyer; 3rd, 5. F. 

ple bud formation is induced three to see some of the new kinds. Dis- Herdrich. 

to four weeks after blossoming. cussion around the exhibit tables Snow: Ist, A. K. Bassett; 2nd, 

Blossom bud initiation can be between the growers of the new Wm. R. Leonard; 3rd, Leonard 

stopped by removing a portion of kinds and those interested in grow- Bros., Fort Atkinson; 4th, Gygax 

one or two of the tip leaves next Ing them determines what course Bros. 

to the bud. Therefore, spray injury will be followed. N. W. Greening: 1st, Wm, Con- 

to these leaves can greatly affect An exhibit of some of the most Nell; 2nd, A. K. Bassett; 3rd, John 

blossom bud formation. . popular standard varieties is valu- Guth; 4th, Gygax Bros. 

On the subject of fertilizing ap- able because it brings out the finest Any other standard variety: \st, 

ple trees, he said that the practice quality and shows what growers in 2nd, and 3rd, A. K. Bassett, Bara- 

of giving nitrogen fertilizer to bi- Wisconsin can do. boo; 4th, John Guth, Bancroft.
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Orchard Cover Crops as Soil Conservers 

ES June seeding of an an- ganic matter accumulation in the losses. It conserved soil nitrogen 

nual cover crop in New York soil. The seeding of cover crops and organic matter, the latter more 
orchards is advocated as being far in June proved the most effective than the former. Continuous alfalfa 

superior to late summer or fall procedure, especially where the conserved and accumulated both 

seedings when measured in terms cover was allowed to stand over nitrogen and organic matter. 

of nitrogen and organic matter winter and was plowed under in Retain Snow 

conservation and in the reduction the spring. In fact, any method of 
of soil and water losses. This and soil management which reduced the Snow retention proved an im- 

other recommendations on orchard time during which the soil was not portant factor in preventing water 

soil management with respect to occupied by a crop reduced losses losses in orchards, and cover crops 

cover crops and mulches are set of soil nitrogen and organic matter which tended to retain snow by 

forth in a bulletin published by the as well as erosion losses. their upstanding habit of growth 
New York state experiment sta- L Good were superior to other covers which 
tion, at Geneva, on seven years’ in- jesumes did not hold the snow so effective- 
vestigations by R. C. Collison and Legumes used as annual cover ly. The effect of mulches on the 
E. A. Carleton. A copy of the bul- crops in the orchard proved espe- conservation of soil nitrogen, or- 
letin may be obtained upon request cially effective. These included soy- ganic matter, water and soil is also 

to the station. beans and sweet clover and com- considered in the bulletin. 
cl. Cultivati . . binations of rye and vetch and oats From November 1, 1943 Ameri- 

lean Cultivation Ruins Soil and sweet clover, all of which can On Nurseryman. 

In the station experiments, clean be seeded early and allowed to ee . 

cultivation depleted both soil nitro- stand over winter. Question on recent examination 

gen and organic matter, while soil Permanent grass sod proved to Paper: lf the Presidents iof ithe 
United States died, who would get 

and water losses were heavy. Even .be almost a perfect cover to con- the job?” 

allowing weeds to grow had a_ trol erosion losses, but under some Little Joe’s answer: “A Demo- 

marked effect on nitrogen and or- conditions it gave rather large water cratic undertaker.” 

PURCHASE YOUR REQUIREMENTS FROM THIS COOPERATIVE AND SAVE DOL- 
LARS, BY PARTICIPATING IN THE EARNINGS. PATRONS’ REFUND TO ALL CUS- 
TOMERS AT THE END OF THE SEASON. 

Packing House Equipment— Orchard Equipment— 

Baskets Ladders = ad 
¢ Picking Bags 

Basket Liners Nitrate Fertilizer 
Shredded Paper Spray Materials 

Fringe Regent ci cogen Mice) 
Packing Forms Tree Seal (grafting wax) 

Nitrate Fertilizer for the Coming Season Will Be Ammonia Nitrate, a 34% Product Instead of Sulphate 
of Ammonia, a 21% Product. 

PRICE WILL BE SLIGHTLY HIGHER. PLACE YOUR ORDERS EARLY. 

—Write for Prices— 
All Inquiries Promptly Answered 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OP., INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN , 

Lester F. Tans, Secy.-Treas. Tel. Big Bend 2821 R.2
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* are in sod. If not in sod, but in 

One Lot of Ripe Apples May cultivated ground, there is very 
° ° little danger from mice and _ the 

Ripen Another in Storage snow can be tramped around the 
trunks as soon as it comes, which 

A’ article by R. M. Smock in In small-scale experiments, it was will practically eliminate all danger. 

“Farm Research” of the Ge- found that filtering the air through All mouse baiting should be done 
neva (N.Y.) Station says one lot charcoal to which a small quantity before snow comes, the bait being 
of apples can affect another lot in of bromine has been added, would placed ip the mouse runways on 
the same storage chamber, whether clear the storage atmosphere of the morning of a bright, clear day 
it is home, common, or cold stor- ethylene, and it is planned to test $0 the mice will get it at once. 
age. Scientists at Cornell University the feasibility of this process on a ee 
tried to find out why, how, and commercial scale. Results of the EXPERIMENT WITH SQUASH 

how much. study so far completed will be pub- A SQUASH storage experiment 
Recently an English scientist dis- lished as Cornell Bul. 799. has been going on for a year. 

covered that rapidly ripening ap- This gives the “why” to a state- Here are some of the things 
ples gave off small quantities of ment made recently in “Horticul- learned last year. First, the com- 
ethylene gas. It has been known for ture” (Mass.) that a few ripe ap- mon practice of piling squash in 
a long time that ethylene gas causes ples or pears put into a tightly closed _ the field, and allowing them to cure 
immature fruits to ripen at an in- container with partly ripe tomatoes, a couple of weeks beneath the vines 

creased rate and it has been used picked to escape frost, would make before storing, is bad. It increases 
commercially to ripen oranges and them ripen up well at room tem- the amount of disease and materi- 
bananas. So the Cornell scientists peratures. ally shortens the storage period. 

set out to discover if ripe apples A-N.P.—From Tennessee Horti- Dryness is more important in the 
could evolve enough gas to cause culture, November 15, 1943. storage itself than any other one 

less mature apples to ripen. —_ single thing. 
They found, for example, that HOW 'TO KEEP RABBITS AND Squash can be kept in a room at 

if a small lot of ripe, early apples MICE AWAY FROM YOUNG ordinary house temperature if it is 
was in the storage room when a FRUIT TREES kept dry. It will keep better, how- 
lot of a later variety in prime con- we the trunks of your young — ever, if it is kept cooler, in dry air, 
dition for storage (not fully ripe) fruit trees in several layers and the quality is better. Keeping 

was brought in, the late apples of common newspaper. Paper will the air dry, which is the first essen- 
would not keep as well as if stored protect them from rabbits as well tial, is more difficult at lower tem- 
by themselves. They found that if as any other material you can use. peratures. Over-ripe squash do not 
as little as 1 per cent of the apples If the snow is deep during the keep quite as well as those just 
in the room were ripe, it would winter, the rabbits will girdle the well matured. On the other hand. 
affect the storage life of the prime bark of the branches in the tops while green squashes may keep fair- 
apples significantly. In seven ex- of the trees, and it is very difficult ly well they have poor quality. Me- 
periments at cold storage tempera- to wrap these. Consequently the dium or small squash if well ma- 

tures, the small lot of ripe apples best way to protect our fruit trees tured store better than the large 

reduced the storage life of the is to get rid of the rabbits and in ones. 
prime apples an average of 25 per our cities we should organize to do As for varieties, Butternut, « 

cent. In some cases, with certain that, using live rabbit traps. comparatively new variety, keeps 
varieties, it may run to 50 per The mouse problem is somewhat pretty well up until about Christ- 
cent. Lots of different varieties, different. There is nothing we can mas time. Buttercup or Hubbard 

but of equal maturity, whether wrap around the trees that will pro- will keep later. 

green, ripe, or prime for storage, tect them from the mice, excepting By Dr. A. F. Yeager, in North 

had no effect on each other. to use wire screen around the and South Dakota Horticulture, Oc- 
Another example of this ripen- trunks, and it may be difficult to tober, 1943. 

ing influence, and one most likely get the screen. If possible, all trees —————— 
to occur, is where a grower gets should be protected, however, with We Agree 
his storage pretty well filled with screen, which should be shoved into The juke box in the Oasis bar 
apples in prime condition early in the ground about one inch and be on upper Broadway in New York 
the season, but later, the fruit large enough to avoid girdling the City contains one item billed : “Five 
ripens on the tree faster than it tree in a short time. minutes of silence for a nickel.” 
can be packed, so the last apples In addition, if you have many The item does a land-office busi- 
to go in are ripe, and these speed fruit trees, it will pay to use poi- ness——Geo. Jean Nathan in Cos- 
up ripening of the prime fruit. soned bait, especially if the trees mopolitan.
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Wisconsin Apple Institute Organized 
Officers Elected and Program Planned 

TT Wisconsin Apple Institute COMMITTEE ORGANIZES AT Haas Bros., South Milwau- 
was launched on its way fol- GREEN BAY kee __------------------ 10.00 

lowing a discussion at the annual Te committee met at Green Gays Mills Fruit Farm, Inc., 
convention of the Wisconsin Horti- Bay on November 30 to organ- James P. Kegel, Pres., 
cultural Society, led by Mr. Minard ize and make plans for the work Gays Mills _-__---___--_- 35.00 

Farley, Jr., of the Michigan Apple of the Institute. The following offi- We invite all Wisconsin apple 
Commission. Fruit growers at the cers were elected: President, C. J. gtowers to send their dues of 
second day’s session voted to adopt Telfer, Green Bay; Vice-President, $5.00 per membership, and 50 cents 

the report of a special committee Wm. F. Connell, Menomonie; Re- Pet acre, bearing orchard, volun- 
appointed to consider the organiza- cording Secretary-Treasurer, Ar- tary contribution to Mr. Arnold F. 
tion. The following is the report nold F. Nieman, Cedarburg, R. 2; Nieman, Cedarburg, R. 2, as soon 
of the committee: Corresponding Secretary, H. J. as possible. 

. . .Rahmlow, Madison. Se 

(1) The committee considers it The following program of work FRUIT GROWERS WHO 
advisable that an organization be was planned by the committee: WOULD BE SUCCESSFUL 
set up in Wisconsin for the pur- Pp. Must: 
pose of helping fruit growers and rogram meee 5 ‘ suggests the name Wisconsin Apple (1) That we support the work 1. Be horticulturally we11 - in- 

Institute. of the National Apple Institute in formed 

every way possible. 2. Choose a frost-free location 
(2) It is recommended that mem- (2) That we promote the welfare 3. Choose a good orchard soil 

bership dues of the organization be of Wisconsin apple growers. . ‘ 
$5.00 per nemberahip, iis 50 cents (3) Distribute all literature from A the he wy ithe = It 

per acre as a voluntary contribu- the National Apple Institute to » Manage tl if soil carefully 
tion, each of our members. 6. Have bearing orchards of de- 

(4) Promote more widespread sirable age 
(3) The committee recommends use of Wisconsin apples. 7. Obtain abundant yields 

the following growers to act as an (5) Receive money from Wis- 8. Grow standard commercial va- 
organization committee for the consin apple growers to be used for  rieties 
coming year, with power to elect all above purposes. ae . 
temporary officers, and otherwise It was voted that all names of o Reodnes ligh ae vue . 
organize in whatever way they members and the amount of their 0. Recognize and meet changing 
deem best for the industry: contribution be published in Wis- conditions 

consin Horticulture. The first con- Should: 

Committee Members gibution nes en Mr. J. C. 1. “Grow up” in the business 
chubert of Gays Mills, who was : : 

S. S. Telfer, Ellison Bay unable to be a the meeting, but x Tene on thetr issn 
Don Reynolds, Sturgeon Bay wrote that he hoped that the work 3. Devote the major part 

would be successful and enclosed 4. Grow a diversity of fruit crops 
C. J. Telfer, Green Bay his check for dues amounting to 5. Operate relatively large, bear- 
Arno Meyer, Waldo $55. ing orchards 

Wm. Connell, Menomonie ee jollowing hee the oe 6. Be adequately equipped 
WHOSE, GUES:. HAVE: DEEN EE CCive! 7. Have access to adequate and 

Pawstn, Hauser, Bayar fo, the time we go to press: conveniently located storage facili- 
Arnold Nieman, Cedarburg ae ce cen aa J. G een ties 

Schubert, Gays Mills ~---$55. 
Arthur Bassett, Jr., Baraboo Wisconsin Orchards, Inc,, 8. Keep books ; ; 

J. C. Schubert, Gays Mills R. H. Roberts, Gays Mills 47.50 By H.. PB Gaston, in Circular 
Anton’ Dvorak, Cases Wm. F. Connell, Menomonie 50,00 Bulletin 181 entitled “Factors Which 

, Waldo Orchards, Arno Mey- Make For Success in Orcharding’ 
Member at large, Dr. R. H. Rob-  g, Waldo _-----_------ 15.00 by Michigan State College. 

erts, Madison Nieman Bros. Orchards, Ar- — 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, to act nold F. Nieman, Cedar- If you don’t keep a diary, how 

as corresponding secretary, ex- burg -------~---------- 25.00 are you going to tell what you were 
officio. Virgil Fieldhouse, Dodgeville 6.00 worried about this time last year?
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INCREASING STRAWBERRY COMMENTS ON RASPBERRY SCIENCE IS CHANGING 
YIELD AND SIZE VARIETIES PLANTS 

U= of a narrow row, such as pro’: J. D. Winter of the Min- SCENCE seems to be doing 

10 inches, rather than the nesota Horticulture Depart- some startling things to Mother 
wider row of 30 to 40 inches, defi- ment, makes the following comment Nature. We are told that hardwoods 

nitely increased yield per acre of on red raspberry varieties which may be treated with a chemical, 
Blakemore strawberries, when a are on trial in Minnesota. then heated and bent like taffy, so 
season does not favor early plant The Sunrise variety proved to be that in the future lumber may be 
development and good fall develop- a heavy producer of early berries, handled like plastic. Then a man 
ment of runner plants in the beating King by a day or two. This named Frit Behr, at the Uni 
thinned row system. In a very fa- variety shows great freedom from ~~ e 2 yom ees . ea 

vorable season for runner plant anthracnose and other cane dis- Vérsity of Maine, 1s dyeing trees 
development, such yield increases eases, and it should be worthy of while they are still growing, thus 
may be small, or none at all, Hence more extensive trial, turning beech to rosewood, yellow 
the narrow width of row acts as The Rideau from Ottawa, is do- birch to mahogany, or making one 
insurance against unfavorable ing well at Morden, Manitoba. We  tre¢ into several colors, like marble 
weather conditions. have had it two years now and like ie 

its looks so far Redwood bark fiber mixed with 

I Us ae i Bed a wool is being used for warm, color- 
be ds i eenonceeun i taalaipted LOW BUSH BLUEBERRY fast, shrinkproof fabrics. Colchicine 

y ee BEING DEVELOPED experiments already have brought grower usually suffers a decrease in HAVE just been visiting an im- 

yield of 50 per cent or more, com- I ortant blueberr section in the Eee SOG“ GUpEE MeYECAAS St 
pared with the first season of fruit- wie paatae of New "Hscupehive a q cotton bolls. Botanists list more 
ing of Blakemore. A new system 4 there the development of a than fifty common weeds which 

of —— as = genet modern industry, from a sideline contain rubber, the richest of which 

Tow: ‘system fob cutie, “Wich Wi crop. These berries are of the low- is Ambrosia trifida, the great Amer- 
give yields in the Second season bush species and must not be con- jeg d. Th ho find 
nearly equal to the yield of the first fused with highbush which are ican, ragweed: fe iman “wie “Anes 
season. This method requires only 5. times caivanea When ane the way to get rubber from the 
re alg ST oanee during sees $300 worth of blueberries per ragweed can get himself elected 

: low re ; ei year acre being harvested in half a day, president by the hay-fever vote! 

te c re. tial tne & eels from land which a few years ago From September 15 American 
Plants 0 fe Bist iseaeon are De was poor grade cow pasture, one Nurseryman. 
over for a second year of fruiting. cannot help but be impressed b: 
The cost of runner removal is prob- 4, wae P F 

the possibilities, especially when 
ably not more than the cost of bar- the cost of such a change is al- 
ring off and cultivating the rows as : b : ost nothing. el extra len Zales 
practiced under the usual method m One of ie projects is a study of [G 5 i" Cue 

oe eens ee to the possibility of maintaining pres- e oygan 
rows is —— F 

the thinned bed to fill in with rum. ent bluchersy pastures ‘and re: FAD fruit ond Ti Toa 
Fun- establishing blueberries on aban- re | : 

net plants after the first fruiting, doned cultivated fields. We are GD Whether you need a 

a at i al to the oe wc working on methods of planting, DS ieur Oo ag box approved _ inter- 
will yield equal to the usual metho 3 1 May state shipment by the 
of renewal. With both of these new- me ee ee ne ed = SS Federal Food and Drug 
er methods of renewal of thinned “ a : ; ° Th a Adminigtrat 4 on h trol of insects and diseases and the or whether you plan to 
sank ‘ yield row os an ad- possible use of fertilizers or chemi- a bones eet i old style 

n yi Vv ‘ : =a . r 8 0. fob “No eiher 1844 cal agents in the rejuvenation or i and save money’ too, by 
fom ctober, November, re-establishment process. Berries a assembling either type 

The Maryland Fruit Grower. from selected plants are being test- box with the fast 
: wae i Ni - 

—— ed in the chemical laboratory for stapler. Get everything you Heed for 
Court Clerk: “Sorry, Madam, vitamins, so that is case propaga- fruit or truck shipments at Sheboy- 

but a license will be issued only tion proves practical some of those a leading growers have for 63 
when your form is filled out prop- selections which are high in food ‘Write, now, for low prices-and free 

erly.” value may be chosen. facts on new shipping regulations, 
Bride-to-Be: “Sir! I like your By Dr. A. F. Yeager, in North Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 

nerve, We can get married no mat- and South Dakota Horticulture, <1; Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
ter what I look like.” October, 1943. ES
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ey OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPER’S ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

a Nemesia, HT Rehesion Mateon: Coe See, Newion Bogas; Virogus 
Corneluis “Meyer, Appleton, Menomonee Falls, — C. C. Meyer, Appleton 

1ce-president Recording Secretary-Treasurer Ivan Whiting, Rockford 

Beekeepers Hold Successful Convention 
TT 65th annual convention of by the producers selected, and every can Honey Institute, Madison, can 

the Wisconsin Beekeepers As- beekeeper was on the edge of his their names be included in the an- 

sociation will go down in history chair to hear the discussion and nual directory. 
as one of the most interesting held many questions were asked. This It was voted to send the presi- 
in years. It was interesting because hour was conducted by H. J. Rahm- dent of the Association to the Na- 
so many problems of value to the low, Madison, who also discussed tional convention of beekeepers in 
producer came up and were thor- the movie on queen rearing. Chicago on January 11-13 to repre- 
oughly discussed so that the bee- Officers for 1944 sent the Wisconsin Association. 
keepers felt they had received a All officers of the Wisconsin Bee- A resolution was passed asking 
great deal of help from their at- keepers Association were reelected. the delegates to request the Nation- 
tendance at the meeting. They are: Walter Diehnelt, Me- al Federation of State Beekeepers 

The talks by Mr .James Gwin nomonee Falls, president; Cornelius to have 60 pound tin cans stand- 
and Mr, John F. Long of Madi- Meyer, Appleton, vice-president; ardized as to the size of opening 
son on plans for disease control and Mrs. Louise Brueggeman, Menom- and the thread of the cap instead 
observations on beekeeping were onee Falls, recording secretary- of having so many different sizes 

most interesting. treasurer. The corresponding secre- as is now the case. 

Mrs. Harriett Grace of the tary is the secretary of the Wis- Nosema Discussed 
American Honey Institute gave val- consin Horticultural Society, as A resolution which was passed 
uable information about post-war provided in the constitution. by the Southeastern District of the 
plans for the industry. Officers of the Woman’s State Beekeepers Association at 

Dr. C. L. Farrar gave valuable Auxiliary their meeting in Menomonie in July 
information which will be discussed Officers of the Woman’s Auxil- was read. It asks that the U- S. 
later. iary are Mrs. Wm. Michaelson, Department of Agriculture, through 

Several inspectors were called Arkansaw, president; Mrs. Corne- its Bureau of Entomology, conduct 

upon by the president, Mr. Walter lius Meyer, Appleton, vice-press more research on Nosema because 
Diehnelt, and gave their experi- dent; and Mrs. Henry Piechowski, Nosema is one of the most serious 
ences of the summer. Redgranite, secretary-treasurer. diseases of the adult bee with which 

Everyone appreciated the ban- Business Transactions the beekeepers must now contend. 
quet program arranged by the local At the meeting of the Board of Copies of the resolution have been 
committee, of which Mr. Louis Managers a number of good rec- sent to all Wisconsin congressmen. 
Stauss was chairman. The Kraft ommendations were made which One congressman had written Mr. 
Choral Society of 30 voices gave were all passed by the convention. Nathan Paddock, Bruce, secretary 

an excellent program. They include the following: of the Northern District, enclosing 
Mr. George Briggs of the Agron- It was voted to continue regis- a copy of a letter received from 

omy Department, College of Agri- tration fees of 25 cents per person, the Under Secretary of Agriculture 
culture, gave a very interesting talk the money thus collected to be at Washington, which stated in part 

on the various clovers which pro- placed in the advertising fund, to as follows: 
duce honey, and their culture, in- advertise honey when the need “The Bureau of Entomology and 
cluding the new Ladino clover. arises. The fund now contains over Plant Quarantine has been carry- 

The colored movie on queen rear- $100 collected in this way. ing on investigations of important 
ing in Georgia was especially good. It was voted to send $25 to the bee diseases for a number of years, 

There was much enthusiasm about American Honey Institute. Mem- and has given some consideration 
the information please hour. The bers were instructed that only if to the Nosema disease. During the 
questions asked were well answered they send their dues to the Ameri- (Turn page)
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past year a limited survey has been SIOUX HONEY ASSOCIATION THE INFORMATION HOUR 
carried out in cooperation with SUPPORTS INSTITUTE An 
package bee shippers, which indi- HE Si Honey Associsti iswers to 
cates that more than half of the T aeaneasA of oe we west how Beekeeping Questions 

package bees shipped from ‘wo ae ey producers, has voted that their Question: What can we do with 
Pp P es .. entire advertising appropriation be a weak colony having a good 
fected with this disease. There is |. : y B28 

‘ a ataeat given to the American Honey In- queen? 
reason to believe that these districts stitute. The amount of $10,000 will A A Gol ith 

are typical of the package-bee ship- : : a BSWEns ES Weak colony “With. a 
ping areas of he entire South. i go far to relieve the Institute from good queen can be wintered by 

. problems due to lack of funds. lacing it in one hive bod tain- 
has been determined that the mal- S . piscine: te eineey sone 
ady causes early supersedure of The big job before the Institute ing plenty of stores on top of a 
queens among package bees, and "0W is to work out ways and means _ tight Screen over a strong colony, 
apparently a considerable mortality for keeping up the demand for and giving it an auger hole entrance 
of ‘the bees in infected hives re- oney after the present emergency in front. Bees from the strong col- 
sults which in turn adversely af- is over. We must convince the pub- ony below will drift into the weak 
fects honey and wax production and lic that honey as a food has special upper colony, and both should come 
plant pollination, as is pointed out merit, that there is something in through well. 
in ‘the Pewolution submitted.” honey that is of value to the con- 

The letter encloses with the state- mee — fore fon, <n nn Question: What should be done 
ment that the Department of Agri- . : P with a colony containing very small 
ealtire does HOE now ti sufficient will buy honey, whether or not the ees? 
f OW DONS SMCS “pe is higher than sugar. Sf Lo 

nnd to carry pe Shy Rew anivest It has been most interesting to The opinion was that such a col- 
gation along this line, suggesting ote ‘thi = that . ony should be disposed of with cya- 
that more funds must be provided. "Of tus yea ae persons WOOSe ide gas. 
That will be the object of the Na- salaries are not a cent higher than 
tional Federation. they were two, three or four years — 

. . ago, and whose income is really re- Question: What should we do 
Financial Report Very Good duced on account of higher income with a weak colony having a poor 

The report of the treasurer, Mrs. taxes and increased cost of living, queen? 

Chester Brueggeman, showed that are today buying honey in 60 pound Answer: The poor queen of such 
424 members paid dues in 1943. cans at 15 cents per pound, and a colony should be killed and the 
Commission on glass and pails sold making no complaint. The demand colony united with a better colony. 
by Honey Acres paid to the State for such 60 pound cans has been [In the fall of the year, especially 
Beekeepers Association amounted three or four times as great as it during cold weather, it is not neces- 
to $87.70. The Association had a was a few years ago. Shortage of sary to use newspapers. The colo- 
balance of $398.32 in its general ic isn’t the entire reason either nies can simply be placed together 
fund in October of this year. . ecause many families say today without any trouble. In fact, Dr. 

The balance in the label fund is that their sugar ration cards pro- Farrar was of the opinion that the 
$293.49, making a total balance of vide ample sugar for their needs. newspaper method of uniting often 

$691.81. . ee causes supersedure of queens and 
. The Association also has a label Changing Voice :—Jack—“Hello, he does not recommend it. Instead, 
inventory of $189.23, and an office is that you, Jake? It don’t sound he recommends, during warm 
inventory of $44.74, or a total net ji, your voice” weather, spraying both colonies with 
worth of $925.78. Voi “g it’ ”» sugar syrup and uniting them di- 

Label Account oe ure—irs me. rectly. In a good honey flow they 
ack—‘“Say, could you let me ‘ ‘ Salé of labels -amoiintéd. 4o J y y «can be united without the syrup. 

$1415, New label stock int have ten bucks over the week-end ? 
15. New label stock was print- ico—“Okey—I’ . —— 

ed to the amount of $182.39. New fi a ees aad TH ask. him*when Question: Should we provide col- 
labels sold this year and going into . onies with dark comb for the win- 
the label account, was $58.77. The — ter cluster? 
organization has no liabilities. Supreme Joy—Interviewer—‘“You A : ¥ y" E nswer: Yes. Dark combs are 
a have risen to such a height, you much preferred by the bees and 

My nephew Ed says he will not really have everything to make you they often will not cluster on white 
convert from oil to coal, and he happy, have you not? combs of honey. Some winter loss 
won’t convert from coal to oil. He Great Actor—“Just one thing is may be due to this cause. Dark 
will go right on using corn cobs lacking—I can never sit in the combs should always be provided 
and chunks. audience and see myself act.” for the winter cluster.
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Question: In cellar wintering, ny what it needs, for best results. 
when should the bees be taken out —_ HONEY WANTED 
of the cellar? Question: Who will make the Cash paid for cars and less 
Answer: They should by all most money—the man with several [J than cars comb and extracted 

means be taken out before the first thousand colonies run for mass pro- honey. Mail sample and best 

pollen comes in from any source, duction, with little care for indi- price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 

as pollen is very important for the vidual colonies, or the man having Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
early spring colony. It was thought 500 colonies and caring for each 
best to take them out on a cold day one to get maximum production? 
so they cannot fly immediately. Answer: The man with the 500 

— colonies would have more money in HONEY CANS 
Question: What is the cause of the bank at the end of ten years, We can give you immediate 

honey having light body, or being other things being equal, than the delivery on 60% cans. a 
thin, even when a neighboring bee- one who pays little attention to his Frees your glass supply tee 

° 2 +8 e new crop now, as it takes 
keeper has honey of a heavier body? colonies, was the opinion. from $ to 6 imontha to veceive 
Answer: There are several causes an same from the factory. We now 

for thin honey. They were enumer- Question: How many colonies do have a good supply of S#, 2%+#, 

ated as follows: (1) having too you think is enough for an average 1# and a on hand, and can 
small entrances for the colonies so location? make imsmvediats shipment. 

hy canna ent he ive wel: "answer: The sno of bess | gt ene oe 
iias swarmed after the honey flow aoe ies kk f ee from 50 to for your new crop of honey. 

may not have enough bees to ripen a ee oe Weite for Complete Price List. 
the honey well; (3) honey will ab- Question: What is your experi- Order Through Your State 

sorb moisture from the air if left ence in getting a tax refund on Beekeepers Association 

uncovered by bees, In cold, damp sugar? HONEY ACRES 

weather the bees may cluster, leav- Answer: Small beekeepers had no Menomonee Falls, Wis. 

ing honey uncovered which will ab- success, and became discouraged and 
sorb moisture during a rainy or did not continue trying to obtain it. 

: fi A large beekeeper, purchasing much 
damp period. Honey stacked in a sugar reported that he was success- 
basement or other damp place and fy] in getting the tax refunded, but 

allowed to remain there for some it requires a great deal of work. 
time before extracting will absorb The tax amounts to about one-half W' wish to express our 

moisture, as it will if left in an open cent per pound. thanks and appreciation 

tank. Thin honey should always be ——_———_——_- to all our customers and all 

heated, bottled and sealed while hot BACTERIA CONTROLLED BY others who have helped make 

to prevent fermentation. If the bee- HONEY 1943 a successful year. 

keeper is careful, there should be H. Dold, at the Third Interna- 

no ‘thin: honey. tional Microbiological Congress 
— (New York, 1939), reported the 

Question: What is the most com- discovery of substances, present in May we continue serving you 
mon way of spreading foulbrood? various animal and vegetable secre- through a bright and prosper- 

Answer: A number of ways were tions, which control attacks by bac ous 
p teria. There are two classes of such 

given, but the most common, fault substances: inhibins, which hinder NEW YEAR 
was carelessness on the part of the bacterial multiplication, and mutins, 
beekeeper, and trying to save his which change bacterial characters. 
equipment when it is diseased. Both these classes are present in 

—. honey; further details are not yet AUGUST LOTZ 
Question: What is the best way available (Schw. Bzlg., December, PANY 

of feeding bees in the spring of the 1942). COM 
véar? ————————— — BOYD, WISCONSIN 
, ‘ 5 4 Uncle Sam’s new debt limit will 
Answer: A quick way is to sprin- },, $200,000,000,000, which is big- 

kle warm, heavy sugar syrup direct- ger than my limit by eleven ciphers 
ly into combs and giving each colo- and three dollars.
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OUR 75TH ANNUAL that we must have an apple grow- Murray Bingham, Sturgeon Bay; 
CONVENTION ers’ program for apple growers, and S. S. Telfer, Ellison Bay. 

Good Attendance and Interesting small fruit program for small fruit The Board voted to allow Mr. 
. growers, and topics on growing or- H. J. Rahmlow, secretary, to attend 

Program at Waukesha Meeting —jjamentals for those interested in the National meeting of State Bee- 
HE 75th convention of the Wis- that field. People are so busy these keepers Associations to organize a 

T consin Horticultural Society at days that they do not care to sit National Federation, he having 

the Avalon Hotel, Waukesha, on through a program that is not de- been appointed chairman of the or- 
November 16-17, was most success- ‘Signed for their needs. Therefore ganization committee. 

ful. meetings must be specialized. The Board reelected H- J. Rahm- 

The first day’s attendance at the New Board Members Elected ea seein toe 

ee et hk Battie Aesiliog At the annual election of officers, Madison, as treasurer. 
siney There were 123 t Mre Arno Meyer was reelected The office of the Wisconsin Hor- 

meeting.. there were tee presen president, and Mr. Don Reynolds — ticultural Soci authorized by 
at the banquet. The total attend- 1 clocted Hiee-president ee a HEL was authorized hy 

ance, therefore, was good and ine Members of the Board of Direc- ae a Wade “ ae ae 
cates that growers are anxious to 14. clected were Mr. E. L. White, tute, « 1 that suet , a swan 

learn how to solve their problems. Fort Atkinson,-to succeed Mr. Theo. — j, vee ot I ™ ai. Lae tl as fee 
Fi ae a ve ene an Ward; Mr. Leland Brown of Stur- SSeS REE NODES 208: 

€ Ir growers | w zeon Bay to succeed Mr. D. E. a 
the fruit growers in attendance, for agli and Mr. R. G. Dawson, ARTHUR J. EDWARDS 
which the Auxiliary meeting was Franksville, to succeed Mr. Charles : : : 
arranged. It should be remembered Patterson Franksville , All horticulturists will be sad- 
that the Auxiliary meeting was eure dened to hear of the death of Ar- 

planned to help those who grow Board of Directors Meeting thur J. Edwards, pioneer nursery- 
small fruits, vegetables and flowers The Board of Divers of the an ae Atkinson, on Septem- 

on the farm, rather than for 88 Society held two meetings during ere = 
den club members in the city That the convention. Some of the mat- Mr. Edwards had followed the 
this is an age of specialization is ters of business transacted were as "UTSeTy business for 57 years. He 

more and more evident. A garden fojjiows: has been a vice-president of the 
club member remarked that there lt was voted to allow! auenibers \ isconsin Nurserymen’s Associa 

wasn't so very much of interest 4, vive as Christmas presents to 0% and was president of the Coe, 

to her on the program, indicating friends or relatives, membership in Converse and Edwards Nursery 
that we ha 7 a protlems the Wisconsin Horticultural Soci- © O™Pany. 
rom those o arm gardener. 473 ‘ a 
Teretane she woula setelee-aune “O7 gn ‘thesmagneing; far esprice 1. @ KELLOGG 
value from a meeting of garden Christmas presents only, and ex- _ ed , : 

club members with a program de- pires January Ist. Mr. L, G. Kellogg of Ripon, pio- 
signed to fill that need. It was voted that extra copies of "eer horticulturist, passed away in 

There were 63 fruit growers in the 75-year history of the Society, Ripon in May, 1943. 
attendance on the last afternoon, November issue, be sold in any Mr. Kellogg was the oldest living 
and they stayed until the final ad- quantity to members at 10 cents president of the Wisconsin Horti- 
journment. This indicated the keen each. cultural Society at the time of his 

interest in the discussion of techni- Applications for life membership death. He took a very active part 

cal problems of fruit growing, as were approved. New life members in the affairs of the Society in the 
so many stayed to hear Dr. R. H. are: Wm. F. Connell, Menomonie; early years, and was a leader in his 

Roberts discuss orchard observa- Mrs. Peter Lewis Swartz, Wauke- field. During the past years he has 
tions. sha; Peter Lewis Swartz, Wauke- not been active in horticulture, but 

The conclusion we are forced to sha; Mrs. R. L. Marken, Kenosha; always retained his interest in that 
draw from these experiences is Jos. L. Morawetz, West Bend; subject.



Two Horticulturists Honored by Society 

HE Wisconsin State Horticul- vest Show in Milwaukee this year. 
T tural Society recognized the Also of the Harvest Show held in 
eminent services of two prominent the Milwaukee Auditorium _ this 
Wisconsin horticulturists at the an- year. In fact, she has taken active 

nual banquet of the Society at the part in every State Flower Show 
Avalon Hotel, Waukesha, Novem- staged by the Federation with the 

ber 16. - : z exception of the first one held in 

Mrs. Chester Th ’ a Madison since the Federation was 
5 oe organized. In addition, she has been 

The Certificate was presented to M i an exhibitor who has won prizes 

Mrs. Chester Thomas, Milwaukee, on many arrangements, shadow 
by Mrs. R. H. Malisch, Hales Cor- P a boxes, tables and small gardens. 
ners, the first president of the Wis- e ; 
consin Garden Club Federation. a ae Mrs. Thomas organized the Fox 

In making the presentation, Mrs. he. aa Point and Countryside Garden 
Malisch made these statements : , %&, " me Clubs. She has been president of 

The Wisconsin Horticultural So- oi the Garden Study Club of Mil- 
ciety is recognizing this evening the 1 F waukee and the Blue Beech Garden 

services of a woman who richly de- Lf es = Club. 

serves such honor. No woman has She rendered most valuable serv- 
worked more faithfully or more Mrs. Chester Thomas, Milwaukee ices to the Wisconsin Garden Club 
diligently in the interests of gar- Kederation as a member of its 

dering than has Mrs. Chester Board of Directors and as Ist vice- 
noma: zs 4 president in 1936, and as president 
In 1925 Mrs. Thomas with the in 1937, and honorary creedet in 

aid of her husband, developed at 1938, 

Fox Point, a suburb of Milwau- : 

kee, a beautiful garden and lawn ‘ a She is a master accredited judge, 
by converting low marsh lands into Be shi and as such has judged many flow- 
a 2% acre beauty spot. She raised } ¥ er shows both local, district, and 
her own seedlings, constantly ex- ; F Et state. She has been chairman of the 
perimenting with new varieties of om 4 ye following state committees : publici- 
annuals, perennials, shrubs and - }. ty, visiting gardens, judging schools, 

bulbs. in that spring she set out aa i PM . garden centers, flower shows and 
over 3,000 annuals. It was consid- 4 a P pee war service, 

cred at that; time one of the most “a “a a oy Re As president of the Wisconsin 
beautiful and attractive places in spore Se t@ Garden Club Federation she was 

the Milwaukee area, and was ad- ae a aN a member of the Board of Direc- 
mired by many, “Visitors: ail e segs tors of the Wisconsin Horticultural 

Mrs. Thomas was a charter mem- s ca gee: Society in 1937. 
ber of the Art Institute Garden Seats - a . 
Club organized in 1927. She held re wit seal The certificate stated that it was 
office in the organization and served Be ee presented to ve Fane fa we 
on its Board of Directors. p a ob services “in advancing garden clu 

She wa hairman wer . work, increasing interest in orna- 
shows for * six years. a oe Je Ese] Leverich; Sparta mental gardening, and successfully 

each year, two annual flower shows Milwaukee Auditorium. promoting flower shows.” 

in the Art Institute Building. She was chairman of the State . 
As a member of the flower show Flower Show in the State “ae Certificate Presented to J. Earl 

committee of the Wisconsin Gar- Horticulture Building in 1939. She Leverich of Sparta 
den Club Federation, she took an was superintendent of the annual Mr. J. Earl Leverich of Sparta, 
active part in planning and staging ower show of the Wisconsin Gar- State Senator from his district, was 
annual shows .at the State Fair, den Club Federation. Wauwatosa, given the certificate by Mr. D. E. 
State Flower Show.at Kohler, and est living president of the Society Bingham, Sturgeon Bay, the earli- 

the National Show in 1937 in the in 1942, and of the Victory Har- at this time.
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In making the presentation, Mr. of which he is a director at the WINNERS IN THE AUXILIARY 
Bingham stated as follows: present time. CANNED GOODS AND AR. 

The Wisconsin Horticultural So- He has been president, vice- RANGEMENT EXHIBIT 
ciety is honoring this evening a president, and a member of the NEES of the Woman's 
man who was practically raised in Executive Committee of the Wis- Auxiliary of the Wisconsin 
a strawberry patch, Earl Leverich consin State Horticultural Society, Horticultural Society exhibited 
was born in the town of Angelo, and an active leader in the affairs some, very nice canned goods and 

near Sparta, in 1891, on the farm of the Society at all times. arrangements at the convention at 

he still operates. He has been most active in pro- Waukesha. Here, as at the fruit 
In a talk he gave before the So-  moting cooperative agricultural or- came the value of the exhibit is in 

ciety in 1920 entitled “How to grow ganizations, and has been president the’ discussion and, interest created 
strawberries every year,” he made of the Sparta Cooperative Cream- 7™0"8 those who see the exhibit. 
these remarks: “I might say with ery and the Western Wisconsin Our Plan was somewhat different 
much truth that I have partially at Creamery Association. He was ts year in that it called for a com- 

least grown up in the strawberry chairman of the anti-Oleomargarine plete “ play of a variety of canned 
field. I cannot remember when we committee, is a member of the State Y¢8¢tables and fruits by one exhib- 
have not had at least 5 acres each Senate, from his district; has been eh 
year, and for the coming season we a member of the Monroe County wha cmon helped . dec: 
have about 15 acres. We are farm- Board for many years, and a mem- orate: the ee = gave 
er-strawberry growers. We plan to ber of the Monroe County Council °" aimospnere ‘ok ‘horticulture (ts 
make a success of the berries, both of Defense. the hotel. . 
strawberries and bush fuits just Mr. Leverich has given a num- _ The Winners ; 

the same as we do the other farm per of talks on the subject of small. 42 jee cepnet vegetables, frusts, 
crops.” fruit culture. His paper before the a Fd ellies, Wisconsin. grown. . ‘ : ; : st, Bessie M. Pease, Oshkosh; 

Mr, Leverich has not been an Society in 1920 was published in 2nd, Mrs. Milo H Madison. 
“inner and outer” in the straw- bulletin form, and made available Bee Re ae oon 

bi He h - to all strawber rowers in the 3rd, Mrs. L. N. Meyer, Hales Cor- 
erry game. He has grown straw Ty & ners; 4th, Mrs. Oscar Conrad, West 

berries every year, never missed state. In 1936 he read a paper on Allis; entries of merit, Mra. A. J 

once, and has grown as many as “How much does a strawberry Meyer, Hale Corners; Mrs. Arno 
20 acres. cost?” before the annual conven- M Sts W. id OPNETS 5 MATS: 

‘ ‘ ., tion at Green Bay. CYST, NV BICO. 
In a talk given in 1920 he said i . . Centerpiece for dinner table, com- 

he had broken many old rules about His addresses while president of posed of fruits, vegetables, gourds, 
strawberry growing, but that his the Society were outstanding. etc. 
aim is to grow them for profit, The certificate stated that it was 1st, Wrs. Walter Diehnelt, Me- 
cutting down overhead and ex- presented for Mr. Leverich’s emi- nomonee Falls; 2nd, Mrs. Arno 

penses as much as passible. As a nent services “as one of Wiscon- Meyer, Waldo; 3rd, Mrs. A. K. 

tonic for distressed nerves, he in-  sin’s outstanding strawberry grow- Bassett, Baraboo; 4th, B. M. Pease, 
vited his listeners to come to the ers, in advancing the culture of Oshkosh; entry of merit, Mrs. Os- 

Leverich fruit farm during the small fruits and promoting cooper- car Conrad, West Allis. 
strawberry picking season and eat ative marketing.” Arrangement for living room or 
of the fruit. This and the sight dining room in vase or bowl of 
of 100 pickers, picking the luscious dried materials. 
king of all berries, would surely lst, Mrs. Walter Diehnelt, Me- 

restore their nerves to normal con- nomonee Falls; 2nd, Mrs. Arno 

dition. The Leverich fruit farm in It Was Christmas, 1942 .. . Meyer, Waldo; 3rd, Mrs. H. Gritt, 
many years produced almost 20 per From New Guinea an Ohio pri- Plymouth ; 4th, Mrs. Oscar Conrad, 
cent of all the berries grown in is wife: “It will b West Allis. 
he Sparta district, and in 1920 vate ‘wrote his wite: gt Wi ee ee 

: P: 500 es f different Christmas this year. The 
Le aA ten 3, _ they altar will be a fallen tree in the Potato Pancakes 

ASTES: ew years, later they jungle. All around there will be the (Serves 4-6) 
produced over 6,000 cases from 9 sink of sweat, of unwashed clothes 12 raw potatoes 2 tablespoons milk 
teres: and of death. But as I kneel to (large) 2 eggs beaten 

Mr. Leverich was active in pro- pray I know you will be alongside 3 teaspoons salt % cup flour 
moting the welfare of the old Spar- me praying too, and that will make Mix the above ingredients, beat 
ta Fruit Growers Association, and it a happy Christmas, darling.”— thoroughly and cook on hot greased 
later the Sparta Produce Exchange, George Johnston in TIME. griddle.
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Roving With Roses BAD NEWS 
1‘ the State Test Garden at Como The latter has again this year had 

Park the one variety that stands the most persistent bloom of any for BAR K-GNAWING 

out above all others is Pink Prin- rose in the garden. It is certainly 
cess, Brownell’s great everblooming one of Mr. Brownell’s best crea- R A B B I T S 

subzero hybrid tea which seems to tions and fills an important place 
be so resistant to: blackspot that heretofore empty in a small free- AoW eee eet tition domene 
even in a situation like that at Co- flowering shrub ideal for foundation from rabbits and rodents simply 
mo this year, it still blooms and planting. Both these roses are by applying ... 

blooms, with large individual roses among the hardiest, although they 

in big clusters. With its hardiness do better with a little hilling during N O N AW 

and its attractive color and form, the winter. = 

this rose has demonstrated again By Richard S. Wilcox, in Oc- 
that it is entitled to first place in tober, 1943 Minnesota Horticul- TREE PAINT 
Minnesota. It certainly has vigor,  turist. 

vim and vitality. Even without spe- This scientifically compounded 

| cial food i is stil a champion. —_— eee eee 
The season at Como even got CHRISTMAS WREATHS— a paint brush . . . coating the 

Crimson Glory down. With me, EVERGREEN SPRAYS Tt above the average snow. line 
however, despite. the rather bad . : . 
weather conducive to blackspot, it Christmas Wreaths of fragrant NO-NAW repels rabbits. They 
has not suffered from it and has balsam, the evergreen with the Son Wy Tigieeh seeds : : ly 
done very well. I think, though, I ‘lelightful and lasting fragrance, odorless to humans), and won't 
dusted more this summer than in ttimmed with cones and bright touch the bark that is covered 
any other year. But over at Como, berries: 12 inch wreath, $1.25 ; with it. 
Crimson Glory lost most of its 15 inch, $1.75; 20 inch, $2.25. One pint a NO-NAW should 

leaves and the quality of the fall Assorted evergreen sprays with hen om @ to (30 young: irutt 
bloom has been very poor. The new @ variety of cones: Boxes of 50, pending upon size. Absolutely 

dark red from the California Arm- 12-18 inch sprays, $2.50; boxes harmless to trees. Supplied in 
strongs, which I referred to last of 100, 12-18 inch sprays, $4.00. these sizes: 
month, has proved to be much more Boutonnieres or favors can al- 1 Pint, $1.00; 1 Quart, $1.75; 
resistant to blackspot than Glory, so be used as decorations in 1 Gal., $6.00 
but I still don’t want to say that it wrapping gift packages, 25c each, SEND US THE NAME OF 
is a better rose. If it winters satis- 5 for $1.00, postage prepaid. YOUR FAVORITE DEALER, 
factorily, it is certain, however, to Mrs. Nels Nelson, together with order and remit- 
hea good one for use. Another Sew Haywarg, Wiesenins Route 1. | anegfay whalever stantty 0 
Armstrong rose, a big but not very convenient coupon: 

double bloom of salmon and pink TT tte cee eo eee = 
suffusion, also resisted blackspot to 

a considerable degree. This "e all DRINE. BRAZIL: MALTE TEA WISCONSIN PHARMACAL CO. 
encouraging. It does indicate that The new- life tea grown in 217 No. Water Street 
blackspot can be bred out; if not Brazil. Not a medicine, but a MILWAUKEE 2, WIS. 
entirely, at least enough to make it daily meal-time beverage. Re- Please ship at once, by parcel 
easy to protect from it. stores lost energy quickly. Keep Post, the following: 
Ann Vanderbilt, Red Robin, King you fit at 25 or 75 and up. Enjoy s+ PINT SIZE NO-NAW @ $1.00 

Boreas, V for Victory, Break o’ life. 1 lb. 75c; 2 lbs. $1.40; post- ------ QUART SIZE NO-NAW @ 1.75 
Day and even Lily Pons, the most paid. Special price on 50 or 100 __.... GALLON SIZE NO-NAW @ 6.00 
susceptible of subzeros to black- Ibs. Kettler Nursery, Platteville, 
spot have all done fairly well but Wis. Dealer's ‘Naing) & (Address. —-—-————----- 
not as well as Pink Princess. waneeennneneeenaenenennennnenneenenneneenen 

Two shrub roses which have re- nn neeeee cee ecenenenee ene e eee eeeeeeneeeeneee 
sisted the blackspot and have little Excuse, Please Your Namesce-c-c----o-c-o-o-e--------- 
damage are Mabelle Stearns, vig- A private, somewhat shaggy, 
orous double salmon pink of Hor- failed to pass inspection. “There AddIOBS, monconnnsaenncenneneosnennaneneaee 
vath’s and Nearly Wild, Brownell’s was no one to cut my hair,” he ex- anna aac 
single free-blooming floribunda. plained. He’s the company barber.
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
OFFICERS DIRECTORS E. A. Lins, Spring Green 

Harold Janes, Whitewater, President Frank Blood, Stevens Point Walter F. Miller, Sun Prairie 
David Puerner, Milwaukee, Vice-President Dr. F. Graff, Freeport, Ill. Dr. Geo, Scheer, ‘Sheboygan 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secretary Fred Hagedorn, Sheboygan Leiand Shaw, Milton 
Otto Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. {i Hopkins, ‘Deerfield, Il Noel Thompson, Madison 

1710 Illinois Ave. Sheboygan alter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc 

Gladiolus Society Holds Annual Meeting 
Most Interesting Program Held 

TT Wisconsin Gladiolus Society Election of Officers Information Hour Very 

held its annual meeting and The following officers were elect- Interesting 
election of officers on November ¢q: President, Harold Janes, White- An interesting feature of the pro- 

21st. water; Vice-President, David Puer- 8'@m was the Information Hour, 

The Board of Directors met at ner, Milwaukee; Rec. Secretary- With ane ollowing: provers ae! ‘ee 
10 a. m. and voted to send a dele- Treasurer, O. A. Kapschitzke, Sr., perts” answering the questions: 
gate to a national meeting on classi- Sheboygan; Corresponding Secre- Walter Krueger, Oconomowoc; 

fication and premium schedules in tary, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. a ee oN ae — 
order that + hedul 1 . . oger B. Russell, Madison; E. A. 
FGeE nat PremMuM schedules # Directors : Frank Blood, Stevens Lins, Spring Green; Archie Spatz, 

over the nation might be similar so point: Dr. F. Graft. Freeport ; Fred : 
. : ope paren , , Wausau; Leland Shaw, Milton. The 

as to make it easier for exhibitors Hagedorn, Sheboygan; J. R. Hop- 

to show in different states. kins, Deerfield, Ill: Walter C par Fa owes by H. J. Rahm- 
' : *% . iOW, adison. 

Mr. Walter Krueger of Ocono- Krueger, Oconomowoc; E. A. Lins, é 
> : 5 Questions and Answers 

mowoc was chosen to represent Spring Green; Walter F. Miller, Question: Will bulblets from old 
Wisconsin, with Mr. E. A. Lins of | Sun Prairie; Dr. Geo, Scheer, She- : 

; : : bulbs germinate as well as bulblets 
Spring Green as alternate. They boygan; Leland Shaw, Milton; Noel f > 

, A rom young stock? 
were instructed to make all de- Thompson, Madison. A : Th diff 
cisions for Wisconsin, and try to f sated he a hone 
bring about the kind of premium J.R. Hopkins Talks on Best ey eS hee, Ee sae fron 

list desired. The sum of $10 was ~ White Gladiolus ao ae poets ‘ 
voted to pay the cost of the com- ii R. Hooki iD old bulbs would not germinate quite 

ile’ af aladiol lassificati : Mr. J. R. Hopkins of Deerfield, 5 well as those of young bulbs, 
P Braciolus: Cassmcation, 10 Ilinois, is always welcome at Wis- and that old bulbs would not pro- 
case the sane “is; possible: consin meetings. He spoke on the duce as many bulblets. Bulblets 

. best white gladiolus. He mentioned should be allowed to mature well 
1944 Show Discussed the following varieties as the best, and there is a varietal difference 

There was some discussion on With a rating at 84 for Margaret Question: Is it worth while to 
holding next year’s gladiolus show, Beaton ; 82 for Nana; 82 for Myr- start bulblets of new varieties in 
but the final decision was left for "45 81 for Snow Princess; 81 for the house to transplant later in or- 
the meeting to be held next spring. Lilla ; 80 for the following: Edel- der to get increase quicker? 
Suggestions were made to hold the Wes, Materhorn, September White, Answer: For the commercial 
state show at the State Fair, and Vredenberg, Mammoth White, grower it was not thought worth 
also to ask the Sheboygan Chapter White Chieftain, Caribou, North while. Mr. Walter Miller stated 
for an invitation to hold the show Pole, Krytberg, Schoonard, Star that he starts bulblets in the green- 
in connection with their Chapter Of Bethlehem, and Mary Kathleen. house and produces good sized 
show, the same as this year. There Mr. Hopkins stated that he had bulbs by fall, and for those who 

were good arguments for both plans. discarded the following varieties: can do so it would be worth while 

Many felt, however, that it would Crystal, Mrs. Burtner, Silentium, for new varieties. 
be possible to hold both shows next Snow White, Heiligtum, 1942, Lord Question: Can you grow salable 
year since the Mid-West will prob- Selkirk, Maid of Orleans, Mount cut flowers from bulbs four or five 
ably not hold a show. Shasta, and Ariosa. : years old? How old should a bulb
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be to still produce salable flowers? that the strawberries were notice- be planted in the rows for both 
Answer: Most bulbs over four ably yellow during the next spring, exhibition and commercial flowers? 

or five years should be discarded. indicating that the woody stems Answer: Distance between rows 
In some instances may be kept were decaying in the soil and that yaried considerably, depending up- 
longer, but are not the best pro- the bacteria were robbing the soil on the type of instruments used. It 
ducers. of nitrogen which affected the was emphasized, however, that for 

Question: Have you tried Sal- Strawberry plants. This might also exhibition flowers the plants must 
bach’s method of letting flowers occur in the case of gladiolus. He have plenty of room. A good dis- 
wilt after cutting and before taking stated that the soy beans should be tance for exhibition flowers was 

them to the show? plowed under early while still considered two feet between rows, 

Answer: The majority were in 8™C¢M» SO as to decompose quickly and eight inches between bulbs. 
favor of the Salbach method and and avoid nitrogen deficiency. Plow- Where irrigation was available and 
stated it was better to let them ("8 under Frye was mentioned as a plenty of plant food, commercial 
wilt, or not put them in water if good practice. stock was planted quite close to- 

they had to be shipped dry. If they Question: Do you think that ma- gether, usually in double rows. 
are put in water immediately, they nure or commercial fertilizer is best Question: How do you irrigate 
should be kept in water all the way for gladiolus, and how do you ap- your gladiolus patch? 
to the show. It was brought out that ply it? _Answer: The answer was to be- 
warm water is better for flowers Answer: They seemed to favor 8! Irigating after the plants are 
than iced water, as warm water the use of commercial fertilizer, 12 to 15 inches high, and continu- 
goes up the stems better. but also preferred well aged and '"& throughout the season. A good 

Question: Should the tops of rotted cow or sheep manure, or soaking is better than sprinkling. 

gladiolus be burned or plowed un- some other type of humus. All (To be continued) 
der? Is there danger of the tops agreed on the need of humus in 
carrying over thrips? the soil. Peat moss is being used. a 

Answer: Practically all growers Several pointed a that when only 
vot rid of their tops in commercial fertilizer is used, the 

either by burning oe falling then soil gradually becomes very hard. SHEBOYGAN GARDEN CLUB 
away. No one plowed under the Question: Do you think light o0 HELPS DECORATE FOR 

tops. On showing of hands from heavy soil is the better for gladiolus STATE GLADIOLUS SHOW 
the entire group, almost all believe growing? That is, if you had your ss s Bocce # 
that thrips are carried over winter choice, which would you choose? WwW omitted mention in our Te= 
in compost heaps or heaps of tops alnswer: For ease of cultivation, port of the State Gladiolus 
not destroyed. Mr. Noel Thompson planting and digging, light soil is Show at Sheboygan, August oor 
gave the opinion that on scattered preferable. For depth of color in that the sheboyest Garden Club 
tops the thrips would not survive, bloom and good substance, heavy cooperated ‘very: effectively: . 
but they might possibly survive in soil was considered better. Sandy The garden club carried out its 
piles of tops though there was no soil is good if there is sufficient part in decorating the lobby and 
evidence to prove it, water. The need for water or irri- created @ Very (beautiful picture’ af 

Question: Were thri - gation was emphasized a number the entrance to the show. Several [ps as numer- g’ P 
ous in your section this year as in of times by growers. artistic arrangements of vegetables, 

my y 5 y 8 - lly one in a little garden 
previous years? one ‘ especialy g 

i. Question: How deep do you think — wheelbarrow, were placed before a 
Answer: A majority felt that the gladiolus bulbs should be planted? hackground of long needle pine. 

thrips have been noticeably less in Answer: One or two growers Branches of pines were placed be- 
numbers in their section. In several stated they were planting deeper tween the trees, making a beautiful 
sections there were plenty of thrips. than recommended, one grower jackground for both the vegetable 

Question: Have you used soy mentioning a total depth of eight and gladiolus arrangements in the 
beans as green manure, and with inches on light soil, six or seven lobby. Mr. Gordon Z. Rayner, Park 
what results? inches on heavy soil. Others stated Superintendent, was instrumental 

Answer: Only a few had experi- three or four inches, and then hill- jn obtaining the background ma- 
ence with soy beans, but could give ing up the soil over the rows. For {erjal and in helping to place it in 
no definite results. Mr. Rahmlow small bulbs some planted as shal- the lobby. The garden club mem- 

pointed out an experience in plow- low as two inches. The average ers made corsages which were 
ing under soy beans late in the fall depth was from three to six inches. sold on the floor during both days 
when the stems are already woody, Question: In planting gladiolus, of the show. The proceeds were 
and followed next spring by early how far apart should the rows be, added to the fund turned over to 
planting of strawberries. He stated and how far apart should the bulbs the Citizens’ War Fund.
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By the 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT PRESIDENTS 

Mrs. R. H. Sewell, President Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, Recording Secretary- Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald, 649 Broad St., Menasha, 
957 No. 70th St., Wauwatosa 13 Treasurer Fox River Valley District 

4416 Taft Road, Kenosha Mrs. H. R. English, 1722 Chadbourne Ave 
Mrs. F. E. Willard, Ist Vice-President Madison 5, Madison District 
Oakfield H. J. Rahmlow, Corresponding Secretary Mrs. 0. H.’ Burgemeister, 2127 S. 87th St 

; , ‘24 University Farm PL. Madison 6 West Allis 14, Milwaukee District 
Mrs, Walter Dakin, 2nd Vice-President Mrs. John West, R. 2, Manitwoc, 

4110 Mandan Crescent, Madison 5 Sheboygan District 
Mrs. Norma Robinson, Lake Geneva, 

South Central District 

REPORT FROM OUR pitals and once helped to decorate November, 1942, and again August 
PAST PRESIDENT and the Service Clubs, for hos- 17th of this year. I was present 

Dear Garden Club Members: the Governor’s mansion for a tea at their Convention last November. 
“FRIENDSHIP” in honor of Army and Navy men’s I presided at our own Board 
“I’ve a garden where the flowers wives. meeting held October 2 and No- 

never fade, I accepted the Chairmanship of vember 30, 1942, and January 5 
And each year the blossoms bright- the Flower Arrangement Commit- and September 14, 1943. 

er grow; tee of the USO, putting in over I was present at the Milwaukee 
Each flower is some friend that I 250 hours and receiving a pin in and Madison Regional meetings 

have made: recognition of this work, One per- held in February, 1943. 
The best are where the everlasting son from each Madison club served I accompanied Mmes. Sewell. 

grow.” on the Committee with me, and we Willard and Fitzgerald and Mr. 
—Selected Pearls of Wisdom. averaged two and three days a Sonn on a Judging School tour 

I believe that the most difficult week at the Club, making our flow- held in the Fox River Valley Dis- 
task assigned to me this year, is ¢T decorations as interesting to the trict, namely, Green Bay, Wausau. 
this, my last letter to you as Presi- men in service as possible. We and Stevens Point, June 21, 22, 
dent. The various activities under- trimmed Christmas trees and made and 23. 

taken by our State Federation have wreaths and sprays galore. A number of talks and demon- 
already been covered in a most ex- I served several days with Mrs. trations on flower arrangements 
cellent way by our very capable Dakin’s Committee on the planting were given to garden clubs, Gladi- 
Officers, District Presidents and project at Truax Field. I put in  olus Society and Dahlia Society. 
State Chairmen. Many of you some time at the newly organized Numerous invitations from Church 
heard these reports at our final Garden Center in Madison, and I groups, Leagues and Women’s 
meeting in October, and the rest finished one Scrap book for the Club organizations were received. 
may read them in the magazine. War Service Committee. but time schedules prevented my 

It was with a great deal of appre- As your President, I served on accepting. I felt too, that my first 
hension last October, that I ac- the Board of Directors of the Wis- obligation was to the garden clubs. 
cepted the responsibility of being consin Roadside Development Coun- I served in the capacity of Judge 
your Leader. Although many han- il, attending meetings Dec. 10, at a number of flower shows, tak- 
dicaps presented themselves, I be- 1942, and Mar. 8, 1943. I attended jing with me members who were 
lieve we hurdled most of them with- conferences with the Wisconsin jnterested in obtaining Assistant 

out too much difficulty, and that Highway Commission in company Judges’ Certificates. I served as a 
our year has shown definite prog- with Mrs. Chas. Dean. Judge at the Victory Harvest Fes- 
ress. Our work has broadened be- Meetings Attended tival held in Milwaukee, and judged 

cause of the war and much valu- It was a pleasure to represent a Junior Flower Show conducted 
able service has been rendered by you at the Farm Labor Conference by the 4th, 5th and 6th graders of 
our members. at the University of Wisconsin, a Marquette School in Madison on 

War Service report of that meeting being print- September 20th. I encouraged this 
Upon returning from our Con- ed in our magazine. group in their work, and awarded 

vention last October, 1942, we were I attended the Board of Direc- the ribbons to the winners. 
plunged into definite war service. tor’s meeting of the Wisconsin Hor- I attended the 5th Annual Judg- 
We furnished flowers for the USO ticultural Society in August anding School of the Garden Club of
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[Ilinois in Chicago last year, and part in a program presented by the assistance. 1 am indeed grateful to 
received my Certificate. I attended Oakfield Garden Club, Oakfield, all club members and chairmen for 
their 6th Annual Judging School Wisconsin. their whole-hearted support and 
this year. I exhibited at only one November 17th and 18th, I at- tolerance, and for their many ac- 
show this year, the Madison Gladi- tended the Central Regional meet- complishments. To my own Madi- 
olus Show. I entered 4 exhibits, jing at Ames, Iowa, and the Iowa son District, for their unswerving 
won 4 blue ribbons, which merited Horticultural Society. I was happy _ loyalty, unquestionable faith, and 
the sweepstakes prize. to report on Wisconsin’s activities Willingness to serve, I wish to ex- 

I attended the Madison District at the Central Regional meeting. Press my appreciation. Mr. H. J. 
meeting September 10th; the She- Mmes. Sewell, Willard, Dean, Da- Rahmlow and Mrs. Art. Stein- 
boygan District meeting September kin and Kieckhefer also attended. metz, his Secretary, have given un- 
23rd ; and the Milwaukee District Our'State Federation has ‘worked stintingly of their time and interest. 

meeting October. 4th. These meet- in cooperation with other State or- If we have learned any lesson at 
ings together with the Fox River ganizations, whose purposes and all this past year, it is that of the 

Valley Judging School, and judging aims were closely allied with our Value of working together. Singly 
the Fort Atkinson show, provided own. Our leaders lent able assist- and individually we can have but 
an opportunity for my presence in ance to the Office of Civilian De- little influence on the course of the 
all 5 Districts in Wisconsin. fense, working on Victory Garden world, but when the vast numbers 

I wrote a 500 word newspaper Committees throughout Wisconsin. of garden club members unite their 
article for the Milwaukee Journal Although we had no State pro- efforts into concerted action, their 
and Sentinel at their request; gave . . influence is well nigh irresistible. 
a number of radio talks over WHA, 872™S this year, which would sup- in th ‘ f President I Madison; and gave the final broad. Plement our income derived from If in the capacity of President 
cast: GOES WTM] August 28th membership dues, we have budget- too have strengthened your organ- 

| jnaine’ ‘th den cl bs ies fi ed our operating expenses in such ization, it has been with your help. 

[isan RN a FNS UNE Ors eaetnevations, Ea 
With the exception of two months, aTAnce: 1 OUP EneTar SUNG: rae ; \ i 

I have been in Milwaukee 1, 2 or Our year has passed swiftly and Se tien sat do } aie 

3 days per month, to confer with much has been accomplished. There ning- The members of this Federa- 
Chairmen and Officers or attend is still a great deal of work our tion have chosen their new leaders 
meetings. Have had much corre- Federation will be called upon to wisely, so we have only one request 
spondence with Regional and Na- do in the next few years. You to make—let us all be tolerant in 
tional Council Chairmen and Offi-. alone know best what your club can our dealing with one another. Let 

cers and have tried to keep in close do to serve. Plan your work with us all join hands and bend every 
touch with our own State Officers faith, courage, vision and deter-  ogort in serving our State and Na- 
and Chairmen. mination to do your part this com- tion, as only garden club people 

In company with 10 other dele- ing year. ai: SNE, May God grant us suc- 
gates, I attended the 14th Annual IT am humbly grateful for the cess in our work. 
Session of the National Council of pleasure of serving you, and for My very best wishes to each and 
State Garden Clubs in Chicago at the many friendships that have every one of you for a happy holi- 

the Sherman Hotel May 4-6. I con- been made. I want to pay tribute day season. 
sidered it an honor to give Wis- to past State Officers and Chair- —Elsie M. Bostock. 
consin’s report at that meeting, and men—they are the ones who have 

you will find it printed in full in helped build the leaders we are so TT 
a recent issue of the National Coun- proud of today. Without them we Get This 
cil’s Bulletin. I attended the Na- would not have the strong organiz- My lady, be wary of Cupid 

tional Council Board of Directors’ ation we have today. I express my And list to the lines of this verse; 
meeting and also attended and par- sincere appreciation to the mem- To |et a fool kiss you is stupid, 
ticipated in the Board of Directors’ bers of the Board for their able To let a kiss fool you is worse. 
meeting of Central Region. You 
have read about these meetings in |= ~——————______ EE 
your magazine. ° SAV E TR EES 

October 20th, we held our own | Cavity Treatment General Landscaping Large Tree Moving 
annual business meeting in Milwau- We are insured 
kee. Fertilizing Lakeside 2907 Removals 

On November Sth and 6th, to- | Pruning 7 " _ ‘ Sprayi 
gether with Mmes. Sewell, Lowry Wisconsin Tree Service —_ 
and Willard, we were happy to take 2335. N. Merray Ave, = Milwaukes
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REPORT OF THE STATE T Pl ° P ° R JUDGING SCHOOL ruax Fianting Froject Neport 
CHAIRMAN 

TT National situation curtailed WiuNteR weather is exerting failing in their active participation 
our activities this year. All Dis- its influence in calling a halt in the work whenever they were 

trict Presidents were contacted and to planting activities at Truax Field. needed. 
the majority were not in favor of The largest project for the fall Genevieve C. Dakin, 
holding local judging schools. How- was the landscaping of the grounds War Service Chairman 
ever, the Fox River Valley held 3 of the Radio School building. Mr. Madison District, 
very successful judging schools on George Simmons drew the plans 
a ape 22nd, and 23rd ae which were executed under the = 

ay, Wausau, and Stevens Point— supervision of Lieutenant John * . . 
total attendance 105, Roos More ‘aa 330 trees en The Federer Paeitess Meeting 
Accredited judges were asked to 2500 shrubs were dug, transplanted a upon resolutions aaa 

notify the State Judging School and planted by soldiers in just ten & at t Oo oO meeting, m bls 
Chairman of flower shows to be days. waukee, ct. pS SEE 
judged by them during the year, so Approximately 300 more shrubs 1. “Voting for State officers of 
that new judging students could were added to the Hospital plant- the State Federation | of Garden 
obtain experience by serving with ing bringing a total set out there Clubs may be by mail when any 
them. About 10 judges couperated. to nearly 1500. A group of pines regular accredited Garden Club 
The following people have fulfilled and large ash trees was set out in finds it impossible to send 2 dele- 
their qualifications for Assistant the Hospital area near Gate 2. Two gate in person, The club sending its 
Accredited Judges and received groups of Douglas firs add winter vote by mail shall have voted at a 
their cards recently. Mrs. G. Alan color in front of the Administra- regular meeting on the candidate tt Kriz, Mrs, Carl Namur, Mrs. H. tion building. wishes elected and the vote by mail 
W. Schaefer, and Vicky Lee Hirsh. Headquarters building and the shall be indorsed by the President 

The aim of this chairman is to adjacent parking areas came in for and Secretary ig = oe = raise the standards of judging and foundation planting, hedges, and a a ment is to in Pie or 
assist and encourage the judges of row of trees. y 6 Suration of the war. i tomorrow. Present qualifications for Groups of pine, 36 in all, with h a hold Eegionsl meetings " 
judges do not seem to give us fu- shrubs and tall trees were used at istrict this next year. ture judges to appear before a Gate 1. At the Flag Pole area, too, Officers Elected 
voch die eee eae — evergreens were introduced. Tall The election resulted as follows: | al a writ- “ 9 i ‘ 
ten examination. Judges should be es ec Flea en ae oe pgp gene Re Seuel required to attend one refresher k tt d of the borders Hirst Vice- ide : course every five years for renewal pein ther cl . ; — ee Maem At téttiBcales flanking the walk. Two concrete E. Willard, Oakfield. 

All jud benches, one at each end of the Second Vice-President, Mrs. Wal- 
; judges have been contacted cross walk at the pole, complete ter Dakin, 4110 Mandan Crescent, in regard to filing their credentials the architect’s plan. Tulips, red Madison. 
for permanent record with the State Darwins, fill the four beds at the Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. H. W. Federation of Garden Clubs, and pole’s base. Schaefer, 4416 Taft Rd., Kenosha. 
in regard to the possibility of hold- Spring will see us back at the New District Presidents are: | ing a judging school in 1944, I Post checking winter loss, overhaul- Fox River Valley, Mrs. F. J. 
ie like to suggest that we offer ing borders, sowing seeds and set- Fitzgerald, 649 Broad St., Menasha. 
such a course, meeting the require- ting out flats of annuals. We have Madison, Mrs. H. R. English, 
ments of the National Council, be- already been asked to develop some 1722 Chadbourne Ave., Madison. 
Poa oe have received so many areas in the spring. Milwaukee, Mrs. O. H. Burge- avorable replies to this: proposal. At this time may we say “thank meister, 2127 S. 87th St. West Our _flower shows are as good you” to all of you who have co- Allis. 
as our judges. We set higher stand- operated so splendidly in putting Sheboygan, Mrs. J. D. West, ards for our flower shows, why not this project across. Every gift of | Manitowoc, 
for those who judge them? talent, time, money, and material South Central, Mrs. Norma Rob- 

By Vicky Lee Hirsh has been deeply appreciated. To our inson, Normandie Farms, Lake 
State Judging landscape architects we are espe-  (*eneva- 
School Chairman, cially indebted. They have been un- By Mrs. F. E. Ballard.
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Highlights of Central Regional Meeting, Council 
By Mrs. R. H. Sewell 

HE Central Regional meeting proceedings for landscaping the 
T’ the National Council of > CHRIS 7, roadsides.” Mrs. Dean described 

State Garden Clubs, Inc., was held S&S Sl the Wisconsin Memorial Highway 

in Ames, Iowa, November 17, 1943. (jw » and told how the Roadside Devel- 

Mrs. Warren D. Shoemaker, > O10 opment Program will aid post-war 

Woodstock, Ill., Regional Vice- a 4 plans. 

President, presided. The meeting GS Wee i Dr, L. C. Grove, Regional Hor- 

was most inspirational as well as "— ‘\ ticulture Associate Chairman, gave 
educational. y sy) all talks on Horticulture. His sub- 

Mrs. E. Wesley Frost, President e Wy sy jects were “Iowa Gardening in 
of the National Council, gave an "I 1943,” with kodachrome slides, 
address, “Garden Clubs of Today 6 “The Fact Finding Program,” and 
and Tomorrow.” She stressed the | “Horticulture.” “The Fact Finding 
importance of horticulture and : Program” will be explained at the 
good programs. All programs must Regional meetings by Mrs. R. R. 
be interesting, definite and educa- Hibbard, Horticulture Chairman 

tional enough to inspire action, {, for Wisconsin. 
Two slogans for garden clubs were (7 George Burkhardt, Mineola, N. 

suggested. The first was the reply Y., outlined the 4 H's of Victory 
given by the shipbuilder, Mr. Kai- J . Gardening : 
ser, when asked how he obtained ment room. Lectures were given . . 
success. (1) “Determine your every Wednesday with “Timely vacad Gardening gives the op- 
needs”; (2) “Organize to meet Tips” for gardening. Flower ar- portunity to think and plan and 

these needs”; and “Then do it.” rangements were made by the resi- "Sn. 

Mrs. Frost then admonished indi- dents of the community. Paid teach- - 2. Heart—Provides beauty and 
vidual members to bear in mind ers had charge of the arrangement gladness in your heart, watching 
that “No fitter person could be classes and ribbons were given for things grow. 

found than I, to do the task today.” awards, Other centers were held 3. Hands—Reap joy in the feel 

The Council Bluff Schools spon- in seed stores, a lighthouse and of the earth. 

sored a Junior group of 2.100 chil- cabins. Garden clubs were urged 4. Health—Mental and physical 
dren and a harvest of 11,500 bush- to educate the public to attend, rehabilitation found in Victory Gar- 
els of vegetables. rather than the members. The Mo- dening. 

County Judge Roe submitted an line Center has been duplicated in To Miss Ada Swalwell, President 
interesting tabulation of court cases England. France and Puerto Rico. of Iowa Federation of Garden 
before and after their Junior proj- Mrs. O. W. Dynes, Past Presi- Clubs, Mrs, Warren Shoemaker, 
ect was instituted: dent of National Council, related Regional Vice-President, Mrs. E. 

1941 an interesting history of the Na- Wesley Frost, President of the Na- 
Court Cases 225 boys- 35 girls tional Council in a talk entitled tional Council, Inc., and to Prof. 

Investigations : i boys - 372 girls “What Has Come Before.” As Re- B. S. Pickett, Dr. L. C. Grove, E. 

Court Cases: 88 boys- 14 girls gional Judging School Accrediting C, Volz of the Iowa State Univer- 
Investigations: 628 boys - 184 girls Chairman she discussed the require- sity faculty, the Wisconsin delega- 

Victory Gardens proved successful ments of a successful flower show tion wishes to express their appre- 
in decreasing the number of junior and “The Art of Judging.” ciation for the hospitality and 

cases. . Mrs. Alfred Kieckhefer, Mil- courtesy shown and for the intellec- 
Mrs. W. B. Mills, National Jun- waukee, Regional Associate Conser- tual value derived from the Central 

ior Chairman, offered helpful out- vation Chairman, urged the clubs Regional meeting held in Ames, 
lines for Junior programs. to emphasize “Soil Conservation,” Iowa. 

Mrs. A. C. Grant, Indianola, Ia., and responding to an unanimons re- 

reported on garden centers. A Mo- quest, gave her receipt for a “Com- . 
line, Ill, center holds meetings in post Pile.” Which? 

a house in the city park. The center Mrs. C. L. Dean, National Road- “Is my dress too short?” 
contains rooms for assemblies, a side Chairman, impressed the clubs “It's either too short or you're 
kitchenette and a flower arrange- with “Today is the time to begin in too far.”
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GARDEN SLIDES PROVIDE 
Message From The INTERESTING MEETING 

é ° OLORED lantern slides of Conservation Chairman C%iisjon goto wee, 
: . . be an interesting feature of the an. 

T= article on Compost Piles ated more than ever what it meant nual meeting of the Sheboygan Dis. 

that I had in a late issue of to have our piles and bins of hay, trict in October, Mrs. Gilbert E 

Horticulture has brought forth manure, grass cuttings and all so Snell writes: “We showed colored 
some very interesting letters. All conveniently arranged near our slides which had been. taken 

Garden Club members seem to be working place, out of the way and throughout the season in our own 

alive to the need of building up close together. The main trick of gardens. Our club had purchased a 
their garden soil and even if these this is, every layer is made as thin projector and we had an official 

methods differ a bit, the results as possible and watered down by photographer. This was so well re. 

are about the same. a hose with a fine nozzle on it and ceived that I would recommend it 

But I still maintain that my way then trodden down by some worker to other clubs, even if the officers 
of making a compost pile gets the with rubber boots. Our first pile had have to take the pictures them. 
quickest results and with so few of 42 layers. This last one I rather selves when the gardens are at their 

the unpleasant conditions like at- lost count on as I helped walk it best.” 
tracting flies and domestic animals. down but I am sure it was over The Sheboygan District reported 

. fifty. The more layers you make, an attendance of 56 at their Dis. 
How to Make a Compost Pile the more firmly they are forced trict meeting in October, with five 
I made one compost pile the lat- down with the proper _amount of out of the six clubs in the district 

ter part of April. We are using it Moisture, the more rapidly decom- represented. One end of the meet- 
now on our vegetable garden and __ Position sets in and the sooner Na- ing hall was used for displays of 
asparagus bed, Last week we did ture is able to give you super re- fruits, vegetables and artistic ar- 
another one. It is an adaptation of sults, rangements of flowers. Reports in- 
the Bio- Dynamic method which Then the earth you had first ex- dicated that much has been accon- 

Mrs, George Miller spoke about in cavated and piled to one side is Plished this year by the club 
our last Bulletin of the National plastered all over the compost pile, rs 
Council of State Garden Clubs. rather like an Indian mound. This SOLDIER DOESN’T LIKE 

. seals the heap, keeping the moiss DEHYDRATED VEGETABLES 
A Community Effort ture in. As a final’ tonch make a UCH has been said and writ 

The first condition is that you hollow in the top of your mound M:. about dehydrating veget: 
obtain several helpers. You simply to catch the rain and snow. ables recently. We can be sure of 
cannot do it alone. In the East, a When the men and myself had one thing—if the product doesn't 

group gets together and moves from completed our work, the head man, taste good, it will not be eaten read- 
place to place making them, a sort ith a twinkle in his eye, said, ily. If there are better methods oi 
of community effort. Some weeks “There is gold in that thar hill, preserving vegetables than by de: 

ahead I engaged the same men who irs, Kieckhefer,” and I am sure hydration, we should know about 
had helped me in the spring. But oF it. them, and if the consumer doesn't 
what a difference an ther poo Mrs, Alfred Kieckhefer, like them dehydrated, it is a mis 

hen they had been most skeptical : . 

—tongue in cheek and so on. This Chncentation: Cita, ee aie we eae dulecata 
eg a ey ei ae the —_— in reading a statement by a soldiet 
nile they had made in the sprin : : oa ail 

and had. felt that rich, loamy soil, TO A LOST FRIEND io waar senda a Math 
they were most respectful and the When friendship’s ring is broken, , 
work went swiftly. We did make a And faith in pieces lie Dehydrated Potatoes Taste 

tow changes. Dug our trench 15 Scattered on the hearth of memory; Z Like Glue 
inches deep, about 7 feet wide and I hold withi ind Said the soldier: “Our food has 
14 feet long, and piled the earth up old! within my: inin been very good, especially when we 
neatly on each side for future use. One lovely token— are off the canned and dehydrated 
Then we lined the trench with corn The comradeship we knew, diet. One thing that I cannot go for 
stalks, a layer of garbage with a “When you told me are dehydrated potatoes. No matter 

thin dusting of lime and leaves. And I told you.” how the cooks disguise them, they 
After that earth, then manure, then . still taste like a poor grade of glue. 
hay or grass cuttings and you keep —Marion F. Haugseth Whoever figured that deal doesn't| 
on the same schedule. I appreci- In American Poetry have to eat the stuff.” |
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WHAT KIND OF PROGRAMS FINANCIAL REPORT 
DO GARDEN CLUB MEM- WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 

BERS WANT? November 10, 1943 

Ey in October we sent a This amount is carried in the following funds: 
. . i Permanent Fund ~-----------------------$ 250.00 

ee eanien ib he, president Educational Fund __--------------------- 168.69 
of each garden club in Wisconsin Flower Show Fund -------------------- 531.47 
asking them to report on the kind Courtesy Fund —------------------------- _ 5.05 
of programs and gardening topics General Fund --------------------------- 240.9% 
in which the members are most Total $1,196.17 
interested, both for reading in Wis- GENERAL FUND 
consin Horticulture, and as discus- Balance Oct. 20, 1942_-------------------------------- $221.56 
sion at garden club meetings. Transfer from 1942 Flow Show Fund_-_--------------- 75.00 

A total of 52 clubs reported. The == 
attendance was 976 at the meetings. Total=1s42 #, 29656 

following are the res f Receipts: 
one Ow aN £ oa Federation dues, 2222 members ---------$ 254.45 
the voting up to ovemper : Horticultural Society dues--------------- 749.75 
Number interested in vege- National Council dues ~------------------ 107.50 

table growing ---------- 580 Stationery sold -_------------------------ 4.50 
‘ Judges" books: sold) .....--.----1-<-- 2.50 

Number preferring talks on Total Receipts past fiscal year------------------~--~--$1,118.70 
flower and_ ornamental —— 
growing --------------- 637 Total $1,415.26 

Number especially interest- Disbursements: 
ed in landscaping ~------ 420 Horticultural Society dues Kusucuewcnceeewscessl$) 749,75 

Number interested in grow- National Council dues --------------------------- 107.50 
z 5 Roadside Council dues -------------------------- 10.00 
ing raspberries, straw - 4 Executive Board meetings -------------------- 60.24 

berries and other fruits _- 463 President's expenses ---------------------------- 40.00 
Numt cnt ted j il President’s and Ist Vice-Pres. registrations to 
umber iaterested i S08 National Council meeting ------------------- 22.00 
reparation -_---------- 508 President's expense at Nat’l Council meeting---. 14.00 prep: 

Number interested in dis- Ist Vice-Pres. expense at Nat’! Council meeting__ 10.96 
es 1 itigect tol 766 Secretary-Treasurer’s salary -------------------- 15.00 
aS€ and. INSeCE COMtTOhes Extra ‘clerical help) sscnccscesosswsocceceeannes- 10,00 

Number desiring articles on Treasurer’s bond _------------------------------- 5.00 
ae! 2 1942 Bank charge ......__-_--..------ = penne nee 1.11 

\ Hower ate sscceny _ 471 Federation stationery and supplies -------------._ 24.80 
Ve were rather surprised to see Postage and supplies for Secy.-Treas. ---------- 22.69 

the overwhelming vote in favor of Committee expenses: 68.12 
i j e j General Chairman $ 7.02 the topic disease and insect control. let, Vice-President so2wewn 10.00 

[his topic received over 100 votes Membership —---------------------------- 1.20 
more than the second place topic, Judging school ~--------------------------- 401 

flower and ornamental growing. page. Gardens 222 a 

The latter topic led the interest in Constitution .-------o--aseeeweseeees 18 
vegetable growing by a small mar- Conservation ~----------------------------- 38 

rin Garden: Centérs; s-seiecee eee: AS 

gm. : : Horticulture ---22222-+-sss.--.--.----..... 128 
The other topics all received a Memorial Highways —--------------------- 40 

substantial number of votes, and Publicity ~--------------------------------- ee 

(he <GEGSSECE 18 HOE VERY great ime War Service oe RAS 
Che difference here was more be- Miscellaneous items 1943 business meeting, 
tween the clubs than it was between telephone, mimeographing, etc. -------------- 13.13 

individuals. That is, certain clubs Total Disbursements past fiscal year------------------$1,174.30 
gave their entire vote to flower ar- Balance in General Fund__--------------------$ 240.96 

| tangement and landscaping, while 
others did not vote at all for these 
topics. Twelve clubs cast no votes . ys 
at all for flower arrangement, while preferred one subject over another. smaller communities. 

14 clubs reported all members pres- Some clubs in large cities voted Four clubs gave no votes for the 

ent voting for this topic. unanimously for flower arrange- first place topic, insect and disease 

Neither can one draw any defi- "4, while a few clubs in these control, while most other clubs gave 

nite conclusion as to whether or Places gave that topic no vote at this topic the largest number of 
not tembers in’ small conimunities 4s and the same was true in the votes.
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CHRISTMAS GREETINGS FROM The Dionne QUINS use our 
SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— f - aN 

All makes including portables rented. \ e 1} 4 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach a a oe 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in ss 
your home. 

ORGANS— ; 

Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for sale or rent. : 

Write 

- "> SMALL SIZE ORGAN 

SISSON Ss for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 
We have a two manual organ 

Hi-ways 23-26 intersection . 
with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 

THE MOST WIDELY READ BEE MAGAZINE 

N“ v XN _ > | 

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE 
64 PAGE MONTHLY—ILLUSTRATED 

FEATURE ARTICLES, GUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, TALKS TO BEE- 
KEEPERS, NEWS ITEMS, ONE FOOD PAGES, CROP REPORTS 

ETC. 

ONE YEAR, $1.00; TWO YEARS, $1.50; THREE YEARS, $2.00 

ONE YEAR IN COMBINATION WITH BEGINNER’S BOOK, 
“STARTING RIGHT WITH BEES” (102 PAGES), $1.25 

PLAN NOW FOR HONEY CONTAINERS, HONEY LABELS, 
FOLDER;, ETC. 

—WRITE FOR PRICES— 

NEW HONEY FOLDER FROM AMERICAN HONEY INSTITUTE 
“FORTIFIED WITH HONEY”—PRINTED IN 2 COLORS—60 CENTS PER 100 

= & 
A. I. Root Company of Chicago Rect The A. 1. Root Company 
224-230 W. Huron St. CHICAGO, ILL. Bax Sussuse MEDINA, OHIO 

eanq{notusy Jo ese Too 
£reIgTI
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MORE AMMUNITION 

Meainsrcarven ests, | WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE AGAINST GARDEN PESTS 

TH outlook for a sufficient sup- The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

ply of insecticides and fungi- EstastisHEp 1910 

cides for the control of insects and Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Acceptance 

diseases in the garden, both flowers ips mailing as svecial sate’ of Postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of October 3, 

and vegetables, is very promising. 1 Ruthortsed, July; 15, 390K 

We hear now that there will be Published Monthly Excepting July by the 

no restrictions on rotenone in 5 Ib. Wisconsin State HorticucruraL Society 

packages, The average back yard Madison 6, Wisconsin 
gardener can do a lot with a 5 Ib. H. J Ranmuow, Editor 

7 . : _ fi 
Lees of Papen ae Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

ination, and in fact, our observa- 
tion is that when a dust of this ma- Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 
terial is applied at the correct Tel. University 182 
times, and a thorough job is done, Tice REKIV  CTANUARY lola 

there is not much else to worry Volume XXXIV__ JANUARY, 1944 Noo S 
about. 

Nicotine will be plentiful this TABLE OF CONTENTS 

yea Ga lhe oe rs An ‘Outstanding Cranbefry ...2222.0..s-0-.20.cesccsesscweccnccue: 83 

13 AIO BVOHae: SNS Ma oe a 1s Wisconsin Apple Institute Membership Growing —-------------. 84 
effective for the control of flea Requirements for Success in Fruit Growing ~--------------------. 85 
beetles, striped cucumber beetles, About Those Rabbits _.........-__.-__..._...__._.._......--.. 86 
cabbage worms, and a number of The Strawberry Situation _-.--------------_--------_-----------_ 8 

other insects. Natural deposits of Wisconsin Beekeeping ~------------------------------------------- 89 
Cryolite are found in Greenland. Can We Improve Our Honey Plants? ~-------------------------. 9 

National Beekeepers Conference Planned ~----------------------- 91 
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Milwaukee. Fremetuess is essential in Virgil Fieldhouse -.-..--.-------Dodgeville 
handling fruit, Se aime te oo or N. C. Jacobs....---.--------Sturgeon Bay Mrs. R. H. Sewell, Wauwatosa, Pres. 
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An Outstanding Cranberry 
FIFTY YEARS OF THE SEARLES VARIETY 

Neil E. Stevens — Cranberry Specialist 

CeAnperene are native to ‘i shows that the total acreage in 
the United States and grew SS miley cranberries had increased by only 

extensively in the marshes of Wis- VAS DAF "ID about 200 acres while the acreage 

consin. The early white settlers S x 2X ,. of Searles had risen to 784. 
simply harvested the wild berries as rilke om ; 
the Indians had been doing for « i Le A Quality Berry 

many years, As the industry de- S y Ney j In two respects the Searles va- 

veloped, however, growers recog- * | NA riety may have been favored by 
nized differences in the productivi- ® ¢ f : . : 

: : * ortune in that it was not discov- 
ty of different plants and also in \, Ay . : 

the quality of the fruit, Selections WA g ered and widely planted at an earli- 
| were made and propagated vegeta- 4 er date. It is distinctly a quality 

tively so now we have many named Pecan berry unsuited to rough treatment 

varieties, most of them from Mas- as and has shown little resistance to 
sachusetts and New Jersey, but a _ false blossom. If the Searles had 
few from Wisconsin. been marketed at the time when 
The Searles may well be the immediate vicinity was made in cranberries were poured out of a 

youngest of the important commer- 1908 or 1909 on the property of second story window to clean them 
cial varieties of cranberries. Ap- the Lewis Cranberry Company near from chaff it might well have been 
parently 1943 is the semi-centennial Minong. Since then the increase in  <liscarded as too tender. If it had 
of its discovery. Andrew Searles acreage planted to Searles has been been widely planted in the Mather 
reported in 1928 to the Wisconsin impressive. area when false blossom was a ma- 
Cranberry Growers Association that At the time of Bain’s Survey in jor problem and no control was 
“The experiment which has given 1929 (Cranberry Industry in Wis- known, it might be following the 
me the most satisfaction is the cul- consin) there were in Wisconsin VPalmeter and Metallic Bell into 
tivation of a variety of cranberry 371 acres of Searles of which 183 oblivion. 
| found growing wild in our swamp were young vines. This was out of Actually, however, the compara- 
about 1893, This variety, known as a total acreage of 2,120 acres. Ten _ tive isolation of many of the earli- 
Searles Jumbo, has been marketed years later a careful survey was cr plantings on the widely sepa- 
for nearly twenty years.” made by Vernon Goldsworthy, This rated northern marshes protected 

Found at Walker f= 46 

Well might he take solid “satis- TOTAL PRODUCTION IN 7 parrets “4 
faction” in this “experiment.” For THOUSANDS OF BARRELS wl PER ACRE 42 
already in 1928 the worth of the e/ 40 
variety was recognized and it was 199 &] 38 

being planted in increasing acreage. a7 
At that time the variety was known 90 a! a6 
as the Searles Jumbo. But the Amer- 80 ry, 34 
ican Pomological Society, which 70 <\ 32 
attempts to standardize the names 00! 7 
of fruit varieties, favors a single 60 ory _S 30 

word. Popular usage tends to fol- 50 / 28 
low the same trend, so SEARLES 4g 7 26 
is coming into general use. Natur- 7 
ally enough the first plantings of /~~% 5 YEAR MOVING AVERAGE 2s 
this new discovery were on Andrew \ ~ / 22 
Searles’ own marsh at Walker, near \N p77 \ / 20 
Wisconsin Rapids, and the first two N 
sections wholly planted to the new 
variety are still in bearing in 1943. 26 27 28 29 350 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 59 40 4 42 

lhe first planting away from this The Searles Has Had Its Part in the Increase in Yield Per Acre. 
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them from the false blossom dis- * ° . 

ease for many years. By the time Wisconsin Apple Institute 
infection became widely scattered M b tei I 

on large acreages the carrier of the $ 

disease had been discovered and em ers 1p a S Growing 

control measures were being active- HE Lo. . . : 
ly pressed. T organization committee of Wisconsin Orchards, Inc.— 

the Wisconsin Apple Institute R. H. Roberts, Gays Mills 47.50 
Good Producer has been very much pleased at the Wonderland Orchard — Sam 

The Searles has made its way , venting from growers for mem- Goldman, Sturgeon Bay__ 65.0 
on its ability to produce crops. pership: . Ozaukee Orchard Co., G. S. 

Attention to the unusual produc- The following had paid their dues Hales, Port Washington_ _15. 
tivity of the variety was first called by the last of December : Reynolds Bros., Sturgeon 
in a large way in 1923. That year F. E, Allegar, Rio --------$10.00 Bay ~--------------____ 27. 
the Cranberry Lake Marsh pro- Arthur Brunn, Hales Corners 5.00 Kickapoo Development Co., 

duced 11,097 barrels on a little Wm. F. Connell, Menomonie 50.00 Gays Mills -------------255.06| 

less than 83 acres of vines. The he Dvorak Orchard—H. A. W. C. Powers, Windsweeps 
marsh was then planted wholly to Dvorak, Casco ---------- 21.00 Orchards, Ellison Bay ___ 10.0 

Searles. Cranberry Lake still pro- Virgil Fieldhouse, Dodgeville 6.00 ON CONSERVING OUR 
duces big crops, but the produc- Frenz Orchards—Mrs. Paul- ASSETS 
tivity of the Searles variety is best ine Frenz, Cedarburg ---- 10.00 Bulletin No. 133 From the 

shows by the siniple oe Fromm Orchards, Cedarburg 20.00 National Apple Institute | 
on the average about half the Wis- : . . . 

consin cranberries now sold are of ee ae Ea k A. the risk of being called 

this variety. These are produced on ville S fatterson, Mranks- 6.50 visionary, your Secretary wish 
less than one-third of the acreage. ¢ a es to make a suggestion which hi 

In view of what has been said, it ays Mills Fruit Farm, Inc., believes will prove practical in the 

will be obvious that the Searles me P. Kegel, Gays 35.00 tag run. 
played its part in the increased . SRS S Sosa ssomnane: Mee e combination of a very short 

production of cranberries in Wis- Haas Orchard—Haas Bros., apple crop, a greatly accelerated 

consin during the last decade. This, South Milwaukee ------- 10.00 demand, and the preclusion by the 

together with the increase in yield Hickory Valley Orchard — apple price ceilings of realizing 

per acre, is shown in the accom- Jos. L. Morawetz, West higher prices for fine packs is tend- 

panying graphs. The figures repre- Bend ~----------------. 5.00 18 to discourage careful grading 
sent a five-year moving average. Hillside Orchard—John Guth and packing. At the same time, the 

That is, the figures actually record- & Sons, Bancroft -_--_.. 9.50 efinite and substantial periodic 
ed for each year represent an av- Hipke Orchards — A. T. mark-ups in the ceiling regulations 
erage of that year’s crop and the Hipke & Sons, Inc., New are tempting growers to withhold 

four preceding ones. Naturally the Holstein __--.-_--___--. 15.00 their apples until the last possible 

increased planting of Searles has Horse Shoe Bay Farms, Egg moment. Unfortunately both of 

been only one factor in this in- Harbor, Door County --. 30.00 these practices are working agains! 
crease. L. B. Irish Orchards—L, B. the years of work which all of us 

Irish, Baraboo __--____-_ 5.00 have put into building a greater 

TT Kickapoo Orchard Co.—J. C. eevee for apples. If there are pe- 
Schubert, Gays Mills _-__ 55.00 ‘iods during which the housewife 

Some Joke Meyer Orchards—Alfred J. cannot buy apples at all, and if. 
Jess Feliz, 70, is still chuckling Meyer & Sons, Hales Cor- when she can get them, they are 

over the joke he played on some ners ~-----_------------ 15.00 not of the quality, size or condi- 
holdup artists. In a bar, he boasted oO. G. Mills, Bayfield ______ 7.00 tion she wants, her thoughts will 

of the fact that he was carrying Nieman Bros. Orchards—Ar- turn to other foods and we will 
. nold F. Nieman, Cedar- have crossed a good customer from 

on his person a $1,000 payroll for burg ----------._----__ 25.00 our list. By the same token, the 

a nearby ranch. The holdup men B. J. Otting, Cedarburg ___ 7.00 store manager, the distributor, and 

took him outside, beat him up and Sunrise Orchard—Dr, S. R. all those who depend on regular 
robbed him. “But the joke is still : Boyce, vo Mills --____ 40.00 supplies of apples will lose their 

. w a Superior View Farm—Daw- interest in our product in’ some 
ates eae he declared. “They son Hauser, Bayfield -... 27.50 degree. 

on y got $5 which was all Thad on Waldo Orchards — Arno Would it not be better if we «1! 
me. Meyer, Waldo —~--------. 15.00 undertake to supply our usual trade
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with a normal supply of properly ° 

wicked apples? This will man equirments for Success 
some financial sacrifice. Yes. But é . 

let us remember that we are ex- In Fruit Growing 
periencing an extraordinary year, in 
yhich most of us can earn a fair 
anit even if we pack and sell in A FRUIT Brower should live on venture is wise and constant super- 
the normal way, and particularly his own farm, is a conclusion vision, The results of the study 
let us remember that other years reached by Prof. H- P. Gaston, here reported led to the conclusion 

are coming, years of large yields Michigan State College, from a_ that the resident owier makes the 
when, regardless of ceilings and study of a number of orchards. In best manager and hi: personal di- 
mark-ups, none but the best will bulletin entitled “Factors Which rection is essential tc satisfactory 
command the maximum price and Make For Success in Orcharding” _ profit.” 
when we will be obliged to sell Prof. Gaston makes this statement : Prof. Gaston concludts from the 

when the market can absorb our “All of the orchards in the Suc- studies made that fruit growing is 

apples regardless of mark-ups. Then cessful group were managed and a _ business that cannot \e learned 

le will need our outlets, our cus- directed by resident owners who quickly. That a beginner, 10 matter 

tomers and their good will. What were in almost constant attendance how old he is, would préably do 
was that parable about the goose throughout the year. The owner of well to work for a successfil grow- 
that lai dthe golden egg? Orchard No, 33 moved from the er to acquire experience before 

John Chandler, farm to a nearby city soon after making an effort to establiy him- 
Executive Secretary, the study was begun. Although he — self. He makes this suggestiln be- 

: . visited the orchard at frequent in- cause professional and __ buiiness 

tervals and directed operations, this men 50 or more years old freqtent- 

At It Again—Sales Manager— formerly profitable orchard be- ly try to become fruit growers ind 
“You mean to say the Minneapolis came much less profitable and the adds this statement: “Such t\en 
Board of Education wouldn’t even owner was eventually classified as think that because they have bén 
see you?” Unsuccessful. Fruit growing is a successful in some other line & 

Bible Salesman—‘‘No—they got complex enterprise in which im- work they will do just as well & 
word somehow that the New Testa- portant decisions must be made at orchard managers. This supposi- 
ment was full of St. Paul and never frequent intervals. One of the fac- tion is not true and often leads to 
mentioned their town at all.” tors essential to success in such a_ impoverishment and hardship.” 

PURCHASE YOUR REQUIREMENTS FROM THIS COOPERATIVE AND SAVE DOL- 
LARS, BY PARTICIPATING IN THE EARNINGS. PATRONS’ REFUND TO ALL CUS- 
TOMERS AT THE END OF THE SEASON. 

Packing House Equipment— Orchard Equipment— 

Baskets a \Sier = 
‘ icking Bags 

Basket Liners Nitrate Fertilizer 
Shredded Paper Spray peat 

Fringe eee Ft om aa Mice) 
Packing Forms Tree Seal (grafting wax) 

Nitrate Fertilizer for the Coming Season Will Be Ammonia Nitrate, a 34% Product Instead of Sulphate 
of Ammonia, a 21% Product. 

PRICE WILL BE SLIGHTLY HIGHER. PLACE YOUR ORDERS EARLY. 

—Write for Prices— 
All Inquiries Promptly Answered 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OP., INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

Lester F. Tans, Secy.-Treas. Tel. Big Bend 2821 R. 2 

Coase eee ee ee I I ELT EA



About Those Rabbits 
A TRAP IS THE THING 

. G. C. Oderkirk 

Ho” to pr:vent injury by rab- 
bits to snall plants, shrubs or 

trees, is a problem confronting SR SH | 
many people in towns and cities i Cy : 
as well as riral areas. In the coun- ES | : 
try, shooting is about the best way ——_ ea COC)’ : 
to remove rabbits. It is a different YY) () try } SY “33 matter, however, in or at the edge é bee Leo 
of towns ind cities, There it is usu- a oy tle 
ally unlawful, and rightfully so, to <| “oy woe 
use gum, and it is quite hazardous ( SS ro 

to expe poisoned baits. Thus, the C—O SS ss 
choice of methods of rabbit control 
narrovs down, in most cases, to 

the ise of traps, frightening de- A RABBIT TRAP 
vice, and in some instances, the . | 
appication of repellent substances. ‘ravel, and then give the trap the the traps and, furthermore, it is 

appearance of a good place for a much more difficult to take the ani- 
How to Use Traps rabbit to shelter. Prunings from mals when vegetative cover and 

‘ ai. § so: trees, hay, straw, or old lumber food are readily available. Trapping is slow and it is diffi- f - , 5 can be piled over and about the If you use box traps, use at least ult if not impossible to tell exactly . . 
trap to make it attractive to the two. However, you may have need now traps should be used to get : SG : : rabbit. This is particularly effective for a half-dozen or more, depend- the best results. If a person has : as ‘ 5 on well-kept grounds usually bar- ing upon the area that you want to had no experience in trapping, ‘ : : . . ren of the kind of cover desired protect. Most people underestimate about the best advice would be to . ; 3 3 : : by rabbits. Place the opening of the their trap needs, so if you want to study the animal, learn his ways, 7 Z : : é trap to the east, or away from the get rabbits quickly, the more traps and try to lure him to a trap. Baits 9 P sy : ee : direction of prevailing winds. Try _ the better. are usually less effective in inducing eeuess the Fabbit dn: ever 

a rabbit to enter a trap than to take wa SER Brees y Repellents 
advantage of a rabbit’s natural de- y- As for the use of repellents, none 
sire to go into an opening for pro- Among rabbit trappers there are that have been developed to date 
tection from weather or enemies. some who say a trap should be are sure protection. It takes a lot 
Thus, the kind or type of trap is baited and others who say it is not of time and trouble to get the re- 
less important than the manner in necessary. However, baiting a trap _pellent substance and apply it, and 
which the trap is used. Some people with apple, alfalfa leaves, or a cob when the winter is over the chances 
have been very wrathy about our of corn seems to help entice the are that a few bunnies were ornery 
trapping recommendations, but we rabbit who hesitates at the open- enough to eat and relish the repel- 
have learned from questioning ing, not knowing whether he should ent you applied, so why not trap 
some of these folks that little or enter the trap or not. the rabbits, eat them, and save meat 
no thought had been given to the points? Incidentally, use gloves. 
task of setting and tending their Start in January preferably rubber gloves if you can 
traps. For example, in some cases get them, in handling rabbits from 
traps were set in the open lawn Probably the most important the time you skin them until they're 
with the expectation that they would point to bring out in this discussion in the pot on the stove. After they 
catch the rabbits merely because of rabbit control is the suggestion are cooked well there’s no danger 
they had been constructed for that that rabbits should be removed be- of contracting tularemia. There is. 
purpose and, therefore, should pos- fore they have the chance to cause however, little danger from January 
sess some attraction to the animals. damage. If it’s a matter of protect- to March. 

Make Traps Attractive ing gardens, a person should start Here are the materials and details 
in January to trap and remove rab- for constructing a good box trap. 

It is necessary to place a trap in bits. When the gardening season Remember, when using it, if 
a location where rabbits will likely begins a person is too busy to tend (Continued on page 88) 
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EFFECTIVE 
Jan. 1, 1944 

| Be Wise--Order Early! ise--Order Early! 
ARSENATE OF LEAD— ROTENONE DUST— 

4 lb. bag _.------------------------------$ 75 Vos ince eenerennne were eee! 
48 Ib. case (3, 4 or 6 Ib.) ---------------- 7.20 6 UGG, na--necen-nan--weaccesecceesancs 100 

ARSENATE OF CALCIUM— PARMONE— 

4 Ib. bag -------------------------------- 50 4 oz. bottle ____.__---------------------- 1.30 

48 Ib. case (4 Ib. bags) ------------------ 4.95 12—4 oz. bottles_______-------------each__ 1.20 

BORDEAUX MIXTURE— ia: ver: 10h gels; was) 

———— 30 “NICOTINE SULPHATE—40% 
: Bie aac nn ennmn nanan § gals tin ,sennscsee esc ATO 

48 Ib. case (4 Ib. bags) ----------------- 6.95 1 gal. tin _..----------------------- 11.65 

CYANOGAS— § Tbs) eam csesccs cetacean, 608 

4 ox. ant kill __---___----____-_-_------- 30 2 Ib. can ___------------------------—--- 3.70 

: 4% Ib. can dust ___------------------------ 45 1 Ib. bottle _____------------------------- 235 

1 bb. dust ose cee ie 
Sik ae dat ze MIKE SULPHUR— 
5 Ib. can G-Fumigant ---.--------------- 3.00 10 Ib. bag -------------------------------- 1.00 

6—10 Ib. bags ____-_---------------------_ 5.50 

COPPER-A-COMPOUND aE mtmsnaeran: 2 

6 Ib. bag _.---------------------------- 1.65 LIQUID LIME SULPHUR— 
36 Ib. case (6—6 Ib. bags) --------------- 9.20 1 gale... —----_------- sO 

5 gals. ---------------------------------- 150 

COPPER SULPHATE—Powdered 20 gals. 440 

400 Ib. barrel __-------------------per Ib_- .06%¢ 50 (gales. c-ncecsekee cece eccceeee (850: 

100 Ib. bag _----------------------per Ib.__ 07% 

DRY LIME SULPHUR— : 
1236 Thy bag, sess 1D GARDEN DUSTERS— 
100 Ths drums ose cee eee es 10 Each ____----------------------------$ 65 

200 Wb. drum -———————---—----o---n-n-—==-~ 21.00 HAND SPRAYERS— 
DU PONT SPREADER STICKER— Quart size __..--------------------- 50 

1 gal. bottle ____------------------------ 450 
1 pint bottle __-----_------------------- 15 

GRAFTING WAX— 
DUSTING SULPHUR— 14 Ib, _----------------------------------$ 20 

2 Ib. canister __-------------------------- 30 % Ib, __---------------------------------- 0 

Case of 12—2 Ib. cans ------------------ 3.20 rr ed 

ELGETOL— 5—I Ib. _--------------------------each__ 55 

1 gal. ----------------------------—----- 2.18 PRUNING SAWS— 

FLOTATION SULPHUR PASTE— Atkins (T. R. Roberts) 
Large drum (450 Ibs.).____-_per CWT..__ 3.00 No. 0 __---------------—------------ 250 

Small drum (275 Ibs.)-------per CWT_- 325 __ No. 6 --_-------------------------- 250 
Diston—16 in. __--___--__---------------- 2.35 

TREE WOUND PAINT— Blades 14:\& 16 in; ------------------=-- 30 

1 quart can _-.__---_-----------—----- 60 Calif. Style Curved Blade -------------- 1.65 
ee ee ——— 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
NOTE: Poisonous materials cannot be mailed. 

TERMS: Cash with order, or merchandise will be sent C.O.D. 

_ LE PRICES ARE F.O.B. MADISON, WISCONSIN. — 

Write us if there is something you want and it is not listed. 

2201 University Ave. Madison 5, Wisconsin
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% 2 * MARSH SOIL MUST BE ThejStrawberry Situation ost mice ron Onn 
W. H. Alderman, Minnesota Oo” a peat soil, onions did very| 

L" us look over the strawberry developed a reputation for very 5 ery in the i 
and raspberry situations in this high quality. ree 4 8 Ps c Le ot e § ie 

state. Strawberry production Condensed from The Minnesota I i tie e , i 4 eae ‘é 
reached a peak in the United States Horticulturist, November, 1943, mvesneanon. revealed Eiiat: the 
about 1930 and then rapidly de- marl-bearing clay subsoil thrown wp : Sa by the ditch-digging operation had clined. The census for 1940 showed been leveled off for a ‘distance of 
a loss in acreage of 28 per cent about 5 rod os th ditch, 7 
during the previous 10-year period. ABOUT THOSE RABBITS th a r : this 1 iy "20 
Reports from the West Coast and (Continued from page 86) wore sick” n tis so € onions 
other strawberry producing centers . . 
indicate that this national decline your results are not up to expecta- Soil analyses proved the mar!- 
is still continuing. There is a defi- tions, don’t cuss the trap—try to bearing soil ‘was on the alkaline 
nite shift, however, in the producing improve your method of using it! side, and low in both Potassium and areas. Minnesota, Wisconsin, Mich- Tiel bee of the Wellhouse trap boron. Fertilization trials showed 

igan, and Ohio showed definite in- i, 31 inches long, about 6 inches ie hions sesponded ceathcedly creases during this same period. In high, and 4 inches wide (inside borax, manganese sulphate, zinc 
Minnesota, the increase in acreage measurements) Old one by six-inch sulpiats ad i Ad Spplctiaas af 
was 71.6 per cent. One of the rea- boards should be used rather than complete Cecelizer’ pins copper iit 
sons why Minnesota is increasing new lumber, if obtainable. The box phate : 
its strawberry industry is found in is closed in the rear and has a wire This result bears out previous 
the fact that not only is its pro- door in front which swings inward findings that where peat or muck duction per acre higher than the ;,., the top, a cleat at the bottom S/S_are alkaline, they are quite 
average for the country as a whole, preventing its opening outward. #Pt to be deficient in such trace but the value of the fruit per quart The trap is set and the wire door elements as boron, copper, man- 
is the highest of any of the major kept open by a wire trigger rod Sanese and zinc. These deficiencies | 
strawberry producing centers. held Sa place by two staples in the @F€ more likely to show up on veg- 

Red Raspberry Production top of the box. The trigger rod is etables than on most farm crops. 
. bent downward in a loop or figure. From Bulletin 460, What's New 

The red raspberry industry  g year the rear of the trap. As the i" Farm Science?” by University 
throughout the nation has increased -aphit enters and goes into the back 0! Wisconsin. 

slightly during the past 10 years, part, it presses against the loop—_—<—-_ 
and the increase in Minnesota has and moves the trigger rod back- 

about kept pace with that in the Ward, thus becoming imprisoned as Sara 9 ay 
nation. “The Se adn producing the wire door releases and falls. eedehr gees 
states are: Michigan, New York, The materials needed to make a She boygan’, 
Minnesota, Washington, Oregon,  \etthouse trap are: Four boards Fem ‘ : 
and Wisconsin, From the stand- 1 by 6, 21 inches long, for the top. ] : pCR AL 
point of selling price per quart, jottom, and sides ; a piece 1 by 6, 8 P| . New York, Wisconsin, and Min- ; — Cy Whether you need a inches long, for the back; a small Ser ose a b d for i nesota occupy the most favorable cleat for the door stop; a 28'%- ee ne 

position. Michigan, with the great- inch length of fairly stiff wire for = sy Federal Food and Drug est acreage, has the lowest gross the door; 22 inches of wire for the as Administration, 
income per acre. Washington and trigger ; 4 small staples for hang- ship locally eR sty 
Oregon produce a heavy tonnage ing the door and trigger; and nails. [2g§BE=M boxes, you can be safe per acre, but the value of the fruit 2 ns and save money too, by 
per quart is so low that it probably ——____. | pembbng either syns 
places them in the position of ob- . . working ‘Neva - Clog 
taining the smallest net’ income per Eighteen cases of dogs eating stapler. Get everything you need for gz e : p A fe acre of any of the states. Minne- their own license tags have been {ruit or rues shipments - Sheboy: sot: d Wi nsi h: ve the best gan—as leading growers have for sota ani ‘| isco’ a : reported by New Yorkers. Dog years. 1 
strategic location for. raspberry pro- Write, now, for low prices and free 
duetion because their crop tes taga used to be made of hard rub- tees on new shipping regulations, 
on the market when there is rela- ber but now they are made of soy Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 
tively little competition, and be- beans, The dogs have just got on 41, Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
cause northern grown berries have to it—The New Yorker. EE
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPER’S ASSOCIATION 
. OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, . J. dison, Cor. Secy. ‘ a President Falls, ‘Yi Voune "Brucgueman, "Bos. Rottion Bogus: Virewus 
Corneluis Meyer, Appleton, Menomonee Falls, C. C. Meyer, Appleton 

Vice-president Recording Secretary-Treasurer Ivan Whiting, Rockford 

How Bees May Smother In Winter 
Acowy of bees may becom- stated that it may help to keep A SEVERE WINTERING TEST 

pletely covered with “ay for aoe the amount of Nosema in the I THE September issue of 

a number of weeks and still come colony. Gleanings in Bee Culture, Dr. 

out in excellent condition. Many There are often short periods of C. L. Farrar describes the severe 
beekeepers have had this experi- warm weather during the winter wintering exposure test he carried 
ence. What happens is that the heat months of which the beekeeper may on during the winter of 1941-42 at 
from the colony soon melts the not be aware. The sick bees will fly Madison in which he cut the side 
snow around the entrance, and the out and not return. This keeps down walls out of two hives and substi- 

ie being in the es es cool, the amount of infection. tuted screen wire, or in other 
will maintain a normal cluster. . ‘ i i 

Danger of smothering comes Excnasive Motstere is Creve Mo outta sea what ed 

when the snow melts so that the Wintering Hives happen. 
cover or upper part of the hive is A great deal has been said about A picture of one of the hives 
exposed to the sun and the en- excessive moisture in the hives. i, shown on this page. Of course 

: ‘ What we do not know, however, is * * 
trance is clogged with dead bees, i : Dr, Farrar emphasizes that this 
ice or snow. The sun may warm up whether colonies suffer or die from was simply a test and is not recom- 

the hive, if covered with black pa- €Xcessive moisture or from some inended to beekeepers. He describes 
per or even if lightly packed, to other cause—which also causes the i+ a5 follows: 

the point where the bees become ™oisture. . “On November 13 two normal 

active. Then finding the entrance Since so many normal colonics colonies were transferred to skel- 

closed, they may create so much 1° colonies with large Populations  eton hive equipment having screened 

heat and activity as to be smoth- nd plenty of stores, winter well Sides and ends except for the front 
without any special arrangements : . 

ered. for the elimination of moi of the upper hive body. Since the 

We must therefore watch our °F hele b ‘1 moisture, WE bees were accustomed to an upper 
colonies and shovel the snow away 276, MNCMEG [ODE leve excessive auger-hole entrance, the front sec- 

from the entrance as soon as the Mousture Is abnormal. What the tion, which had been cut out, was 
upper part of the hive is exposed ae a we de not ow h reinserted. 

to the sun. If the colonies are com- 44, " > tol oes not th iat “One of the two colonies win- 

pletely covered or it is very cold, me ody Al entrance in the top tered in the screened hives suffered 

there is no cause for worry. aa dy will eliminate moisture. severely from dysentery early in 

Good colonies, wintered side by February, as evidenced by badly 
Value of Top Entrance side, some with the meeer entrance spotted combs. A small sample of 

and some without, all come through pees taken late in December showed 
The auger hole beneath the hand- the winter well without any notice- : ‘ 

hole of the w brood chambe iff r : Nosema infection. Subsequent ex- 

is especiall Sait Ce ‘i jammer ae difference in moisture. aminations showed this colony to 
pecially valuable to eliminate ll of this goes to show we do 4. 190 per cent infected by the 

langer of smothering under the not know very much about the sub- time all the bees had died late in 

ibove conditions, and many bee- j We do feel though th - al , ry ject. We do feel though that rec February 
keepers are now using it. This en- ommendations for elaborate meth- : 
trance being close to the brood nest ods of eliminating hive moisture Pollen Fed 
will be dpen as soon as the snow are not based upon facts. “The second colony showed no 
starts to melt, and give a means We also think there are still Nosema in any of the small sam- 
of flight when the weather is at all plenty of problems left for our ples examined at frequent inter- 
favorable. Dr. C. L. Farrar has scientists to solve. vals during the winter months. At 

89
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no time was there evidence of dys- : la entery within this hive, atthougn Can We Improve Our Honey Plants? 
the snow was heavily spotted after 
flight periods. Because this colony Te subject of improving our it would benefit not only the bee- 
had only small, scattered areas of honey plants is receiving con- keeper, but the farmer as well, be- 

pollen, cakes of soybean flour sup- siderable attention today. Mr. Frank cause the farmer would produce plemented with 25 per cent of pol-  Pellett of Atlantic, Iowa, has Been more seed if the bees visited the 
len were fed beginning February experimenting for some years on alfalfa. The same applies to red 
26. On March 5 and 12 there was the value of various plants and re-_ clover. We believe the time will 
brood of all stages in three frames, cently found that Anise-Hyssop is come when strains of red clover 
but it was of poor quality. a very heavy nectar producer. He will be produced on which honey 

The colony that survived lost 64.5 States in the American Bee Jour- bees can work f reely. Since bumble 

pounds in weight between Decem- "al: “This plant (Anise-Hyssop) bees are decreasing in numbers, ber 4 and June 8. Daily gains from Agastache Anethiodora appears to such strains will be more profitable 
June 8 to September 27 totaled be the best bee plant among the for seed growing in the future. 
140 pounds, and losses during the hundreds tried in our test gardens.” Another improvement lies in the 
same period amounted to 31.5 The plot swarms with bees from direction of more and better sweet 
pounds. The winter loss added to ¢4tly morning until late at night, clover. At present this plant seems 
the summer loss subtracted from nd it blooms from early June un-  {o be at the bottom of the growing 
the total gain leaves a surplus of til late in September. cycle. Causes may be the sweet clo- 
44 pounds produced in a poor sea- Now if we could grow a large yer weevil, as well as winter condi- 
son when the average yield for the @creage of this plant we would tions unfavorable for the germina- 
State (Wisconsin) was only 40 have a beekeepers paradise. But as tion of seed. Farmers seem to dis- 
pounds. No special care was given is the case with many good ideas, continue growing it in pastures 
the colony during the summer ex- the obstacles, while they seem after a series of wet seasons. Since 
cept to limit the-queen to the two ‘imple, are often insurmountable. it blooms when our colonies are at 
ventilated brood chambers with an The fact that this plant was once their peak strength, it is still one excluder and to provide two supers ative to Iowa, but that Mr. Pellett of our best honey plants. 
of drawn comb. Package colonies, had to go to Canada to find seeds 
by way of contrast, averaged 73 Ow, indicates that it did not sur- 
pounds above 60 pounds required th the oe of otis plants. DISTRICT BEEKEEPERS’ 
for winter and showed a range in ere may be plenty of waste 
net surplus from minus 65 oli Places in the West where it can MEETING, JANESVILLE, 165 pounds. In other words, this be grown in the wilds, but in Wis- FEBRUARY 10, Y.M.C.A. 
experimental colony stored 109 Consin we have a different prob- MEETING of the Southern 
pounds more honey than the poor- lem. Our waste places are filled Adis of the Wisconsin Bee- 
est package colony and 121 pounds With highly competitive plants, keepers Association has been called 
less than the best. among them quack grass, June by Pres. Ivan Whiting. It will be 

a ,. Brass, and sweet clover. Since the held in the Janesville Y.M.C.A. on The test clearly demonstrates plant at present has no agricultural Thursday, February 10, beginning 
that the normal winter cluster can Value, — very doubtful that it 3) 10 a. m. 
protect itself to a remarkable de- 4" ¢ver be grown on valuable farm ‘ 
gree against severe climate condi- land. : he ee wil be devoted to : : However, all this does not mean discussion of practical beekeeping 
tions. i Nosema disease had not that we should not try it in waste problems. Results of the national been discovered in the colony that places to see what it will do. conference at Chicago will be an- 
fied eae md if both ovonies had Improve Our Clovers nounced. Governmental regulations 

cluded that dent, ae “ee an dhe It would seem that a greater op- will be discussed, Labor short-cuts 
a portunity for improving honey and how to care for our bees dur- 

severe exposure. . plants lies in the direction of im- ing the coming season will be the 
Proving the nectar yielding quality principle topic of the meeting. 
of our farm crops such 3s the clo- Speakers will include State Presi- “Why ain’t you in uniform?” ~~ and alfalfa. There is eviderse dent Walter Diehnelt, Ivan Whit- 

demanded a truculent young dame that some strains of alfalfa pro- $ Gwi hn Lo d 
y duce much more nectar than others. 8» James Gwin, John Long, an 

of a deferred gent the other day. If we cooperate with the Agrono- HH. J. Rahmlow. 
“Why ain’t you?” he rejoined my Departments in making selec- All beekeepers are invited to at- 

tartly. tions and improving these strains, tend and join the Association.
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National Beekeepers HONEY WANTED 
Cash paid for cars and less 

Conference Planned Jan cars comb and extracted 
Morrison Hotel, Chicago honey. Mail sample and best 

January 11-12-13 peice Cc. W. Aeppler Company. 
‘ 01 

ANATIONAL conference of the Mr. J. B. Hutson, Associate Di- orca, WWiseOetetny 

beekeeping industry, including rector War Food Administration, 
all its branches, will be held in the on Government Viewpoint on Plac- HONEY CANS 
Morrison Hotel, Chicago, on Jan- ing a Floor Under Honey Prices. ‘ é i 

vary 11-13. Dr. Jas. I. Hambleton, Wash- deer ee tanh te 
It will be the first meeting of ington, on Beekeeping Research— Order your glass supply for 

delegates from the various states Recent Accomplishments and Fu- the new crop now, as it takes 

to organize the National Federa- ture Needs. from 3 to 6 months to receive 

tion of State Beekeepers Associa- Mr. Walter F. Straub, Wash- have estate oe ees 
tions. A majority of states in the ington, in charge of Food Ration- 1# and Se band, and can 
nation wil! send delegates to this ing, OPA, will talk on the work make immediate shipment. 
meeting. The Federation will unite of his department. To insure prompt service, or- 
thousands of beekeepers, through Mr. Lewis White, beekeeper of der your Association labels now 

their State Associations, into a Portland, Oregon, on The Work for your new crop of honey. 
national organization so that the of the Honey Industry Advisory Write for Complete Price List. 

producer may be adequately repre- Committee, Accomplishments and Order Through Your State 
sented on all matters of importance Duties, Beekeepers Association 
to him. p . 

Bee supply manufacturers, hon- ee Allan Root, Medina, Ohio, HONEY ACRES 
: + on How the Beekeeper Supplies . 

ey packers, and bee inspectors will ladustry-Gonmmittes’ Will Help Our Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
hold sessions in conjunction with P y P : : rogram, 
the meeting. The American Honey . . : 
Institute will hold a meeting of its There will be considerable dis- 
Board of Directors. A War-Time fromm the Seat pas ey eee 
Beekeeping Council will plan to ‘0m the procucers viewpoint. 

erie Phe organization ot all On the second day there will be BUY LOTZ SECTIONS 
branches of the industry, and if separate sessions for all branches 
possible, raise enough money to of the industry, and on the third 

employ a permanent Executive ‘ay they will again get together You will get the finest sections 
Secretary with a permanent office. @d formulate a united policy. 3 
Such an office is badly needed. We —___—_. that! cen be wade: Prices say 
need someone to devote his entire rise as lumber, labor, and manu- 

time to the industry on a nation- BEES WILL NOT FREEZE TO . 
wide basis. Often too little is ac- DEATH facturing costs: haveiall advasiced. 
complished by voluntary help when Actors: from Edmonton, Al- Protect your 1944 honey crop by 
it comes to important matters. berta, reports in Gleanings in . . 

The meeting was called by Mr. Bee Culture for November, that he buying your supplies before the 
James Gwin, President of the tried to freeze a colony to death, honey flow begins, so that you 
American Honey Producers League but failed. He writes: “The queen . 
who set the ball rolling for these was destroyed in August in order will have all the equipment you 
organizations last January when a that there be no brood at the time will need. 
similar meeting was held in the of killing the bees in the fall. The 
Morrison Hotel, Chicago. H. J. beekeeper thought he would freeze 
Rahmlow, Madison, is chairman of them to death by removing the en- 
the organization committee and is trance block and placing the hive AUGUST LOTZ 
also program chairman. cover cornerwise on the top. They 

The first day’s session will be did not freeze, though it was a COMPANY 
devoted entirely to talks by special- colony of average strength only, 
ists. On the program are: Mr. Har- and the temperature for one three- BOYD, WISCONSIN 
old Clay, Washington, on Govern- week period never rose above 40 
ment Orders Concerning Beekeep- degrees below zero, and went as 

ers. low as 62 degrees below zero.”



NEW LIFE MEMBERS OF THE HALES CORNERS GIRL WINS 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY i NATIONAL VEGETABLE | 
Boe DONS fet Meme AA®) ‘ GROWING AWARD 

bership in the Wisconsin Hor- aA~ LY, fi a, . 
ticultural Society which were unan- Ss evs )) rs A’ attractive seventeen-year-old 
imously approved by the Board of Me y\ J Peg pe: Hales Corners farm girl, who 
Directors at their meeting held dur- rs “, helps her father by driving the 
ing the annual convention, were as Rta ry v/ tractor and taking green produce to 
follows: \ 4 Lo ey market, brought new honors to Wis- 

Joseph L. Morawetz, West Bend E a consin by winning a major award 
Peter Lewis Swartz, Waukesha 4 in the National Junior Vegetable 
Mrs, Peter Lewis Swartz, Wau- Growers’ Association production 

kesha WRAP YOUR APPLE TREES 2nd marketing contest. 
Mrs. R. L. Marken, Kenosha She is Delores Giese, of Hales 

Murray Bingham, Sturgeon Bay WITH NEWSPAPER Corners. She received a sectional 
Wm. F. Connell, Menomonie Rass were such a menace award of $100 from a $6,000 schol- 

S. S. Telfer, Ellison Bay to fruit trees in city gardens arship fund provided for the con- 

Life membership dues are $10 last winter that many members are test by the Great Atlantic and Pa- 
and entitle a member to member- discouraged and feel, as Mrs. F. cific Tea Company. The awards 
ship in the Wisconsin Horticultural J. Peterson of Waupaca stated, Were announced at the annual con- 
Society during his lifetime, which “Apple trees are just rabbit food vention of the association in Chi- 
includes Wisconsin Horticulture in the back yard as soon as the C40 Dec. 11, 
and all other publications whenever snow gets high. One of our trees Miss Giese, a senior in high 
issued. The fees are placed in the was protected with three feet of school, has been president of her 
permanent fund of the Society. screen wire, but snow drifted over 4-H Club for three years and is 
This fund now contains more than this and the rabbits took every a Milwaukee County junior leader. 
$1,400, and the income from this branch so only a whip was left. She reported a $160 profit on the 
fund will be used at such time as This, however, grew well this past 9,800 square feet of garden that 
it is ample for specific projects as summer.” she used as her contest project. 
decided by the organization. Rabbits are most troublesome Another Wisconsin winner was 

when food is scarce as the result Raymond Walters, 18, of RF. D. 
of long periods of snow covering. ~’ Marinette, who received a $25 

WRAP BEES IN HONEY During such periods we should use @" bond. 
Mo" of us are wrapping our paphit traps in addition to protect- Boys and girls of 33 states, rang- 

bees in honey this year rather ing the trees. Remember, however, ing from youths living in cities to 
than tar paper and believe at should that rabbits may not go into a trap one girl who lives on a 1,100-acre 
be much more to their liking. Last if there is other food available and yanch in Montana, completed suc- 
year a good many of them wrapped they are not especially hungry. _ : 
their bees in tar paper without the However, then they won’t bother cessful vegetable Projects and re- 

honey and they didn’t seem to come the trees either. Do not use black Ported required studies of produc- 
through the winter in very good paper such as tar paper for cover- tion and marketing methods which 

shape. . ing trees. There is evidence that show why efficient marketing is vi- 

~ ak letter ra onne ee the sun may warm the bark of the tal to farm prosperity. Winner of 
State Apiarist, Columbus, 10. ene naman ie a initey, the national award of $500 was 

which ma‘ in w ‘ 
Common ” white newspaper is the Wayne R. Ennen, 19, R. F. D. 3, 

A weary wartime commuter wired pest. Terre Haute, Ind., while Charles 

his boss: “Will not be at office to- Read the article in this issue by L. Hahn, 18, R. F. D. 2, Huron. 
day. Am not home yesterday yet.” Mr. G. C. Oderkirk on how to make Ohio, won the Central regional 
—Reader’s Digest. a rabbit trap and how to use it. prize of $200.
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BREVITY — A FORGOTTEN WHO WAS THE FIRST TO “I would be interested to know 

VIRTUE SELL APPLES AT A if the roadside selling venture in 

We Note: ROADSIDE STAND? 1915 was the first of its kind in 

Tt story of the creation of the Ae from Mr. L. B._ this part of the state.” 

world is told in Genesis in four Irish, Baraboo, comments fa- We will be glad to hear from 

hundred words. The world’s great- vorably on the publication of our others as to their success in road- 

est moral code—The Ten Com- 75-year history. In addition, Mr. side selling and who had the first 

mandments — contains only 297 Irish makes these statements: roadside stand in Wisconsin. 

words. Lincoln’s immortal Gettys- “Eyer since I took up the busi- i 

burg address was but 266 words. jess of fruit growing about 40 PICTURE IN HISTORY IS NOT 

The Declaration of Independence years ago, I have been especially LIKENESS OF A. L. HATCH 

required only 1,321 words to set up interested in the marketing of fruit A letter from Mr. M. H. Bing- 

a new conception of freedom. direct to the consumer. ham of Sturgeon Bay states that 

The Office of Price Administra- “In 1915 I started selling apples the picture on page 12 of the 75- 

tion is credited with using 2,500 by: :the-eendside: Gn fooue' at our year history of the Wisconsin Hor- 

words to announce a reduction in Lad on what ig iow Highway: 12 ticultural Society is not of A. L. 

the price of cabbage seed. TF 1916 I hauled apples Pa She subs Hatch, but of C. G. Patten. 

When I called this to the atten- 25. of Madison Pind sold them We regret the error. We found 

tion of one of our members, he from a tent put up in the Albright the cut in our files, and on the back 

said, “Yes, but remember there ard about one-fourth mile west of of it was marked “A, L. Hatch” so 

were no lawyers when the world tae F. R. Gifford store. I adver- it was assumed that this was cor- 

was created.” : 4 : . rect. 
tised in the Madison paper the 

They recently had 1,821, mostly days I would be there with fresh ee: 

yours. should be in the semi fruit, The venture proved quite . 

legal lights in the OPA, according  o ncessful Trite Observation 

to reliable information. Any Gov- “Since ‘that time we have sold An old gentleman made this ob- 

emment agency that becomes so en- fruit at our orchard roadside stand. servation in a local grocery the 

meshed in legal ‘tangle foot has th the spring of 1942 we put up other day: “T used to come in here 

long since passed its usefulness to, larger building farther back from bringing my money in my pocket- 

a people and should be abolished the highway providing more park- book and carrying my groceries 

or be radically changed. ., ing space. We were fortunate in away in a basket. 

From Oct., 1943 Virginia Fruit. doing so as it would have been “Now,” he continued, “the pro- 

impossible to handle the sales the cess is reversed; I bring my money 

HOW DO onnee BETTER past two years with the former in a basket and carry my groceries 

FIvERYONE is talking and plan. “YP. iy my pocketbook: 

ning for the better world to 

come after the war. We can be sure 

of one thing, however. Unless we 

work for it, it will not be forth- NEWEST HAR'IDY FRUITS 

coming for us. We believe that the 

editor of the Hopkins, Minnesota S U N R I S E HARDY GRAPES 

a expressed every well NER RED RASPBERRY EXTRA HIGH QUALITY 

“A better world can’t be just A 8 Dept Aer. anode FULL SIZE 

planned, It will have to be earned. Higher Quality ABSOLUTELY HARDY 

And those who earn it will have SUNRISE, the newest in eee berry of | Just introduced by University of Minne- 

to decide, (1) how much a better very high Guality, and extends your fruit- | sota. Hardy: full sized, require no winter 

: ing season. Hardy—disease resistant—early. |! cover. Excellent quality. Easy to grow. 

world is worth, (2) how badly they 
want it, and (3) how much they NEW NANKING CHERRY 

are willing to pay for it” hen vee GARDY, — ORNAMENTAL — DELICIOUS 
SSS eating fresh or for cooking, 38 well as being very decorative. 

- In a Nutshell , 

Johnnie—“Dad, tell me what it’s Write for FREE CATALOG 

nh ae ANDREWS NURSERY 
Dad—“Well, a night club is 

where they take the rest out of FARIBAULT Dept. WH MINNESOTA 

restaurant and put the din in 

dinner.”
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Rambling Through The Glad Patch 
George C. Morris, Madison 

6 tes in flowers change from gladiolus one should have the fol- saw some nice spikes of King of time to time the same as in lowing in their collections: Surf- Hearts but have not been able to 
other lines. This is true of gladiolus side, Matterhorn, Margaret Beaton, obtain a good spike. It is grand 
also. In the twenty odd years I have Van White, and Silentium. Myrna, when well grown, 
been growing glads I have seen when well grown can be very fine. My choice of scarlets might not many changes in varieties. Some of I have never had a good spike of be tie choice of others. Southern 
the older varieties popular in those this variety, but I shall keep on Drama to my mind is the grandest 
days, and really good too, are today trying. scarlet on the market. It is tall, out of style. Some of those varie- Creams refined and has many florets open. 
ties which I grew were Mrs. Fran- In creams we have Leading Lady, Algonquin is one of the best. While ces King, America, Halley, and very excellent, and White Gold, Dr. F. E. Bennett still wins at 

Mrs. F rank Pendleton. (I still also very fine. The variety which shows I have discarded it. Red 
think this variety is the best jo, my eye the past season in this Spire by Hatch is a very good blotched variety introduced. ) An- color class was Wanda. This is a__ scarlet. 
other good blotched variety was 5.4) glad. I had the finest spikes There are many fine varieties in Mrs. John R. Walsh. of Shirley Temple the past season the light pink class. Candy Heart 

Two popular varieties which I that has been my pleasure to grow, is excellent, and Camellia very was never able to tell apart were and I have made the remark that if good. Probably the finest varieties Mrs. Leon Douglas (still being the frost had not killed the plants jn this section are Corona and listed) and Mrs. John S. Wood. J] would have had blooms until Grand Opera. The latter is extra A scarlet which I liked was Char- Christmas. Ivory Keys was very good for large arrangements. 
lemagne. good in my garden the past season. I seem to prefer the deeper 

At the time Mother Machree was In yellows I do not have a real shades of reds and the purples. 
listed in Dr. Stephen’s catalog at good variety except Sir Galahad Marjorie by Hatch is very good. $100 per bulb, I received his list and Van Gold. Both are very fine. I liked it very much the first year 
and ordered Little John, a real nice Helen of Troy is really fine and | grew it. King Click is very fine 
pink. Mrs. Austin originated a num- jg the best buff I have. also. The red with the largest floret ber of fine varieties, one of which I have several nice orange va- in my garden the past season was 
was Evelyn Kirtland, a very beau-  tieties. The variety which per- Mammoth Ohio, the lower floret tiful Pin Point pure pink. This formed best the past season was being 8 inches. The red varieties variety should have been continued Lantana, a new variety. Bobby which I saw at shows that were as it was very beautiful. Dazzler was fine also with Diane very fine were American Com- The varieties listed in the follow- coming in as a must have. I do not mander, Red Charm, and Spitfire 
ing classifications are my own pref- have Padre, but saw it at the Mid- Purples 
erences. Perhaps many growers will west Show and liked it very much. urp 
not agree with me. It is on my list for next season. Purples have a great attraction 

Maid of Orleans is one of the This article started out to be a to me and I get all the varieties 
best white varieties on the market. review of the varieties in my gar- I can afford. Lexington is a giant 
It is inexpensive and is good. Snow den, but there are varieties seen purple that has considerable refine- 
Princess is also a good commercial. at the shows which should be men- ment. It is very beautiful an: 
However, to get more style in white tioned. One of these is Glamis. I makes good increase. Parnassus is
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also a very excellent deep purple, QUESTIONS ABOUT molasses was used as a sweetener 
one of the finest. Purple Classic is GLADIOLUS ANSWERED with nicotine, there was a strong 
excellent when well grown. (Continued from Dec. issue) odor of nicotine immediately after 

In blues we have Blue Beauty, Question: How deep should the the mixture was prepared. Such a 
Blue Admiral, Blue Wonder, and _ gladiolus patch be cultivated, and mixture was not effective for thrips 
Winall. All of these are good com- also how late in the season? control. However, when a light cane 
mercial varieties and also winners Answer: Gladiolus should be cul- syrup was used there was no strong 

at the shows. The blue variety I tivated shallow—just enough to kill odor of the nicotine and the con- 
liked best was Harold Logan, a_ the weeds, was the general opinion. trol was good. The best formula 
rather light blue and very refined. Cultivation should not be continued was 1 ounce of nicotine sulphate, 
The lavender class can stand late in the season, but irrigation or 3 ounces light colored syrup, and 3 

more good exhibition varieties. water was important. gallons of water. 
Badger Beauty is a fine commercial. Question: What colors of gladi- When Paris green was used in 
on iat ue Queen is very good. olus does the florist trade like eet a formula of 1/5 ounce of Paris 

Minuet still wins at the shows an What colors do they refuse to buy? 
is hard to beat, although it is quite Answer: White lavender, light ertlon 5 ounces Gf Byatt and 3 
a few years old. pink and yellows are preferred by gations © water; ‘the: results ‘were 

I might say that the best lavender florists). The color should be pure. good with 3 ounces of molasses as 

in my garden last fall was a seed- They do not like blotched colors. @ sweetener, but not good when 3 

ling of my own. Paul Hoppe said Smokies are the least desired. Some ounces of a light syrup were used. 
it was ne best lavender he had reds, whites and pg wanted 1 However, when 12 ounces of the 

seen. course another growing certain occasions. One grower ha : 
season may change the story. a demand for all of hie stock. An- light es were: used, good results 

At one time I was partial to other grower pointed out that a were obtained. When 12 ounces of 

smoky varieties and still grow some. florist who had an expert on ar- Molasses were used, burning re- 

Perhaps the most spectacular rangement would buy smokies, and sulted, which was not the case when 
smoky I have seen is Hoppe’s Alla, other dark colors, and it was re- only 3 ounces were used. 
a large, stately spike with large markable what this person could do Mr. Thompson emphasized that 
florets and quite a few open. Stanley with such varieties in making beau- di : 1 old bulb is hopel 
will replace Mother Machree. It is  tiful bouquets, and other types of a diseased 2 ulb is hopeless and 
really a beauty and well worth arrangements. should be discarded. 
growing. Another variety I have TOO oO EEN 

been growing for fines -yéats is Walter Krueger Talks on Shows a. 
Mary Spellman which is not listed Mr. Walter Krueger of Ocono- = = INSURE ENOUGH! 
in any catalog yet. mowoc gave an interesting talk on , Pid flaunt a 

One of the best varieties I grew visits to other State Gladiolus = fe 
last fall was Wilson’s Show Boat. Shows, especially the one in lowa. Te \ VICTORY 

I have not mentioned thrips and There were quite a number of out- —\) Ma \ =: 
their control, but an acquaintance side exhibitors present at the Iowa ya. f AR ) FN 

had quite a few bulbs and the pre-show. He visited growers and told mae ean ac: 0) f J 

vious season had serious thrips how several large growers harvested is Pa, \ 

damage. One day she was doing their crop with machinery. wee pce iurely. Molde ceeds 
her washing and decided to see N Talk are dependable, have been for 57 
what effect strong soapy water cel Thompson aks on years. Send now for Olds’ 1944 illus- 
would have on thrips. Diseases and Insects trated feed Book. earn flower 

The past season without any Mr. Noel Thompson, Madison, Sess ike Som 28 est quality stocks. 

further treatment she had very fine who is our expert on disease and Gime CG Ba pcs 
spikes. It may be worth trying insect control of gladiolus, is al- MENDOTA Vegetable 
some time. ways welcomed by the growers. He e qs} fi aS 

= gave results of new experiments Paige ios 

The simple life is great stuff on thrips control and discussed Rd We Bicnly wee Aye 
provided you lead it by choice and other troubles. We will not report i Satay wR oa 

not by necessity. his talk in detail because Mr. PSRs, ¢ll 

ae Thompson will write articles from " Salted i Sa 

Hopeless Contest—Fatty—“Hey time to time on these subjects for er, ite for Olds FREE cotalog ond 
fkinny, what’s the idea of making this page. | 5 tects. High fad valde: exty la grow. 

aces at the bulldog?” New experiments on the use of 

Skinny —“I dunno—he started nicotine as a substitute for tartar alld OLDS at ech 
it.” emetic were most interesting. When .



The Compost Pit sip ie Peonies Best 
Be sure to read Mrs. Alfred wil J/ | WES No ornamental flower can com. 

Kieckhefer’s article in this issue on My AW pare for permanence and general how she makes a compost pile, It } fo Hara wy, garden satisfaction. This is the con. is a very important project and | bin ay, 2 clusion reached by a small group 
much valuable humus can be ob- ps Lrnse of Wisconsin plant growers recent tained if the pile is made correctly. ec es As ly. The peony will outlast the gar. In sections where the water for tL 5 a dener, one of the men stated, and 
watering the garden is hard, or DEG > AP it is no doubt true if the plants high in lime, lime should not be i ES | are well cared for. It has but few 
added. In Madison, for example, TaN : insect and disease troubles, is per- many garden soils are already too Se — ES i % = fectly hardy, and if grown in a high in lime and gardeners are be- a. F 74 ¢ es sunny place in good soil, will give 
ginning to use sulphur to create | i a) | iS SS magnificent bloom year aftetr year acidity. Our garden soils should al- \aas, “S77 _— 
ways be tested before adding lime. {\ House Plants 

ery important to a compost pile Nee + LL) eee ‘ . 
consisting of cellulose material such —_S iS . One of = most Paonne ues: 
as leaves, is to add a fertilizer high ~~ > SS hone ‘1 why vell. « ne . ie oe 
in nitrogen. Any complete commer- : SS louse plants we fe we others ae 
cial fertilizer will do as long as ae Success. seferring to Saint 
the nitrogen content is high. Plant ; uliaé of Aftican Violets, ‘Wictor 
food thus added will make the com- 84"dens where hard water is used Ries stated recently in ie pores post richer and the nitrogen is in- for watering when growing veg- Gentleman that in his opinion they 
valuable for feeding the bacteria etables or flowers. should be kept a little on the dry 
that decompose the compost. The —— side. However, in the October issue 
nitrogen is later given back to the Hormones of The Flower Grower, a lady soil as plant food. Here is a new way to retard the Writes ‘that she has had wonderful 

dropping of leaves of holly branch- luck with them and keeps them in 
Soil Testing es. The Ohio Experiment Station @ north window in about one-half 

“Removing Some of the Bunk ‘eports that dipping holly branches inch of water in the jardiniere 
From Soil Analysis” is the title of i1 2 solution of growth promoting She says, “I think the trouble: is an article in the November issue hormones will do the job. No doubt 0t giving the plants enough mois- 
of the Missouri Botanical Gardens W¢ will find other uses for these ture.” Bulletin. The writer, a member of Substances which so strongly affect | I have been able to. grow plants 
the staff of the Gardens, concludes: Plant cells. in the office window with more Sue: 
“Buy the very finest testing kit you = cess than with the same cinds 7 can and devote a great lot of tinie Mice the home. Cooking gas: is used i 
to soil sampling. Much information We are sorry that we cannot rec- both buildings and We aré ata los can be gained from this procedure ommend any material yet devised © explain the difference in results 
but it is a mistake to place any for protecting plants against injury — 
value on a very simple test taken by mice. Field mice are gross feed- Prune Shrubs 
by some one who has not worked ers as illustrated by the fact that Do your shrubs need pruning? 
in the locality before or by some they will eat oats covered with Winter is an excellent time to study 
one who doesn’t standardize each strychnine which is very bitter. the shrubs to determine whether 
movement and gesture.” Rats will not eat the poisoned grain they need pruning, and how to 

In other words, it is not well to for that reason and so tasteless prune them. After all, the funda- 
rely upon simple tests. No doubt poisons must be used for them. mental principle underlying th: 
the simplest way for the back yard The only way we have of protect- subject of how to prune is that the 
gardener to get results is to: (1) ing plants from injury by mice is plants should look well after prun- 
provide plenty of humus; (2) use to destroy the mice, or wrapping ing. It is much like having one’s 
a small amount of complete com- the trunks of young apple trees hair cut, A man can look decidedly 
mercial fertilizer if it is not prac- with wire screen. shaggy if badly in need of a hait 
tical to have the soil tested; and For getting rid of mice in the cut, and so does a shrub in need 
(3) do not add any lime to city home, traps are preferred. of pruning. True, if a shrub is not
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correctly pruned, as for example RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE POOR ROSE VARIETIES 

if ‘ BJ eo it will — NATIONAL VICTORY GAR- Omit These From Your 
as badly as will a man with a Order Li ‘hopped off hair cut DEN CONFERENCE HE i —e 

ist of popular rose varieties 
Perhaps the best way to learn November 16-17, 1943 T is a long one. The American 

to prune shrubs properly is for gar- Hotel Blackstone, Chicago Rose Society in its bulletin, The 
den clubs to arrange for demon- «apt : American Rose Magazine, publish- 
strations by someone who knows T= objectives of the National 1 list of £ eee L 1 
how. Victory Garden Institute were £5) 2 10g, HSt'G avorites; but a) 

endorsed and strengthened. These a short list of varieties which have 
— call for 22,000,000 Victory Gar- 75 per cent unfavorable criticism. 

- Shudders dens and 26,000,000 home preserves Some of the faults found with 

H. A. Graves, horticulturist at in 1944, This means a vegetable these vanieies a 2. deatesDle 

Fargo, writing in the North and garden and a fruit garden, where We aa no a a I mgt nee 

south Dakota Horticulture, com- practicable, for every family that Mi ite, diff bane i ae ‘i ston heer "gli he ts sitesi na sunny ate. CS, ferent inate cn 
Ae _ panlished in the Sat- It was resolved that every effort of these unfavorable reports. How- 
urday Evening Post this fall. He be made to secure adequate equip- ever, with so many good varieties 
says that thorough readers would ment and supplies for Victory Gar- available, it will be valuable to have 
no doubt shudder at some of the deners. Especial emphasis was 4 ]igt of - aor varieties so that the 
tall historical and botanical inac- placed on the following: may be omitted from our purchase 
curacies found scattered through- An increased number of hand order in the future. 
out the story. For example, the garden tools and wheel hoes. No U lar Varieti 
hero hauls a barrel of apples from wheel hoes are now being manu- Ry oe arieties 
Fargo to. Bismarck in the dead of factured for Victory Gardeners. tice Harding Pillar 
et with two mules and a cutter. An adequate amount of rotenone Duroth McGeed , 
ne a implies that the apples insecticides. It was specifically rec- Gelder Sete 2 
ek rozen on arrival at Bis- ommended _that the amount allo- Jean Cote 

Thorough readers find plenty to ed TO Gardeners be _ Lilette Mallerin 
hudder over in much readi t- aU percent to. at least McGredy's Orange 3 ch reading mat- 30 per cent. Mrs D.Eisel 

ter these days. . . ALES: J. D.Eisele 
An increased number of dusters Nigrette 

— and sprayers was requested so as Patrick Anderson 
Early Sweet Corn to provide for the effective and Poulsen’s Pink 

Will sweet corn matize earlier economical use of these vital ma- Reveille 

uf started in the greenhouse? J. tervals: . Riviera ‘ 
Horace McFarland writing in Hor- Sufficient quantities of canning S. & M. Perrier 
ticulture (Mass.) tells of a gar-  €{wipment must be made available. Shenandoah 

dener who tried it out last spring. It was urged that at least 600,000 Souvenir 

He sowed seed in pots very early, pressure canners be manufactured Spun Gold 

aiming to get sweet corn for the instead of the 400,000 now request- — Sunmist . 
table by July 4. He also planted C4 by the Department of -\gricul- Thomas .A.. Edison . 
outdoors and was surprised to find ture. Also mentioned were addi- - The variety Blaze, advertised so 
that the potted plants did not pro- tional quantities of jar closures, tin highly a few years ago as an ever- 

duce any earlier than those grown #"S, Non-pressure canners, tin.can blooming climber, anakone? on this 
in the regular way. sealers and such minor equipment list. The complaint was that it is 

as jar racks and jar lifters. not remontant as advertised, but 
~~ It was urged that additional gas- otherwise a brilliant June perform- 

Kale oline again be made available to 
Did you try Kale this summer? Victory Gardeners for necessary a aaa 
How did you like it? Mr. McFar- travel to and from their garden Yes, soldiers, we grant you have 

land tells in the same issue of Hor- plots. courage, 

ticulture of a gardener who grew Children’s gardens for both food You've oft proven that in this 
beautiful Kale, but found no one and education were endorsed and war— 
willing to eat it. He did have real it was recommended that they be But have you gone up against 

pleasure, however, with several carried on through the existing ladies 

crops of Kohlrabi which seemed to school organizations wherever pos- For the very last steak in the 
hit the spot. sible. store?
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By the 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT PRESIDENTS 

Mrs, R. H. Sewell, President Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, Recording Secretary- Mrs. F, J. Fitzgerald, 649 Broad St., Menasha. 
957 No. 70th St., Wauwatosa 13 Treasurer Fox River Valley District 

4416 Taft Road, Kenosha Mrs. H. R. English, 1722 Chadbourne Ave 
Mrs. F. E. Willard, 1st Vice-President Madison 5, Madison District 
Oakfield H. J. Rahmlow, Corresponding Secretary Mrs, O. H.’ Burgemeister, 2127 S. 87th St 

. 424 University Farm Pl, Madison 6 West “Allis 14, Milwaukee District 
Mrs. Walter Dakin, 2nd Vice-President Mrs. John West, R. 2, Manitowoc 

4110 Mandan Crescent, Madison 5 Sheboygan District 
Mrs. Norma Robinson, Lake Geneva, 

South Central District 

THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE ; / 

To the Members of the Wis- 74) MVE ORT NWS Se 
consin Garden Club Federation: a! : 4 vy “ vy. a 

You have all received a copy of $ f = ay Ey » oe 
“The History of Seventy-five Years Py Ss yz 7 Pu h : r ; 

Actice Service, Wisconsin State “y a 4S] es er) # 

Horticultural Society.” In your be- k. g “ . 
half, I wish to thank the author, . 
Mr. H. J. Rahmlow, for the fine 7 is , 
Christmas gift. - > i 

During the past year, you have WA . V ‘ 
shown your strength, courage and ; 
united efforts, not only through the 
gospel of Victory Gardening, to Fs ; el 5 
supply sustenance at home and % ; < — 
abroad but for cooperation wherever _ ao” ~ : 4 
your services have been requested. oy ee P a 
You have given inspiration and F ae pi , 
been a positive uplift to those in : ; +, } 

need of comfort and cheer through _ ens ee ome i : 

your bonds of fellowship. THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB 
In 1944, we are urged to double FEDERATION, 1944. 

foal rns to lower youth de- Seated, left to right: Mrs. H. W. Schaefer; Mrs. F. E. Willard; Mrs. R. H. 

Geen y . Sponsoring Junior Sewell; Mrs. Walter Dakin. Standing: Mrs. H. R. English; Mrs. John D. 

arden Clubs; aid communities West; H. J. Rahmlow; Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald; Mrs. O. H. Burgemeister. 

searching for knowledge by estab- Absent, Mrs. Norma Robinson, Lake Geneva. 
lishing Garden Centers and bear © ————____ 
in mind our loyalty to those in the NOTICE! SEND IN NAMES OF When New York’s meat supply 
Service by our support of the © GARDEN CLUB OFFICERS was at its lowest, an apartment 
Memorial Highway project and the NOW housewife managed to find a roast 
we ae Sur ks HE Directory of the officers of of beef for Sunday dinner. As it 

n able staff of Chairmen are T . i ici i eager toigive their’ “best'*'to make Wisconsin garden clubs will be cooked, its delicious and compelling 

every Federation activity a suc- Published in the March issue of odor drifted up the apartment cliffs 
cess. Pledge them your support and Wisconsin Horticulture as has been and brought a man to his window 

keep the Federation growing by customary in past years. across the courtyard. He sniffed 

organizing many interested groups, In order to have the names ap- hungrily for a minute and_ then 
who are just waiting for your lead- pear in the March issue, the offi- yelped in agony, “Whoever’s cook- | 
ership and invitation. cers for 1944 should reach the of- = beef . for God’ ke shut 

With best wishes for the New fice of the Wisconsin Horticul- 8 Toast Dee! , tor ‘soe’ s Sake Si 
Year, tural Society not later than Febru- your window!” —M. Blakeslee in 

Edna M. Sewell. ary 12th. Reader’s Digest.
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° ° Report of Plant Testing Committee for 1943 
By E. L. White, Chairman 

TERE were eight Garden Subulata Atropurpurca did not died and there was a scattering los, Clubs which had the Trial Gar- bloom enough for a clear-cut de- among the others. Two gardeners 
dens in 1942 and 1943. The loca- cision. Three gardeners liked the did not report on these roses, Re- 
tions of these gardens were spread bloom they got on the Spirea. ports were favorable on the roses 
over quite a territory in our state, Verbena Bonariensis was received that lived, but they did not do as 
thus giving a chance to try out the by only one gardener, who reported well as the Florabunda roses planted 
plants in various soil and climatic poor results this year, in 1941, 
conditions. In some places, the The bloom of Tigridia was Violas — Lavender and White 
plants Were all planted in one gar- _ praised by the six reporting on this (em, Reports on lavender are quite 
den and in others, the plants were bulb. It blooms early in the morn- enthusiastic—hardy, good for rock 
divided among different Garden ing and lasts only part of the day, gardens, edgings and cut flowers 
Club members. There is quite a hut it is a very striking and exotic Bloomed all summer and fall, even 
pleasure in trying out these differ- looking flower, causing many fa- after frost came. One gardener re- on at ne one —— vorable comments from visitors. ports the white as being good. 
to be valuable for beauty, either "airy Lily S. ais cca . for landscape purposes or as a cut mi ee d fees {teas ilies ol Campanula rotundifolia olympica 
flower, there is reason for re- Baye ee ee reports range from poor to good. ‘oicine. edgings, or small groups in front Is hardy, good for rock gardens 
J Ss . , of taller growing flowers. Oft- Not as free blooming as the blue Besides your Chairman’s garden, times, when planted, the blooms Carpatica 
the cities where tests were made appear before the leaves; hence the : . 
and the local chairmen who super- name “Surprise Lilies’ sometimes Incarvillea delavayi (Hardy 
vised the planting or distribution given them. Gloxinia). Reports are not favor- 
are: B . . able. Too much trouble to take care Both of the bulbs are tender and ; . 

Elkhorn—Mrs. Harry F. Howe have to be handled much as gladio- of for winter. Not showy in garden Menomonee Falls—Mrs. Arthur lus bulbs are handled. Tigridia and poor for cut flowers. 
Triller bulbs are relished by mice, so they Thermopsis caroliniana. Very 
Hayward—Mrs. Nels Nelson must be protected against those hardy. Flowers are good for cutting 
Racine—Mrs. E. C. Pfeifer pests during the winter. and plant makes a striking display 

enVanpaca—Mrs. Theodore J. Pet- 3 it See fo jak nen in garden. Some think it coarse and 
Wausau—Mrs, C. H. Brimmer Bayfield, sent Cipesa eon Al weedy looking; others are very fa- 

i est Bend—Mrs. Jos. L. Mora- received a very favorable report. vorable, 
witz. : 

/ The thanks of the State Federa- i a, Gesell objection : Chrysanthemums 
_ tion of Garden Clubs are due these mentioned was fading in the sun. Chrysanthemums should have a 

workers. ; ; / Then there were No. 57 and No. Special chapter written about them. 
/ Che Wisconsin Horticultural So- 81 on the bronze order, and one The writer, for several years, has 

ciety has promoted this plant testing. yellow and one white one reported peer ae to fe early pega 

Sonus of Rapinttsoet Plata; “Git. 1 theor: einies well, (erhapt oe ot been successful ‘The: only Tested in 1943 in another season we can check on : the names and numbers. fool proof hardy mums seem to be 
I"inca Minor — Bowes strain. the old-fashioned variety that bloom 

Did not bloom in most cases and Report on 1942 Plantings real late, after freezing weather. 
evidently the plants received were To be sure of bloom, one has to not the Bowes strain. Mrs. Peter- The trial plants planted in spring pot them and bring inside the house. 
son reports there is an excellent of 1942 have now gone through Now to get back to the chrysanthe- 
growth of this variety at the Post one winter and we can judge about mums we have had on trial, which 
Office in Waupaca. hardiness. were planted in 1941 and 1942. Of 

Campanula Carpatica — White. Four roses were planted, namely the seven varieties on trial the yel- 
Reports on this are mixed, but the McGredy’s Sunset, Salmon and low mum Algonquin came through 
average report is “fair.” Did not Hector Deane, also Brownell’s Lily the best. It was the most hardy, 
hloom as freely and is not as Pons. The bushes received were not is a very free bloomer and has long 
showy as the blue form. Good for in the best condition which may stems. Good for bouquets and gar- 
rock gardens. account for the poor results in some den effects. Lavender Lady is tov 

Spirca Hexapettala and Phlox cases. Wausau reported all four late blooming for Wisconsin.
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The five Chicago University Nobilis are both good in garden Mrs. John West, who is an enthu- 
mums with the above two suffered and as cut flowers, hardy, large  siastic gardener and most capable 
severely last winter, along with all flowers, and bloom at different garden club worker. 
the other kinds grown in our gar- times. Mrs. William Curtiss, District 
dens. This was not the fault of the Hardy Aster—Beechwood Chal- Publicity Chairman. 
varieties selected, but was due to  Jenger blooms in late fall and is a a 

our fall and winter weather. The mass of color when in bloom. Is ANTIGO GARDEN CLUB HAS 
sharp and sudden freeze in Sep- hardy but some years is afflicted INTERESTING PROGRAM 
tember, with unknown conditions with a rust. T™ Antigo Garden Club has 
during the winter, was fatal to most Heuchua—Queen of Hearts is a an unusually interesting and 
mums even when heavily mulched. bright red but does not bloom as attractive Year Book. The cover is 

Good Drainage Needed freely as the pink coral bells. most attractive, with a hand painted 

One fact about mums, that gar- a illustration of a flower picture done 
deners should know, is to have per- in white ink on a dark background. 

fect surface drainage. Water or ice SHEBOYGAN DISTRICT _The program topics are very 
around the plants during the win- REPORT timely, and are given by the mem- 

ter is fatal. Plant on beds raised TH newly elected district offi- oa es _ 1s an exam: 

above your garden level. This win- cers and presidents of the affili- Pee ee ary ie Program Was 
ter, the writer has planted one ated clubs of the Shebo Dis- on vegetable gardening. The topics 

e e a ygan “Is- were, “Preparing the Vegetable 
plant of each variety in a cold trict of the Wisconsin Garden Club i ef ee teen 
frame to make more sure of having federation met at the home of Mrs. oe eceparing the Soil, and 
live plants in the spring. Fred Wilkerson, Sheboygan, on azenbere eeds Indoors” by thre« 

So, to those who reported a total November 19 to plan for the com- For Avil @ ; . 
loss or almost a total loss of their ing year we PEN the ‘topics were: 
mums, and said their climate is too : : : : Flower Gardens in Wartime, 
cold for them, we say: “It is not The following committee chair- “New Flowers for 1943,” “Grow- 

too cold for mums if protected by ™&" WETe appointed by the Board: ing of Gourds,” and “Dwarf Fruit 
heavy mulchin roperly drained Membership: Mrs. Harvey Vol- Trees” by four members. 

Y 8, Properly cranes “jendorf, 715 No, 6th, Manitowoc The S b i 
and if we do not get a sharp, sud- Radise Mes, “Ne e September program was giv- 
den freeze like September, 1942. NMariaace rs. Newton Jones, wee dein oe es 
Chrysanthemums are grown  suc- : : with topics on Harvesting Veget- 
cessfully along Lake Superior, but ae ee Leland Dietsch, R. 1, ables, Storing Vegetables, and Can- 
they have several feet of snow to a Gardens: M Id ning, Freezing, Drying. 
act as mulching, With this covering Victory | Gardens: TS. a _In June there was a flower show. 
of snow, there is no frost in the ee 324 N. 8th Ave., West in September a ala show, and 

en in December a is y. 
ground and mums) come; through Roadside Development: Mrs. Gil- a ses Bee 
with flying colors. bert Snell, 414 Erie Ave., Sheboy- Overti . 

Plantings in 1941 eat 6 vertime for Bossie 
Let us take a swift look at the Junior Garden Clubs: Mrs. Har- f n going into the cowshed, the 

test plants set out in 1941, Of these vey Winsauer, Kohler armer was surprised to find his 
the Florabunda roses have been War Service: Mrs. Walter Dun-  "C™. hand, a town girl, giving one 
most popular. Comparatively free widdie, Port Washington of the Sowa drink from her milk 
from pests, they are showy, full of Garden Centers: Miss Anna Ub- ae ae 5 ci 

bloom in June with much bloom bink, Port Washington What are ye doin’ that for?” he 
until after frost, are fair for bou- Conservation: J. F. Garner, 419 demanded. . oy kc 

| quets and by mounding in fall with Church St., Kohler ee explained the girl, “the 

earth are hardy. Publicity: Mrs. William Curtiss, mt seemed pretty thin to me so | 
Aquilegia—Crimson Star is at- R. 1, Plymouth thought I'd better put it through 

tractive but requires care to make The Sheboygan District officers the process again. 
live more than one year. are: President, Mrs. John West, ——= 

| Pyrethrum—James Kelway is a . 2, Manitowoc; Vice-President, A young lady was accosted at 
bright red and quite showy—is Mrs. Fred Wilkerson, 724 Nation- the corner of Park Avenue and 
hardy. al Ave., Sheboygan; Secretary-  Forty-eighth Street in Manhattan 
Phlox—Miss Kenosha is good. Treasurer, Rev. A. H. Otto, 210 by a postman, fully uniformed and 
Heliopsis—Summer Gold is good S. 7th St., West Bend. carrying a bag of mail, “Can you 

as a landscape plant in background. We are looking forward to a suc- tell me where the post office is?” 
Blooms a long time. cessful and interesting year under he asked. Manpower shorter than 

| Shasta Daisies—Snow Banks and the leadership of our president. ever, it seems—The New Yorke:



Madi istri adison District Report 
Ae of the work of the Mad- with a large card party in the Wo- tice, would make more than a five- 

ison District during the past man's Building. The income of minute report by itself. This is be- year must be written for the most $256.00 was nearly all net. ing reported by Mrs. Dakin. 
part in terms of its war service. A very successful open District Numerous other phases of war 

Each Club in the area reports meeting devoted to a study of veg- service work which we have done 
that it has been busier than ever etable and fruit production was deserve mention, Furniture, potted 
before, carrying in addition to its held in the YWCA in Madison in plants, flowers and Christmas dee- 
quota of meetings and civic beauti- April. At the morning session Prof. orations were given to the day 
fication projects, a liberal load of C. L. Kuehner spoke on the use rooms at Truax Field. At Christ- 
extra war work. The monthly meet- of small fruits on the home lot. The mas time, over 1,000 small ever- 
ings were reported well attended afternoon program featured Prof. green wreaths were made for the 
and interest ran high. The empha- J. G. Moore on practical vegetable Truax Hospital breakfast trays; 
sis being definitely on the practical growing, besides bird slides shown the recreational center was appro- 
phases of food production, preser- by the State Conservation Commis- priately decorated, as were the 
vation, soil conservation, and re- sion and reports of the District Officers’ Club, Cafeteria, and |i. 
lated topics. In all cases the clubs business. brary; service room and Guest 
went all-out for Victory Gardens, Garden Center House. 
the Sunset Village Club taking en- . . Beginning in May and continu- tire charge of the movement for its eae ‘Gad — Project, the ing through September, flowers 
community. ie May and “tontinued for ei os were sent to Truax Hospital each 

The Baraboo Club enlisted the weeks in an accessible uptown a Friday, the five clubs in Madison 
aid of other civic groups-in_pur- cation. Mrs. Bert Wells and Mrs taking turns, chasing and starting a Town Forest HR English were its guiding Also under Mrs. Bostock’s di- project, comprising a forty acre spirits. Four of the Madison Clubs "ection the USO has been continu- tract of land one mile north of the artic ated in the work, the vari- ©USly supplied with plants and flow- city on highway 12. Over seven ne enters takin tare acting as ©" arrangements throughout the 
thousand trees have already been hostesses and ng oeea on different year. The artistry of these arrange- planted and plans are under way days New exhibits and publicit ments has won the admiration of to plant more progressively. The goa released each week na a all who have seen them, making 
actual planting was made a gala bulletins were available at all times, rth while the many hours spent occasion, with refreshments and e Notwithstanding the fact that Mad- in creating them. suitable ceremony as a dedication. ison held a city Gardening School Vases, bird houses and feeders, The District was also very well during the same time, which was S¢tap books and entertainment en- represented on the radio. Of the widely publicized, the Garden Cen- velopes were supplied to Truax 49 garden and nature talks given ter was well patronized and greatly Hospital until the supply exceeded 
over station WHA Homemakers’ appreciated by amateur gardeners the demand, whereupon the re- Hour each Tuesday morning, 38 seeking advice. mainder was sent to the Wisconsin were given by Madison District On August 29, as soon as the General Hospital. 
Garden Club members, 18 different annual beds at Truax Field had The Baraboo Service Club and 
persons speaking: reached their full glory, the District USO were also furnished flowers On December 11, a District Board held a tour of the Field to review by the Baraboo Club, which. be- meeting was held in Madison, at the results of the work done. Two sides, found time to give regular which policies were discussed, plans hundred members attended and ex- instruction in flower arrangement made and chairmen chosen. pressed delight at the effect accom- [© the service men’s wives at the 

Our Regional meeting was held plished thus far. Service Club, 
on February 26 at the University On September 10, the final an- Money was donated for USO Club in Madison, with South Cen-  jual business meeting was held. meals, cookies were baked for the tral District as guest-partners. This The newly elected officers are USO and Madison Masonic Serv- 
was the only joint Regional held, Mrs. H. R. English, President; !¢ Center. Furniture was given but the idea proved to be a great Mrs, Joseph Wirka, Vice-Presi- with which | to furnish day rooms 
success, dent; and Mrs. Roy Colbert, Sec- at Truax Field. 

On St. Patrick's Day, all the retary-Treasurer, a very splendid Condensed from the report of Madison Clubs united in starting off corps of workers. Martha E. Lowry, Madison District the Truax Field planting project Our war service, if done full jus- President.



Art Principles in Flower Arrangement p lower Arrangemen 
_ Emma C. Schipper 

[. WAS a real treat to have had 
the opportunity of attending the Ww VW, 

Judging School in Chicago on Oct. C ) 
26 and 27, given under the auspices 
of The Garden Club of Illinois, 
Inc. 

This meeting was highlighted by 
the introduction of such well known Y 
garden club personalities as Mrs. (X) 
KE. Wesley Frost, president of the as 
National Council of State Garden 
Clubs and Mrs. Jerome W. Coombs, 
chairman of Judging School Ac- 
crediting, who was called upon to 
tell us something about the require- 
ments of credits necessary for ob- / \ /\\ \ 
taining a National Judging Certifi- = 
cate. “Read Pages 7 to 11 and 85 CHART 1 CHART 2 
to 87 in the HANDBOOK OF ‘ r ‘ 
FLOWER SHOW JUDGING,” onous and uninteresting Bi-sym- an arrangement. Let there be holes 
she repeated several times during metry is utterly necessary In a in your arrangement.” Spaces, 

her ‘closing remarks. military program. It is the power voids or holes Dr. Watson com- 
of military force. It does not be- pared to the rests or pauses in 

Art Principles long to the fine arts.” music. 

It was the second lecturer of the Chart No. 2 is an asymmetrical Regarding the judging of flower 
day, Dr. Dudley Crafts Watson, @fangement of lines and forms shows Dr, Watson believes that a 
Extension Lecturer of the Art In- arranged my such a way as to give judge should tell the one who fails 
stitute of Chicago, in whom. the infinite variety, and at the same why, “Never in the world give a 

Milwaukee flower arrangement ad- time creates balance, rhythm and prize to an entry which is not im- 

dicts who attended this session had HE. Forms should be echoed,” mediately beautiful, creative, origi- 
an especial interest. Dr. Watson said Dr. Watson referring to the nal and charming.” 

was formerly director of the Mil- chart, which means, in other words, As a way toward deliberately 
waukee Art Institute and founder there should be repetition. Note the creating fun and humor for a table 
or instigator of the Art Institute gradation in size of the forms, the Gecoration we were told to go sur- 
Garden Club. His talk on “Judg- "4" movement upward and out- realistic, or as far as we liked in 
ing Artistic Classes in Flower ward, giving. sense of growth, and making a perfectly ridiculous or 
Shows,” included the application of — #!so the lines at the top and bottom “nutsy” arrangement. “Use the 
fundamental art principles by use which are in contrast. toaster in the middle of your cen- 
of charts. Importance of Correct Scale terpiece or stick utensils into the 

The Charts Dr. Watson greatly stressed the a aaa Utterly irrelevant 

Charts No. 1 and No, 2, sketched importance of keeping flower ar- things‘are folerated:in/a surredishe es : at . arrangement. The surrealist’s theory 
here, are attempted copies of the oes cde ew in scale nn melee Gee is that logic always leads to de- 

nes drawn by Dr. Watson, with to t er background i >parse ine pressions and world wars, ‘Let’s 

the exception of the center line arrangements, he said, “no atten have none of that,’ they say.” 
which was added to better eluci- how beautiful, are utterly lost in 
date the two kinds of balance in- a very large room or hall. Arrange- “Color” was the last subject to 
terpreted in them. No. 1 is sym- ments to be placed against a wall he discussed by Dr. Watson and 

metrical, showing a regular ar- should have an interesting silhou- this concluded the program, after 

rangement of lines and forms on ette. and the spacing should not be which we all assembled around the 
either side of the center line, which symmetrical. Background spaces or punch bow! for a little chat and 

is known as the axis. “Bi-sym- voids are just as important as the refreshment. Everyone seemed 

metry,” Dr. Watson said, “has no flowers themselves. Too often the agreed and satisfied that the lec- 
plice in flower arrangement. It is beauty of stems is lost by too much tures were both educational and 

a mechanical kind of thing, monot- massing of flowers at the base of — inspirational.
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HAPPY NEW YEAR The Dionne QUIN S use our 
SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, ; 

TYPEWRITERS— fs ; ; \ 
All makes including portables’ rented. ‘ 1 7 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach lal ae 14 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in as 5 
your home. A 

ORGANS— 1) 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of \ ee 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. : a 

Write 

2 SMALL SIZE ORGAN 

SISSON Ss for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. $ 
. . We have a two manual organ 

Hi-ways 23-26 intersection with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 

| 

SS 

THE MOST WIDELY READ BEE MAGAZINE 

N 
GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE 

64 PAGE MONTHLY—ILLUSTRATED 

FEATURE ARTICLES, GUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, TALKS TO BEE- 
KEEPERS, NEWS ITEMS, ne FOOD PAGES, CROP REPORTS 

Cc. 

ONE YEAR, $1.00; TWO YEARS, $1.50; THREE YEARS, $2.00 ; 

ONE YEAR IN COMBINATION WITH BEGINNER’S BOOK, 
“STARTING RIGHT WITH BEES” (102 PAGES), $1.25 

PLAN NOW FOR HONEY CONTAINERS, HONEY LABELS, 
FOLDERS, ETC. : 

—WRITE FOR PRICES— 

NEW HONEY FOLDER FROM AMERICAN HONEY INSTITUTE 
“FORTIFIED WITH HONEY”—PRINTED IN 2 COLORS—60 CENTS PER 100 

| S2 The A. Root A. I. Root Company of Chicago e A. 1. hoot Company 
224-230 W. Huron St. CHICAGO, ILL. MEDINA, OHIO 
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White Man Much Crazy ———————————————— 

rye scure ge ctovee st: | WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE lapidated ho the other a field 
badly washed out, were printed in The Ofkind 

Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
the Oklahoma Farmer - Stockman, —_ 9 

which offered prizes for the best tered at the autism 1910 
‘i jt Postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Acceptance essays suggested by the pictures. foe malting oe ee wa 

First prize went to a Cherokee In- 1917, authorized July 15, 1918. 1108, Act of % 
i rote: Both pictures show 7 dian who wrote: Both pictu Published Monthly Excepting July by the 

white man crazy. Make big tepee- 
PI hill, Wat ash. Wind blow Wisconsin State Horticutrurat Sociery 

cw 2) NV BtSE Wasi: Madison 6, Wisconsin 
soil, grass all gone. Squaw gone, 
papoose too. No chuckaway. No pig, H. J Ranmuow, Editor 
no corn, no hay, no cow, no pony. Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
Indian no plow land. Keep grass. 
Buffalo Eat. Indian eat buffalo. DRioessSNi, Hestomesiy Bide a Collagen Apeicaliore 
Hide make tepee, moccasins, too. Sh) SBIVeE sty, 

: . SSS 
Indian no make terrace. No build Volume XXXIV February, 1944 No. 6 
dam. No give a damn. All time eat. eee 
No hunt job. No hitch-hike. No TABLE OF CONTENTS 

ask relief. Great Spirit make grass. Cultivation-Covercrop vs. Sod-Mulch Culture ----------------------107 
Indian no waste anything. White Marketing Melntosh Apples: ~-1e-n-nrqneopaenrcnnenswonssusscncunallO 

much crazy. — Reader’s Di- National Apple Institute Plans Help For Growers ~---------------112 
man ic ys Orchardists’ Jobs Between Now and Apple Spraying Time —---____114 
gest. Potato Varieties For Wisconsin ~----------------------------_---__116 

—_ Wisconsin Beekeeping: 2222.02 ee ee 
Eeditotials aii isccemscccenscccsecesseescese co sees esses 120 

The up-to-date people have start- New: Raspberry Will .Bé: Tested: noscce ee L 
ed collecting old buttons. One of Gladiolus Tidings _------_---_--------------_-----------------------123 

orks in the laundry that Garden Failures of 1943 Season ~------------------------__-----___124 
hae w hit y Vegetable Varieties For The Home Garden —__--~-_-_-___--______126 
joes my shirts. Victory Gardeners and Treated Seed ~-------__------------_-_-----127 

a Whence Came the Malling Apple Rootstocks and What Are They ?__128 
How You May Improve Blooming of House Plants ~----__________129 
Gardent (Clb .N@WS cca secrsm aici mnaianmesiamuesis mance em 19) 
Regional gileetings Wisconsin Garden Club Federation ~---------__131 
Boys in Service Appreciate Jelly ~-----------------___---__--______131 

ave 19.1009 District Reports ~----------___------_»__-_-_-__--_------_--__________132 
A Conservation Program For Individuals and Clubs ~-_------_____134 
Horticultural Fact-Finding ~-----------------------_---_--_--_-----135 
Hints For Arranging Flowers: 2.2.2.0. os oo 135 

Fro. a2 Pio 3 Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1946 

Arno Meyer, Pres.....--------------Waldo Leland Brown -...-..-------Sturgeon Bay 
Berry Boxes Don W. Reynolds, Vico-Pres..-Stargeon: pa weon a.-eceec-oes-.-Frankaville 

Crates, Bushel Boxes H. J. Rahmlow, Sec.----.-..----Madison |, White _.......-.-----Fort Atkinson 
or) E, L, Chambers, Treas..--....---Madisin 

and Climax Baskets 

As You Like Them BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Wie mamatectere the Eels eee Fae ‘Tecra Endhig Doctimber, 1904 Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. Hor- 
sive oat ere ond orate Mrs. R. L. Marken_...---.-------Kenosha eat) emnrereemnnnneecn Madison materials . in carload 
our specialty. We constantly carry in Jos. L. Morawetz.........---West Bend  w. Riggert, Pres. Wis. Nurserymen’s 
oe ee gates ot ete oe ee N. A. Rasmussen——-—.----.-----Oshlosh Assn, -......----------Fort Atkinson 
berries. No order too small or too sates ae 
for us to hendie. We a= ee . 1908 Walter Dichnelt, Pres. we Beckeepers! 

a s is essential in ga s x $8N. --..----------! enomonee alls 

Pelemees. tanh we aise te do Ser Virgil Fieldhouse --..-.-----.---Dodgeville 
part well. A SE fom for early N. C. Jacobs....-....--...--Sturgeon Bay Mrs. R. H. Sewell, Wauwatosa, Pres. 
orders. A postal our price list. Peter L. Swartz, Jr.------------Waukesha Wis. Garden Club Federation 

CUMBERLAND FRUIT Subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture is obtained by membership in the Wisconsin 
fe hich th jal dus 50 for t 

PACKAGE COMPANY Sint Mertnowal Soci fo ch: Seabee! gee ee Pet Tae out, tee 
are affiliated at a reduced membership rate. ‘Fifty cents of the annual dues paid by 

Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. each member is for a year’s subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture.
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Cultivation-Covercrop vs Sod-Mulch Culture 
The First Twenty Years’ Results in a Michigan Apple Orchard 

By Walter Toenjes, Michigan 

OMMERCIAL apple growers, very rapidly because it is higher 

Craimost exclusively, follow the f Xj er . Ah in nitrogen and lower in carbon and 

practice of maintaining their newly ld ry za) quickly releases most of the nitro- 

set orchards under the cultivation- Vy A alii gen and other plant nutrients stored 

covercrop system of soil manage- HARE, ws. a within its structure. Apple growers 

ment, until such time that it ap- aye we or - who | have been applying green or 

pears the trees are sufficiently well Shes. partially dry alfalfa direct from the 

established to withstand the com- as field as an orchard mulch, during 

petitive influence of a grass sod. late June or early July, frequently 

Opinions of these growers, how- a mulch under the trees provides complain of the poor color of their 

ever, differ as to when this period attractive winter quarters for mice fruit in the fall. The additional 

has been reached. Some hesitate to from surrounding areas, frequently nitrogen made available to the trees 

change over to the sod-mulch sys- resulting in heavy mouse concentra- from the decomposition of the al- 

tem before the trees reach the age tions with the constant danger of falfa mulch, acts as an additional 

of 20 to 25 years, while others seed subsequent girdling of unprotected pplication of a nitrogen fertilizer 

their orchard to grass at an earlier tree trunks. Protective devices must ‘uring the summer season, a prac- 

age. In view of the data presented fe maintained around the trunks tice which is not generally accepted 

on the growth and yield of the trees and an intensive poisoning program OT recommended as a desirable pro- 

in this experiment, it appears en- followed during the late fall and cedure by Michigan apple growers. 
| tirely feasible that the sod can be winter months to keep rodents un- Mulch Reduces Bruises 

established at a much earlier stage der control. Possibly owing to the . 

than was formerly thought advis- comparative absence of protective At harvest time the soft spongy 

able, without appreciably changing material during the winter in the condition of the mulch acts as a 

the rate of tree growth and fruit cultivated plots, mouse injury to cushion for the fruit that drops 

production. the trees has been less severe. Fur- from the trees, thus greatly re- 

ther, the danger of fire damage to ducing bruising, and thereby per- 

Loss By Erosion the trees is increased in the sod- "tting the salvaging and sale of 
. . A : additional apples after the harvest- 

It is believed that the value of mulch area during dry periods. ‘ne operat smpleted. This 

the somewhat greater growth and However, the probability of serious ti alent de ieue i Me intosh and 

yields obtained in the young or- losses from this source can be re- te cu sti chit tend fo: ZS 

chard under the clean culture sys- duced by the maintenance of culti- other severely aque hat se wines 
tem, by delaying the change-over vated strips or fire lines running arate * 8 y 

to the sod-mulch system, will not through the orchard at frequent in- Py . 

equal the value of the additional tervals. These fire lines should be Where to Use Mulch 

soil and fertility lost during the made to cross the slopes following From the foregoing discussion 

same period by erosion, particu- the contour of the land, otherwise and data it should not be inferred 

larly on erosive soils and steep they may lead to serious gully that the sod-mulch system of soil 

slopes. Tree growth can be in- formation owing to their bare and management can be employed in- 

creased, in a large measure, by ap- unprotected surface. discriminately in all Michigan apple 
plications of the necessary fertilizer . orchards with any assurance of 

elements, but the cost of replacing Materials For Mulch greatly increased yields and profits. 
the lost soil with its humus and Materials most frequently used The type, fertility, and depth of 
fertility in the orchard, will much in Michigan for mulching apple soil, also the slope of the land, will 

exceed the value of any extra fruit trees are straw, alfalfa, sudan individually or collectively, deter- 
produced. The more erosive the grass, corn stalks and peat. These mine whether this method of han- 
soil type and the steeper the slope, materials, with the exception of dling the orchard soil may be used 
the earlier is the date at which the alfalfa, have a rather high-carbon to advantage in any given apple 
cultivated orchard should be seeded and a low-nitrogen content, and con- orchard. Orchards planted on the 
down to grass. sequently decomposition takes place lighter types of sandy soils lacking 

Several disadvantages are also at a slower rate in the absence of in water-holding capacity, no doubt 

associated with the use of mulches m1 additional nitrogen supply. On may suffer severely during dry sea- 
in the sod orchard. The presence of the contrary, alfalfa decomposes sons from moisture deficiency ag- 

107
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gravated by the demands of the of a brighter shade, and graded out The advantages of the cultiva grass growth for moisture. In con- approximately 79 per cent more A tion-covercrop ‘System are not of trast, soils of medium to heavy grade size than did the fruit from sufficient magnitude to warrant its loam types, underlain by a water- the cultivated plots. further use after the apple trees retaining sub-soil of good depth, become well-established in those are capable of supporting grass Costs Compared orchards having conditions which growth without materially affecting nn n : ual acre maintenance compare favorably with those prev. 
satisfactory tree performance. costs for the two systems of soil alent in this experiment. The better Where such soils are found, the management, as used in this experi- tree performance in the sod-mulc data presented proved the sod- oa were only slightly less for plots indicate that this method « mulch system to be an economical the sod-mulch Plots. However, any soil management should also prov and profitable method of manage- increase in the cost, or the amount the more profitable in many oti; ment. of mulch material applied per acre similar Michigan orchards now be- 

over that here discussed would ing grown under the clean cultura Summary equal or exceed the acre main- system. 

As observed under the conditions cenance ort of a nalvetoeteOe Condensed from Special Bulletin 
of this experiment both systems of P system ot soll management. 313, Michigan Experiment Station. 
soil management have their merits 
and faults. The cultivation-cover- FRUIT GROWERS MEETINGS 
crop method consistently favored County Associations Will Hold Annual Meetings and 
the loss of a large part of the water Interesting Program 
oad daching wane, meine snow Eien ool fa grower associations will meet the first two i 1- weeks in March as follows: 
off, while the jean (fective _ Soil _ Tuesday, February 29. Racine County Fruit Growers Associa- ig 2 Fee ae fisn, ees aia at Rochester. Luncheon served by the pre , ome Onomics Department. peSions the WaeE cou i Wednesday, March 1. Waukesha County Fruit Growers Associ- 

. - ation. 
OT ot teen made 2) a a _ Thursday, March 2. Milwaukee County Fruit Growers Associa- c cc 1937 tein tt he tion, Greenfield Town Hall. Plate luncheon will be served. 

i : a a 8 ie ; te < Friday, March 3. Jefferson County Fruit Growers Association. tined an average total Oe 47 ro Municipal Building, Fort Atkinson, Noon luncheon served by ladies ¢ ! i -T group. 
cent more moisture during this peri- T M : 
od than the soil in the cultivation- Hall, yeoiey, © “i prachington een meeting. Jackson Town 
covercrop plots. Erosion of the soil ‘ . . ; is: likewike hescuiitig setiogs di, thé oo nT, Marck 8. Manitowoc County meeting. Assembly 
latter plots as evidenced by the ex- Th , " ‘ . ursday, March 9. Sheboygan County meeting, Plymouth City febter Seay tree roots, and the all. Luncheon will be served. 
erosion can be detected in the sod- Feeley, an oe Gneulcee pd ao Grafton High School snc plata, gy m. n luncheon will be served. 

THE PROGRAM 
In the Young Orchard 10:00 a. m. Meeting called to order by President. 

The cultivation-covercrop meth- Local announcements. od can be expected to grow larger peel of Apple Maggot and Other Problems. C. L. Kuehner. 
and more vigorous apple trees dur- USINESS meeting. 5 ing the early life of the orchard. & The Wy been Institute — How It May Help the Apple 
During the first 10-year period the TOWEES. os mlow. 
trees under clean culture had the ee Ny Zane a Di . . larger trunk circumferences and Kine ariety Exhibit and Discussion During Luncheon. C. L 
produced more fruit per acre, but ‘ : “ . ” at the end of the 20-year period Colored movie (sound) Guardians of Plenty, 

the _ in the sod-mulch plots Movie “Handling, Marketing, and Distribution of Fruit in England.’ showe the one the tice es The County Fruit Growing Situation. County Agent. 
a ani a aig : if tea er . S. E. Wisconsin Fruit Growers Co-op Report. Lester F. Tans. th othe tal slightly. m om i _ Seated questions and answers on fruit growing problems. H. | 

i re co ahmlow.
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Orchard Suppli rcnar upplies... 
Purchase your requirements from this Co-operative and save DOLLARS by participating in 

the earnings. Patrons Refunds to all customers at the end of the season. Our prices are 

conservative because we do not strive for large profits. This Co-operative was formed for 

the sole purpose of serving the fruit growers of this state at reasonable prices. Your con- 

tinued patronage will make a larger and better organization. 

SPRAY MATERIALS PRUNING EQUIPMENT 

Arsenate of Lead Copper Sulphate Pruning Saws Pruning Snips—9" 
Calcium Arsenate Black Leaf 155 Point Cat Pranets 
Bordeaux Cucurbit Dust 

C.O.C.S. Spray Paris Green GRAFTING EQUIPMENT . 
Dry Lime Sulphur Casein Spreader Grafting Knives Budding Knives 

Liquid Lime Sulphur Du Pont Spreader Sticker Tree Sea: (Gre‘ting Compound) 

Flotation Sulphur Nicotine Sulphate 
Mike Sulphur Spray Oils NURSERY STOCK 
Kolo-Spray Elgetol Catalog and Price List on Request. 

Kolo Fog All Orders Must Be In Prior to March Ist. 

SPRAYER SUPPLIES 

Spray Guns Spray Hose 

Friend Pecan 600# Pressure NITRATE FERTILIZER 
Bean 780 800# Pressure Ammonia Nitrate—34% 
Bean Fog Guns Hose Swivels Place Your Order Today to Insure Delivery. 

Bean Spray Nozzles Hose Coupling & Clamp 

Suction Hose 

OUR 1944 GENERAL CATALOG AND PRICE LIST WILL BE AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 15. 

Complete Line of Repair Parts for Bean Orchard Sprayers. 

WRITE FOR PRICES 

— ALL INQUIRIES PROMPTLY ANSWERED 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

Lester F. Tans, Secy.-Treas. Telephone Big Bend 2821. R. 2 

eS
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Marketing McIntosh Apples 
Ax bulletin published by 27 per cent as many large bruises, ously bruised ones of the samc 

the Agricultural Experiment and 39 per cent as much bruised grade. In about half the stores in 
Station, University of New Hamp- surface as did the same growers’ which inquiries were made, Mcln 
shire, by L. A. Dougherty and A. apples bought from retail stores. tosh apples were sold from the 
F. Yeager is entitled, Marketing The method of handling has far original box. These were in better 
New Hampshire McIntosh Apples. more to do with the condition of condition than those which had 

The summary of the studies McIntosh than the length of time been rehandled. 
made are very interesting and will they are held in the store. Apples Prices 
be of value to Wisconsin apple sold from the original box were in - oo. . 
growers. much better condition than those Small price increases did not re- 

. sold from the counter. They had duce sales in several test sales 

Varieties 42 per cent less waste and 50 per Where apples were the very best 
McIntosh apples were handled cent fewer large bruises. Samples nd prices did not exceed 8 cents 

by over 86 per cent of the stores purchased from fruit stores had 2 Pound. Quality and condition 
selling apples before January 1 and the most waste (10.9 per cent), Were more important factors than 
by 77 per cent in February. and those from independent gro- Price in the sale of the best grades 

Sources ceries and i cabin elon (7.4 of apples. 

Of stores contacted in the 1940. P&T cent). Those from chain stores Margins 

41 season, 40 per cent of the chains — pe largest ree Average gross retail profits ob- 
and 78 per cent of the independent nee (averaging Pet served in seven cities varied from 
roceries and markets obtained ap- fruits), and those from independ- 32 to 43 per cent. Average gross 

rl f a ithin New Hi > hive entigroceries andimarkets; the few: rofits in 207 stores varied from 
Early “in the feascti ciail hough ees Cavernging; E18 per: 100 fruits). sic 37 per cent in chain and in- 
60 per cent and independent gro- Sales dependent stores to 47 per cent in 
ceries and markets bought 82 per Weekly sales of McIntosh apples fruit stores. 
cent of their McIntosh from with- in different types of stores in De- . 
in the state. Late in the season cember 1940, ranged from an aver- Displays 
chains bought 19 per cent and in- age of 2.1 boxes in small grocery Of 211 stores contacted, 47 per 
dependent groceries and markets stores to 21.2 boxes per week in cent had apples on display in front 
78 per cent of their McIntosh ap- self-service chain stores. Over half windows, and 29 per cent had Mc- 
ples in the state. the weekly sales of McIntosh by Intosh apples. 

Condition of McIntosh super-markets were made on Fri- 
Producers vary considerably in day and Saturday, according to test Packages 

their ability to place good-quality S#es: The rate of sale for McIn- Retail packages for apples have 
McIntosh cane ta e: totes tosh in retail test sales was over not been very successful to date 

The hinised surthes oe McIntosh ie the jafternocn ias because of cost or because they 

‘ron an ererage ot G3 oer neat, Large size (3 inch) Fancy Mcln~ fru, But some new developments 
to 13.3 per cetit of the ‘otal eurface tosh sold best in test sales in chain look promising £60 Wise: GA ‘the. wale 

area , Th ve: St ried markets and returned the highest of high grade fruit. A tray or dis- 
from 4.3 7 int 7 2 Oe eat proits. Faced Melntosh (red, side play package to be set in place in 
in fife cities. Those hauled to oat) ae nat these fies aes stores by the grower or packer 
stores mahal short : distances were Oot an ot the came grade coud answer. ihe bruising problem 

mn ih oh condition on the aver in an adjoining display. Gross pro- * St Partially. 
ar nme ee er oe fits on faced apples were about four Handling 

poorer apples were delivered into tainly a ee eet _ Dropping a box of apples greatly 
near-by markets. . and in profits from sales. increases the number of large 

McIntosh delivered from cold Seal bruises. Hauling apples on the back 

storages showed 22 per cent less . ruises of a lightly loaded truck causes 

waste on the average than those Bruising reacts on sales. Un- ; a é 
delivered from common storages. bruised apples in test sales sold 8T¢#ter crease in bruises than 
McIntosh from growers’ storages over three times as fast and were ‘oes hauling in a loaded truck or 
showed 33 per cent as much waste, far more profitable than conspicu- on the front part of the vehicle.
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EFFECTIVE 

Jan. 1, 1944 

Be Wise--Ord ly! ise--Order Early! 
ARSENATE OF LEAD— ROTENONE DUST— 

4 be bag a ce $IS BW bg: seesse ec cccceeecesceseesnwen§ 40 
48 Ib. case (3, 4 or 6 Ib.) --______________ 7.20 8) Wb). secs eeenawce: TOO 

ARSENATE OF CALCIUM— PARMONE— 
4 Ib. bag ----__-__---__----__-----__----. 50 4 oz. bottle 30 

48 Ib. case (4 Ib. bags) -----____________. 4.95 12—4 oz. bottles..............-_-...each__ 1.20 

BORDEAUX MIXTURE— (6 cm, per 100 gals. water) 
1 Ib. bag -—-------———--—-------==---—---- 30 NICOTINE SULPHATE—40% 

| 48 tb, cate Gib bags) es S gal. tin ATO : 2S 1 gal. tin 085 
CYANOGAS— 5 Ib. cam ~------------------------------- 6.90 

om. amtU oe 6-80 2 bscan’....---------- ee 78 

% Ib. can dust __--------------- AS 1 Ib. bottle ______--_____-_-_--_-____----._ 2.35 

Tb: can. dest... ns, 5 
5 Ib. can dust ____...__.__ 3.00 MIKE SULPHUR— 
5 Ib. can G-Fumigant _____-__--______-__ 3.00 10 Ib. bag -------------------------------- 1.00 

6—10 Ib. bags ---------------------__-_ 5.50 
COPPER-A-COMPOUND 

6 Nw beg ee 1S LIQUID LIME SULPHUR— 
36 ib. case (6—6 Ib. bags) ____--____-____ 9.20 | ee.) 

COPPER SULPHATE—Powdered a Se 
400 Ib. barrel ___..._______________per Ib__ 064% 50 gals. 8.50 
100 Ib. bag -----------------__-_-_per lb. 07% 

DRY LIME SULPHUR— 
12% Ib. bag ----------_--------------------. 150 GARDEN DUSTERS— 
100 Ib. drum -__--~-----------------------. 11.00 Each .--2scssccasesesc see § BS 

200 Ib. Senne tan sneer aannencnreenren nn Ewe HAND SPRAYERS— 
DU PONT SPREADER STICKER— Quart size --.------_.__----------_.. 50 

1 gal: botile pnceeec ee cee ASD 
1 pint bottle .222522562.5.0-.cccccc cs: IS 

GRAFTING WAX— 
DUSTING SULPHUR— 14. Ib; ..----enseo-- eee OO 

2 Ib. canister _________-___-______________ 30 $6: Us, sos 
Case of 12—2 Ib. cans --__---_--------_. 3.20 1h Dhsceescecsccecccccccsecseewercwceeeee OO 

ELGETOL— 5S—1 Ib. _--------------------------each_. 55 

1 gad. ----------------------------------- 2.15 PRUNING SAWS— 

FLOTATION SULPHUR PASTE— Atkins (T. R. Roberts) 
Large drum (450 Ibs.)______.per CWT. 3.00 No, 0 ~----------------------------- 250 
Small drum (275 Ibs.)__-per CWT___ 3.25 _ No. 6 ---------------------------- 250 

Diston—16 in. __-.--_--___-------------_. 2.35 
TREE WOUND PAINT— Blades 14 & 16 in. ____-__---____-__-_--- W 

Diquart (88 acsccccscecssccccceceesccs Calif. Style Curved Blade -------------- 1.65 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

NOTE: Poisonous materials cannot be mailed. 

TERMS: Cash with order, or merchandise will be sent C.O.D. 

——____________—-ALLL PRICES ARE F.O.B. MADISON, WISCONSIN. ———_________ 

Write us if there is something you want and it is not listed. 

2201 University Ave. Madison 5, Wisconsin
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National Apple Institute Plans 
Help For the Growers 

Tous, Chandler, Secretary of the meetings, and the National Apple that in 1942 they had been very 
National Apple Institute, told Planning Committee of the Nation- glad to have the Government come | 

members at the Central States Hor- al Apple Institute was able to keep in and buy their apples at $1.25 
ticultural Conference last month OPA officials from playing one a bushel. 
that the aims of the Institute were section against another, to force From January 15 Tennessee 
the same as they always have been down the price ceiling. The Plan- Horticulture. 
since its organization five years ago ning Committee adopted a policy of wysCONSIN APPLE INSTI. 

—to increase the demand for apples working with the War agencies, TUTE GOES OVER THE TOP 
and to provide for better marketing rather than fighting them. They New Members Join During 
of them, and to encourage research asked for and got a single price Past Month 
in the field of by-products. That is for apples over the Nation, in fact, HE Wisconsin Apple Institute 
the primary program, but the pres- OPA finally recognized the Plan- T has met with the approval of 
ent demand places emphasis on our ning Committee’s recommendations apple growers beyond ee pectibibas 

war program, particularly price practically intact. of its officers. There is now a total 
ceilings and cooperation with the The Planning Committee met of 47 ihembers 

war agencies. He cautioned that again in August, when it became The following members joined 
we must look beyond the present known definitely that the crop was during the sei menth u te Jan- 
emergency. very short. They asked for a 12% uar 37th aceordin to Me Arnold 

Competition cents) ia Pound ceiling. OPA had F. ieee Secretary-treasurer of 
He expressed the conviction that * — lower figure’in mnt the Institute: 

we face competition with a flood of to Cents; When they apparently N Ment 
fresh fruit and vegetables from couldn’t be budged Oycr 8% cents ow. rs 
South and Central America as soon # pound, the Committee appealed “The arses Company, 
as war needs release the necessary © Judge Vinson, presenting grow- _ Green Bay -------------$50.00 
shipping space. The kind of compe- ers’ cost-of-production figures, and Oriole Springs Orchards, A. 
tition this will be is indicated by he ordered the figure raised a cent C. Ellsworth, Richmond, 

the fact that the present cost of * pound all along. the line. (Ed.: Seas . Decth Teean AL 20.00 
producing apples in Argentina is Although they failed to get this Pine Bluff Fruit Varm, A. 
40 cents a box This means keen Price set high enough to let it func- M. Ten Eyck, Brodhead -- 10.00 

competition, and apples are only tion as a true ceiling, with room Olaf Selfors, Bayfield ----- 12.50 

one of a wide range of fruits with for the various: grades to operate Reet Bruit Farm and 
which we must compete, Promoting below it, we figure that the 1%4- Nurseries, Oshkosh Wis. — 15.00 

apples against this ever-widening cents-a-pound raise, over a 90,000,- M. A. Ward, Durand ----- 10.00 

field is going to be a tough job. It 000-bushel crop, returned to our V. R. Connel, Chippewa Falls 10.00 
will take our best efforts in organ- growers $45,000,000. This should Geo. A. Gannon, Chippewa 
izations to fairly and fully repre- 8'V¢ Some idea of the value to our Falls ------------------ 10.00 
sent the industry industry of such representation.) John D. MclIlquham, Chip- 

. The Institute is working now to pewa Falls --_--_-_----_ 15.00 
Chandler suggests that apple- have cost - of - production surveys, Geo. E. Wolfe, Chippewa 

producing states set up State Apple conducted under the direction of | Falls ------------------ 5.00 
Institutes to support and work with State Colleges of Agriculture, to Ski-Hi Fruit Farm, A. K. 
the National. This would give more form a basis for price ceiling regu- Bassett, Baraboo ~~.--~~-$33.00 
individual growers a chance to get Jations for 1944. The present pro- Eames Orchards, Spencer 

back of the Promotion work. The gram is complicated and not under- Eames, Egg Harbor_----_ 25.00 
National Apple Institute needs both standable. It looks now as if the Swartz Orchards, Waukesha 30.00 
funds and grower support to com- price ceiling structure will be sim- Driftwood Farms, S. S. Tel- 
mand recognition before the War plified, and, one of the most im- fer, Ellison Bay--------- 5.00 
Boards today. portant things we can do this win- Ed. Betzold, Bayfield__..__ 5.00 

Price Ceilings ter is work on these surveys to get Brown Bros. Orchard, L. P. 
There was a fairly wide differ- a fair basis for our arguments. Mr. Brown Sturgeon Bay_---- 10.00 

ence in the price ceilings suggested Chandler said that the Committee Grand View Orchard, James 
by producers in the various regional had gotten the very best deal it Cherf, Antigo _---_----- 10.00 
organizations at their sectional could. Then he reminded growers (Continued on next page)
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(Continued from page 112) ciation on the development of the Sediment, which is not an im- 
Production Cost Survey industry in Michigan, Dr. Marshall portant factor when tin containers 

The Institute is at present en- estimated that 80,000 bushels of can be used, does affect the appear- 
gaged in finding the cost of pro- apples from that state were made ance of the juice when packed in 
duction for apples in Wisconsin for into juice in 1937. The quantity glass. Dr. Marshall reports, how- 

the National Apple Institute. This processed into juice in Michigan in- ever, that the use of a minute 
is urgently needed because we must creased rapidly until 1941, when quantity of pectin prevented the 
present cost records to the OPA 500,000 bushels were utilized. War formation of an undesirable sedi- 
in order that the ceiling price of restrictions reduced the utilization ment. As little as five thousandths 
apples will not be set below the in 1942 to 350,000 bushels, the per cent of 140 grade pectin was 

cost of production. A total of 100 juice from which was all processed sufficient to prevent sedimentation. 
growers has been asked to send in _ in glass. As soon as tin is available, This small quantity is the equiva- 
cost records in this state. the metal containers will replace lent of one ounce in 150 gallons 

the glass, in the opinion of Dr. of juice. 
Marshall. An i f 

FIVE MILLION BUSHELS FOR ; hundned! south GE avpiee setts 
APPLE JUICE With one or two exceptions, all | undrec: ‘pounds Or apples results 

of the winter apples were found i” an estimated one and one-quarter 
AEtes the war, four million to to be satisfactory for juice, but the Cents per gallon increase in the 

five million bushels of the na- juice from four to six varieties CoSt of the apple juice. 
tion’s apple crop will be processed should be blended. Duchess (Olden- From September, 1943 Hoosier 
into apple juice, in the opinion of burg), one of the leading summer Horticulture. 

Dr. Roy E. Marshall, of the Michi- varieties in that state, was unsatis- 
gan State College Agricultural Ex- factory as a juice variety, Even ——SES 

periment Station. One million bush- when the percentage of Duchess I see where a football team from 
els of Michigan apples are expected juice in the product was reduced the state prison beat one from the 
to be utilized in this manner. to 15 per cent, this variety im- army training camp. Guess the pen 

Reporting at the recent meeting parted an undesirable flavor to the js still mightier than the sword.— 
of the International Apple Asso- product. Uncle Levi Zink. 

BEAN, MYER, “FRIEND,”? and HARDIE 
Both Power Take Off and Engine Types 

All Reconditioned and Guaranteed to Be in Good Running Order 

Priced from $125.00 

COMPLETE LINE OF NEW BEAN PUMPS 
Priced from $118.00 

We also have a few used pumps. 

COMPLETE LINE OF SPRAY GUNS, HOSE, and SPRAYER ACCESSORIES 

ELGETOL 
For Control of Apple Scab and Cherry and Apple Insects. 

Can be used in conjunction with Dormant Spray Oils. 

Growers’ Supplies 

STURGEON BAY, WISCONSIN
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NITROGEN FERTILIZERS WHEN TO APPLY NITROGEN Mr.—“Sure I put the cat out— 

INCREASE YIELD OF . 3 don’t I always?” . 
RASPBERRIES When a biennial bearing ap ple tree 

PPLICATIONS of. nitrogen- such as Wealthy needs some nitro- Mrs.—‘“I don’t believe it.” 

A ocsying fertilizers at the rate ferisliner, 15: tf best to apply Mr.—‘Well, if you don’t believe 

of either 300 pounds of nitrate of this - the off-year or in the on- me, get up and put her out your- 

soda, 240 pounds of sulphate of veer self.” 

ammonia or 115 pounds of Uramon There are at least three good 

per acre, resulted in increasing the "C@S0ns why the application of 
yield of Cumberland black rasp- nitrogen should be made in the 

perries by over 1,500 quarts, ac- early spring (or previous fall) of 

cording to experiments of Collison the off-year. First, the tree will 

and Slate conducted on a highly have more leaves during the off- NEW 

jertile Ontario loam soil in the Yat, and this will tend to build up SUN. RISE 
Bristol area of Western New York, an excess of carbohydrates, which 

The highest yield represented an an be offset by making the heavi- RED RASPBERRY 
acre production of about 4,700 est nitrogen application at that time. (Originated by U. S. Dept. of Agri.) 

quarts. The size of the berries was You will notice that the foliage is EARLIER - LONGER SEASON 

also improved. normally less. green during the Uni ee QUALITY . 

By H. B. Tukey, from The Rural off-year than in the on-year. Sec- ture says of SUNRISE: ob “Ageisiale 

New Yorker. ond, the off-year is a better time “Of most importance from the stand- 
. . joint 0 , 

—— to raise the nitrogen level because bre the hardiness and resiatance to ae: 

the resulting loss of fruit color Tes glen of bere ee pared, with 

GRAP Po a IN would be of less concern with a Ranetés ands the beet ee 

. 5 ..,.. small crop than with a large one. 
D*: W. R. Leslie writes in his qyi-q heavy application in the NEW - HARDY 

weekly news letter from the spring of the on-year to a tree in MINNESOTA GRAPES 
Morden Manitoba Experiment Sta- : Delicious — Full Size — Hardy 

tion that at Morden it is necessa a good state of vigor would tend Just introduced by University of Min- 
ld ‘ at to set more fruit, a condition which nesota, Hardy, full sized, require no 

e . “ : ape} © n 

in order to winter them. This is J. D. Winter Hs: The: Minacsots frape, and “Blue Jay” (inn. #09) a 

done after pruning in mid-October Horticulturist: oes rape: 

“The covering is eased by elimina- OUTSTANDING NEW APPLES 

tion of pruning beforehand.” Prairie Spy - Victory - Fireside 

Here in Wisconsin it would be Pr o i Minjon - Beacon - Minn. #638 

possible to grow the better varieties ¥7 PLO A gre CUE) hese 7 Haral son h tof 

of dessert grapes if they were cov- She b re) an years. of theless chort on the part of 
: ‘| : os yg the Minnesota Fruit Breeding Farm. 

ered in this way with dry soil in Pee i Excellent quality, heavy croppers, each 

the fall. Without pruning them, it ; NTL SAC Ad ac day Rope: An’ [is season. Seed for Fees 

would be difficult to cover the canes. | . 

Ordinarily, we do not prune Or Winetier Joe fat ets NEW NANKING CHERRY 

grapes until spring in order to see Ge state Mh aipment by the Hardy - Ornamental - Delicious 

which canes have survived, and Si Federal Food and Drug At last a true cherry for the North. 
: _—— Administration. Absolutely hardy under very severe con- 

which have not. Ly see rhether you plan ie ditions. Decorative enough for the land: 
w scape, productive enough for the orchar 

———SSSSS i i or garden. Th 1 Richmond — ee ee 
my POTATOES BY THE er nT and save money too, by | Our stock includes: Minnesota and Mor: 
T isconsin Department of BAA assembling either type den, Manitoba, Canada varieties. 

Agriculture suggests that it bom rl ee” . ou Andrews Better Raspberry Plants 

would help relieve the commercial stapler. Get everything you need for Your best assurance of clean, dis- 

storage situation of potatoes if con- fruit or truck shipments ct Sheboy. ease-free successful fruiting fields. 

volute ae percha ore oeatk: “ss “a _— aye is FREE CATALOG on Request 

s by the bag instead of in Write, now, for low prices and free 

small lots. It would assure the facts on new shipping regulations. ANDREWS NURSERY 

family a good supply of exception- Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. FARIBAULT Dept. WH MINN. 

pene quality Potatoes. ager 523 Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

ested.One OF MS JATgest an ——EE aa 
best potato crops this year.



Potato Varietes For Wi 
G. H. Rieman 

Wisconsin Experiment Station 

M*** new potato varieties At the present time the two new dener is concerned, these two new 
have been developed during varieties, Sebago and Red Warba varieties make a fine combination 

the past ten years. They have been are of unusual interest. The late for early new potatoes, when they 
extensively tested by the Wiscon- Sebago variety is highly resistant are really good, and storage pota- 
sin Agricultural Experiment Sta- to late blight tuber-rot disease which toes for winter use. Seed of these 
tion over a period of five years in has become very serious in Wiscon- new varieties can be obtained from 
nine widely separated counties. The sin. The early Red Warba variety Wisconsin seed houses and from 
results from these trials are sum- is not resistant to this serious di- certified potato seed growers. 

marized so that the grower may ease, but it matures so early that it Editor's Note: G. H. Rieman is Pro 
hi Id £ ‘ ‘ ll tie iat blight fessor of Genetics, Horticulture an¢ 

compare his o avorite variety usually escapes the late blig! Plant Pathology. He has been active 

with the best of the newer varieties. tuber-rot. So far as the home gar- in Potato Variety Improvement. 

COMPARISON OF POTATO VARIETIES IN WISCONSIN 

BLACKENING AVERAGE! 

VARIETY AFTER HOLLOW- TUBER TUBER HOPPER- YIELD 
(maturity) COOKING HEART SHAPE SKIN BURN SCAB (9 counties) 

MOD. 
COBBLER AVERAGE AVERAGE DEEP WHITE SUSCEP- SUSCEP- 189 bu. 

(early) EYES TIBLE TIBLE 

VERY MOD. 
CHIPPEWA COOKS SELDOM VERY WHITE SUSCEP- SUSCEP- 205 bu. 
(mid-season) WHITE OCCURS SMOOTH TENDER TIBLE TIBLE | 

RUSSET Frequently SOME- | 
RURAL COOKS TIMES SMOOTH RUSSET RESISTANT MOD. 193 bu. 
(late) DARK SEVERE TOUGH RESISTANT 

SOME- VERY 
KATAHDIN AVERAGE TIMES VERY WHITE RESISTANT SUSCEP- 189 bu. 

(late) SEVERE SMOOTH TENDER TIBLE 

VERY MOD. 
SEBAGO COOKS AVERAGE VERY WHITE RESISTANT SUSCEP- HIGH 
(late) WHITE SMOOTH TENDER TIBLE 

RURAL NEW Frequently SOME- . 
YORKER COOKS TIMES SMOOTH WHITE RESISTANT MOD. 179 bu. 

(late) DARK SEVERE RESISTANT 

GREEN Frequently MOD. 
MOUNTAIN AVERAGE AVERAGE POOR WHITE SUSCEP- SUSCEP- 205 bu. 

(late) SHAPE TIBLE TIBLE 

HIGHLY 
TRIUMPH COOKS SELDOM DEEP RED SUSTEP- SUSCEP- 162 bu. 

(early) WHITE OCCURS EYES TENDER TIBLE TIBLE 

RED WARBA VERY 
(first AVERAGE SELDOM DEEP BRIGHT SUSCEP- SUSCEP- 170 bu. 

early) ‘ OCCURS EYES RED TIBLE TIBLE 

PONTIAC AVERAGE SELDOM SMOOTH DULL SUSCEP- SUSCEP- HIGH 
(late) OCCURS RED TIBLE TIBLE 

SEQUOIA SOME- 
very) AVERAGE TIMES SMOOTH WHITE RESISTANT SUSCEP- HIGH 
late) SEVERE TIBLE 

1 Bu. per acre, U.S. No. 1 size—5 year average 1937-41. 
Sebago and Pontiac tested for 3 years produced uniformly high yields. 
Sequoia tested for 1 year produced exceptionally high yields.
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPER’S ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 
President Mrs. Louise Brueggeman, Box. 60, Newton Boggs, Viroqua 

Corneluis Meyer, Appleton, Menomonee Falls, C. C. Meyer, Appleton 
president Recording Secretary-Treasurer Tan Whiting, Rockford 

. ° 

National Federation of State Beekeepers 
Associations Organiz . ons Organized 

T National Federation of State of Directors of the National Fed- Prof. V. G. Milum, Department 

Beekeepers Associations com-  cration of State Beekeepers Asso- of Entomology, University of Hli- 
pleted its organization at the Na-  ciations are opposed to the ration- nois, stated that he had accepted 
tional Beekeepers’ Conference at ing of honey, or the restriction in the secretaryship of the National 

lthe Morrison Hotel, Chicago, Jan- any way of standard sizes of con- lederation of Beekeepers Associa- 
uary 11-13. ’ tainers in which honey may be tions, with the consent of his De- 

Present were delegates from 18 sold.” This was carricd unanimous- partment. 
states. They included Iowa, Nebras- ly. Prof. Milum will send to all del- 

sa, Idaho, Minnesota, South Da- Joint Sessions of Allied Industries cgatcs and state sceretaries a com- 
cota, Georgia, Montana, Pennsyl- -\ number of joint sessions of all plete report of the important reso- 
vania, JIlincis, Michigan, Kansas, allicd industries were held at which Tutions adopted and the proceed- 
yregon, Indiana, Virginia, Ohio, Mr. James Gwin, president of the ings. Further resclutions will be 

California, New York, and our own -\icrican Ifoney Producers League published as reeeived. 

delegate, Mr. Walter Diehnelt, presided. These sessions were val- Prof. Milum is well known to 
ron Wisconsin uable because while it appeared that © Wisconsin beekeepers and we wish 
Ollicers elected were: Mr. Oscar there was a wide difference of opin- hin: success in this important un- 

Schmidt, Bay City, Michigan, pres- ion, nevertheless, after much de-  dertaking. 
dent; Mr. D. P. StahIman, Buhl, bate and after many facts had been Wisconsin Representatives 

daho, vice-president. The position presented not before available to all, at Conference 
of seerctary-treasurer has not been opinions changed and there was The following beekeepers from 
filled. TL J. Rahmlow of Madison tnanimous action taken on many Wisconsin attended the conference 

was nominated, but stated that it important questions. in addition to President Walter 
vas impossible for him to carry on Reccmmend Standard Openings = Dichnelt, and Secretary H. J. 
the work. The office was then of- For 60 Pound Cans Rahmlow: Airs. Walter Dichnelt, 
tered to Dr. V. G. Milum of Tl \n important action tuken con- Menomonee Falls; Mrs. Hi. J. 

is who has not yet definitely ac- cerned the opening of 60 pound Rahmlow, Madison; Mrs. Harriett 
cepted. cans. A resolution was passed en- Grace, Madison; James Gwin, Mad- 

Honey Rationing Condemned dorsing the 214 inch opening, call- ison; C. W. Aeppler, Oconomowoc ; 
The most important single reso- ing upon all manufacturers and Lewis Parks, Watertown; Adolph 

lution adopted by the Federation buyers of 60 pound cans to use only R. Moesch, Bonduel; Charles J. 
eleg ites concerned the question of | this one size for honey. Zellner, Green Bay; George Lotz, 
honey rationing and limiting the Raise in Price Ceiling Requested = Boyd; Idwin J. Mintzlaff, Pewau- 
size of containers in which honey A resolution was passed asking kee; Dr. C. L. Farrar, Madison. 

may be sold. The conference was the OPA to raise the producer’s —_— 
“formed that there was probability price ceiling of honey to conform OPINION ON FLOOR PRICES 

that honey would be rationed. Some with increased costs and the in- FOR HONEY 
referred to limit the size in which crease in the parity price of honey. M** Y honey producers feel that 
toney might be sold to a one pound The Wisconsin State Beekeepers to make the future secure, 
sur rather than rationing. This was Association has already voted to some arrangement should be made 

‘liscussed in some detail. At the affiliate with the National Federa- to prevent the price of honey from 

session of the delegates this resolu- _ tion. dropping too low after the war as 
lion was adopted: “that the pro- V.G. Milum Elected Secretary was the case some years ago. They 
lucers as represented by the Board Late in January a letter from have therefore suggested a floor
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price program to prevent this. Pla N F § T. R f d 
A letter from Mr. J. B. Hutson n ow or ugar ax erun 

of the Commodity Credit Corpora- 
tion, Washington, states the opin- If you use much sugar in feeding the above sugar was used as live 
ion of that department as follows: your bees, it will pay to plan now for stock (bee) feed, and for no other 
“We can appreciate the desire of a tax refund for any you buy this purpose and that it was fed in the 

2 coming season. When you buy your amounts and on the dates as follows beekeepers for a price support pro- sugar, you will need to get important ----------Ibs. on_---------- (date) 
gram. As honey prices are at the Papers signed at the time you pur- (coreoseo--lbs.  on_---------- (date) 
ceiling and are likely to continue chase at, . B Fa Signed “(Beckeeper’s Name Signa 

favorable for a considerable time, ae dhe dencekg Groedere Since Notarial mane” ame signed 
it does not appear advisable to un- the tax refund amounts to about 53 and Seal 
dertake at this time to develop a cents on every 100 pound bag of sugar 5. Attach together properly signeé 
program which may be needed at you buy, it will pay to plan ahead. and certified, Form 843 as in (1) ané 
some future date. So far as prac- ‘i i P a Pisd sate . an a ie and form a ticable, we try to limit our support . ¢ procedure is to file an affidavit shown in » and mail to your nearest 

. pee . with your nearest Internal Revenue Internal Revenue Collector under firs: 
price program to commodities which Collector, proceeding as follows: class postage. 
currently require support. I want 1, Secure Form No. 843 from your 6. Be sure to keep copies of all in to assure, you, however, that if the nearest Internal Revenue Collector. voices, claims, forms, etc., for referenc: . ye a . . ., beekeeping industry should be con- Fill same in and certify to it before A Short Cut 
fronted with marketing difficulties, oat Pre ims for sugar pur- We have received affidavits ourselves ° - eon Cla or rr pur- th ‘h holes: 1 d we shall undertake to give them chased over a year previous to date of 4, ml eae oe act he sig the same consideration as i e i y the sugar company from whom the S 18 given your claim. wholesaler obtains his supplies giving to other branches of American ag- 3. Have your grocer, wholesale gro- the invoice date and number, amount 

riculture.” cer, or whoever you purchased the su- . of sugar in the sale, the amount of 
gar from, give you a certified copy of sugar which you bought from that 

his mnrcgee: Ee on is act the sale, polarization, rate of tax and date 
name and ai ress 0 ie manutacturer, of tax payment, signed by an official 

NO BENEFIT PAYMENT FOR the date the sugar was manufactured, of the sugar company and subscribed 
BEES TO POLLENIZE the Polariscopie test thereof, and the before a notary. This sort of an affi- 

CLOVERS ae tre ar Pad eenupeest using davit is just as satisfactory as the use 
oF : f the f inted here, and si 

Form For Grocer it is ‘apparently now common proce 
wor benefit | Payments to Pace naa) dure between the sugar corporatior 

farmers bring in bees to pol- Wes tify that the above sugar and the wholesale dealers, it may only lenize clover grown for seed, help viieetured ben Ove SUSAF be necessary for your sugar supplier . ea was manufactured by----_----______ to furnish th tvevid for th the seed production of the nation? op ee eecar and that Wwvaa {2 f4rmah the correct evidence forth This question has been asked in manufactured, Date ~------________. way that is common in his procedure’ various parts of the country, The The polariscopic test of this sugar is 
ion has be : d f suggestion has been made to the U. _------per cent, and a tax of__---___ . 

S. Department of Agriculture that — P¢" Pound was paid by us when the a group of women shipyard such 5 nts b d sugar was purchased by us, and by workers laid down their tools in 
payments be made. ~---=------------ (beekeeper), when Vancouver, B. C., to protest dis- 

A letter from the Agricultural purchased from us by them. missal of a fellow worker who 
Adjustment Agency, Washington, eid hae wore “tight” clothes. In a manifesto 
states as follows: 4. You must make out and have cer- to their employers, they declared: 

“There will be no practice pay- tified to, statement giving all the in- We cannot let an act like this 
ment under the 1944 program, The formation of (3) above, also amounts go unchallenged, no matter what uestion | as discussed at . and dates of sugar purchased, that the the circumstances. Woman must re- 
t we cae tion ny Sugar was used in feeding bees, and tain above all things her pre-emi- length during the formulation of the dates used together with the t right t h ” Th the program, and it was determined amounts. We suggest form as follows: Ment right to snare her man. . 
that sufficient incentive for the use I certify that I have purchased and © Management, somewhat abashed. of bees as pollinating agents was weed ‘sugar . opows: reinstated the girl—Up. 

x. . ates purchase oo2=----~-- TT given by a favorable price of hay Aviourit in 
pounds ~_--__-_________ oe 

and grass seeds and the farm pro- that this sugar was manufactured, An Inscription on the Tombstone gram payment of $3.50 per acre of — by____-_-_--__--___ of...-_-.----_; of am Army Mule Named Maggie 
hay or grass seeds harvested. The that this sugar was manufactured, “In memory of Maggie, who in administrative difficulties involved inte nes that _ have her life kicked 1 General, 4 Colo- 
were also of such Proportions as round = this sugar. and rat the nels, 2 Majors, 10 Captains, 24 
to exclude the incorporation of this polariscopic test on said sugar is —___ Lieutenants, 42 Sergeants, 454 Pri 
practice into the program.” per cent. I further certify that all vates, and one bomb.”
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PLAN NOW FOR is not essential. 
REQUEENING The fact is that a laying queen HONEY WANTED 

1TH queens selling for $1.25 a” be much more safely introduced Cash paid for cars and less 

each, there will be little ‘han one which has just come fjthan cars comb and extracted 
wholesale requeening done this through the mail. honey. Mail sample and best 
year, nor is it advisable. Dr. C. L. Ss price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
Farrar has advised requeening only THAT SMOKER FUEL Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 

when a queen shows signs of fail- PROBLEM 
ing. Dr. C. C. Miller advocated the wet is the best material to 
same thing many years ago. He said use as smoker fuel? That HONEY CANS . 

that by wholesale requeening we question has been discussed many delery na GOe aon , te 
were in danger of removing our times, We have tried about every- Order your glass apes for 
most valuable stock. thing that has been suggested. How- the new crop now, as it takes 

Nuclei in Each Yard ever, when one has a large num- from 3 to 6 months to receive 

h ber of colonies, and must use con- = ns the ace a me, 
The risk of introducing a high- sid ave a good supply of S#, 2%#, iced Tieecth : . si erable fuel, then the problem of If and %# on band, and cam 

priced queen. directly from € preparing or obtaining the material make immediate shipment. 
mailing cage into the colony is too jis an important one. It takes a To i ee 
great. Sometimes the plan works, great deal of time to cut up burlap dior your Aecoditton ‘ubele now 
but far too often it does not. and roll it into bundles for fuel. for your new crop of honey. 

The safest way is to introduce Right now too, burlap is scarce. Write for Complete Price List. 
the queen to from one to two After everything is said and done, 
pounds of young bees in a small we have settled on planer shavings Order Tirsust Your State 

hive or a standard hive prepared as the cheapest, the most easily ob- Beekeepers .Association 
for the purpose. We should have tainable, and requiring the least HONEY ACRES 
one such nucleus for every ten col- amount of work. A bale of shav- M. Falls, Wi 
onies in the yard. Now is the time ings such as are used for bedding, pase = 
to prepare the hive. A standard may be purchased at most feed 
hive can be made over to hold three stores. A bale will last a long time, . 

such nuclei, each division or section and the price has been quite low. 

to have three frames and an auger Right now shavings are scarce, and 

hole entrance, one inch in diameter. it would be well to put in an order BUY LOTZ SECTIONS 

Canvas strips nailed over the frame early for use next spring. There 
will separate the bees so that they are two kinds of planer shavings— 
will not unite over the top of the from hard wood and from soft You will get the finest sections 
frame. Thin boards will separate wood. Either can be used, but the 
one section from the other, soft wood shavings burn the most that can be made. Prices may 

By shaking a number of frames "apidly. . rise as lumber, labor, and manu- 
of bees from strong colonies into To overcome the blowing of soot 
the prepared hives, the old bees ©" fine shavings into the hive, we facturing costs have all advanced. 

will fly home, and the young bees place small Laan (about 2” x 2”) Protect your 1944 honey crop by 
remain. These are then sprayed of screen wire into the cover of the 
with warm sugar syrup. The queen smoker. That assures a clean smoke, buying your supplies before the 
is also sprayed with syrup, and in- and eliminates sparks. honey flow begins, so that you 

troduced directly among the bees; TO 
the same as in introducing a pack- will have all the equipment you 

age. will need. 
After a queen starts to lay eggs KEEP MORE BEES 

and raise brood in the nucleus, she And Keep Posted by Reading the 
can quite safely be introduced into BEEKEEPERS MAGAZINE 
a strong colony by the sugar syrup AUGUST LOTZ 

method. Simply remove the queen Bublehed every: mocth by, Beskowpers 
to be replaced, spray the old colo- Special Introductory Offer to Wisconsin 
ny, spray the young queen and Horticulture Readers—18 Months for $1 COMPANY 

place her among the bees in her BEEKEEPERS MAGAZINE BOYD, WISCONSIN 
new home. The frame on which 
she has been working may be Per REDS Fansing: Bich: 
sprayed and introduced also, but it



IS THE McINTOSH BEING freezes drastically reduced the east- 
OVERPLANTED? ern fruit and early vegetable crops, 

T THE annual conference of e, Cian: and summer drought caused heavy 
Ain. members of the New York - es ecene in Sis aed yields in 

Fruit Testing Association, there Rew parts ok the East. oo, . 
was considerable discussion on new } Tebruary To illustrate the situation, WEA 

varieties. Some very significant | container authorities said that if 
statements were made. It was said ‘aie LZ, the 1944 tree fruit crop is equal to 
that too much emphasis has been the 1942 crop, 16 million more 
placed on the McIntosh variety— bushel baskets will be needed than 

not that the McIntosh is not a good +==WFA WARNS AGAIN ON _ actually were used in 1943, New 
apple. It has been responsible for CONTAINER SHORTAGE fruit baskets will not be available 

much of the revival of the apple a . . to that extent in 1944. 
industry in the Northeast. However, T War ai Administration a ea 
it was argued that a sound apple has repeated its warning to 
industry canal stand indefinitely growers and shippers of fruits and COPIES OF 75-YEAR HISTORY 
on a single variety. vegetables rae new wooden sia. OF SOCIETY STILL 

rn 3 é tainers would be scarce in . 

_ soaker we yoo ue Growers and handlers of these com- AVAILABLE 
rightly so. Growers have devoted modities were asked to make the An ample supply of the 75-yeur 

up to fifty per cent of their orchard Steatest possible use of used con- History of the Wisconsin Horti- 
acreage to this one variety. Two ‘ainers of all types—including wood — cuyttural Society, with a brief his- 

things are bound to happen. First, ¢T@tes and boxes, and open-mesh tory of affiliated organizations is 
as more and more McIntosh trees "8°: still available. The price is 10 cents 
come into bearing, this variety will The outlook is dark, also, for egg per copy. 

be available to Wisconsin consum- crates of all kinds, meat packing Members might wish to have 

ers. If the supply of McIntosh is boxes and similar containers. these sent to relatives and friends, 
large, then what will happen to Retailers and the buying public to country schools and teachers, and 
varicties of poorer quality? Obvi- have been inclined to discriminate t descendants of those mentioned 

ously, they will go begging, or have against used containers, but the in the history who helped build up 
to sell at low prices. Moral: do not War Food Administration now asks — jyorticulture in Wisconsin. 
plant varieties of poor quality. them to accept produce on its mer- 

What, then, should we plant in its, irrespective of whether it is de- 

setting out a new orchard, or to in- _ livered in new or secondhand pack- WISCONSIN STATE FAIR 
crease our acreage, where we al- aging materials. Used containers, 

ready have plenty of McIntosh? WFA officials explain, should be RANES BRE ANNGUSCED 
That is a question of considerable regarded as necessary “wartime Dp of the 1944 Wisconsin 
importance. Our opinion is that packages,” comparable with a re- state fair will be Aug. 19-27, 

growers should select and examine capped rubber tire. The shortage according to an announcement by 
the qualities of the following vari- of new containers is such that many Willian. T. Marriott, state fair 
eties more closely: Cortland, Ma- fruits, vegetables and other food manager. Again this year a program 
coun, and Secor. These three vari- items in 1944 will either be deliv- of close cooperation with various 
eties do show promise in Wiscon-  ¢red in used containers or not at all. state and war agencies will feature 
sin. There are others that should Officials of the War Food Ad- the exposition. 
be tested further, but we are not ministration and the War Produc- The theme of the 1944 state fair, 
yet ready to recommend them for tion Board say that if yields are Marriott said, will again be “Aiding 
extensive planting. normal, wooden container materials a State and Nation at War,” with 

Northern Wisconsin should test will be short of the demand by 10 exhibits, premium lists, and every 
some of the new varieties from to 20 per cent. They point out that facility of this great agricultural 
Minnesota. They are especially similar shortages did not develop exposition given over to this pur 

adapted for that part of the state. as expected in 1943 because spring pose.
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N R b W ill B T t d spirits from drinking a decoction of 
Cw asp erry 1 e este evergreen leaves. Accordingly, Car- 

. 2 . tier had his men drink a brew made 
New Sunrise Red Raspberry Shows Promise from the leaves of what is sup- 

. . »0sed to have been a spruce tree. 
T. new red raspberry, Sunrise, Prices i tree the size of a lange oak was 

is a cross between Ranere and On the above basis of the Society thus consumed and “the distemper 

Latham, and originated by the U. paying one-half the cost, the price relaxed its hold, and health and 

s. Dept. of Agriculture. to any member of the Society for hope began to revisit the hapless 

Dr. George M. Darrow and Prof. 25 Plants will be $1.65 postpaid. company.” 
Harold Clark describe the new Sun- SS By H. B. Tukey, from The Rural 

ne a in ne Dept. Circu- ANOTHER IMPOSSIBLE New- Yorker. 
lar No. ¢ as follows: CROSS 

“The Sunrise has shown resis- — 
tance to low temperature in mid- p®er. Harry Graves of Fargo, ENGLISH WALNUT TREE 
winter, having come through the writing in North and South GROWS WELL AT 
winter of 1933-34 at News Bruns- Dakota Horticulture, has this to say MUKWONAGO 
wick, New Jersey, with practically about an article by a columnist in 

no injury, whereas Latham and the Minneapolis Tribune. : A from Dr. J. C. Harland 

some other varieties were severely ““You may be interested in a of Mukwonago encloses pic- 
injured. new, vegetable for 1944. It’s a com- tures of an English walnut tree 

“In the winter of 1938-39 in bination called the cu-cum-squa and grafted onto native black walnut 

southern New Jersey, the Sunrise 'S * STOSS between a cucumber and stock in the spring of 1940, Dr. 
was injured less than either Latham * squash, qe take stewing; frying, Harland says that the tree has 
or Ranere by a sudden drop in tem- boiling, even pickling. The catch: made a very rapid growth and is 
perature after a very late growing Each seed costs $5.00. Tscanit re- now about 12 feet high, 8 feet of 
season. The resistance of Sunrise St the temptation to stick a pin which is above the graft. The graft 
to leaf curl and cane diseases is into this balloon. Tam sure I am js about four feet above the ground. 

probably an important factor in its te cet when = int cross aN We consider this very interesting 
ability to withstand low tempera- ween het “Cail ans ae Fal by because many growers have found 
tures. It has been more resistant 'S "MPesstbic. Celtuce, was hailed by jg very difficult to graft the English 

than Latham to anthracnose, leaf ™Y the last couple of years a8 @  vainut onto the black walnut. 
spnt, and spur blight cross between celery and_ lettuce. 

a cae oo \ctually, it is a kind of lettuce.” 
the color aS bright red, but tubs __ : _ NEW EVERBEARING 

dark red on ripening. The berries ' 
pick casily, are firm, fine-textured, PINE NEEDLES CONTAIN STRAWBERRIES 

ee ay Meee mild ae VITAMIN C PSS YTA growers report 
m flavor. They are better in quality i. . - v iGo wae sya 
thai Gatlam y | - N interesting account of the @ REOnUsing ew everbearing 

. ee diam, C tained in: ever strawberry, the Gemzata. Growers 
Sunrise is ten to sixteen days “iam contamed in ever stated that the berries Sci \ s s ays econ tree needles ecctits i “Sek stated that the berries do not scald 

earlier than Latham, which may be STECM EEE MECHES OCCUTS TI Oe in tl and it may be a ‘ J annie . Lee . in the sun, and that it may be an 
ih AelwATTtwe fi THEE GASES ence,” offered by Maurice Donnelly all 1 1 variety. Tf plants 

1 iG oO bn “ te a of Riverside, California. The So- sa amen a ear al to 
Wi . ee Wenn ha ‘ested viet botanist B. Shishkin has re- Vi avallaples OE MUIEhE De AVE Tor saan "1 5 1 r -_ EO WEES , . ah da se . “ nol’? eee ported that needles of ordinary pine : ced growers to try it on a 

lerse ‘5 ‘he Te nere as in NCW trees contain large quantities of still scares 

in wwe fees bY a a aaney vitamin C and that biochemists in 
cin we determine its value for our yfoccow Leni tis i 
conditions, We do not recommend {yee om eiigas Pe “i OUR ‘COVER PICTURE 
\nea -planti e thi et . ganized mass production of vitamin . . 
arge planting of this variety Now. C concentrate from pine needles. Our cover picture this month 

Grow Twenty-Five Plants Mr. Donnelly then refers to Park- shows a beautiful evergreen in 

The Horticultural Society will man’s classic work “Pioneers of front of the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
pay one-half the cost of twenty-five France in the New World,” in Wm. F. Connell, Sunridge Or- 

plants to any one member who which is told of a malignant scurvy chards, Menomonie. 
wishes to test this variety, which broke out among Cartier’s Mr. Connell is vice-president of 

This method has given us much troops. It seems that Cartier ob- the Wisconsin Apple Institute. The 
valuable information because our served that an Indian who had been picture was taken following an un- 
members are located in so many long prostrate like many of his fel- usual snow storm on September 
different parts of the state. lows, appeared in high health and 26th, 1942.
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
OFFICERS DIRECTORS B.A. Lins, Spring. Green Harold planes, Whitewater, President Frank Blood, Stevens Point Walter F. Miller, Sun Prairic David Puerner, Milwaukee, Vice-President Dr. F. Graff, Freeport, Il. Dr. Geo, ‘Scheer, ‘Sheboygan H. J. Rahmiow, Madison, Cor, Secretary Fred Hagedorn, Sheboygan Leiand Shaw, Milton. Otto “Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. 4,8. Hopkins, Deerfield, I Noel Thompson, Madison 

1710 THinois Ave., Sheboygan ‘alter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc 

F ite Varieties of Gladiol 
WwW decided this year to confine A FRIEND’S ADVICE with five votes. Leading Lady re. 

. the voting on lavorite varie- \ fren’ of mine wot's got a fren’ ceived four, Lady Jane two, Coro. ties of gladiolus to the Board of Who heard sumbody sav. na two, and Helen of Troy one 
Directors of the Wisconsin Gladi- “Dis guy's got sum dandy bulbs; Pi : on ite: . ie , Salmon-Pink olus Society because it involved You better write today. ea 
much less work and postage. We 4 Tom he write dis feller Margaret Fulton received two wondered if this plan would reduce An’ he get de bulbs OK. votes, and the following one vote 
the number of varieties receiving An’ when we plant he laff at me each: Eglantine, Sharon, Cooney 
votes since the members of the An’ dis is wot he say: Lass, Glamis, Marguerite, Marion 
Board are all good growers, know _,, i i Pearl, and Picardy. thei ladiol tgs I bet you, Joe, I'm grow de bes' eir gladiolus varieties, and there- Of Glaus woul never! Gees Pinks 
fore might have a more unanimous | got more bulbs, for less dan you. Criteri ° 
opinion about certain varieties. Why ain't you wise, lak me?” -riterion received three votes. 

On the contrary, we found that But Tm jes’ laff hi x while Marion Pearl and Rosa von 
almost as many varieties received BE ein des. laltand tell pny was Lima received two each, with one 

We'll sce who gets de prizers, vote for the following: Eglantine votes as was the case when we ask- For my Glads come from old standby’s Ethel C Cole. G Gs ee Pi k ed all members to vote. This is well De Gladbook advertisers. thel Cave Cole, Greta Garbo, Pin 
illustrated by the vote on Best _. Radiance, and Variation. Variety, any color. W cll, Tom he got sum pretty Glads Yellows 

They're ol’, ol’, fren’s you see, Gold s dtl \ +t 
a An’ Tom he’s pretty tickled olden State led this class with 

Best Variety, Any Color Tell he cum my Glads to see. a total of four votes. Crinkle Cream 
Marion Pearl received two votes. om : i was next with two votes, and the Tr . i I didn’t haff to rub it in; 2 ‘ ‘ he following each received one My Glads were there to sec, following received one vote each 

vote: Hinemoa, Nana, Picardy, King An’ Tom he looks in wunder Sir Galahad, Miss Bloomington. 
William, Leading Lady, Eglantine. An’ he seys “Jus’ dumb, dat’s me.” Goldstaub, Vangold, and Golden 

» Galleon. 
The Best White -\n’ now he's got my Yearbook 

An’ he'll order from de adds Lavender 
Board members were not at all Of of standby advertisers, Baitger Beaury ived 6 wote positive in many cases as to which Who are experts on de Glads. Eh a ie C. me vere 

variety was best in any of the color eae ute weneen TREE ‘Yores —JOE PIERRE GLAD, ; 
classes, and so we have a number and Minuet ied 
of cases in which two varieties were — © . 
mentioned in one class, which ac- Greeting card from J. H. Odell, N. E.G.S. Intruder, Algonquin, and Mar- 
counts for’ the ‘large ‘number of pic pin"Cardner quoted seer vera in “7iuGise received two votes each. as 7: his Feb , 1943, di: in “B Hi ile t! ne votes some classes received. and Gardens! Acaig: wee: thank eae ‘Edgar ° 1 Tolowing received : ‘ 

In the case of the whites, Leading Lindsley, Waterville, Maine. each: Hindenburg’s Memory, Red 
Lady was first with three votes; Charm (Butt), King Bee, Rocket 
Snow Princess received two votes, Cream—Buff King Click. 
and the following received one Leading Lady is popular with Purple 
vote: Myrna, P-39, Nana, Maid of many members because it also re- King Lear led with seven votes. 
Orleans, Vreedenburg, and Mar- ceived votes in the cream class. while Vulcan received three, and 
garet Burton. However, White Gold led the field Parnassus one.
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Violets COMMENTS ON VARIETIES MISTAKES IN PEST CONTROL 

Blue Admiral received two votes, Leland C. Shaw, Milton THERE seem to be many mis- 

and the following one each: Joseph AW or so of explanation taken ideas about pest control 
Hayden, Bluet, Blue Beauty, Violet of my enclosed ballot on “Fa- and Victor H. Ries of Ohio has 

Beauty, Pelegrina, and Oberbayern. yorite Varieties” may not be out of brought this out well in a bulletin 
s order. To begin with, “best” is a by the Ohio College of Agriculture. 

oak moky 4 Varcbons OS tricky word, and I have ap- He gives the following as some of 
Pei ig inane an h ae ond plied it, in my choices, in several the common mistakes made by gar- 

“lewi recelve two iad i anne different ways, which may, or may deners. . 
fol ring one each: ie, Misty not, be evidence of my unreliabili- “Spraying Black Leaf 40 on 
Dawn, ae Machree, Sahara, ty as a judge. I ruled out, for ex- roses for the control of black spot 
Tunia’s Mahomet, and Zuni. ample, all varieties which I have and mildew. It is useless for this 

Any Other Color not grown for at least two years Purpose. 
3 and which have not done well for “Applying arsenate of lead for 
The fact that there are so many me. Then I promptly made two ex- plant lice. It won’t bother them in 

popular varieties will make it neces- ions: (1) Golde Si 
sary in another year to list all the eh Ge 7 aed 88 Vest the least, 
colors given in the premium list in i an ecause as T saw it in the “Using dusting sulfur for cater- 
order that members have an oppor- shows last summer it seemed in- pillars. It won't bother them at all. 

tunity of expressing their prefer- comparably better than any others “Putting lime in the ground for 
: ; I have seen or raised, including Van : 

ence. Since we listed only the most Gold, which is excellent; and (2) the control of insects on plants. It 

i i ? 3 ee i 1 f his. 
ao oe he nal put Krueger’s seedling which I have 8 ae ess or this 5 ‘ 
in eacing “Any other color, had no time or chance to raise but ousing plants with: dishwater 
and the following varieties received which I have been watching for © soapsuds, The grease in the wat- 
votes: Vagabond Prince two, and : e er will probably do the plants more 
Bagdad, Capeheart, Scarlet Rose some ‘ume: hi th: th ; t , 
Red, The Owl, Diane and Zacatex Nana is my choice not only as “Puig ‘a me in th 
one €ach. best white, but as best of any va- ad Oe 3 | ef im, “TRE: 

riety even though it will never be- ed a oF e e ‘contra Sete 
Seedlings come a good commercial, unless it 7” wae they OL about the 

In the seedling class Ritsema, reforms its habit of being a dis- same value as’ cornstalks. a 
1944 Introduction (P-39), received couragingly slow propagator, and Each dust or’ spray material is 

the highest number of votes. Krue- ¢ven though, to the best of my good for certain things only. No 
ger’s Pink, 447-11, was second, and knowledge, it has never won a blue one material is good for everything. 

the following were mentioned: Ha- ribbon in a major show. I have although many of them may be 

gedorn’s 437, W. C. Krueger, and raised it for four years and have combined for dual-purpose sprays 

Miller’s Lavender and yellow. never had a poor spike. Every flor- OF dusts. . 
. — et is well faced and firmly attached. “Nicotine in the form of Black 

Favorite Varieties of Leland All spikes have been straight and Leaf 40 is good only for the con- 
C. Shaw, Milton tall. Invariably the color has been trol of plant lice (aphis) and other 

Best, Any Color, Nana; White, clear—and I happen to like whites sucking insects. It must hit each 
Nana; Cream-Buff, Helen of Troy that are clear. Some day, with luck, and every insect in order to be ef- 

and Leading Lady; Salmon Pink, ll hit a show date with an average fective. It also has some value in 
Glamis; Pinks, Greta Garbo; Yel- spike of Nana, and then——! the control of leaf miners. 

lows, Golden State; Lavender, Eliz- Helen of Troy gave me by all “Arsenate of lead is effective 
abeth the Queen; Red, Hinden- odds the finest single spike I have Only for those insects that eat it 
ee of aa 3 a ever raised or seen—and I had it ae they e aC pa paid 

Smoky, Misty Dawn; “Any Other frozen tby accident ) ina cooler; ing insects such as plant tice 
Color, Vagabond Prince; Seedling, attempting to hold it for the Mid- “Sulfur, whether used as dust- 

#447-11 (Krueger’s pink). west show. But I have raised the ing sulfur or sprayed as wettable 

variety only two seasons, and not sulfur, is valuable only in the con- 

Nicholas Murray Butler: “If a all spikes have shown good facing. trol of certain diseases such as 
man’s re or efficiency is ae Bluct wins for me over Blue black spot a roses, and mite on 

ing at 45, and keeps on ascending . - any plant. It is also used in the 

just after that period, it may well Beauty on several counts, I prefer control of red spider mite on phlox, 

move upward for his whole life; its color; it makes sturdier growth evergreens, and other plants. Do 
but if there is a turn downward (for me); it makes more bulblets not use it on vegetables; it may 
at 45, he will never recover.” and they germinate easily. cause burning.”
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Garden Fail £19438 
A Round Table Report, Horticultural Society of New York 

By Patrick J. McKenna 

ANS YANG the failures of half inch depth, and covering with thus, there is not only no waste; 

the 1943 Victory Garden proved fine soil. Little seeds, when buried there is a maximum production of 

to be a timely topic, and, judgin a couple of inches in a sticky soil food. 

from the spirited discussion and that has been tamped firm, are en- Transplanting 

the numerous questions, a very per- cased as in a bed of concrete when The same lack of perspective that 
tinent one. the soil dries out. characterized thinning marked the 

Out of the questions discussed Little discrimination, too, was setting out of plants. It looked like 
and the experiences that were re- shown as to sowing dates for vari- a waste of space to set small cab- 

lated, there came this valuable con- ous crops. and in numerous in-  hage plants two feet apart, broccoli 

tribution, that the results could be stances, all kinds, both cool and jn rows 30 inches wide, and tomato 
used as a basis for a future educa- warm weather vegetables, were plants in three-foot rows. In a good 
tional program which, directed at sown at the same time. soil these crops demand this spac- 
the weak spots of 1943, would go Thinning Neglected ing. The actual transplanting of 
far to achieving greater success in Thinning is another operation plants brought its own troubles. 
1944. | eats tae ; Dere There was the ever-present tenden- 

Lack of Plans that was little understood, and, by cy to set plants too deeply, and to 
so some people, completely neglected. Pa Bly» an ad 

One of the omissions that led to Indeed, more than one person con- firm the soil around the neck of 
a number of mistakes was the lack 34, li the plants rather than around the 

sidered it a waste to remove any . 
of a_ plan. Many gardeners after seedlings. Many of the complaints roots. Tomatoes suffered little, but 
studying the catalogs and ordering that nothine but tops could be had cabbage was injured, and, to a 
all they could with no idea how Me eis kee teen on greater degree, lettuce, which rot- 

2 : . on bects, carrots, turnips, and rad- > 2 ne 
the various items would fit in, be- sy 00 + Lit “ae 3 _ ted at ground level. There were 

ss aphcneeemee rei | ishes might well be traced to neg- | es ces 
took themselves to the garden and lect of thinning out the plants to also attempts to transplant carret 
with a trowel, a line, and a collec- provide adequate space for devel- and beet seedlings with variable 
Hija oh Cee oni oe = opment. Even where thinning was and, mostly, 10 : sare 

ro plan a gi » oie arrangement ottempted, results were out of pro- Hilling 
af exppsons to, height and length ‘of portion to the importance of the One of the interesting and un 
season was not well adjusted, and operation, and this for a number looked for trends was the extension 

the result was a very crowded ef- of reasons—-the plaints were al- of the practice of mounding or hill 

fect, “With no plan, there was, of lowed to become too large for thin- ing to include nearly everything in 
course, no provision for Intererop- vine ta be of any benefit. or the the garden, Although valuable wher 
ping. succession cropping or most ih was done hurriedly and in one used against corn stalks to give bet- 
of all, for late crops. operation, with considerable dis- ter anchorage in storms, around 

Seed Sowing turbance to the plants remaining. potato plants to provide enough 
\ttempts at seed sowing account- Thinning is a very important depth to cover the developing tu- 

ed for many more mistakes, Sowing phase of vegetable culture. To be bers, around the stems of string 

depths ranged from the seeds be- effective, however. its practice is beans when six to eight inches high 

ing so shallow that they were governed by certain rather well- to prevent them from sprawling. 

washed up by the first rain to mak- defined conditions. The first thin- and as a means of blanching leeks 
ing a drill six inches deep, putting ning is given when the seedlings and celery, its use when transferred 

in-a layer of fertilizer, sowing the have made their first true leaves, to hilling beets, carrots and tur- 
seed, and then burying it. When spacing about one to two inches nips is of doubtful value. Many 
the seedlings failed to appear, a apart. The second is given ten days gardeners seemed determined to 
complaint was usually registered later, and the thinnings from beets, keep these crops and their tops 
with the seedsman. There was a lack turnips, lettuce, and some others, under the soil. The crowns fron 
of appreciation of the supreme ne- can be used for food. The third, which the tops spring were kept 
cessity of creating conditions fa- and, if necessary, other thinnings, covered and their development hin- 
vorable to seed germination, among are concerned with providing the dered. Mounding tomato plants 
which are making the soil as fine proper spacing to enable the partic- with soil induced stem roots which 
as possible several inches deep, see- ular crop to attain its maximum dried out when the high mound be- 
ing that enough moisture is pres- development. All these later thin- came dry, as was observed by one 
ent, sowing at one-quarter to one- nings have food value. Handled member.
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Fertilizers ada, the United States and Europe. FAVORS DEEP BULB 
There was evidence aplenty that Ee pene of the wm gee PLANTING 

one of the least understood of gar- ilium Sargentiac and L. regale is . : 7 
den practices was the use of fer- known as L. Princeps. L. sulphur- Deer Banting of fe ae 
tilizer. There were complaints that eum and L. regale, when hybrid- land, Michi y Marry : 

nei : 2 6 and, Michigan, is not a new idea 
directions for its use were not uni- ized produced L. sulphurgale. The eval in Aimeriea, 1 advised ‘such 
form, that the advice about quanti- first to combine the three species lantine 15 or Hore ears ‘aco for 
ties to use was conflicting, and that was the late J. W. Crow of Simcoe, P d s > h . 

lot of fertilizer was used with- Ontario, and the strain of lilies S°™°CDINS Purposes, oth for tu 
= wees . : : ;. lips and hyacinths. I practiced such 
out much result. These criticisms which resulted is known as Crow’s latitirig lone vears ‘before in: Ene- 

| are not serious when one considers hybrids. The plants grow to five or E nd; where Fangs a grower jen 
the almost infinite variety of needs six feet or more in height, bloom had-recominended it aa a tieans of 
that plants and soils demand, in later than L. regale, and are fully preventing too rapid splitting up 
the light of which it is not possible hardy in the northern states and 114 as a preventative against fire 
to give uniform advice. Those who adjoining Canada. The flowers are disease, which often. is due to in- 
handled the educational side of fer- similar to those of L. regale, but ai to the foliace by spring frasts 
tilizers did so very capably, and larger, and vary considerably in the jury Be &Y °P 8 . 

made an honest effort to find a amount of yellow in the throat and In my garden there is a clump of 
basis for sound advice. external coloring of the trumpet. tulips, | the old cottage variety L 

It is not the amount of fertilizer Another very fine strain which 8vsnenana spathulata which was 
applied, but rather the amount includes the blood of Lilium centi- planted 23 years ago and which 
which the plants can use, which will folium is known as Green Moun- two Of three years later, through 
determine the crop. The use of fer- tain hybrids. Seedlings of L. Prin- *#SIN& the level of a bank, we 
tilizer is governed by various fac- ceps are also in the trade. covers with: another: 12 inches of 
tors, the chief one being moisture. Since these lilies are raised from soil. The bulbs are at least 18 inch- 
Only when sufficient moisture is seeds, they should be referred to deep and have never been 
present can it be used. Fertilizer as strains, although there are indi- ash yet each, year ‘they bloom 
is also influenced by the kind of viduals in every batch of seedlings >tavely. . 
soil, whether sand, clay or loam; well worthy of vegetative propa- T. A. Weston, Hillsdale, N. J., 
by the physical conditions, that is, gation. in December 1, 1943 Horticulture 
whether the soil is fine and friable, G. L, Slate, Geneva, New York. (Mass.). 
or whether it is full of hard clods. In New York Nursery Notes. — 
All things considered, a soil with sa «8 
a good humus content, and well CARE OF THAT AZALEA — INSURE ENOUGH! 
supplied with moisture, will use fer- PLANT es plant a 
tilizer more efficiently than one H° are some suggestions for = 4 
which is hard and dry. the care of Azalea plants, which \ . WibTo RY 

Condensed from The Monthly make such popular gifts: (1) Aza- We \ Ot! : 
Bulletin, Horticultural Society of leas are broad leaved evergreens y % ok BARDEN 
New York. and require plenty of moisture. WEES Ss 4 u 

———— Never let them become dry, espe- _isA = ae 
HYBRID LILIES cially during the flonaing peed. Pa i cowie claieon 

T= Regal lily, Lilium regale, is (2) Water with rain water or are dependable, have been for 57 
well-known to gardeners and melted snow. City water is usually years. Send now for Olds’ 1944 illus- 

nurserymen as one of the hand- alkaline and Azaleas like acidity. raved seed Book egestas. Kone 

somest and most satisfactory of all [ight sprinklings of alum worked ee 
garden lilies. Less well-known, but into the soil will help keep the soil ane] sents sige po Vy a 
equally beautiful, is L. Sargentiac, acid. Nate Ae casas 
which flowers later than L. regale. (3) The average home has an Tam qs i SOY UY 

Still later and even more magnifi- atmosphere too dry for Azaleas. Fics geri: I . 
cent than the preceding species is Keep the air moist and spray the (Ie aii i wUGhTe at] Aver 
L. sulphureum, a native of Burma, leaves of the plants daily. at are Na a 
and generally considered to be lack- (4) Best temperatures are below Legs y 
ing in hardiness in the eastern 70 degrees F. aA te) en 
United States. In the writer’s gar- (5) In the spring plunge the pot A, «ite fo Olds FREE cotclog ond 
den, plants have endured several into the garden on the shady side | = i Seer, High’ food vale, assy to.gresr 
winters without injury. of the house. Keep well watered 

These three species have been and bring in before frost in the ee OLDS SEED sua 
hybridized by lily breeders in Can- fall. .
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Vegetable Varieties For The Home Garden 
O. B. Combs 

Home gardeners are expected to pro- leaves is rising in popularity. 
duce even more vegetables this year Chinese Cabbage: Chihili for general than in 1943. Seed supplies are now ra EE ap use. Don't sow Chinese cabbage before more plentiful than a year ago, but ff PR i ie Se June 20. Neither Pe-tsai nor Wong shortages are apparent in a a AT , = i Bok have consistently given satisfac- portant varieties. Because of labor Pa AEs eee tion in Wisconsin. ed ess. Galan ay 6 shortages and unprecedented demands ica: Pe Ef Cucumbers: Straight Eight is the all- for seed, increasing delays in filling ia ay le aes purpose cucumber. Varieties like Chi- 
orders can be expected from all seeds- Ea oa ae cago Pickling are excellent for small men as the spring rush season arrives. Riper ace F Fo pickles, but not suited where both 
It is important, therefore, that home epee R slicers and dills, as well as small gardeners plan orders early. ip ajc sweets, are wanted. As a seed conservation measure 8 2h Sw — Eggplant: Black Beauty is the home gardeners should arrange to se- choice. New Hampshire Hybrid is ear. 

ae plants tee lier but the smaller, rounder, duller rathe’ : 
grow plants themselves. It is especially , colored fruits are less desirable. 
important that none of the limited Grow Broccoli Kale: Dwarf Green Scotch is stand- 
supply of cabbage and tomato seeds Broccoli should be more commonly ard. Kale is ‘not overly Popular, but its be Wasteds Owiidin Horie gafdens« its Food value food value is excellent. Cool weather 

gr cacaltent mr racticall everyone and light frosts improve its flavor. 

VARIETIES FOR WISCONSIN enjoys its delicate flavor, Green Sprout. _Kobl-rabi: White Vienna is mos 
= ing, ysometimes listed ig Calabrese, is commonly listed by seedsmen, but One of the first requirements of suc- the standard variety * Purple Vienna is of higher quality. 

cessful home vegetable production is : 
the careful choice of varieties. Those Cabbage: Golden Acre is the stand- Lettuce 
mentioned here are confined to those ard, round-head early cabbage. Those Lettuce: Grand Rapids is the choice 
known to be adapted to Wisconsin who are willing to sechifce Broscten leaf lettuce for quality, but Black 
growing conditions. ; or quality may prefer heatde Re <©- Seeded Simpson is hardier and more 
Asparagus: Mary Washington is the field which has pointed heads. Resis- productive. For head lettuce grow but- standard variety. Paradise is a new, tant Detroit and Jersey Queen are the ter-head varieties as White Boston, rapidly-developing type worthy oftrial yellows-resistant rogues of these May King, or Crisp As Ice. Crisp head for new beds. see chee Tor lant ects varieties are not very dependable in : ‘ i - 8 ~ Wi in. Beans: Stringless Green Fed 18: ae age; Wisconsin All Seasons is the yel- secre oe . gested as a standard bus! green pod. low-resistant form of this variety. Muskmelon: Delicious for earliness Giant Stringless Green Pod is a little Those who enjoy red cabbage, should combined with larger size, and good larger and often'slightly more produc~ se Menmouth Rock moa or if “ality. Milwaukee Market and Pride tive. Tendergreen is of superior quali- yellows is suspected, use Red Hol- of Wisconsin for second-early and late. Ga or pas) roduetive an Wiconsia. lander , Onions: Yellow sets are most com- a flat-podde reen bus! ean is . , it . 

preferred, ‘Bountiful or the newer Plen- Carrots: Red Cored Chantenay is itay ke et ene ee well 
tiful te a oe Soret toe bone @ateen bem mature onions grow Early Yellow listed as Roun ‘odde: idney ax, 7 out Globe, Southport Yellow, Red or White is a favorite round-podded wax. Pencil ene. Sarlice and soared py tome Globe and Yellow Globe Damsen, For 
Pod Black Wax is of superior quality, bunching iyne ecrroe hike iaperate a larger, milder onion, grow Sweet but is usually less productive and a & typ! : iP Spanish, although it is a little too late few days later. For all-around useful- should be grown only in deep, loose for production from seed sown in the 
ness, Kentucky Wonder is unsurpassed soils. Imperator grows more slowly and garden. 
as a green podded pole bean for home is therefore somewhat later than Red Parsley: Moss Curled is the standard eardens: If - Bole, ee ban de- Cored Chantenay. variety and only a few plants or a few oO ; 
ake ined en water a Cauliflower: Either Early Snowball eee of ry are needed by the average 

Only the small seeded limas consis- 0f Super Snowball will give good re- "OMe Barents. y : 3 : sults with good weather and properly Parsnip: Guernsey, also listed as tently produce well in Wisconsin— gi Property Hollow Cro d Ideal, j 
Henderson Bush and Baby Potato. If grown plants. monl. town an , Is most com- 
dry beans are to be grown, either Celery: Golden Plume and Golden P y & . G . . White Navy or Great Northern should Self-Blanching are both suitable. If a nen he tea , peaking, aa 1 . 7 . : had without sacrificin; be used. Great No is slightly late, green type celery is desired, thickness of flesh. Harris’ Early Giant earlier and is considered of superior Giant P, 1 ferably th li t a ‘ quality for baking. want Fascal or preferably the earlier, is an excellent early variety, but is not 5 Balin Woadse 3 th higher quality, Utah Pascal is sug- to be compared with California Won- ets: ly onder is now the der in thickness of flesh. Regular Cali- standard early beet and is equally use- ne i) Dueaiiueds th fornia Wonder is later than might be ful for greens and small beets. Grow h vO tle rie i. most common ‘desired for Wisconsin. Earlier strains Detroit Dark Red or the improved chard availab e, but the Large White- “of this excellent variety are listed by type, Perfected Detroit, for late beets. Ribbed type with smooth, darker green seedsmen as Cal-Wonder, Harris’ Won-
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der, Fordhook and Oakview Wonder. ° 

Grow Red chit it'a hot penoer se Victory Gardeners and Treated Seed 
sired. Early Pimento is an excellent 
pimento pepper. R. E. Vaughan 

Potat: 2 
otarocs postat laws and regulations seedsmen have already been treat- 

Potatoes: Red Warba and Irish Cob- have now been clarified i e- | . 
Med for ‘eatly potatoes,, Chippewa as’a - f i a . in a ing vegetable seed as a special ser- 

medium late and Katahdin and Russet fn P seed eesti ‘ a _ I- vice to their customers. Now that 
Rural for regular lates. ce of seed treated with a 1ungi- ine ‘ 
Pumpkins: Early Prolific Straight- cide. This is important to victory Postal regulations nave! been 

neck is suggested if a summer “squash” gardeners, many of whom have be- made clear more seeds will be 

is desired. Green or Golden Table Come aware of the benefits to be treated. Gardeners wishing such 
Queen are favorite fall “squashes. ° : . 

Small Sugar and Winter Luxury are derived from using treated seed. seed should ask for it when plac- 

uncsilent i Bie. let Globe is th a = gives a surer os where ing their orders for the 1944 sea- 
Radish: Early Scarlet Globe is the seed-borne fungi may do damage . on Fungici : ; ‘ “ : cides used include: 

standard early red radish. White Icicle, der unfavorable conditions. Seed 8 . 
lates treatment is protective insurance Semesan, Cuprocide, Spergon, Ara- Rutabagas: American Purple Top is . . 25 oe 
standard for home gardens. against damping-off and some forms een and similar compounds, depend- 
Salsify: Sandwich Island is the only of root rot. Victory Gardeners "8 On the response of different 

variety commonly listed by seedsmen. should ask for treated seed for kinds of seeds to the treatment 
Spinach: Good varieties of = spin- their 1944 gardens. given, These treatments are all 

ach include Long Standing Bloomsdale, . based on carefully conducted trials 
King of Denmark and Giant Nobel. The U. S. Post Office Depart- under a variety of conditions 
New a, a hot a aie ment ruling is as follows: “Seeds y , 
spinach, is well suited to our condi- : ss : : 
tions, highly productive and a satis- treated with a fungicide will be ee 

iactory substitute for true spinach, cepted for transmission in the mails 
especially during the long hot days of when enclosed in two strong envel- “LIVE AT HOME AND 

summer when true spinach goes to opes, the inside envelope to con- LIKE IT” 
seed. : . tain the seed. In no case should the 

Soybeans: Bansei is the variety most 1 bul f t d 

commonly available from seedsmen. snve Ope J ulge rom 100 many See A 
Giant Green is earlier and therefore enclosed.” This ruling was given by New 190 Pare Book 
better suited for the northern part of Mr. J. D. Hardy, General Super- Home Gardening and 

the state. Mendota, a new arity re- intendent, Division of Railway General Horticulture 

kasd hy the Wacomsin Everest Mail Service, U. S. Post Office for the Newt 
ited quantity from a few seedsmen Department, and dated July 27, by 

this year. This variety should be avail- 1943. FRANC P. DANIELS 

able in 1945. The seed companie: d distri- 
Squash: Buttercup and Green Gold but © wh h: ade il d ‘e ds 

are especially recommended as medi- OLS: WHO) Be i P Agee (See A Complete “Short Course” 
um-sized, early squash of excellent through the mails will take precau- in Horticulture 
quality. Both store well. Kitchenette tion to be certain that: 
for those who like a small squash of “ 

the Green Hubbard type. Golden Hub- (1) All packets and boxes have The “When, Why and How” 
band is excellant! the flaps completely and firmly of the Most Common Problems 

Sweet Corn: Golden Gem (60 days), sealed. and Practices of the: Northern 
. urist 

Golden Sunshine (68 days) and Extra (2) Envelopes must not be over- 
Early Bantam (72 days) are best. Good j,,4ed so as to create excessive in- 
hybrid varieties include North Star (69 Written in Simple, Und 

. ernal pressure. Pe) oe days), Our Choice (71 days), Marcross t P standable Layman’s 
13-6 (72 days), Northern Cross (75 (3) Single envelopes or packets Language 

fon and Golden Cross Bantam (85 must be enclosed in a strong envel- 
ys). sy: 

Tomatoes: Bounty and Victor are ope before mailing. . Price, Only $1.00 
very similar and are suggested along (4) Orders involving several Postpaid 

mn vee and veiene sspecialy packets will have to be enclosed in 
for home gardens in northern Wiscon- * 
< a strong envelopes or preferably in 
sin, Stekesdal Nent f = 

cid carly and ‘natd "erop: Ruteers. id strong cardboard or fiber boxes that THE MINNETONKA 

recommended as a late tomato espe- will prevent crushing from extern- PUBLISHING CO. 
cially for canning. Good yellow-fruited al pressures. 
are Mingold and Jubilee. Seed h do a good job of LONG LAKE, MINNESOTA 

Turnips: Purple Top White Globe is ECCSINER: Call if 8 J Box W 
the most commonly grown. Shogain or seed treatment with small expense 
Seven Top are best for greens. and little waste of material. Some
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Whence Came the Malling Apple Rootstocks 
and What are They? 

Many of These “New” Stocks Have Been Known for Years. But Recently 
‘They Have Been Separated Out Into Something Like “Varieties” 

By H. B. Tukey, Geneva 

TT name “Malling” associated there were several types masquer- in genetic make-up and their per- 

with advertisements and stories ading under the name of Doucin formance can be definitely foretold 
about dwarf fruit trees raises the and of Paradise. He separated these \WVhen a variety of apple, as MclIn- 
frequent questions, “What are the into pure lines or “clones.” tosh, is budded onto a numbered 
Malling rootstocks?”’, “Where did From various sources, Doctor Malling rootstock, as Malling I, the 
they come from?”, “Where did Hatton selected 16 types of root- resulting tree is a combination of 
they get their name?”, “What value stocks for the apple, propagated a known variety and a known root- 
are they ?”. them, and worked various varieties stuck, and it can be said definitely 

Briefly, Malling rootstocks are of apples upon them. He designated from previous experience just how 
rootstocks which were recently the types by number, using Roman __ the tree will behave. 

standardized at the East Malling numerals. The prefix “Malling,” Following is a brief summary of 
Research Station, East Malling, “M,” or “EM” is now used with two Malling apple rootstocks, 
Kent, England; hence the name. the numbers to identify them fur- their origin, and something about 
They are of special interest just ther, as ‘Malling 1X,” referring to their performance from observa- 
now as offering possibilities for the location where the standardiza- tion and trial at the Experiment 
improved dwarf fruit trees for gar- tion work was done. Station at Geneva since the season 
den planting, for smaller than Variation in Dwarfing Effect of 1928 when they were introduced 
standard fruit trees for commercial Most interestingly, the perform- from England. 
orcharding, and for the adaptation «nce of varieties on these rootstocks Malling I. Broad-leaved English 
of fruit trees to various soil and varied appreciably. Some rootstocks Paradise (of Rivers) —Of English 
climatic situations. were extremely dwarfing, some origin, selected by T. Rivers as a 

Used as Dwarfing Stocks were slightly less dwarfing, some chance seedling about 1860. Vig- 
The story behind the Malling were still less dwarfing, and some orous and tall growing in_ stool 

rootstocks goes back to the use of were not dwarfing at all. Ina gen- beds; shoots heavy, mature early 
special dwarfing rootstocks in Eng-  ¢ral way he grouped these stocks and can be removed from the moth- 
land and on the continent. There, into (a) very dwarfing, (b) semi- er plant in fall; roots easily and 
dwarfing rootstocks have been wide- dwarfing, (c) vigorous, and (d) well; no injury from severe win- 
ly used, especially for apple and very vigorous. American terminolo- ters of 1933-34 and 1942-43; 100 
pear. Roughly, the dwarfing root- gy has used a somewhat similar per cent survival over 6-year peri- 
stocks for the apple were divided grouping but has referred to them od. Makes semi-dwarf tree, well 
into the very dwarfing forms, called as (a) dwarfing, (b) semi-dwarf- anchored, early fruiting. Promising. 
Paradise, and the semi-dwarfing ing, (c) semi-standard, and (d) Malling IX. Jaune de Metz (of 
forms, called Doucin, but the desig- standard, , Dieudonné); also called Yellow 

nationss are by no means accurate. Here, then, are a series of apple Metz—Selected as a chance seed- 
It is of passing interest to note rvotstocks which are relatively “old” ling in France about 1879. Shoots 
that Paradise is derived from in that most of them have been of only medium height and diameter 
“Pommier de Paradis” of the known for many years—some of in stool beds, roots easily and well 
French and refers to the forbidden them several centuries—but which but requires care and attention; no 
fruit of the Garden of Eden. Dou- are at the same time relatively injury from severe winter of 1933- 
cin is derived from the French “new” to American horticulture and 34; no injury, 1942-43; 50 per cent 
word “douceur” meaning “sweet- which are now under trial and survival over 6-year period. Roots 
ness.” Both terms refer to the type being studied for what use they snap and break easily. Makes very 
of fruit which the plants will pro- may be. They are not propagated dwarf tree, bears very early, first 
duce if allowed to fruit and if not from seed, as are the apple root- or second year in orchard, shallow 
grafted with some other sort. stocks now universally used in rooted, likely to lean unless sup- 

In an examination of these root- American nurseries, but by layers ported, easily broken. Valued as a 
stocks in European nurseries, Dr. and cuttings in a manner similar to garden plant; recommended. 

R. G. Hatton of the East Malling grapes and currants. Accordingly, Condensed from January 1, 1944 
Research Station, observed that all of the individual plants of a Farm Research, N. Y. Experiment 

they were badly mixed and that given numbered type are identical Station, Geneva.
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1944 ALL-AMERICA FLOWER How You May Improve AND VEGETABLE 
e SELECTIONS 

Blooming of House Plants jy cat throug ofcia ria gar 
L. C. Grove, Iowa State College dens located throughout the 

country, outstanding new varieties 

To use of the proper soil mix- action of the soil allows more air of flowers and vegetables have been 

ture is important in controlling into the soil. This in turn develops selected and are being introduced 
bloom on house plants. Good flow- a larger and healthier root system. to the public in 1944. 
ering results from a soil mixture Proper watering then is very im- Petunia Cheerful—Bronze Medal 
composed of two parts medium portant in controlling bloom in Clear, light pink, free-flowering. 
heavy garden soil, one part sand, house plants. Height, about one foot; mound- 
and one part well-rotted manure. Light, temperature and humidity shaped plants, 2% inch single flow- 
The use of peat moss in place of all play an important part in con- ers. Blooms from early in the sea- 
the manure delays flowering and trolling bloom. High humidity in- son until killing frosts. 
causes dropping of the leaves. duces a healthier, more luxuriant Marigold Mammoth Mum— 
Overfertilizing may result in growth. This makes for more beau- Honorable Mention 

blind growth or no bloom. Blind tiful bloom. Set your flowering Huge chrysanthemhm - flowered 
growth may result in your poin- plants immediately above wet sand. marigold. Plants are bushy, strong, 
settia if you feed with nitrogen be- Use metal trays that will hold wat- and erect. Color rich lemon yellow. 
tore the flower bracts start to show er. Keep the sand wet all the time. Flowers from August until freez- 
color. Wait until color develops and This method increases humidity ing weather. Excellent long-lasting 
feed the liquid manure. Very di- around the plants. cut flowers for the house. 
lute, but frequent (2 weeks) feed- Temperature is very important VEGETABLE AWARDS 
ings of dissolved fertilizer should in controlling bloom. A 70 degree Lettuce Great Lakes— 
be the rule with flowering plants. temperature during the day is best Bronze Medal 
Bloom in geraniums may be con- for most flowering house plants. A variety developed at Michigan 

trolled by planting in rather small Lower temperatures than this are Experiment Station, in conjunction 
sized pots. Use pots about four and better than higher temperatures. with the Department of Agricul- 
not more than five inches in di- The temperature at night should be ture. Iceberg type similar to Im- 
ameter. This allows the plants to 10 degrees lower than the day tem- _perial 456. It is a summer lettuce, 
be checked in vegetative growth perature. No food is made by the standing the heat and sun, and does 
when a reasonable size is attained. plant at night, because leaves do not go to seed until late. 
This check in growth allows food not make food in the absence of Cucumber Cubit—Bronze Medal 
materials to be stored. The result light. Therefore, your plants are A dark green, white spine, cyl- 
is that your geranium is thrown healthier at 55 to 60 degree night indrical cucumber, with rounded 
over into a state of flowering. temperature. You can control the ends. Ideal for slicing and ship- 
Many homemakers have had the development of flower buds by ping. It is comparable to Colorado, 
experience of growing geraniums growing your plants at the proper A and C, and Straight 8, but makes 
in large volumes of soil with little temperature. Experiments have better and more fruits for early 
or no bloom resulting. Fertilizing shown that most flowering pot picking, and is a more prolific 
and watering too well produce lots plants form their buds at about 65 bearer. 
of beautiful foliage, but usually no degrees. At higher temperature Bush Snap Bean Kenstonian 
bloom appears. Be sure to grow than this, many plants will produce © Greenpod—Honorable Mention 
your geraniums on the dry side. Do no blooms. The temperature can Is entirely stringless and fiber- 
not water until the soil feels dry be raised to about 70 degrees when less, round, meaty, straight pods. 
to the touch. it is known that the buds have set. Plants hold up a long time, make 
You will do well to water most Condensed from Iowa Extension good growth, and produce for a 

all your house plants in this fash- Circular. long time. A dependable producer. 
ion, Watering is the most impor- 
tant operation in growing house jE a, 

plants. The wise florist does not S A V E T R E E S$ 
trust a novice to water the plants. | Cavity Treatment General Landscaping Large Tree Moving 
Knowing how to water properly We are insured 
must be learned from practice and | Fertilizing Lakeside 2907 Removals 
experience. Most troubles from Pruning . . . . 
house plants arise from over-wat- Wisconsin Tree Service ee 
ering. Roots of most plants resent 2335 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee 
constantly wet soil, The dy, ttt OG
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4416 Taft Road, Kenosha Mrs. H. R. English, 1722 Chadbourne Ave., Mrs. F. E. Willard, Ist Vice-President Madison S, Madison District Oakfield HJ. Rahmlow, Corresponding Secretary Mrs. O. H.’ Burgermeister, 2127 S. 87th St . . 424° University Farm Pl, Madison 6 West Allis 14, Milwaukee District Mrs. Walter Dakin, 2nd Vice-President Mrs. John West, R. 2, Manitowoc 4110 Mandan Crescent, Madison 5 Sheboygan District 

Mrs. Norma Robinson, Lake Geneva, 
South Central District 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE C Wy 2 A quote Eddie Cantor, “Let’s hang 
. . Sy , y the paperhanger with paper!” 

Sor. ek Lehman oe 2 NS Y Wea Looking forward to meeting you “Letter to America,” which was SVAN {- Ze fo ee at the Regionals, I am 
published in Stars and Stripes a \) 7 { pied Patrioticall 
Weekly, a N. Africa soldiers’ news- y ry - aio RH Ss 1 paper. Gil Aa rs. R. H. Sewell. 

“The world must build a new E SH ek 0 — 
house, America ; a house big enough - [Ss . x SPECIAL BULLETIN 
for all its people to live in. For een 
we are on the beaches in Africa wes Just received $21.00 from the 
waiting to splinter the old house, iG “WAZ >= Ceresco Garden Club, Ripon, as a 
crash in its weak rafters, rip up p : PO AT ops oo : . By (Sill: t the Federat: its rotten floor boards—open it to AVY ESS S , 5 We” Wa meution 3 i edera ibe 
the sky. A house so great will need eS > Was y == \ ar Service Fund, this amount be- 

a firm foundation, America, and SSS P CEEER= ing the proceeds of a bake sale re- 

the foundations we remember in ——— Nee cently sponsored by the Club. 
your hills and valleys—the concrete SS a Excellent work, members of the 
of the structure needs firm lumber ; a ew Ceresco Garden Club and sincere 
from your tall benevolent trees to rs thanks f fi ot 
make the form; water from cool . : j ANKS ‘tor’ YOUR "Very. “ine: support: 
and tolerant streams to make the We Planning this puaiect for post- Mrs. Chester Thomas, War Serv- 
mix; granite from your deepest Wa" employment? , ice Chairman. 
quarries for toughness and strength Your President and Mrs. Thomas, 
and hardening by your warm and your War Service Chairman, were TTT TT 

overseeing sun. IT IS TIME to lated * i ae en NEW GARDEN CLUB ORGAN. 
begin these foundations now, Amer- Of the Federation in lonating Jellies 
ica, time to draw up the blueprint!” and Christmas decorations. The re- IZED AT MANITOWOC 

While paying tribute to the mem- SPONSE far ars the request A garden club was organized in 
ories of Washington and Lincoln, and we thank you for your gener’ Manitowoc in January by Mrs. 
what recognition are we planning OS'Y fe ee, i istri 
for these Architects of Time? Are that you will BIVe the same support John West, Manitowoc, District . , to the’ 1944 projects. President. we answering Mrs. Dean’s request There 49 chart embers 
to plant Highways of Memory. led ere were “7 charter mem 
Have we submitted the “blueprint” Waste: Pager 3 of the organization, most of them 
of a permanent highway to the In a night letter, Donald B. Nel- being present at the first meeting. 
highway to the Highway Commis- son, WPB, informed Mrs. Frost of Some interesting programs have 
sion so that they may combine it the National Council that “We must been planned by the officers, who 
with their plans? Are we beautify- have 8,000,000 tons of waste paper are: President, Harold H. Groth; 
ing entrances and preparing our in 1944.” Accordingly, Mrs. Frost Vice-President, Max P. Grimer; 
villages, towns and cities for their appeals to every member club to Secretary-Treasurer, Miss Cather- 
peaceful and victorious return? Are help with this important drive. To ine Danehy.
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FOUR REGIONAL MEETINGS ® ° 

WISCONSIN GARDEN cLUB. Boys in Service 
FEDERATION : 
Sekai an Appreciate Jelly 

le Federation Executive Board The Red Cross Expresses Appreciation 

voted in October to hold the . . . 
Regional meetings in March this Beer from the American dition, but it was received at the 

year. The following schedule has Red Cross at Truax Field, hospital in ample time so that it 

been arranged : Madison, signed by Agnes Kelliher, could be gotten out to the wards 

Tuesday, March 7. Madison and Assistant Field Director, and Sam- and mess halls before Christmas 

South Central Districts. Kennedy wel O. Satterfield, Field Director, morning. The amount so far ex- 
Manor, 1 Langdon Street, Madi- to Mrs. Chester Thomas, our War ceeded our expectation that it was 

ons Service Chairman, gives the fol- aie hi oe Pic homemade 
: _ lowing message: jelly for breakfast during the wee 

Regrets §, Milwan “Glasses of jelly arrived from all between Christmas and New Year’s 

over the state. I wish every mem- and even on New Year’s morning. 
Thursday, March 9. Sheboygan per of your organization could have The glasses were beautifully wrap- 

District. First Reformed Church, teen here to see how attractively ped and were a decorative as well 
Ninth and Hancock Sts., Mani- they were done. Frankly, we do not as a delicious contribution to the 

towoc.. know exactly how many glasses patients’ meals. The wreaths were 

Friday, March 10. Fox River were sent to the hospital, but our beautiful and added so much to the 

is ba Hotel Retlaw, estimate was around two thousand. igs appearance a the Red Cross 
om ic. “On Christmas morning each boy ouse and the wards. 

Registration will begin at 10:15 received a glass. Those who were “We cannot sufficiently express 

am. bed patients had theirs on their the appreciation of the patients for 

State officers, district presidents, trays, and the others who were able the fine contribution you people 

and committee chairmen will appre- to walk to mess found a glass at made to their Christmas.” 
ciate the cooperation of every club each place. Captain Robert Leeds, _ 

in each district in securing a large who is in charge of hospital mess, EDITOR’S NOTE ON REPORTS 

attendance. told us that the boys were just like Several issues of this magazine could 

Every garden club member is children they were so delighted, and have been filled with copy of reports 

digible to attend all sessions. Re- he added that not one glass was a by the various chairmen and of- 
2 se . 7 cers at the annual meeting. The ques- 

stricted travel conditions this war left on a table. Each boy took his tion we must always ask is, “Which 

year will limit the number of visits glass back to his ward to keep as_ js most important—discussion of future 

to clubs which may be made by a souvenir. plans and horticultural information—or 

state officers. The regional meet- “Every shipment came through in reports of past activities?” 

ings afford an opportunity to meet perfect condition. Everyone men- When the time comes to make the 
: 7 . < decision, the editor just does the best 

your officers, chairmen and associ- tioned the wreaths which helped so he can, knowing full well it will not be 

ates in the Federation, to discuss much to make the holidays more - satisfactory to all. 

objectives and get the help and in- festive. The Red Cross staff had Reports of programs or projects 

spiration that come from these con- a lot of fun hanging them all over which were fully described when they 

tacts. ‘ the Recreation Building. The pa- [00K place should not be republished, 
May we look forward to seeing tierits were very cross when they because: it. would \be irenetition: 

you at your regional meeting the had to be taken down. “ . 

second week in March? We are “Please tell the members of your d “om = ik Kings sultry’ to- 
anticipating that pleasure. organization in your report to con- “t Corge, Fuinic ee Fane 

Mrs. Walter Dakin, General sider themselves unsung heroes. corse su h, does you shine 
: : , 8 h’d be pushin’ dis broom if ah 

Committee Chairman. We know the numbers of hundreds a P . oe 
: could prognosticate de precipita- 

 _ of hours that went into the prep-  {;5,, >» 
Let us never forget that culti- aration, Without such interest and : 

vation of the earth is the most im- cooperation, our program could not s 

portant labor of man. Unstable is be successful.” ~s Absent Minded 

the future of a country which has Letter From Camp McCoy “Imagine my embarrassment,” 
lost its taste for agriculture. If A letter from Florence A. Wells said Dumb Dora, “when, according 

there is one lesson of history that of the Station Hospital at Camp to my usual custom, I looked under 

is unmistakable, it is that national McCoy to Mrs. Thomas states in the bed before retiring. I had for- 

strength lies very near the soil— part as follows: “Not only wasevery gotten that I was in an upper 
Daniel Webster. single box of jelly in excellent con- berth.”
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MILWAUKEE DISTRICT REPORT FOX RIVER VALLEY DISTRICT Sheboygan made wreaths which were 
The Milwaukee District has had a REPORT placed on Christmas trays for every 

very busy and successful year. Two (Condensed) person in the old People’s home. Ply- 
new clubs have been added to our mouth performed a like service for 
membership. The District held two meetings in their local hospital. 

In December, 1942, the Milwaukee 1942, regional and annual. Regional Plymouth alone had a flower show. 
County clubs met under the direction meeting held at Oshkosh, February 25, Sheboygan had to put forth a great 
of the War Service Chairman, Mrs. State and district chairmen attending. effort for the local victory garden ani 

Chester Thomas, to make decorations Annual meeting was held at Ripon, State Gladiolus Show held at the new 
for Christmas. These were 1,546 small September 2nd. District is sponsoring Armory. 

sprays and miniature wreaths; 36 feet the planting of Memorial Highway in The Sheboygan District was organ- 
of evergreen garland, 4 large wreaths, memory of our boys overseas and jzed in 1938 and this is the first time 

2 V’s for Victory. All were shipped and home. State Trunk Highway 41 from we had a regional meeting. This meant 
delivered to Camp McCoy, Truax Field, Oshkosh to Little Chute. a great deal to us for we are so few 

Red Cross Headquarters, WAAC’s Of- Conducted flower judging schools in clubs. 
fice and the Naval Reserve Office. Green Bay, Wausau, Stevens Point, We had our annual meeting on Sep- 

In February the district planned a June 21, 22, 23, Mr. H. Sonn chairman. tember 24 with a record attendance oi 
regional meeting. The state officers Poster contest of victory gardens 56. 
and state chairmen came to Milwaukee made by grade schools, Menasha gar- The Sheboygan club has an official 
and met with the Milwaukee district den club, Oakfield, Wisconsin Rapids. photographer and its own projector, 

to discuss plans for an “all-out” Vic- Prizes donated by president Fox River so we were able to show our gardens 

tory Program. Valley district, awarded to Menasha in review to the visitors. We feel we 
In March the district held an all- and Oakfield. can recommend this to other clubs. 

day session for the purpose of instruct- Radio programs given last Friday Manitowoc sponsored a_ boulevard 
ing the members in Victory Garden and last Wednesday of the month, planting and Sheboygan has elected a 
and Harvest Show activities. War-time Mrs. U. F. Ammel, Fond du Lac, chair- project chairman and is sponsoring a 

flower arrangements were also pre- man. city-wide cooperation for memorial 
sented. Menasha Garden Club arranged a__ planting. 

In April Milwaukee County had series of Victory Harvest Programs. Mrs. Zelma Snell, District President 
a scrap book matinee. At this time all Broadcasts were given on five succes- 

the books made by the clubs during sive Sundays at 1 p. m. at Oshkosh. ——— | 

the winter were brought in. An en- Attended three Board meetings, three 
joyable afternoon was spent in view- judging schools, two district meetings, SAINTPAULIA DISCOVERED | 
ing the books. Bird houses, vases and one convention — Chicago, National 

more than 100 books were packed and Council of State Garden Clubs, May IN EAST AFRICA 
shipped to Camp McCoy and other 4th to 6th. 

hospitals. . oo. Three new clubs were organized, T” Saintpaulia was discovered 
In August the Milwaukee district seven garden centers. Menasha garden by Baron Walter von Saint 

garden clubs played an important part club held victory harvest show, Wau- Paul in the Primeval Forest of the 
in the Harvest Festival sponsored by paca garden club held victory harvest . . 
the Milwaukee OCD Victory Garden show, also are planting a living me- Usambara, East Africa, ranging 
Committee at the Milwaukee Audi-  jorial in honor of service men and at elevations from fifty to five 

torium. . . women. Cost $125. . thousand feet, and growing not 
hey peteber the Milwaukee District yes. B, J, Fitzgerald, President Fox only in rich vegetative soil but on 
eld its last meeting of the year. In Ri Vall District ¢ . 

the forenoon, reports of the commit- HVE UUATIEY: SUSEEICK granite rock out-croppings, in 
tees and officers were given. These aos shady places. This discovery was 
will be compiled in the State Commit- made in 1893, but since that time, 
tee reports. The committees all worked See re ee REPORT until just recently, they have lan- 
hard and Milwaukee District is proud oncens i i ‘ ‘ 
of their record and secon phish ments: Our. district has survived the strain guished m conservatories without 

Milwaukee District has worked hard of war-time activities and we have co- Particularly attracting much atten- 
and accomplished much. I have attend- ordinated our efforts with the Civilian tion. During the last twenty years 
ed all State Board meetings, the Na- Defense Program and stressed Victory quite a few new Saintpaulia’s have 
tional Council meeting in Chicago, Gardens, with astonishing results and heen developed, but most of the 
conducted all district meetings. I have our experience will enable us to do earlier ones were different shades 
given advice and counsel to the many even better next year. f bl iol d hid ‘ 
club presidents and chairmen who Nearly all the clubs happily made S ue, violet, and orchid. Jus 
called on me during the year, and ac- scrap books for service men but Koh- recently there have come to the 
cepted an invitation to talk on the ler’s 1,500 Christmas scrap books aided markets plants with distinct new 
garden club program broadcast over by the Girl Scouts, and 1,000 calendars colors. 
Radio Station WTMJ. which were distributed to the Indian 

Mrs. George Adami, District Presi- schools, shut-ins, and veterans’ and lo- From November, 1943 Golden 
dent. cal hospitals, overshadowed us all. Gardens.
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FOR “owe es at Camp McCoy last May. They not cee a African Violets. 
ere used at the Service Clubs and egonias. Roll Call: An Interesting 

New Bulletin Available for a Report w d . es Color Combination of Flowers. 
the Deer Probl other buildings, as well as flower 

cash Blak iheeeaREA: 2 beds at the Station hospital Angusty “Work Shop.’ Flower Ar: All garden clubs interested in con- paral: _ Fangements by All Members. Roll Call: 
sereation sou study: On deer Brod Members of the club assisted in| What I Have in Bloom Now. 
lem. valuable new bulletin entitle H ; : ‘ P 
nai ae * judging the 4-H victory gardens September. Succession of Blooms in 

“Waconins Deer Eroblen” may 8¢ n'various pats of the county dut~ My Caden, Cover and Care fr Bren 
vation Department, State Capitol, Mad- ing the summer. cial Rell calls What I Have Raised 

, , . ease in the Garden. 

ison 2. A ‘ While visiting gardens was cur- October. Varieties and Care of Cac 
The bulletin was compiled by Prof. tailed last season, the club did hold tuys. Dish Gard d Terrariums, by 

Aldo Leopold of the Natural Resources . J arsens; ang ‘efrariums,: Dy 
Committee. It is an accurate and scien- C7 successful outdoor meeting at Members. 
tific report of the problem of what to Riverdale on the Mississippi River. November. Program Approval for 
do about deer in Wisconsin. It also Supper was served on the large 1945. Gourd Show. Exchange Gourd 
contains a majority report of the Citi- lawn high above the river. Seeds. Election of Officers. 

zn Deer Comms t the Waconsin As part of our war service, the Desamber-Corsias Parts Pot Lick 
entitled “Wisconsin Deer Today and club sent ba —o of jelly and TTT 
Tomorrow” by W. S. Feeney. preserves for ristmas morning 

Deer Irruptions breakfast trays of hospitalized serv- GREEN TEA VS. BLACK TEA 

The following are the introductory icemen at Camp McCoy Station Entirely a Matter of Preparation. 
paragraphs in the bulletin and will hospital. Black Tea Is Fermented. 
give an idea of the extent of the prob- The year ended with a Christmas HERE 
Nene ant Bes for public under- party for members and friends held T os = a ee of 

ls reen tea on the market a 

“From the fifteenth century until @t the YWCA. a result the idea is sere lee et 
1910, the deer problem of North Ameri- Condensed from report by Ber- : zi 
ca was a matter of too few, rather tha C. Shuman, V. P. green tea 1s grown only ~ Japan 
than of too many. and that it is a special variety of 
. “About 1910 the Kaibab deer herd TT tea. This is not true. The differ- 
2 area ai Pea eee os et MEMBERS CONTRIBUTE TO ence between green and black tea 

4000 1» ‘yami 2 . 

its numbers. By 1918 the range showed GARDEN CLUB PROGRAM tie oa aay . 
overbrowsing. Between 1918 and 1924, Members of the Waupaca Garden ll f a d th 
seven successive investigators warned C41, will be the speakers at the gar- call unfermented tea, and the black 
wae disaster, but nothing was den club meetings for 1944. As an aid 1s a — 

‘uy to garden clubs who may wish to plan n making black tea, the freshly 
In 1 - coe site $ 

000 Tend eee Beoballe lrelet 10h: similar programs, we are listing the picked leaves are placed under cover 

trophic famines which reduced the herd '0P!°S the Waupaca Garden Club has and left for a day or two to wilt. 
60 : a adopted for this year, and printed in A 

per cent in two winters. By 1939 S ’ They are then crushed by being 
the herd. had dropped t teath of their attractive Garden Club Program. . 
its peak size: a aon io 3. hed los We are omitting the names of the passed through powerful rolling 
much of its. pre-irruption ca cit ost speakers but they are all members of machines which brings the natural 

Phin: was) die ‘ists of a ele oi the club. juices to the surface. The leaves 

irruptions which have since threatened January 10, 2 p.m. Waupaca Library. are then spread out on tables and 
the future productivity of deer ranges Bible Plants for American Gardens. allowed to ferment. They are then 

from Oregon to North Carolina, Cali- Roll Call: What Are Your Garden again rolled and dried in a firing 
fornia to Pennsylvania, Texas to Mich. Plans for This Year? machine. The fermentin rocess 
igan. Wisconsin is one of the more February. Birds—10 minute talks. h “th I f ne : d 
recent irruptive states. Bird Life in the Garden. Building Bird C7@"g¢S the col or of the tea ani 

“This paper aims to present a back- Houses and Feeding Stations. Useful- also works chemical changes which 
ground for the present Wisconsin ness of Birds. Roll Call: What I Have give the liquid tea a darker color 
problem.” Learned From Birds in My Garden. and different flavor. 

————— March. Round Table Discussion: In th h 
LA CROSSE GARDEN CLUB Preparation of Soil for Gardens. Roll ni: the case of the igreen tea the 

Call: Helpful Suggestions for Plant- fermentation is checked by heating 
HAS INTERESTING ing a Garden. and drying before fermentation 

PROGRAM April. Herbs and Gourds—10 minute takes place. Green tea is heated 
TT outstanding event of 1943 talks. What's New in Garden Seeds? twice and the drying brings out the 

for the La Crosse Garden Club Gourds Are Fun. Herbs. natural fragrance of the tea. 

was the June flower show. The . Mey: Vesetables He vital, Metior. While Japan and Formosa were 
show featured flower arrangements Day rogram or Dedication—Memorial the most important producers of 
and many Toses. June. Oriental Poppies. Roll Call: green wan other countries did and 
The club furnished many dozens Short Verse or Poem Suggestive of C4! Produce it. China produces both 

of flowering plants for window box- Month’s Beauty. green and black tea.
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A Conservation Program For Individuals 
and Clubs 
Victor H. Ries, Ohio 

CONSERVATION is in style. may be used for ornamental plant- why they should be protected. 
Everybody talks about their in- ings. Books, Field Books of Snakes of 

terest in it, almost every club has Books. Our Native Trees—How the U. S. and Canada—K. P. 
at least one program a year devoted to Identify Them—Harriet Keel- Schmidt and D. D. Davis. 
to it, and it stops there. Is it not er. Handbook of Salamanders— 
time that we did a little more about Our Northern Shrubs — How Sherman Bishop. 
it? Here are some concrete sugges- to Identify Them—Harriet Keel- Handbook of Frogs and Toads 
tions that anyone can follow. Con- er. —Wright and Wright. 
servation involves our natural re- Some American Trees-—Wm. Insects. Although we may feel 
sources, our wild life, including  B. Werthner. all insects are pests to be killed on 
plants as well as animals, our soil, Handbook of Trees—Romeyn sight, there are many that are really 
the water in our streams, the plants B. Hough. beneficial. The beauty of butterflies 
in our gardens and the pests attack- Knowing Your Trees—G. H. and moths has attracted many from ing them. Back in the old days we Collingwood. childhood on, Whether they be on called this Nature Study, but now Trees of Eastern U. S. and Jand or in water, they are a fasci- 
that it has become fashionable and Canada—W. M. Harlow. nating hobby. Why not learn to 
stylish, we call it Conservation. Wild Flowers. Our spring wild know some of the larger and more 

Birds. Get acquainted with our flowers are relatively easy to find conspicuous insects? 
native birds. Learn to identify and to learn to identify. Find out Books. A Lot of Insects—F. E. them. There is no better way than which ones need protection from Lutz. 
to start by feeding them this win- the careless picnicker. Field Book of Insects—F. E. 
ter, preferably outside your win- Books. Wild Flowers—Homer D. Lutz. 
dow where you can watch them — House, Moth Book—W. J. Holland. 
and identify them. Then next sum- The Wild Garden—Margaret Butterfly Book—W. J. Holland. 
mer, learn those that are nesting in McKenney. How to Know the Insects—H. 
your neighborhood, encouraging Wild Animals. Before blaming a E. Jaques. 
them by supplying nesting sites in harmless but beneficial shrew that Fieldbook of Ponds and 
the form of shrubs, vines and ever- you have caught in your compost Streams—Ann H. Morgan. 
greens which | you: may plant. Put pile, learn the different small ani- Life of Inland Waters—Need- 
out next, building materials such hals. Find out the difference be- ham and Lloyd. 
as cotton, string, and bits of old tween a shrew, chipmunk, mole, Condensed from Ohio Garden 
rags. Select those plants whose fieldmouse, deermouse, ground Club News Letter. seeds and fruit they can use. Dis- squirrel and plain rat. a 
courage stray and prowling cats. Books. American Mammals — 
Later you can learn the migrating Their Lives, Habits and Econom- cent NE EDS MOGISyURE birds as they pass through in the ic Relations—W. J. Hamilton, Jr. POFcorN if it becomes too dry, spring and in the fall. Meeting the Mammals—Victor may pop weakly or be tough. 

Books. Birds in the Garden— Cahalane. Such corn should be placed in a 
Margaret McKenney. Fieldbook of Mammals—H., E. sealed container such as a Mason 

Birds of America edited by Anthony. jar, and about a teaspoonful of 
Gilbert T. Pearson Fieldbook of Animals in Win- Water added to a pint of the pop- Natural History of the Birds ter—Ann H. Morgan. corn several days before it is to 
—Forbush & May. Snakes, Frogs, Toads, Etc—Be- be used so that it may absorb some 

A Fieldguide to Birds—R. T. fore killing every snake, make Moisture. 
Peterson, sure it isn’t a harmless and desir- —————— 

Audubon Guide to Attracting able garter or milk snake. Find out We must beware of trying to the Birds—J. H. Baker. how really beneficial many snakes build a society in which nobody 
Trees and Shrubs. Learn to iden- are. Learn to know the difference counts for anything except a poli- 

tify our native trees, both when between a frog and a toad when tician or an official, a society where 
they are in leaf and when they are they come to your garden and pool. enterprise gains no reward, and 
bare in winter. Find out which are The difference between a lizard and thrift no privileges. — Winston 
valuable and which are not. Which a salamander. What they eat, and Churchill.
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Horticultural Fact-Finding 4, ,, OWEN - orticuitura. ac inding By Mra. Walter Brewster 

By Dr. R. C. Allen, Horticulture Chairman, New York I like to say there is no such 
thing as specific rules for flower 

Ceo rea. Fact-Find- To make the material most worth- @frangement but in my years as 
ing is to be the program for while, the information should be practitioner I have evolved certain 

the coming year. The objective of the result of club discussions rath- Precepts such as the following: 
such a program is to improve gar- er than the opinion of an individ- 1.—The better the quality of the 
dening in the United States by en- ual or committee delegated to do flowers the fewer needed. Speci- 
couraging a more observant and the work. The club chairman of men blooms should be given a 
critical attitude toward plants and horticulture should be responsible chance to display their full beauty. 
gardening practices, for conducting the discussion and With inferior flowers a better ef- 

This program was selected be- reporting the information. fect is achieved by crowding. 
cause : Condensed from August - Sep- 2.—Green is a harmonizer but 

tember, 1943 National Council Bul- too much green detracts from the 
1. It is broad and flexible enough  |etin, beauty of any arrangement. It 

to interest individuals and clubs in should be used as carefully as the 
all parts of the country. er flowers themselves. Good foliage 

2. It is specific enough to per- KEEP HOUSE PLANTS and good stems add immeasurably 
mit each club to cooperate fully. HEALTHY BY PROPER CARE (o the beauty of an arrangement 

3. It will stimulate and encourage By The Master Gardener if they are used sparingly. Too 
individual participation within local Be sure that you— much green is bunchy and crowded 
clubs. Water plants properly. Keep soil ¢X¢ePt in an all green arrangement. 

4. It will focus attention on moist but do not overwater. Over- 3.—In_ arranging a mixed bou- 

plants of special merit in the area watering is a common fault during duet the best and brightest flowers 
and provide interesting, entertain- the short dark days of winter. and all accents should be left until 

ing and valuable discussion in club Keep leaves of plants free of dust the last, They are the final strokes 
meetings. and dirt. You may wash smooth- of the painter’s brush. 

. jieaved plants, brush those with 4.—Above all, flowers must be 
_ For the first year the problem hairy, fuzzy leaves. placed to give a sense of balance 

is to evaluate, under ousnng: cli- Turn plants regularly so all sides and security. Nothing looks or is 
ies conditions, kinds and varie- receive equal light. This treatment right if it gives the effect of being 

ties of ornamental and food plants will produce a well-formed sym- about to topple over or fall to 
adapted to the area of each local metrical plant pieces, 

_ club. As a beginning, information Remove aii dead ov dan- These are very concrete rules 

is desired on the best kinds (gen- aged leaves. Good sanitation reduces which are not governed by any 
ol and species) or varieties of the the danger from disease and insects. scale of judging but I am sure they 
following : Feed your plants with a complete Should be implanted firmly in the 

Onions Beans, Snap balanced plant food. Either powder judge's mind and be used in a pre- 
Peas Beets or tablet form may be used, but the liminary and extra-curricular man 
Peppers Cabbage tablet form is much more conveni- "et. The instinctive application of 
Tomatoes Carrots ent. Feed sparingly during short them is a sort of evidence of acu- 
Sweet Potatoes Cauliflower dark days of winter, when plants ™e” of the arranger and the eC: 

Spinach Celery are not making much growth. ognition of their successful use is 
Sweet Corn Cucumbers Air the room daily, but do not Very good test of a judge. — 
Summer Squash Irish . Potatoes allow drafts to come in direct con- —(Excerpt from lecture given 
Watermelons _ Lettuce tact with plants. by Mrs. Brewster at the 1942 Judg- 
Winter Squash Muskmelons Keep the air moist. Suggested ing School of the Garden Club of 
Kinds of annuals methods: Pans of water on radia-  lllinois.) 
Kinds of perennials tors, or other types of humidifiers ; “When Wilber brings his report 
Kinds of bulbous plants troughs filled with gravel, partly card home why do you always sign 
Kinds of flowering shrubs filled with water, so that pots will it with an X?” 
Kinds of evergreens, narrow or set on gravel without allowing roots “I don’t want the teacher to 

broad leaf of plants to rest in water. think that anyone who can reW 
Shade and street trees Keep the temperature moderate. and write would have a son like 
Small fruits sand varieties Plants thrive best in a temperature that.” — Tommy Riggs Show 
House plants below 70 degrees. (NBC).
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The Dionne QUINS use our 
SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— f : 
All makes including portables rented. : ‘ > 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach a wie) 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in : 
your home. | 

ORGANS— i 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of ~ ; 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. ‘ a 

Weis eee 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 

Hi-ways 23-26 intersection We have a two manual organ 
with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 
Re 

THE MOST WIDELY READ BEE MAGAZINE 
‘ 

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE 
64 PAGE MONTHLY—ILLUSTRATED 

FEATURE ARTICLES, GUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, TALKS TO BEE- 
KEEPERS, NEWS ITEMS, aca PAGES, CROP REPORTS 

ONE YEAR, $1.00; TWO YEARS, $1.50; THREE YEARS, $2.00 

ONE YEAR IN COMBINATION WITH BEGINNER’S BOOK, 
“STARTING RIGHT WITH BEES” (102 PAGES), $1.25 

PLAN NOW FOR HONEY CONTAINERS, HONEY LABELS, 
FOLDERS, ETC. 

—WRITE FOR PRICES— 

NEW HONEY FOLDER FROM AMERICAN HONEY INSTITUTE 
“FORTIFIED WITH HONEY”—PRINTED IN 2 COLORS—60 CENTS PER 100 

eae The A.L. Root C A. I. Root Company of Chicago € A. 1. hoot Company 
224-230 W. Huron St. CHICAGO, ILL. MEDINA, OHIO Bee Suppues 

—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_————————— 
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TAMPALA, A NEW GREEN 
ARTUR Herrington has a good W | S C 0 H T T U E 

word to say in Horticulture for N § | N 0 R | C U L R 
New Zealand spinach. What he 
writes is true enough, but now let ‘The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

me suggest for next season the new EstasLisHep 1910 
vegetable Burpee’s tampala, a culti- Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Acceptance 

. for mailing at special rate of postage provided for in Section 1108, Act of October 3, vated or selected form of Amaran iy. aulhintied Jely 1c 1k. | 
thus tricolor. This novelty I have 
had the pleasure of testing in a Published Monthly Excepting July by the 
small way this season and while not WISCONSIN STATE 7 Soctery 
a substitute for the true spinach, Madison 6, Wisconsin 
which on early in spring, it is H. J Ranuuow, Editor 

a grand a I-summer item. Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
The plants are vigorous (two feet 

or so) and one can keep on picking Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 
the leaves without interfering with Tel. University 182 
the main and branching stems. Thus SL Sa RL Ue a ae 
it is a real cut-and - come - again Volume XXXV__ March, 1944 Nw 7 

green. Although cooked like spin- TABLE OF CONTENTS 
ach, it is less watery than that Ripdie: Seats Cowtrel aecaee eee eee eee nee 198 
vegetable and is a very dark green Apple Varieties for Wisconsin ------------------------------------ 142 
in color. To my way of thinking, Wisconsin, Apple Ingtitute, Membership Growing ~----------------- i“ 
se * pa Cost o roducing Strawberries ~--------------------------------- it is far nicer than the true spinach Buy Your Berry Plants Early -------..------------------- 147 

or, for that matter, than New Zea- Estimated Cost of Raspberry Production ~----------------------- 148 
land spinach or even Swiss chard. Wisconsin Beekeeping -------------------------------------------- 149 

From Rambling Ob: i f Editorials ~---------------------------~---------------------------- 152 
ik JSSMDEEE SADBerVvations Gladiolus Tidings. sscccccecsremcewescwewewenersncumeewcscwsaneca 154 

a Roving Gardener, in September The Olive Trees of Africa wean 7 
15. 194. Common Mistakes in Victory Gardens ~-------------------------- 156 

. 3. Horticulture. How to Get Your Seeds to Grow --~----------------------------- 158 
———— Garden Quiz For Your April Meeting ~~--......_---__---_~__-.____. 158 

Chemicals Improve Set of Fruit on Winter Tomatoes ~----------- 159 
Garden Gossip ---------------------------------------------------- 160 
Plants of American Origin ~-------~-------------------------------- of 

ib Garden: Club News ——=--=ss-+-sessssscen23-_=-—_____________....- I 
Haan ee ree The Garden Club Program, Mrs. H. J. Anderson ~--~-------------- 163 

Garden Club Directory for 1944 ~------------------------------_-_ 164 
Answers to Garden Quiz ~--------------------------_------------- 167 
A Plant Identification Game -------------------------------------. 167 

et fea fies Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1948 
Arno Meyer, Pres.--..--------------Waldo Leland Brown ........------Sturgeon Bay Berry Boxes 

y Don WG, Revnolds, Vice-Pres...-Sturgeon Dawson ................Franksville 

Crates, Bushel Boxes H. J. Rahmlow, Sec.--.....-----Madison |, White _.......--...-Fort Atkinson 
and Climax Baskets E, L, Chambers, Treas..........-Madisin 

As You Like Them 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent Fold: ding Decembe 
ing Berry Boxes wood veneer that . Term Ending December, 1944 Proj. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. Hor- 

tnatoraiy toe, XB in arlond ots Mrs. e ve Marlen.cisessscatssisRtnosha toultiare | sopovincoeeso oe Madiaon 
our specialty. e constantly carry in Jos. L. Morawetz......-.------ vest Bend gy. Riggert, Pres. Wis. Nurserymen’s 

for'ue, slther for strawberries. ‘Bact N. A, Rasmussen.....-...-...-----Oshkosh Assn. -..-----+--------Fort Atkinson 
ries. lo 1 too small or too large — 

Pipe al grane poMiabe Garber Mp tke Walter Diehnelt, Pres. Wis. Beekeepers’ 
Mieuiee Prongtena ik cieential ts Tepes: Eeding 'Decembery/1045 Assn, -...-----..---Menomonee Falls 
handling fruit, and we aim to do our Virgil Fieldhouse ...-....---....Dodgeville 
part well. A large discount for early N. C. Jacobs..--------------Sturgeon Bay | Mrs. R. H. Sewell, Wauwatosa, Pres. 
orders. A postal brings our price list. Peter L. Swartz, Jr....-----.-..Waukesha Wis. Garden Club Federation 

CUMBERLAND FRUIT Subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture ig obtained by membership, in the Wisconsin 
s 0 © or $1. 

PACKAGE COMPANY Fatty Carden Clubs, Horticultaral, Soctetice, aad. ether’ Herticaltaral Srennizations 
are affiliated at a reduced membership rate. Fifty cents of the annual dues paid ly 

Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. cach member is for a year’s subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture. 
Gn



Experiments With Ground and Tree Spraying in 1943 

By G. W. Keitt and J. Duain Moore 

Why Both Ground and Tree "44 peeneemn been reduced by application of the 

Spraying? TZ Ea N\\\ ground spray. 

T chief method for apple scab i iis Te Re The chief experiment was un a 

control has for many years con- a aNNY Ny so A ‘ Yi 60-acre orchard in Door County, 

sisted of repeated applications of ay al . my : containing the McIntosh, Starking, 
gray to the trees throughout most VA =) \ and Grimes Golden varieties. Fur 

of the growing season. The main a ee . the ground spray Elgetol, 1 gallon 
purpose has been to protect the ie N\ in 200, was applied at the rate of 

iruit from infection. Under the se- of 600 gallons per acre by means of 

vere conditions for scab develop- ef. | specially constructed boom sup- 

ment in Wisconsin, much difficulty iy ff plemented by'ai spray (gun, using a 

his been experienced because such “aa rig; of 25:gallon-per-minute ‘capact- 

tree-spray programs strong enough ty and spraying approximately a 

tw give reasonable probability of acre per hour, Since the work of 

controlling the disease often cause ould assure satisfactory control ite in eT im compared - 

severe spray injury. A further de-  \yithout objectionable spray injury? sl . — Svea na 5 ad aaa 

fect of such programs is that they For some years this Station has gronn ce ine er 

commonly fail under our conditions conducted investigations directed at See ean Maw Gel He en. 
, ' ’ ; ground-treated part may somewhat 

to prevent the scab fungus from {this basic aspect of plant disease Jirect results in tl ated 
infecting the apple leaves and pro- control. al ect results in the ee neccne 

ducing 8 crop of asco The first step to be studied was ea cnid aneay., Eree-sptay: Go- 

I wing year, The greater the sup- 'Y of the poietic, een WERE used, with special attention 

iy of ascospores, the greater the De weal Scene a a ‘ Te tack on to. disease control, spray injury, and 

chance of a. severe epidemic. The a Wicrare ih ata weak point i effects on yield. In many cases the 

more severe the epidemic, the its 1 ‘ ae ' y applying i crac I- same programs had been applied 

aronger the tree sprays: HGceasity cant | ungicica spray to oe over” to the same trees in the preceding 

: a : wintered leaves on the orchard floor year, 

w control it and the greater the i), carly spring. It was shown that” 
danger of failure to control. The  jsjoetol, 1 gallon in 200, applied Results 

stronger the tree sprays, with the just before bud-break at 600 gal- The season was cool, with fre- 

fungicides now available, the great- lons per acre could reduce the ef- quent rains, and scab development 

er the danger of injury. fective supply of ascospores by i non-ground-treated orchards was 

A basic factor in this “vicious about 95 to more than 99 per cent unusually severe. 

circle” is the failure to keep the jn orchards that were not cultivated In certain programs lime - sul- 

scab fungus at a low level of sur- during the period of ascospore dis-  phur, 1-50, was used in 3 applica- 

vival from year to year, with the charge. It was further shown that tions before bloom, followed by 

result that each year the spray pro- such a treatment commonly reduced — yarious materials or concentrations 

gram must be planned to meet a hy about nine-tenths the severity of — in 5 applications after bloom. Lead 

very severe test. What might be the scab outbreak in the critical pe- arsenate, 1-50, was used in all ap- 

secomplished if a means could be pind from bud-break to some two plicaticns. Some of the results, ac- 

i to limit ha severity of scab \ecks after petal-fall. cording to the material used after 

epidemics, so that tree spray pro- loom, in rms of Melntos'! ruits 

grams could be adapted to the con- The Plan of Last Year’s ee aS aS oak (1) 

ditions to be met, rather than to Experiments lime-sulphur, 1-60, 1 per cent; (2) 

the most severe conditions that In the past season special atten-  Jime-sulphur, 1-75, 2 per cent (av- 

night be encountered if there were tion has been given to experiments erage of 3 plots); Flotation  sul- 

no control on the severity of the seeking to adapt tree-spray  pro- phur, 8-100, plus lime, 1-100, 9 per 

epidemic? Could economical spray grams for use in orchards in which cent (average of 3 plots) ; Kolofog, 

programs then be developed that the severity of scab occurrence had 6-100, 12 per cent; Mike sulphur, 

139
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5-100, plus lime, 1-100, 7 per cent; orchards according to their own feet wide at the edge of the or 
Fermate, 1-100, plus lime, 1-100, judgment. It should be borne in chard is sprayed to cover leave 
4 per cent. mind that the milder fungicides that have blown away from _ th 

Severe foliage injury occurredon commonly should be applied at orchard. 
the plots that received lime-sulphur somewhat shorter intervals than Various modifications in method 
throughout the season, with little lime-sulphur. of application are possible, but in| 
difference whether the concentra- When and How to Apply the all cases outlets should be near the 
tion was 1-60 or 1-75 after bloom, Ground Spray ground and good pressure and thor, 

or whether lime, 2-100, was added The following sections from last ough coverage should be provided) 
throughout the season, However, year’s report are included for the Spraying from the top of the rig 
this injury was greatly reduced by convenience of growers who may has not been successful. Experi- 
substituting Flotation Sulphur, Mike wish to use the ground spray. ments with booms are in progress. 
Sulphur, Kolofog, or Fermate in The ground spray should be ap- Elgetol (1 gallon in 200 gallons 
all applications after bloom. Yield plied in the spring after the ground of spray, to be applied 600 gallons 
data, while not yet conclusive, sug- js in suitable condition and before per acre) should be thoroughly 
gest that plots that have received the buds have broken enough to ex- Stirred before it is put into the 
these substitute materials instead of pose tissues susceptible to scab in- Spray tank. To avoid excessive 
lime-sulphur in all after-bloom ap- fection. In Wisconsin this will usu- foaming it is well to add the Elge- 
plications in the past 2 years out- ally be in a period of about 2 weeks tol after the tank is filled and just 
yielded the lime-sulphur plots. before the first tree spray for scab before beginning to spray. If there 

Discussion control (delayed dormant). The is still enough foaming to cause loss 

These results show that in a_ ground should be as free as possible of pressure, the problem may be 
year of exceptionally severe scab from surface water, but the appli- met by using smaller agitator 
occurrence the disease was wellcon- cation can be made while the leaves _ blades. 
trolled in a ground-sprayed orchard are still moist. The exact time re- Orchard Cultivation After 
by various programs mild enough quired for the Elgetol to be effec- Treatment 
to eliminate severe spray injury. In tice in case rain follows soon after Wt a 

. - : anniication ; here the ground treatment is 
our previous experience with pro- the application is not known, but 
grams of this type in non-ground- in experiments it has been effec- sed the orchard should not be cul- 
sprayed orchards in years of severe tive in a 3-hour period. Until fur- tivated before the end of the asco- 
scab occurrence, the disease has not ther information is available, it is spore discharge period (usually 
been satisfactorily controlled. suggested that an effort be made to about 2 or 3 weeks after petal-fall 

While an appraisal of the place work at such times that a period of in Wisconsin), since this would 
of ground spraying in the scab con- at least 3 hours without rain seems 
trol program and the adaptation of probable. It is well under Wiscon- tend to uncover some leaves that 
tree-spray programs to follow it sin conditions to use the earliest ¢scaped treatment because they wer 
must await further experience, the favorable opportunity to apply the covered by others. As long as they 
ground spray has given good re- ground spray, or unfavorable remain well covered they cannot 
sults in the experimental work and weather may delay it past the time discharge their ascospores into free 
in the hands of numerous growers of best effectiveness. . 
under the conditions met in the past In the experimental work the ar ; ; 
year. It is recommended for the ground spray has usually been ap- The question is often askel 
consideration of Wisconsin grow- plied by 2 men walking backwards whether it is advisable to spray the 
ers who, in spite of good spraying behind the rig, each using a single- ground at the same time the trees 

practice, have experienced difficulty nozzle gun and spraying only about are being sprayed with Elgetol for 

in scab control. However, those who one-fourth the distance between insect control. This is generally not 
use the ground spray are cautioned two rows. This necessitates 2 trips dvisable, b 3 it 
against relaxing in the thorough- of the rig down each middle, but is SOVISADIC) “DECAUSE ‘10: most Saste ' 
ness or timeliness of their tree- more workable than treating the 1s not workable to make efficient ap- 
spray applications. entire middle in 1 trip. The spray plication to the ground and trees at 

It is suggested that growers who is applied at 550 to 650 Ibs, pres- the same time. 
have secured satisfactory scab con- sure, using a 5/32-inch disk in each 
trol but objectionable spray injury of the 2 guns. This permits use of One Old Maid—“Which would 
from use of the full lime-sulphur a 25-gallon-per-minute pump at you prefer in a man, brains, weal 
tree-spray program following the nearly its full capacity. The speed > 
ground spray begin to try substitu- of driving is regulated so that about or appearance ! 
tion of a milder fungicide in the 600 gallons of spray is applied per The Other One—“Appearance. 
after-bloom sprays on parts of their acre. A strip of ground about 50 and the sooner, the better.”
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Orchard li ychard Supplies... 
Purchase your requirements from this Co-operative and save DOLLARS by participating in 

the earnings. Patrons Refunds to all customers at the end of the season. Our prices are 

conservative because we do not strive for large profits. This Co-operative was formed for 

the sole purpose of serving the fruit growers of this state at reasonable prices. Your con- 

tinued patronage will make a larger and better organization. 

SPRAY MATERIALS * PRUNING EQUIPMENT 

Arsenate of Lead Copper Sulphate Pruning Saws Pruning Snips—9" 

Calcium Arsenate Black Leaf 155 Point Cut Pruners 
Bord Cc bit D 
COGS. Spray bon Gee GRAFTING EQUIPMENT 
Dry Lime Sulphur Casein Spreader Grafting Knives Budding Knives 

Liquid Lime Sulphur Du Pont Spreader Sticker Tree Sea: (Grafting Compound) 

Flotation Sulphur Nicotine Sulphate 

Mike Sulphur Spray Oils NURSERY STOCK 

Kolo-Spray Elgetol Catalog and Price List on Request. 

Kolo Fog All Orders Must Be In Prior to March Ist. 

SPRAYER SUPPLIES 

Spray Guns Spray Hose 

Friend Pecan 6007 Pressure NITRATE FERTILIZER 

Bean 780 8007 Pressure Ammonia Nitrate—34% 
Bean Fog Guns Hose Swivels Place Your Order Today to Insure Delivery. 

Bean Spray Nozzles Hose Coupling & Clamp 
Suction Hose 

OUR 1944 GENERAL CATALOG AND PRICE LIST WILL BE AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 15. 

Complete Line of Repair Parts for Bean Orchard Sprayers. 

WRITE FOR PRICES 

ALL INQUIRIES PROMPTLY ANSWERED 

We have leased a new warehouse and installed new offices, and will transact all business at 
our Waukesha address as someone will be in attendance there every day including my- 
self, from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. 
227 Cutler Street, Waukesha, Wis. 

Office: Telephone Waukesha 4107 Residence: Telephone Big Bend 2821 
Route 2
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Apple Varieti isconsin pple Varieties For Wiscon 
wet varieties of apples shall Mid-Season Varieties Perkins is becoming popular ii] 

I plant? That is a very com- Por aiid-seasoni warteties we fec- southern Wisconsin, but still on 
mon question these days. There has ommend the following: Wealthy, trial. 
been a considerable increase in eJntosh, Snow, Cortland, and For the Colder Sections 
apple tree planting in Wisconsin. jyacoyn, . . 
In fact, probably the percentage of ae Central and northern Wisconsin 

increase has been greater than in Wealthy is still popular, but there should grow the hardy varieties, 
most states. Apple growing is really 2T€ @ lot of trees in Wisconsin, and especially those introduced by thi 
becoming an important industry in it is questionable whether we should Minnesota Experiment Station, in- 

Wisconsin as evidenced by the num- Plant many more. McIntosh is our cluding Haralson, Prairie Spy, ant 
ber of growers who have joined ™0St popular apple and many grow- Minjon. Bayfield is testing Lobi 
the Wisconsin Apple Institute, affili- ¢'S Plant 50 per cent of their acre- and Hume which hold promise 
ated with the National. age to this variety. Do not plant Haralson bears early and heavily, 

wos more than you can pick before they and is a money-maker as a cooking 
Plant Only Best Varieties = drop. apple in the latitude of Minneapolis 

Competition with other fruits Snow is small in Wisconsin, and Prairie Spy has good quality as 
will be more keen in the future is losing in popularity, but still has a hardy apple. If Bayfield growers 
than in the past. Unless therefore a market. find Lobo and Hume to be as prom- 

we can give the consumer the kind Cortland is increasing in popu- ising as they are at Ottawa, Can- 
of apples they like, and will use im Jarity. It is a cross of McIntosh ada, these varieties may some day 
quantity, apples will lose out in the and Ben Davis by the New York become very popular. 

competition. Remember, too, that in Experiment Station. It ranks next That is our list. There are a large 
pune sb sears beeen it wil to McIntosh in favor at the present number of other varieties still be 

: : time. ing grown. There are some new 
tee ae ee a aoe Macoun, a cross of McIntosh, by ones on test, but as far as we know. 

now. in thee teens will have fami- the ce en Eee tant Sa none are better than the above. 
7 : : is a high quality variety. In fact, it ————— 

ise by eae tn She in uit te is next to Delicious in quality, and IF YOU CAN’T COVER THE 
the ‘ane buyers. We ue older will sell well. We may have to learn TOP —TOP THE TREE 

people who prefer to eat a N.W. how to grow It so that it will come D* Burkholder of the Indiana 

Greening over any other variety, into bearing earlier. Extension Service told the 

but we know no young people who Late Varieties growers at the Central States Con 
do. . . . ference recently, that when he 

. For southern Wisconsin, Red De- climbed up a tree in their Bedford 
Best Early Varieties licious, Golden Delicious, Secor, N. orchard, which had just been 

Plant early varieties only if you W. Greening, Perkins. The ume sprayed, he found that it was a 
are sure you have a good market Will probably come when we will «ioysy” job. So he quit, got his 
for them, or for your own use. The plant Delicious only by top-working pruning tools, and cut out limbs 
two best early varieties for Wis- onto hardy stock such: as Hibernal which had not been covered prop; 
consin are Melba and Milton. or McIntosh. It is not an entirely erly, Tt took on the average 15 min} 

Melba is an open-pollinated seed- satisfactory variety, but growers utes per tree, but then they wert 
ling of McIntosh, produced by the will fontinue to plant some for its able to spray thoroughly. 
Ottawa Experiment Station. quality. A. N. Pratt in January 15 Ter 

Milton is a cross of McIntosh Secor, a cross of Jonathan and nessee Horticulture. 
and Yellow Transparent, produced Salome by the Iowa Experiment “Goodness, weren’t you nervot' 
by the New York Experiment Sta- Station, is better than either par- the first time you asked George for 
tion. Both are red in color and of ent for our conditions, It is the shopping money?” 
excellent quality. best late keeping apple of good Bride—“Not a bit—I was cali 

Some Growers like Early McIn- quality we have. It will keep well and collected.” 
tosh, but it is small in all but south- until spring. rs 

ern Wisconsin, Duchess are still be- N.W. Greening is still popular Student: “I hear the Board oj 
ing planted, but there are a lot of in spite of its faults, one of them Trustees is trying to stop necking. } 
them in the country now and it is being green color, another that it Second Student: “That so? Firs! 
questionable if they will be profit- is only a cooking apple, and the thing you know they’ll be trying t 

able. tree is not too hardy. make the students stop, too.”
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Wisconsin’s Original 
Authorized Sales and Servi 

Order Your Sprayer Parts NOW! 
We have repair parts for all models of Bean Sprayers 

1% in. High Pressure Hose— 2 Cylinder Bean Pump, ----___-----$118.00 
with fittings ____________--36c per ft. 
without fittings _________-_32c per ft. Sead aK 3 

us your old Bean Spray Guns— 
Fig. 780 Spraymaster Gun ________$10.00 We can fix them up for you. 

Fig. 789 Bean Spray Gun ___---__-_ 8.50 

Bean Spray Nozzles ____--____----__ 1.10 . . 
Pressave Geage...---.......----.... 400 —Row Crop Booms are Still Available— 

Single Ball Cut-off _..______________ 2.00 4 row, 12 nozzle (adjustable) ______$55.00 

ALL TYPES OF VALVES AND FITTINGS 4 row, 12 nozzle (Penna.) --...---- 45.00 
CARRIED IN STOCK. 2 row, 6 nozzle (Penna.) __------- 25.00 

—wWrite for further information and prices— 

FOR SPRAY MATERIALS—Please refer to your Jan. or Feb. issue of Horticulture Magazine 

NOTE: The prices for the Liquid Lime Sulphur given in the Jan. and Feb. issues of Horticulture magazine 
have been changed. 

Liquid Lime Sulphur ___---20 gal.____$5.00 ) 
50 gal____ 8.75 5 F.O.B. MADISON 

Drums are included and are not returnable. 

The Diston 16 inch swivel saws are all sold out. 

IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY RECEIVED A COPY OF OUR 1944 VICTORY GAR- 

DEN CATALOG, WRITE FOR YOURS TODAY! 

F.R. GIFFORD COMPANY 
GARDEN AND ORCHARD SUPPLIES 

2201 University Ave. Madison 5, Wisconsin
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< : . APPLES NEED TO BE CROSS- 
Wisconsin Apple Institute SOLLINATED UN WiRGSHaIn 

Membership Growing T= idea that most varieties of 
apples are fruited only when 

. : 5 fertilized with the pollen of other 
TT! Wisconsin Apple Institute P. G. Hohlweck, 4734 W. varieties is correct as far as Wis- 

membership continues to grow. Brown Deer Rd., Milwau- consin is concerned, report R. H. 
On February 23rd there were 55 kee -------------------- 5.00 Roberts and B. Esther Struckmeyer 
members. Oscar Conrad, West Allis, of the Horticulture Department oi 

A letter from Mr. Arnold Nie- — R. 4 ~----------------- 8.00 the University of Wisconsin. 
man, Recording Secretary-Treasur- Dawson Bros., Franksville _- 10.00 This question came up because 

er of the Institute states: “Your Ledgewood Orchards, John of recent reports that some of these 

press release ” regard to the oe P. Zahn, Fond du Lac, % apples are self-fruitful in certain 
ganization and aims of the Wis- R. As cp eect, | ,00) other states. 
consin Apple Institute appeared in Friedlund Orchards, Inc., J. : 
the Milwaukee papers on February Arthur Friedlund, Ellison 5 Ina study conducted at Madison, 
14, and seems to have been read Bay ~------------------ 5.00 Gays Mills and Sturgeon Bay, only 

with lots of interest, judging from Cherry Hill Fruit Farm, S. one variety among a 
questions and comments which I F. Herdrich, Adell, R. 1-- 5.00 scuthern one named Re Rome— 
have run across, especially among The Homestead Orchard, proved capable of setting fruit with 
apple buyers.” Walter D. Corrigan, Ce- its own pollen, 

darburg, R. 2 _..------- 15.00 However, most of the apple va- 
Plans Have Been Developed rieties grown in Wisconsin made 

The Wisconsin Department of good pollenizers for one another. 

Agriculture has aici with us LIKES ARELE INSTITUTE This held true for Dudley, Wealthy. 
a number of plans for the promo- PROGRAM McIntosh, Snow, Cortland, and 
tion of Wisconsin apples. These “T must tell you that I like the Northwestern Greening. 

will be announced as soon as we Way the Wisconsin Apple Institute Delicious and its red sport, Stark- 
can determine the prospective crop does things. The bulletins sent out ing, appear to present special prob- 
for 1944. If the crop is large, na- from ‘the National Apple Institute lems of fertilization. They set no 
tionally as well as in Wisconsin, are highly interesting reading and fruit at all in these experiments, 

several of these plans will be put it is a very desirable start and a which involved removing the sta- 
into effect. good thing for the future of the mens and pollinating the pistils by 

One of the proposals is to pro- apple industry.” — Olaf Selfors, hand. It is common experience in 
mote a state-wide apple recipe con-  Pavfield. : commercial orchards to find these 
test, the winning recipe to be an- ——ee varieties setting fruit rather un- 

nounced over radio stations and VALUE OF BEES FOR satisfactorily. 
through the press. Details for test- POLLINATION a 
ing recipes will be worked out. Research at the Ohio Experiment BLENDED FRUIT JUICES 

Station as well as other stations, shows . . 
New Members that, when pollinating insects are ex- A’ interesting article on the pos- 

The following members have cluded from clover blossoms, no more sibilities of blended fruit juices 
joined the Institute since the Feb- than one to three seeds develop per from apple-raspberry, apple-straw- 

, head. Under maximum honey bee pol- a 
Tuary Issue came out: lination, alsike enclosed in cages yield- berry, apple-elderberry, and similar 
N. C. Jacobs, Sawyer ed 120 to 155 seeds per head. This rep- fruit juice blends, appearing in the 

Branch, Sturgeon Bay---$ 8.50 resents from 15 to 20 bushels per acre. “Fruit Products Journal” by Peder- 
Proctor Orchards, Dr. T. C. In all the fields chee where there son and Beattie, shows that there 
ge Egg Harbor ---- 5.00 present, Nie tanmece ear ugig folds are many fine products in store for 

onadel’s Orchard, Elroy O. for hay, because of the poor seed-set. Mr. and Mrs. Consumer when and 
Honadel, Hales Corners -- 10.09 The magnitude of the work of polli- if the details of variety selection, 

Goff Orchard, Sturgeon Bay, nating an sere of aisilte slower is ap blending, processing, and distribu- 
Moulton B. Goff -------- 35.00 Parent when we consider that there tion are thoroughly worked out. 

Edw. Kassner, Casco, Rt. 1_ 10.00 ee cite tee ser oe By H. B. Tukey, from The 
Henry Kreutzfeldt, Chippewa found that when fields of alsike were Rural New-Yorker. 

Falls, Rt. 5 _-.---__---. 10.00 within a mile of a commercial yard of 
Martin H. Wiepking, Cedar- bees ranging from 45 to 200 colonies, A man’s mental age can be ac- 

burg, Rt, 2 -.---.------- 6.50 the number of seeds per clover head  curately measured by the degree of 
o : were 41 to 90. fe © . 
Shuga & Torbick, Bayfield, From Illinois Beekeepers’ Associa- Pain he feels as he comes in contact 

Rt. 1 ~----------_-_---_--_ 10.00 tion Bulletin. with a new idea—The Ambassador.
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M‘* GROWERS who do not rely on dusting as their chief control measure prefer to use 
KOLODUST for those applications where rainy weather prevents spraying because KOLO- 

DUST can be applied in the rain with effective results. It is possible to effectively protect large 
acreages during critical periods much faster by dusting than by spraying. 

Prolonged rain is most favorable to the development of fungus diseases. It is the type of 
weather when the most dusting is needed, but when the least is actually done. Why? Many grow- 
ers think of spraying or dusting principally as a dry weather operation, because they’re under the 
impression that ordinary fungicides will be washed away to ineffectiveness. That’s true about most 
sprays and dusts but not ... KOLODUST, which was formulated by Niagara as a rain penetrat- 
ing dust. KOLODUST is also an effective fungicide if applied to dry foliage ahead of infection. 
Therefore KOLODUST is the ideal all weather dust. 

J. Henry Smith, Wisconsin Representative 

NIAGARA SPRAYER &@ CHEMICAL COMPANY 
Middleport, N. Y. 

BEAN, MYER, “FRIEND,.”? and HARDIE 
Both Power Take Off and Engine Types 

All Reconditioned and Guaranteed to Be in Good Running Order 

Priced from $125.00 

COMPLETE LINE OF NEW BEAN PUMPS 
Priced from $118.00 - 

We also have a few used pumps. 

COMPLETE LINE OF SPRAY GUNS, HOSE, and SPRAYER ACCESSORIES 

| For Control of Apple Scab and Cherry and Apple Insects. 
| Can be used in conjunction with Dormant Spray Oils. 

Growers’ Supplies 

STURGEON BAY, WISCONSIN
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® e the application of horse, cow, sheep 
ost 0 To ucing trawberries or hog manure is to figure 1 to 2 

bushels for every 100 square feet. 

prer: J. D. Winter of the Di- duction,. shows an average yield in on lees Book of Berries tor 

vision of Horticulture, Univer- Hennepin County of 111 24-quart 
sity of Minnesota, has prepared a crates per acre. The average yield 
mimeographed circular entitled, for 1942 is estimatd at 111 crates CATSKILL STRAWBERRY 
“Cost of Strawberry Production in per acre. PRAISED BY PLANT 
Hennepin County, Minnesota.” “The average yield was greatly GROWERS 

The data concerning labor re- reduced in 1943 due to an early A leading Eastern grower of 
quirements, supplies, and equipment freeze in the fall of 1942 and be- Strawberry plants has this to say 
were obtained from cost studies cause of flood damage in the spring bout the Catskill: “Large berries 
made in 1924 by the Division of of 1943.The average estimated yield "4 big yields have made Catskill 
Horticulture on the premises of for 1943 is placed at 85 crates per 08S of all mid-season varieties. 
eight commercial strawberry grow- acre.” They have sold more plants of 
ers in Hennepin County. this variety than of any other in 

The circular presents an itemized TT recent years. 
list of cost for labor, supplies, in- HOW TO PREPARE THE Catskill is a native of New York 
terest and taxes. We give here the LAND FOR STRAWBERRIES 2d a perfect running mate for Pre- 
summary of the cost of producing . mier, being just a little bit later— 
a crate of strawberries. | very early spring the land when Premier begins to taper off. 

“The production cost is based on should be plowed or (in small The berries are large, firm, and 
the fact that the average commer- Plots) spaded to a depth of 6 or 8 attractive. The plants are vigorous 
cial strawberry planting produces inches. Then with harrow or rake it and productive. In New York State 

two crops. On this basis a grower should be. leveled off to form a yields up to 15,000 quarts per acre 
with one acre in production in 1942 smooth friable planting bed. had been reported. 
must plant an additional one-half Here are some things which are We would like to hear from Wis- 
acre in the spring of 1942 and pre- not necessary—but which are very Consin growers as to their success 

pare ground in the fall of 1942 for helpful in getting bigger, better with Catskill. 
another one-half acre in order to crops of berries: 

maintain one acre in production an- (1) Plowing under in late sum- NEED BETTER BLACKBERRY 
nually, mer a heavy growth of green crops There is still no really satisfac- 

“Total production cost per acre, such as peas, beans, clover, sowed tory bush blackberry variety avail- 
1942, $197.07; 1943, $230.61. corn, weeds, grass, etc. All these able. Lack of productiveness, ship- 
“Man labor costs per hour: 40 rot quickly and are much more val- Ping quality, and edible quality 

cents in 1942; 50 cents in 1943. able if plowed under while still characterize the varieties now avail- | 
Horse labor costs per hour: 17.5 green, able. Breeding work to produce 
cents in 1942; 20 cents in 1943. (2) Early fall sowing of rye or better blackberry varieties is being 

Cost of Strawberry Production wheat to give a heavy sod to be carried on by the al Jat 2 
Per Crate plowed under in early spring. This somone aed the 4 the U.S 

‘a 88 will be easier to handle if disced Besarenane a : leans 7 

(yield 111 (yield 85 YP" thoroughly before plowing. P rom Tasiasny,” 1944 Horticu!- 
; crates) crates) (3) Applications of manure at tural News, New Jersey. 

Production cost per the rate of 5 to 20 tons per acre. 
crate (from above This is the best of all preparation 
EE sve $2.71 for a fine crop of berries. Results LATHAM STILL POPULAR IN 

Payment to pickers, are almost equally good if one of NEW JERSEY 
per crate __-----_ .75 1.00 these applications has. been made Many red raspberry varieties 

Cost of crate -----. .36 39 for the previous crop. Poultry ma- have been tested at the New Jersey 

Marketing expense nure is better when applied to the Experiment Station during recent 
through Coop. previous crop but is helpful to cur- years. So far none has successfully 
ASS) wewscseccun 332 55 rent crop if full of litter and only challenged the Latham as the most 

—= three to four tons per acre are profitable commercial variety. Sun- 
Total cost per used. Excessive applications of rise is doing well in a limited way 

crate __------$3.21 $4.65 poultry manure may cause some as an extra early. 
“The United States Census for burning, especially in dry seasons. From January, 1944 Horticul- 

the 1939 crop, a year of good pro- For small areas a good guide in tural News, New Jersey.
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BUY YOUR BERRY PLANTS STRAWBERRY PLANTS A darky soldier’s definition : of 
EARLY Dunlap, Beaver, Premier, Dor- morale—‘‘The thing that keeps yo’ 

a / set, Fairfax, Catskill, Ambrosia, feet goin’ when yo’ haid says it 
AS from the W. F. Al- and Majestic. Gem Everbearing. cain’t be done.” 

len Company of Salisbury, ERR os 

Maryland, among the largest grow- |) RASPBEL ey PLANTS The dude and the hill-billy were 
ers of strawberry plants in the na- "i © enna Nur- both rear rank privates and occu- 
tion, states that they will be com- S€F¥s 973—2nd St. Baraboo, Wis. pied adjoining bunks in barracks. 
pletely sold out by the first of April. One day the dude inspected his 

This is an indication of the situa- toilet kit, glanced at his neighbor 
tion in regard to strawberry plants. STRAWBERRY PLANTS and demanded. sharply, “Did you 
If you are in the market, don’t State inspected, fresh dug, post- take my tooth paste?” 

wait. paid. Everbearing Gem; Masta- ‘No, I didn’t take no tooth paste,” 
a don; Premier; Dorset; Fairfax; me the answer. “I don’t need no 

Best Varieties Catskill; Beaver; Dunlap; War- tooth paste. My teeth ain’t loose.” 

Leading varieties today are Bea- field. 
ver, Premier and Senator Dunlap, ay 
with Dresden and Catskill on trial. L i SOO Fae 
The kind to grow depends largely vans ‘am an tet raspberry 
upon the locality and soil conditions. H. R. Kinney, Baraboo, Wis- Everything you need in 

The Beaver does well only on the consin, R. & ° 
lighter sand, particularly in the , F ; V bl 

Sparta, Warrens, Alma Center, and —_—__ ruit and egeta e 
Sturgeon Bay areas. Premier does . 

better on the heavier and slightly BERRY PLANTS B ¢ 

more alkaline soil. New Sunrise raspberry, new OxeS and rates 
Senator Dunlap is still being Lowden Blackberry, Hardee . 

grown by thousands of farmers as Blackberry, Cumberland raspber- 65 years of dependable service 

a garden patch strawberry, but is ry and other standard varieties. 
not grown for commercial sales to Red Lake Currant, new Gemzata . 
any extent. everbearing strawberry. Red Ru- Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 

Dresden and Catskill are showing by Rhubarb. Mary Washington Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
up well, but here again there is a asparagus. Ornamental shrubs 
difference in the locality in which and trees. ——_— 
they do well. We know of no other Hall Nursery, Elmwood, Wis. 
way than to try them both on a 
small scale and see which one is 
best adapted to your conditions. 

Drop These Varieties From NEWEST HARDY FRUITS 
Your List 

A list of Wisconsin growers of SUNRISE HARDY GRAPES 
raspberries and strawberries fur- RED RASPBERRY . EXTRA HIGH QUALITY 
nished us by the State Department A ee FULL SIZE 
of Entomology, State Capitol, lists Higher Quality ABSOLUTELY HARDY 
the names of a number of grow- SUNRISE, the newest in raspberry intro: ; 
ers who had their strawberries in- ee, ave, tag ple ngs Dale oe Fardyy fall dy role ot Nines 
spected. We find on this list, varie- ing season. Ward —diveace resistant—early. | cover. Excellent quality. Easy to grow. 

ties which have been proven by NEW NANKING CHERRY ! 

many tests not to be suitable for HARDY — ORNAMENTAL — DELICIOUS 

\Visconsin conditions, or at least A pew race ot coal Eee, ee ae ” Exeallent! for 

not as productive or profitable as , 
virieties mentioned above. Write for FREE CATALOG 

Among the varieties of this class U Ss Among the varieties of is cass | ANDREWS NURSERY 
consin farms are the following: FARIBAULT Dept. WH MINNESOTA 
Aroma, Aberdeen, Blakemore, Bell- 

mar, Ettersberg and Warfield.
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Estimated Cost of Raspberry Production Macdonald is a vigorous, heavy 
5 . cropper and rates higher in late 

In Hennepin County, Minnesota season than in May. Sauce was 
By J. D. Winter pinky orange, shapely, tender, 

a ° eer aranaa . pleasant acid. 
Division of Horticulture, University of Minnesota Ruby Select is more vigorous 

5 . . than Ruby. Sauce was a lively red| 
Summary of Production Costs cents in 1940-41; 40 cents in 1942; with some lighter zoning, sweetish| 

Per Acre 50 cents from 1943. tart in flavor. 
(cncinsive of pickers; <oateines; _ Tractor costs per hour: 45 cents © Ruby produced many long’ thin 

marketing) in 1940-41; 50 cents from 1942. stalks and considerable seed. Sauce 

Development year (based Team costs per hour: 30 cents in was rose red, shapely, tart but 
i 1940 cia} ot 120.50 1940-41; 40 cents in 1942; 50 cents pleasing. 

Second development year from 1943. In descending order, color rating 

(based on 1941 costs) _ 154.80 Sprayer costs per hour: 25 cents OF sauce was Early Sunrise, Coul- 
Third year (based on 1942 from 1940. ter, Ruby Select, Valentine, Can- 

costs) -------------- 188.55 Condensed from Circular by Min- oo Ruby, Macdonald and 
h ba: i ee om (based on are nesota College of Agriculture. Condensed from September North 

Fifth year (based on 1943 _ and South Dakota Horticulture. 

costs) -------------- 217.25 RHUBARB VARIETIES TEST- mA BEER ke 
‘ TIPS TO PREVENT WASTE 

1943 — 91725 ED AT MORDEN EXPERI- WITH APPLES, POTATOES 
Seventh yaar (oes, on MENT STATION c TIMES like these, it is espe- 

1943 costs) ---------- 217.25 A Rerort by W. R. Leslie, cially important that all Possible 
Eighth and final year i precautions be taken to avoid waste 

' y Superintendent of the Mor- i, handling frui d 1 
(based on 1943 costs) - 177.75 den, Manitoba Experiment Stati in handling fruits and vegetables, 

eres Je Penmen ation say state department of agriculture 
Totsl ost fi on rhubarb varieties is of consider- officials 

‘otal cost per acre for ‘ . 
eight ven ___---~-$1,510.60 able e aha ane most complete Here are a few suggestions for 

: test of rhubarb varieties that we everybody from the producer to the 
Cost of Raspberry Production know of is being carried on at consumer: 

Per Crate in 1943 Morden. . ., Don’t mash and bruise apples by 

NOTE: Additional data have _ We give Superintendent Leslie’s pinching them with the fingers to 
been obtained since the original cost results in condensed form as fol- see if they are ripe. 
study was made in July, 1943, lows: , . Don’t bruise apples or potatoes 
showing that some of the figures Valentine is again the most fully by dropping them into the bag or 
used at that time were too con- Satisfactory commercial variety. box, or by dropping the container. 
servative. The estimated cost per The plants are vigorous, healthy Don’t break the skin on mature 
24-pint crate for 1943 is now and productive. An average stalk apples. Decay molds enter through 
shown to be $3.97 instead of $3.85 measured 23 inches with 11% by finger nail cuts and stem punctures. 
as given in the earlier computation. 7 inches in cross section. Sauce Don’t bang or shove apples 

*Production cost per crate was deep red, of full flavor with a against each other because it bruises 

($1,510.60 for 675 crates_.$2.24 SUsBestion of tartness. __ them. i on bas 
Payment to pickers per crate 1.00 Coulter improves in comparative possible, store potatoes in bas 

Cost of crate _......__... 33 ‘ating as the season advances. Stalk kets or boxes in a cool place away 

Marketing expense through "measured 23 by 15/16 by % inches. from your heating unit. 3 
Cooperative Association. 40 Considerable seed stalks were in Tf a cool place is not available. 

evidence. Sauce was rich red, some- siti o ts can a te 
what soft and of full pleasing flavor. Proved by covering the tops of the 

on Total cost per ent Earl Sunrise rated lower than boxes or baskets with dampened 
ased on an average production o! eG F newspapers.. This treatment retards 10 24-pi for 6 usual. Apparently it is at its best e 

and Ty erutey ithe Neoand your from a earlier in the season. A few seed ¢vaporation from the potatoes ani 
planting established in 1940. For com- stalks formed. An average stalk Teduces the temperature. 
parison, the United States Census for was 20 inches by 1% by 7%. Sauce fa 

ne 1 seen, & Yeas ot food _Predute- was clear red, pieces held their | War is no laughing business, ye! 
nepin County of 110 24-pint crates per Shape, flavor rather sour. it is a business we shall all do bette’ 
acre. Canada Red plants were only if once in a while we take time ot! 

Man labor costs per hour: 30 moderately productive. to laugh.—Lincoln.
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPER’S ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

Walter Diehnelt, Menomonee Falls, © H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secy. Robt. Knutson, Ladysmith 
President Mrs. Louise Brueggeman, Box. 60, Newton Boggs, Viroqua 

Corneluis Meyer, Appleton, Menomonee Falls, C. C. Meyer, Appleton 
president Recording Secretary-Treasurer Ivan Whiting, Rockford 
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Watch for Starvation This Month 
MA and April are critical get the packing all back on, it will THE AGE OF BEES IN THE 

months for the beekeeper. probably be an advantage because WINTER CLUSTER 
‘here is considerable danger of experiments indicate that unpacked | carried on by 
colonies starving unless provided colonies have more brood in pro- Dr. C. L. Farrar of the Central 
with plenty of stores, portion to the total number of bees States Bee Laboratory on the age 
Remember the exceedingly warm than have heavily packed colonics of bees in the winter cluster and 

weather we had in January? It during the spring months. This is whether or not the oldest bees die 
greatly increased colony activity no doubt due to the days of warm first, are very interesting. 
which means increased consumption sunshine we have from now on that During the summer of 1932 a 
of stores. It did not necessarily mean will warm up the unpacked colonies majority of the bees that emerge 

mcreased brood rearing at that time and increase the activity of the bees. daily in several colonies were 
hecause brood rearing is dependent We have found that feeding by  arked (approximately 35 colors 
largely upon the amount of pollen the sprinkling can method is the 4, color combinations were used). 
awailable. easiest at this time of year. Mr. The bees which died during early 

Dr, C. L. Farrar, Madison, ex- Walter Diehnelt, our state presi-  \ inter consisted of bees of all ages 
amined a number of colonies the dent, reports good results by fore- j, about the same proportion as the 
latter part of January and found ing warm sugar syrup into the cells imber they had marked. 
vach one had from one to five by spraying under pressure with Two colonies ‘were killed while 
irames with brood. He encourages the use of a honey pump. Combs tightly clustered and marked bees 
brood rearing at this time because are filled with sugar syrup, placed of ay ages were found distributed 
he says if young bees are added to into hives, and taken to the yard throughout the cluster. In other 
the colony during February and in the truck with dripping pans words, a bee that emerged October 
March, such a colony will build up underneath to catch the excess syr- Ist was just as likely to be lost Jan- 
much better than if brood is not up. Full combs of syrup are simply uary Ist as was one emerging Sep- 
reared and all the bees are old bees put in place of an empty comb, tember Ist. Dr. Farrar concludes 
when spring comes. Colonies of all close to the brood nest. that the bees hatched during the 
ld bees dwindle rapidly in April Another simple way is to use an six weeks just preceding the end of 
and May. ordinary garden sprinkling can. brood rearing., usually early Octo- 

Brood rearing may have been in- Enlarge the holes in the spout with ber, do not wear out as do those 
creased during the warm weather a shingle nail, and fill it with warm 1005 that rear brood heavily and 
hecause the bees expanded in the sugar syrup made of two parts of bring in honey during the earlier 
hrood nest and were able to get pol- sugar to one of water, Place empty nonths of the summer, He con- 
ie a Rte Vote not have combs from the hives into a wash ders that all late emerging bees 

" able had they been in a_ boiler. If the sugar syrup is warm in the fall cluster are really young 
tight cluster. At any rate, many enough it will spray well through bees, even though they vary in age 
colonies will be short of stores in the enlarged holes and fill the cells a5 fateh as six: weeks: 
Wisconsin this spring, according to readily. Three or four frames . 
observation. should be filled so that the work Loss Made Up By Winter 
Even if colonies are packed heav- will not have to be repeated too Brood Rearing 

ily they should be opened now and_ often. Place the sugar syrup direct- It was found that about 15 per 
cxamined to see if they are low in ly next fo the brood so the bees can cent or less of the winter cluster 
stores and fed at once if they are. get it even during cold weather. died during the winter months. This 

It won’t hurt the packed colonies Bees are too valuable to let them oss is normal, but does not ma- 
'0 open them up, and if you don’t starve from now on. terially reduce the population of a
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full strength colony. A normal colo- often wish to mark hives in such price is 5 cents per pound. 
ny has about 30,000 young bees a way that we can quickly see any The company states that they are 
(8-10 Ibs.). If such a colony has_ record of their condition, whether wholesalers, and that they are sell- 
plenty of honey and pollen avail- they have a good or poor queen, ing to beekeepers only because of 
able, it will raise enough young whether they are low in feed, weak their interest in this new work. ~All 
bees during February and March or strong, and other like informa- orders, however, must be accom- 
to take care of the loss of dead tion. By carrying a piece of blue panied with cash or check, as they 
bees, and emerge in the spring as carpenter’s chalk we can make cannot open accounts. 
a good colony. marks on the backs of the hives —_ 

The real importance of this ex- which will not be permanent and SUGAR FOR BEEKEEPERS 
ii , 5 ees hatche: will wash off within i . . 
tag Ge rm "is wesc of ened abot tei pe area, iam. fod of te beckeeper scenes ira teal 

rearing may be considered as young SUEEESEEEEEEEEeIEeee lar annual — vs tn Sine i a 
bees in the winter cluster, is that REPORT ON BEEKEEPING The it the OPA eonlattn ees 
we should try to stimulate maxi- CONDITIONS In case of an emergency, and ii 
mum brood rearing during the IX the Package bee and queen really necessary, an additional fif- 
month of September in order to producing area labor shortage is teen pounds per colony can be ob- 
have a strong winter cluster. Such expected to be acute this season. tained if the need can be proven, 
a cluster provided with plenty of Many package bee and queen Pro- and it is certified to by the local 
food is the kind that will survive. ducers have been booked to capaci- county agent. 

A few ill advised attempts have ty for some time, and northern Obtain the necessary application 
been made to limit late brood rear- beekeepers report that it is becom-  pJank from your local County Ra- 
ing and decrease the size of the ing increasingly difficult to place tion Board to be filled out and 

winter cluster. Such a program can orders for spring delivery of either signed. Do it in plenty of time sv 
only result in disaster. a bees, te queens, oe fact that if any colonies are found on 
Se may a determining factor in ‘ : 

BEES WINTERING WELL plans being made for expansion of {re ver8* aioe dey, they se) 
This has been a good winter for beekeeping operations next season. 

bees. I have been feeding one colo- Present indications are that for the ANISE-HYSSOP SEED 
ny thick sugar syrup all winter and country as a whole there will be 
they have taken down five 10-lb. very little increase in the number SUPPLY EXHAUSTED 
pails to date (February 17) and of colonies, although some individ- AETTER from Mr. Frank 
the scale is about the same as last ual beekeepers indicate that they Pellett in charge of the plant 
fall. In January they had two plan some increase provided bees test gardens and one of the editors 
frames of good brood in all stages. and labor can be obtained. of the American Bee Journal writes 
This colony has no packing of any Supplies of domestic honey are that hundreds of orders have been 
kind. becoming increasingly scarce. Many coming in for seed of Anise-Hys- 

S. P. Elliott, Menomonie. sections indicate some decrease in sop, and that the supply of seed is 
— demand for honey, both from large all gone. It was available from 

FROM SHAWANO COUNTY buyers and consumers. More cane Melvin Pellett of Atlantic, Iowa. 
Bees seem to have had an ideal  sirups have appeared on the market and also from Rex D. Pearce. 

winter for outside wintering so far recently and have possibly filled Moorestown, New Jersey. How 
this year. Those wrapped in paper some of the recent heavy demand ever, we will now have to wait un- 
with auger hole entrance had a good for honey, particularly in view of til next year before any more seed 
cleansing flight. I examined three the lower prices for the sirup. There will be available. 
colonies and found they had brood _ has been no change in the prices on To conserve seed Mr. Pellett ad 
in from 1 to 3 frames, and all in either honey or beeswax. vised sowing the seed in flats in 
good condition. From Honey Report by War the greenhouse and setting the 

G. W. Jeske, Cecil, Secretary Food Administration. plants out in the garden in the 
Shawano County Beekeepers Asso- spring. It will grow if sown in 

ciation. PRICE OF SOYBEAN FLOUR early spring while the ground i: 
— FOR FEEDING BEES still frozen, but that is very waste: 

MARKING HIVES FOR Soybean flour made by the ex- ful of seed. 
RECORDS peller process may be purchased ae 

Have you ever tried blue car- from the Allied Mills, Inc., Board “IT don’t need none!” said the 

penter’s chalk to mark hives for of Trade Building, Chicago 4, Ill. lady of the house before the agent 
keeping records in the bee yard? If The price is $4.75 per hundred had opened his mouth. 
not, try it. pounds, f.o.b. Peoria, Ill. If less “How do you know? I might be 

In the spring of the year we than 100 pounds is ordered, the selling grammars.”
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Beekeepers Meeting HONEY WANTED 
Cash paid for cars and less 

Fo ‘ * ated than cars comb and extracted x River Valley District fine. Mil padagle and ken 
price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 

CITY HALL, APPLETON, THURSDAY, APRIL 6 Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 

— PROGRAM —. 

10:00 am. Announcements by President Cornelius Meyer. HONEY CANS 

10:30 a.m. Identification of bee diseases and discussion of beekeeping con- We can give you immediate 
ditions. Nosema. John F. Long, Madison. delivery on 60# cans. 

11:15 a.m. Plans for disease eradication in 1944. Results of the National Order your glass supply for 
the new crop now, as it takes 

Beekeepers Conference. James Gwin, Madison. from 3 to 6 months to receive 

i 12:00 m. Payment of dues during luncheon hour. ice = the sey Te ae, 

1:30 p.m. Business meeting. 1# and %# on hand, and can 

2:00 p.m. Government regulations concerning beekeepers. Walter Diehnelt, make immediate shipment. 

president Wisconsin Beekeepers Association, Menomonee Falls. To insure prompt service, or- 
der your Association labels now 

2:30 p.m. Spring Summer and Fall Management. Beekeeping question round for your new crop of honey. 

table. H. J. Rahmlow, Madison. Write for Complete Price List. 

Order Through Your State 
Beekeepers Association 

BEEKEEPERS MEETING Is That Clear? 

AT JUNEAU COURT HOUSE, A mother who had a daughter HONEY ACRES 
TUESDAY, APR. 4, 10:30 A.M. employed in defense work in Wash- Menomonee Falls, Wis. 

ington, wrote to ask her just what 

Te Dodge County Beekeepers she was doing. The reply follows: 
Association has arranged for a “I work in the data-analysi a lysis 

ate of eee te tn be a group of the aptitude-test sub-unit BUY LOTZ SECTIONS 
at the Court House in Juneau, Cir- of the worker analysis section of Rai . ise Comb Ho 

cuit Court Room, on Tuesday, Apr. the division of occupational analysis acs 
4th, beginning at 10:30 a. m. and manning tables of the bureau Container shortage: und geice 

Beekeepers in surrounding coun- of labor utilication: of the War ceiling presriee will not 

ties are especially invited to attend Manpower Commission. yous: 
this meeting. Comb Honey furnishes its own 

. BEES WANTED container. 
On the program will be Mr. Wanted to b k 

James Gwin, inspector of apiaries; an ° ay or wor on Comb Honey has no 
Mr. John Long, Deputy Inspector ; shares, full colonies of bees with ceiling price. 
Mr. Walter Diehnelt, president of equipment. Write Carlton Wieck- 
the State Association, Menomonee ert, R. 2, Appleton, Wis. Lotz sections are morale builders 

Falls; and H. J. Rahmlow, secre- , , te ccmab Te loner ibes done 
tary of the State Association. break when being folded. Less 

" breakage means lower cost. The 
Many important topics will be . smooth white section adds eye 

covered such as governmental reg- KEEP MORE BEES appeal. 
ulations affecting beekeepers, dis- And Keep Posted by Reading the AS COMPLETE A STOCK 
ease control, spring management, BEEKEEPERS MAGAZINE OF |BEE | GUREIIES 

and summer care of bees. WARTIME RESTRICTIONS 
Published every month by Beekeepers PERMIT. 

Mr. Rahmlow will also give a 
S| i Special Introductory Offer to Wisconsin short talk on the care of the or- | for iovameter Ote fo Memes AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
chard and small fruits, answering BOYD, WISCONSIN 
questions on the subject. BEEKEEPERS MAGAZINE ’ 

All beeki eo ace invited to-at- Dept.WH RFDS Lansing, Mich. 1944 catalog published soon. 

tend,
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THE WEATHER a» NURSERYMEN HAVE 
It Was a Warm January, But Not 0-4 SUCCESSFUL CONVENTION 

the Warmest We Have Had Yaa . . , 
Uipiave vou, ever seen. a, winter = ¥ a lige Wisconsin Nurserymen's 

y je. ~=f4 cage F 
like this?” was the frequent com- (ZN. 5 Association met at Milwaukee 
ment the first part of February. \ tp on February 2-3, with an unusually 

“We are having our spring this E\ * er large attendance. 
winter,” some folks said. 3? ZX Officers elected for the coming 

Yes, it was warm in January, FIT A year are Mr. H. W. Riggert, Fort 
especially the latter part of the Wd b- Atkinson, president; Mr, Edward 
month. Many people wondered if VA ES re \ Vos Eschrich, Wayside Nursery, Mil- 
it meant that we would have very hi oo tS me waukee, vice-president; and Mr. 

cold weather later on—whether a SP Thos. S. Pinney, Evergreen Nur- 
warm winter would mean a very RI NG sery, Sturgeon Bay, secretary-treas- 
cold spring. urer. 

Warmest in 1880 had warmer Januarys, and only one Directors are Mr. Walter Re- 
After looking up Madison weath- that has equalled it. mond, Milwaukee, and Mr. E. H. 

er records back to 1875, we find | Where are the forecasters who Njijes, Hartland. Directors whose 
that in 1880, January was warmer were predicting last fall that we term did not expire include J. G. 

than in 1944, The average tempera- would have a very cold winter be-  Uecke, Oshkosh; James Living- 
ture for January this year was 27° cause the fur on wild animals was stone, Milwaukee; T. A. Singer, 
F. The highest temperature for the very heavy, and the buds of trees Milwaukee; and R. C. Pippert. 
month was 56°, and the lowest was_ were heavily covered? Cleveland. 
—2’ We think the only sure thing . 

In 1880, however, the highest about the weather is that it is un- Ten new memberships were re- 

was 58°, and the lowest 6° with an _ predictable. ceived during the convention which 
average of 34.5°. ee increases the total to 59 members. 

There are two other years in SHRUBS OF MICHIGAN Speakers from Madison on the 
which average temperatures were A valuable book for the scientific Program included E. L. Chambers, 
as high as January, 1944. They horticulturist, nurserymen and bot- State Entomologist; Dr. S. A. 

were in 1933, when it was 31° F., anists is the new book “Shrubs of Wilde, Soils Department; Prof. G. 
and in 1934 when it was also 27° F. Michigan” by Cecil Billington. It Wm. Longenecker, Department of 

Does a warm winter mean a cold j, published by the Cranbrook In- Horticulture; and H. J. Rahmlow, 
spring? If we go back to 1880 we stitute of Science, Bloomfield Hills, secretary of the Horticultural So- 
find that it does not. For example, Michigan, The price is $2.50, post- ciety. Others were: C. R. Dineen, 
the year before, in 1879 the highest paid. President of Milwaukee County 
in January was 46° F., and the low- The book contains 250 pages, 161 Park Board ; Jens Jensen, land- 

est —22 F. February had a low of line drawings of shrubs; 161 dis- SC@Pe architect of Ellison Bay who 
—12 ; the low in March was 5°50 tribution maps; state map; and 10 Was the guest speaker at the ban- 
April 12°; and in May 35° F. pages of pictorial glossary. It con- ets S. S. Telfer, Ellison Bay, 

No Late Frosts After tains a botanical description of all fruit grower; K. D. Andrews of 
Warm Winter the shrubs of Michigan. the Andrews Nursery, Faribault, 

The following year, in 1880, the ——______—. Minnesota; and Wm. J. Smart of 
low in January was 6°; in Febru- A woman in Wisconsin wants to the D. Hill Nursery Co., Dundee, 
ary 0°; in March 7°; in April divorce her husband, a retired na- Illinois. 
23°; and in May 44° F. In other val officer, “because he insists we Starting from a small nucleus, 
words, 1880 was warmer every sleep in a hammock.” She has the Wisconsin Nurserymen’s Asso- 
month from January to May, than _ slipped to the floor 16 times during ciation has grown into a large and 
was 1879. their 23 years of marriage, she told important organization, and is giv- 

At any rate, there have only been the court, “and I’m getting too old.” ing valuable service to the nursery- 
two winters since 1875 that have | —Fred Sparks in Parade. . men.
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SOME FACTS ON 2% in transit, 7% at wholesale, NEW GARDEN BOOK FOR 
FOOD WASTING 3% at retail and 15% in the homes NORTHERN CLIMATES 

—we see that our food waste adds 
I’ the language of the street up to 32%! AY’ book on gardening, 

urchin corksy means save From November 15, 1943 Ten- “Live At Home and Like It” 

me the core.” There’s food for nessee Horticulture. by Franc P. Daniels is just off the 
thought in aa shnowt sna ‘a. press. It is published by the Min- 
sponse one urchin made to this bid, ae ; ke 
“There ain’ gonna be fo core” OUR COVER PICTURE netonka Publishing Co., Long Lake, 
Th f the World’ hi . Minnesota. (Price $1.00.) 

CT nnn ue Ean dane The Flicker This book is written for northern 
are on the “core” of food which . a d 
the average American throws away. TT Flicker, a member of the oe Not often do we a 2 
Competent observers tell us that woodpecker family, is a hard 8000; 7 wie dein garden ve that 

| nearly a billion people on this globe working and useful citizen. He Ins accurate 2 ormation for gar- 
| of ours will suffer from hunger feeds largely upon ants, often eat- C€ners sat ne oe eats areas 

| this winter. Millions of them will ing thousands at a meal. His tongue wits omy ae Pade a grow: 
| starve to death and other millions is the longest, in proportion to his he | ia hene ie 9 ao villeens 

will be permanently injured by dis- size of any bird, being over three PI iis = : Soi "eG k: oe Hees 
vases caused by malnutrition. inches in length. He thrusts his lanting ursety. tock ; rng? 

In a recent leaflet on food waste, head into the ant hill, extends his Propagation; Pest Control Tand- 
: . barbed and sticky tongue, and with- scape Arrangement; The Best the OWI gave some interesting Z y tongue, t : i 3 

; . draws it covered with ants, Like Hardy Shrubs; Pruning Shrubs; 
facts. The average American buys the doves, he feeds hi : by Rose Culture; Vines; Shade Trees; 
4 pounds of food a day and analy- 116 (Utes ae feeds ms -young. °Y Evergreens; Perennials; Annuals; 
sis of the garbage collections of 247 "esurgitation. ‘ ‘ : : : it n In flight, his conspicuous white Lawn Management, and Fruit 
cities showed that he throws away might, P : Zi ‘ i i rump is one sure means of identifi- Growing. There is also a portion 
¥%4 pound a day—about 15% of the mp 1 d bl 1 

: cation. The nest is usually exca- ‘evoted to vegetable culture. edible food he purchases, Green 4 y d 
vated in the wood of some dead We have checked much of the 

and other vegetables make up 507% tree, although, if nesting b information and have found it re- 
of garbage waste, fruits 29% and ‘Tee although, 11 nesting boxes are liable 
baked goods 14%. The American provided, they are often occupied. . 

Bakers’ Association figures that we From five to nine white eggs are 
buy two pounds of bread per per- laid. By: Mrs. R. A fc 75th ANNIVERSARY NUMBER 
son per week. If each home wastes y: Mrs. R. A. Walker HAS VALUE TO CLUB 
only one slice per week, this means oo 
34 million slices or 2 million loaves! LETTER from the Antigo 

Fruit L “ Wouldn’t Do A Garden Club commenting on the 
r Oss Why are you looking so fed- 75-year history of the Wisconsin 

Iruit growers will be interested up? . Horticultural Society states as fol- 
in some of the figures on fruit T bought a book called How to lows: 

waste revealed in this study. It Make Love,’ and now I don’t know The Seventy-Fifth Anniversary 
showed the avoidable loss of edible what to do. number of the ‘Wisconsin Horti- 
fruit on farms, on the basis of “Why?” _,,. culture’ is a very informative and 
total production, amounts to 5% Well, it says you take the girl’s interesting copy. We, who are late- 
for apples, 3.7% for plums and hand, look into her eyes, and say: comers in the organization tried to 
cantaloupes, and 3.5% for cherries. I Jove you, Beatrice’. . learn what was being done in the 
From the claim records of Class I “What S WEODS: with that ?” present and to visualize the plans 
railroads, it was found that loss in My girl’s name is Lizzie. for the future, but we lacked the 
transit amounted to 2% of all food TT, background for complete under- 
moved, and the loss on fresh foods LOVELY GREETING CARDS _ standing. Your historical issue gave 
is probably much higher. A study — The very finest of Fancy Royal us this necessary background. It 
of the New York Wholesale Pro- Beauty, with extra fine quality. was like living among the dense 
duce Market in 1940 showed that Postpaid, leaves of a tree top without know- 
there was a loss of 7% of fresh 16 cards—For All Occasions, ing what held us up so high and 
fruits and vegetables in the whole- $1.00; 16 cards— All for Birth- now we see the tree trunk. Thank 
sale phase of marketing. In retail days, $1.00; 14 cards—For Easter, you.” 
stores there is an over-all food loss $1.00. Order early. Satisfaction . . 
of 3%, and the loss in fresh fruits Guaranteed. Hilda, Tailed, Antigo. 
is much higher. Using these con- The Northwestern Mail Order We still have a supply of the 
servative figures—5% on farms, House, Green Bay, Dept. H, Wis. History at 10 cents per copy.
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
OFFICERS DIRECTORS E, A: Lins, Spring Green 

Harold Janes, Whitewater, President Frank Blood, Stevens Point Walter F. Miller, Sun Prairie 
David Puerner, Milwaukee, Vice-President Dr. F. Graff, Fi ill. Dr. Geo, Scheer, ‘Sheboygan 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor, Secretary Fred Hagedorn, Sheboy gan Leiand Shaw, Milton — 
Otto “Kapschitzke, Rec. Sec.-Treas. Yak. Hopkins, ‘Deerfield, I. Noel Thompson, Madison 

1710 Tiinois Ave., Sheboygan falter C. Krueger, Oconomowoc 

A MESSAGE FROM THE the successful conclusion of the from cleaning or sorting your 
PRESIDENT purpose, a classification system ac- corms. Such trash may harbor 

ceptable to all societies, and one thrips. 
Dees the past two years, OUT flexible enough to allow for all sizes Stock up with Bichloride of Mer- 

Society did not realize any in- of shows and one usable for 1944 cury or Lysol or whatever you use 
come from our State Show because shows. as a thrips treatment before plant- 
the net proceeds were donated to Specific details are not given at ing. Don’t buy too much but get 
War Relief. Our only income has this time because of the unavaila- enough to treat all the corms you 

been membership dues and the an- bility of the secretarial notes to have and use it just before you 
nual bulb auction. This year too the every delegate and the importance plant. This includes corms you 
Society assumed the expenses of of exactness of verbology. Wiscon- bought which may or may not be 
our delegate to the Pittsburgh con- sin members who favored a show infested with thrips. It is easier 
ference and contributed towards schedule based on size of floret will to control thrips before planting 
the compilation of a national stand- pe pleased with the results. This than after. 

ard classification. material will appear in coming edi- Check over your sprayer and put 

Our annual bulb auction will tions of Horticulture. it in condition for another season 
be held in connection with our It is estimated that there were You will need it if you have neigh- 

spring meeting in Milwaukee, ‘S°™¢ sixty persons present. It was ors who grow glads, and you prob- 

Sunday, March 26, at the Public the opinion of most persons pres- ably will anyway. 

Museum. I especially wish to ask &"t that the Pittsburg conferences Prepare your labels or stakes so 

the cooperation of all members tu brought out more potential good to you can keep the different varieties 
contribute what bulbs they can in the interest of the Gladiolus than distinct when planted. 

order that we may make this a big @7Y other meeting. 
success. Contributors should send The program presented was WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS 
a list of their donations to our sec- modified but slightly as to time of SOCIETY MEETING 

1, M i speaker appearances. retary, Mr. Otto Kapschitzke, and . MILWAUKEE, SUNDAY, 
either mail offerings to him prior Walter C. Krueger 

: : MARCH 26 
to the meeting, or bring them to ——— SSS 

Milwaukee. TIMELY SUGGESTIONS PUBLIC MUSEUM, 1 P. M. 
Harold E. Janes. The: acnual <peing niseting: of 

ee iE Noel F. Thompson j pring g 
oe _ the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society 

PRE-NOTES ON THE Loc over your glad corms to will be held at the Milwaukee 

PITTSBURGH CONFERENCE see if they are all right. Keep Public Museum on Sunday, Mar. 
them dry and cool (but not frozen). 26th, at 1 p. m. 

T= delegates of the New Eng- If you use naphthalene flakes for In addition to an_ excellent 
land Gladiolus Society, Inc., thrips, remove what is left now. program there will be a bulb 

and its affiliated societies, together This treatment is good while the auction well worth attending. All 
with commercial growers, intro- corms are dormant, but should not interested gladiolus growers are 
ducers, hybridists and cataloguers, be continued into the spring. Screen _ invited. 

met at Pittsburg February 12th and the flakes out with a coarse screen. —_—_—_—_———_ 
13th, 1944, at the Pittsburger Hu- Did you sort out the badly dis- Mother to Daughter: “I don't 
tel, for a consideration of unifiel eased corms when you cleaned want you to marry. I’ve seen the 
classification and other subjects. them? If not, now is a good time folly of it.” 

The fine spirit of co-operation to do it. Burn the discards. Daughter: “But, Mother, I want 
shown by the delegates allowed of Clean up and burn any refuse to see the folly of it, too!”
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STATE GLADIOLUS SHOW TO BE Wurtembergia, Milford, and Rewi THE OLIVE TREES OF 
HEL? AT STATE FAIR Fallu. For funeral work the soft AFRICA 

t 19-21, 1944 . i a8 gust Poet, . clear colors are preferred like Du- EAR Editor—Here in Tunisia, 
The Board of Directors of the Wis- na Wasaga, Reverie, Margaret . 

consin Gladiolus Society voted in Feb- F ilt d il hit ‘d 1 ad as in the greater part of North 
ruary 3 accept the invitation and plan vee on, a ding ies net sig Africa, olive orchards and vine- 
of the State Fair management to hold or wedda us S we have ag 3 icul- the 1944 Gladiolus Show at the State found Mammoth White, Maid of Y@™ds abound—an age-old horticul 
Fair on August 19-21 tural cultivation. The native takes 
ai Augus| . Orleans, Margaret Beaton, and A 
A special plan was presented to the Camellia ve épular these things as a matter-of-course, 

Board by the Fair management. Some ny) Popular: . for his life has been pre-destined 
of the terms include the following: From 1944 Year book of Maine to carry and pass on his timeless 
All members of the Society in good Gladiolus Society. t to fut erations. However, standing will be admitted to the Fair are torrubire Bene a : 

for the three-day period free. This will eee there is interest in an olive orchard 
include automobile. and I would like to pass on to you 

ay = coy will be charged, MADISON GLADIOLUS some of my observations. I was 
to be pai y the Society. No entry i i 
fee will be charged exhibitors. SOCIETY HAS MEETING prepared toe i hinemnig, vesceat The State Fair will pay @ preisfam — Sistiina Sind delightful fragrance, but was dis- 

of $200 to the Society in lieu of all held en enon em us) Society appointed. The flowers had very 
individual premiums and ribbons. The a their annual meeting and elec- ittle odor but come out in profuse 
Society will provide premiums as in tion of officers in February. Mr. R. numbers. They are very small. 
the past. ; ; ; B. Russell showed some beautiful As for the wood, it is pale yellow 

ae Fair ei furnish all facilities slides of spikes and gladiolus ar- and possesses a very stringy charac- 

= ee pea oF a ee the exhibit rangements. The latter were com- ter, The limbs are very brittle in the 
S an lowers Building. ed by M F. Middl 

They will also furnish help to stage mented upon by Mrs. F. Mi eton more mature trees. The old trees 
the show. and Mrs. H. S. Bostock of Madi- bear little and no attempt is made 

The Society will prepare its own son, who gave suggestions for ar- to keep them in production, as the 
premium Be strange and manage the rangements of gladiolus. heartwood rots away, leaving very 
aae Siecle furnish ae "acne auages : The officers elected for the com- little sapwood. Practically all of 
ribbons, and see that the exhibits are ing year were as follows: Presi- these mature trees have enormous 
in place and the show is ready by 8 dent, Theodore Woods, 1238 E. cavities in. the trunk. 

a. m. on the opening day, August 19. Dayton Street, Madison; Secretary- Young olive orchards have a cer- 
Commercial exhibits where orders Tyeasurer, James H. Torrie, 1413 tain pleasantness about them that 

are taken shall not be included as a M 4s Madi bri Hecti f pri New part of this exhibit. Commercial ex. found Street, Madison. brings recollections of prim Ne 

hibits of gladiolus arranged for effect England orchards. . 
may be included, providing they are In a perfect rectangular planting, 
not used as sales booths. A small sign, SHEBOYGAN GLADIOLUS broken only by the flowing con- 

not exceeding 1’x2’ with the name of tours of the terrain, the trees are 
he exhibitor imay be. used CHAPTER HAS SUCCESSFUL ot about 20 to 30 feet apart. And 

A special arrangement will be made set al part. 

to permit all members of the Society MEETING the orchards cover acres of low- 
to enter the enclosure so as to exam- oe . . rolling hills under a mulch of warm- 
ine the flowers and have the conven- TT Sheboygan Gladiolus Soci-  prown cereal grains — wheat and 

tion ceaiere which is so appreciated at ety, a Chapter of the Wiscon- barley, 
our - ‘ . : = es . The ne ne st te Fair Gladio! sin Gladiolus Society, held a meet- The fruit ripens in August, and 

guar state far Glacolus ing in February with 33 members that time it is picked. ked 
Show as held in past years, will be at nat ame 1 18 pic eds; ‘Packed; 
continued the second and third three- Present. and shipped for pickling and pro- 
day periods of the Fair, with cash An auction sale of bulbs was held _ cessing. 
Premiums. which netted more than $30. Four Just to see olive trees impudently 

new members were enrolled, ac- surviving torrid heats and arid con- 

GLAD CHOICES OF 1943 . cording to Dr. Geo. Scheer, presi- ditions peculiar to North Africa is 
By Donald Palmer, dent of the Chapter. to enough appreciate their economic 
Bridgton, Maine The next meeting of the Chapter and horticultural dominance in the ” . ig P' 

PoLlowine is a brief account will be held Wednesday evening, plant realm. 
of our experiences this past April 5, when H. J. Rahmlow, By Sgt. Ernest J. Zevitas, Tu- 

season. For exhibition bouquets in Madison, will be the speaker. nisia, in September 15, 1943 Horti- 

homes and stores and for the Honor Officers of the Chapter for 1944 culture. . 
Roll in our town, the demand has are: President, Dr. Geo. H. Scheer; ———____—_—__ 
been for the bright, striking colors Vice - President, Mr. Holtzmann; Washington, D. C., Negro taxi- 
of huges spikes with many open Secretary-Treasurer, Alfred Hinz. driver: “Ah’ve nevah seen so many 
blooms, such as Picardy, Jasmine, Directors: Fred Hagedorn, Walter uniforms as there are heah now, 
Zauberflote, King Lear, Debonair, Axel, Bernhard Nickels. and so few soldiers.” 

|
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Common Mistakes in Victory Gardens 
James G. Moore 

REALUNG mistakes isn’t very ings should be the rule. Corn is 
profitable unless we are going Q also likely to come in this class. 

to make every reasonable effort to As a rule, there should be only 
correct them when we garden again {i 3 enough of a vegetable planted so 
or by recounting them some one ~ - that it can be used during the in- 
else avoids making the same errors. aman! vy terval in which it possesses good 
Many of the mistakes made by Vic- quality. Unless this is done, either 
tory Gardeners, both rural and ur- I\\ = we eat poor quality vegetables or 
ban, may be rather easily avoided we ‘there is considerable waste. 
by spending a little more thought ‘ NS 
and effort on the project. Waste of Land . 

What is a Garden Without For the urban gardener this is 
Suitable Tract Basis of Success a Plan? a very important consideration. 

. With limited garden area, we need 
Many gardeners are doomed to _ Most gardeners spend much time to plan so that it will produce the 

failure or only mediocre success in studying seed catalogs which jyaximum amount. To do this re- 
before they start gardening because could be spent more profitably ™ quires very careful planning. First 
the character of their garden tract Planning the garden. Making gar- the elimination of crops requiring 
precludes having a good garden. den plans isn’t popular because to relative great space. Planning as 
Unfavorable soil, presence of many do it well requires knowledge and far as possible to make the same 

tree roots and excessive shade are uch thinking. A garden is seldom area produce two or more crops by 

things which most often render @ really good garden unless it was (1) following early crops with later 
garden tracts unsatisfactory. Try- well planned before “making the ones, (2) growing vegetables re- 

ing to garden on such a tract is garden” even started. There are SO quiring little space and short season 
the most disastrous mistake in gar- any garden mistakes which result ones between those requiring more 

dening. Last year many tracts used from little or poor planning. One space and longer time, for example, 
for community gardens were un- should remember that good garden- spinach between rows of corn; (3) 

suited to gardening. The result, lots ing consists in more than growing ith plants grown individually or 
of wasted effort, and a host of dis- good vegetables. in hills, growing intermediate plants 
couraged, and often disgruntled Common garden errors due to OF crops as lettuce between broccoli 
gardeners. faulty garden planning are numer- or early radishes where tomatoes 

Those having charge of selecting °US- Perhaps we should consider are to be set, removing the inter- 
3 * : some of the most serious ones. fering radish plants. areas for community gardening ‘ 
should avoid selecting such tracts Waste of Produce Another method of reducing 
unless it is practical to put them it th waste of land is to be careful about 
in reasonably good condition. The No one can plan so as to hit ¢ € the distances between vows. A pre- 
garden project and the gardener nail right on the head all the time caution here is in place. Be sure 

will both be better off if only those when it comes to desirable quantity. to leave enough space for proper 
tracts are used on which there is But greatly excessive amounts are development of the vegetable. Com- 
a good chance of getting good re- usually due to faulty planning. Here parative ease of tillage and on light 

sults, even though securing such are a few examples: soils the probable soil moisture sup- 

tracts may involve greater expense Planting too much of a given ply should not be overlooked. 
to the individual gardener. One vegetable. When a home gardener Waste of Labor 
might a great deal better spend his plants a 20 foot row of parsley, The f: d 1d d 
efforts in some other way than to he’s quite likely to have too much e seat het 4 om 1 tl 
attempt a garden on an impossible parsley. Chard is another vegetable C eigay about. mA oie pu 
garden tract. likely to be overplanted, unless always ards * te the time 

: yours is a farm garden, then any spent ‘am the Bere ee LOPeE: plan- 
If you are not sure concerning “excess is excellent chicken feed ning, accompanied with proper 

the suitability of the tract you plan . garden tillage equipment will ma- 
on gardening, consult your county Making too large a planting at  terially reduce the time ordinarily 
agricultural agent, vocational agri- a given time; radish and lettuce spent in keeping down the weeds 
culture teacher, or a successful gar- immediately come to mind at this in the farm garden as compared 
dener or farmer in your section. suggestion. Small, frequent plant- with the way it is usually planted
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and tilled. Many urban gardeners and to enable them to make better made was to garden on a heavy 
also waste labor because they fail plans for themselves. State agencies quack grass sod, and not a few 
to use intercropping. and county agencies have proposed have hung out the sign “Never 

Fat Summer—Lean Winter such plans and are making them Again.” No doubt many quack in- P ig ga y qt 
Failure to plan results in excess available to any gardener who feels fested tracts were used for gar- 

in summer and an inadequate sup- he might ssibly benefit from dens last year which should not ght possibly y 
ply for winter and the spring their use. If you want a plan for have been used. Even though the 
months. Although there is adequate a garden approximating the dimen- season was favorable to quack grass ug! ga PP! 4 q g 
land available to grow enough veg- sions of the one you expect to have, and therefore unfavorable to the y 
etables for winter use, data col- it is quite likely that you can se- gardener and in many cases the ini- 
lected from farm women indicate cure one from your County Agri- tial plowing and preparation tilla; y y Ag plowing and prep ge 
that probably not one-fourth of our cultural Agent, or your local Vic- were scarcely deserving of the 
farm families have an adequate tory Garden organization. names, a large majority of the gar- q y 8 rge majority gi 
or jecetable supply. Some ef Don’t Crowd 7 hae _ cee 

i less du : 
ineitequale atone facilities bat all One of the Most common mis- x rn HEL aAe” Of BE Ga 
too often it is because insufficient ‘#Kes in gardening is the failure to Gener than a German and Jap were 
amounts of winter vegetables are properly thin vegetables, especially to a marine, finished the season fig- 

ee root crops. Thinning is the least att . . + 
grown. A majority of urban gar- . : 7 uratively with the flag still flying 
deners do not have space to grow esktal © = — a = rather than a sheet or tablecloth 
a 12-months’ supply of vegetables wasterul garden operation. in order waving. Those last year quack grass 
and many of them would have no to be sure that we will have enough tracts will be less obstinate this 
suitable place to store them if they Plants, we: ustially ‘sow: more ;seed year and even if they were as bad 
did. However, many urban garden- than is necessary. Then if our seed as last year, they should not be 
ers having individual homes could WS good and we had good luck, too serious an obstacle to tackle for 
improve their situation by better the young plants ae often as thick those who realize what our food 

planning both for production and °S the proverbial “hair oe dog's problems in 1944 are likely to be if 
storage. inate sane aeep open a they are the only tracts available 

vat he ee life, Undersized useless beets, carrots jon gardemung. 

but in the garden it is also one way and turnips which are so common (Continued on page 161) 
of meeting the vitamins and min- in gardens most often are due to 

eral problems of nutrition. The war i erie the Plants enough room ‘) 
gardener of World War I whose DY Pung our tie excess ones. ae INSURE ENOUGH! 

. . have been watching gardens for ji di tirely of 3 ; . y 
a at potatoes easily. sient years and feel safe in saying that } plant @ 

the garden planning program, but over 25 per cent fail to thin either (| [| 
he left something to be desired so 2t the right time or sufficiently for Ay “a f 

far as adequate nutrition was con- best results. em ie ‘ f i f | 
cerned. He doubtless would have Conserve Seed A ees f 
strenuously objected if the only Many gardeners last year pur- orn P= Ea 
vegetables which his wife served chased garden seeds without any igemmemeage Panisurely...:Plant 

him had been beans and potatoes. very definite idea or just what or [Pore dependable, hove been for 57 
Have variety in the garden; it how much of a particular vegetable years. Send now for Olds’ 1944 illus- 
makes gardening more interesting, they were going to grow. This trated seed book. Vegetabies flower 
it insures better nutrition, it makes practice is almost certain to be ex- seeds... from highest quality stocks. 

eating more pleasurable and from pensive and wasteful. This is an- CU scr sa pkt. of 
the housewife’s standpoint it sim- other reason for having a definite MENDOTA Vegetable 
plifies the question, “What shall garden plan, This year it is more H SQ ib 

we have to eat?” imperative than ever to plan on i 
Suggested Plans Available sowing more sparingly and buying hl ‘ \ ONS we Awe 

One seldom makes a garden plan 0 more seed than you actually Sati qs ASS 
which fully suits himself. He is, of need. Supplies of some vegetable WRUIEtS. | Coarse yy 
course, less likely to make one that seed is dangerously scarce. So for ; isp) — a 
will suit someone else. Garden plans the good of the cause, be careful agi sa, ite lds FREE atl ona 
should, therefore, be considered with that seed order. ih beons, High food valve, eary to grow 
suggestive. They are intended tu Quack Grass and Its Friends 
help those inexperienced in garden Many 1943 Victory Gardeners L.L. OLDS ect heliched 

| planning to have a better garden will say that the worst mistake they .
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HOW TO GET YOUR SEEDS GARDEN QUIZ FOR YOUR APRIL MEETING 
TO GROW (Answers will be found on page 167) 

By Victor H. Ries Write true or false in front of each statement. 
Ohio S y ad - Ccicasl Each correct statement will score 5. What is your total score? 

0 State University, Columbus. It is well to add some form of lime to the garden before planting 
Where to Sow Seed—A Cold- flowers or vegetables. 

Frame is a Necessity ---------- 2. Many Wisconsin soils are low in phosphorus so that this element 
is an important fertilizer for our gardens. 

UTDOORS is usually more ---------- 3. We can make a satisfactory equivalent of liquid manure by adding 
isf ~ ih ind one ounce of ammonium sulphate to two gallons of water. 

satis! actory an indoors. __________ 4, Rotenone will control many insects of both the chewing and suck- 
Plants will be more stocky and ing types. 

sturdy. Cellar windows are cool, __________ 5, Black leaf 40 is good only for sucking insects such as plant lice. 
but do not let seedlings have suffi- 
cient light. Windows in the house  ---------- 6. Sulphur is valuable spraying or dusting material in the control 

may have almost enough light, but of insects. 
temperatures are too high, result-  ---------- 7. Arsenate of lead will not kill plant lice. 

ing in weak, spindly seedlings. ---------- 8. Bone meal is a complete fertilizer. 

A coldframe is highly desirable ---------- 9. It is difficult to grow lettuce in southern Wisconsin because of 
for raising plants from seed as it high temperatures. 

sives protection from the cold, from ----------10. Sweet peas can be grown well in the garden in northern Wisconsin, 
rain and snow and from the wind. but not well in southern Wisconsin. 
It may be placed in any sunny lo- _____-----11. Milorganite is a good source of nitrogen for the garden and lawn. 

cation where it will soon pay for 
itself in the plants it nto and ~---------12. Early blooming shrubs produce their flower buds the preceding 
f pk 8 year, but late blooming shrubs produce their flower buds on new 
saves. growth of the same year. 

A coldframe may be placed on ~---------13. It is impossible to produce apples free from scab and worms in 
h h t y + aid f Wisconsin without spraying. 

the ‘south, east, or’ west side 'O! ----------14. Peonies may do well for 15 to 25 years without being divided. 
your house, garage, or shed, for 

growing seedlings or plants. The _____--_-15. Iris should be divided as soon as the clump becomes large and 
north side may be used for rooting crowded. 
cuttings or storage of plants over ----------16. Lupine grows well anywhere in Wisconsin if we inoculate the 

winter. It may be placed outside a soil, . . . oo. . 
cellar window to furnish a little Seeeeal7, Hybrid iss roses will survive a severe Wisconsin winter if covered 

° wit! urlap. 

extra heat to get an be start. -..--.----18. Blossom end rot of tomatoes can be controlled by spraying with 
However, a hotbed heated by ma- Bordeaux mixture. 

nure or an electric cable is hardly _---------19, Each beet seed will produce several plants and so the seeds should 
worth while for home use. be planted thinly. 

----------20. Broccoli is a member of the cabbage family and should be grown 
A coldframe may be made iO in the same manner as cabbage. 

four l-inch boards, 6 to 8 inches NOTE: Check answers with the correct answers, deducting 5 poinis 
wide, preferably cypress or red- for each error. 
wood, It may be made to fit an d2]§ $$ 

window sash or to fit a standard 3 DAMPING OFF DISEASE Watering. Seedlings are like ba- 
by 6-foot coldframe sash. Back of CONTROL bies — they require regular atten- 
frame should be higher than front ; tion—at least once a day! Never 

to drain off water. A frame of 1 ™fHERE will be but little disease allow a seedbed to dry out. Apply 
by 2-inch wood strips may be cov- with sand or sphagnum seed- water slowly with a fine sprinkler. 
ered with celoglass or cellulose ace- hed, If seedlings start to rot off at Apply enough to soak the seedbed 
tate instead of glass. Other glass surface of seedbed and die, it is clear to the bottom. Water again 
substitutes are too perishable. damping off disease. Over-watering as soon as top starts to dry out. 

Set coldframe on top of the and high temperatures tend to in- After seedlings have come up, 
ground so seedbed is slightly higher crease damage. May be controlled keeping seedbed too wet will en- 

than surrounding level. This pre- by watering with 1 oz. red copper courage damping off disease. 

vents water from running into seed- oxide in 3 gallons water. Use ; a ey 
bed. The sash is used to give earli- uarts per square foot of seedbec . 
er plants by taking in the heat of Apply after sowing seed and again Women never tire of redecorat- 

the sun. when seedlings are 1 inch high. ing rooms or reforming men,
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s arden supply firms. If you have 
Chemicals Improve Set of pany roses, * oiehians ju quantity 

° ° lots such as 5 pounds or more be- Fruit on Winter Tomatoes. sase te sce eg ee 
in one pound fancy cartons. 

T= difficulty of Betting a good in cultural practices with hot-house sie ee oe isn ot fine set of fruit on “hot-house” to- tomatoes. Since sturdy plant stems 
enough. The sulphur should be at matoes appears pretty well solved. are needed to support a heavy crop, least of 325 mesh fineness to make Working in the greenhouses of it may be desirable to space the a Hood diss 

the University of Wisconsin, R, H. plants farther apart than in the 8 - . . . Roberts and Esther Struckmeyer past, as well as use more fertilizer While some bulletins on insect 
have found that certain chemical and water. - Set at ee canal 
sprays muarkedly Promote fruiting a eaenode and amenaie of lead under greenhouse conditions. SULPHUR BEST FOR ROSES ‘ beli ihseth tl de ? This development is expected to R. L. M. Massey of Cornell wail fal | lat the a re the 
ake it possible for greenhouse op- D wd cage will fin vit impractica to lo the me po 1 t lier University reports that sulphur mixing himself. It is very difficult erators to fe a geen k “ace continues to be the best material to do a thorough job and the dust than in the past, obtain larger for controlling the black spot of stirred up in mixing may effect yields, and to complete the mar- roses and other fungus diseases injurious! keting of the crop by the time field- : - et | BOme Persons wjunously: : b ilabl Its chief fault is that it may burn It might be well to buy insecti- drown; tomatoes “become available. is leaves during periods of high cides fairly early this season. One Spray Enough temperature. We should therefore ee ree eme 
One thorough spraying of well- be cautious in applying it during A youth who applied for a job advanced blossom clusters is be- the very hot weather. As a matter as a movie usher was immediately 

lieved to be enough, usually pro- of fact, during periods of dry, hot rushed into uniform, put to work. ducing “hands” of four to six uni- weather, it is not necessary to use But he was back an‘ hour or so formly-sized fruits. Frequent spray- the dust at all because there is later: “I’m quitting.” 
ing is undesirable, since it not only little danger of the spread or ger- “What's the matter, son?” asked involves more work, but also re- mination of fungus spores. the proprietor. “Aren’t the hours sults in greater variation in the One of the best combinations is and pay good enough for you?” size of fruit. Early spraying also mixture of sulphur and rotenone “Sure. But I’ve seen the picture.” is to be avoided, since it tends to which can be purchased at most —This Week. produce smaller fruit. 

As a suitable chemical for this 
purpose Roberts and his co-worker ; 
suggest beta-naphthoxy acetic acid, It Ss Not A 
more conveniently known as BNA. | 
Trials proved it effective when di- | 
luted in water at 1 to 1500. It is H @) M E 
on the market, is economical to use, 
ind can be stored in solution for a. 
several months. until it’s planted! Although chemical sprays are 
highly effective in most cases, par- 
ticularly in producing a set of fruit Ornamental 
on the lower clusters which ordi- 
narily yield poorly, they are not Shrubs and Trees rated by the Wisconsin investigators Grown For Our 
as panacea for all difficulties in é 
growing hot-house tomatoes. They Northern Clime 
will not, for example, prevent the 
type of blossom-drop in which the 
flowers turn yellow and abscess, an McKAY NURSERY CO. effect which is usually ascribed to 911 University Avenue ‘aulty plant nutrition. — - Madison 5, Wisconsin 

Probably the use of chemical 
sprays to obtain a heavy set of fruit Wisconsin's Greatest Nursery 
will make necessary certain changes
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..GARDEN GOSSIP... 
DO YOU HAVE A SHADY his outline of the principal plant enough they are cut and hung in 

SPOT WHERE VEGETABLES food elements and the way in tobacco sheds or corn driers to 

WILL NOT THRIVE? which they contribute to plant evaporate the excess moisture, The 

Plant Torenia Fournieri! growth have a much more general roots promptly send up new sprouts, 

By The Master Gardener application. Among other things, so that several cuttings a year are 

Tas is one of the most highly Dr. Allen points out that much of possible under favorable conditions. 

praised annuals for shade. It the importance | formerly given to Although belladonna no doubt 

was named for Olaf Toren, Swedish liming the soil for delphiniums will bring a worth-while supple- 

clergyman and botanist. grow best in soil which is slightly ment to the incomes of some farm- 

Growth is low and bushy, height acid. _There is also evidence that ers during war-time, it offers noth- 

8 to 10 inches. Foliage is dark- delphiniums will grow well in soils ing in the way of “easy money” or 

green. Flowers are violet-blue, which are much more acid if they “get rich quick” possibilities. Seed 

blotched with dark purplish-blue, are well supplied with organic mat- is scarce, the work is hard and ex. 

and have a yellow throat. The to- ter. In fact, if the soil is already acting, there is some risk of failure 

renia is often called the Wishbone sweet, lime added to delphiniums with a relatively untried crop, and 

Flower because the stamens form ™Y be more harmful than benefi- the demand for the product is strict- 

somewhat the shape of a wishbone. cial. a: . ly limited. 

The blossoms resemble snapdrag- When soil is too sweet, the thing From Bulletin 460, “What’s New 

ong. to do, apparently, is to make it in Farm Science,”—University oi 

This flower should be planted in more sour through the addition of Wisconsin. 

Hiasses. powdered sulfur. The sulfur can ee eeerereeeraeeee 

It blooms from June to early fall. be mixed with the soil at the rate FLOWER ARRANGEMENT 

The torenia prefers a shady lo- of one to five pounds per 100 Sdvare ESSENTIALS 

cation and plenty of moisture. It feet of ground are depending on TC’ is good for us not to have » 

thrives best in a light, rich soil. the degree of alkalinity. This treat- much time for flower arrange- 

The torenia is a tender annual, ment will usually lower the acidity ment, because in making intensely 

and plants must not become chilled. sufficiently, but it is desirable to studied, highly stylized arrange: 

So it is best to sow seed indoors Tetest the soil after about two ments, we had lost sight of the im- 

in March, transplanting the seed- months to make sure. portant element of spontaneity ani 

lings into the garden when settled aoe from November 15. the essential “quality of transcience” 

warm weather appears. Seed may 1943 Horticulture (Mass.). which fresh flowers contribute 

be sown directly in the garden in Be oe ie Writing in the Bulletin of the Gar- 

May. but plants will not produce Eo Sea caoe den Club of America, Mrs. Anson 

flowers nearly as early. In trans- . Howe Smith says that with our 

planting, set plants 8 to 10 inches BELADONNA — “war baby” arrangements more casual, we must 

apart. In the extreme South this farm crop—now is grown in dispense with intricate detail, with 

plint will self-sow. Wisconsin, its culture developing elaborate “build up” and painstak- 

‘Torenia is a good subject for with the encouragement of drug ing manipulation, and concentrate 

vases and hanging baskets, as well concerns and the assistance of Prof. on essentials: color and proportion: 

as being a satisfactory garden flow- James Johnson. the right flowers in the right room: 

er for shaded areas. The demand for belladonna is the most becoming container; stra- 

As with other ornamental plants, small’ but critical. It is used in mak- tegic placing. And in so doing we 

especially flowers, best results are ing a medicinal drug, and imports begin to appreciate the effective: 

achieved if the plants are fed with have been cut off by the war. ness of understatement. Mrs. Smith 

a balanced plant food. Under the method developed tu says that we find ourselves with 

—— grow belladonna in Wisconsin, the a return to the old favorites such 

DELPHINIUM MAY NOT seed is sprouted in sterilized soil as roses and sweet peas now that 

NEED LIME in the greenhouse during early we can no longer get to town for 

D* R. C. Allen, the editor of March. Later the young plants are exotic material, or cruise around 

the Delphinium Yearbook, has transplanted to sterilized outdoor from one greenhouse to another it 

contributed a statement on the fun- beds, and finally transplanted to search of “something different.” 

damentals of fertilization. While the field in late May or in June. From October 1, 1943 Hortict! 

Dr. Allen had delphinium in mind, When the stems become large ture (Mass.).
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PLANTS OF wicvoRy GARDEN MISTAKES 

AMERICAN ORIGIN _{(ioninus! from pase 17) When one has encountered quack 

By W. R. Leslie grass and conquered, other weeds 
Experimental Station, Morden, Manitoba have no terror for him. But other 

. weeds neglected eventually become 
Wwres a _very great deal of cabinet woods, mahogany and rose- quite as destructive to crops. Many 

thought is being given to the wood, the former is of the ma- 
‘ : gardens last year and every year 

growing of new crops on the Ca- hogany family, the latter a pea. . 
nadian prairies, it is of interest to The pecan is a walnut. The native fail to be good gardens merely be- 
uote the long list of crop plants black walnut and the white walnut, cause the gardener let the weeds 
that are strictly of American ori- or butternut, are widely used but get ahead of him rather than keep- 
gin. The following are prominent— do not attain much importance com- ing ahead of the weeds. That is a 

corn, potato, sweet potato, Kidney mercially as a source of nut meat.  ommon and serious mistake in gar- 
eae Pane ay Searles FUnner’ oe dening. The same rule applies to 

ca, Saring bon, Jeruslen rt” HIGHWAY BEAUTIFICATION ‘io guden pss. . , , Sree ys These are not all the gardening 
cranberry, blackberry, pineapple, IN MARCO POLO’S TIME mistakes to avoid, but if ae avoids 
\vacado, red pepper, cassava, va- KS Khan lived between these, he is well on his way to suc- 

nilla, sugar maple, peanut, Brazil nut, 1256 and 1294 A. D., a long cess in his Victory Garden effort. 
pecan, cashew, cocoa, cocaine, qui- time before roadside planting be- 

nine, ipecac, sarsaparilla, sassafras, came the vogue in the U.S.A. He 
sisal, mahogany, rosewood, logwood, had the idea, however. Here is 

razilwood, rubber trees, chicle what Marco Polo said about it: “LIVE AT HOME AND 
ind tobacco. “There is another regulation 

Other crops of American origin adopted by the Great Khan, equally LIKE Ir 
iut also native to some other region TNamental and useful. At both 
or regions of the world are turpen- sides of the public roads he causes A New 100 Page Book 
tine, resin, cotton, chestnut, beech, tees to be planted, of a kind that On , , , , ' : ‘ Home Garde: d 
plum, raspberry, strawberry, goose- become large and tall, and being General Horticulture 
herry, currant and grape, only two paces asunder, they serve, for the North 

i a .. besides the advantage of their 
American plants of the grass >). ‘ by 

lamily used as a staple human food shade in summer, to point out the 
es : road when the ground is covered FRANC P. DANIELS 

appear to be limited to Indian corn . cs 
: with snow. And this is of great 

or maize. Of the vegetables, pota- cick 
toes, tomatoes and red pepper be-  @Ssistance and affords much com- A Complete “Short Course” 

” pepper * fort to travelers. This is done along in Horticulture 
long to the Nightshade family. _ : 
ais A . > all the high roads, where the nature 
Sweet potato is of the Morning- F : 

: a 4 2. Of the soil allows; but when the The “When, Why and How” 
glory family. The pea family is dik I dy d € the Most Com 7 Probl. 
well represented in the various "°# ne Howes Sady eels ‘and ie f the Northern : over rocky mountains, where it is and Practices of the Northern 
beans and the peanut. In the rose . ibl h 1 d Horticulturist . 

lamily come plums, raspberry and impossin’e to Mave trees, he orders 
| steavh Tob , 1 i i stones to be placed and columns to 

Wherry. Sobacco swells the list be erected, as marks for guidance. Written in Simple, Under- 
'of useful plants in the Nightshade « ° standable Layman’s 

family. Th 1 hale: | He also appoints officers of Language 
one a th fe a nil aTEICHOKE: 15: rank, whose duty it is to see that 

OF Re aster LAMIny: all these are properly arranged and . 
Vanilla comes from the pod of the roads constantly kept in good Price, Only $1.00 

in orchid. Sarsaparilla comes from order. Besides the motives that have Postpaid . 
the roots of a lily. Sassafras is the been mentioned, it may be added 
hark off the root of a laurel. The that the Great Khan is the more 

two American natural dyes come disposed to plant trees because THE MINNETONKA 
_!rom the wood of logwood and astrologers tell him that those who PUBLISHING CO. 
Brazilwood, both being members of plant trees are rewarded with long LONG LAKE, MINNESOTA 

the pea family. The American fiber, _ life.” Box W 
sisal, is derived from the leaves of From September 15 American 

in Amaryllis. Of the two valuable Nurseryman.



By the 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 
OFFICERS Mrs. R. HL. . DISTRICT PRESIDE 

ia, RH, Sewell, President Mra H. W. Schaefer, Recording Secretary- Mrs. F. J. Fitegerald, 649 Broad a 
Mrs FE. Wil, at Vice-President 416 Taft Road, Kenosha Mre He 'R. english, 1722" Chadbourne Ave 

_ ve ma va H;, J. Rahmlow, Corresponding Secretary MeOH Burgermeiater 927 S. sth St 
5 T in, - Presi ei i i i i . 

4110 Mandan Crescent, Madison aad aig Join West BI BStowse ic 
Mrs. Ni i 
Seuth Central’ Districts” Oone™ 

PRESIDENT’S MESS. AGE Be. _ The following bird calendar is useful 

TT most important issue for Z a tte the te ies Cea eT et Groce ; r < i : ists the dates 
Wisconsin Garden is 3 9 ry b. certain birds. you may expect to see 

, the question o Ye AN esident Bi 

supply, a nation’s health, and how 4 “aR W 8 r i = ! o ‘ ) p 3 Downy Woodpecker Starling 

can we help to bring the final vic- i =). Hairy Woodpecker English Sparrow 

tory? Re ? te Ree pete Cardinal 

In reply, I present t a ee ee ") cocpecker Junco 
given by Dr WN. so - So cr \ # Song Lark Bob-White 

" s WwW. i EX heey x jue Jay Screech Owl] 

Victory Garden Chairman, Wash- Ran A Crow Horned Owl 
ington, D. C. v Black-capped Barred Owl 

“We have the longest line of aac mene d Lone-eared Onl 
oy . ite-breaste: ort-eared Owl 

the: lergecheatn ever attempted i respond in 1944, by planting more Nuthatch 
iat Manon ae a st , O inti gardens and by increasing the pro- . Winter Visitants 

aie nie ust a million duction of last year in the estab- Flicker Red-tailed Hawk 
ctory Gardens to the 20 million lished gardens.” Goldfinch Meadow Lark 

of last year. Of the 22 million gar- Sincerel Mourning Dove “ree Sparrow: 
d 16 milli incerely, Golden-crowned S Ss 
lens, million must be developed M i oe ied 

in the cities, towns, and suburbs. PEGs iy Bs are Roe BS ential 
“ » towns, D \. re obin Woodpecker 

The production from Victory BIRD STUDY BY GARDEN CLUBS Red-breasted Belted Kingfisher 
Gardens must increase from .16 Mrs. R. A. Walker, Madison, Nuthatch Bronzed Grackle 

Ibs. to .50 Ibs. per square foot. This State Bird Chairman Pane Eine Sparrow! Haw’ 
is over three times the amount pro- Each year garden clubs are giving Migrations 
duced in 1943. increasing attention to birds and their Robi March 1 to March 15 

“More _ fe ation to gardens. This is most fit- obin: Crow 
tables sila ve _ leafy vege- ting for birds are an inherent part of Bluebird Tree Sparrow 
tab , yellow vegetables, and toma- every garden. Their songs and calls— Killdeer Mourning Dove 

s grown and used daily wou!d their movements and their control over Meadowlark Sparrow Hawk 

supply the protecting elements oi harmful insect life—entitle them to a Eroneed Grackle Red-tailed Hawk 

vitamins A and C, whi “Most appreciative recognition. ong Sparrow arsh Hawk 

ported lacking in which Nets re Garden clubs and their individual Red-winged Herring Gull 

health ig e ation’s members can study birds with both Blackbird 
ealt reports. pleasure and profit. Learn to identify Migrations 

; School gardens should be estab- the garden frequenting visitors. Some March 15 to April 1 
lished and cared for by the stu- stop for but a few days or weeks in Increased numbers of foregoi p 
d T their annual migration. Others remain Flick: Pee nar 

ents. hese gardens should fur- with us for the entire spring and sum. Yellow. bellied oe ee 

nish fresh and canned vegetables mer to raise their families. Still others Sapsucker, a 
for school lunches or cafeterias. remain the year around. Learn their Phoebe Fox Sparrow 

“Americans working clay and areinge and colors. Learn their feed- Hermit-Thrush Song Sparrow 
filled lands, piantiog' asd ceplant: ane eis. bathe ad ponds Beet te Golden-crowned Red-tailed Hawk 

: é ; r - - nglet Red- 
ee heavy rains, controlling fae pistons. Plant shrubs bearing at- Western — 

nest insects answered the Na- Bs ive an tasteful seeds and berries. Meadowlark Marsh Hawk 

tion’s plea for food. With the same tren part am protecting birds—their Rusty Blackbird Sparrow Hawk 

courige: Bid patriots s ‘ eggs and young from squirrels, Cowbird ing-bii 
g Pi ism, they will stray cats and over eager children. Purple Finch a ol 

|
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The Garden Club P TIMI MILWAUKEE Station e Warden Uu rogram WTMJ—MILWAUKEE STATION 
Mrs. H. J. Anderson, State Program Chairman Saturday at 11:45 a.m. 

March 11. Seed germination and The program chairman is a very im- lantern slides for a rental fee of from good neighbors in the garden. Mrs. portant position in any organization two to five dollars. Conservation movies Ww FP and a garden club program chairman may be had for express charges only. m. i. + Opp. . é is no exception. Squarely on the shoul- They are also offering some free pro- March 25. Soil Preparation. ders of this chairman and her com- gram-making aids, some hand-books Mr. Kenneth Greaves. mittee rests the responsibility of sup- and bulletins for a very nominal fee, : : plying the members with seasonable and many, many articles and papers April 8. ag a nd information relative to their gardens’ that may be borrowed for a two-week Practical. Mrs. Dorothy H. Miller. needs. Consider carefully the choice period. April 22. Romantic Adventure of subjects in relation to the type of I_ understand your State program Into Early Wisconsin. Mr. An- projects your members are most inter- chairman last year, Miss Katherine thony Wuchterl ested in. There is no limit to the va- Melcher, sent all this information, to- ony . its. M O. riety of subjects. gether with a list of speakers available May 6. Small Fruits. Mrs. Oscar Finances usually have to be con- through the Garden Clubs of Illinois, Conrad. sidered in planning a well-rounded pro- Inc., and the Wisconsin Garden Club Se ee gram. Quite often representatives of Federation to every garden club presi- nurseries, fertilizer manufacturing con- dent in the Wisconsin Federation. That EPIC OF RUSSIAN GARDENS cerns, tree surgery, florists, landscape was a splendid piece of work. I hope architects, etc., are very generous in you bate all saved thts’ material and GUILD HALL, SHEBOYGAN addressing clubs on their specialties, are making good use of it. Most every club boasts a few members Year Books MARCH 23, 8 P. M. well qualified to talk on various phases . of gardening. By all means give these pe ee aber s i, oe reed The Sheboygan Garden Club pre- your clubs? 4, 
members the necessary encouragement. would like to have each program sents Irina Khrabroff of New York How are we ever going to develop chairman write me at the end of the City in the “Epic of Russian Gar- leaders if we a to recognize those year and tell me what program was dens” at Guild Hall, Sheboygan, 
othe ets : enjoyed most by your club. I will then 7th and Ontario Avenue, Thursday The capable chairman will always pass this information on to our Na- : March 23rd 5 8 be prepared for a last minute tional Program chairman, Mrs. Benton €V¢ning, Marc rd, at 8 p. m. disappointment. In such an emergency , Murphy, who is making the same Admission 50 cents. / berhaps a eet, of 2 nelehhoring request of other states, and will use Mme. Khrabroff has appeared in club, having her subject fresh in mind, this “measuring stick” in arriving at t er cities in the East. would oblige with a talk or paper re- the kind of programs most appreciated A eles ae b fae cently given. by garden clubs. All garden club members are in 

Questi d Answer Period If I can be of any assistance in help- vited to attend. The talk will be on and’ Answer Peri ing you plan your programs for this  jllustrated with photographs and . 
Pp. gtap! Question and answer periods, or year, will you please write me. And slides and depicts Russian Gardens round-table discussions unearth a remember — that raising vegetables d through the years wealth of valuable information usually should still remain our greatest con- own throug: y . at the time it is most needed. The cern for 1944, so that the empty jars _ more informal your meetings become, that are daily finding their way back as, informality among gardeners is al- to the once overloaded shelves in the BEST VEGETABLE ways enjoyed, the more information is fruit-cellar may again display the fine VARIETIES FOR circulated, and quite often attendance spirit of cooperation found within our WISCONSIN improves. ranks, 

‘ Tr id ilable (To be continued) The list of vegetable varieties for Slides Availa — the home garden by Prof. O. B. Many excellent programs can be se- Question and Answer: In Co- Combs, vegetable specialist at the et me nd eat the Wise lumbus, Ohio, William Oliver told Wisconsin College of Agriculture, Their slide sets, accompanied with a the judge why he had sabotaged a should be studied by all gardeners. complete printed lecture, is yours for juke box; every time he tried to Save the February issue of Wis- ihe asking. von are reaucsted only to get “I Wonder What’s Become of consin Horticulture and especially teat the slides as you would your ” “ + . own, and pay return. postage. ma . ve Somebody Else Is - article on page 126 for future 
The Conservation Department, Mad- aking My Place. reference. ison, Wisconsin, offers many fine mo- 

tion picture lectures on innumerable enemas Se conservation subjects. They are free, S A V E T R E E S asking only that you return the ma- 
. terial promptly, and pay express or Cavity Treatment ~ ral Landscaping Large Tree Moving Parcel post charges. fe are insured R. 

ante National Council of Garden Fertilizing Lakeside 2907 lubs, Hotel Roosevelt, Madison Ave., Pruning 7 . ‘ Spraying at 45th St, New York, offers much Wisconsin Tree Service Pra Program material to member clubs in N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee the form of illustrated lectures with ———



FOX RIVER VALLEY Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. G. J. Thibadeau, Vice-Pres.: Mrs. J. B. Murray, 703 
199 E. Rees St. Woodside Ave. 

DISTRESS, OFFICERS Green Bay Garden Club Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. H. L. Williams, 
Pres: Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald, 649 . A aout : 400 State St. 

Broad St., Menasha Pres. Miss Minnie Diekman, 421 a ” 
34 Doty St. 4 Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. G. A. Loescher, ? . Ripon Garden Club 

429—Ist St., Menasha wae Sandy Duket, Lazarre Pres.: Mrs. Anna Genske, 102 Doty 

FOX RIVER VALLEY Secy.: Mrs. Charles F. Kelly, 632 St. 5 
, Vice-Pres.: Mrs. May Labisky, 116 

DISTRICT COMMITTEE South “Webster: Ave: Lane St. 
CHAIRMEN Horicon Garden Club Secy.: Mrs. Helen Clausen, 646 

Bird: Mrs. R. Byron Freed, Stevens Pres.: Mrs. Gordon Kavolski, 314 Woodside Ave. . 
Point, R. 2 Palmatory St. Meeting: 3rd Monday at 7:45 in 

Conservation: Mrs. H. A. Fenner, Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. John Radke, 409 homes of members 
338 Oak St., Menasha N. Finch St. 
Garden Centers: Mrs. C. Engbretsoa, Yard and Garden Club . 

R. R. 2, Stevens Point Iola Garden Club Pres.: Miss Helen Bottum, 518 Lin- 
Judging Schools: H. Sonn, Oakfield Pres.: Mrs. J. L. Larson coln St. . . 
Membership: Mrs. Chas. Braman, Vice-Pres.: Mrs. E. B. Benson Vice-Pres.: Miss Jennie B. Hender- 

Waupaca Secy-.Treas.: Mrs. R. C. Cleaves son, 616 S. Grove St. Lo 
Program: Miss Merle Rasmusse:, Marinette Garden Club Secy.: Miss Belle Lawson, 515 Ran- 

Bh Conon x iL 440 S. Park Pres.: Ralph Garland, 1217 Merry- som St. 
adio: rs. U. Ammell, . Par man St. 

Ave., Fond du Lac, Chm.; Assistants, Vice-Pres.: N. S. Nelson, 609 Ogden P Rostett Gordes iad 
Mrs. D. Waters, Wisconsin Rapids; Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Jos. Clumb, 904 Vice? re. J. ” Seymou I 
Mrs. A. Steves, 78 Myrtle, Oshkosh; Miller St. Tce-Eres.: Mrs: Seymour fVerson 
Mrs. H. Coleman, R. 2, Stevens Point Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Norman Rosholt 

Roadside Development and Memorial Menasha Garden Club Park Ridge Garden Club 
Planting: Mrs. Clarence Schultz, 112 Pres.: Miss Daisy Trilling, 415 Tayco St Poi 
N. Commercial, Neenah St. evens Point . 
War Service: Miss Clare Mears,  Vice-Pres.: Miss Buddie Dudley, 22 Pres-: Mrs. J. J. Kobach, Park Ridge 

Newbury Blvd., Ripon Main St. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Charles Engbret- 
Secy.-Treas.: Mi Barb son, Park Ridge 

GARDEN CLUB OFFICERS 435)‘ Naymae St Pa THOM Secy.: Mrs. R. Byron Freed, Park 
Antigo Garden Club N h Club Ridge 

Pres.: Mrs. A. M. Weise, 418 Fifth eenah Garden ul 
Avenue Pres.: Mrs. F. S. Seaborne, Menasha Home and Garden Club 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. D. B. McIntyre, __ Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Ronald Rogers, 909 Sturgeon Bay 
209 Clermont St. E. Forest Ave. Chairman: Mrs. Emil Hanson 

Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. R. N. Lehman, Secy.-Treas.: Miss Virginia Beals, Vice-Chm.: Mrs. Robert Laurie 
228 North Avenue 220 N. Park Ave. Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Walter Kurth 

Berlin Home Garden Club Oakfield Garden Club Waupaca Garden Club . 
Pres.: Mrs. Earl Kolb, R. 2 ve 5 : Pres.: Mrs. Ben Dance, 421 So. 

an i ae © Pres.: Mrs. J. E. Steiner Ss 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. J. A. Younglove, Vice-Pres.: Mrs. D. ©. Kenyon State St. . 

312 Noyes St. Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. C. H. Cragoe eee Mrs. Den Farmer, 613 

Secy.: Mrs. B. R. Swan, 709 Parl — iesday 2 choo 
Ave. wan an Meeting):'2nd: Thursday, at 8 p. m. Rec. Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. George Hae- 

Brandon Community Garden Club Omro Garden Club big, 303 Jefferson St. 
ro Mrs. e ons 5 Tiedt Mrs uh Wee Goes Wausau Garden Club 

ice-Pres.: Miss Lulu Sherwin ae = : , Pres.: Mrs. A. G. , it 
Secy.: Mrs. J. L. Scott Secy.-Treas.: Miss Elizabeth M. King pa rs Anderson, Fores 

ii ii Vice-Pres.: Mrs. C. H. i , FOND DU LAC Oshkosh Horticultural Society 2 ice ee rs. C. H. Brimmer, 
. Pres.: Charles A. Wiechering, R.F.D. orest Par 

Fond du Lac Community 1, Box 97 Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. J. N. Doyle, 109 
Garden Club Vice-Pres.: Joseph Rodler, 26 Pow- Eau Claire Blvd. 

Pres.: Mrs. Walter J. Schaefer, R. ers Ave. Meetings: 2nd Tuesday at 2:30 p. m. 

D. 3 Secy.-Treas.: Marjorie Knoll, 215 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Uriah Ammell, 440 West Irving St. WISCONSIN RAPIDS 

S. Park Ave. RIPON Horticulture Club 
Secy.: Mrs. Lawrence Skilbred, 132— Pres. : Mrs. Wm. H. Liebe, Box 341 

4th St. Ceresco Garden Club Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Wm. A. Rowland, 
Meetings: 4th Friday at homes of Pres.: Mrs. Earl Beier, R. 1 131-14th St. S. 

members Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Gene Quick, 120 Secy.-Treas. : Mrs. Archie Diggles, 
Ledgeview Garden Club Tygert St. : 321 Third Ave. N. 

Pres.: Mrs. Leo J. Promen, 190 E. Secy.: Mrs. Noel Thiel, R. 2 Lake Wazeecha Garden Club 
Johnson St. Home Garden Club Pres.: Mrs. W. H. Miller, R. |. 

Ist Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Wm. Mowbray, Pres.: Mrs. W. N. Pearson, 504 Box 180 
131 Brush St. Woodside Ave. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Ai Ketchum, R. |.
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Box 274 H 

Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Glenn B. Moore, P s ie Garden Club Nesisstiog: Mrs Otto J: Bevis; 
RL, Box 184 ee ue had 2131 N. 62nd St., Wauwatosa 

. -Pres.: Mrs. Lerna Steckelber; Program: ili i 

Two Mile Garden Club Secy.: Mrs. Carol Bartholomew . Seer Weakingeah TES fee 

Pres.: Mrs. C. M. Ri i gre enne, 1751—8th . MADISON ae re. Ered C. Marquardt, 

PoesBeeni Mrs. Louis Petrie, R.F.D. Pres ae Pp ecciie ~ Radio: Mrs. Rudolph H. Malisch, 

cy.-Treas.: Mrs. Blanche C. fs ): Mrs. Arthur lentine, ; 5 Manse 

enix, 210—3rd Stl S. Mel Vee I as a one — ce tess 
ice-Pres. : rs. C. AL f lopment: Mrs. 

MADISON DISTRICT Middleton ° Delaney, xyebler, Burlington 
OFFICERS Secy.-Treas.: M Ten : ecy.-Treas.: Mrs. R. J. Melby, 3234 Plant Testing: Mrs. A. R. 

Pres.: Mrs. H. R. English, 1722 Chad- Oakridge Ave. Milw aoe ° ee 

bourne Ave., Madison 5 Madison Garden 579 N ie: Mrs Chester’ Thomas 

He ad Joreph Wirka, 1408 Pres.: Glenn Dunn SL Delve 2579 No. Downer Ave, Milwaukee 11 
las Ave., adison A , 

Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. R. J. Colbert, Vice-Pres : Mrs. Marth aie ed Ca 

3901 Council Crest, Madison 5 Kensington ‘Dr. ee ces Eeweigs OO P. Bevington Garden. Chas 

MADISON DISTRICT Oe Miss Dagny Borge, 862 Terry Bind Ae, FARES Rs RAGAN 260 

CHAIRMEN . . Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Walter L. Kuebler, 

Bird: Mrs Donald R. Mitchell, 311 Sunset Village Garden Club = 33), Randolph St. 
Campbell St, Madison 5 ~ Pres.: Mrs. George Simmons, 4202 Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. G. P. Luetten 

eee Mrs. Harriet Steele, Bagley parewey 39 a St. 
o ice-Pres.: Mrs. B EP ar’ Gard 

Constitution and By-Laws: Mrs, 4221 Bagley Parkway “ srerson Pres. : Me Ee Dehmel Tot h 

Martha Lowry, 204 Kensington Dr., Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. R. O. Wissler, land Dr. , alll 
Madison 4 4126 N. Sunset Ct. , Vice-Pres.: Mrs. George Oswald, 7 

oinming Gomtorns, Mey, Chas. ML Ht West Side Garden Club E, Jackson St 
‘i ) e ison ‘Breas: ecy.-Treas.: Mi i i 

_ Historians Mes RE Kartack, 115— ara A. Walker, 2222 4 Sheboygan on iss Elizabeth Kiefer, 

St., Baraboo Ist Vice- a jcHartinivren Mrs w. T. Lindsay, oe P. A. Hauver, Dousman-Ottawa Garden Club 

ake Ct., Mai ison Secy.: M. 2 i Dousman 
a as R. E. Kartack, Spring Trail F. M. Distelhorst, 3630 Pres.: Mrs. Frank Ludwig 

r .» Baraboo Vice-Pres. : 

Junior Garden Clubs: Mrs. Paul H. Portage Garden Club Secy.: Mrs "Donald Stewart, Be g 
Rehfeld, 3010 Cherokee Dr, Madison § Gets George Hlanders, O06 W. Gard owe 

embers! ip: Mrs. Joseph Wirka, isconsin Elm Gro 
1408 Vilas Ave., Madison 5 Ist Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Earl Winkler, Pres.: Mrs. RH M. rs ~~ Bi 

Nominating: Mrs. Oliver S. Rundell, 1115 W. Conant St. 512, Waukesha ave _ 
2227 Van Hise Ave., Madison 5 Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. A. J. Henkel, 622 Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Carl A. I 

ie rer peepee Mrs. Martha Low- Edgewater St. Box 55 ov 

ry, ensington Dr., Madison 4 Secy.: M: 5 204 Kensington Dr Madison 4. = MILWAUKEE DISTRICT —_ Box 564, Waukesna em 
i Ma Dr., Madison 5 2 ' OFFICERS Greendale Garden Club 

icity: Mrs. B. W. Wells, 2526 res.: Mrs. O. Bur i ilwar 
| Gregory St, Madison 5 5. 87th St., West Allis Semester, 2127 N Milwaukee 
woes a George Ru Simmons, wee ae Victor Schmitt, onnepost 

ley Parkway, Madison 5 . 82nd St., West Allis HAI 
Roadside and Memorial Highwa: Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Willi ee : : .: Mrs. B 

Mrs. George Harbort, 3102 E. Wash 2555 S. 77th St. West Allis a Hales Comers (arden ‘Clit 
ington Ave., Madison 4 Exess Mesto Hel 
Wer Serticer Mrs, Walter Dakin. MILWAUKEE DISTRICT Vice-Pres.: Mrs. H. EF. Smith 

4110 Mandan Crescent, Madison 5 COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN sing “ieee Oe ‘Gin. 
Bird: Mrs. Walt i lawthorn Garden Cl 

GARDEN CLUB OFFICERS Carmel Aven Racing vn 75 Pres: Mrs. MW. Seller Box 27 
Baral Gard Club Conservation: Mrs. Max Schmitt Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Gladys Dineen, Rk 

Pres.: Mrs. Leonard Schneller, 221— 1912 N. 84th St., Wauwatosa "1, Box 3 . 
wrat ; Flower Judging: Mrs, Harry Wilson, S&C: Mrs. Karl 11. Hinrichs. 10827 

at vice Fres:: Miss Della Payne ngs WW. oo St, nee ee oe 
22-—2nd St. . Garden Center: Mrs. John Stevens, Gar 
Secy.: Mrs. Clark Wilkinson, 112— 434 N. Lake Rd., Oconomowoc , a Corners : den Club 

te eee Historian: Mrs. Carl Lemke, West res. : Mrs. Chas. Fickau, R. 2 

iets: dd GeadiyacdSica, im Allis Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Wm. Boldt, R. 2 
oe .m. sqilerticutare: Mrs. A. R. Jaeger, Secy.: Mrs. Geo. Wenzel, R. 2 

non oo ~~ Lg : . Pierron Rd., Milwaukee 9 Whitnall Park Gard 
ington St fs Wash. gt eee Mrs. Roy C. Chopp, Pres.: Mrs. F. C. ee ! 

ice-Pres.: Miss Elizabeth Walker, i Box & a 202'W. North St Arne Mrs. Roy Larson, West Vice-Pres.: Mrs. William Herkt, R. | 
Secy.: Mrs. Robert Froeming, R. 1
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Kenosha County Garden Club Pewaukee Garden Club Hillcrest Garden Club 
Pres.: Mrs. Theo. Vanderheide, 6507 Pres.: Hans Schmidt Pres.: Mrs. R. Myers, 2177 So. 86th 

—29th Ave. Vice-Pres.: Geo. Kleiner, P. O. Box St. 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Ollie O’Mara, 1315 172 Vice-Pres.: Mrs. J. Steffek, 2401 So. 

—75th St. Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Lloyd Bartlett, 84th St. 
Rec. Secy.: Mrs. Chas. Excell, 7404—  P. O. Box 97 Secy.: Mrs. A. C. Hook, 2131 So. 

37th Ave. Racine Garden Club 87th St. 

Menomonee Falls Garden Club Pres.: Mrs. Fred Schulz, 1130 Main The Home Gardeners Club 

Pres.: Mrs. John Dexheimer, 207 W. St. Pres.: Mrs. Val J. Suttinger, 6709 
3rd St. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Elmer Voigt, 3225 W. Monona PI. 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Henry Jung, 309 Michigan Blvd. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Lloyd Cadieu, 8202 

E. Park Ave. Secy.: Mrs. O. T. Jacobsen, 2625 Richmond Ct. 
Secy.: Mrs. Otis Motz, 111 N. Grand Taylor Ave. Secy.: Mrs. John W. Bailie, 8228 

Gridley Ave. 

Ave WAUKESHA . ” Victor Garden Club 
MILWAUKEE Sum-Mer-Del Garden Club Press: Mes ¥. Dahlmann, 2665 So 

Art Institute Garden Club Pres.: Mrs. Chas. B. Jackson, R.R, 77th St., Milwaukee 14 a" 
Pres.: Mrs. Curtis Wilson, 2626 N. Nashotah Secy “Treas.: Mrs. Andrew Hetzer 

Farwell Ave. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. A. E. Prior, Box 2619 So, 78th St. Milwaukee 14 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. N. F. Hennekem- 14, Delafield a 4 

per, 718 N. 22nd St. Secy.: Mrs. E. F. Chapman, Hart- West Allis Garden Club 

Rec. Secy.: Miss Alma Hoffman, 1002 land so Mrs. J. Kienzle, 3439 S. 92nd 

N. 21st St. Spri + ‘ 
‘tings « j ‘ pring City Garden Club Vice-Pres.: Mrs. C. Lemke, R. 11, 

Mectings: 3rd Friday at 2:30 p. m. Pres.: Mrs. Ervin Kulow, R. 2, Box Box 239 same 

Blue Beech Garden Club 464 Secy.-Treas.: Miss Janet Buckeridge, 
Pres.: Mrs. Chester Thomas, 2579 Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Jeff Johnson, 213 R. 1, Nashotah 

No. Downer Ave. W. Newhall Ave. 

Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. James Living- Secy.: Mrs. Roy Brower, 415 N. SHEBOYGAN DISTRICT 

stone, 9150 N. Cedarburg Rd. Greenfield Ave. OFFICERS 

Meetings: it Weanescey at 1:30 p. Waukesha Town Garden Club Pres.: Mrs. John West, R. 2, Mani- 

m. iat Homes Pres.: Miss Meda Neubecker, 803 ee Pres: M é Wi 
Galecrest Garden Club Pleasant St. #94 National A a Fred Milkerson, 

Pres.: Mrs. Elmer Rohan, 2808 N. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. A. B. Hicken, 800 724 National Ave., Sheboygan 
Hartung E. Broadway Sec.-Treas.: Rev. A. H. Otto, 208 S. 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Hugo F. Kreiter, Rec. Secy.: Miss Clara Gysel, Maple 7th Ave. West Bend 

ae N. ae St Robert C. Rum Ave. SHEBOYGAN DISTRICT 
pel, 28 Ae oa is. ert &. Kum WAUWATOSA COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN 

T Garden Club Bluemound Garden Club General Chm.: Mrs. Fred Wilkerson, 

Green Tree en. Siw Pres.: Mrs. H. F. Dennett, 6934 Ce- 724 National Ave., Sheboygan 
Pres.: Mrs. Donald C. Cottrell, 1069 gay st, Bird: Mrs. Leland Dietsch, Oak Lee, 

E, Lilac Lane, R. 6 Vice-Pres.: Mrs. E. Rohan, 2808 Har- Plymouth 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Harry M. Stratton, tung Ave., Milwaukee Conservation: J. F. Garner, Kohler 

River Rd, Sta. F,R.9 Sec.-Treas.: Mrs. I. Koch, 6430 W. Flower and Garden Show: Rev. A. 
Rec. Secy.: Mrs. Martin Fladoes, wisconsin Ave. H. Otto, 208 S. 7th Ave., West Bend 

Sta. F, R. 9, Box 426 Meetings: Ist Tuesday of month 5 Garden Center: Miss Anna Ubbink, 

Milwaukee County Horticultural Ravenswood Garden Club “i Pier ot BO Washing on 

Society Pres.: Mrs. William J. Armitage, 190, Hertiegiture: Mrs. ida Wiebe. 1 
.: Mrs, O. J. Reuss, 2131 N. 62nd N. 89th St. V ship: “ 

Ss Pets vat 4. cuss " Ist Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Harold Towell, Membership: Mrs. Harvey Vole 
te ily oa Helaert, 144 E, 8726 Glencoe Circle dorf, 715 No. 6th St., Manitowoc 

Rinse eorge Helgert, . Rec. Secy.: Mrs. Erwin J. Krons- 1 Fablicity: Mrs. William Curtiss, R 

Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. M. Vallier, 2502 noble, 117 N. 88th St. "Radio: Mrs. Newton Jones, 0 
Whitacker Ave., Cudahy Wauwatosa Garden Club Cleveland Ave., Manitowoc 

Shorewood Woman’s Club, Pres.: Mrs. E. A. St. Clair, 2418 No. Roadside Development, Memorial 

s 65th St. Highways: Mrs. Gilbert Snell, 414 Erie 

Garden Section - Vice-Pres.: J, Kornacki, 2414 N. 88th St... Sheboygan 
Chm.: Mrs. John C. Lazenby, 3544 st. War Service: Mrs. Walter R. Dun- 

N. Frederick Ave. Secy.-Treas.: Ernest Lefeber, 7500 widdic, Grand Ave., Port Washington 
Secy.: Mrs. Lynn Wilkinson, 501 E.  flilicrest. Drive , 

Lexington Blvd. WEST ALLIS GARDEN CLUB OFFICERS 
Kohler Garden Club 

L We or b Brookdale Garden Club Pres.: Lillie B. Kohler, 606 New York 
a Belle Marden Clu Pres.: Mrs. Richard Harman, R. 4 Ave., Sheboygan 

Pres.: Mrs. Robt. Klaus, R. 4 Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Ralph Brownell, R. Ist Vice-Pres.: Mrs. F. W. Eppling. 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. H. MacFadden, 520 4 238 E. Park Lane 

W. Wisconsin Ave. Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Philip Ritzen- Secy.: Mrs. Albert L. Treick, +35 
Secy.: Mrs. M. Reid, 143 E. Pine St. thaler Church St.
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MANITOWOC 4 neces Mrs. David Dudley, 241 Ran- er custard, nutritionists of the Col- 
A. A. U. W. Garden Club a orada State College at Fort Col- 

Pres.: Miss Clara Swenson, 858 N. Fort Atkinson Garden Club lins recommend cooking with hon- 
15th St. Pres.: E. L. White, Box 334 ey. 
Vice-Pres.: Miss Ora Fetzer, 1016 Vice-Pres.: Oscar Langholff, 418 E. i i ye ith Se Shesaae * ee rating quick breads and 
Secy.-Treas.: Miss Gertrude McCau- Secy.: E. R. Parker, R. 2 ca es, t e | loney should be mixed 

ley, 1122 So. 8th St. Meeting: 2nd Wednesday night with the liquid called for in the 
: eci i i Manitowoc Garden Club Jefferson Garden Club ‘ . Sonn ducing = 7 eae milk 

Pres.: Harold H. Groth, 1615 Wis- Pres.: Mrs. Wilbur Strohbusch y uF One aah: 3 the honey is 
consin Ave. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Geo. Krause VETY, thin or very thick, the propor- 
Vice-Pres.: Max P. Grimer, 920 Lin- Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Anna Kispert tion may need to be altered. Usu- 

coln Blvd. ally honey may b i 
Secy.-Treas.: Miss Catherine Dane- LAKE GENEVA ke ak ot ‘ po Ese hy, 851 N. 13th St. Town and Country Garden Club >. p Py cup in a cake recipe. . ; The cake or cookies should be PLYMOUTH Pres.: Mrs. Frederick Taggart . Ist Vice-Pres.: Mrs. John Raup laked at the lowest possible tem- 
> Eynaonth Carte oo , Rec. Secy.: Miss Ruth Dickinson perature to prevent changing the 

& ee ts. L. C, Dietsch, “Oak Lee, Whitewater Garden Club flavor of the honey and to avoid 

Vice-Pres.: Mrs. C. R. Nutt, 521 Pres.: Mrs. W. H. Farnham, 103 So. UrMing. 
Western Ave. Prairie St. From November 1 Horticulture 
Secy.: Mrs. W. J. Curtiss, R. R. 1 cuter Mrs. William Elliott, 101 | Mass.). 

ase St. 
Port Washington Garden Club Secy.-Treas.: Miss Avis Cleland, 111 ————— 
ote ii. Herbert Peters, 129 No. So. Prairie St. ANSWERS TO GARDEN QUIZ r . . QUESTIONS ON PAGE 158 Vice-Pres.: Mrs. J. J. Ubbink, k- ‘1 > 5 ville Rd. JJ ink, Sau The ret ahr not as -l False. Many Wisconsin gardens 
Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. John Mehringer, y' istrict. are already too high in lime. Flowers 

133 So. Eva St. . Namekagon Garden Club aad vegetables preier a slightly acid 
. soil. 

Sheboygan Garden Club Hayward 2. True. Pres.: Miss Charlotte Meissner, 1534 Pres.: Mrs. Arnold Hansen 3. True. Liquid manure is largely No. Second St, * Vice-Pres.: Mrs. V. Z. Edwards soluble nitrogen material and ammo- Ist. Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Fred Wilker- Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. H. C. Greve nium sulphate gives much the same 
son, 724 National Ave. La Crosse Garden Cl results with much less trouble in prep- lub aati . aration. Sent SMT Otto Hobson, 2313 No. — pres.: A. O. Scott, 740 N. 24th Si gta 
Meetings: 2nd Thursday of month ie Sa Pia Bertha C. Shuman, > irae: 5 at 7:30 p. m. in Public Library Secy.-Treas.: G. C. Ellis, 234 So. sects aes sips Eoep nse eunirok in 20th St. , gus diseases. 

West Bend Garden Club notably apple scab, rose black spot, etc. 
Pres.: Mrs. Austin J. Hancock, 146 . Gard 7. True. Arsenate of lead is a stom- 

Wilson Ave. Washington a Whi len Club ach poison and effective only for chew- Vice-Pres.: Mrs. Golden Gill, 241 S.Vice-Proge Men Bhan ey ing insects. * Vice-P; 6th Ave. Seer Tea Mrs. Blygs oven ul 8. False. Bone meal is a good source Secy.-Treas.: Mrs. Herbert G. Kahl, Mentin ¢ ach Toe 4 aude h orne! ; of phosphorus. Contains a very small 647 No. St. iiemibere” uesday at homes of amount of nitrogen and no potash. 
. 9. True. 10. True. 11 True. 12. True. Ceonliedee and Lake Ripley — 13. True. 14. True. 15. True. 

arden Club, Cambridge 16, False. Lupine grows best in cool Brass Miss Mary Potter 8 COOKING WITH HONEY climates, but good plants set out in the 
Vice-Pres.: Miss Hilda Jensen [Ve *s8= for measure, honey — spring may bloom well the first year. 
Scey.-Treas, : Mrs, Hattie Thronson yields more energy than su- and sometimes for one or two years 
Meetings: 3rd Tuesday of month gar, because it is heavier. For ex- oT. Ralge, Hybrid tea roses must be 

Edgerton Garden Club ample, one and one-half tablespoons protected with a mound of soil and Pres. Mrs. August Ratzlaff, 218 of honey weigh a trifle over an mulching to survive our severe winters. 
Blaine St. ounce, exactly 100 calories’ worth. 18 False. Tomato blossom end rot tag Mrs. Carl Venske, 14 It takes two tablespoons of sugar bly: bs controlled by, the: uniform auDe 
Secy.: Mrs. C S. Farman, 105 N. to give the same amount of energy. 19. Truc. 20. True. : 

Catlin. St. ao" Besides using the uncooked hon- _ 
ey as a spread to save on butter, Doing business without advertis- 

bp Elchorn Garden Club as a sweetening in beverages and ing is like winking at a girl in the “res.: Mrs. Charles Jahr, Sr., 312 N 2 ‘ m , =. 5 Broad St, “cereals — warming makes it pour dark. You know what vou are do- 
yo iee-Pres. : Mrs. Delorme Grey, 406 ore casily—in sandwich fillings, ing, but nobody else does.(—-Robt. 

\’. Walworth St. and in ice cream to make a smooth- Kahn & Associates).
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The Dionne QUINS use our 
SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 

International reputation. Our peony roots 

correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, . 

TYPEWRITERS— 

All makes including portables rented. 

Largest rental service in the state. We teach 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 
your home. 

ORGANS— 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 

Hi-ways 23-26 intersection We haveja, twemisasel orgse 
with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisc onsin Horticulture since 1928 | 

THE MOST WIDELY READ BEE MAGAZINE 

~ 

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE 
64 PAGE MONTHLY—ILLUSTRATED 

FEATURE ARTICLES, GUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, TALKS TO BEE- 

KEEPERS, NEWS ITEMS, wee PAGES, CROP REPORTS 

ONE YEAR, $1.00; TWO YEARS, $1.50; THREE YEARS, $2.00 

ONE YEAR IN COMBINATION WITH BEGINNER’S BOOK, 

“STARTING RIGHT WITH BEES” (102 PAGES), $1.25 

PLAN NOW FOR HONEY CONTAINERS, HONEY LABELS, 
FOLDERS, ETC. 

—WRITE FOR PRICES— 

NEW HONEY FOLDER FROM AMERICAN HONEY INSTITUTE 

“FORTIFIED WITH HONEY”’—PRINTED IN 2 COLORS—60 CENTS PER 100 

; Sf The A. I. Root C A. I. Root Company of Chicago e oot Company 
224-230 W. Huron St. CHICAGO, ILL. MEDINA, OHIO 

Bee Suprues 

DS
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LOYALTY 

Visitor: “Look at that man WISCONSIN HORTICU 
swimming out there. Isn’t he afraid L T U R E 
of sharks?” 

Student: “No, he’s got ‘Califor- The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

nia is the best school in the world’ Esrasuismep 1910 
tattooed on his chest, and even a Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as sqcond-clase matter. Acceptance 
a won’t swallow that.”—Peli- profiel angers Be ol somtaee provided for in Section 1103, Act of October 3, 

can, 
——s Published Monthly Excepting July by the 

; Wisconsin Srate Hoarticutrurat Soctery 
. sane a 4 Madison 6, Wisconsin 

“Give me a chicken salad,” sai . 

a student in the Co-op. . H. J Ranutow, Editor . 
“Do you want the 40-ceat ore or Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

the 50-cent one?” asked the wait- Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

Tess. Tel. University 182 

“What's the difference?” — 
“The 40-cent ones are made of Volume XXXV April, 1944 No. 8 

veal and pork, the 50-cent ones are TABLE OF CONTENTS 

made of tuna.”—Pelican. Codling Moth Control _.-_-------------=---------e-- I 
———_- Netional Abele pnsdieate fonfers oth Selective Service____-.-_-_ 172 

. . ow to Apply Fertilizer in the chard__---_-__--___-----___---_ 174 
Missed Connections How, Mulches Improve Tree Growth, <cssee5-5- = 1176 

Lady—“Why can’t I see Henry n The Berry Patch ---—------------------------------------------ 178 
, * : . Fertilizer Responses of Black Raspberries ~-------_-----_--_--_-__ 17’ 

Jones? He's serving in your unit, Wisconsin Beekeeping ee eee is 
and I’m his grandmother. Editorials ___------------------------------------------------------ 184 

Exec. Officer—“I’m sorry, mad- Value of Honeybees to the Fruit Grower ~----------------------- 185 
ag os Gladiolus Tidings ~_---------------------------------------------- 186 

am, but he’s away on special leave Wild Ginger as a Ground Cover ~-------------------------------. 188 
attending your funeral.” Garden Questions and Answers ~~_------------------------------_ 189 

Garden: Gossip..-- 22s sss IO 
re Some Apples Come High ~---------------------------------------. 192 

The Best Lilacs -----------------------------------------~.------. 193 
Good Rose Varieties ---------------------------------------------- 193 
Garden Club News ~---------------------------------------------. 194 

PATENTED ave. 19.100 Report of the State Judging School Chairman ----_-___--_________ 196 
Purpose of Garden Centers ------------------------------------_. 196 
Selected List of Reading for Garden Club Members ~_---.-------_ 197 
April and May Bird Migration ---------------------------------- 198 
Growing Tomatoes in the House -—-----------------_----_-___--_ 199 

fre.t Prez Mas Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1946 

Meyer, Pres..-----------------Waldo Leland Brown -----------.--Sturgeon Bay Berry Boxes Ae 
y Don W. Reynolds, Vice-Pres..-Sturgeon 2G Dawson -.....----------Frankeville 

Crates, Bushel Boxes H. J. Rahmlow, Sec....--------Madison £1, White .........------Fort Atkinson 
and Climax Baskets E, L. Chambers, Treas......-----Madisin 

As You Like Them —_ 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

jh Berry esos ot weed ‘a Te Ending December, 1944 veneer ‘erm ‘ Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman it. Hor- 

Sire, catiatactiee OT ee ane Mrs. R. L. Marken.........----Kenosha deulfare net seneennn— adios 
cur specialty. We constantly carry in Jos. L, Morawetz...----------West Bend p w. Riggert, Pres. Wis. Nureerymen’s 

for woo, either fer strawberries er bine. N. A. Rasmussen.——---—---------Oshkoah Assn, .......-.--------Fort Atkinson 

fer ws o Mantle. "We -— ees t Walter Dichnelt, Pres. Wis. Beekeepers’ 
Maircioos. Frames Saul Ferme Reding December, 1006 ‘Asan, .....-...-.---Menomonee Falls 
handiiag., fu cree ‘dlecomnt for early ee ne Stargeoe’ Bey, <alve. B, HE, Sewell, Waawatoes, ie ---------------Sturgeon Bay irs. R. He 5 fauwatosa, Pres. 
Srdeee A postal Wetage cur pice lat Peter L. Swartz, Jr..-..-—------Waukesha Wis. Garden Club Federation 

ES 

RACEAGE COMPAR Beene Migrate Erinn scene te eee te Sierras PACKAGE COMPANY rests, Carden" Clube, Herticaltaral Sociten, and. ecer ‘Horsoutual, Greanteation 
are affiliated at a membership rate. Fifty cents of the annual dues paid by 

Dept. D, Cumberiand, Wis. each member is for a year's subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture.



Codling Moth Control 
Questions Answered by Dr. C. L. Fluke, 

Department of Entomology 

Question: What is the outlook Answer: The early sprays should 
for 1944 in regard to codling moth : always contain some sticker or 
in Wisconsin? i * spreader or both. Most spreaders 
Answer: It is too early at this ayy are pretty good stickers. Soybean 

time of year to predict codling ey \ flour is a splendid sticker and dried 
moth investigations for 1944. This [fp ap ee milk powder helps to give a more 
insect is always with us and we See . A ; even coating of the spray. There 

should be ready to control it and ———— es a m=: aré numerous proprietary materials 
have our sprays on whether or not SY =" the market in case the grower 
we see the insect. = SSN HES wishes to use something of that na- 

Question: Approximately when = SS WS We ee ee . 
does the first brood of codling moth ~ TS Dy, SS . a2 porta se 
hatch out in different parts of the Sn) SS i: : me quaiities as the apple grows : — NN NS R rapidly in size during the first six 
state n= oS \/ N *\ Boe 
Answer: The first brood of cod- ; zs Ne 

ling moth appears as a moth about oo TT 
two weeks after blossoming. The QUESTIONS ON PLUM 
Foe fe fae ie sree the spray ten days after a flight. CURCULIO CONTROL 

ree to four weeks following the oe ims: . ‘ Nesoming eid nya of eX gn Wm 2 Mt Quon: Wht dos the eri 
treme warmth the first larvae may ling moth, and how Cait wel deter iy like, and what injury does it 
be f ii ruil 1 : , a $ ne found eight a nde te ore tne Vo SPE“ dnawe: The pam carci is 
and in years of cool weather during ; . small reddish-brown snout beetle 
this period they may not be found Answer: The most important that plays possum when disturbed. 
for a month after the calyx spray. early sprays are those following the The adult lays | its eggs under the 

calyx. It should be remembered skin of the fruit causing it to drop 
Bait Traps that the calyx spray is easily timed or to become gnarled if it does not 

. . . and that it is also a very impor- drop. This insect is doing more 
Question : Is it advisable to have tant application. Growers who do damage to fruit in Wisconsin the 

bait traps in the orchard for cod- not use bait pails should spray three past few years than it formerly did 
ling moth, and how is the bait trap times, every ten days following the and is becoming quite a serious 

prepared ? calyx. If they wish to put on only _ pest. 
Answer: Because the moth does those absolutely necessary, they Question: How does the curculio 

emerge at variable times as given should use the bait pails and apply overwinter in Wisconsin? Can I 
in the answer above, it is always only ten days after a flight of determine in advance whether [ 
advisable to use bait traps to de- moths. will have curculio injury to my 

termine the emergences. These traps Question: How much arsenate of fit? . . 
are made by placing a solution of jead shall we use for the early Answer: It overwinters in the 
5 per cent honey, 5 per cent mo- sprays for codling moth? adult stage in plum thickets and 
lasses, and 90 per cent water in any grower who has his orchard 
open stew pans and suspended as Answer: For these early sprays near such thickets will have con- 
near the tops of the trees as pos- Senate of lead should be used at tinuous trouble from this insect. 
sible. The bait should be changed the rate of two and one-half to Other than this there is no way of 
every week or after heavy rains. three pounds to each one hundred determining in advance possible in- 
During continued dry spells, water gallons of spray. jury from curculio, Those growers 
should be added as needed. To de- . 1 who have had trouble in the past 
termine the spray dates the grower Stlclcor on: Sp ? will likely continue to have trouble 
should wait until there is a large Question: Shall we use a sticker in the future. 
emergence of moths and then apply or spreader in the early sprays? Question: When and with what
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should I spray to control curculio? ° ° | 
Answer : So far the best control National Apple Institute 

is lead arsenate at the rate of 3 ° e . | 

pounds to 100 gallons of spray ap- Confers With Selective Service 
plied at the calyx time and about 
‘a week following the calyx spray. OX man cannot handle 32 _ harvest labor. Without enough help 
For those growers who have had acres of orchard. That is the of this kind, growers said they 

continuous trouble we would strong- opinion of growers, so the National would be obliged to abandon part 
ly urge this extra spray five days Apple Institute called a meeting of of the orchards thereby reducing 
after the calyx. Where possible, all officers and growers to meet with their maximum potential produc. 
early drops should be picked up government agencies in Washing- tion. 

and destroyed. ton during March to consider the “It was also pointed out that 
SS matter. Growers were disturbed by some local Selective Service Boards 

APPLE SYRUP RESTRICTED. the pending review of agricultural were requiring the listing of tem- 
Apple syrup, or what “Old Gold” deferment cases and by the fact porary help, such as men employed 

eae: le“honev.” ig going to be that one regular man for 32 acres for picking or thinning, in deter- 
: athe th y ‘th : 8 of orchard is the governing rule mining the deferment of permanent 
Ol 4 d ets "th ° Madre Boni for Selective Service Boards in employees. This practice, if allowed 

ie da: anoré: enportant that, apples for deferments. their year-round key men and. will 

be used for food rather than eo a he following Statement by the thereby make it impossible for them 

substitute for glycerin in tobacco National Apple Institute will be of to continue in full operation.” 
or other products. Producers of interest to our growers: . Mere Piaciets i . apple products approached by peo- The growers presented evidence Membership in the Wisconsin 
y ple PI : th PP’ h y ao to show that one acre of orchard Apple Institute is climbing steadily. 

ad Ee nN hot Take se con, Was correct for one war unit, which Those whose memberships have 
tracts Ye the: exploitation of thig 0” the basis of 16 war units per been received since our March is- 
syrup’ may’ have : wait until after 2" allows for one regular man sue, are as follows: 
the war. Until then at least it is for 16 acres of orchard, but that Gygax Bros., R. 2., Box 170, 
pretty much a dead pigeon, (The the present rule for the guidance Waukesha --------------$ 8.50 
D 4. Coametic: Indust ) of Selective Service Boards of two Gust Strege, Cedarburg ---_ 7.00 

rug ani c stry- acres per war unit, or one man per Tansdale Orchard — Lester 
< 32 acres was out of line with prac- Tans, R. 2, Box 367, Wau- 

MULCH ORCHARD AREAS __ tical operation. They showed that kesha _---------------.. 7.50 
LOW IN MOISTURE no great injustice had been done J. G. Walecka, Kewaunee, 

pus is the “on” year for many 80 far since the boards had realized Wisconsin ------------- 5.0 
apple orchards. Where the soil the difficulty in most cases and had Lone Elm Farm, Martin H. 

moisture tends to be deficient, mulch sed their discretionary authority. Wetzel, Thiensville, R. 1-- 6.00 
along the rows under the trees However, it was pointed out that Bingham Orchards, D. E. 
across the slope is ideal. the Selective Service Boards are Bingham, Sturgeon Bay, R. 

Not less than from 2 to 3 tons "Ow asked to review these defer- 1 __----------.-------~ 25.0 
of mulch per acre is desirable, It ment cases and find more men for Fruit Growers Co-operative, 
costs quite a little, but there is no the armed services. Therefore the Sturgeon Bay -_-------_ 15.0 
treatment which will equal it where &tOwers felt that they could no Jefferson Co. Fruit Grow- 
the organic matter content of the /onger rely on the discretion of the ers Assn, -------------- 10.0 
soil and the water holding capacity Boards, and asked that the guiding Manitowoc Co. Fruit Grow- 
is low. Perhaps the areas in or- Tule he changed to one acre of or- ers Assn, -------------- 1000 

chards which need mulch most can ‘hard as one war unit. Milwaukee Co. Fruit Grow- 
be treated as a start toward finally “In the general discussion with ers Assn, -------------- 10.00 
mulching the entire orchards— all the officials present, the point Ozaukee Co. Fruit Growers 
From Feb. 1944 Horticultural Which stood out as most important, — Assn. ----------------- 10.0 
News, New Jersey. was the need for working closely Racine Co. Fruit Growers 

with the local and state Selective Assn, ------------------ 10.00 
Service Boards so that they would Sheboygan Co. Fruit Grow- 

Two Other Fellows understand the needs of orchard- ers Assn, _.------------ 10.00 
Sarge—“This package yours, sol- ists for permanent crews of strong Washington Co. Fruit Grow- 

dier? The name is obliterated.” young men capable of performing ers Assn. -------------- 10.00 
Soldier—‘Can’t be mine, Sarge; all the important orchard opera- Waukesha Co, Fruit Grow- . 

my name is O’Shaughnessy.” tions as well! as supervising green ers Assh, -------------- 10.00
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Orchard Suppli cnar upplies... 
Purchase your requirements from this Co-operative and save DOLLARS by participating in 

the earnings. Patrons Refunds to all customers at the end of the season. Our prices are 

conservative because we do not strive for large profits. This Co-operative was formed for 

the sole purpose of serving the fruit growers of this state at reasonable prices. Your con- 

tinued patronage will make a larger and better organization. 

SPRAY MATERIALS PRUNING EQUIPMENT 
Arsenate of Lead Copper Sulphate Pruning Saws Pruning Snips—9” 

Calcium Arsenate Black Leaf 155 Point Cut Prancrs 
Bordeaux Cucurbit Dust 
C.0.C.S. Spray Paris Green GRAFTING EQUIPMENT 

Dry Lime Sulphur Casein Spreader Grafting Knives Budding Knives 
Liquid Lime Sulphur Du Pont Spreader Sticker Tree Sea: (Grafting Compound) 

Flotation Sulphur Nicotine Sulphate 

Mike Sulphur Spray Oils NURSERY STOCK 

Kolo-Spray Elgetol Catalog and Price List on Request. 

Kolo Fog All Orders Must Be In Prior to March Ist. 

SPRAYER SUPPLIES 

Spray Guns Spray Hose 

Friend Pecan 600# Pressure NITRATE FERTILIZER 
Bean 780 800# Pressure Ammonia Nitrate—34% 
Bean Fog Guns Hose Swivels Place Your Order Today to Insure Delivery. 

Bean Spray Nozzles Hose Coupling & Clamp 

Suction Hose 

OUR 1944 GENERAL CATALOG AND PRICE LIST WILL BE AVAILABLE FEBRUARY 15. 

Complete Line of Repair Parts for Bean Orchard Sprayers. 

WRITE FOR PRICES 

ALL INQUIRIES PROMPTLY ANSWERED 

We have leased a new warehouse and installed new offices, and will transact all business at 
our Waukesha address as someone will be in attendance there every day including my- 
self, from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 

227 Cutler Street, Waukesha, Wis. 

Office: Telephone Waukesha 4107 Residence: Telephone Big Bend 2821 
Route 2
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C F it G A eae HOW TO APPLY FERTILIZER 
ounty Fruit Growers Associations IN THE ORCHARD 

H Ex ll e Why We Think Broadcasting 
ave Excellent Meetings =” 1 Bex 

ECENTLY a state experiment 
ants sane Cosnty Festi Poe i Sheboygan ae Fruit Growers R station advised fruit growers 

ssociation meetings as sted in the tion 1 ili i 

February issue were the best ever held President: Arno Meyer, Waldo that 8 lying fertilizers m Sots 
by these organizations. Vice-Pres.: Hugo E. Wunsch, R. 1, under the tr es was economical and 

The attendance was excellent, rang- Sheboygan suggested it as another conserva- 
ing from 60 to 100, ninety-two mem- Secy.-Treas.: Joseph Thackray, tion measure, 

Her ee ee ane pent at Gln aey Frit Growers, We bave Held for some time th 
the discussion on apple maggot, fruit Association in Wisconsin the fertilizer should 
varieties and orchard problems as President: Jos. L. Morawetz, R. 4 be broadcast over the entire orchard 
presented by the speakers, C. L. West Bend , "floor. The main reason for this ar- 
Kuehner and H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Vice-Pres.: John Mayer, R. 3, West gument is that we need to grow hu- 
was keen. Mr. Lester Tans gave a Bend mus in our orchards. By broadcast 
very optimistic report of the work of Secy.-Treas.: E. E. Skaliskey, Post ; é Be atest 
the Southeastern Wisconsin Fruit Office Bldg. West Bend , ing the nitrogen fertilizer. the trees 
Growers Association at most of these " get it no matter where it is applied 

i Waukesha County Fruit Growers : meetings. . Association because tree roots in older orchards 
nti eee part President: Peter L. Swartz, R. 4, are equally numerous in the space 

i Waukesha between the rows as under the 
All Join Wisconsin Apple Institute Vice-Pres.: Wm. Steele, Pewaukee branches. Most important, too, the 
Each of the eight county associa- Secy.-Treas.: Wm. Basse, R. 3, Box chard ill be , th 

tions voted to join the Wisconsin Ap- 225, Waukesha orchard cover crop wi greatly 
ple Institute and to pay a member- benefited. 
ship fee of $10.00 for this year. OT Now it may be argued that it is 

Officers Elected BAYFIELD GROWER a waste of nitrogen to feed the 
In most cases the officers were re- cover crop. That is not true. If thi 

elected for 1944. They are as follows: APPLIES MULCH TO HIS cover a takes me of ‘he 
Jefferson County Fruit Association sae P rs up some © . 
President: Wm. Leonard, R. 1, Fort APPLE ORCHARD fertilizer, and if then we do not 

Atkinson . remove that cover crop but allow 
Vice-Pres.: Frank Guttenberg, Jr., Dye Hauser, Superior it to remain and decay, the trees 

Jefferson ; View Farm, Bayfield, now will get it later. Furthermore, most 
oe Carroll Krippner, R. 1, Bayfield County’s largest apple of our soils are low in humus ot 
ort tkinson oy = “ . 

rower, writes in March: “Two ii Mantiswoe ty Fruit Gro 8 organic matter. Growing good cover 
Association years ago we used some quack grass crops will increase this organic mat- 

President: Kurt Wiegand, Cleveland ™ulch on McIntosh trees, and this er, enable the soil to hold its mois- 
Vice-Pres.: William Ahrens, R. 5, Year our crop was the best we have ture better, and greatly benefit the 

Manitowoc . ever had on these ‘trees. trees. 

nets Ervin Tuma, R. 1, Cato “We have spread about 25 tons On lighter soils where nitrogen 
ilwaukee County es Growers of mulch in our orchard so far this leaches away rapidly, this sugges- 

President: Albert Schreiber, Sta. F, Year. The material has been mostly tion of growing a better cover crop 
R. 1, Box 416, Milwaukee quack grass, hay and flax straw. is most important. 

Vice-Pres.: Aflen Guenther, R. 1, It seems to take about 200 pounds At any rate, the roots of the trees 
South Mulan 4: per tree to cover the ground as far are everywhere in the orchard. Who 
zi Eee Hale : Hea: eyer, R. 1. out as the branches reach. can say which roots should and 

Oxnukee County Fruit Growers “Before spreading the mulch should not be fed? 
Association about .five pounds of ammonium — 

‘ President: Martin Wiepking, Cedar- sulphate was applied around each Shhhh! 
urg tree. My hope and aim is to in- The family was seated at the 
Vice-Pres.: B. J. Otting, Cedarburg * . * Secy.-Treas.: Arnold Nieman, Cedar. Tease the growth and yield Ly table with a man who was a busi- 

burg holding moisture and possibly add- ness acquaintance of the father, 
Racine County Fruit Growers ing certain elements in which our when the five-year-old blurted out: 

Association lighter soils may be deficient. When ‘“Isn’t this roast beef?” 
President : Charles Patterson, Franks- spring opens up I hope to spread “Yes,” said the mother, noting 

ville a few stacks of old hay, but just his surprised look. “What of it?” 
ie ice-Pres.: Wm. Verhulst, Franks- oy, (March 18) the snow is too “Well, daddy said this morning 

Secy.-Treas.: Lyman Skewes, Union deep for us to be able to get into that he was going to bring a big 
Grove the orchard. fish home for dinner.”
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Orchard... Garden... 
Arsenate of Lead, 48 Ib. case...........$7.20 ————Write for Free Seed Catalog———— 

Arsenate of Calcium, 48 Ibs... 4.95 Arsenate of Lead, Wow... .--eeceee-neneee en $35 
7 Arsenate of Calcium, Ib... 25 

Bordeaux Mixture, 48 Ib. case... 6.95 Bordeaux Mixture, b...__............. 30 

Copper-A-Compound, 48 Ibe... nn 9.60 Copper-A-Compound, 6 Ib. bag...........-...-__-._ 1.65 
Copper Sulpha de ee. Dry Lime Sulphur, Ib. can 35e; 5 Ibs......._.. 1.10 

. phase ened —ait. ~oonvowes 750] Dating Sulphur, 2 Ib. canister... 30 
Dry Lime Sulphur, 100 Ibs......_.._.......11.00 Kryocide, Ib. box ce ecceoneevecctsceeeeeeeeneeneceneeeeeee AO 

Liquid Lime Sulphur, 50 gals......................... 8.75 Mike Sulphur, 10 Ib. bag... 1.00 

DuPont Spreader Sticker, gal... 495 | Nicotine Sulphate fey 
Phernerecnerrmrerrnreneneee TS Rotenone Dust 50%— 

Flotation Sulphur Paste— 1 Ib. 40c; 5 Ibs... 1.00 
450 Ib. drum, cwt.. 2... 3.00 Tree Tanglefoot— 
275 Wb. drum, cwte.ncceeccecccenee. B25 % Ib........45¢; 1 Ib... 80c; 5 tbs........ 3.75 

T d Pai eee ceeeeteteeeeseesee DuPont Potato Dust, 5 Ib. bag... 1.00 
ree Wound Paint, quart. ~~~ © | DuPont Garden Dust, 5 Ib. bag... 1.25 
A 

Sulforon, 48 Wb. case......o...eeeeeeeeesccsccecceceessettecesseseeeeeeee 485 Dus TOOLS 

Harvest Spray—“Parmone Concentrate”— Rawleigh Duster, each...............$ 65 
4 om. bottle eeceeeeeeeeeee 1.30 Niagara 1 qt. size___..-...._____...... 150 

12—4 oz. bottles, each... 1.20 Niagara 2 qt. size....__...___.............. 2.75 
2 hat Ss) ers— 

Nicotine Set gal. a A790 Pray Hudson, 1 qt. size, each... 50 

Wi gel, Cisse eee seeceene LS Harco, each ——.—______.._... 238 
HOES— 

Picking Ladders—Pointed Top (Closed Top)— | ee 
14, 16, 18, 20, 22 ft. lengths....60c per foot Onion ssa esciaascccaaasccencessaaieesices Urs 

A ances sieasincinisaatnonncansnbonman 
Orchard Step Ladders— 

CULTIVATORS— 6, 8, 10 ft. longths____.....8¢ per foot Crcsag Speedy 128 

BERRY BOXES & CRATES KILLS POISON IVY 
(While they last) DuPont Weed Killer (Ammate) 

2 Ibe... FO 
Knock Oe ces per i000 [7 ame 

PR eee 7.50 per 1000 (1 Ib, in 1 gallon of water and 
Folding Style— thoroughly wet the ivy plant) 

Be or 0s Ee aoe Be necnenenetntenenteenete . 
American Flat Bottom— per TWIST EE box of 250... nee 25 

Qe oe eereeeeccceecennnnneeeeee $10.00 per 1000 8 im, box. of 126 seco OS 
16 Qt tice Merwe SOIL SOAKER— 

"Each ._. 20 cents 12 feet long..........—.---....---—------- 1.50 

Till Basketsp— == SCS 18 feet long....................—--—--—--—-—----..-._ 1.75 

Three Quart, 250 per crate........$4.50 TRIOGENS ‘se 

Ewe Death, Be pee crete £90 B-Kit 2 

.... All Quotations F.O.B. Madison... . .. Prices subject to change without notice .. 

GLENN A. DUNN, Manager 
2201 University Ave. Madison 5, Wisconsin



T™ value of mulches in plant der cultivation the soil is broken nutritional standpoint. 
growth is being brought out down into much smaller aggregates Reduce Tillage 

through experiments carried on in that water has a hard time pene- Dr. Gourley agrees with many 
different states. Yet, mulches are trating. These cultivated soils may agronomists that tillage should be 
not used nearly as much as they puddle if the particle size becomes reduced. The organic matter con- y Bs y M rg ” 
should be. Perhaps fruit growers too small. These soils can be brought tent of many soils is being reduced 
do not yet appreciate the value of back fairly rapidly by application drastically, He advises growing as 
mulches, or perhaps mulches are of a heavy mulch. big a cover crop as is possible and 
too difficult to obtain. ‘ working it into the soil. There are Cultivated Plots Poorest & : Mulch in Bayfield Orchard . : a few hazards with the use of 

. Senter Under mulched trees the soil was mulches. In a few cases there have 
Still, a beginning is being made high in organic matter. The sod been fires in orchards where mulch- here and there. Mr. Dawson Hau- plots were almost as high, and the es have been used. In some areas 

ser of Bayfield, now one of the cultivated plots were the poorest. the effect of mice living in the 
largest apple growers in Bayfield As the depth of sampling increased, mulch material renders the use of 
County, writes in a letter recently: the amount of organic matter under mulches impractical, In other parts 
“The weather in January was very 21] treatments became more or less of the country, other factors ‘sect 
favorable and I hauled and spread equal, However, the large number to limit their use 

22 tons of mulch in my orchard. oF roots in the upper surface were a 
The material is mostly flax straw. getting great benefits from the high LITTLE RABBIT INJURY IN 

I have been putting this on at the amounts of organic material under ORCHARDS THIS YEAR 
We, Rh about two bales per tree on the mulched soil. He showed that LETTER from Mr. Paul 

cathy. these organic materials were break- A F ; 
Mr. Hauser shipped in this flax in down and iving valuable rite sg ot ——. is typical atiraw from! some distance, avid. éo gs giving of what many orchardists are say- 

3 ents to the trees. He showed that ; hi H ites: “Thi he must be convinced of its value mig us year: He ‘writes: ae : * under the heavy straw mulch, potas- bbi a : I : year rabbits seem to find an abun The editor spoke several times | hich leached fd a 
° stum which leached out of decaying dance of food elsewhere, for wher- in February before the Manitoba straw was kept relativel bile b eae . or 4 a Pt relatively mobile by ever we have been we find little or Horticultural Association at Win- the continually. moist condition. If id f rabbit d 

nipeg. Coming into the city on the potassium is added to a soil and ase oe canal a eameee & : : ‘ tur ry. 
train we noticed pile after pile of the soil is allowed to dry out, the That, of course, is the case this 
straw in the grain fields. With ytassi b : bile. B oo as 5p Os : potassium becomes immobile. be- year as there is very little snow on straw so readily available one might cause of the mulch around the 
expect that it is bein ed : the ground. However, we should 

used as a trees, it was not necessary to add j; jae i : 
mulch, but we did not find it so. i issue a warning in this connection. ’ 5 : . * potassium to any of the trees nor Wh th i rT f food s € enever there is plenty of foo The need of mulching in Manitoba was it necessary to add nitrogen, the doubted! ill be p 
for fruit growing as well as some phosphorus or other elements. They aaa me “ an tm 
vegetables, was apparent, and so aj) accumulate in sufficient quanti- snes He oe wm we undertook to discuss the value |; saa sons: first, there is a tendency not ties from the decomposing mulch. hi hem bec h t 
of mulches where the material can; ; fo: bunt them because’ they: are: no . Under sod there is some accumu- lesti + and d d 
be obtained so easil. ‘ si . POSS Hng MS) and ‘second, a. goo y lation, but under cultivated soils  fooq supply means increased repro- 

Mulches Discussed in Ohio there is none and fertilizer must duction. 
At a recent meeting of the Ohio be added. If the rabbit population increas- 

Nurserymen’s Association Dr. J. Dr. Gourley pointed out that the es, then of course the danger will 
G, Gourley, Chief of the Horticul- organic acids formed in decompo- be stilt greater in another winter 
ture Department, Ohio State Uni- sition of the mulch do not change when we have a heavy snowfall. 
versity talked on the “Importance the acidity of the soil very much. There is only one remedy: keep 
of Mulches to Plant Growth.” The change is mainly due to alumi- down the rabbit population around 

Some of his comments as re- num and sulphur compounds, of orchards. 
ported in the American Nursery- which there is little in a straw a 

Ty . man, are as follows: mulch. He considers a straw mulch “How did you get that bump on 
“The soil beneath a heavy mulch best. If you want nutrients from your head?” 

was high in moisture, better aerated the straw, the best results are ob- “My wife threw a vase at me.” 
and more absorptive of water than tained from new, freshly cut straw. “Why on earth didn’t you duck?” 
either sod or cultivated plots. Un- Old straw has little value from the “I did, but she allowed for it?”
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HOW TO BOIL VEGETABLES 

TO PRESERVE VITAMINS 

T° preserve the vitamin content 
of green vegetables they should 

be cooked properly. Cook them in 
a kettle with the lid on, in slightly DECI DE NOW 
salted, but not too much water. 
Seasoning may be added. -_  _-C OO 

The extension nutritionists of the : .s fungici 

Colorado State College recommend on your insecticide and cide 

the ime table below for best re- require ts for 1944, 

sults. 
Asparagus 15 to 20 minutes 
Beans, snap 20 to 30 minutes SEE 
Beans, lima 30 minutes 
Beet greens 10 to 15 minutes 

Broccoli 15 to 25 minutes your local dealer for NIAGARA BRAND 

Brussells sprouts 15 to 20 minutes 
Cabbage, shredded 5 to 10 minutes OR WRITE 
Cabbage, quartered 10 to 15 minutes 
Collards 20 minutes 

Dandelion greens 10t0 20minates |} NIAGARA SPRAYER & CHEMICAL CO. 
Kale 10 to 25 minutes MIDDLEPORT, N. Y. 

Okra 10 to 20 minutes 5 ° 
Peas 10 to 20 minutes J. Feary, Satts, Wisc. Repr. 

‘ : aupaia, Wis. 
Spinach 5 to 10 minutes 
Summer squash 15 minutes 
Turnip greens 10 to 20 minutes 

They have been moving fast, but we still have a few left. These have been recondi- 
tioned and will do a good job of spraying your orchard. 

Write or phone us, stating your spraying problem, and we will suggest the best that 

is available for your particular case. 

COMPLETE LINE OF SPRAY GUNS, HOSE, AND ACCESSORIES 

It is time to order your ELGETOL, the dormant spray for control of apple scab and 

cherry and apple insects. 

BEAN SPRAYERS SALES AND SERVICE 

Phone 436 Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin
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COMMENTS ON RASPBERRY NITROGEN FERTILIZER peaches on one of them. 
VARIETIES BENEFITS GRAPES He also has the Manchu and 

By Stanley Beall Hall Nurseries, Tests by the Geneva, New Scout apricots, but so far only had 
wood, Wis. York Experiment Station indi- a few apricots on each tree. 

ue Sunrise raspberry has done cate that grapes benefit greatly Te very well with us. It seems to from the application of nitrogen LETTER FROM A STRAW. 
be unusually hardy. The fruit is fertilizer. The tests were conducted BERRY GROWER IN 
first-rate, but cannot compare with 0" a depleted Concord grape vine- RACINE COUNTY 

Taylor. yard. The application of 150 pounds —_—A etter from Mrs. Frank Shil- 
We have had very good results °f ammonium sulphate, and 200 havy, Sr., of Racine, Route 1, en- ‘ pounds of sodium nitrate per acre membershi e for is- from Newburgh, Taylor, Indian oda Pp re closes bership fee for the Wis. 

Summer and Sunrise. —each furnishing 32 pounds of ni- consin Horticultural Society, and 
With raspberries the most seri- ‘fogen, were compared, and both makes this statement: 

ous problem is keeping the canes Produced an increase of nearly “I am 72 years old and lived 36 
healthy and free from disease. A 1,400 pounds yield of grapes per years on the same 40 acre farm 
good spray program insures a good Cre as compared with no nitrogen here in Racine County and every 
crop. Perhaps this is the reason Plots. When the amount of nitro- one of these 36 years I have plant- 
these varieties have done well with &€" was doubled there was no in- ed strawberries, ranging from 1,000 us. crease in yield. to 2,000 plants and personally care 

The Gemzata Everbearing The amount of nitrogen to use for them. Although I obtain all 
Strawberry for ae ee oot up- available farm bulletins and. other 

. on the condition of the soil. A soil titerature, none is so adaptable as ning - eT me oe. low in humus and nitrogen, espe- that contained in the Wisconsin 
renege sada ae dondiac eae cor mona ails or be bene- Horticulture, It’s ‘just like the way 

te t an a icati i it’.” rieties. The quality of the berry for nitrogen, y by an application of we had been doing it’. 
eating is as good as Gem though not AGPREBDY OBA 
sugar-sweet as some say. In size EXPERIENCE WITH RASP- im a 
it is larger than Gem and like BE) 

: RRY VARIETIES AT Recommended by Divisions of Ento- Wayzata has very healthy foliage— ; : ELLISON BAY mology and Plant Pathology, Uni- 
better than the Gem. It is a good versity of Minnesota 
plant producer. In flavor it cannot A LETTER from Mr. Frank A. 
compare with Wayzata. Morey of Ellison Bay, Door ; . Firat Spray 

——— County, gives the following experi- Use liquid lime sulfur, 1 gallon 
RIDEAU, NEW RASPBERRY °"¢ with six varieties of raspber- 2 re - water Bs buds 

ries. break. For control of anthracnose 
FROM CANADA, VERY “Taylor has not been satisfac- and spur blight. Ath PROMISING enti i sues subject to mosaic Second Spray 
t the meeting of the Manito and anthracnose. Use a copper fungicide at rate 

Horticultural Association which the “Indian Summer is a good sum- given on the package, plus one editor attended February 16-18,the mer bearer and free from disease. pound of lead arsenate in 50 gal- 
new raspberry variety Rideau was “Newburgh has no mosaic, but lons water, just before blossoms 
mentioned as being very promising. is very subject to leaf spot. Has appear. For control of fruit worm, 

Two years ago four varieties very large berries but sometimes sawfly, and anthracnose. Addition 
under number were obtained from — sunscald. of a sticker will greatly improve 
the Canadian Experiment Station “Chief does not hang to the control. 
at Ottawa and sent to growers at bushes very well after ripening. Note: Dusts may be used. to con- Bayfield. Among them was the Ri- “Latham is still the most depend- trol insects on raspberries but they . : n P P' J deau. While the variety has not able, although subject to mosaic have little value for control of dis- 
been on test long enough to make and anthracnose.” eases, Use rotenone or pyrethrum, 
any definite statements, several of Experience With Peaches when available, if necessary to 
the growers at Bayfield have stated and Apricots spray for leaf eating insects after 
that this variety also showed prom- Mr. Morey has two Sungold the berries have formed. 
ise there. It will be watched with peach trees four years old, and last From March, 1944 The Minne- 
interest this coming year. year had over one-half bushel of sota Fruit Grower.
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- 12 Latham and is therefore able to 
ertilizer Responses of withstand dampness and fog which 

° favor the spread of anthracnose. 
Black Raspberries Chief is doing well in a limited 

way in some locations, particularly 
HERE has been an increase in profit of $180 per acre at an ex- in the prairie sections of the state. 
growing black raspberries in penditure of only $4 to $6 for fer- In most places, Marcy and Ta- 

western. New York as the result _ tilizer. homa have not shown enough prom- 
of increasing demand. This demand Nitrogen Increased Size ise to be worthy of further trial. 
nas resulted in better prices to of Berries Condensed from March, 1944 
rowers. “Next as regards size of berries, The Minnesota Fruit Grower. 
The New York Experiment Sta- fertilizer effects were highly signifi- 

tion at Geneva carried on some cant. Every treatment showed a 
lmonstrational and experimental significant difference, soybean meal, BERRY PLANTS 

plots in western New York to de- however, barely so. Here again the New Sunrise raspberry, new 
termine the best method of fertiliz- organic source of nitrogen was less Lowden Blackberry, Hardee 
ing black raspberries, with inter- effective than other sources, in fact Blackberry, Cumberland raspber- 
esting results. significantly less than three of the ry and other standard varieties. 

The rows were 7 feet apart and other treatments. Complete fertiliz- Red Lake Currant,. new Gemzata 
the plants 2% feet in the row. er was significantly superior to everbearing strawberry. Red Ru- 

Six different fertilizer treatments three of the other treatments but by Rhubarb. Mary Washington 
along with no treatment were given not to the treatment involving the asparagus. Ornamental shrubs 
in spring of 1942. Fertilizers used same nitrogen carrier, namely ni- and trees. 
were nitrate of soda (300 Ibs. per trate of soda. Hall Nursery, Elmwood, Wis. 
cre), ammonia (240 lbs.), Uramon “Sulfate of ammonia and Ura- 
(115 Ibs.), mixtures of nitrate of mon treatments dropped below ni- _—————_ 
soda and sulfate of potash, and also trate of soda but not significantly 
superphosphate. Soybean meal at so. These latter two facts will have STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
700 Ibs. per acre was used, and to be verified by subsequent sea- State inspected, fresh dug, post- 
pi course there was a check plot sons’ results. It seems quite safe paid. Everbearing Gem; Masta- 
with no fertilizer. to say that nitrogen not only in- don; Premier; Dorset; Fairfax; 

Nitrogen Most Effective creased yields, but also made larger Catskill; Beaver; Dunlap; War- 
The following are some of the berries. . . field, 

conclusions reached from this ex- i From the practical standpoint RASPBERRY PLANTS periment : he results show a highly worth Lath d Chief raspbe 
“Every one of the treatments was While en fer ee m dicate aman . my significantl erior no treat- Nitrogen for black raspberries, even : < . 

el That oe wus the effec- on what may be considered a quite ui Baeshon,. Wis: 
live factor is shown by the fact that Productive soil, os 
there was no significant difference “The interpretations made OE, due to the presence in the fertilizer of course, ‘subject to the UStal Gi- 

f either phosphorus or potassium. tations incident to specific local con- 
The three nitrogen carriers, nitrate ‘litions and a short experimental 
lof soda, sulfate of ammonia and period. The work is being contin- Everything you need in 
Uramon were equally effective ued.” ° 
when i i ST W nitrogen, tuvalent amounts RASPBERRY VARIETIES Fruit and Vegetable 
“Soybean meal, an organic source o J. > Winter faih : 

f nitrogen, although giving a sig- N variety has yet successfully B ¢ t 
nificant yield locas oe od challenged the Latham as the OxeS and Yai es 
treatment was a poorer source of most profitable variety for commer- * 
nitrogen than the other three car- cial planting in Minnesota, The 65 years of dependable service 
an and in fact gave a yield sig- Taylor is now being tested commer- 
mhcantly below two of them. The cially in plantings up to an acre or ° 
highest yield represented an acre two, with winter covering a neces- Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 
yield of about 4,700 quarts. Nitro- sity. Newburgh continues to show Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
gen at the rate applied increased promise near Lake Superior, large- 
the acre yield by over 1,500 quarts ly because it is much less suscep- -— 
Which at 12 cents represents a gross tible to anthracnose disease than re
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT CHAIRMEN 

pe ate meer, arlene Ont, os Reus dete 
Vice-president , Recording Secrctary-Treasurer Tvan Wilting, Roctiord 

: : SWARM CONTROL IN EARLY April Work in the Bee Yard MAY 
De the last half of April If it becomes positive that the TERE was an old saying that 

‘ : ays : ; ‘a. swarm in May is worth a 
beekeepers can determine queen is failing or is of poor quali- load of hay.” To & Tony 

hether or not a colony will be a ty, the moving screen can be re- 7 O} Keep ia colony 
wy y, y e : ~ from swarming, however, is worth 
producer. moved and the colonies united. This still Gre 

If a colony has a poor queen it should also be done if the upper , 
will now be evident by the quality colony does not make good progress Strong colonies may get the 
of the brood. If the brood is scat- for any reason whatever. swarming fever by the middle of 
tered, if the queen appears slug- May if they are not given plenty 
gish and the colony is not develop- Shall We Feed Soybean Flour? of room, Remember that the colo- 
ing, something must be done. By this time the supply of pollen ny and queen should be allowed to 

If the colony has a good popu- from the field may be adequate to expand in an upward direction. 
lation with a good percentage of meet brood rearing requirements. Just as soon as one brood chamber 

young bees, introduction of a young If, however, the weather is bad for is full of brood, bees, and _ stores. 

queen may save the colony and still a period so that the bees cannot another should be set on top to al- 
make it a profitable one to keep. fly and gather pollen regularly, it low for this expansion. If the colo- 

If a queen is not at hand and it is will pay to continue feeding soy- ny has been wintered in two hive 
impossible to get one from the bean flour so brood rearing will bodies the lower one should be 
South in time, it may be just as be maintained. At any rate, we placed on top when the upper one 

well to unite this colony with one must watch the condition of our _ is filled. 

having a good queen. . colonies eeu larly fr ‘om"now on be- Remember, too, never to place 
__It is often difficult to determine — cause pe a critical time. Maxi- empty frames in the middle of the 
if a queen is failing, or whether um brood rearing ve will mean rood nest, or in other words 

the poor brood present is due to a an Tole. honey production in June “spread the brood.” The colony 

lack of food, If there has been a and July. should be allowed to expand nor- 
shortage of pollen the colony may Feeding mally and the brood nest kept in- 
have stopped brood rearing and From now on we must watch tact. If empty frames are place! 
this may be blamed upon the queen. carefully both the quantity and the in the middle of the brood nest. 

We should be careful, therefore, quality of the honey in the hives. dividing it, an unnatural condition 
not to pass judgment too quickly. With heavier brood rearing the is established which may lead to 

Unite Colonies Over consumption of stores will be heavy. supersedure of the queen. Do not 
Moving Screen Frequently, too, the overwintered shift brood during the spring. All 

Perhaps the safest way to unite honey may absorb moisture and be- empty combs should be given in an 

a weak colony or one with a poor come sour. Pull out a frame occa- upward direction. 

queen is to place it over a strong sionally, especially one containing It may be necessary to reverse 
colony with a moving screen, or honey that is not sealed, and shake hive bodies again in about two 

simply a wire screen in between it. If the honey is thin, taste it to weeks, depending upon-the strength 
the two. If there is an auger hole see if it is sour. If it is, it should of the colony. Just as soon as two 
entrance below the hand hold of be shaken out and sugar syrup fed hive bodies are well filled, a third 
the upper colony, bees may drift to replace it. should be given on top. Some colo- 
above from the stronger colony be- The best way to feed now is with nies may be strong enough to occu 
low, and thereby strengthen the the sprinkling can as described in py three hive bodies before the 
weaker one. previous issues. honey flow begins.
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THE PACKAGE BEE BEEKEEPERS MEETING 
SITUATION NORTHERN WISCONSIN DISTRICT 

OST Southern breeders and BARRON SALES PAVILION, BARRON M°- WEDNESDAY, MAY 3 shippers of bees are booked —— PROGRAM —_ 

o capacity for early delivery. Some 10:00 a.m. Call to order by district president, Mr. Robert Knutson, Lady- 
of them seem to want to make a smith. 

racket of keeping orders and de- 10:15 a.m. Identification of bee diseases and discussion of beekeeping con- 
ferring them for June and July ditions. Nosema. John F. Long, Madison. 

delivery at the high schedule of 11:15 a.m. Plans for disease eradication in 1944. Results of the National 
spring prices. Beekeepers Conference. James Gwin, Madison. 

Anyone in Wisconsin knows that 12:00 m. Luncheon. Payment of State and District dues. 
packages delivered in June or July 1:30 p.m. Business meeting and election of officers. 

are worthless as far as the honey tare p.m. Farmers in Post War Agriculture. County Agent I. O. Hembre, 

crop is concerned. Furthermore, 2:15 p.m. Information Hour. Questions and answers on practical beekeep- 
they should be bought at a reduc- ing problems by leading beekeepers in attendance. Conducted by H. J. Rahmlow, 
tion if the beekeeper wishes simply Madison. 

to restock for the following year. 3:00 p.m. Spring and summer management of bees. H. J. Rahmlow, Madi- 
In fact, it is doubtful if packages son. 
installed in July would build up in 3:30 p.m. Government regulations concerning beekeepers. Observations 
time for winter. among northern beekeepers. Robert Knutson, Ladysmith. 

The winter in the Southern states —— $55 
seems to have been quite favorable number of apiaries examined, in practiced by the Central States Bee- 
for beekeepers and perhaps they order to see how extensive Nosema keeping Laboratory, Madison, will 
will have more packages for our really is, and what percentage of be shown. 
use than anticipated. cases of dysentery are caused by 

_ Nosema. 

IS DYSENTERY IN BEES SSS SSS AN EASY WAY TO MAKE 
CAUSED BY NOSEMA? TAYLOR COUNTY SUGAR SYRUP 

Te. is a question in the BEEKEEPERS TO MEET : : 

minds of many beekeepers as The Taylor County Beekeepers TT easiest and quickest way 
to whether Nosema is responsible Association will meet in the Taylor we have found for making up 

for dysentery so often found in County Court House at Medford sugar syrup for feeding bees is to 
colonies after the winter months On Tuesday, May 2nd, at 7:30 p.m. mix it in the family washing ma- 
are over. The speaker will be Mr. H. J. chine (if you can get away with it). 

A number of years ago the theory Rahmlow, Madison, secretary of Here is the way we do it. We 
was advanced that dysentery was the State Beekeepers Association, measure out 12% Ibs. of sugar in 
the result of stores high in mois- who will speak on new beekeeping pail. Since we mix the syrup at 
lure content. The bees being unable methods for better honey produc- the rate of two measures of sugar 
to expel the moisture became sick. tion. . to one of water, that means that 

Still earlier it was thought to be All beekeepers are invited to at- filling the pails with water to the 
the result of bees eating pollen tend. A moving picture film on bee- same level as 12% Ibs. of sugar, 
during the winter months, and often keeping methods will be shown. | four such pails of water will re- 
pollen was entirely removed in the re quire a 100 Ib. sack of sugar. 

fall to prevent it. MARATHON COUNTY BEE- We pour four pails of boiling 

Dr. C. L. Farrar has found KEEPERS ASSOCIATION water into the washing machine, 
many colonies suffering from dys- MEETING set the machine running, and. grad- 
cntery to be affected with Nosema. President Joseph Garre of the ually pour in a 100 Ib. i of su- 

Send Bees to Laboratory Marathon County Beekeepers As- 8*T- The agitator does the mixing 
If find colonies showing evi- sociation announces a meeting of for us. We allow the agitator fo 

ee . bout five or ten minutes after- lence of dysentery, take some of beekeepers to be held at Wausau TU al : : 
és . wards to do a thorough job of mix- the bees from the top of the cluster on Tuesday, May 2, at 1:30 pin. then det th into 

tight above the frames around the The speaker will be Mr. H. J. 18 am tien “| e syrup dy f 
inner cover where it is warmest, Rahmlow, secretary of Wiscon- 60 Ib. cans and it 1s ready tor 

and send them in a small box or sin Beekeepers Association, who feeding. . oo 
vial to the Central States Bee Lab- will discuss spring, summer and fall Sugar dissolves so easily in water 
oratory, College of Agriculture, management of bees for better hon- that it takes only a few minutes to 
Madison, for examination. ey production. A colored movie thoroughly clean the machine. 
We would like to have a large showing the beekeeping methods as —H. J. R.
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The direct-release method of install- 
ing package bees as introduced by the fe u eg sad i y |? eS one 
Federal Division of Bee Culture has zy oy | i ain SN ee er 
proven so satisfactory that we again a lh mA Ne 
show the pictures illustrating how it “| BD ae ” 
is done, in this issue. A bulletin en- ar tht — . Se? 5 4 
titled “Recommendations for the In- % ; a ‘a 1 SSS 
stallation of Package Bees,” using a q a : } | “ a. w, 
spray and direct-release method may | ry. “ | ae tf Se A 
be obtained by writing the Central i b me 3; | ia La R 
States Bee Laboratory, College of Ag- } » ntl a | a = he , & 
riculture, Madison 6, Wisconsin, for 3 ole = A i 
complete description. bes se : an fh 

Briefly, the pictures show the fol- 4 ees 4, y f on aaa 
lowing steps: x a | me 

(b) Spraying the packages with 2 SS i oat’ Fe 
sugar syrup as they arrive from the _  - ¥ Na _— 
South. Sugar syrup should be warm. i ye me =. a Sali > 
Spray on all sides several times so Pe ia h aes , gti 
that all bees are gorged. ~u ““ i ie ao As Rina. 

(d) Remove four or five frames from , . a f wi: ‘ id —— os 
the hive bodies to receive the bees Se 7 4) " a Ma. 
from the packages. ale - = fo a 

(e) Spray the package again to pre- 1.2 ‘ i Ms ark : 
vent bees from flying. | ES) is CBee. i ae 

(f) Jar package so that the bees fall |. & ies ae 
into one end. Cut the screen for an ei mare es ! iM 
opening through which to pour them. \ ney aie Pe 4 TV YAN 
Sometimes removing the feeder can ae ote « iV \ \ aN 
provides sufficient space for this pur- ee] ey ya \ ee 
pose. oe a | A we: 

. ; xe S Matti Lee (g) Shake the bees into the hive : i: . \ 4 ER ¥ a me 
after removing the queen in her cage r 3 a. ae ee i a 4 << (an i fs . 
which is placed on the frame. De ie i Le Ag 

(h) A few sharp blows with a rub- lg ly € i 
ber mallet or fist dislodges all the bees oe gh . besa gi ‘ ae sat 
and they fall onto the bottom board. Noa ‘sf 7% oa ‘ * ‘ “e fy al 

(i) Quickly level the bees with hive | Sr A ca > 4 Pee |S 
tool so that the frames can be re- a , 4 aR — ve 
placed without crushing them. 4 s es iad A 

(j) Spray the queen through the wire ie. WS y, "4 a bs 
screen. Then remove screen and shake = % ihe a ee, 
wet queen onto wet bees. .-& | SS” 

Replace the frames and the job is i y ; Wf 
done. Be sure to close the entrance 7 . ‘ r Pe ¥ 
to prevent robbing. Es me. | bran va ra ; } ie Tees Pema nee 

Teas wets ar. raw Ud SOAP OL Tee 

WHATITO DO ABOUT DISEASE Pictures by Central States Bee Laboratory, Madison 

John F. Long, Madison . . 
bees. Let the inspector decide on what used bee equipment. They are issued 

About 50 apiary inspectors are al- you have and follow his instructions. to cover only yards in existence and 
ready at work. With more than 15,000 Inspectors have instructions to check do not cover the establishment of new 
beekeepers in the state, everyone can- all parties operating outyards for yards, as a separate permit is required 
not be inspected early. You are asked blanket permits. It is necessary to have for that purpose. These permits may 
to check all colonies every week. Dead a permit to move bees or used bee- be obtained from the office of the Bee 
colonies should be placed inside. Weak keeping equipment from one location and Honey Section, Department of 
colonies should have their entrances to another. This office is now furnish- Agriculture, State Capitol, Madison. 
reduced, to prevent robbing. If you ing blanket permits, which cover the Wisconsin. In your application, you 
find dead brood in a colony and are moving of any used bee equipment to must give the exact location by sec: 
in doubt, notify this office immediately. and from any yard listed thereon, tion, quarter section, township, and 
Early detection and eradication go a These permits are issued to cover the town and range of each yard. This 
long way in disease control. Do not entire season. They should be carried information can be obtained from the 
destroy the combs or shake off the with you whenever you are moving town assessor or town clerk of the
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township where the bees are located. ey crop of America could not be 
Report Purchase of P. Bees : . . We should alse ike to call your at- 801d in one pound jars at the prices HONEY WANTED 

tention to Wisconsin Statute 94.76, Ow Prevailing, or at any price for Cash paid for cars and less 
te ve iets pease vo = to give a pro- than cars comb and extracted 
to report all importation of package fit to the beekeeper. i 
bees and queens within five (5) days : meee honey. Mail sample: and best 
of the receipt thereof; to the Bee and If the size limitation order had price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
Honey Section, State Capitol, Madison, passed, it would have ruined the J] Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 

Wisconsin, market we now have among farm- 
Let’s have 100 per cent cooperation ers and laboring classes who buy 

on all of the above! in five and ten pound pails, and 60 
_ pound cans. We believe that more HONEY CANS 

~ than half the honey of the United ‘ i 
sa eo a BE States is sold in these sizes. delivery on Got cass: 

. ee wi Need For Federation | Orde, vou glue cat fr Size of Container Will Not It all points to the fact too that | from 3 te 6 months to receive 
Be Limited the honey producers must have an same from the factory. We now 

° _ organization of their own. That is ha: good ly of S#, 2%, Torre will not be any rationing why wé believesthe National Fed: If and Kt ia ed and can 
h of _ or be i ag eration of State Beekeepers Asso- make inamedinte shipment. 

h e size 0 be a wicks d mn 1944 ciations composed of the beekeepers a” ae cies m label anal 
aca oe th Ee ete pon .’ of America, is a vital organization for soar new crop of honey. 

wecel a ee “Washit = and that it has a job to do pro- Write for Complete Price List. 
a oo oust * ington. tecting the interests of the pro- eee ° 
h e — to oa the size of ducer: Order Through Your State 

jar or smaller was one of the most, WE also need an organization — embracing all the various branches 

te beckeing indy, na" "of the honey industry, but the pro- | senomonge Fala, Wi 
Beekes ee know yen well that ducer must be adequately repre- m : 

more ica half of ihe, honey a sented and also consulted on im- 

duced in the United States is sold ee raahiess ot siete io. Ongar 
in sizes larger than the one pound . , BUY LOTZ SECTIONS 
jar and to customers who really eat : 
honey. Customers who use it in CLARK COUNTY BEEKEEP- Raise Comb Honey 
many ways such as cooking, bak- ERS TO MEET AT : 
ing and eat it as a sweet. NEILLSVILLE oa 

The announcement from Wash- be yours. 
ington states that reports have A meeting of the Clark County 
reached them from many parts of Beekeepers Association has been Comb Honey furnishes its own 

the country that honey is moving called for Neillsville in the Court container; 
slowly in city markets and that House, on Thursday, May 4, be- Comb Honey has no 
chain stores are asking packers to ginning at 1:15 p.m., by Frank E. ceiling price. 
release them from their previously Greeler, president. . 
agreed upon allotment of bottled All beekeepers are invited to at- Lotz sections are morale builders 
honey. tend. to com’ honey esisers, They save 

ti becaus: ey do not 
The One Pound Jar break when being folded. Less 

That is as much as to say they breakage means lower cost. The 
have suddenly discovered that the KEEP MORE BEES pect white section adds eye 
one d jar is not a fas ri . pound jar is not a fast seller But Keep Better by Reading the AS COMPLETE A STOCK 
at present prices. We in Wisconsin OF BEE SUPPLIES 

ba known that for some time. In BEEKEEPERS MAGAZINE AS 
arch a beekeeper at Madison re- Thiea WARTIME RESTRICTIONS 

Ported that he was unable to dis- ae ae PERMIT. 
pose of nine cases of one pound : oathly 
Jars in the stores of Madison be- Subscription Price: $1.00 per year AUGUST LOTZ aes 

ca i I IN. tis size They were anxious to ny | BEEKEEPERS MAGAZINE Me ce ati 
five pound pails, however. RFD 5 LANSING, MICH. 1944 ‘cetalog published son. 

This simply proves that the hon-
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RACINE GARDEN CLUB < NATIONAL PEONY SHOW TO 
APPRECIATES HISTORY Hi Pntmenumibl ge Doo Uarne aE Het IN eter: 

The seventy- fifth anniversary praise the Brd por his aii oga merican Peony Society 
edition of the ‘Wisconsin Horticul. goodness, and. fe ail i gaa T has decided to hold its national 
ture magazine received in Novem- 7is wonderful IMAL ZA), show in the Milwaukee Auditori- 
ber, 1943, has been very much en- uroks to the children AY sap Cia um, Milwaukee, this year. The 
joyed by our members. of men! 2dy ia (dates will be either June 17-18 or 

At a recent meeting of the Ra- Prakms oy B= i I June 24-25, | probably the latter 
cine Garden Club an unanimous  ysp/af “ : 7 ce ‘ dates, according to Mr. Charles E. 
vote of thanks for compiling this im aN Se 4 Hammersley of Milwaukee, Wis- 
edition was expressed. ir at consin chairman of the show. 

I hereby convey our sincere ap- ann” & i ; The show will be held in one of 
preciation for the seventy-fifth an- “on, ? Site. pas the larger halls of the Auditorium 

niversary edition of Wisconsin Hor- su SAS "a sv 22 and Wisconsin peony growers will 
tictiléure. be asked to exhibit their blooms and 

Racine Garden Club, by Mrs. help make the show a_ success. 

Elsie W. Jacobsen, Samad NEW 1 Oe There will be a special prize sched- 
ule for Wisconsin growers. 

——— O. B. Combs Develops ee 

Copies of the history are still Earlier Variety WISCONSIN SEED DEALERS 
available at 10 cents each. An improved strain of early egy ELECT OFFICERS 

plant, named Badger State, has TT Wisconsin Seed Dealers 
TT been developed by O. B. Combs, Association held their annual 

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE g@rden specialist at the University meeting in Fond du Lac in Febru- 
of Wisconsin. ary. The following officers were 

HARDY CHRYSANTHEMUM? The new strain originated from elected for the coming year: 
, a cross which Combs made in 1932 President, Ben J. Dance of the 

wy Socart tie ben aoa. between the Black Beauty and Central Wisconsin Seed Company, 
mums for fall bloom in the garden, Black Bountiful varieties. Waupaca; Vice-President, L. J. 
and for cut flowers. Many of our Only about two pounds of Badg- Kaasa; Secretary-Treasurer, J. W. 

members have tested varieties and & pe = is now araileble: be Jung, Jung Seed Co., Randolph. 
: y is being released to seedsmen for SEES 

found coy ng ant ae increase in 1944, so that some seed WEATHER REPORT 
We would appreciate a letter ot should be on the market in 1945, OVER WHA AND WLBL FOR 
card from members giving the Under Wi sconsin conditions, SPRAYING OPERATIONS 
names of varieties that have proven Badger State is seven to ten days Mr. Eric Miller, Chief of the 
satisfactory in Wisconsin. earlier than Black Beauty and ap- Weather Bureau, University of 

proximately the same season as Wisconsin, announces that a Weath- 
—— New Hampshire Hybrid. The plants er Bureau service for fruit and 

are moré upright than those of New vegetable growers will be available 
HARDY VARIETIES IN OIG Hampshire Hybrid, though slightly beginning early in April. 

Mr. Victor Ries of Ohio states smaller than Black Beauty. Weather reports will be given 
that he will plant the following va- The fruits of Badger State are over the Farm Hour at 12:35 p. 
rieties which he considers extra six to seven inches long, symmetri- m. each day, with suggestions for 
hardy: Autumn Lights, Louise allly elongated, and light purple spraying operations which are ai- 
Schling, Romany, Saturn, Granny in color. They retain the purple fected by wind and rain. 
Scovill, Ember, Clara Curtis, Oste- color longer than New Hampshire All fruit and vegetable growers 
go, Manatico, Diana, Barbara Cum- Hybrid and almost as long as Black interested in this service should 
ming, Pigmy Gold, Acacia, Nor- Beauty. Badger State contains few- listen to the University Station 
mandie, Caliph, Vivid, Eugene A. er seeds than either of the other WHA, or the Stevens Point Sta- 
Wander, and Milky Way. two varieties. tion, WLBL, at that hour.
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TWO HORTICULTURISTS 
HONORED BY UNIVERSITY Value of Honeybees 

OF WISCONSIN ‘ 

Mr, John F. Hauser of Bay- to the Fruit Grower 
, and Mr. William E. Thomp- 

son of Kenosha, received honor- A’ a meeting of biologists held and flowers requiring pollination, 
ary recognition by the University <i i ei : 

of Wisconsin in connection with the in London last December, a the methods practised in intensive 
Short Course graduation program number of papers were given on cultivation such as undercropping, 
on March 11. the value of honeybees to the na- ploughing up of grassland and 

Me. Hauser's testimonial veud ii tion as pollenizers. Dr. C. G. But- clearing of hedgerows, has resulted 
art asi follows: ler, head of the Bee Research Lab- in destruction of the nests and hab- 

e oThe University of Wisconsin, °f@tory, Rothamsted Experimental itats of many wild pollinating in- 
recognizing the eminent services of Station, in his paper, “Position of” sects. Fortunately, however, recog- 
John Frederick Hauser, who has the Honeybee in the National nition of the honeybee as the most 
employed orcharding, floriculture, Economy,” said : “The main func- important pollinating insect and the 

and gardening to stimulate better tion of beekeeping both in peace only one whose numbers and loca- 
agricultural and civic conditions in and war, is the Provision of pol- tion can readily be controlled is 
his own and adjacent counties pre- linators for fruit and important gradually becoming realized and 
sents this testimonial upon the rec- seed crops. * * * Tt has recently expressed by the growers, and ex- 

ommendation of the faculty of the been estimated that each colony of perience has shown that in many 

College of Agriculture with the ap- bees in this country is worth at cases increased yields of between 
proval of the Regents of the Uni- least 9 pounds Sterling per annum 50 per cent, and 150 per cent, can 

versity.” to the nation for its pollination of be obtained by the intelligent use 
President C. A, Dykstra of the rpc mm an a (If of honeybees.” 

University, and Dean E. B, Fred @ Pound 1s equal to $9.00, then a ————————— 
stressed the work of Mr. Hauser as Clony of bees is worth $45.00 in 
a garden specialist who gave “un- OUT money.) — HARDY APPLE ROOTSTOCKS 
stinted help” in the victory garden in ote ee reed more SHOULD BE GRAFTED, 

program for 1943, and for neig!- Statements made at this meeting’ in 
horhood leadership in his community. London : NOT SUDPES 

Mr. Thompson’s certificate read “Figures have beer obtained Soe nurserymen are offering 
in part as follows: which indicate that in such cold budded Hibernal trees as root- 

| “The University of Wisconsin, spring weather as that of 1941, stocks. Prof. T. J. Maney of Iowa 
| recognizing the eminent service of honeybees were almosts the only has had years of experience with 
William Eugene Thompson, a high- pollinating insects present in those Hjbernal and Virginia Crab root- 
ly successful farmer, vegetable orchards where comparative counts stocks. In a letter dated November 

grower, and orchardist who has al- were made, and there is no doubt 2, 1943, he writes: 

ways found time to give service to that they were responsible for a “For use here in the Middle West 
his community and state.” high proportion of the fruit set. [ would not consider Hibernal trees 

Mr. Thompson’s recognition cited It has also been shown at Wisley propagated by budding. For stock 
his work as director of the Racine- that premature stripping of the working I think it is rather essen- 
Kenosha Beet Association when he petals of apple flowers by abnormal tial that the stock get on its own 
developed a plan which led to the gales does not prevent a high pro- roots. This is more readily accom- 
equitable adjustment of prevailing portion of the honeybees previous- plished when the tree is propa- 
difficulties between growers and_ ly working these flowers from con- gated by root-grafting. If the bud- 
processors and has since gained tinuing to do so, whereas many ded tree was planted deep enough, 
wide acceptance. other important pollinating insects own rooting might be expected. 

He has been very active as a_ neglect the petalless flowers almost Our experience here in the Middle 
community leader, as secretary of entirely. Furthermore, there is good West is that budded. trees kill out 
the County Farm Bureau, director evidence that in many districts in the nursery and in the orchards 
of the Kenosha County Dairy Herd where large orchards and large during periods of unusually low 
Improvement Association, and a acreages of seed crops are being temperature. It is difficult to con- 

member of the managing committee grown there are insufficient wild vince people that a difference of 
of the Vegetable Growers Associa- pollinating insects for full produc- 4 or 5 inches in the planting depth 
tion, and his leadership in establish- _ tion. could prevent winter injury. How- 
ing much needed research on the “Quite apart from,this crowding ever, such is the case.” — M. A. 
problems of growing truck crops effect of crops upsetting the natural Blake in Feb. 1944 Horticultural 
m southeastern Wisconsin. balance between pollinating insects News, New Jersey.
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
OFFICERS DIRECTORS E, A. Lins, Spring. Green 

Harold Janes, Whitewater, President Frank Blood, Stevens Point Walter F. Miller, Sun Prairie 
David Puerner, Milwaukee, Vice-President Dr. F. Graff, Fregport, Il Dr. Geo, Scheer, Sheboygan 
H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor, Secretary Fred Hagedorn, Sheboygan Leland Shaw, Milton — 
Otto Kapschitzke, Rec, Sec.-Treas. XR Hopkins, ‘Deerfield, I. Noel Thompson, Madison 

1710 Illinois Ave., Sheboygan . alter C) Erveger, Oconomowoc 

SPRING MEETING WELL President Janes will appoint a spe- QUALITIES REQUIRED OF 
ATTENDED cial committee to investigate. COMMERCIAL GLADIOLUS 

Fu’ members of the Wiscon- Mr. Archie Spatz, Wausau, in- By Walter C. Krueger 

sin Gladiolus Society attended vited members to exhibit at a spe- Condensed from Paper at Pittsburgh 
the annual spring meeting in the cial gladiolus show to be held in Conference 
Milwaukee Public Museum on connection with the county fair at COMMERCIAL variety is one 
March 26th. The meeting was the Wausau. More details on this later. A that violates few, if any, or at 

best attended and most interesting Very successful was the gladiolus least in small degree, of the laws 

for some time. bulb auction. There was spirited of beauty, of color and form; which 

Mr. Walter Krueger of Ocono- bidding. Walter Sprangers, Waldo, may be used in floralwork without 
mowoc gave an interesting report again did an excellent job as auc- pecially colored accessory material; 
on the Pittsburgh conference. A tioneer. which when used does not detract 
great deal was accomplished and c . f the finished oduct, d 
the results will be far reaching. Liberal Donation of Bulbs TC canvbo ured aH: ai. : for Auction which can be produced with maxi 
Report and recommendations of the . mum profit to the grower 
conference were unanimously adop- __ The annual bulb auction was a Please note how definitely this 
ted by the Wisconsin Society. big success. According to Secretary definition throws out the poor 

It was voted to send $10 to the Otto Kapschitzke, Sheboygan, the : sas . 
ge followi be: ho di d performing varieties. Take cogni 

N.E.G.S. for compilation of a na- i ite are members who Conate zance how most blotched varieties 
tional classification list. ulbs : . : a) ti . . . hich 1 tints, shades 

Mr. Krueger discussed research Dr. F. X. Graff, Freeport, Illi- aad hues of floral accessory ma: 

in control of various diseases of Rois; Harold Janes, Mitatows terial, and the weird colors, which 
gladiolus bulbs mentioning the work Walter F. Miller, Sun Prairie; include most smokes, fail "ey this 
done in Illinois by Dr, D. B. Crea- Archie Spatz, Wausau; Leland je silts oF ths tack Ul 
ger. New improved Seresan is re- Shaw, Milton; Walter C. Krueger, x 487 are GSE fOr ‘window dres- 
ported to be valuable for certain Oconomowoc; J. R. Hopkins, Deer- ing, in a particular situation, or for 

types of diseases. Hele) -Aitinoiy oP Washes. Bee certain customers, Reflect also on ver Dam; A. S. Haugen, Stough- ait: cust ; ee 
State Show Report ton: Henry Wolf . the implication of the definition for 

: ; y Wolfert, Sheboygan; . 
Mr. Noel Thompson, Madison, ; those varieties that possess a unique 

: Dr. Geo. Scheer, Sheboygan; and . ¢ See : 
unable to be present due to illness, feature, interesting in itself, like 

*» Theo. Woods and Paul Hoppe, : - 
sent a floor plan of the State Gladi- Madison. excessive ruffling, odd-shaped pet: 
olus Show at the State Fair with Mr. Kapschcitzke reports receipts als, etc, which in a floral piece 

H. J. Rahmlow, Madison, who Save 6 $86.01 from the sale, Last year’s detract from the total effect by 
a brief report on plans. Admission centering attention on the peculi- 

: : sale totaled $52.45. . en oa 
tickets will be sent to all members arity. These “special demand” va- 

several weeks before the Fair. It aaa rieties form the group, if they pos 
was pointed out that wives of mem- Anxi Hel sess commercial color and _ habit. 
bers can join the State Society for ous to help that for lack of a better term | 
a fee of 60 cents which will entitle Peebles—“I notice lots of people designate as the restricted commer- 

them to a ticket to the State Fair stop at this stand and ask the way  cials. 
and admission to the Gladiolus to Long Pond. Where is it? I never Within this group fall also col- 
Show “inner circle.” heard of the place.” ored varieties in lesser demand. 

There was some discussion on Jeebles—‘“Neither did I; I give even if they meet the terms of the 
the desirability of holding a ban-  ’em directions, but I often wonder above definition, the apricots, ot 
quet in connection with the show. where they wind up.” anges, the reds and scarlets, put
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ples and blues. This latter opinion marize a state’s total finding, and to HOW TO GROW GOOD GLADS derives from the fact that the ‘Telay it to the North American affili- By Haugen’s Glad Gardens “glads” that I furnish follow the ate. Blanks for this purpose are to be 7 

approximate color distribution that ready by the time of the coming (oe GN, Bidie-sWhea bulbs app’ : : n tha blooming season. The president of our arrive, open package at once to ad- follows: Whites and creams, twenty society, Mr. Harold Janes, will no it ai : i 7 > , , mit air. If not wanted to plant soon, per cent; all shades of pink, thirty doubt appreciate volunteer reporters te - Ld 1 ei 
per cent; lavenders, twenty per fof this important work. Miri ee ee cent; yellow, fifteen per cent, and These findings in the several states cellar is just right. h 1 ? will achieve uniformity by revision of When to Plant—When the trees all other colors, fifteen per cent. the first compilation. native t icini fold- 

Favorite Varieties Go bE tn . - ative to your vicinity are unfol 
. fo the coe marization from ail ing their leaves, then all dangers I shall enumerate my nomina- oO} the co operating societies is in- f da . 

tions of the coming commercials as cluded in the before-mentioned cost ° ‘amaging frosts are past. From follows: In white Leadi Lady: figure. then until last of June. 
! : ¢ a eACIAS Y3 Classification and Show Schedules Where to Plant—In beds, rows in cream, Lady Jane, White Gold The basic classification referred to borders, etc., and amon : other and Winston; in pink, Ethel Cave above becomes the basic classification li ht-rooted “al ts. Plant & Cole, Pink Radiance and Criterion ; for final statistical variety winnings, 8 Plants. an in’ open, 
in lavender, Elizabeth the Queen ‘'¢» but each society is left free to Sunny places not too near buildings eo pen or Beau nth : make its Premium list based on type; 0r close to foundations. Buildings eee eiGEREE TE. Red ‘Charm or size ee type; or size alone, in shade and retard development or i as many gradations of size, as the i (Butt). society may deem best to suit its own genes stone sunlight = ae 

finances or conditions. There is how- ack OF iree rainage, ‘sunsaine and 
THE PITTSBURGH CONFERENCE {°*" the reeponsibility of each society “ration rake a fet ir pad @ “ b © provide the N.E.G.S. with an alpha- mortar make unfertile an sour 

Walter C. Krueger venice) list of the names of winning soils. Keep away from trees and 
varieties. 

i The notes of the secretary of the heavy rooted shrubs especially. 
pectin of gladiolus societies in Pitts- ss Kind of Soil—A sandy loam is 
urgh on Feb. 12 and 13 are now on 1 i is- | hand. Since the material is volumni- EXPERIMENTS ON = Werks sey Retains eon | nous an effort will be made at this FU: ture, and = ploduetive. Aay geod time to isolate the most. important SARIUM BROWN ROT garden soil will do, but some re- 

subject for this first specific report. CONTROLLED quire more work to keep loose, to 
Classification keep weeds down, etc. 

The confusion resulting because of IX the March 2, 1944 issue of the How to Plant—In springtime aaieee ee ee pommel in Florists’ Review which gladiolus use only well rotted manures 
easily solved by separating the two 8'OWers may be able to find in cr commercial fertilizers. Spade not 
items. This was accomplished as fol. ™ost any florist shop, we find an less than 8 or 9 inches deep. Open 
lows by unanimous vote : interesting article entitled. “Treat- rows or trenches 5 inches deep, 18 J ene of fintiolas ate to be ment of Gladiolus Bulbs Before or 20 inches apart. Set large bulbs 

ul ” . : eat ihe Seren ce or ere They Are Planted” by D. B. Crae- in trenches the width of the bulbs 
nator, date of introduction in the &¢t Of the Natural History Survey, apart. Farther apart if you care to, 
U.S.A, size (100 series for miniatures— | Urbana, Illinois. It tells of experi- but not closer. Small bulbs not so 
a small, 200 series—21%4” to 3%”; ments carried on with several ma- deep. Five inches is deep planting. : » ! : i : ‘ iarne, 40) series ant oon, terials, including lysol and new Cover bulbs and ridge up the rows. 
giant, 500 ieties. Seer 518") caiise (in improved Ceresan. ; If the soil is poor, cover only one 
present N.E.G.S. color code) and petal The Ceresan is especially valu- inch, then sprinkle liberally with 

formation described by “R” for ruf- able for bulblets because a larger sheep fertilizer or bone meal be- 
fed, L for lacinated, “Pr” for primu- percentage of the bulblets grew fore covering and ridging. Firm 
a ee a Plain Retaled ane and the reduction in fusarium down by walking on rows or with 

» an a8 5 formal type. yp or: brown tot was the best of any ma- lawn roller to eliminate air pockets 
Example—Algonquin—Palmer—’39— tetial tried. No tests have been around the bulbs. If soil is dry 

536—F—PI, ; made of this material for thrips when planted, water thoroughly 
me elena is to be called the control, however. after planting. If planted in beds fae Gaon Seine and This material is a DuPont prod- set bulbs about six inches apart. 
compiled: from existing record and @ uct and may be obtained through How to Mark—Put in stakes and 
to be available in the near future. Seed supply houses, including the label each variety as planted. Use 
hed work of compilation is to be paid Vaughan Seed Store, Chicago. waterproof ink or lead pencil for 
i ne societies as foi- In these tests bulblets treated marking labels. Common ink will 
oe a co lm in subsequent with corrosive sublimate yielded fade from rains and watering. 
Each society assumes the obligation less bulbs than those receiving no Cultivating — Always kee p soil 

to co-operate in obtaining the correct treatment, while those treated with loose and free from weeds. Never 
se and type for each variety, to sum- Ceresan yielded twice as many. (Continued on page 188)
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Wild Ginger as a Ground Cover 
G. H. Pring 

TT Wild Ginger (Asarum can- . . - . 

adense), which is fairly com- Cog 7 Nir 3 Bie ie 2 

mon in the woodland areas, is out- : me e 

standing in its ability to hold its ee - 

foliage in spite of drought and pe ss 

competition with trees. Plants that ls , an 

had been growing satisfactorily in : 

the Medicinal Garden of the Mis- 4 or 
souri Botanical Garden suggested to p + i 

that they “could take it” as a Fa a ; 

ground cover in the city, and in ae ee. ‘ 

1938 Dr. Edgar Anderson collected : 4 q, 

some rootstocks for testing in the @ a 7 gt " 

Mausoleum enclosure. Now, after 5 «pm ~ LF, Soe ; ce 

five years, the Mausoleum plot still a Ca » at) a 

produces an excellent cover despite ca n S ’ 

the lack of special attention. A per- . r 

fect growth of dark satiny foliage F 

covers the entire area planted, one . an, f 

from which direct sunlight is prac- ais ss 

tically excluded by the surround- WILD GINGER 

ing trees, . . . . . 

The dark green kidney - shaped —Cut courtesy the Missouri Botanical Garden Bulletin 

ees as from 4 to 6 inches broad. HOW TO GROW GLADS MAPLE SYRUP YIELD 

he leaf-stalks are produced in x gs 
pairs from the perennial thick se onenaed from page ho REDUCED BY PASTURING 

creeping rootstock, supporting the tee rains on waterin eee alt. - Decreased yields of maple syrup 

foliage one foot above the ground. wath “The more on de STS Gener from trees under which cattle have 

The bell-shaped flowers are brown- waar clones anid acwers, been pastured have been reported 
ish or madder-purple, surrounded ~ Thrips Several ears ago. this by investigators from time to time. 

by a 3-pointed calyx. This some- st caused untold aaa é. Se j We have noticed orchards doing 

what curious flower is usually con- a easily controlled if o ag oh poorly where cattle are pastured. 

cealed by its low position and the “7.” Ny =» fale Th P _P The reason is no doubt that the 

foliage above. Sere aheean rie ahioulh be bores destruction of the humus and the 

The accompanying illustration is ered with this pest First, buy clean oe of the a the cattle 

from a photograph taken on Sep-  \yulbs that have been properly fumi- i will ee eg ee tha 
tember 1 to illustrate the condition gated. Corrosive Sublimate (Bi- it will not retain moisture well an 

: , ‘ £ 5 the organic content of the soil is 
of the cover following an extended chloride of Mercury) is perhaps . : 
dry period. Since Wild Ginger i ‘ : jen also lowered. Just another illustra- 
YP nger 1S the best known dip. Corrosive Sub-  jion of tt 1 1 | 

easily grown from seeds, stock imate should be used at the rate, 7 Ok the "vale: os bumtls, fo: te 
should be obtained by this means of 1 oz. to 714 gals. of water and som 

and the native wild plants left un- the bulhs should be submerged from 

molested. 8 to 10 hours, Corrosive Sublimate A Poet Speaks 
From October, 1943 Missouri is soluble in hot water. Dissolve Let me own a place on earth, 

Botanical Garden Bulletin, thoroughly in a (glass) jar of hot Where happiness may have rebirth; 
water before putting into main con- fplace where sun and rich brown sod, 

SS ; . ill help to make my peace with God. 
tainer. Do not use a metallic con- 4 spot that I may search my soul 

Help Problem iginer. Use wooden _ o ss tn silanne: ses I near my goal 

ack ani a our bulbs, sub- small white house with a small white 

Perkins—“I hear you have a merge as above ‘eared. Corrosive gate, 
maid; how long has she been with Suyblimate is a deadly poison, so Vnlatched early and unlatched Bt 

you?” great care should be taken with it. Will rake ay ithe Suet 6 ' 

Gherkins — “Never ; she’s been . Haugen’s Glad Gardens, R. 3, Marion F. Haugseth 

against us from the start.” Stoughton. In The Country Bard.
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Garden Questions and Answers 
Burning Over the Lawn. Ques- Hard coal ashes if sifted, are rec- which bloom will die the same sea- tion: Our lawn is filled with dead ommended to loosen a heavy soil son in which they bloom. Young grass and leaves. Shall we burn it and make it more porous for roots plants grow from seed and bloom 

over? of plants. Soft coal ashes should the second year. If now you can 
Answer: There is much danger not be used because they are likely improve your lawn by fertilizing 

from fire. One never knows where to contain. toxic materials which with a nitrogen fertilizer and by 
it might go and the damage it might .™may be injurious to the plants. sowing additional seed to get a 
cause, Furthermore, the chief dan- Vegetables on Poor Soil. Ques- better stand of grass, then the 
er is to plant roots below. We be-_ tion: A part of our lawn does not young seedlings cannot do well and g P! P 

lieve that small amounts of dead grow grass well. We have been ad- the number should be decreased to 
grass will decompose and form a vised to dig this up and use it for a point where the few that do grow much needed humus, especially on vegetables. Would this be advis- will do no harm, Why not consider 
a lawn which has been clipped. able? a few dandelion flowers as being 

Lime On Lawn and Garden. Answer: Certainly not. If the O‘mamental? 
uestion: I have been told that the soil does not grow grass well, it —H. J. R. g g 

soil in my garden and lawn is sour certainly would not grow vegetables 
and to use lime. Will this be bene- well. In fact, vegetables require a 

ficial ? very fertile soil, full of humus and ‘ 
Answer : Lime is unnecessary for it is a waste of labor to try to grow Perennial Plants 

the lawn, flower or vegetable gar- vegetables on a poor soil. Perhaps 
den in Wisconsin cities, at least the soil could be improved by the 8 Perennials, 1 each, soe P y <- ae. _ where we have hard city water. addition of plenty of well rotted 8 varieties ~-2aon === =-----$1.00 
Many such gardens are already too manure, or peat and commercial 5 Hardy Early Flowering 1.00 
high in lime. Furthermore, June fertilizer. |g Cushion Mums, ° 
grass, most flowers and vegetables Value of Earth Worms in the 4 varieties _______________ 1.00 
prefer a slightly acid soil. We can- Soil. Question: Our soil is sandy New early English hardy Chrys not tell whether our soil is acid and we do not find any earth worms volore Sana Dee ae 
simply by the way the plants grow. in it. We have been advised to bring flowers, at 50 cents each. 
Something else may be the cause jn some worms because they im- Special, our choice, 3 plants $1.00 
of the trouble. By all means have prove the soil. Is this advisable? ; — ye soil tested before or ng lime. Answer: The reason why earth “New Hardy Chrysanthemums 

_ Bone meal for the Garden. Ques- worms do not live in your soil is for 1944 tion: Is bo I the best fertilize Sid y for ‘he ar ha » ew 4 Ghat because it is low in humus. Unless Red Velret—double soc each ir garden: ave : ‘ velvety Crimson ______50c eac ore you added plenty of organic matter It 1s. . . Ruby Pompom - Double : the earth worms are still not going Ruby Cri Al 
Answer: Bone meal contains only 44, increase or live. By adding plen- in. legs. sueate— mone 

phosphorus, lime, and a Very, small ty of manure or compost to your derful bloomer _______50c each percentage of nitrogen. It is there- coi) and then bringing in earth Lavender Lassie—A new fore not a complete fertilizer and eng Cushion type with two should b ad cil h h worms, they would of course feed inch double flowers___50c each 
wie, DE. used. omly, where phos: 45 the o¢ganic matter and help de- Mme. Chiang Kai-Shek— . phorus and lime are lacking, and B H A beautifully f d old. a , - ‘ autifully formed old- then probably with the addition of  [C™POS€ It: see will be soll nt gold flowers in full 

nitrogen and potash because these '” Or8amlc matter will be a gooc bloom in September_--75¢ each 6 ' les "garden soil even without earth Tiffany rose—double d 8 clements will no doubt be needed. i. rote flowers with foie 
Ashes in the Garden. Question: es 9 . . e dertones, 3 Are ashes desirable in oe ahead Dandelions Again. Question: We inch flowers, bisowis 
Answer: You did not state what ave a great many dandelions on from September on__-65c each 

kind of ashes— whether wood or het lawn Fi me ap ae #0) dig Order now. Plants will be 
coal ashes. However, wood ashes ‘'€™. ‘s digging the only way to shipped at proper planting 
contain a large percentage of lime get rid of them? time. 
and a small percentage of potash. Answer: The answer is briefly, , 
The soil should first be tested to no. I believe digging dandelions is Gartman’s Lake View Gardens 
see if these elements are lacking. a waste of time these days. Re- 123 Ledgeview Avenue 
If the soil is already high in lime, member that dandelions are bien- Fond du Lac, Wis. 
wood ashes should not be used. nials which means that the plants
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..GARDEN GOSSIP... 
SHALL WE PLOW THE example, the yield of mature beans INCREASED YIELDS OF 

GARDEN? from the 1942 crop on the Univer TOMATOES OBTAINED BY 
Ga club members in vari- sity farms at Madison reduced to INTERPLANTING 

om pie of the state have a uniform moisture content, was C. H. Nissley 
mentioned that they have seen arti- about 31 bushels to the acre for : 
cles to the effect that it is not neces- Mendota, compared with 27 for [INCREASED yields of market 
sary to plow the garden before Bansei and 23 for Sousei. tomatoes were obtained by the 
sowing seeds this spring. ‘ ‘ ‘ Virginia Truck Experiment Sta- 

Perhaps there are loose, sandy one is considered an out- tion in 1942 by interplanting one 

soils in which it would be possible sen wh, advantage of Mendota un- variety with another. The Rutgers 
to prepare a seed bed without plow- C¢T WW 1sconsin conditions, for it and Marglobe tomato varieties were 
ing or digging. However, as a gen- reaches the immature harvest stage set 4 feet by 5 feet apart, and 

eral practice, it is all wrong. First a 10 days ahead of Bansei, or interplanted the 5-foot way with 
of all, we must use more humus in to 95 days from seeding. Men- Victor, an early maturing variety. 
our gardens than we have been do- dots eerie: in 115 to 120 days. This made all tomato plants in the 
ing for best results. Rotted manure, | ther advantages are said to be field set 4x24 feet. 
peat, or compost are the limiting that it is unusually uniform in plant The Rutgers and Victor planted 

factors in good vegetable produc- type and maturity, 18 Comp! atatively together yielded 60 per cent more 
tion and we cannot put this ma- free from crinkle mosaic disease, tomatoes than the Rutgers alone, 
terial down where the roots are un- and is of excellent quality for can- and the Marglobe and Victor to- 
less we dig deeply or plow. ning or freezing. gether 46 per cent more than the 

The English gardeners obtain Mendota plants usually grow 28 Marglobe alone. Since the Rutgers 
excellent results by trenching and to 30 inches high. The pods con- and Marglobe in the interplanted 
digging in plenty of organic ma- tain two to three seeds, 10 per cent blocks yielded just as much fruit 
terial. That, of course, requires or more of them carrying the larger 2S when set alone, the increased 
more labor than we can provide number. Immature seeds are light Yield was attributed to the Victor 

now. However, we must not go to green. Mature seeds are light straw- Production. 
the other extreme and not dig at yellow in color, with a pale hilum — The earliness of the Victor to- 

all. and yellow germ, and are of me- mato tended to lengthen the pro- 

Heavy soils should by all means dium size, averaging about 2100 duction period for market and in- 
be dug or plowed because the roots a pound. creased yields in the early part of 
do not develop well in shallow cul- the season. The lack of foliage of 
tivated areas. This is especially true TT the Victor vines was partially made 
in growing root crops such as car- Ew BULLETIN ON ROSES? by the abundant foliage of both 
rots and parsnips. _ the Marglobe and the Rutgers 

SSS Prof. C. E. Wildon of the Di- vines, and considerably less rotting 
NEW TABLE SOYBEAN vision of Horticulture, Michigan of the mature fruit of the Victor 

DEVELOPED State College, East Lansing, Mich., was produced by interplanting— 
Outyields Other Varieties is the author of special bulletin 222 From Feb. 1944 Horticultural 

of Edible Soys issued January, 1944, entitled News, New Jersey. 
T= new Mendota variety of “Garden Roses.” a 

mtn soybean continues to It is a bulletin of 62 pages with HONORS EVEN 

O. = Combs, garden specialist a number of excellent llustrations The street-corner orator had been 
> . " : including several in color. The va- called on to answer more questions 

at the University of Wisconsin, re- _. - ae q ~ rieties shown in color are Pinoc- than he expected and he was be- 
leased the Mendota to seedsmen in 44:5 Caledonia, Paul’s Scarlet : h ddled 
1943. Limited amounts of seed are Cyis'ber and Mabelle Stearns coming rather muddled. 
on the market in 1944, although , . Tell them all you know,” shout- 

most of the available seed is being The bulletin contains chapters on ¢d a heckler during an awkward 
used for increase. diseases, culture, insect control, pause. “It won't take you long.” 

Mendota appears to be the high- planting, propagation and pruning, “T’'ll tell them all we both know,” 
est-yielding variety of edible soy- but is especially outstanding in the replied the orator, “and it won't 
bean now grown in Wisconsin. For description of varieties and types. t ke me any longer!”
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HOW DEEP SHOULD THE NEW INSECTICIDES ROLL THE LAWN WITH 
GARDEN BE DUG? YNTHETIC insecticides loom CAUTION GARDENERS who receive their S important in the pest control N open winter usually results 

training in Europe usually rec- field. Last year, for example, one AY a rough lawn surface. Water ommend that the garden be dug at type of Lethane saved 2 (000,000 in the soil freezes, expands, and least two spades deep. Where this pounds of scarce rotenone. This many grass plants are pushed. up method has been practiced for years year a new Lethane which com- from their moorings. The object of and a heavy sod has been placed at pletely eliminates rotenone and py- rolling is to push such plants back, the lower depth to decompose, the rethrum is being introduced. not to iron out a normally rough method may have advantages. There are interesting sidelights: surface. Compacting when the Bringing a subsoil to the surface, The use of synthetic insecticides ground is wet results in the form- however, ice eae pe the case bier for cattle lice, body lice (carriers ing of a crust which tender seed- ee tcc Hus country, wo of the deadly typhus and controlled _ lings simply cannot penetrate. Now we find the conclusion that by a Lethane impregnated. on a cot- Rolling is a chore which the av- 
single digging produces better crops fellows); on wot ay and ator es erage person likes to get out of the with less work than double digging, lice control tie Bains recom. ay ¢arly. Actually it is better to according to the English “Garden- mend and distribute Lethane Hair wait. The surface may be damp 
wri at Educ Sola "A Oil) ; use of synthetics in aerosol but not wet when rolled! and FE act insect bombing” in ships, planes, gardless of the soil, a heavy roller series of plots were planted to on- mushroom cultures, etc., and now is injuri A water ballast roll ions and those which had been single the introductic f 2 theti 18 injurious. “\ water ballast roller, dug, or to one spade depth, together f . h hold BOF 8, aa syn vs empty or at least not more than with infrequent hoeing were the a STi ea a a na the half full, insures sufficient weight. 

best. . tie fain aad pao ing ticks on If the surface is still uneven after Onions, of course, are shallow rolling, topdress lightly to fill in tooted crops. The benefits to two as ihe low spots spade depth, or even three, are no Private: “See that sailor over PO ., . doubt due to the large amounts of _ there annoying that girl?” The winter’s accumulation of manure and organic matter which M.P.: “Why, he’s not even look- eaves and other debris should be can be incorporated by this method. ing at her.” raked or brushed out before rolling Such root crops as parsnips which Private: “That's what’s annoy- them. aia deeply might also do bet- ing her.” From “Lawn Care.” 

In the English experiment eight 
wheelbarrow loads of cow manure 5 
were applied to each plot measur- It Ss Not A ing 33x18 feet. Lack of organic 
matter is a serious handicap to veg- | | ctable gardening. Our soils need H QO M FB humus more than anything else. 

BEST ROSES lin ! “If I Could Have But One” until its planted! A few weeks ago, under the title 
of “If I Could Have But One,” I Ornamental asked the members to send me the 
name of the rose they would select Shrubs and Trees 
meetgcoa have but one. The Grown For Our ions came from the length 

" ind breadth of the country and Northern Clime 'rom Canada. The following is the 
result ; 
epee Glory, 19; Etoile de McKAY NURSERY CO. Dense te 7; The Doctor, 2; Golden 911 University Avenue 

|. By Edward W. Burt, New Bed- Madison 5, Wisconsin oe Mass., in The American Rose Wisconsin's Greatest Nursery Magazine.
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S A 1 C . CANNED FRUITS AND 

ome /ipples Vome High VEGETABLES FOR 
CIVILIANS REDUCED 

(A Dispatch From the Farm) i 
By John Gould TEE civilian supply of canned 

fruits will be cut 43 per cent 

“yrs a good thing Great-Grand- that out in the beginning. and canned vegetables 19 per cent. 
father wasn’t around today or “The old Sweet Graft, however, according to a recent announcement 

I'd have given him a piece of my was probably subjected to many by the government. This has given 
mind. In most matters I have con- trimming operations in its youth. great importance to the rato 
siderable respect for the old pio- No doubt sheep stood on their hind victory garden program, 
neer, but every time I pick the legs and ate off the lower limbs. Last year the weather conditions 

Sweet Graft apple tree I long to Untold cows must have reached up in the nation were favorable for 
address him intimately and improve as they went by and snagged a_ the production of a large crop of 
his knowledge of pomology. mouthload of leaves, bark, wood, vegetables and so our supply has 

“The Sweet Graft is the tallest and fruit. Horses probably did the been adequate for needs the past 
tree in our orchards. Great-Grand- same, but could reach higher. And year. Should the weather be un- 

father grafted it when he was a probably Great-Grandfather took favorable the coming season, many 
young man, and through the years his saw to the tree at times, fixing people will be unable to get the 
he nurtured it into a tall and rangy so he could drive a load of hay vegetables they need for an ade- 
specimen with the general shape underneath without having the top quate diet, unless they operate a 
and reach of an elm. We have no combed off. Nowadays sheep, cows, victory garden. 
idea how old it is. My father says horses, hay, and saws are left in 5 

it looked just the sents when he such fashion apple trees are left The ——— re ple aa 
was a boy. Grandfather picked it dragging on the ground, and one s Vv — a” 
carefully every Fall for something can pick a whole orchard with a egetables ae 
like 80 years. ladder he can manage one-handed. The War Food Administration 
“Great-Grandfather came up here “The old Sweet Graft stands by has ordered that fruit and vegetable 

with all his possessions on his back the road, self-evident proof it grew Canmers must set-aside from their 
and carved out a home. He brought in another century, The thirty-foot 1944 production about 70 per cent 
in his pocket a few apple seeds, ladder isn’t quite tall enough to of their 1942-43 average annual 
and after he whacked down the reach the topmost apples, and when Production of canned fruits, and 
forest he planted them. In a few I start up to garner the crop I about 50 per cent of canned Weg: 
years they were small trees, and feel like kissing everyone good-bye tables. Requirements are estimated 
their first fruit was ‘native’ Then and carrying a lunch. It’s lonesome 2t 36 million cases of canned fruits. 
Great-Grandfather hiked back the up there, and far away, and vague nd 92 million cases of canned 
long trail to civilization and cut miles stretch between me and those Vegetables. 
some scions from apple trees in I love. Today, while I was farthest The increase principally is for 
the orchards of friends. He grafted from home, musing to myself in canned apples, fruit cocktail, peach- 

these, and in a few years he had the rare atmosphere, I heard a_ es, pears (Bartlett), lima beans. 
true varieties growing on his seed- voice. sweet corn, peas, tomatoes, and to- 

lings. One of the scions was cut “At first it seemed barely possible mato juice. | 
in the old King Orchards, owned the voice was celestial, but it really ———— 
by the family that gave Maine her came from the road down below. 
first governor. We were always told I focused at infinity and made out IS IT A FRUIT, OR A 
Governor King’s father originated a man with his hands cupped to VEGETABLE? 

the King Sweet—extant today (as his mouth. He shouted again, and . 
far as I know) only on our place. I heard him say, ‘How much are IX this issue we have a very i 

“That's all very well—it’s a fine apples?” teresting article by Prof. J. H 
apple with a fine history and an “I continued to pick, but an- Gourley of Ohio State Experiment 
appreciative clientele. But Great-  swered, ‘Three dollars a bushel.’ Station, answering the age-old 
Grandfather made one powerful ““They’re kind of high, aren’t question—“What is the difference 

mistake. He grew his tree tall and they?” He objected. between a fruit and a vegetable? 
straight. This is not good orchard _“ ‘This is a high tree,’ I called back. We think it is very well av 
practice. The higher the apples. the “He went away then, and as I swered. We feel that all member 
harder they are to pick—the fruit thought it over it appeared to be of a Horticultural Society will wish 
nearest the ground is the cheapest a fairly good joke, and in the end to have the answer clearly in min’ 
to gather. Every time [ pick the TI didn’t feel so badly toward Great- and recommend the article for care: 

tree I wish T might have pointed Grandfather, after all.” ful study.
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The Best Lilacs 
W. R. Leslie, Morden Experiment Station OUR READERS 

Sis . write about the 
ILACS perform in high excel- Violetta 
lence on the high lime soils of Blue, single: Maurice Barres, Pres. HORTICULTURAL BOOK 

ws Lincoln . . 
the prairies. Blue, double: Olivier de Serres, “Live at Home and Like It” 

Of the 25 species of Wild Lilacs Emile Gentil 
recognized by botanists 23 are na- cule single: Marengo, Jacques Read what they say— 
Ce : os allot 

tives o a ee ae Syr Lilac, double: President Fallieres, The Home Gardener Says:— 
BE VSS ees Spe ms Os naea, (are Leon Gambetta, Victor Lemoine “The best Book of its kind ever put on credited to Europe. Names are Pinkish, single: Lucie Baltet, Mac- | the market.”—Says “Number. One,’ Min- 
sometimes inappropriately applied. rostachya nesta, 
As examples, note the Persian Li- Pinkish, double: Mme. A. Buchner, “It_is the best book on Horticulture for : hi ar 7 Chi d ti Montaigne the Northwest hat: ae Eave read.”"—Says lac which is rom China, and the Reddish, single: Marechal Foch, umber Two,” Wisconsin. 
useful Chinese Lilac, S. chinensis, Mme. F. Morel “Just, brim full of knowledge, and most 
which is a hybrid—Persian crossed Reddish, double: Paul Thirion, Paul Three,” New York. © S| Number 
with common, and developed in panel a Edward ee iy hays, found it interesting and, useful “rance : ‘urple, single: q . le EI i . t ve France by plant breeding. =, Purple, single: Monge, Mrs oe hee Gee oe 

The booklet, Lilacs for America, Purple, double: Paul Hariot, Ade- “Appreciate the book greatly. It is unique 
published for the American Asso- _ laide Dunbar. Spd duet spout, Te i ite Beld. —: Saye 
ciation of Botanic Gardens and Ar- There are scores of other varie- “After reading the first few paragraphs 
boretums by Arthur Hoyt Scott, ties that are pleasing. The above of ‘Live At Home and. Like It,” you have 

* 4 ie ° * had your money's worth even if the book Horticultural Foundation, Swarth- listings have all won high ratings | stopped there" Says “Number ‘Six Maat 
more College, Swarthmore, Pa., and represent the upper aristocracy mest / ; 
classifies a total of 640 varieties in lilacdom.—Condensed from Mar. ‘tsestt constenuy pope eat and species. That publication is 11, 1944 letter—Dominion Experi- | mation on practically everything we want 
authoritative and very valuable to mental Station, Morden, Man. “Number Seven,” Iowa. 

a i ingly i “So. si ifically_ correct— the study of the increasingly popu weil and cleverly: illustrated "Says “Num, lar lilac shrub. GOOD ROSE VARIETIES ber Eight,” Alabama. 
The Amur lilac is a large bush, TE following is a special list of Experts Who Know Say:— 
Be dat hearin brie 12 feet. fairly hardy roses which give ti, feed ifintion: iw ian: rea 

. mi re lille | ully har y, adds a ‘a abundant bloom in autumn and where specific. helptal iaformation is need- 
euy mass ol creamy fragrant which are reasonably resistant to | {isccSty® fofessor No, Que, Agricultural blossoms from top to toe in late black : thrifty i ' blackspot ; thrifty in growth. “I have read the book from cover to June, and deserves a place on all three ti d th hly enjoy it bis 1. A BAKER'S DOZEN OF HYBRID | cover three times and thoroughly enjoy it large prairie grounds. TEAS: Of Hdvitouttare “as it: eapecially relates to The Cutleaf Persian is small and Red: Crimson Glory, Etoile de Hol- this area.”—Says County Agent, Minnesota. 

; * : . lande, G ble. a ink of f i lati = The foliage is fine, being Pink: Pink Princess, Radiance, Mrs. home grounds its planting. and care, which 
ih an Beer lobed. Twigs are Charles Bell, Picture, Break o’ No. Two, Herticultare; ‘University of Min. n, and flowers mauve. Day. nesota. 

Yellow: King B: , Golden D: . tt book ii hensive. Th The season of blossoms opens Yellow: King Boreas, Golden Dawn. | The book is very_compretensivs. The with the early hybrids—Assessippi . Sy ee : ‘ stressed, also, in cultural directions and in = z Two-Tone: Edith Nellie Perkins, est control methods.”—Says Professor No. \ fragrant pinky-mauve, developed Soeur Therese. Three, Horticulture, University of Minne: 
by F. L. Skinner; and Buffon, ’ seta, 
Catinat and Neck , ll three bei » 2.A TRIO OF HYBRID PERPETU- “The book contains so much information ¢ ecker, all three being ALS: Frau Karl Druschki (white), | that it may well be considered a reference 
pinkish, Mrs. John Laing (pink), Henry Ne- book, and, wetit ie rou and eaterteln: 

. d (red). ing Withal.”—-Saye Editor A, Ny 
| There are over 200 varieties of 3 SEVER ESPECIALLY GOOD | the “Minnesota Horticulturist. 
improved Common lilac at the Mor- TESTED LARGE-FLOWERED * id 
den Station. A selection of excel: | POLYANTHAS: Price only $1.00 postpai lent kinds follows: Red: Donald Prior, World’s Fair. 

. : Pink: Else Poulsen, Betty Prior, Send orders to atte single: Vestale, Jan Van Mrs. R. M. Finch, Lafayette. 
2 White: Summer Snow. innetonka blis hin ig 
White, double: Edith Cavell, Ellen 4.O0NE OUTSTANDING SINGLE: The Mi Pal Co. 

Willmott, Mme. Lemoine Dainty Bess (pink). Long Lake Box W Minn. 
Violet, single: De Miribel, Cavour From The American Rose An- 
Violet, double: Marechal Lannes, nual—1944,
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By the 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 
OFFICERS DISTRICT PRESIDENTS 

Msp, R. H. Seyell, President | Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, Recording Secretary- Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald, 649 Broad St, Menasha, 
416 Tait Road, Kenosha Mrs. H. i, Engiish, 1722 Chadbourne Ave, 

Mrs. F. E. Willard, 1st Vice-President . Madison 5, Madison District 
Oakfield HJ: Rahmlow, Corresponding Secretary Mrs. 0. H.” Burgermeister, 2127S. 8th St, 
Mrs, Walter Dakin, 2nd Vice-President University’ Farm TL, Madison 6 Mig John West, Ra, Manitowoc 
4110 Mandan Crescent, Madison 5 Sichorgan District 

Mrs. Norma Robinson, Lake Geneva, 
South Central District 

THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE ,.—_ —E our rural school grounds, where in 

“Underfoot, overhead, and on ; © ied “Cine y d a that 
every side the evidence of life i should be:done hk on Z € one of 
resurgent, bursting the wrappings r our town halls: which ed an oles 
of the shroud of winter, carry a oe ie most neglected places, on 
message so palpitant and stirring Lo ret ato la not: necessarily: seal 
that even the most prosaic mind re- ae ioe A y icket 
acts to it.” oe Meee to plant oles — é plum thi ce 

. . Po hae?) or some such planting would a 
‘ Regions sae te a y ee to the landscaping of many 

Beate ‘ : Li ate laces, is not expensive, a joy to 

Club Federation, The Second Vice. [A By birds for nesting and a hele : : . ES irds for nesting, and a shelter 
President and District Presidents 3 ; ie wild game ie in winter. 
were untiring in their efforts to ’ And best of all, such a planting 

make them a success. The attend- is not too difficult for school chil- 
ance of officers, chair men and | dren to do and to maintain. It could 
members was most gratifying. serve as a wind break for snow 

The motto “Food for Ammuni- ; control and much could be learned 

tion” was paramount. Every plan ys by observing the resulting benefits. 

presented proved the izin —————__s 23 If we are planting trees let us 

to be an important factor in the not be too ambitious to make a fine 

rehabilitation and war service pro- MAKE PLANS FOR ARBOR showing immediately. It has been 
gram. DAY PLANTINGS proven by experiments that the use 

However, the inspiration received No’ that our gardens are safe- of large trees has not been as suc 

must not be forgotten. If your club ly put away for the winter and cessful as had been hoped. We 
SHGE sapDOH ot select ae roj- Our plans for the Victory gardens have learned that the percentage oi 

Ppo Ad PrO)- we are anticipating for the coming oss is very high and that the life 
ect for the year’s endeavor. Em- : ry ns 

: * season completed and with the long- span of the tree is greatly short 
phasize Garden Centers, Juniors, ~ fi 
Conservation: increase’ all rden 1S for spring work to get under ened, and the expense much greate! 
plans and foo 'd production ma for Way let us give a little thought to both in maintenance and first cost 
added pleasure ee skeaber: the Bird the community about us and, make Let us get about the business of 
ad Ratio 3 some plans for its improvement. civic improvement, giving vent to 

Programs, . Arbor Day is in the offing and our fury at passing events by build: 
In behalf of the Federation, I with our plans for Memorial plant- ing beauty into our surroundings 

wish to thank Mrs. Dakin, the State ings very close to our hearts be- with the same enthusiasm, spirit 
officers, the District Presidents, the cause the effects of the war are and energy that we would like t 
State Chairmen and all the mem- being brought ever closer to us by expend on a wood pile if we wert 

bers who contributed to the success the return of our first casualties it fortunate enough to have one thet 
of “The 1944 Regional Meetings.” would seem that these next few days. 

: weeks could well be given over to Mrs. C. L. Dean, Chairman of 
Sincerely, . ; 

definite work on plans for plantings Committee On Roadsides and Me 
Mrs. R. H. Sewell. —_ on our highwuys, in roadside parks, morial Highways.
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THE TRUAX FIELD the rectangular park which we AWARDS FOR GARDEN CLUB 
PLANTING PROJECT made last spring and which is cen- YEAR BOOKS 

A Summary of 1943 Accomplish- tered by the flag pole memorial Mrs. H. J. Anderson, Racin 
ments and a Presentation of —_— planting to “Bud” Truax. You can Program Chairman * 

1944 Objectives readily visualize the bareness and .. 

A recapitulation of the planting the need of an effective planting C WAS my privilege to'have the 
at Truax in 1943 follows: (figures © complement that across the way opportunity of announcing the 
approximate) and possibly enclose the recreation awards for the 1943 year books at 
Deciduous trees _-_-------------1,287 Plot. all the Regional meetings. They 
Evéergréens: 2220, (6 Several of the 30 ft. elms which Were most attractive and contained 

pate anes nce were in the row of 14 facing this @ wealth of fine program material. 
CWE! BELOTS IDREE Sateen building were so badly burned that The year books were judged by 

Thousands of iy ate tl and they will have to be replaced. Mr, Albert M. Fuller and Mr. Emil 
7 his ‘hospital 0 ce he Your gifts, those of individuals, Kruschke of the Milwaukee Public 

2 "ie clubs, and donations from the Fed- Museum for horticultural research 
a pee — Lt gine a eration’s War Service Committee’s and educational value. Mr. Keith 
i i e squadrons. S, besides gifts Fund have been most gratefully re- Gebhardt, chief artist of the Mu- 
eS : ceived. We shall be equafly appre- seum, judged for artistry and com- 

A‘ eee beings :  s166010 ciative of your cooperation in put- pilation. Mr. Louis A. LeMieux of 
On hand in general findDa ting our 1944 plans across. Marquette University stated, “I 

cember 1, 1943 __-.-______ 34.13 (Mrs. Walter) tried to make a careful review of 
On hand in Radio School's Genevieve C. Dakin the programs and considered this 
contribution tor Teplace- Chairman War Service, characteristic an important one in 

Gitte received i aoa = ae Madison District. making my selection.” 

Total on hand in general . — Year books were judged accord- 
fund. §443.  "LLUSTRATED LECTURES FOR ing to the merit system and using 

A conservative estimate places GARDEN o uoepee ORBERT the following score card: 

the value of the planting, including ar. Norbert 'W. Roeder, Curator of Aftistry -------------20% 
labor, at $10,000. This also includes the Kenosha Historical Museum, Ke- Compilation __.-------10% 
gifts of 3,000 to 4,000 trees and  nosha, is available for illustrated lec- Horticultural research__30% 
shrubs from nurseries and indi- tures. He has the following two topics, Educationali value --..40% 

viduals. each taking about one hour and ten 
. e ° minutes: 

1944 Spring Objectives “Song of the Seasons,” illustrated Total__---------100% 
(1) To set out maples on hand— with 160 Kodachrome slides. Presents Awards 

approximately 225, 12-ft. trees. (A nature in its many varying moods 
gift.) throughout the year. It stresses con- Excellent: Ravenswood and Elm 

: servation values throughout and is Grove Garden Clubs. 
2 To replace winter losses suitable for a conservation meeting. V. Good: BI Mound and 

Where necessary. “Southwest Scenes” is illustrated with ory 2 oe OnE eth 
(3) To design and execute ever- one thousand feet of Kodachrome mo- Antigo Garden Clubs. 

green plantings as requested for tion picture film and seventy-five Ko- Honorable Mention: Edgerton, 
ithe three chapels. (Funds for this achrome slides. The material was Omro, Iola, Fond du Lac, Menom- 

project are provided by the Chap- gathered in July and stresses the des- nee Falls, Oakfield, Portage, Shore- 
lains.) ert flora of New Mexico and Arizona, wood Hills (Madison), Wausau, 

. Included are trips to White Sands : , 
(4) To meet the request for National Monument, Petrified Forest Ripon, Waukesha Town, and Wau- 

larger cutting gardens at the hos- Of Arizona, Indian pueblos, with a fine watosa Garden Clubs. 
ital. sequence “ pottery making at San All garden clubs should send their 

. lefonse, N. . . 1944 k to th 

oe Tp seplece annuals in the Mr. Roeder supplies all projection = + et a o fe tle Ad. 
, white, and blue formal beds equipment and screen. Fees are ar- airman.as "soon a8’ possible. 

t the flag pole. ranged to suit the exigencies of travel ress: Mrs. H. J. Anderson, 317 
(6) To plant annuals in such nd the purse of the organization. West Blvd., Racine, Wisconsin. 
dens as need them for all-season 

loom. pines —_ 

(7) To beautify the area, where SAVE TREES 
of the Radio School buildings | Cavity Treatment General Landesaping Large Tree Moving 

‘as razed by fire in the early win- ‘We are incured R 1 
er. The government does not plan Fertilizing Lakeside 2907 

saa the tiling, Dug te | rin Wincosin Tree Servic srs 
kating. It is directly across from an6N: BM Ave
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were to be given honorary member- 
Report of the State ship. All of the additional funds 

° ° were retained in the treasury of 

Judging School Chairman tte wisconsin Garden Cub Fed. 
eration and used for current ex- 

EA District President has Please feel free to write me in Te following are the member 
been asked to refer to the regard to any of your problems hips for ae ° 

State Judging School Chairman’s and for further information. It is snip’ * ae 

report as printed in the December gratifying to know that so many Contributing 
1943 issue of Horticulture, and re- new people are interested in becom- Fond du Lac Community Garden 

quest a vote by all clubs on the ing judges. The aims of this chair- Club, 37 members. 
following suggestions: man for 1944, as in 1943, are to b Menasha Garden Club, 15 mem- 

, _ raise the standards of judging, and PETS: 
tot he dees. to Stee hector a assist and encourage the judges of ee, Corners Garden Club, 18 

eon of 3, elected at large by the Vicky Lee Hirsh, 604 N. 119th Brandon Garden Club, 10 mem- 
garden clubs, for an oral and writ- Sti. ‘Waiiwatosa. Wis: 'S d bers. 
ten) examination. St. auwatosa, is., State Judg- Honorar. 

ing School Ghairman. y 
2. To require accredited judges —__ as Blue Beech Garden Club, 1+ 

to attend a refresher course every members. 

5 years for renewal of certificate. Te eee eceien ; Hillcrest Garden Club, West Al- 

District Judging School Chair- 1. To promote such knowledge ae ee aie arden Club, 16 
in pave nici oe ees and love of gardening as will result embers. oe , 
whether their local districts wish jn a more beautiful community. : 2 2 . 
to sponsor a judging school this 2. To offer a place where ale eae Carded Cink 20 ies 
year. Accredited judges will please may come for free information on , 
notify their District Chairman of gardening problems, such as culti- 

shows they will judge, so that new vating, fertilizing, planning, plant- PLANT 15,000 TREES A DAY 

judges can work with them and ing and caring for their gardens The Wisconsin tree planter, con- 

obtain the required experience. generally. sisting of a middle-breaking plow, 
We had hoped to present a State 3. To conduct classes on garden- planting shoe, and packing wheels. 

Judging School this year in Mil- ing subjects. plants from 12,000 to 15,000 trees 

waukee, but due to general condi- 4. To establish a definite place 4 day. The same three-man crew. 

tions and lack of speakers it does where people may study books and working by usual methods, would 

not seem feasible at this time. Your be inspired to do more worth while do well to put in 3,000. Developed 
chairman suggests to those inter- work in helping themselves—and by a University of Wisconsin ex- 

ested in obtaining a judging certifi- beautifying the community. tension forester and agricultural 

cate that they purchase a “Hand- 5. Always have flower exhibits engineer, the machine is being pur- 
book of Flower Show Judging” for in season with books and informa- chased or built, by towns, soil con- 
fifty cents, or the one with the tion appropriate to the subject. servation districts, and county 

cofor chart for one dollar and fol- 6. To work with the school chil- hoards for loan or rental to indi- 
low the course of study outlined. dren and interest them in the use yiqual farmers, 

These books and judging blanks of the center. They are the future 
may be obtained from your State gardeners of America. 
Judging School Chairman, Require- Mrs. C. A. Namur, Kenosha, GARDEN CLUB RADIO 

ments for Accredited Judges of Garden Center Chairman. PROGRAM 
Wisconsin are as follows: — 

For Master Judges: 5 years of GARDEN CLUBS HELP STATION RFIZ 100 a 
exhibiting and 3 years of judging. FEDERATION FINANCES Fond du Lac Station 
Other requirements the same as for A NUMBER of years ago the Mr. U. F. Aimmell, Radio Chair: 

assistant judges. Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- man for the Fox River Valley Dis 

For Assistant Judges: 3 years of eration Board of Managers adopted trict, announces a garden program 
exhibiting with winning exhibits in a plan providing for contributing on the last Friday of every month 
at least 3 shows. Attendance at 3. and honorary memberships. Clubs at 11:15 a. m. over KFIZ. 
or more flower arrangement or who voluntarily paid an additional On April 28th Mrs. Earl Beye 
judging lectures. Knowledge of 10 cents in dues were to be called of the Ceresco Garden Club, Ripom, 
judging at least 2 in the perfection contributing members, and those will talk on a garden topic to be 
of bloom classes (giving scores). who paid an additional 25 cents announced at that time.
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° : Modern sport of watching birds. 
A Selected List of Reading Wild Bird Neighbors. Peterson. 

1940, 
For Garden Club Members “Wings at my Window. Govan. 

1940, The record of a back yard 
Mrs. H. J. Anderson, State Program Chairman sanctuary kept by a woman with a 

unique bird banding score. 
American Garden Book by Bush- Plant Hunters in the Andes. a 

Brown. 1939, Every phase of gar- Goodspeed. 1941. WELCOME TO NEW 
dening from planning of formal Plant Hunting. Wilson. 1927. GARDEN CLUBS 
landscapes to the cultivation of World of Plant Life. Hylander. — 
vegetables, 1939, Plants, both native and intro- N=” garden clubs joining the 

Be Your Own Gardener. By Pat- duced found in the U. S. : Wisconsin Garden Club Hed: 
terson. 1940, How to make, main- World Was My Garden. Fair- ¢ration and the Wisconsin Horti- tain, and find satisfaction in inti- child, 1938. Travels of a plant ex- cultural Society during the past 
mate flower gardens. plorer. month are the Parklawn Garden 

Better Lawns For Homes and Conservation ee ne ie ee Parks. S ue. 1940. Soil condi- Adventures in Bird Protection. , ~ 
tions and "eaten, behavior of Pi “Rees ne ion in Pi elie Ceres CEE the Noh , and pest control. merican Conservation in Pic- : 
ee . . Y Garden? ture and Story. Butler. 1935. Short Offic ers of the Parklawn Garden jo You Know Your Garden? : 5 Association, not published in the Goshorn. 1941. Question and an- articles on the national forests, March i follows: 

boo! - parks and monuments, and on con- Spo sue, igre’ as ‘tollows': 
swer of wide scope. servation of the soil, wild life and President: Anthony Hein, 4614 Gardens and Gardening — The fishes W. Olive St. 

Studio Garden Annual. 1938. De- ‘American Wild Life Compiled tee ia T. Wiler, 
sign of gardens of medium and by the Writer’s Program, New - Rice St. . 
small areas. York (City). 1940. Secretary : Mrs. Marie Rath- 
Modern Guide to Successful Gar- Conservation in the U. S. Gus- ™2nn, 4613 W. Olive St. . 

dening. Kains. 1934. tafson, 1939. wee Mrs. Linda Wiler, 
Old Dirt Dobber’s Garden Book. Conservation of the soil, Gustaf- OMe es Rivers G 

Williams, 1943. son, 1937. For land owners and dea Chib ee eno savers Gar- 
Planting Design. Robinson. 1940. general readers. : w* . 

Color, texture, mass and grouping, —_Nation’s Forests. DuPuy. 1938. Pars _ H.  Schinke, 
with suggestions about choosing A plea for conservation. a , 
plants that will provide effects un- Remaking America, Carter. 1942. wire & a Meckelberg, 
der different conditions of soil, cli- Government’s programs for conser- Sec: “Treae Mrs. Cc W. Neuen mate and location. vation, flood-control, economic sta- ber < 2407. “10th St 7 Neuen 

Trees and Shrubs for Landscape bility, personal security, and em- A tings are held the fi led Effects. Coffin, 1940. ployment. icetings - e i e first Wed- 

Your Garden in the City. Gomez, Wardens of the Wild. Bridges. "eX(2Y of the month, 1941, 1938. Conservation of wild life, na- 6104 yor a eed “Ee oe 
Plant Explorers tional parks and reserves, habits ea Mie nePPSe Sen a o 

Exploring for Plants. Fairchild. and behavior of animals. delice Niciel welcome ‘them {0 

1931. Account of numerous expedi- Bird Study . The Board of Directors of boti 
of paw many lands for the study aa of ABeacting Birds. Al- state organizations give a hearty \ vin erson, . 1 to th ] d 

ailey. 1933. Birds, Baker. 1941. , 
Manual of Cultivated Plants. Bird Portraits in Color. Roberts. TT 

Bailey. 1924. A flora for the identi- 1934. Two hund red ninety-five Sergeant (on rifle range) : “This 
fication of the most common or sig- North American species. new bullet will penetrate nearly nificant species of plants grown in Birds in the Garden and How to two feet of solid wood, so remem- 
the continental U. S. and Canada. Attract Them. McKenny, ber to keep your heads down.” 

Outline of Plant Geography. Field Guide to the Birds. Rodger —- 
Campbell. 1926. Tory Peterson. 1939. Giving field Draftee: “Do you think they’! 

Partner of Nature. Burbank. marks of all species found east of ever send me overseas, doctor?” 1939. Comprehensive survey of the Rockies. Examining Physician: “Not un- 
methods of plant-breeding. Pageant in the Sky. Deck. 1941. less we're invaded!”
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April and May Bird Migration "7&2... . IS! pril and May Dird Migration © rie rose stering tas prove 
about perfect with me,” writes 

The bird conscious gardener who Nashville Parula Mrs. George R. Leist of Elroy. “It 
would like to know what feathered Yellow Magnolia winters well by just hilling dirt 
visitors to expect in her garden during cane May Black-throated about it and is an abundant pro. 
the months of April and May, will leckrtiroated Be tearitan ducer of lovely long stemmed blos- 

find in the following lists a working Chestnut-sided Bay-breasted SOnRS. Our garden where they grow 
guide to the bird migration. The April Black-poll Pine is on a northwest hillside and the 

migration moves with increasing speed Palm Oven-bird soil is clay loam.” 

into the month of May—the peak of Water Turash Konnecticat Sterling is a U. S. plant patent 
the annual bird pilgrimage to the Wilson's” ee throat TOS Of a flaming pink color, good 
North. The feature of this is the war- American Redstart Canada form in bud as well as when open, 

bler migration. Myriads of these cheer- Mrs. R. A. Walker, Madison, State The base of the bloom is yellow, 

ful, colorful, active little visitors drop Bird Chairman. giving it a richness and clarity of 

in for a few days and then are sud- color seldom seen. It was the win- 

denly gone. Most of them nest in the ner of the Hubbard medal in 1939 

more northerly regions. The discovery GARDEN TOIL NOT ALWAYS as the “best American rose of the 

and identification of over thirty va- WELL SPENT past five years” awarded by the 

rieties of warblers is the high adven- American Rose Society. 

ture of the season for most bird lovers. A HARD working “victory gar- ——— 

April 1 to 15 den” toiler told us last week BOSTON’S SPRING FLOWER 

Loon Blue-winged Teal about his experience with a quack- SHOW 

Coot Belted Kingfisher infested plot last season, “Never HE gardens of the United Na- 

Horned ae ares Swallow again,” he declared, “will I spend tions will constitute the theme 

Cedar Waxwing Kin gle one my spare time with such a project.” of the 1944 spring flower show in 

ele Meadow — Migrant-Shrike No one could criticize this ama- Boston. In the list will be a Pan- 
ar! Pine Siskin . American garden, emphasizing the 

Savannah Sparrow Chipping Sparrow ‘eur gardener for his resolve. He 4404 neighbor policy of the present 
Field Sparrow White-throated was unfortunate in selection of a day, somethi hx h b 

Swamp Sparrow Sparrow piece of land which was almost im- y> ening’ Wwaich cane 

April 15 to May 1 possible to subdue in one season phasized in the language of flowers 
Yellow-legs Cowbird He and his Kiwanis Club associ. and plants, as well as in a political 

Red-headed Chimney Swift manner. A Chinese garden, a Rus- ga 
Woodpecker Bank ‘Swallow ates were warned, but went ahead aiaw paxden\andian English garde: 

Rough-winged Purple Martin in vain attempts to plant and culti- |; o es) 

Swallow Brown Thrasher vate. The experience of plowing, ew m= ancoy tise ta hive © pla 
Red-breasted Myrtle Warbler harrowing, hoeing and the expense 4. Hing slow, and OF goukse,ren.Ath 
ee of seed and spraying was consid- merican garden. th ia 

May erable. They raised scarcely any which will oe ° ae ae “i 

Spotted Sandpiper Yellow-billed corn or potatoes and even small fh erc will be gron-aumbers of flow. 
Black Tern Cuckoo items were nil. His seed and labor ree great numbers of (ow 

Black-billed Cuckoo Ruby-throated were practically wasted, except for ST StOUPS throughout the building 
Nightiag® Humming Bird the exercise ? in which orchids, roses, acacia, 

ingbird Crested Flycatcher , . azaleas, carnations and other flow 

ees Victory gardens were generally ers will be included. As in 1943, 
Catbird Wood Thrush profitable and will be more success- this year’s show will be held in 

Olive-backed Gray-cheeked fully handled this year. But truck Horticultural Hall, the home of the 

Thrush Thrush and fruit growers are so hard Massachusetts Horticultural Soci- 

vouv hs Bius-aray pressed for peak load help that ety. It will be continued for eight 
< post roated Bi Suan they would gladly make use of town days, from March 18 through 

Red-eyed Vireo Warbling Vireo workers when available. March 25. . 

Bobolink Yellow-headed A : . A From February 1, 1944 Hort 

Orchard Oriole Blackbird canvass of disappointed city culture, Boston. 
Scarlet Tanager Baltimore Oriole | gardeners might help the farm la- ee 

Indigo Bunting Rose-breasted i i i sali : q 
Conncon Tarn Gocaheak bor situation in specialized areas You know this paving of tock 

Whip-poor-will Dickeiseel this coming summer. and asphalt over a layer of cotton’ 

May Warblers Editorial i . _ The guide where I go hunting has? 

Black and White Prothonotary . itorial in March 4 Wisconsin piece of it, but he calls it a mat 

Golden-winged Tennessee Agriculturist and Farmer. tress.
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e e A PLANT INDENTIFICATION 

Growing Tomatoes in the House GAME . H= is a suggestion for play- 
. . | ing a game which will be of 

iyyEAT is so rare as a day in The plants blossomed and I shook interest to students and garden club 
June?” A perfect tomato the blossoms in the sunshine for members. It might work too for 

raised and ripened in your own pollination. Tiny green tomatoes fruit growers to identify fruit va- 
home, picked red and delicious on formed, grew and ripened. I picked _rieties, 

Christmas Day and eaten as salad my first lovely, fully ripe tomatoes Ernest Hemming describes in the 
with your Christmas turkey. That on Christmas Day and over a peri- American Nurseryman a game he 

indeed is a perfect treat. od of from six to seven weeks I played when getting his horticul- 
The latter part of August 1 Picked thirty-one tomatoes, two of tural education. He writes: “The 

noticed two. waif tomato plants which weighed over a half pound game of ‘What is it?’ consisted of 
growing in with my flowers in my each. All the fruit was deliciously 2 hunch of us going for walks in 
country garden. I had not planted VI" ripened and beautiful to look the long summer evenings and chal- 
the seed. These two wayward at—not a blemish or spot of any  Jenging one another’s knowledge of 
strays had evidently been in the kind, very firm and solid meat with plants anywhere and everywhere, 

manure I had procured from a fW seeds. . along the lanes, in the woods and 
nearby farm or a sly little bird had _ The experiment took but a little fields, or in the nursery, where we 
had a mind to “garden for victory.” time each day but afforded much were all working. It took in all 
The plants were allowed to grow interest and a great deal of satis- plants, weeds and cultivated ones. 
and they proved ta be healthy, per- faction and’ pleasure. “Of course, the game required 
fect specimens. When the time came By Mrs. Frank C. Courtenay, getting acquainted with the plants 
to return to the city, these plants Blue Beech Garden Club, Milwau- yourself before challenging the 
were about six and eight inches tall kee. other fellow. As I recall, some of 

so I potted! them ant ae them i the rules were: Only Latin names 
to town. Fortunately we have a counted. The challenger must know 
large vita glass sky light in the THE BEST VEGETABLES what the plant was hefore he asked 
attic with a south exposure. This TO GROW the other fellow; if it proved he 
admits over 90 per cent of the true pies University of California has did not, he was penalized two 

value of the sun’s rays. made a study of the best veget- points. The game was complete in 
_ The two tomato plants were re- ables to grow based on nutrients ome stroll. If the challenged named 
potted into ten inch pots with drain- per pound, per acre, and economy the plant correctly, he was given 
age and good garden soil provided of labor. The following vegetables one point. The challenger was giv- 
in both. In turn these ten inch pots are the best: broccoli, cabbage, en two points for every plant the 
were placed in a large ash bucket mustard, spinach, sweet potatoes, challenged could not name. Of 
with gravel in the bucket under and white potatoes, and winter squash. course, the game led to many ar- 
around the pots to afford drain- In the second best list come brus- guments as to identity, but, as I 
age and provide moisture from be- _ sels sprouts, bunch carrots, onions, recall it, the game was extremely 

low. A wooden trellis was built for tomatoes, and turnips. educational, much more than por- 
supporting the growing plants. In the third group, and these are ing over a botany book or nursery 

At first feedings of vigoro ap- considered below average, but not catalog.” 
plied in the water and intermittent the poorest, are artichokes, cauli- 
applications of bone meal were the flower, honey dew melons, celery, 
only fertilizers. Later manure too asparagus, lettuce, lima beans, peas, A soldier got a letter from his 
was used. The water for soaking and snap beans. The poorest group wife containing a sketch of their 
the ground was always applied includes bell peppers, cantaloupe, car’s instrument panel. “This is the 
warm because the temperature dur- cucumbers, radishes, summer squash, exact way the dashboard looks,” she 

ing the night often went as low as sweet corn, and watermelons. wrote. “Do we need a quart of 

48", there being no heat in the room. oil ?’—Liberty. 
The warmth in the room came from 
the sun and the door opening into The gentler sex has pitched into 
the hall. Some times when the sun the heavy work in the Boeing Fly- Remember that peanuts are con- 
was bright, the thermometer regis- ing Fortress plant in Seattle with sidered to be one of the best brain 
tered over 100° at noon, Each day such spirit that recently it was foods and that’s why the guy in 

fresh air from out doors was given found necessary to erect a big sign: the bleachers always knows more 
the plants—this did not blow on “Ladies! Please watch your lan- about running the team than the 
the plants and was cautiously done. guage! Men present!” manager himself —The Hour Glass.
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The Dionne QUINS use our 

SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— 

All makes including portables rented. 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 
your home. 

ORGANS— 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 
Hi-ways 23-26 in 5 We have a two manual organ 

with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 

SEE YOUR 

ROOT DEALER 

LAST YEAR’S PRICES 
ARE IN EFFECT KEWASKUM A. H. Secieldt K) i—A. H. I ARE IN EFFECT CA FARGENR fi aoe 

(Except Bees and Queens) MENOMONIE—Elliott Honey Co. 
MT. HOREB—G. M. Ranum & Son 

OSHKOSH—H. E. Greenwood 

1944 CATALOG segs Newen Noe 
——§_ Mail Your Order 

WILL BE IN THE MAIL SOON Soon 

The A:I. Root C * Th j -1. Root Compan eA.1. Root Co. of Chicago 
: . 224-226 W. Huron St., 

MEDINA, OHIO - —, "Rae Sureuss CHICAGO 10, ILL. 
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You Betcha! 
A candidate for the police force W | § C 0 N § | N 

was being verbally examined. H 0 R T | C U L T U R E 
“If you were by yourself in a 

police car, and were being pursued The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
by a desperate gang of criminals EstasuisHep 1910 
in another car doing forty miles an Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Acceptance hour on a lonely road, what would nals cuaslacd teas 5 Past te Postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of October 3, 
you do?” . ° 

“Fifty,” promptly replied the Published Monthly Excepting July by the candidate.—Pointer. Wisconsin Stare Horricutrurat Sociery 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Burglar: “Don’t be scairt, old H. J Ranmuow, Editor 
lady, all I want is your money Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society and...” 

. Old Maid: “Oh, go away, You're Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

just like all the other men.” Tel. University 182 _ ————_—_—_—_—SS . Volume XXXV May, 1944 No. 9 Willing Candidate O_o 9 
“I wish I could,” sighed the over- TABLE OF CONTENTS 

ly stout lady, ruefully, as she gazed . Page 
on the sign in a grocery store, read- Plum Brown Rot and Curculio mrmnnnn nnn nn nnnn nn nana ann n == 203 ing : “Give your fat to Uncle Sam.” Apple Institute News Fran penn nn nn nana nnnnn === 204 : y' s Worms Hard to Control in Tree Tops ~—----_____________________ 206 

« rowing in the Northwest -----------__---_.._ Has your new | baby brother Transplanting Four Year Old Trees __________..._.._..... 209 learned to talk yet? , . In the Berry Patch -------__-_-_- 19 “Sure! Now they’re trying to peonnn Beekeeping -----____________ ou ; 2. 99 Orials  —————------ ~~ teach him to keep quiet. Gladiolus Tidings ------___---_----- 7 777777777--7--- 318 How to Grow Chrysanthemums wo------------- + - 220 cacden Questions and Answers ---_--______-__._ «C2 arden Gossip --~~-------------------- «222 Good Climbing Roses won n-a----------- 224 aieacttas Garden Club News ---_--_----- 226 patentee: Notes On Atlanta Meeting ------_--_____-_-_- b Wisconsin Accredited Judges p----------------- ~~~ _______ 228 Blue Bird Trails for Wisconsin —-_---__-_--- 9 9 Grass Substitutes That Will Grow —_---_--_--- 231 A 
ret foe me? Officers Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Term Ending December, 1946 
Meyer, Pres..-.........-------Waldo Leland Brown seseecesceccseStury Ba Berry Boxes ane eon Bay y Pee Diag Rarmole, Vico: Pree. Seem aw x ccecusasnsccdPeantenvilie Crates, Bushel Boxes H. J, Rabmlow, Sec.........-.---Madison £1 White _.............Fort Atkineon and Climaz Baskets E, L. Chambers, Treas........--Madisin 

As You Like Them —_ BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
ts manufacture oe ree Patent Fold 

Berry Boxes veneer Term Ending December, 1944 Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. Hor- feats ty Pas ide Toe Mrs, R. L. Marken-.......---..--Kenosha tleulture tT Madison our specialty. ‘e constantly carry Jos. L. Morawetz..............West Bend i ., for ten ster far eiawbarris or ‘blo N. A, Rasmussen ..-—-...---Onhioah SY, iisferts Pree. Wi. Narserymen's berries. lo order small or — fare te hendie. We van, in the Term _ Walter Diehnelt, Pres. Wis. Beekeepers’ Milwaukee. is essential in . Assn. -.............Menomonee Falls handling, fruit, and we sim te do oer Virgil Fieldhouse -.........-....Dodgeville part well. discount N. C. Jacobs...........-...-Sturgeon Bay Mrs. R. H. Sewell, Wauwatosa, P: orders. A postal brings our price list. Peter L. Swartz, Jr....-..-.....Waukesha Wis. Garden Club Federation a a aaa ipeeeoeer ennn 
CUMBERLAND FRUIT Subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture ia obtained by membership ia the Wisconsin i ir ‘iety fo: K PACKAGE COMPANY years, Garden Clubs, Horticultural, Societies, and other ‘Haricciara Gieoneettne are affiliated at a reduced membership rate. Fifty cents of the annual dues paid ln Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. each member is for a year's subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture. 

eeeeeeeesesess—‘“‘(‘(‘(<‘(‘(éCz
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Plum B Rot and Curculio Control 
R. E. Vaughan and C. L. Fluke 

Te plum brown rot disease and . . , senate of lead weigh about % oz. 
curculio insect injury is a com- a i Procedure 

bination of troubles that causes ex- Af Procedure: Make the zinc sul- 

tensive losses to plum raisers every i hi © * phate into a thin paste and add to 
year. The brown rot fungus is Rad ul + about 2/3 of the water in sprayer 

a | spi Stake sry neo u I ; make a paste whichever is more 
sidered together. The essential con- y convenient. Then add the arsenate 

on 1s 4 Spray program coupied ‘ o of lead and finish with the sulphur 
with a clean wp program ot the aaa and balance of water. 
mummied plums of the previous Or A . 
season and a thinning program ia chard Amounts: 
when the fruit is two-thirds grown. % J. Begin filling the spray tank 

If the mummied plums are allowed ‘ wll water. . 
to remain on the ground or hang aie’ Prepare a paste of 4 Ibs. zinc 
in the tree fungus spores are pro- j sulphate SS aus grade, con- 

duced in great abundance especially i taining 25747 zinc) and add to the 
during periods of wet weather, and water in the tank, Keep water run- 
are carried by the wind to the de- ning until the tank is two-thirds 

veloping plums. The mummies ‘ ul . 
should be buried under 4 inches of - 3. Add 4 Ibs. of hydrated lime 
soil or raked and burned before : " as a powder washed through strain- 

growth starts. Great quantities of a m cr or first made into a thin paste. 
summer spores are produced on (J & I 4. Add 2 to 3 Ibs, lead arsenate, 

rotting plums in the trees and t N wash in the dry powder or make 
llown to new centers of infection ay Paste. 
to increase the disease. Wild plum | : 5. Add last 4 to 6 Ibs. wettable 
thickets are frequent sources of *~ ' sulphur or the manufacturers’ rec- 
both brown rot and curculio and BROWN ROT ON PLUMS ommendations if sulphur paste or 
should be destroyed in the vicinity picture courtesy Dept. of Pathology, lime-sulphur or dry lime-sulphur 
of cultivated plum trees. Wisconsin College of Agriculture. are used. 

6. Water to make 100 gallons. 

Spray Program ripening. In cases of severe brown The Use of Dusts 
The spray program is a mixture rot infection the previous year, it Dusts may be preferred by some 

of sulphur and arsenate of lead is advisable to add a spray of wet- growers. The prepared sulphur 

i, si med. sates fo pretend. TA cts Momaiings Un ieee cer ree alla. as ‘ : ‘ _ are white just before blooming. shucks a 
arsenical burning. Lime-sulphur as the last application before harvest, later should be with the spray on 
used for apple scab control may the Jead arsenate and safener should account of the need for lead ar- 
be used in mixed small orchards te omitted. senate to control curculio. The later 
when a safener (see formula be- Formulas application should be with prepared 

low) is added, although some foli- The formulas are as follows: dusting sulphurs. Dusts are tad 

St injry may rent, expecialy Garon Amounts: more eseive and te, ficient 
* Japanese and American varie- Spray lime ~------ 2/3 oz. sprays, and add no poison to the 
me Lead arsenate ---- 1/2 oz. nearly devloped fruit before har- 

The timing of the applications Wettable sulphur -- ; ma vest. 7" Seni 

on plums will usually be (1) when i pares forms of sulphur oe ae Be careful a avoid. driving the the shucks split, (2) 10 days later, lime-sulphur are used follow manu- spray with the nozzle too close to 
(3) 20-28 days after shucks split facturers’ directions for amounts. the trees. Stand back and let the 
and (4) 10 days to 2 weeks before Two rounded tablespoonfuls of ar- spray fog do the covering. Foliage
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injury may come from dusting as WISCONSIN APPLE TO CONTROL SEVERE 
well as spraying. The curculio must INSTITUTE NEWS INFESTATIONS OF 
be controlled first because brown BULLETINS from the Wiscon- CODLING MOTH 
rot infection gets a start through sin Apple Institute and the oo, 

the injury made by the curculio. National Apple Institute continue T= New York ree a 

In case of damp foggy weather it to go out to all members about lear eile nic ing ra Brow: 

may be necessary to apply addi- every two weeks. These bulletins en Spike wet macouine t % nod. 

tional sprays or dusts with sulphur contain much valuable information me arsenate OL lead ‘sprays! t0n cods 

alone as the fruit approaches ma- for commercial apple growers. ing moth. 

turity. To prevent brown rot the On April 15 Alric Erickson, At the New York Horticultural 
sulphur must be present before in- anager Horse Shoe Bay Farms, Society convention the question was 
fection occurs. Spraying is preven- fp, Harbor, attended a meeting asked, “What would you recom- 
tive insurance. Note: The experi- called by the Michigan Apple Insti- mend for codling moth control this 
mental work on brown rot and cur- tute at Grand Rapids to consider year?” The answer by Mr. Har- 
culio control on which the above apple ceiling prices for 1944. The man, entomologist, was, “I would 
recommendations are based, has meeting favored a 6 cent per pound use the lead arsenate spray program 
been done chiefly in other states price on loose apples to growers, and in the heavier infested or- 
where plum culture is more exten- instead of 5 cents per pound as chards, would plan to ‘spike’ the 
sive than in Wisconsin. suggested by Northwest apple spray with nicotine during the most 
ie growers. active periods of insect develop- 

ment.” VALUE OF GRASS IN THE They favored only marks ORCHARD a rai fi ‘a Mr. Harman also brought out 
OX of the big jobs of the fruit ‘begin. Januar a such mark-ups that if used in the second and third 

growers’ feeding programs is The im ortance of maintainin; baie wal (20 — day spray) 
to provide means by which water | a ale dl e the nicotine kills all crawling worms 

aa ‘ i a good quality pack, regardless of and most of those that have entered 
in times of plentiful rainfall can what plan is adopted by the OPA t O r 

b pista. 1s acopted Dy me the fruit during the preceding 
be conserved and held for use by 115 stressed at the meeting. Mr Be acs 
the trees in times of scarcity. : ‘i g- - hours. If the air is quiet and the 

Erickson heartily endorsed this pro- temperature high the nicotine may The growing of cover crops can pram, dest 4 7. ie Some 

be used to prevent run off. Organic Weather destroy quite a lew moths. spray 
' : ‘eal Reports ing with nicotine should be done 

matter produced with excess rain Weather Forecaster Ene Miliee hen ihe ait is siiiek and! warm 

water can be used to increase the of Madison says, “Tune in State says Mr. Harman , 

water storage capacity of the soil Stations Madison WHA or Stevens . : 
to furnish moisture during summer Point WLBL at 12:35 noon for Question: How much _ nicotine 
dry periods. Organic matter on special weather broadcasts for fruit should be used? 
serves plant food elements and in ; ; 

: growers. Answer: Use three-fourths pint Kk 5 
ia Process of etees ce Much damage was reported in of nicotine sulphate in 100 gallons 

sane saat fancies of growing and April to peaches in Georgia and of water. importa: A ‘ Sail : 
decomposing cover crops is that of other - outhern states from frost This program with nicotine will 
: ‘ i le strawberry crop was heavily  oreatly increase the cost of codling improving aeration to the tree roots. gaia, ged and apples were injured 
The penetration and breaking up * moth sprays. However, there area 
impervious and compacted soils by New Members few orchards in Wisconsin in which 
cover crop root systems and the | The following growers have codling moth control is a serious 

cushioning resulting from _ root joined the Wisconsin Apple Insti- problem and use of nicotine would 

growth and vegetation growth over tute since our April issue came out: be justified. 

the surface of the soils play an im- Fred ‘Sacia, Galesville ----_ 25.00 
portant part in good annual per- Decoraland — Young Broth- 
formance of fruit trees. ers, Galesville -_-------- 20.00 A GOOD FARMER 

By A. H. Teske, V.P.I., in March, Carl Erickson, Herbster --_ 5.00 What should be the aspirations 
1944 Virginia Fruit, Brit. Burtness, Bayfield ---- 5.00 of a good farmer? liberty Hyde 

——— Bailey has stated it very well. He 
Arithmetic Teacher : “Yes, Willie, says: “To make a full and com- 

Voice of Experience—Instructor you had your hand up; what is it?” fortable living from the land. To 
—‘What happens when the human Willie: “Why is it you can’t raise a family carefully. To be of 
body is completely immersed in subtract apples from peaches or good service to the community. To 
water?” oranges, but you can add them and leave the farm more productive 

Student—‘The telephone rings.” make fruit salad?” than he found it.”
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Orchard and Garden Suppli 
Buy co-operatively and save dollars by participating in the earning. Everyone receives a pa- 
tron’s refund at the end of the season. We are the largest co-operative of its kind in the 
state. If you are producing fruit or vegetables and need supplies, give us a try. 

SPRAY MATERIALS PACKING HOUSE EQUIPMENT 

Lead Arsenate Fruit Sizers 
Calcium Arsenate Basket Turners 

Rotene Dusts Fruit Cleaners 
Special Potato Sprays Vegetable Washers 
Copper Sulphate Potato Graders 
Kolofog 
Mike Sulphur PACKING EQUIPMENT 

Apple Stick Baskets Shredded Tissue 

Sulforon Decorative Fringe Top Pads 

Parmone Basket Liners Packing Forms 

SPRAYING EQUIPMENT 

Spray Hose Hose Couplings Hose Swivels Spray Booms—4to 6 rows 

Spray Guns Hose Clamps Spray Brooms Spray Booms—8 to 20 rows 

PICKING LADDERS 

Step — Pointed Top — Closed Top 
Picking Bags — Roll Conveyors — Hydraulic Lifts 

JOHN BEAN POWER SPRAYERS 
We are the larget dealers in the state for this equipment. Complete line of repair parts. 
We are now equipped to repair any size of sprayer or power pump in our new repair shop. 
Complete overhauling and repainting. 

Sprockets--Roller Chain 
If you are in need of special sprockets and chain, send us your old ones or specifications. 
We can supply all sizes. 

FOR SALE BASKETS 

1—Vegetable Bunch Washer Bushel and Half-Bushel. 
Used—Priced to Sell. Supply will be limited. 

1—Gravil Fruit Grader 
Grower’s Model—New. 

« WRITE FOR CATALOG AND PRICE LIST » 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. . 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

227 Cutler St. Phone 4107 Lester F. Tans, General Manager
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WORMS ARE HARDER TO C ° ° ° 
CONTROL. IN THE omments on Thinning and Spraying 

By A. M. Woodside, Virginia CARROLL R. Miller, Secretary hard enough. Perhaps a re-fill tank- 

C. is a common observation that of the Appalachian Apple Serv- and-truck, to haul the mixed ma- 
worms are more numerous in ice Inst., regularly issues an excel- terials to your sprayers in the field. 

the tops of apple trees than near ent bulletin for members of that may be a real labor-saver, even 
the ground. In 1922 Hough exam- organization. On the subject of though it means another man to 
ined fruits in a heavily infested thinning he makes these comments: handle the supply tank. Perhaps 

block of apple trees and found that “THINNING — Investigate and chard oF ae ace your ai 
there were more than three times use intelligently the ‘birth control’ © ’,0, 7) OP Monerete 18 sii as many worms above the height F he se th be available and there is some pipe 
of 11 feet than bel that level sprays for thinning the crop by around. This spraying problem. 

. ow that level. spraying at blossom time; Elgetol, fter 1 5 codli hi 
One reason is that codling moths ete. after last years codling moth 1n- 
lay more eggs near the tops of the festation and their continuous gain 

trees, but the more important rea- “Georgia peach growers have de- on us in the belt, will repay hours 
son is the poorer spray coverage. veloped a very satisfactory thin- of concentrated preliminary study 

In 1941 Hough told the Horticul- ning implement, the ‘brush hook.’ and effort.” 
tural Society that “the weakest Originally made of a few pieces of OO 
point in codling moth control in dogwood brush tied together, about 
Virginia orchards is spraying the 2 feet long, women raked these NEW SYRUP FROM APPLES 

tree-tops.” Analyses of spray de- down the limbs to give a fairly ef- Question: What is this new prod- 
posits of different heights in apple fective thinning. They proved fast oF cated “apple honey?” 
trees have shown that the initial and successful and are now being A « Te de ot f eae fe . * nswer: It is simply fresh apple 
deposits in the tree-tops are lighter made of wire. They work well on . - ith li | juice, treated with lime and heated 
than those below, and that they loaded peach trees. Perhaps they 1, |’ cicitate the pectin, then fil- 

i will do as well on full apple trees; Precip pea ae wash off more rapidly. ; on some varieties at - ” tered and treated with acid to lighten 
In 1942 there were five times as ver i les te The See ake ta the color and take away any alka- 

many worms at 12 feet as at 6 feet, cone in thinnin: ma iS ‘de “line flavor. The juice is then con- 
16 times as many at 18 feet and ough, complete vein Me 8 bitte centrated under a vacuum, until it 
26 times as many at 24 feet. Simi- 1 en, Pip P i. hinni becomes a syrup of 75 per cent 
lar conditions were found in 1943, lessness to say now that thinning, —hibie solids. The syrup is clear, 
The deposits of arsenic on the sam- like fee ine spraying ad See amber-colored, and one-third sweet- 

ples from the bottom of the trees on Td caeae i . er than cane syrup of the same 
were heavier than those on samples mana, ‘3 ment’s job to see he t te density, but otherwise tasteless. One 

from the tops in every case. The lik tai 4 J 5 at costs hundred pounds of apples makes 
lead deposits were heavier on the ‘IX¢ this do not occur. about a gallon of syrup, weighing 
samples from the bottoms with one Pruning Helps 11% pounds. 
exception. “ oo. From March, 1944 The Minne- 

Condensed from April, 1944 | “A thorough pruning is about sot, Horticulturist. 
Virginia Fruit, the equivalent of a thinning; only 

better: done before the tree wastes —_—_— 
 — needed strength and food on the 

‘a: , PERKINS APPLE 
An old lady was shocked at the discards.’ Probably your best bet, . 

language of two electricians who © save labor and labor expense, Question: Do you know why the 
were working near her house. She ‘S in hustling together more prun- Perkins apple has not been more 
went to the Electric Company and ing help, and doing a really good widely planted in Minnesota? 

complained. job of this winter’s pruning. Answer: The Perkins is a very 

One of the two workmen was “SPRAYING — The one-man 00d apple and it keeps well. How- 
called and asked to answer the ‘speed’ or rotary sprayers—investi- €Ver, experience shows that the 
charge. gate them. But investigate thor- tree, unless top-worked on Hiber- 

“Well, me and Mike Murphy oughly. They don’t fit in some or- Nal or other hardy stock, has a 
were on this job. I went up the chards. If you have little, low-pow- tendency to break down as it gets 
pole and accidentally I let ‘the hot ered, spray equipment with smal] der and, furthermore, the variety 
lead fall on Mike. It trickled down tanks, scour the earth until you iS quite subject to fire blight in 
his back and all he said was, ‘Really, get something big; something your Minnesota. . 
Joe, you should try to be a little help won’t be wasting time on. The From February, 1944 The Min- 

more careful’.” machinery can be had, if you hunt nesota Horticulturist.
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Orchard... Garden... 
Arsenate of Lead, 48 Ib. case... $7.20 ————Write for Free Seed Catalog—-—— 

Arsenate of Calcium, 48 Whew... 4.95 Arsenate of Lead, Ibu... 2-20... 35 
Arsenate of Calcium, Ib... 2S 

Bordeaux Mixture, 48 Ib. case... 6.95 pordeaee Mixture, enon 30 
Copper-A-Compound, 6 Ib. bag... 1.65 

Copper-A-Compound, 48 Ibe. nennnnn eee 9:60 Dry Lime Sulphur, Ib. can 350; § ibe. 140 
ting Sulphur, 2 Ib. canister... 30 Copper Sulphate—Powder—cwt. ......................... 750 Kryocide, Ib. k : en To 

Dry Lime Sulphur, 100 Ibs _..._........11.00 Mike Sulphur, 10 Ib. bag... 1.00 
. Nicotine Sulphate 40%— 

Liquid Lime Sulphur, 50 gals.......................... 8.75 ie 1 ox. 3003 5 Ox. nee 1.00 

DuPont Spreader Sticker, gal... 4.95 otenone pas an 5 Ibs... 1.00 
Phen nneneerernennennennenenee TS Tree ta er 1b . 5 

. .-45e; 1 Ib..._..80c; 5 Ibs........ 3. 
Flotatics Selpker ee eee ceeeeeeee 3.00 DuPont Potato Dust, 5 Ib. bag... 1.00 

275 Ib. drum, cwt. 3.25 DuPont Garden Dust, 5 Ib. bag... 1.25 
Tree Wound Paint, quart... 60 ——_ TOOLS —___- 

Garden Dusters— Tree Seal, quart... cece eect 50 Rawleigh Duster, bh $ 65 

Sulforon, 48 Ib. case. ee eecceeccseeeceeeeeeeeccseeee-ee 4.85 Niagara 1 qt. size_._.._..-....__._...... 1.50 
Niagara 2 qt. size. ................. 275 

Harvest Spray—“Parmone Concentrate”— Sprayers— 
4 ox. bottle. eee 1.30 Hudson, 1 qt. size, each... 50 

12—4 oz. bottles, each... 120 Harco, each ........——--—.--——--.- 2.35 

Nicotine Sulphate 40%— HOES— Ladies? oocccceccccceeeeeeeecene er) 

S gale tim ATO Olt anne 
1 gal. tin... DS Field ee, 1.25 

Picking Ladders—Pointed Top (Closed Top)— CULTIVATORS— 
14, 16, 18, 20, 22 ft. lengths....60c per foot 4-prong Speedy .——..__....__.... 1.25 

Orchard Step Ladders— — BIRD HOUSES ——— 
6, 8 10 ft. lengths.______.......80c per foot Wren and bluebird houses, well constructed, 50c each 

Postage and mailing, 15c. 

BERRY BOXES & CRATES KILLS POISON IVY 
DuPont Weed Killer (Ammate) 

Knock Down Style— 2 Ibs. $ 60 
Qe eee eeeeneeeeenee $8.50 per 1000 5 lbs... 1.25 
Pt. ee «7.50 per 1000 aa 

| Folding Style— (1 Ib. in 1 gallon of water and 
Qt. erence enn $LIZ5 per 1000 thoroughly wet the ivy plant) 
Peo “10.25 per 1000 

American Flat Bottom— TWIST-EMS— 
Qt. eeeecrecsssresnnsneensesne $10.00 per 1000 4 in, box of 250._.__....__...--_-_-$ 25 
Pt ow. = 9.50 per 1000 8B im, box Of 125... eccceeccccencccescnnneee 2S 

16 Qt. Crates—K. D.— SOIL SOAKER— 
EBanehh esse ee, 20 conte 12, feet: long. sc USD 

Till Bake ise a 18 feet long... -.....--nennennneeeneeee 1.75 
Quart, 250 per crate........$4.50 TRI-OGEN— 

Two Quart, 250 per crate......... 4.00 BK secscccccccsrecceecss seme: SG) 
Be Kit nnn 400 

.... All Quotations F.O.B. Madison... . .. Prices subject to change without notice .. 
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: ECONOMY AND APPLE An Impression of Apple THINNING 
° ° T may pay to thin apples if the Growing in the Northwest Duin Pine eoneaty. 

statement in the bulletin ‘Factors 
He W. Miller, Paw Paw, labor cost and other advantages are Which Make for Success in Or- 

W. Va., and William F. Young, transportation, comparatively low charding” by H. P. Gaston of 
Staunton, Va., two keen practical entirely offset by the difference in Michigan State College, East Lan. 
Eastern apple growers, recently production per acre. Our western sing, is of interest in this connec. 

visited the Northwest and made a_ friends can produce a thousand tion. Mr. Gaston states: 
careful survey of productive and bushels per acre as easily as we “Grower No. 30 was visited at 
economic conditions in Washington can produce three hundred. And apple thinning time. In talking about 
and Oregon. Mr. Miller reports: don’t forget that a crop failure the work he said that the crew had 

“Apple people of the Northwest from frost is almost unheard of been instructed to concentrate their 
are much like apple people of our and that even a partial failure is efforts on the tops of the trees 
Appalachian apple area, They are rare. where the set was heavy. Attention 
an extremely rugged, practical, and “Third, Northwest leaders now was also called to the fact that each 
resourceful group, the survivors of have a wholesome respect for the member of the crew carried a lad- 
many years of adversity and hard Eastern apple industry. They know der which enabled him to reach the 
toil. Evidence of the terrific eco- that we are also here to stay, that upper sections of the trees. Large 
nomic battle of the thirties was we, too, are financially able to carry numbers of fruits were being re- 

easy to find just as it is here. We on and that we have vastly im- moved and, as most of the work 
saw literally thousands of acres of proved our pack in recent years was being done from a_ ladder, 
once fine apple orchards of acres of and can furnish some respectable progress was rather slow and la- 
been pushed over and burned in competition in the markets. borious. 
their prime years. They have a state “Fourth, our friends out there When visited later the same day 
regulation or law which forces the fully realize the tremendous value Grower No. 12 was also thinning, 

owner to destroy all trees not kept and absolute necessity of national but in a somewhat different manner. 
sprayed. industry cooperation in order to His crew had been instructed to 

“Speculators, front porch grow- present a solid front in dealing with concentrate on that fruit which grew 
ers, absentee owners and profes- the many federal bureaus and de- on the lower and inner part of the 
sional men who operated orchards partments controlling the industry tree, most of which could be reached 
as side-lines have practically all from Washington, D.C, They gen- from the ground. Two men were 
gotten out of the game. Those who erally feel that the National Apple assigned to each tree; one worked 
command the industry today are Institute, which is completely grow- from the ground entirely and the 
genuine, first-class operators, blessed er supported and grower controlled, other carried a short  step-ladder 

with the determination, hope, faith has been and will continue to be a from which he worked a part of 
and courage that will never admit stabilizing factor in helping our the time. Although the trees were 
defeat, the kind of people who government arrange war-time in- of approximately the same size in 
made the West and have helped to dustry control measures, both orchards the crew which 
make America the greatest country “Fifth, many Northwest apple worked low in the trees was cover- 
on earth, the kind of people it is growers that we met were unalter- ing more than twice as many per 
a privilege to know. ably against federal subsidy. In fact day. The cost of doing the work 

‘ the word subsidy is almost a fight- was less than half the amount spent 
ee ing word out there. They realize, by Grower No. 30. 

just as we do, that subsidy means “Though other factors may have 
“Mr. Young and I reached the federal control which in turn means __ influenced the final result, the fruit 

following conclusions: a surrenner of freedom and inde- produced by Grower No. 12 was 
“First, there won’t be any funer- pendence.” equal in grade and exceeded in vol- 

al for the Northwest apple industry (Signed) ume that which came from orchard 
because it’s well and hearty today, Henry W. Miller, Jr. No. 30. The results indicated that 
on a firm, financial foundation, Condensed from Bulletin No. in doing most of the work from 
highly organized, ably led and ad- 154, National Apple Institute. the ground successful Grower No. 
mirably equipped. 12 was practicing wise economy. 

“Second, if you think you can Patron: Say, waiter, how long Knowing as he did that the tops 
produce apples here in the East have you been employed here? of apple trees normally produce the 
cheaper than our Northwest friends, Waiter: About six weeks, sir. best sizes, he saved money by con- 
forget it because you probably can Patron: Oh, then it wasn’t you centrating thinning effort where it 
not and probably never will. Our who took my order. did the most good.”
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; GLASS JUGS USEFUL Transplanting Four FOR KEEPING LIME 
Year Old Appl ame ear pple Trees a Tip to Small Orchardists 

By Virgil Fieldhouse, Dodgeville 
Reties to Buy Young Trees Than Move Old Ones ITH the present scarcity of 

PRACTICALLY every fruit seems to show that considering costs lime sulphur drums, coupled 
grower agrees that moving of involved, it would be better to pur- with the fact that the lime sulp! hur 

trees beyond two years of age is a chase new nursery stock than to at- $00 ruins them, here 16) a Gp: for 
risky thing. Ohio Bimonthly Bulle- tempt to move trees already estab- the small orchardist. It is very easy 
tin, March-April, 1934, published lished. to secure gallon jugs of glass from 
by Ohio Agricultural Experiment —From Maryland Fruit Grower. soda fountains or druggists. These 

Station confirms the belief that ap- So at be fled and ue een 
ws out, re a" - 

ea Se is Mey te WHY RYE IS HARDY nish an accurate measure for filling 
come established. A note by L. Southwick in Fruit the | spray rig. They also . show 
Some Stayman trees, set in spring Notes states that the ability of a plainly how much material is left 

of 1916 were moved in the spring ‘Y¢ plant to withstand deep freez- on hand. 
of 1920. A circular trench about 3. "8 Of the soil may be due in part At present I have a total of about 

feet in diameter was dug around the elasticity of the roots? Un- 70 jugs on hand at a cost of 35 
cach tree, and as much soil as pos- like the roots of many other plants, cents plus a little time. (I paid 1 
sible was moved with the tree. The ‘(cluding strawberries, a rye root cent each at a sale for 35 and a 

new holes were dug just before trees "™#Y stretch an inch or more with- druggist is giving me a lot more 
were moved, and they were immedi- tt damage. Thus the rye plant free.) These last are dark brown 
ately set and well planted. The tops PSSesses at least two advantages with a screw cap of composition 
of the trees were pruned “consid- #5 @ Cover crop, namely, its ability material. 

ably.” In an adjacent orchard some  t? 8TOw In late fall and early spring, eT 
Stayman trees had been planted in when the temperature is too low for It Does Happen: ‘ Did you know 
1916, and the total average yields ™0St other plants, and the ability that Dorothy married Bill Smith 
of these trees were compared from of its roots to withstand stretching. when | he was home on furlough?” 
1916 through the 1941 crop, Also From April 15, 1944 Horticul- “Bill Smith! Why, he was the 

the total average yields of some ture. guy she was engaged to!” 
other Stayman trees set in 1922 

were included for comparison . 

Yield For Larger Production Protect 
Ny 1941 trees set in 1916 and Your Crops From Insects and Diseases with the Following 

not moved produced an average 
total of 143.6 bushels. Trees set in NIAGARA PRODUCTS 
1916 and moved in 1920 produced 

_ am average of 85.3 bushels. Trees Lead A ‘6 Nicotine Dust 
set in) 1922 produced an average Kolodust Rotenone Dust 
total of 80.1 bushels including the Dinitro Dry 40% Cucurbit Dust 
1941 crop. While the transplanted Dusting Sulphur Calcium Arsenate 

trees were vigorous and healthy, Dry Lime Sulphur Copper Lime Dust Mixture 
| they were smaller in size. Records Liquid Lime Sulphur Copper Oxychloride Sulphate 

| of the average total yield per tree Colloidal Spreader Blue Vitriol 
| 1938-1941, inclusive, showed : trans- Nicotine Sulphate Dry Bordo 
| planted tree, 28.6 bushels; perma- Pota-tox 

| nent tree, 48.8 bushels; tree plant- Fruit Dusting Machines Fruit Brushers 

| ed 1922, 30.9 bushels. Crop Dusting Machines Potato Brushers 

| Summary Fruit Sizing Equipment Hand Dusters 

In summary, the yields of the 
| transplanted trees moved four years NIAGARA SPRAYER & CHEMICAL co. 

after planting, vielded a little less J. Henry Smith, Wisconsin Representative 
than trees set 2 years after these 5 . 
trees were transplanted. While this Waupaca, Wisconsin 
work concerns only one variety, it
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STRAWBERRY AND RASP- ITEMS ABOUT STRAWBERRY may be broken off. 
BERRY SOILS REQUIRE GROWING The mild winter we have just had 

ORGANIC MATTER F* too many strawberry beds may lead some to think the climate 
A GOOD crop of strawberries are planted too late in the sea- is changing and not to fear winter 

or raspberries can only be son. Many growers do not realize injury. It is still best to plan on 
grown if the soils contain an ade- that the flowers which produce next covering grapes bf tender varieties 
quate amount of organic matter or year’s strawberry crop are formed in the fall in Wisconsin. 
humus. Experiment Stations all in September. Runners set late in 

cms i Unie Son te in sprig wil oat ars Sine CARE OF ‘THE YOUNG recent years m- ce large, vigorous plants and a 
prove soils for growing berries good set of fruit buds. We cannot STRAWBERRY BED 
have found this to be true. produce a good crop of berries in DE the first season fre- 

The Wisconsin Horticultural So- June from plants which are weak quent cultivation is essential to 
ciety conducted tests more than ten in fall. success. As soon as plants are set out 
years ago at Sparta and Warrens a a cultivation with a spike-tooth cul- 
to find what fertilizers would im- The 1944 strawberry crop will tivator should be given, This should 

prove the strawberry crop. Results not be large, according to reports. be followed up at intervals of about 

indicated commercial fertilizers Prices should be good. If labor is two weeks or oftener, largely de- 

alone did not improve the crop, but available it will pay to give them pending upon soil and weather con- 
that organic matter such as ma- good care. Carefully placing the ditions. Not only is this cultiva- 
nure or a cover crop plowed under overwintering mulch between rows tion necessary for the elimination 

was the important thing. and among plants will help conserve of weeds, but also for maintaining 
That statement made then still moisture that will really help should a friable condition of the soil neces- 

stands and has been verified by re- the weather turn dry at picking sary for the young rooting runners, 

peated tests since in other states. time. Irrigation will pay in case of and to provide air to the soil for 
That is why strawberries do so a dry spell. the liberation of plant food. On all 

well on new soils — because they Cost of Producing Raspberries except very light soils the early 
contain plenty of organic matter. in New 7 cultivations (after the first one) 

More Cover Crops Needed A cost of ducti 5 _ should be fairly deep, in order to 

Conservationists tell us that cer- cost of production survey was oosen the soil and promote soil 
. : made in New Jersey to find what it ivities. For’ thi conf 

tain European countries are keep- . : activities. For this purpose a scut- 
: oe \ -, costs to produce raspberries at 4. ill lly ive be 7 
ing up the fertility of their soil a ler will generally give better re 

: : present prices for labor and ma- .y. we . 
much better than we in America. ‘ ce fo, cae sults than the = spike-tooth. The 

: ; terial. Preliminary studies indicated . b bei . 
We are losing our top soil—even it cost 21 cents per pint to produce strawberry, being 3 plant“ whose 
on prairie land. Principal reason is ras sberries on ihe noses P f roots go almost straight down, can 

we are not humus conscious. We in that section ge farm be cultivated at close quarters. 
must plow under more cover crops The cost of producing berries Hoeing also will be necessary to 
in addition to manure. ye : : . destroy weeds which cannot be 

‘ varies more with yield per acre than . 
Tt would not be difficult to plow _ j <j) got at by the cultivator. Some 

any other factor. A small yield will 
under the old strawberry bed when ; growers prefer a wheel hoe or hand 

Pete : make the cost per pint or quart very 5 : 
through picking, late in June, and hi 3 : cultivator for this purpose, and 

igh. That applies to all kinds of zi : 
soon thereafter sow a cover crop fruit generally two or three times during 
which could also be plowed under . the first year is all that is necessary 
in fall or the next spring, thereby to go over the plantation with this 
giving two crops as organic matter. GRAPE BLEEDING DOES implement, As the season advances 

Only until we realize the need NO HARM and the runners commence to form, 
and the value of doing this will If grapes are pruned late in it will become necessary to narrow 
it be done, spring and they bleed it does no the cultivator in order not to dis- 

harm, according to experiments con- turb the newly rooted plants. After 
ducted at a number of experiment midsummer when light cultivation 

A Michigan wife obtained a di- stations. This is contrary to some is sufficient, the spike-tooth culti- 
vorce because her husband had giv- opinions. vator is used. The placing of the 
en each of her five stepchildren a Objection to late pruning is that runners can usually be done when 
saxophone. — William LaVarre, if the canes are handled when the hoeing through the plantation. On 
Consolidated News Features. buds have expanded, many buds small plantations it is generally pos-
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sible to pay more attention to this infect the plants. When these va- to 100 colonies of bees in one loca- 
than on larger areas. It is a good rieties do become infected, symp- tion, is about as dense a population 
ian when cultivating to start al- tums of mosaic are very distinct, as can be expected. A farmer hav- 
ways from the same corner and in thus facilitating the roguing of dis- ing a commercial yard of bees on 
the same direction, as in this way eased plants. The Station is follow- his farm, and farmers close to bee 
one is not so liable to rip out plants ing this method of attack and has yards should be urged to grow le- 
which the cultivator has previously achieved considerable success in yume seed. 
trailed into position. producing varieties that usually es- If all farmers would take ad- 
From Bulletin The Strawberry cape mosaic. vantage of the established bee 

and Its Cultivation in Canada by It is hoped that eventually we yards, it would be the most effec- 
M. B. Davis and D. S. Blair. shall have varieties of red raspber- tive means of “stepping up” legume 

ties that will escape mosaic infec- seed production. A farmer desiring 
OO tion, produce two crops a year, and to increase his legume seed yields, 

RASPBERRY BREEDING HAS be good enough in all fruit and but who lacks the necessary polli- 
SEVERAL MAJOR plant characteristics to be standard nating insect force, could, in many 

OBJECTIVES commerccial varieties. Other char- cases, correct this limiting factor 
acteristics, such as winter-hardiness by offering a free apiary site as By George L. Slate, Geneva and productivity of plants, size, and a special inducement 7 a heekeeper 

RESENT-DAY raspberry vari- firmness and quality of fruit are to establish a yard of bees on his 
P eties are far superior to their all receiving attention. Much prog- farm. 

wild ancestors of a hundred years ‘SSS has been made and the varie- For purposes of heavy seed pro- 
ago. They are far inferior to what "eS of today are far superior to duction it may be desirable to in- 
they could be if our present knowl- the varieties of 25 YEATS 1ag0: crease the honeybee population to 

i ili Condensed from April 1, 1944 a degree where honey production edge of plant breeding was utilized Fi : 8 'y pro 
to the fullest extent and if the best tm Research, Geneva, N. Y. becomes unprofitable. Such a pro- 
characteristics of all varieties were a _ yous aaa et _— . . : . : 

oO colonies oO ees urin: the combined in one variety. It is one HONEYBEES NECESSARY blooming period of le; caer and of the principal objects of the rasp- FOR CLOVER POLLINATION c ng P s , 
_ berry breeding project at Geneva might involve as many as four to 
| to produce new varieties containing EXPERIMENTAL studies con- ive colonies per acre. Such a heavy 

as many as possible of these su- ducted by the Department of ee a pone lees would 
perior characteristics. Another ob- Entomology, Ohio Agricultural Ex- where tec y aah DES im cases 
ject is the accumulation of facts periment Station, show that seed wrke it seems highly aon to 
concerning inheritance in raspber- yields are directly correlated with vvede mdi Seite ° ume ries which will facilitate future the density of the honeybee popu- “CdS T#ptdly available to farmers. 
breeding operations, lation. Condensed from bulletin: ‘“Clo- 
Breeding for Mosaic Resistance Extensive studies were carried vets Will Help Win the War!” by 
One of the most important ob- 0M over a 3-year period involving Ohio State University. 

jectives of the red raspberry breed- detailed observations in fields of 

ing program is the production of red clover for each day of the Sa 
varieties that are not troubled by second blooming period. The polli- — ————— 
virus diseases. There are two ways nation of red clover by honeybees 
of attacking this problem. One is is incidental to the collection of Everything you need in 
the production of varieties highly une Guantifies of me and a . 
tole ‘ and that will ‘ar in small amounts. During the F t V t bl 
verano pe vas ne though 3-year period, studies showed that Tul and ege a e 
infected. Renere and Latham are ain than four-fifths of a aie 
varieties of this type. It is dif- Pollination services was performe B ¢ t 
ficult to rogue out infected plants by honeybees. Oxes and Ya es 
and plantings of these varieties are Providing an Adequate Honey- . 
’ menace to mosaic-susceptible and bee Population 65 years of dependable service 
less tolerant raspberries that may Since the pollinating services 
he grown near them. from honeybees is free, the density ° 

The other approach is the pro- of the bee population will be de- Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 
duction of varieties that rarely be- termined by the number of colonies Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
come infected with the mosaic vi- that the community will support for 
Tus, probably because of the in- profitable honey production. A com- ——— 
ability of aphids to survive on or mercial yard of bees, that is, 60 cannes
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Plan To Trap Pollen This Summer 
Feeding Pollen and Soybean Flour An Important Spring Practice 

Wiscosss beekeepers may erage from six to ten pounds of of us who do not feed pollen have 

almost double their honey young bees, and that’s about the spring dwindling in April when the 
production by feeding pollen and time when the rest of us who do bees get pollen from outdoors? 
soybean flour early in spring. That not feed pollen worry because we Answer: Yes, that’s it. As a rule 
conviction has come to me during are having spring dwindling. What by February or March very little if 
the past few years by watching the a population one could build up by 43, pollen is left in the brood 
work of Dr. C, L. Farrar, Central June Ist, simply feeding soybean  Qjamber and so brood rearing stops 
States Bee Laboratory, Madison. flour as a supplement to trapped , 

The third week in March Dr. pollen, whenever it is needed. If Question: Have you found any- 
Farrar invited the editor to visit the honey flow comes early in June thing yet that will take the place 
one of his yards near Madison. It as it sometimes does, we would be Of pollen in the soybean mixture 
was a cool day with temperature ready for it instead of building up © any substitute that is equal t 
in the lower 30's. After reaching our colonies on the June clover and Pollen? 
the apiary I followed Dr. Farrar, having them ready by July when Answer: No, we haven't. We find 
carrying a box of soybean flour there may not be a flow. that soybean flour gives good tem- 

pollen cakes wrapped in wax paper. Questions and Answers porary results, but with the flour 
_ When we opened the hives bees H h ‘ I alone brood rearing continues for 

clustered over the frame covering | Jk 4D i. some a a "only a few weeks. | 
brood. It was so chilly they did not shed Ursmattar, Wl as answers. Question: Then that being true. 

, . Question: How much brood was ; 
go down readily when we smoked . most of us who do not have anv 

: there the last week in February 3 , : 
them. All colonies had pollen cakes whet. you fitst started £eedine-pol- pollen will find it useless to feed 

as Dr, Farrar starts feeding the len? y 8 PI soybean flour more than a week or 
latter part of February. Some of ji . two before we expect pollen from 
the cakes were almost consumed so a ce — deren pen the field? 
j vas added, ki : ; 6 4 :Y 1g i 
adl Redan, a saat Some cakes the size of the cluster and the Answer: Yes, that’s right. How- 

lowed partial'y ‘ amount of reserve pollen available. ¢VeT it would pay every beekeeper 
were allowed to remain. . If pollen is cl to get pollen traps and trap enough The bi avered ight pollen is close by and they can E . 

le bees covered seven or eg ret it, tl : little ch in Pollen in the summer to feed all of 
frames with most of the clusters S¢t 1% Mere is very little change in hi lonies a mi 

ee the amount of brood during March, his colonies a mixture of one par! 
extending into the combs below. a f 
The colonies had from three to six It is’ only when the pollen supply © Dee pee tre or ere frames af brood S™ is gone that they stop brood rearing. flour. Pollen trapped from one good 

. . . . . Question: Did the colonies start ©°!ony usually provides enough 
Wisconsin Packages in April increasing in population right away, (average 20 pounds) tu feed 50 
Colonies were certainly building or was there a decrease at first? colonies when it is supplemente! 

up in nice shape. By April 20th Answer: There was a decrease With soybean flour. 
Dr. Farrar expected to shake from in population when brood rearing Question: Do you think we'll ever 

three to five pounds of bees on the started because brood rearing wears find a perfect substitute for pollen 
average from each colony, leaving out bees rapidly. However, when 80 we won't need to trap any? 

about half the bees to take care of young bees start to emerge there is Answer: We hope so. We are 
the brood. In other words, by April a gradual increase in population. working toward that objective il! 
20th the total population would av- Question: Then that is why those the time.
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Complete Change in Our Method honey from Cuba, Argentine and REPORT ON RESISTANT QUEENS 
As soon as beekeepers are con- Mexico. These have been mixed The Federal Division of Bee Culture 

vinced of the value of building up with domestic honey, or sold with- "der Jas. I. Hambleton, is working on 
colonies early and adopting this out being mixed. When consumers ‘?* free ot A hae et Feswtant 
plan, it will mean that our beekeep- accustomed to using white Wiscon- iokssa, ede oe of the 
ing methods will be changed com- sin honey buy a jar labeled honey, country who are in position to test 
pletely. First, we cannot pack them and find it of a flavor they have them for resistance to American foul- 

in the winter in such a way that we never tasted before and probably rod. 
cannot get at them during March, do not like, they quit using it. The Stock Varies in Quality 

but then the results will be far jar is never emptied and since they A letter from Dr. Jas. I. Hambleton 

better if we feed them and build have honey on the shelf, they need indicates that the stock varies in sev- 
up the colonies early than by keep- not buy any more. eral respects. He writes as follows: 

ing them packed. Second, it means It is unfortunate there are sO indicate that some of the stock sent 
an entirely different Program of many flavors of honey because in- out last year did not show a high de- 
work. We will be going out to the troduction of unusual flavors cer- gree of resistance. For the most part, 
hee yard regularly during March tainly affects the demand. however, the stock showed up well in 

and April to inspect the colonies Of one thing we are sure. Wis- this respect ane in any number of 

| and keep them supplied with the consin consumers prefer white Wis- Sur i Boney Tucan cd foune 

pollen-soybean mixture. consin honey. When they can get respects to the average run of good 
Most important of all, it will it, they buy and use it. Packers who bees. Some, however, voiced complaint 

mean that we must leave them far mix it with honey of inferior quali- that the bees were too dark and in- 
more honey than we have been ac-_ ty will have trouble. clined to sting. ; 

cstomed to in the past because we We wth sho 1 call our ate 
must always bear in mind that con- SWARM CONTROL IN been Pade on some of the resistant 
siderable honey is used in brood WEAK COLONIES strains. In three widely separated lo- 

rearing. We must plan to leave 60 Ce of small popula-  calities the stock which showed good 
or more pounds of honey in the tions may require a_ special resistance to American foulbrood 

hives in late fall, and that will mean method of swarm control at the be- proved susceptible to European foul- 
hs f . brood. It does not necessarily follow 

the use of three hive bodies as a ginning of the honey flow. Such that because a strain can handle Amer- 
brood nest during August and Sep- colonies may not respond to the ican foulbrood it will also prove re- 
tember for best results. method of reversing hive bodies sistant to European foulbrood. The two 

it will mean too a change in our which isso sucessful with strong esi ar cel, erent an the 
methods of swarm control. With Colonies having vigorous queens. ently. Persons using the American 
colonies building up rapidly in April These vigorous queens will MOVE foulbrood resistant stock should be 
and May, the tendency for early upward nto an empty hive body warned to be on the lookout for Euro- 

| swarming will be greater than ever. When it is placed on top. The weak- ean, foulbrood and:not fake for grant” 
| We must learn to provide room for © colonies, however, may not do dispose of European foulbrood.” also 

the upward expansion of the col- this, Instead, they store honey 
| ony. around the brood nest. The queen ——————__—_ 

The result will be, however, that pl remain in one brood chamber, VITAMIN B FOUND IN 

if there is any nectar available and 7 more honey comes in, the HONEY 
(uring the summer, our strong col-  D°°S CO not carry it into an empty . 
onies will get it. super above, causing the brood Choose honey when you want a 

aseheh become more and more sweetener, and you'll be helping 

congested. isfvi 

WILL THE DEMAND FOR The only way to prevent swarm- Yue neers Sh) seal as Gag 
HONEY DECREASE? ing in such colonies is to remove ~ y, 10 _ he Universit 

Mo corn syrup and other frames of honey and brood from experimenters at the hiversity 

syrup mixtures have appeared the brood nest and exchange them ©f Wisconsin report in the Journal 
"in city markets. They sell at about with empty combs from a hive body of Nutrition that honey is a fair 

one-half the price of honey and it which is placed on top. Do not source of Vitamin B complex need- 
looks as if consumers are buying spread the brood, however. Placing ed fcr healthy nerves, energy, ap- 

them instead of honey. Reports are empty combs between combs of petitie and digestion. Since honey 
that the sale of honey has slowed brood may cause supersedure. It also contains minerals (chiefly 

down, Some retailers, in fact, are is all right to place frames of brood iron), it is far superior to ordinary 
asking honey packers to release above each other. If hatching brood cane sugar as a sweetener, and 

them from orders for honey pre-_ is placed on top, the queen will go should be substituted for it when- 

viously placed. upward and lay in the cells as they eve: possible—Journal of Living, 
Importers are quoting prices on become ready. March, 1944.
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THE SWEET CLOVER ABC AND XYZ OF BEE MOVING BEES WITH OPEN 
SITUATION ere ene REVISED ENTRANCES 

oe R. ROOT ROM time to time we read 
Seed of New Varieties M* E. R. Root, who is well F the bee journals about bee. 

Not Yet Available known to beekeepers of Wis- keepers moving bees by truck with- 
Question: I would like to locate consin because of his talks at our out closing the entrances. We have 

some seed of the Evergreen sweet Summer meetings, and through often wondered how many bees 
clover, the Spanish, or the Madrid Gleanings in Bee Culture, is revis- were lost in this way by individual sweet clover seed, which I hear ing ABC and XYZ of Bee Cul- bees coming out of the entrances, are very good for bees. a one of the bei books on the flying up and ha being carried 
Why is it that sweet clover prac- Oe De: Peck of the Root ‘ee by the wind from, the miov- 

tically disappeared here during the Cor meee ae he March: “M ing trucks. : , past two years? G. E. S., West ompany, writes in March: ‘Mr. M. J. Deyell tells in Gleanings 
Pend . oa Root is getting along very nicely in Bee Culture of a North Dakota . with the new edition of ABC and beekeeper who tried this method 

Answer: There is now no seed XYZ of Bee Culture. He has spent and noticed many bees being lost. ¢ a y g of the new varieties of sweet clover many hours and days reading and At one point along the road he 
available, They are said to have re-checking numerous articles that slowed down for a sharp corner 
advantages for bees because they come to him. and many bees seemed to leave the 
bloom over a longer period or late “We had hoped that the new hive. He returned on the same road 
into the season, and consequently edition of the book would be ready and he noticed bees flying about and 
make excellent pasture which is this spring, but now it looks as if then on that corner he found a 
what they were bred for. However, _ it will not be ready until early fall.” small sized swarm clustering on 
they do not bear seed as well as Mr. Root is over 80 years old the fence. 
the common sweet clover, and also and in vigorous health. We wish Well, that is about what we 
because they are new, seed is not him continued success. would expect in moving bees with 
available. Then, too, the seed sup- open entrances in daylight. At 
ply was curtailed due to the dam- night, when it is dark, it would be 
age from sweet clover weevil in NEW USES FOR HONEY different. 
Iowa, Nebraska, and Ohio where Foe manufacturers who have 
these varieties originated. in- Fee ee ion Oe er aN arate WATCH THOSE STRONG 
There ms iavelitfer ence a SPINOn ceive a special added quota of honey COLONIES FOR as to why we had so little sweet for thei ducts if in SWARMING 

clover during the past two years. rod m fees a ucts 1 belin ITH good wintering and stim- 
Some believe that it was due large- Procucts have post-war marketing W i i ing possibilities. Already, manufactur- ulated feeding this spring. ly to damage by the sweet clover { and € e6olG many colonies may become very weevil. Others think that the two TS 0! new kinds of cookies, gra- ‘ 7 ¥ : . ham crackers, soft drinks, candies, Strong during May and start to preceding winters were unfavor- : , a 2 as : and other products have been given Swarm. In the case of large popu 
able dor: germinatian of -the wild authorization to use additional hon- lations before the honey flow, it seeds. . ._ ey in these products, may be advisable to divide a colo- It now appears as if there |S "To permit the greater part of ny, placing one hive body of brood much more sweet clover in Wis- the honey crop to be packed by and several queen cells above an in- 
consin than in the past two years. beekeepers, or commercial packers er cover or moving screen with 
Perhaps March, 1943, was favor- for table use, a supplemented order 4 Separate entrance. Such colonies able for seed germination. We hear of the Director of Food Distribu- can be run as two-queen colonies 
too that the weevil seems to be de- tion dated April 6, 1943, restricts or united at the beginning of the creasing in numbers. It is an In- the amount of honey which can be main honey flow. In case increase 
sect that comes in cycles, injury used during any three-month period is needed during these days of dif- 
being very serious for two or three by bakers, candy makers, manufac- _ficulty in getting packages it may years and then decreasing. Per- turers, or any other person, to 120 be advisable to set a hive body of 
haps the natural enemies or para- per cent of their usings during the brood with queen cells on a new sites of the weevil control the pest. corresponding three-month period stand. 

There is no known practical con- in 1941, except where special ex- _ 
trol for the weevil, SO we nust emptions are granted. Crushed bananas preserved in 
hope and rely on enemies and para- honey are being packed in 5 gallon 

sites. Isn’t it a pity this country isn’t cans by a firm in Mexico City. The 
At any rate, it seems that the as smart as it thought it was back banana flavor is retained by the 

situation has improved. in 1929? use of honey.
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HONEY AND BEESWAX POLLEN TRAPS WAILBE-E ——EEEEEEEEEE 
A letter from Mr. Geo. DeKoe- HONEY WANTED 

PRODUCTION—1943 yer, 815 West Street, Baraboo, Cash paid for cars and less 

fr 1943, 4,901,000 colonies of states that he has been able to get fJthan cars comb and extracted 
bees produced about 189,049,000 a small quantity of screen for mak- fJhoney. Mail sample and best 

pounds of honey and 3,750,000 ing pollen collecting traps so that [i price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
pounds of beeswax. These estimates beekeepers may collect pollen this Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 

are based upon reports to the summer in order to feed their bees 

United States Department of Agri- with pollen and soybean flour mix- 
culture from beekeepers producing ture early next be $2 50 4 
about 15 per cent of the 1943 hon- The price will be $2.50, postpaid. 
ey crop and relate to all bees— Those who wish to get traps should a HONEY CANS . 
those owned by farmers and by order at once as the supply is lim- delivery on “60# you immediate 

townsmen, apiaries for home sup-_ ited. . Order your glass supply for 
plies and large holdings for com- Mr. DeKoeyer has obtained plans the new crop now, as it takes 
mercial production. from Dr. C. L. Farrar for making from 3 to 6 months to receive 

Production was low in compari- the traps, and made a number of sane from the factory. We now 
: q , i - hay good Ht, 2#, 

son with recent years but was sale a he aed a which bee 1? and Ht ees a = 
above the short 1942 crop of 177,- keepers have used with success. make immediate shipment. 
833,000 pounds. The cold wet — To insure prompt service, or- 
spring, late delivery of package i ‘ der your Association labels now 
bees, shortage of labor and the de- Modern inventions: are wonder- for your new crop of honey. 
lay in obtaining or lack of adequate ful; i “ enables us to dislike Write for Complete Price List. 
sugar supplies for winter feeding people we have never even seen. Tivough Your State 

ng sg ia accounting for SEE Beekeepers Association 

the low yields and consequent low 
production. The average honey EXTRACTOR ne SALE HONEY ACRES 
yield per colony of 38.6 pounds One 45 Fr. Bow poe ae Menomonee Falls, Wis. 

compares with 36.3 pounds in 1942 <e Has -* us Cc _ veler aL 
and with the 3-year average (1939- Sna@Pe- A. 1. Root Co. ger 
41) average of 44.0 pounds. ott Honey Co., Menomonie, Wis. 

There were 4,901,000 colonies in — BUY LOTZ SECTIONS 
1943 or practically the same num- . 
ber as last year. The number in FOR SALE | Raise Comb Honey 
November was about 7 per cent 4-frame Root reversible honey : 
larger than the number on hand extractor with power attachment Container shortage re ee 

<i ies no! 

at the beginning of the main honey and motor. George Stanek, Bril- ~ be yours.” 
flow. Considering the average win- lion, Wisconsin. 
ter losses which ordinarily exceed — Comb Honey furnishes its own 

7 per cent, a heavy spring increase container: 
in colonies will be necessary if EXTRACTOR FOR SALE Comb: Honey, Maa we 

the present number of colonies is to Root 8 - frame automatic ex- ceiling Stes: 
he maintained or increased next tractor, or will trade for smaller 
year. one. Reason: sold most of bees. L.6ta seeiions are morale balldscs 

i Josef Legner, Knowlton, Wis. t b h isers. They save eae production was gner, mn, velueble time because they Jo not 
about 2 per cent above the 1942 break when being folded. Less 
production. Producers have been breakage means lower cost. The 
responding to the need for more KEEP MORE BEES Sr white section adds eye 
heeswax by deeper capping, and by But Keep Them Better by Reading thi . 
saving of burr and old comb. " * AS eee eeLiEs’ 

——_____—_ BEEKEEPERS MAGAZINE AS 
WARTIME RESTRICTIONS 

FOR SALE ‘Thied let Natiosaly/Cecalation PERMIT. 

100 or more 10-frame shallow Published Monthly cnn mare Items shal | sett Pes ft pr er AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY 
a quantity of 8-frame hive bod- BEEKEEPERS MAGAZINE . BOYD, WISCONSIN 

ies, without frames. The Schultz | rrp s LANSING, MICH. 1944 catalog published soos. 
Honey Farms, Ripon, Wisconsin. 1S
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OUR FRUIT TESTING —— rw =; Varieties on Test Meet 
PROGRAM eB qs With Favor ae \4 

TT! Wisconsin Horticultural So- ) x re VA That the committees used good ciety began a Program of fruit f Lat hi judgment in their selections is testing in 1931. Since that time a \ ) y — { shown by the fact that a majority 
few new varieties have been put | AX of varieties placed on trial have 
on test each year. ’ \ i been adopted in Wisconsin since 

There seems to be some mis- | : } \) the tests began. On checking the 
understanding as to the reason for Ny records we find the following va- 
this project and the results achieved. . i j | tieties of apples have been placed 
We have been accused of intro- i 1 i i on test. 
ducing too many varieties. " f . 

All horticulturists know that fruit ! \ ale | y | Apple Varieties on Test 
varieties perform differently under | ia 
different Pelimatic conditions, and Haralson, Melba, Early Mcln- 
that the area in which a variety tosh, Milton, Macoun, Medina, ‘ : : : ich | Newfane, Orleans, Secor, Kendall may do well if often quite small. ri ° the Society, Which in- Sweet Delicious Prairie Spy. Bea. 

.  Cludes the secretary, studied recom- , , 7 
epee dh edt ote ane soil mendations of fruit breeding farms, on, Lobo, Hume, andi Alton. 
but not so well on a heavy. soil, organizations or individuals who It is too early to announce re- 
and vice versa. Some of the new introduced new varieties. When suits from Lobo, Hume, Alton and varieties of apples from the Min- they found a variety which was to some extent, Prairie Spy and 
nesota Fruit Breeding Farm do well Worthy of being tested it was de- Beacon because these tests were in the latitude of Minneapolis, but SCTibed in Wisconsin Horticulture started in 1937 and 1939. 
not so well in sections farther south, With the statement that the So- - 
The McIntosh apple does well in ciety would pay one-half the cost f Most of the other varieties have 
parts of Wisconsin; not so well in Of @ limited number of plants or found a place in Wisconsin. Ex- states to the south of us. trees. In the case of apples, only ceptions are Newfane and Orleans. 

Our program is to have varieties two trees of one variety were sent That, we ae shows a high 
tested by members of the Horti- ©Ut- Percentage Ol success. 
cultural Society in different parts Cions of new apple trees were We do publish in Wisconsin of the state, under different soil sent to members who agreed to top- Horticulture from fime ‘to time 

and climatic conditions; then pub- work them in order to obtain fruit "¢WS Items from experiment. sta- lish results and recommendations within a few years to earlier de- tions and other sources describing of these members, based on their termine value and quality. new varieties. Such news items are 
experience. This work cannot be . not meant to convey the idea that 
carried on very well by the experi- (2) No further mention was they should be planted, and we ment stations for two reasons. First, ade of varieties under test for doubt if our members consider them 
while there is a good program of @ period of years until the members so, 

variety testing at the College of testing had opportunity to observe Our aim at all times has been to Agriculture, Madison, the results their value, excepting that com- reduce the number of fruit varie- 
are not applicable to all parts of ments from experiment stations 4:4. being planted in Wisconsin by 
the state. Second, the Branch Ex- were published in Wisconsin Horti- elimination of poor quality varie- 

periment Stations are not equipped culture from time to, time: af they ties. This is an important and valu- to test fruit varieties, They do not seemed to have merit. able program. The future reputo- 
have the personnel or the machin- (3) As soon as the testers had tion of Wisconsin as a fruit grow- 
ery to do the work. come to some decision, they were ing state depends upon whether or 

The Plan asked to make comments. These mot we produce varieties of good 
Our plan of fruit testing adopted were published in Wisconsin Hor- quality. If we don’t our com peti- 

in 1931 is as follows: (1) A com- _ ticulture. tors will.
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R. S. MACKINTOSH gave much time to helping with the 

On March 23, 1944, a life of ammmeccncr annual state gladiolus show. Dur- 

long devotion to horticulture was a — ing the past few years he has been 
ended with the death of R. S. a _ doing research on the control of 

Mackintosh, secretary-treasurer of 4 a. cranberry diseases. 

the Minnesota Horticultural Soci- _ 8 _ He will be greatly missed by all 

ety for more than 22 years. Pa i + of us, and Wisconsin horticultur- 

Mr. Mackintosh served as exten- CC | ists extend sympathy to the be- 

sion specialist in horticulture, Uni- a |... fo reaved family. 

versity of Minnesota, from 1913 to . ; an J. —————— 
1922. During the past few years he 4 > . NATIONAL PEONY SHOW 
has not been active in the work of . | o MILWAUKEE GAS LIGHT 

the Society because of ill health. ce - COMPANY BUILDING 

As editor of the Minneosta Hor- a 626 E. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 

ticulturist he was well known to ‘ — rr PROBABLE DATES— 
many of our members. His loss — a June 17-18 or 24-25 

will be greatly felt throughout ue The American Peony Society will 

the horticultural world. , hold its National Show in the Mil- 
| waukee Gas and Light Company 

LOUIS SANDO a Building, 626 East Wisconsin Av- 
While on a trip to Red Wing, : enue, either June 17-18 or June 

Minnesota, where he addressed the NOEL F. THOMPSON 24-25, according to word just re- 

Horticultural Society, Louis Sando, ceived from Mr. Charles E. Ham- 

| acting secretary of the Minnesota OX of our horticulturists best mersley of Milwaukee, in charge of 
| Horticultural Society, died sudden- friend and worker, Mr. Noel local arrangements. 

|ly on March 9th. F. Thompson, Madison, passed Admission to the show will be 

Mr. Sando had long been associ- away on Thursday, April 27, after free. The Gas Company has do- 

ated with the Horticulture Depart- a short illness, at the age of 53. nated use of the building. A Mil- 

ment at University Farm, where he Mr. Thompson was born in Oak-  waukee store will contribute funds 

had long served as gardener, flor- jand, California, attended Yakima to pay expenses. Milwaukee Coun- 

ist and instructor in floriculture. In High School, Whitworth College, ty Garden Clubs, the Iris Society, 

1942 he was called upon to serve Washington, and received his Mas- and the Milwaukee Florists’ Asso- 

as assistant secretary, due to the ter’s Degree at the University of ciation will stage separate displays. 

illness of Mr. R. S. Mackintosh. Washington at Seattle. He served Chairman of committees for stag- 

Mr. Sando was held in great es- jin the first World War, and then ing the show is Alfred Boerner of 

teem by all who knew him. was assistant professor of botany the Milwaukee County Park Com- 

ee at the University of Idaho. mission. The Commission will fur- 

WISCONSIN IRIS SHOW Coming to Wisconsin for further nish the background for the show. 

KNICKERBOCKER HOTEL, study in his chosen field, plant Adequate cold storage facilities 

MILWAUKEE pathology, he took the position of have been secured so that exhibit- 

associate patholegist with the U. S. ors may send in their peonies early. 

SUNDAY, JUNE 4 Department of Agriculture and be- The Milwaukee Gas Company 
The Wisconsin State Iris Society gan the work of barberry eradica- Auditorium which will seat about 

announces its annual iris show which tion in Wisconsin. He also carried 500 people will be used for lectures 
will be held this year in the Knick- on research in the field of barberry and showing pictures. 
erbocker Hotel, Milwaukee, 1028 eradication in Wisconsin, and in No charge will be made exhibit- 

East Juneau Street, on Sunday, 1927 he joined the State Depart- ors, for admission, or lectures. 

June 4. ment of Entomology where he All Wisconsin peony growers are 
Wisconsin iris growers are up-to- served so well our nurserymen, invited to show their blooms. Make 

date in growing the latest and best gladiolus growers and cranberry this Wisconsin show the best ever 
iris varieties known today and these growers. held by the American Peony So- 

will be on display at the show. As a nursery inspector he was ciety. 
Admission to the show will be 25 always welcomed by the nursery- A Wisconsin Peony Society will 

cents, Officers of the Wisconsin Iris men who appreciated his helpful- be organized during the show, ac- 
Society are Mrs. Arthur Jaeger, ness and advice. There was hardly cording to Mr. Hammersley. More 
Milwaukee, president; Mr. C. D. a meeting of gladiolus growers at than 3,000 exhibits are expected. 

Adams, Wauwatosa, vice-president; which Mr. Thompson was _ not For information write Mr. Charles 

Mrs. R. Baehring, treasurer; Mrs. called upon to talk on the subject E. Hammersley, 714 Majestic Build- 

R. Baumgartner, secretary. of insect and disease control. He ing, Milwaukee.
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Hybridizi ybridizing Hints to the Beginner 
By O. P. Stancer, Athens, Mich. 

M*** who have always had an 

idea lurking about in some segments 
remote corner of their mind that 
they would like to try their hand perianth 
at hybridizing will bring that idea 
om dust it off and put it into ef- stigma f \ 
ect. The setting is perfect, an idea fi /) g \ 
and a patch of Glads, both in full | y ), ee A anthers : 
bloom and here we go. It yy ; ——~ | 

First, let’s start off on the right M {> f y q .-—- i 
foot. Let’s select a big healthy, ro- JSilamentsy il Yy | / he m 
bust plant having the qualities we { th ISS {\ ‘ 
have in mind we would like to re- \ ay stainene oN i\ /, N 
produce in the seedling. If we do pistil, / Ws i | 
not have that definite idea of what style \\* i} 
we wish to obtain, then let’s pick i \\ iy 
a healthy plant anyway. Like be- p\ \\________ovuiles \ J ¥ 
gets like applies with modifications. We se OvTy dN fires 
Now we have found one healthy vi 
robust parent. Let’s do the same A B 
for the other parent. DIAGRAM OF GLADIOLUS BLOSSOM 

Purity of Color A, shows ripe anthers bearing pollen. B, anthers removed. Pollen being 
A suggestion here might help. applied to stigma. From annual Report of New England Gladiolus Society. 

Purity of color may depend on the 
selection of parents with not too the fact that there are some 350 cloth bag, about three feet long. 
great a color contrast, unless you varieties, most of them popular at with a pair of tapes sewed to the 
want to produce novelties with pe- this time, on which Picardy is either mouth or open end makes a very 
culiar color combinations, and pe- the seed parent or the pollen par- desirable bag for this purpose. It 
culiar_ blotches. ent, it is quite evident that unguid- can be easily slipped over the bud- 

Without confusing the beginner ed effort on the part of the begin- ded spike and tied at the base oi 
too much, I might point out that ner, yes even some who are much _ the spike, In this manner you will 
modern society has made laws in more experienced, will lead to these be sure that a bumblebee, humming 
this country preventing the marri- closely related marriages in Gladi- bird or night flying moth will not 
age of Father and Daughter, Moth-  olus breeding. get to the floret and make a cross 
er and Son, and first cousins. There How to Cover Buds before you do. Keep the spikes cov- 
is a genetic reason for this. It is a When you have selected the ered, taking them off only when 
safe rule to follow in all breeding, parents to be used, cover both the making the cross and be absolutely 
including plant breeding for they seed parent as well as the pollen sure that one of the above of Na- 
carry the same genetic laws as that parent spikes as soon as they start ture’s friends does not slip in and 
of the human race. to show color in bud. For this pur- do the work for you while you are 
When you take into consideration pose, I have found that a cheese- getting ready to make the cross
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Leave the bag on until the seed NEW COMMERCIAL WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS 

pods start to show, and then you VARIETIES OF GLADIOLUS SHOW 
will be absolutely sure. T the Pittsburgh conference, | WISCONSIN STATE FAIR 
Condensed from Glad Tidings, A W : . 

- : : , alter C. Krueger nominated West Allis, Aug. 19-21, 1944 
Twentieth Anniversary Yearbook, the following gladiolus varieties as ies Open , 
lowa Gladiolus Society. leadi § Bh tals: whi Entries to All 

eading new commercials: white, No Entry Fee 

Leading Lady; cream, Lady Jane, 
OUR 1944 PREMIUM LIST — White Gold, and Winston; pink, —_—— 

Walter C. Krueger Ethel Cave-Cole, Pink Radiance, NEW TESTS TO BE 
HE 1944 premium list for the and Criterion; lavender, Elizabeth CONDUCTED ON GLADIOLUS 

T 1944 annual show of the Wis- the Queen and Badger Beauty. BULB TREATMENT 

consin Gladiolus Society needs but The following varieties he said [PROVED Ceresan and Cresol 
few changes to carry out the poli- show considerable promise as com- Solution will be tested on germi- 
cies adopted at the Pittsburgh con- mercial: P-39 (Ritsema Bros. white nated bulblets this coming season, 
ference by the affiliate members of sport of Picardy), Corona, Mar- according to Dr. Dz B. Creager of 

the N.E.G.S. guerite, Greta Garbo, Hoosier La- Urbana, Illinois, in a Jetter to Mr. 
The major change is one of con- dy, Vangold, Lady Boo, Purple David Puerner of Milwaukee. . 

sistency rather than an outgrowth Supreme, Vulcan, Parnassus, Stop- Dr. Creager _Stated that ‘since 
of the conference mentioned above. light, Miss Wisconsin, Oregon Gold, commercial gladiolus growers rare- 

Instead of a formal champion Glamis, Lantana, Discovery, Vee ly soak their bulbs to start _germi- 

and an informal champion, there Cream and King Bee. nation before planting, he has 
will be a champion large sized flow- Albert Moses of Lima, New lai only with, dormant sibel 

er over 434 inches, and a champion York, gave the following varieties OWEVET, $0. fiany ‘questions; have 
of the smaller sized floret group, as his choice of commercials: Snow heen asked about it that he will 
under 434 inches, This should be Princess, Silentium, Leading Lady, {est the material on germinated 
done since Wisconsin showed by Wanda, Lady Jane, Pink Radiance, bulblets this coming season. There 
size, with 434 inches as the dividing Margaret Fulton, Rosa van Lima, is no information available at this 
line. and in addition had one color Mother Kadel, Stoplight, Lavender time as to whether these materials 
coupled division for flowers under Queen, Badger Beauty, Charles will injure germinated bulblets. 

3% inches. Dickens, and Corona. TT 

An informal conference at the H. O. Evans of Solon, Ohio, NEW ENGLAND GLADIOLUS 
directors’ meeting revealed a pref- added to these lists, Red Charm SOCIETY CELEBRATES 
erence for this 1943 set-up to be and H. R. Hancock as excellent 25th ANNIVERSARY . 
used again for 1944, Since the di- commercials. A special invitation has been is- 
vision for novices brought few sued by the New England Gladio- 

blooms, and since no chapter society lus Society for all members to ex- 
is host for the state show, those ILLINOIS GLADIOLUS hibit at the 25th anniversary show. 
two divisions will be discontinued. SHOWS Entries should arrive before noon 
(The J and K divisions of last T . of August 15th. . 
year.) ; he following announcement of There will be a committee to re- 

The only existing inconsistency how ales appeared’ in the: Noter ceive, care for and enter all out- 
that remains is that the 1943 divid- 20° of the Ilinois Gladiolus So- of-town shipments coming by mail 
ing lines 434 inches and 34 inches cactys . _ or express. . . . 
do not fall at the size division Illinois State Show, August 17- The Wisconsin Gladiolus Society 
groups established at Pittsburgh, 19. Momence, Illinois. extends congratulations to the N. 

whether this becomes a problem re- Champaign County Regional E. G. S. on the occasion of its 
mains to be seen. If the basic no- Show, July 18-21. County Fair, 25th anniversary. 

menclature is at hand it will offer Urbana, III. Amateurs only. SSS 
no problem. If it is not received in Springfield Regional Show, July QUICK! NEW! EFFECTIVE! 
time for use in preparing the prize 30. Classes open to all. CONTACT Gladiolus Bulb Dip 
schedule it may necessitate a quick North Central Illinois Regional and Plant Spray 
classification for temporary use. Show, August 26-27. Ottawa, Ill. Will kill thrips and eggs on your bulbs 

——_—_——__——_ Ten Wisconsin gladiolus growers in 20 minutes without any special equip- 
Welcome News For Johnny have joined the Illinois Gladiolus ment. 3 oz bottle makes over 9 gallons 
Castor oil is finding a new use. Society. A large membership is re- of solution. 

Combined with ethyl cellulose it ported by Dr. D. B. Creager, 507 Price Postpaid, $1.00 
becomes a new plastic to replace N. New Street, Champaign, Illinois, NORTHERN LABORATORIES 
tubber in many of its uses. secretary of the Society. Box 251 Manitowoc, Wis.
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How To Grow Chrysanthemums 
Hattie Wilhelmy, Manitowoc Garden Club 

I’ I had tut a few square feet of pression is a soft peach-bronze. It but it is best to plant in spring 
garden space at my disposal for blooms in early October and grows before hot weather. A single healthy 

flowers, my first and last choice about 2% feet high. shoot from an old plant will give would be chrysanthemums. Burgundy is another double good results; the farther the shoot 
Mums can be grown today in al- beauty guaranteed to flower before 'S Way from the mother plant the 

most any color and size. Their killing frost. It is a glowing wine- sturdier it is. If you really want range includes single daisy-like red color, long stemmed, and a per-  '° keep your stock young, destroy 
blossoms, large doubles more than fect cut flower. It blooms in early the old plant when you divide them 
five inches across, semi-doubles, October to a height of 2% feet. im! the spring. Old Plants should be pompoms, large ball-like heads, Gértiede ds, a remarkably dear separated and this separating is 
quilled varieties, decorative types, _ ft pink, blooming j 6 4 best done when the suckers or stools 
exhibition types and many others. he t ES h a an: early’ Veto begin Ey leaf out. Only ene shoot While it is possible to secure per. Height 2 feet. is set in a place, and occasionally 
chrysanthemums which bloom in Growing mums is really simple. two. Spread out the roots and be July, authorities tell us these very Regardless of neglect they will flow- sure the soil is well-firmed around 
early kinds usually lack color. The ¢ year after year, but there is a the tips of the roots more so than chrysanthemum is a cold loving big difference in the quality of the around the crown of the plant. 
plant, and the cool days of autumn flower if you give it a bit of care, No matter where or how you actually improve the color of the Chrysanthemums can readily be plant, in rows or in the formal flowers. Hardiness, although of real transplanted without injury at any garden, give them room. Do not importance, is hard to define. The Stage of their development if you crowd! Plants should be at least identical variety may winter beau- 40 it carefully. If lifted with a ball 18 inches apart, enough space for tifully in your garden and alto- Of dirt, even after the buds have healthy development. 
gether fail to come through in mine, formed, you can set them out in Spindly plants should be pinched Heaviness of soil and drainage are @Y spot you may have in mind. out about an inch from the top supposed to be responsible. Alter- Culture when the shoots are about 6 inches nate freezing and thawing in the long. This produces more shoots, spring are hard on the dormant A few things which will assure which should also be pinched out plant, as the water settles around success with chrysanthemums: first, after they have grown six or eight the crown, Be sure this cannot hap- and most important, give them sun! inches. Discontinue this pinching 
pen in your garden! Any space will do, if it is open to early in July as by that time the 

Six Good Varieties the sun two-thirds of the day and buds are forming on the earlier 
If | were limited to six different “"" circulation is.good. There should. varieties. 

kinds 1 would select six different be no interference irom free roots, Staking plants shouldn't be nec- 
colors. The six listed here have The soil should - wel onaned: TE essary. If JOUr Plants are healthy, been tried and found good. First there is any question about Proper they are vigorous and strong. Ii choice of all the yellows is Eugene drainage, hill your plants as if they you should be fortunate enough to <1, Wander, a brilliant, very early ete potsloes He - time you cul- produce giant blossoms, stake only bloomer. It grows about ly feet tate them. Of if yoti wish, you the main stem of the plant as the high. can take them up and put them in branches are brittle and break easi- 

Lavender Lady is distinct, per- a cold frame for the winter. ly. Mammoth flowers can easily be fect in growing habit, and alto- Any oil that will grow good attained by removing buds froth gether lovely. Fully double, it vegetables will grow chrysanthe- the lateral branches, thereby forcing 
blooms in early October and grows mums. They are voracious feeders ll the strength into the main bud. to a height of 2% feet. however, and really startling results 

Milky Way is double, intensely can be attained by a generous ap- 
white with a pale yellow center lication of well rotted barnyard Visitor: “To what do you at- when the flowers open. It grows manure at planting time. Prepare tribute your great age and good about 2 feet high and flowers in the soil to a depth of 15 inches, aS health ?” 
September. Mrs. Pierre S. DuPont deep-rooted plants can more easily Oldest Inhabitant: “Well, in the ‘II for a bronze. It is impossible withstand both extremes of heat first place I got a good start on to adequately describe this gorgeous and cold. most people by being born afore 
chrysanthemum, but the overall im- Mums can be planted in the fall these here germs wuz invented.”
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e THE CALIFORNIA TREE 

Garden Questions and Answers "orev romneva 
COULTERI 

Question: When should tulip care for the lawn well so that the Mrs. Arthur Jaeger, Milwaukee 
bulbs de dug? Should they be stored seeds which are dropped this sea- . . . 
over summer, or left in the ground? son will not have a chance to ger- Ver likely few Wisconsin 
Answer: Leave tulips until the minate and establish new plants gardeners know that the Cali- 

leaves are brown and dry. They are which bloom next year. fornia Tree Poppy or Romneya 
best left right in the garden over es oS will ie 

: ntin uch as 8 . . . . \isconsin. ave winteres mune 

ie ty koe on. fo in sandy mornin aoe -™ I seontral the third winter. First I tried to 
soil, prevents splitting of bulbs and Answer: Slugs. maltipiy: ‘apitily raise Romneya from seed without 

ow ; Fees - any success. Then I bought a seed- 
they will bloom longer without be- in damp or wet soil. Drainage may = A e ght a se 

ing dug up and separated. help. There are two baits which are ling Witich hie planited m Spring: ntistactory. One is Sterno which lypical of the Poppy family it had 
Question: Should perennial phlox vatistac nila ch. aL Sipe a long top root and did not become 

be divided in the spring? wtosee Aud the ottier: Feconimendel established. Then one autumn I re- 
Answer: Yes, perennial phlox iw one Paremalog De tment, is ceived a catalog which offered large 

: ee y y P: z dormant roots of Romneya, | or- 
should be divided every four or five J’ pean ait. The formula is as fol. 5 : : ae years and spring is the best time. lows: ; ; ered it again and planted it in the 
Even after shoots are up if the 5 Wess autumn and covered it with a bas- 

plant is divided so a clump of dirt i poune ee dey eae ket filled with leaves. When I re- 

remains on the root system they can 3 lessons a BiSe moved the basket the following 
be divided even now. Shoots from Mix lon ic ther and then spring the young sprouts had start- 
the outside of the clump are the _ kd ws ue of pater ne hicks th nen ed to grow. The leaves were re- 
youngest and most vigorous. ac a pint of water in which three moved and the basket replaced. 

ee tablespoons of molasses have been When it was warm during the 

Question: What causes lower mixed. Spread this so animals and day the basket was removed and 
leaves of perennial phlox to turn birds cannot get it, under mulch replaced at night. In this way I 
dry? or boards. have wintered it for three years 
Answer: In many cases it is be- — and each year it is stronger. 

cause clump is too old, root system Question: What kind of veget- Romneya should be planted in a 
too crowded. During hot weather able can I plant in my garden late hot, well drained spot. Mine grows 
the roots are unable to supply mois- in the season, and when should they about a yard high. The lovely white 
ture enough for the plants. Divid- be planted? poppies are about four inches across 
ing every four or five years is the Answer: Late beets can be plant- with orange centers and they are 
answer. Of course, there may be ed about July Ist, carrots June fragrant. 
ted spider or diseases on the leaves 20th, Chinese cabbage June 20th, 
which would cause the same thing, turnips and rutabagas as late as 
so dusting with sulphur rotenone July 20th, cabbage plants June 20th, ROTENONE TO BE AVAIL- 
is necessary. radishes may be sown August 15th 

——— to September Ist, late planting of ABLE IN SMALL AMOUNTS 

Question: The grass on our lawn beans may be made June 20th, late Te insecticide rotenone, which 
is not as thick and heavy as many sweet corn June 20th, pepper plants has become such a popular ma- 
I see. Shall I scatter lawn seed over can be set June Ist. terial for flower and vegetable gar- 
the lawn? dens, will be available this season 

Answer: Unless there are defi- for the control of insects in limited 
nite bare spots, scattering seed will MORE CABBAGE WILL BE amounts. Victory gardeners and 
not do much good. It will be far GROWN THIS YEAR vegetable growers will be able to 
better to fertilize with a high nitro- WISConsin farmers expect obtain it in small packages. Most 
gen fertilizer and mulch with peat to plant a larger cabbage of the rotenone came from the Ma- 
moss to enable the grass to make acreage than was harvested last fall layan Peninsula, and now all of it 
a better stand. Keep well watered. and the total acreage for all the must come from South America. 

— early fall cabbage states may be Pyrethrum will be available only 

Question: What is the best way a fourth larger than in 1943, ac- for growers of cranberries, pota- 
of killing dandelions on the lawn? cording to the Crop Reporting Serv- toes and certain vegetable seed crops. 

<Inswer: The best way is to for- ice of the Wisconsin and United There is a very small amount of 

get about them. Fertilize and States Departments of Agriculture. pyrethrum available.
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-. GARDEN GOSSIP... 
i - 

SHADE REDUCES YIELD IN GARDEN MIRACLES VEGETABLE GARDEN Debunking Some Plausible Tr South Dakota there has been Notions a growing interest in frame gar- Alex Laurie, Ohio Exp. Sta. dens to provide shade for vege- ROGRESS in gardening as well tables. The South Dakota Experi- Pp as any other profession is made ment Station conducted an experi- by detailed study and thorough ex- ment to study the effect of shade . perimentation and not by miracu- on_yield of vegetables. 
lous, spontaneous developments. Sw Lath shades were made, spaced among the common notions which to give 50 per cent shading. . we encounter in our contacts with The following report is given in -~ gardeners are some beliefs which the bulletin by the South Dakota . have been inculcated on the public experiment Station, Brookings, en- = 8 mind by sensational publicity titled “Lengthening the Garden backed “by apparent _ plausibility. Season and Increasing Vegetable Despite attempts at debunking some Yields.” . . OUR GARDEN TOOLS of these modern miracles, there are “Tn all cases shading resulted in 
still many who would rather be reduced yields. Vitamin analyses in- Mrs. Florence K. Tomlinson, “suckers” than to be disabused of dicated that vitamin A was slightly Madison their notions. 

higher in vegetables that were shad- 
The most glaring of these “er- ed while vitamin C was a little low- He’ do you care for your rors of judgment” appeared in re- er. Palatability studies indicated a tools? A good workman loves cent years, lower quality for the vegetables his tools, whether he be a wood en- (1) Water Culture. — This was grown under shade.” graver with his gravers or a car- given considerable attention in some penter with his saw. of the most conservative publica- HOW WALNUTS ARE Our hoe should shine like a mir- ha SS a pale POLLENIZED ror, be sharp and the handle should ~, pract I B' k c fit the grip. File the base of the et despite that a recent boo! is C has been found that all wal- hoe to keep it sharp. After a“work- @ttempting once more to “take in nuts are self-fertile and will set out” with the hoe, always clean it the gullibles by asserting that ev- a satisfactory crop of nuts either before putting it away. Scrape the ¢Ty kind of a vegetable including with their own pollen, or if. pollen- clay and mud off first with a stick. TM, watermelons, ete., ete., could 

ized by some other variety. A little scuffing with the sole of be grown satisfactorily in the liv 
However, the male and female your shoe will put on a nice pol- 118 needs i any a aie a flowers are produced separately on _ ish. A shiny hoe makes hoeing easy. bi oe food and thus help the 

the same tree, The pollen is dis- For winter oil it and hang it from (2) Worms in the Soil.—It was tributed by the wind. The catkins a rafter. Otherwise it may be badly bad enough when California's exu- grow from overwintering buds, rusted as well as having a warped  perance publicized the need vi while the female flowers or tiny handle. worms in soil for better plant pro- nuts are produced on new growth. ‘ dicts It’ 6 ne ae Severe winters may kill the catkin The handle should be just right Ohi ons d _ ile * adh ve ne buds. This is especially true on the for the grasp. If too large it tires 1 = si ai 3 eat vocates Carpathian English walnuts. the muscles of the hand. Trim it wwhiet 7 5 lee Al aed 2 ER ee feos SON ee EE Oe Weoken ying OT ec ee ture at different times and so self- °F sandpaper, until it feels right. these creatures into your garden pollination usually cannot take place. It too should be oiled, as a smooth aad Ceopia 45 Ssounil dhe aeener About all a planter can do to in- satel iess = cause blisters (3) Bacterialised Humus-—This 
sure a good crop is to plant several Ose Ristidays: out. material under our persistent ham- trees so that some pollen will be The man who does not care for mering seemed to have died a nat- ready at the right time to fertilize and honor his tools is the same one ural death, but all of a sudden it the flowers. that lets his door sag on its hinges. is : gain being foisted on the believ-
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ing public, without even a change WAR PRISONER SENDS GLADIOLUS FOR FLORISTS 
oi name. If it were merely sold as FLOWERS Years ago it was common to 

black muck which does help soil Pro a prisoner of war in Ger- plant all gladiolus bulbs at one 

structure, we would keep our many to Foser’s Flower Shop, time to have them out of the way, 

mouths shut, but the inoculation uffalo, N. Y., came an order for and as a consequence, there were 

with bacteria is an old “gag” which two boxes of roses, one to be sent glut periods when great numbers 
sounds highly intriguing but means to the soldier's mother, the other were unsalable, and many growers, 
nothing. _ to his sweetheart, The soldier who unless they had good home sales, 

(4) Vitamin B,—Again, in this sent the order is Pvt. Albert R. could not obtain a new dollar for 

case some of our most conservative  Zijliox, who was taken prisoner by an old. At present plantings are 
magazines were taken in and despite the Germans shortly after he land- much reduced. Usually the extreme- 
overwhelming evidence to the con- eq at Tunis in Africa, He has been ly early and late plantings bring 

trary, Vitamin B, is sold as an aid jn a prison camp in Germany for the best prices. 
to plant growth. Please remember about a year, With the earliest plantings it is 
that plants manufacture their own The order was written on a regu- better not to cover the bulbs more 

Vitamin B, and any organic matter ation prisoner of war card, and than four inches, while later in the 
in the soil as it decomposes pro- the instructions said that the mes- Season six inches is better. It will 
vides additional supplies, so that sage to the boy's mother, should be better not to use mixtures of 
time and money are wasted by fur- ead “Happy Easter to a Soldier's bulbs, but to plant the varieties cus- 
ther additions. True, in some ex- Mother.” The soldier took no tomers are most likely to buy. Pink 

ceptional cases and in extremely chances, adding the note, “If card varieties like Picardy, which has no 
sindy soils without humus, a little jg Jate, Mother’s day.” doubt been the greatest seller, will 
help may be expected. From April 20, 1944 Florists’ usually have the biggest call, but 

(5) Colchicine —This potent drug Review , good scarlet, blue and pure white 

was advertised as revolutionary in . are in high favor, with yellow, 

the development of new types of orange and smoky in less demand. 
plants, For the average amateur its Cerne Erion From April 13, 1944 Florists’ 
use will result in disappointment . Review. 

and besides if not used with ex- R. G. Dawson, Franksville 
ceeding care it is apt to produce WwW hear a great deal about PROTECT YOUR 
abnormal growths on your skin conservation, but does it VICTORY GARDEN 

which are difficult to eliminate. In- protect the way it should? 

cidentally, to date only one new The Mourning Dove is protected with 
variety has been produced with col- as a song bird in Wisconsin but i 

chicine by a professional. shot as a game bird in the South; | NIAGARA DUSTS 
(6) Soil Testing Kits and Papers. it is honored in the Bible and shot H and SPRAYS 

—A flood of these “scientific” aids for target practice in a neighboring | 
has suddenly been loosed on the state last season. | Vegetable plants need some 

public. The papers for determining I can remember the prairie chick- fj attention from beginning 
acidity of soil are no better nor as en, woodcock, partridge, and quail, jj to end to assure you a 
good as litmus—the old-timer. They but to find them today you would H maximum yield. They are 

ae difficult to read and are not have to go to many counties in the } constantly subject to dis- 
accurate. The kits make extrava- North. The Hoy bird collection in ] cases and insect pests of 

: . < : : H one sort or another which 
gant claims and recommendations Racine is of great value, but only i may be kept in check b 

which do not jibe with the standard about one-half of the birds in this H the use of the proper ma 
equipment of this character. collection can be found in Racine } terials, 

(7) Do Not Plow—Just Scratch. County today. There are farm H 
—That’s not the title of the recent homes where a bird never sings but i} Equip yourself with a 

“world-shaking” book, but that’s cats cover the door step, and dogs =e Niagara Duster and ma- 
its basic recommendation. Read it are licensed and the damage they mu terials for increased yields. 
if you will, but continue to prepare did Jast year cost $100,000. What Fe 
your soil deeply until such a time was the damage done by cats to the <q NIAGARA SPRAYER 

when better implements than spades _ pird life in Wisconsin? # & CHEMICAL 
and plows are developed. If you I can remember when apples and E . CO., Inc. 

don’t you'll have stubby carrots and — potatoes had no insects to contend fg Middleport New: ‘York 
beets like marbles and corn for with. Now insects of all kinds are ki =Wisconsin Representative 

fodder only. increasing rapidly. J. HENRY SMITH, 
Condensed from The Garden It is important for both city p, Wanpaca, Wisconsin 

Path, April, May, June, 1944. people and farmers to protect birds.
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GOOD CLIMBING ROSES SWISS CHARD TOPS GREENS FAILURE TO THIN PLANTS 
By Richard S. Wilcox IN BOTH WORLD WARS CUTS DOWN GARDEN 

W* have received several in- Swiss chard is proved by seed HARVEST 
quiries regarding the hardi- sales to be the most popular Patvre to thin out plants in 

ness of the Brownell climbers. Be- greens in the Victory gardens of the Victory garden row, to give 
cause Mr. Brownell’s sub-zero hy- World War II, just as it was in those remaining ample room tu 
brid tea sir — to _ sirong World War I. grow, is A li fault which seri- 
infusion of wichuriana blood, are . .. ously reduces yield. 
hardier than the regular hybrid Although its great nutritive value It is never vate to sow exactly 
teas, some have the impression that @S a source of vitamins A, B and the number of seeds that you wish 
his climbers are also hardier than C, was unknown in the first wat. io grow; because accidents or dis- 
the common climbers like Paul’s gardeners were then attracted to it ease might destroy some plants 
Scarlet. This is not true, for they by the huge yield which could be oven were germination perfect. Bur 
are about the same parentage. The obtained from one row, cut con- \hen excess plants develop, th large-flowered climbers are all more stantly all through the summer, un- gardener never likes to pull them 
tender than the Dorothy Perkins or til the fall freeze-up. It gives beginners an emotional 
small-flowered type, although there Chard is a species of beet which shock to destroy them. 
are some differences in the degree can be sown as soon as the ground Experience soon proves that 
to which these popular climbers ja. been prepared, and in a month crowded plants suffer in quality 
stand our winters. will be high enough to begin cut- and the crop is seriously reduced 

. Climbers . ting. For the best quality, leaves Only vigorous growth will produc 
While on the subject of climbers should never be allowed to grow good specimens of any vegetable 

| _was pleased to see a letter in the nore than 10 inches tall, Leaves Thinning in the home garde 
February Flower Grower in which which reach this size should be cut, should be taken by degrees. Wher 
Lewis J. Cullen of New York paid ang smaller ones left to grow, pro- Plants are grown in drills, the firs tribute to the Vew Dawn. He says: viding a continuous harvest of thinning should be done as som 
“New Pawn ee fhe young tender leaves throughout the 2 - yep ote eee enough 

winter In per ect condition an as 2 7 jandle, and shou make sure that 
bloomed continuously. It was the season each seedling stands by itself at outstanding rose of ‘43. Frankly This summer-long harvest which Jeast an inch from its neighbors. It 
speaking after buying the best the is ideal for the home gardener, is js a mistake to discard all exces: 
market offers, if it were not for the not liked by the market grower, plants prematurely, since accidents. 
grand New Dawn, my rose arbor who finds such a crop costly to har- insects or disease may destroy many 
would have been as bare as Old vest. His best paying crop is one of those which are left. But as the 
Mother Hubbard’s cupboard.” which can be reaped in a few trips plants grow they should be thinned 

New Dawn is certainly one of through the field. Chard is there- until they stand at the optimum 
the greatest roses ever developed, fore seldom found in markets and distance from each other. 
even if it was pretty much an acci- most of the seed is sold to amateurs. When bare spaces occur in the 

Be It is especially suited for this When a plant becomes over- ‘OW, excess plants may be trans- 
climate and can be grown either as grown, all the leaves can be cut off planted to fill the gaps. Even tap 
a climber, a low pillar or as a close to the base, and soon a new. "0oted plants such as beets and car- 
shrub rose. It is scarcely ever out crop of young leaves will develop. rots are often successfully trans- 
of bloom. .,. Few insects attack it, none seri- planted by careful amateurs. It is 

. Mr. Cullen also commends Birdie ously, and it is not subject to seri- Possible to use the thinning oetin Bly, but call it more of a shrub ous diseases. There are some vari. '"@ny crops, such as lettuce, endive. 
than a climber. It grows about 7 eties which are recommended for ‘hard, beets and carrots ; which is 
feet high with me. It blooms more their heavy leaf stalks, which can another reason why this operation 
wm cliteane-resietenbitatoee le be cooked and served like aspara- 2Y be performed by easy stages 
as -TeSi: a as ee 
lowa State College does classify it am ee ee a o ianily An Atlanta woman, riding home 
as resistant. The color of Birdie 4:01 are the vitamin-rich dark green 0" @ bus, suddenly realized she had 
Bly is a deep magenta pink, while leaves, which it produces abundant. [eft a “piggy bank” at the post of- New Dawn is a light silver pink. ly. fice while mailing letters. She hur- 

Both of them are certainly in- ~~ ried back and found the bank 0” 
v luable for us here but still we A red variety of chard in addi- the counter, but noticed it had he- 
find that they are not frequently tion to being nutritious has much come heavier. 
planted. decorative value and is sometimes Generous \tlantans, thinkin * 

From February, 1944 The Min- grown as a border to ornamental was there for aiding some wort! 
nesota Horticulturist. plantings. cause, had put many coins in it. |
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WEEDLESS GARDEN EASY IF 
YOU NEVER LET THEM 

GROW 

Cee the Victory y 

garden should start as soon as 0 AZZ tfZg ie 

the young plants begin to grow in 
the garden rows, Ay 

As long as weeds are killed in o 
infancy, cultivation will be easy, N Ls WwW D iT) od re) | is 

but once they are allowed to begin 
substantial growth, not only do 
crops suffer, but work will increase, fi 
and the care of the garden may 
hecome a chore. Ona : x 

When tools are kept sharp and fy Mi > 
cultivation never neglected, it calls a) Lf — one nee to fight Insects Te) AA 
for no more physical exertion than ‘Wi UD = /\] 
wielding a broom. Modern advice A SS GA 
is to take it easy and never stir the UT Lay Diseases R= LT 

ground deeper than one inch. This " . sPona :* SS yi / 
is sufficient to kill young weeds, DMT Du hl : as = | 
without disturbing the roots of the Bs Sor [| 
vegetable plants. It also breaks the —=3m = a PSs 4, 8 

soil crust, and allows air and water ™ —_ i ic 
to penetrate readily. i ——— : = — 

Deep cultivation will dry out the 
soil, and may disturb the surface GU POND 
roots of your vegetable plants, OW you can control both “eee 
which may do more harm than the insects and plant diseases Plan Y. p 
cultivation does good. ; atthe sametime.DU PONT PO. lan Your Pest Control 

Besides destroying weeds in the TATO DUST and Di Program with these 
space between rows, those which an U PONT Du Pont Products 
grow in the row itself must be GARDEN DUST are combina- 

sa eee FY ao toperes tion insecticides and fungi- FOR VEGETABLES 

i eb to a : _ cides. These two new dusts Du Pont Potato Dust 

little time, and once the vegetables were develop ed especially by Calciom Anwenate 
have become well established, hand Du Pont for home and farm Bordeaux Mixture . 
weeding will be unnecessary. gardeners. They can be used hence 

MAKING SOIL ACIS as either sprays or dusts, con- Copper-A Compound 
C Ra . tain no lime or other harmful FOR FRUIT 

J. C. Ratsek of the Texas experi- 4... ‘ ‘ “ oss 
ment station has concluded that, al- diluting ingredients and can Lead Acseaate Grasselli 
though sulphur is somewhat slower be effectively applied at any Dry and Liquid Lime Sulfur 
in action, one pound will acidify time of the day—plants need Black Leaf “40” and “155” ee 1 £ soil : Flotation Sulfur Paste 
deere as seven o ee a not be wet. A 5-lb. bag will “Sulforon” Wettable Sulfur 
fie _pounts ©’ dust 5,000 square feet of gar- Summer Oil 

a uminum sulphate. Sixteen-mesh d 1 Bordeaux Mixture 
sulphur is the best for use as a GEM OF make 27% gallons of “Parmone” Hormone Spray 
soil acidifier. The presence of an spray. Order your supply now. “Ammate!" Weed Killer 
excess of nitrogen greatly hastens Ask for free literature! 
the rate of oxidation of sulphur in 
the soil. This is important informa- 
tion for persons who live in lime- E. I. du PONT de NEMOURS & CO. (Inc.), 
stone regions but who wish to grow . 
thododendrons, azaleas or other 1503 W. Canal St., Milwaukee, 

acid-loving plants. . 2303 Hampden Ave., St. Paul 
From April 15, 1944 Horticul- 

ture. SS SSS SS SED
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By the 

WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 
; OFFICERS DISTRICT PRESIDENTS 

a EB. Bee rsident ig “Treamire ave i Se cording Secretary- ior iver Vale Distr Broad St., Menasha; 

Mra. F_E. Willard, 1st Vice-President x i "Cone, * in seer adiscn, 5, Madison Disiretene e 
sive, "Wake dain Su iene Wok University, Farm Bln Adadison 6” eat Allis, ie: Silwaukses District 
410 Mandan Crescent, Madison 5 Sheforgan Bietriee ” Mantowoe 

Mrs. Norma Robinson, Lake Geneva, 
South Central District 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE were discussed by Mr. Malcolm 

EVs’ member, who heard the iD Henderson, British Consul in At- 

broadcast “Inauguration of Vic- lanta; Miss Claudia Phelps; Dr. 
tory Gardens in the New England * , Thomas McHatton, head of College 
States,” must have thrilled with < we DEA of Horticulture, University of 

patriotism. The ceremony was held Sepa \VIGe Georgia; Dr. Ernest Runyon, Prof. 
on historic Boston Commons and - aa ’ of Botany, and Dr. Catherine Sims, 
the first furrow made with a pio- (ge) .* Asst. Prof. of History in Agnes 
neer’s oxen-drawn plough. Scott Calleaes and the final presen- 
Hist ts itself! Here, i a tation of awards. 
is ory repeats its! i ere, mn Dept. of Honey Creek Civic Club. Dr. Runyon stated that the nutri- 

# & rejoicing populace congre: We trust you will derive benefit 4; Wve j : . sales ion our gardens give is dependent gated to hear the Liberty Bell ring ang pleasure from your affiliation : 
idi i od : on the elements of the soil. His 

out the tidings of Victory; in 1944, and help to make the Federation a_ ; ton « ‘ thi Boston C is bei P sia introduction “Do something about 
1s same boston Lommons 1s being better and stronger organization ” . 

. . : the weather” was supplemented by 
transformed into demonstration because of your membership. . 

gardens to help win the war and In closing, I wish to remind you the necessary use of organic mat- 
wae ng, : ¥ ter in the soil. His listeners were 

hasten the tidings of peace. that now is the time to start your : a : Our Aim Is Horticul “1944 Fact-Finding Project.” made conscious that “plants are liv- 
rp eAban : act-Finding Project. ing creatures and demand the same 

Horticulture is the firm founda- Sincerely, foods and vitamins as humans.” He 

Pe of bag Lae Garden club Mrs. R. H. Sewell. disclosed how closely allied we are 
ederation. As it grew in member- ee to plants, th d th 

ship and scope, other closely re- THE 18th ANNUAL MEETING jiomes of millions of living things 
lated projects became a part of the NATIONAL COUNCIL STATE Runyon urged the use of leaves 
state’s program and responsibility. GARDEN CLUBS in compost for they (1) provide 
However, whether any or every one Oo” the highway approaching food for bacteria; (2) slowly make 

of these projects is supported by historic Lookout Mountain, a available the supply of nutrition; 
the individual club depends upon sign reads “See 7 States From and (3) this supply will not be 
their special interests, but the unit- Rocky Top!” How grand it would washed away by the rain, He advo- 

ed aim is “HORTICULTURE.” be if in this report every member cated the use of ordinary fertilizers 
During this year of varied war- of the Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- and warned against the over-use of 

time activities and limited transpor- eration could hear and see all the micronutrients. In closing Dr. Run- 
tation the Federation has not be- important events of the Atlanta yon said, “A garden is a whole 
come dormant, This is verified by meeting of the National Council of world! Make your garden well, for 
the addition of six clubs since De- State Garden Clubs. They would roses, turnips and all living things.” 
cember Ist of last year. In behalf enjoy seeing the flower arrange- Dr, McHatton prefaced his ad- 
of the Federation may I extend a_ ments of 50 dozen dark, red roses, dress by saying, “I am talking to 
hearty welcome to the following long branches of magnolias, pitcher the United States at large.” He 
clubs: Garden Study Club of North plants combined with larch and talked on reconstruction after the 
Prairie, Manitowoc Garden Club, huge callas and beautiful lilies do- war. He directed the development 
Lake Delavan Garden Club, Park- nated by Mrs. Wiliford Leach of of a new landscape architecture 
lawn Garden Assn., Milwaukee, Florida. specifically belonging to America. 
Two Rivers Garden Club, Garden Topics of paramount interest Dr. McHatton prophesied (1) A
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nation of small houses; (2) City Through the efforts of Mrs. Wili- Each North Carolina Club is pur- 
planning and beautification for ford Leach delegates visited many chasing a War Bond. 
parks, playgrounds, and all public of the beautiful homes and spacious The National Council will accept 
gardens; (3) There will be national well landscaped gardens filled with a $100 War Bond for a life mem- 
available resources for new homes, wisteria, azaleas, roses, and iris in _ bership. 
highway expansion, parks and mon- bloom. Georgia presented the National 
uments. He praised garden clubs Wisconsin delegates, Mrs. G. E. Council with a birthday gift of $600 
for their cooperation and consid- Snell, Sheboygan; Mrs. John West, to be used as the nucleus of a schol- 
ers them the most educational fac- Manitowoc; Mrs. Walter Dakin, arship fund for training in Horti- 
tor in the United States. Dr. Mc- Madison, and Mrs, R. H. Sewell, culture. 
Hatton cited their accomplishments Wauwatosa, are most grateful to Keep all roadside plantings in 
in conservation, abolishment of Mrs, Thomas M. Brumby, the Geor- material native to the region and 
roadside signs and in flower show gia president and her assisting club work for architectural beauty in 
judging. We were reminded that members for their hospitality, floral gas stations and refreshment stands 
flower arrangement is an art and decorations, gifts and the presi- along the highways. 
said that “Rules crystalize Art.” dent’s tea and tour which made our “Control the digestion of your 

stay in Atlanta so delightful. Flower Show judges.” 
Mr, Malcolm ender so spoke Congratulations to Mrs. E. Wes- “Take a live interest in highways, 

about the British Aids to the Vic- ley F . . . ' : z 
7 : ley Frost, National Council presi- soil, water table, roadsides, and wild 

tory and Miss Claudia Phelps told dent. fee the -apleadid iatcati fe” 
sy ibility in win- » fo plendid registration life. _, . 

of America’s respons of presidents and delegates, a fine New Hampshire’s Christmas fa- 
ning the Peace. Dr. Sims gave eco- ogram and a most successful 15th for hospital included 
nomical and historical facts to be P*°8 * : vors tor hospital, trays 

idered for making a World 2D!versary meeting of the National miniature birch logs with tiny can- 
Consider if 8 4 Council of Garden Clubs, Inc. dies, stockings filled with mints, 
Peace. “Not Nation against Nation, . 

but Nation with Nation” was the Mrs. R. H. Sewell é and tiny wreaths. ‘ 
sett demanded President Wisconsin Washington Clubs raised money 

sentimen ndee. Garden Club Federation. for long distance calls used as prizes 
Mrs. Joseph H. Brewer, past AGES at soldiers’ parties. 

president and awards chairman pre- RANDOM NOTES ON THE A southern club sent 1,000 red 
sented the honors; the medal for ATLANTA MEETING camellias to a hospital Valentine’s 

civic achievement ; 20 purple flower Thirty-three state presidents were Day. 
show ribbons; nine white ribbons present, Voters totaled 102. New Jersey has broadcasts on 
for special achievements; 3 horti- Close to 400 attended the Georgia gardening in Italian and Polish each 

cultural awards; 4 green conserva- dinner. Sunday. 
tion ribbons and the Fischer Junior South Carolina’s winning bird Use living instead of granite me- 
award. Horticultural awards were slogan is “Every Garden a Bird morials to our soldiers. Bird sanc- 
given for Calla and Easter lily gar- Sanctuary.” tuaries may serve. 
dens in Florida, the publishing of Alabama reports Junior Audubon Maine urges women over 18 to 
a book “Herbs, How to Grow Them groups. Join the W.E.F.S. (Women’s 
and Their Use,” and for experi- Sixty-one clubs in Georgia have Emergency Farm Service) for two 
mental work with roses. roadside chairmen. weeks’ service or longer in dairy- 

It is suggested that we open our ing, animal husbandry, gardening, 
The first award announced was gardens to service men and women. or harvesting. The Gounes wife 

the medal for civic achievement. Bubjicize through the U.S.O. In and daughter worked three weeks 
we Kellogg Medal for Give some cities, the Red Cross Motor last summer. The service of 300 
chievement was presented to: Mrs. Corps furnishes transportation. women was promised for 1944 be- 
ee a, Mote, er fOr Blind men love fragrant flowers. fore farmers would buy seeds. 

titying Tolar Ae Tad The Wis. Chattanooga uses stickers on the Wages are $5-$15 a day—“Go to 
consin Garden Club Federation is windows of “V” gardeners. Maine for your Vacation. 

ne proud and happy to have Mrs. 
akin receive this high honor and ~—————— ———————— 

extend well earned congratulations S AV E T REE S 
to her for this outstanding recog- | Cavity Treatment Generel Lendssaping Large Tree Moving 

nition. Fertilizing ws ~ Removals 
A d of books has been | » Lakeside 2907 new award of books has . . . Spraying 

offered by Mmes. Gross R. Scruggs Wisconsin Tree Service 
and Margaret Scruggs Carruth for 2335 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee 
Memorial Plantings. ——————ee OO eO OO eae
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New York leads with 10,500 W. ¢ : A d i d 
members, Next comes Texas with 1sconsin ccre: ite Judges 
Massachusetts, Georgia, and Penn- 
sylvania following. T= committee on accredited Roecker, Mrs. W. F., 3319 N. 14th St, 

Georgia has more affiliated clubs judges with Mrs. Vicky Lee Milwaukee, Wis. é th t . ms St. Clair, Mrs. E. A., 2418 N. 65th St, an any state. Hirsh chairman, and Mrs. Max Wauwatosa, Wis. 
Improvement in home grounds Schmitt co-chairman, lists the fol- Schipper, Miss Emma, 510 Homer St, 

adds 15 to 18 per cent to property lowing accredited judges for Wis- Milwaukee Wis. : Prop : w Jucs fen valuation. Gardeners have added consin. All but six judges have filed Peumitty Mrs. wee 112 Ne Mth, billions to the value of United their credentials and qualifications. Sewan wee Roy, 957 N. 70th St 
States real estate. At a committee meeting in Milwau- Wauwatosa, Wis. . i “Use more flowering trees, kee in April it was decided to list Sonn, Mr. H. J, Oakfield, Wis. 
Benches and seats lend a feeling only those who had filed their quali- Sperling, ene ae aii Maryland 

. . ” a + 7 vr i ey 5 iS. 
of hospitality. the chy Twel ve clubs responded to Thomas, Mrs. Chester, 2579 N. Downer “Make it embarrassing for any- the chairman's request to vote on Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 
one to destroy leaves.” a resolution to raise the standards Weart, Mrs. D. W., 20 So. Worthing. 

Revi h of judges, and all voted in favor ton, Oconomowoc, Wis. let eview eacl ne . on of doing so. White, Mr. E. L., Box 334, Ft. Atkin- etin in your Club. Already 11 ar- ‘ + alist son, Wis. 
ticles on the Fact Finding program Mrs. Hirsh, the judging schoo ! Assistant Judges have. appeared: chairman, makes the following Armitage, Mrs. W. J., 190 N. 89th St, 

A wart a statement: Wauwatosa, Wis. 
wartime suggestion : “Get away “Inasmuch as Wisconsin did not Boyce, Miss Celia, 563 Tayco, Me. from bizarre and exotic flower ar- use application blanks until 1938, anh Wis. 

ne canteen simple materials.” aj] judges were asked to file cre- aoe Vicky we oOt Ni Ugth St 
< i can no more afford to have dentials with the State Federation Kriz, Mrs. G. Alan, Rt. 5, Box 38 
idle land than idle men. in October, 1943. The splendid co- | Waukesha, Wis. ‘ — i gol a Po- operation of the judges has greatly Namur, Mrs. Carl, 4611 Fifth Ave, 
tent factor in the United States. simplified completin, Racine, Wis. : re ted ig these records Jablic opinion generating in Gar- for the National as well as the State OW? R°WA His 210 S. 7th Ave, Wes 
ia tubs will accomplish more Federation, and will aid in improv- Salan, Mrs. A. J., 112 Harrison St, than legislation. ing our standards. May I at this _ Waupaca, Wis. 

Genevieve C. Dakin time express my sincere apprciation Sette ate W., 4416 Taft Road. 
= ” en . + 

(Mrs. Walter Dakin), for your assistance. Willard, Mrs. E., Oakfield, Wis. 
ACCREDITED JUDGES __ 

Master Judges Offi : cers Greendale Garden Club Adami, Mrs. George, 2466 N. 46th St., WAR SERVICE NEWS Milwaukee, Wis. (Milwaukee District) 
An interesting and most enter- Boe ee S., 15 W. Main St., President : Mrs. Herman Lawonn, 

taining program sponsored by the B eee 6810 Northway 
War Service Committee several Sea ee satay Es Oy Wal Vice-Pres.: Kurt Kindel, 558 
weeks ago were the talks, illustrated Durgin, Mrs. E. R, 1815 Park Ave, Azalea Ct. with colored picture slides, present- __Racine, Wis. Secretary: Mrs. Irene L. Smith. 
ed by Mr. Anthony Wuchterl, silica ae F. J., 649 Broad St. 6808 Northway 

Wauwatosa. 3 a Treasurer: Donald Bengs, R. 4, Freudenberg, Mrs. Henry, 1507 N. : Bs The progiam was enjoyed by the Tigiesghess, Mr Hears 107 N. 6th ns Srswantes 14 
boys in the hospital at Truax Army Harbort, Mrs. George, 3102 E. Wash- a eee 
Field, Madison, and on anothe ington Ave., Madison, Wis. ion by tt . ner Jaeger, Mrs. Wm., Rose Terrace, Rip- Say the Word occasion by the servicemen hospital- én, Wis A woman when launching her 
ized a mee ae Sparta. Ad Kaufman, Miss Velma, Oakfield, Wis. first ship was a little nervous. She ; ject: omantic Ad-  Kartack, Mrs. R. E, 115—10th St, turned to the shipyard manager, venture Into Early Wisconsin, via Baraboo, Wis. tandi beside | id asked: Architecture” was thoroughly en- Longland, Miss Olive, Wychwood, Lake nae rk esl + ner; an Bake . 

joyed by his audiences. The Wis- Geneva, Wis, : nn ee ae I sae 5 eB consin Garden Club Federation is Morris, Miss Catherine, Rt. 4, Box 37, knock it into the water ? 
1 Oconomowoc, Wis. 

most grateful to Mr. Wuchterl for Middleton, Mrs. F. *C,, Shorewood 
his time and services so generous! Hills, Madison, Wis. judgi y given. gs y Peterson, Mrs. T., 319 Harrison St., When youre judging a mat Wy Waupaca, Wis. to average what his wife thinks oi 

By Mrs. Chester Thomas, War poepp, Mrs Wm., Rt. 7, Box 196, Wau- him with what his mother thinks Service Chairman, Milwaukee. watosa, Wis. ‘ of him.
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Bl ji ils in Wisconsin ue Bird Trails in co 
Mrs. R. A. Walker, State Bird Chairman 

ARDEN clubs of Wisconsin 

are cooperating this year in ny | 
stablishing Blue Bird Trails along fi ne BLUEBIRD HOUSE 

e main highways of the state. ah Mi 7 ‘ath skin a. 

This splendid idea originated in PY || SS Secting ace Ud bor 50 15 rom 
Missouri in 1942, has spread rapid- 1 ground in sunny place and along roadsides. 
ly throughout the Midwest. Briefly, i | 

the plan is as follows: H| 

Erect Two Houses Per Mile MY Ca r— i 
Garden clubs assume responsi- 1} I et 1 

bility for erecting blue bird houses | i porro - ° " 
two per mile—along the main h HN \ ! 
highways. It is well to enlist the a Mea | { 
cooperation of highway officials, am is | uy ut u L LS 
land secure permission from prop- i Top ses. GON (BASE: 
erty Owners, upon whose fences, 
trees or buildings the houses are to Plan of Blue Bird House From Feb. Issue of Flower Grower 

be erected. By cooperating with citizens and visitors, and valuable one inch in thickness insures sturdy 
clubs from neighboring cities fvery assistance to gardeners and farm- construction and insulation against 
mile of the highway can easily be ers. heat and protection from rain. 
provided with houses. Be sure the box has a hinged top 

At present plans are being com- The House for easy cleaning, since the blue 
pleted to include highway 41 from The construction and erection of bird insists on starting his new 
Oshkosh to Little Chute; highway these houses is simple and inexpen- home in clean surroundings. Open- 
30 from Milwaukee to Madison; ive, Local Boy Scout troops will ings near the roof should be pro- 
highway 57 from Green Bay to surely cooperate if provided with vided for cross ventilation, Holes 
Milwaukee; and highway 18 from plans and materials. The schools should be bored in the floor of the 
Madison to Prairie du Chien, These will gladly make available the fa- house to insure immediate drainage 
highways have been selected as cilities of their Industrial Arts De- of water blown in by rain storms. 
Memorial Highways and will be partments. The amateur woodwork- Paint the houses dark green or 

planted with native crabs where er, with a bench in his basement, brown to harmonize with the land- 

suitable. We also hope to do high- will be glad to exhibit his skill in scape. 
way 51 from the northern Illinois the construction of a half-dozen No Perch 
boundary of northern Wisconsin. houses. Even the professional wood- Notice that the plans do not pro- 
Many cities are extending the working shops can build these vide a perch below the entrance. 

scheme to include additional houses houses for a small margin of profit, The blue bird prefers to dart di- 
mn parks, preserves and private es- if guaranteed the sale of all they rectly into the house, without the 

tates. aap eet garden ce mem- aid of a footrest. Moreover, a perch 
A ber should be responsible for two would tend to encourage sparrows. 

A Valuable Bird houses. Place the houses on posts, trees 
The blue bird is one our most In order to secure pleasing uni- or buildings at a height of about 

beautiful, cheerful, and useful vis- formity it is desirable that the five feet from the ground. If pos- 
itors. He arrives early in the spring sketches and directions shown for _ sible, face the entrance to the south 

at approximately the same time as constructing and erecting the houses _ for the blue bird loves the sunlight. 
his cousin, the robin. His bright be adhered to. Be sure that there is a clear space 

colors, his beautiful song, and his The lumber for these houses need around the house as the birds like 
industrious domesticity attract the not be expensive. Construction com- open places. 
enthusiastic attention of all. When panies, cabinet makers, woodwork- The scheme will undoubtedly be 
several thousand of these houses ing factories and carpenter shops extended from the Atlantic to the 
have been erected and occupied by usually have piles of short length Pacific and from Canada to Mexi- 
happy blue bird families, they will lumber they will gladly contribute co. It is hoped that Wisconsin will 

bring untold pleasure to Wisconsin for such a worthy cause. Lumber make a good showing.
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HONEY CREEK GARDEN BIRD SONG RECORDS hard but end by pleasing nobody, 
CLUB AVAILABLE In such cases, it is often better to 

The Honey Creek Garden Club, N album of records of 72 bird ‘ivide the club into groups, plan- 
Walworth County, joined the Wis- A songs, recorded in the wild by 8 4 Program for each according 
consin Garden Club Federation and the Albert R. Brand Bird Song °” its interests, with monthly or bi- 
the Wisconsin Horticultural Soci- Foundation are now available. They monthly meetings on general topics 

ety in March. may be purchased from the Comb- ‘° bring the groups together. 
The officers of both organizations tock Publishing Company, Ithaca, Condensed from The Home Gar- 

. ig pany, . 
wish to welcome the club to mem- New York. Price for the album of den, February, 1944. By Helen S. 
bership. Officers of the club are: six records is $5.00. Hull. 

President: Mrs. Roy W. Cole. Individual records may be pur- eens 
7 . . chased at $1.00 each. Each record 

Vice-Pres. : Mrs. C. R. McBride. has six songs On cacti side. ‘The WILL WE HAVE ENOUGH 

Secretary: Mrs. Arthur Goetsch. pirds are grouped geographically FOOD? 
Treasurer: Mrs. John Morton. or by habitat as follows: Birds of By Secretary of Agriculture 

Cor. Secy.: Mrs. Alida J. Classon. the Northwoods; Birds of Horde Claude R. Wickard 
ern Gardens and Shade Trees; 

The Honey Creek Garden Club Birds of Southern Woods and Gar- I WISH that I could say that the 
was organized in 1919 and under- dens; Birds of the Fields and Prai- present comfortable food situa- 
took the landscaping and maintain- jes; North American Game Birds, tion would continue indefinitely. | 
ing the Community grounds, and and Birds of Western North Amer- can’t make any such prediction, be- 
for the last 17 years has held a_ ica. cause there are too many unpredict- 
flower show. The 18th annual flow- Besides being very interesting, able factors of production and de- 
er show will be held August 24th. the records are valuable as an aid and. That’s one reason why we 

i ening to recognize irds by MEM 0,50 fr ae prac ; r i 

WAR SERVICE han Seige serves. I want to commend the peo- 
A reminder to all garden club _—_—_—_ ple who manage our food supply 

members: for maintaining the reserves as they 
Servicemen in the hospital at EROGEAM FOR A NEW have. It is a eam policy, despite 

Wood, Wisconsin, are eagerly look- GARDEN CLUB the comments made by those short- 
ing forward to receiving the scrap A garden club whose members sighted individuals who would 
books to be made up in accordance are at about the same stage in squander our current abundance i’ 
with information and instructions their knowledge of gardening can a spree of unrationed eating. 
summarized in the War Service more often plan a program which If we fail to meet our Victorj 
program for the year. A copy was will consistently hit the bull’s-eye garden goals this year it won't be 
given your club president earlier in usefulness than can a club of because we don’t have the materials 
this year. mixed experts and beginners. The- or the experience or the leadership. 

The War Service Committee oretically we believe that all groups It will be because we have failed 
wishes to provide the 400 scrap are enriched from contacts with to impress the public with the im- 
books as planned, and sincerely various social and intellectual lev- portance of Victory gardens. The 
trusts that the members will sup- els, but in a garden club which aims need is urgent. So urgent, in fact 
port the project by compiling and to be a serious study group, the that President Roosevelt recentl 
making at least four books per gar- lack of a common basis is often appealed to the citizens of the Na- 
den club. a bar to planning a satisfactory tion “to do something toward back- 

Mail books as soon as finished program. ing up the boys at the front” by 
and not later than June Ist, to Mrs. For example, where the club is growing as many 1944 Victory gar- 
John Moss, Grey Ladies, Red Cross, made up of members in various dens as possible. Surely, the caust 
Veterans’ Administration Hospital, stages of horticultural knowledge, is worthy. The opportunity is chal- 

53rd and W. National Avenue, it often becomes the task of the lenging. 
Wood, Wisconsin, c/o Miss Met- more experienced to be instructors From Address on April 11. 
calf, Chief Nurse. of the beginners and attend meet- ————————— 

A postcard, addressed to the War ings below their knowledge level, Thaw 
Service Chairman, Mrs. Chester with the result that the more ex- Friend—“Ah sho thought youal 
Thomas, advising of the number perienced get little out of the club Mose was froze to that job in the 

of books made up and when mailed, for their own improvement. A pro- shipyard.” 
is kindly requested for the records. gram committee faced with the Mrs. Mose—“So did Mose, but 

By. Mrs. Chester Thomas, War problem of planning a year’s work ‘°° +t to Isafin’, and dey defrosted 
Service Chairman, Milwaukee. for a too-mixed group, may work h'm.”
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G stitut t Wi rass Substitutes That Will Grow 
By Victor H. Ries, Ohio State University 

Prepare Soil Well Before Plant- The Ten Most Satisfactory evergreens, such as Pfitzer juniper, 
ing. Water During Dry Grass Substitutes Japanese yew, and similar ones. On 

Weather 1. Periwinkle (Vinca) most folks the other re seta eae substi- 
call it myrtle. Bowl’s Variety is a tutes not only withstand these con- 

Te answer e = She one alight sapeveitient Gn the ortinary aoe but even thrive under them. 

al beneath my shade tree?” or OOS ss ‘ ey Reapers Nae) ee 
5 2. English Ivy —this should be spurge (Pachysandra). This is also 
“How an I make grass ane?” is used only in shaded locations. There @ good place to use English ivy, 

the bank in front of my house 18 are many different varieties—Syl- provided you keep it from climb- 
“Why try when grass apenas vanian Beauty, Baltic, Self-branch- ing up into the evergreen. 
are usually so much ace ein wo ing—besides these, there are many . Strips 
tory. Because of their ability q not named, (Not very hardy.) Strips of grass, a foot to several 

grow, they aré/often called ‘Groum 3. Wintercreeper or Eunonymus feet in length, between a hedge and 
Cover plants. —variety coloratus is the fastest @ sidewalk are a nuisance to mow. 

However, we should not take the growing. Fortunei and Fortunei This is a good place to grow a col- 
attitude that just because these radicans are both satisfactory. lection of creeping rock plants. 
plants grow under adverse condi- 4. Japanese Spurge or Pachysan- Why not use a collection of dif- 

tions that we need do nothing to dra should be used in shade only. ferent varieties of Moss Pink 
help them. The more effort put in- Tt ig rather slow to get established, (Phlox subulata) or the various 
to proper preparation of the soil tut otherwise a fine plant. Thymes. There are also a_fasci- 
ie Cs plant, the beter the Fr 5. St. Johnswort (Hypericum ae number oe Sedums (Stone 
sults. ncorporate a layer o sein crops) that can be used. 
to 2 inches of partially decayed or- me. Crecsiog Buttercup (Ranun- ne 
ganic matter, such as rotted leaves, cylus repens and acris). THE VEGETABLE GARDEN— 
peat moss, rotted manure, or’ even 7. Hardy Verbena (Verbena A SUGGESTED PLAN 
weathered sawdust with a top 6 to canadense). A new special circular entitled 
8 inches of the soil ; (2) at the time 8. Bugle (Ajuga reptans). “The Vegetable Garden—A Sug- 
of mixing the organic matter with 9. Lily-of-the-Valley. gested Plan” by Prof. O. B. Combs 
the soil, apply a complete commer- 10 Maiden Pink (Dianthus del- has Just been issued by the Wis- 
ial fertilizer at the rate of 3 to 4 toides). consin College of Agriculture. The 
pounds per 100 square feet. This Practically everyone will agree circular contains a plan for an all- 
should be mixed with the soil; (3) on the first four of this list, but year vegetable supply, and a com- 
after planting, mulch the surface after that, it is largely a matter Plete lay-out for a garden of 70 
ae ground if fonule ne 4 of personal taste. pe in = 2 planning guide 
half inch to one inch of the or- is also given. This has the names 
ganic materials mentioned above; Terraces of the ew varieties for Wisconsin, 

(4) during drouth periods, ground Banks and terraces that are ex- approximate planting dates, quan- 
cover planting should be watered posed to the hot sun are often dif- tities of seed or plants required, 
once every week to 10 days, apply- ficult to keep in sod. This is partic- depth to plant, spacing, and amounts 
ing enough water to soak theground ularly true if the soil is poor. More to plant for a family of five or four 
to a depth of 4 to 6 inches. satisfactory results may be obtained adults. 

Tf you do these four things, then by planting some grass substitute. All of our members should have 
you can depend upon good results These will often succeed where copy of this bulletin. It may be 

heing obtained. grass will not, because we do not obtained by writing the Bulletin 
There are a great many different insist on mowing them. Before Mailing Department, College of 

plants which may be used as grass planting, loosen and Prepare the Agriculture, Madison 6, or through 

substitutes. All of them will give soil by spading in an inch layer of the office of the county agent. 
satisfactory results, but some more rotted leaves or peat moss. Plant —————— 

so than others. One of the main Thyme, Sedum album, Sedum re- A dusky lady went into a drug 
reasons being that you do not in- flexum, Ajuga, or Periwinkle (Myr- store and asked for a penny’s 
sist on mowing them as you do tle). worth of insect powder. 
grass, thereby allowing them to Shady Places “But that isn’t enough to wrap 
develop leaves, which in turn can Grass has difficulty withstanding up,” objected the clerk. 
manufacture food so that the plant the shade, as well as the dry soil “Man, I ain’t asking you to wrap 
can grow and thrive. beneath overhanging branches of it up. Jes’ blow it down my back.”
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Seine ig elsif msn EET, 

The Dionne QUINS use our 

SISSON’?S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— : 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— 

All makes including portables rented. 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 

q your home. 

ORGANS— 

Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write . 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 

Hi-ways 23-26 intersection Wei bave..n: two ‘meneel: organ 
with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 

IS TIME AND LABOR A PREMIUM WITH YOU? e 
LP — ° 
——— ia Root Quality Frames Can Be Assembled 

2 ™ Rapidly and Are Rigid 

i u TRIPLE LOCKED CORNERS 

‘ REQUIRE FEW NAILS 

aa PROTECT JHE COMBS 

" MAIL YOUR ORDER 
| z AT ONCE 

. = a ne Seagal ren 
The A. Root Company Je The A. Root Co. of Chicago 

Ela ee 224-226 W. Huron St., 
MEDINA, OHIO Bes Sere CHICAGO 10, ILL. 

{] 
i. | ‘ 
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— 
But It’s True 

A man’s first finger is generally 
shorter than his third, and the re- W | 6 0 N § | N i 0 R T | C U L T U R E 

verse is true with women! But if 

you fail to meet the test, don't ‘The Official Organ of the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

worry about it. Estastisaep 1910 

—— Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Acceptance 

1,200 different languages are icc malig at special rate of postage provided for in Section 1108, Act of October 3. 
spoken in Africa! vant Jahr 18. Ae. 

a Published Monthly Excepting July by the 
Favored One Wisconsin State Horticutrurat Soctery 

Daughter: “Bill writes that his 424 University Farm Place 
Corporal thinks a lot of him.” Madison 6, Wisconsin 

Mother: “How is that dear?” . . 

“He says the Corporat won't let H. J Ranutow, Editor 
y * Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ! 

anyone else peel potatoes. | 
——— : Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 

How’s That Again? Tel. University 182 

“When you asked her to dance, a —————————————— 
did she accept quickly ?” Volume XXXV June, 1944 No, 10 

“Did she? Why she was on my TABLE OF CONTENTS | 
feet in an instant.” Apple Maggots Still Our Worst Enemies ~------------------------~ 235 i 
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Berry Boxes Arno Meyer, Pres..-----------------Waldo Leland Brown -..-.--.------Sturgeon Bay 

Don Fie, Remoldas ice-Pres...-Sturgeon R. G. Dawson ......--.--.....Frankeville 

Crates, Bushel Bores H. J. Rahmlow, Sec.....---------Madison 5, |, White -......-.......Fort Atkinson 
and Climax Baskets E. L. Chambers, Treas..----.---.Madisin 

As You Like Them — 
. BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent Fold. 
ing Berry Boxes of wood veneer that Term Ending December, 1944 Prof. J. G. Moore, Chairman Dept. Hor- i isfaction. Berry box "afoaaea DE ine 
sive satietaction , Berry, bom sea crate Mrs. R. L. Marken....-...-------Kenosha ticulture -.....-.--..-.-------Madison 

our srectalty.. Weis constantly cerry ie Jos. E. Morawetz........-.-.--West Bend. w. Riggert, Pres. Wis. Nur 4 
stock crates all made : . . Wis. Nurserymen 
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folding boxes and crates in K. D. from Walter Diehnelt, Pres. Wis. Beekeepers 
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handling fruit, and we aim to do our Virgil Fieldhouse ....---.-----.-Dodgeville 
part well. re iscount for early N. C. Jacobs.....-------..--Sturgeon Bay Mrs. R. H. Sewell, Wauwatosa, Pres 

orders. A postal brings our price list Peter L. Swartz, Jr..-.-----...\Waukesha Wis. Garden Club Federation 

CUMBERLAND FRUIT Subscription to Wisconsin Plorticalisire: is obtained by membership in Ss vleconsin 
tate ural iety for whicl ni K two 

PACKAGE COMPANY years. Garden Clubs, Horticultural. Societies, and other ‘Horticultural, Oreanization 
are affiliated at a reduced membership rate. Fifty cents of the annual dues paid |). 

Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. each member is for a year’s subscription to Wisconsin Horticulture. 
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. 
Apple Maggot Still Our Worst Enemy 

C. L. Fluke and Conrad Kuehner Recommend Control Measures 

Ane the apple maggot weeks for complete egg develop- 

did not do as much damage in iment and before egg laying begins. 
Wisconsin orchards in 1943 as it p Che spray is therefore put on the 
did the year before, it is still the trees during this period. but often 
Xo. 1 insect pest of apples in this @ all the flies do not emerge at the 
state according to Dr. C. L. Fluke, 4 same time. To determine this emer- 

entomologist of the University of gence we have adopted the simple 
Wisconsin, measure of hanging bait pails in 

Because it will probably take two ac) ~ the trees which attract and trap 

or three years of careful manage- j i some of the flies. 
ment to “clean up’ seriously-in- The gait used in the pails this 
tested orchards, Fluke recommends >ast season consisted of two ounces 

atwo-fold program: (1) Spray with Ld of glycine and two ounces of so- 
one pound lead arsenate in 50 g:l- , ha cium hydroxide dissolved in 6 
lons water, timing the sprays cor- jJuarts of water. This made enough 
rectly for the season, and (2) pick solution for four 5-pound honey 
up and destroy fallen apples once : mm pails. The pails were hung to low 

1 week beginning August 1. hanging outside branches on the 
That picking up fallen apples sunny side of the trees. They were 

will help control the apple maggot placed in the trees about the 10th 
has not yet been proven experimen- wv 12th of July and were then ex- 
tilly, but the insect’s life cycle is Hang Bait Traps On Sunny amined daily, the flies counted and 
such that research workers are Side of Tree. removed, The solution was kept to 
ite confident it will. full capacity, almost to the lip, by 
Apples infested with maggot adding water as needed. 

carly always drop to the ground. flies is to spray the trees a week Fly emergence studies this year 

\ithin a week to 10 days the mag- to ten days after the flies emerge show that there are very little if any 

vots in these fruits mature and from their pupa cases inthe ground. — gariations in their appearance tn all 
work their way out, going into the The flies require ten days to two sections of the state. For inst-nce, 

ground to pupate and emerge again flies were emerging at Casco just 

the next year or two years: later. as early as at Madison and egy 

li, therefore, all the fallen apples " punctures were found in the apples 
are destroyed at least once a week: " So sie ae grown at Port Washington close to 

then after three years of careful \ ‘ey the shore of Lake Michigan at the 
(rop-picking there should be few a same time they were discovered in 

maggots left in the orchard. Dane County. If this is a normal 

Use Bait Traps course and will follow in vears to 

To determine when the flies are 5 aaa come it will greatly simplify timing 
cuerging, bait traps should be used. vf the maggot sprays. We have al- 
itiching them to low-hanging out- ways felt that the lake influences 
side branches on the sunny. side weuld delay the flies similar to the 
nt trees, . f retardations found for the codling 

Last year, in cooperation with ; moth and other insects. It will he 

Conrad Kuehner, extension horti- necessary to repeat our trials for 
culturist, and H. J. Rahmlow of , ..' another year or two before draw- 

the Wisconsin Horticultural Soci- | Pi Soe RES a _ ing definite conclusions. 
tty, Fluke obtained results from y one aa At Bayfield 
hait traps at 17 collecting stations eget e er : : . 
i southern and eastern counties. ~— - . Field observations at Bayfield al- 

Timing the Sprays THE FLY so indicate that the flies appear 

. . Note Letter F On Wing. very little if _any later th an in 
In his annual report Dr. Fluke southern sections. The variations 

rites as follows: that were noted in some sections 
The best time to kill the adult ° ere very probably due to soil mois-
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ture. After a rain there were al- has the advantage of being effective four pails on the calendar.. (A 
ways more flies caught than during throughout the season and actually small piece of wire screening may 
a period of dry soil. At Madison improves with age. For this reason be used as a dip screen to lift the 
it rained on the 16th of July and they should be prepared six or flies from the surface of the bait.) 
the first flies were taken July 17 seven weeks in advance. If two or three members of a Spray 
(records from two separate or- — Ring operate a set of these bait 
chards). If rain, therefore, is not How to Prepare and Use traps, their records will serve the 
general over the state during July the Bait Traps rest of the community or Ring. 
there may be considerable differ- MG. Rueher in his Oxchara How to Recognize the Fly. Dii- 
ences in times of fly appearance. It N . 1 tine Ue Ai re is Urchar® ferent kinds of flies may be caught, 
is therefore important that each *“°WS. etter gave the following in- but count only the apple maggot 
grower use the bait pails until such structions for apple maggot control : flies. This fly differs from other 
time that the maggot is under satis- Bait formulas : flies in two respects. It has a round, 
factory control or until our rec- No. 1 __ Dissolve, . . white mark on the middle of its 
ords are numerous enough to know 2 0: Glycine (Amino-Acetic Acid) jack, and the black markings on its 
what to expect from observations 2 oz. Sodium Hydroxide gauzy wings resemble the letter | 
made at some central point. ” teaspoonful granulated soap such A yeading glass or hand lens is i 

Two Sprays Necessary as “Dreft,” in 7 quarts of water. jelp in determining these marks. 
Experiences this year indicate No. 2 Dissolve, Your County Agent will be able to 

that two sprays are necessary to 2 oz, Urea . show you a sample of the fly at his 
check the maggot, and to secure 2 oz. Sodium Hydroxide office. 

maximum results it will be neces- 14 teaspoonful granulated soap such When to Spray. [f your bait 

sary to repeat these sprays for two as “Dreft,” in 7 quarts of water. traps catch just a few flies for a 

or three years before the insect is No. 3 Household Ammonia, week and then suddenly catch con- 

reduced to negligible numbers. 4 tablespoonfuls in 7 quarts of water siderably more, it is then time to 

The influence of neighboring un- and % tablespoonful of granu- apply the lead arsenate spray (1 lb. 
cared for orchards presents a real lated soap such as “Dreft.” (This to 50 gal. of water). If practically 
problem to the careful grower. The bait needs to be renewed weekly.) no flies are caught, it may indicate 
flies will move from orchard to The glycine bait is more effective that something else attracts them 
orchard, and even with three care- if it is made from 6 to 7 weeks more than the bait. In this case, 
fully timed sprays, control was dif- ahead of the time when it is placed the spray should not be delayed 
ficult in those orchards bordered in the trees. more than ten days after the first 
by unsprayed trees. Observations How to Use the Bait. Seven catch. 

and counts on infestations indicate, quarts of bait solution will be suffi- Spray all apple trees, fruiting as 
however, that uncared for trees cient to fill four 5-pound honey well as non-fruiting; also spray any 
must be within 200 to 300 feet to pails or other similar container. other apple or thorn apple trees 
have any decided influence on in- Pails must be filled to the lip of the — which may be within a few rods o/ 
festations in sprayed orchards. pail and kept filled to this level by the orchards. 
Community action is therefore es- adding water as evaporation lowers In most cases, it is advisable w 
sential for perfect control. the surface. follow the first maggot spray with 

The glycine and hydroxide solu- When to Start the Bait Traps a second application within 10 days. 
tion gives off slowly ammonia fumes in the Orchard. The experimental This spray, some seasons, may 
which attract the flies. The bait was work carried on last year shows  incide with the August spray for 
improved somewhat by adding a that traps should he started no later the regular second brood of codling 
teaspoon of household ammonia to than July 5 in all parts of the state moth. 
each pail at the start and the effec- except in the most northern tier of —— 
tiveness of the solution to entrap counties, where they should be APPLE CROPS AND 
the flies was increased by adding — started not later than July 15. HARDINESS 
a pinch of powdered soap such as Where to Place Bait in Trees. Question: Does the size of the 
Dreft. Hang one pail of bait on the outer crop on an apple tree have any 

A preliminary test was made with end of a large branch of each of effect on tree hardiness the follow 
water and a tablespoon of house- four different large trees. Pails ing winter? 
hold ammonia added every four or should be hung about 5 to 6 feet Answer: Yes, a tree that carried 
five days. This type of trap was above the ground on the sunny side a very heavy crop is more likely 
very effective the first two days of the tree. to show injury after a severe win- 
following the addition of the am- Keeping the Record. Examine ter than one having a smaller cr. 

monia but it soon lost its strength. the traps each day. Remove the other conditions being equal. 
Such a trap is cheaper to prepare maggot flies caught in the bait and From April, 1944 Minnest% 
than the glycine trap but the Jatter count them. Record the total of the | Horticulturist.
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) Orchard and Garden Suppli 
Buy co-operatively and save dollars by participating in the earning. Everyone receives a pa- 
tron’s refund at the end of the season. We are the largest co-operative of its kind in the 
state. If you are producing fruit or vegetables and need supplies, give us a try. 

| SPRAY MATERIALS PACKING HOUSE EQUIPMENT 

Lead Arsenate Fruit Sizers 
Calcium Arsenate Basket Turners 
Rotene Dusts Fruit Cleaners 
Special Potato Sprays Vegetable Washers 
Copper Sulphate Potato Graders 

Kolofog 
Mike Sulphur PACKING EQUIPMENT 

Apple Stick Baskets Shredded Tissue 

Sulforon Decorative Fringe Top Pads 

Parmone Basket Liners Packing Forms 

SPRAYING EQUIPMENT 

Spray Hose Hose Couplings Hose Swivels Spray Booms—4 to 6 rows 

Spray Guns Hose Clamps Spray Brooms Spray Booms—8 to 20 rows 

PICKING LADDERS 

Step — Pointed Top — Closed Top 

Picking Bags — Roll Conveyors — Hydraulic Lifts 

JOHN BEAN POWER SPRAYERS 
We are the larget dealers in the state for this equipment. Complete line of repair parts. 
We are now equipped to repair any size of sprayer or power pump in our new repair shop. 
Complete overhauling and repainting. 

Sprockets--Roller Chain 
If you are in need of special sprockets and chain, send us your old ones or specifications. 
We can supply all sizes. 

FOR SALE BASKETS 

1_Vegetable Bunch Washer Bushel and Half-Bushel. 
Used—Priced to Sell. Supply will be limited. 

1—Gravil Fruit Grader 
Grower’s Model—New. 

« WRITE FOR CATALOG AND PRICE LIST » 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

227 Cutler St. Phone 4107 Lester F. Tans, General Manager
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M l h ? HOW IS THE HELP AROUND) 
What Does a ulch Do? YOUR PLACE? 

George D. Scarseth, Purdue University, Indiana TH following article by an low, 

nurseryman to the America 
Where do you go to dig fish His work was unknown to the Eng- Nurseryman magazine about de 

worms during a dry period? lish speaking world until it was scribes the help situation in many 
As a boy, the only place we could — translated in 1927, Lebedeff showed places : 

find fish worms during the drier how the water would move from “Got a questionnaire from the 4 
part of the summer was between — the air into a soil under certain con-  ,_ N, recently asking for dope of 
two buildings. For a reason I did ditions. In certain parts of the Rus-  japor utilization to pacify the wal 
not understand then the soil was — sian plains, when the soil was cooled manpower boys. Under the heading 
always moist between these build- during the night moisture would ‘Use of older and handicapped en} 
ings. | do remember that to my move into the soil from the air in ployees,’ I wrote that we had gon 
hare feet this soil was also cooler. the morning hours before the soil the Jimit. We have one 78-year-oll 
| know now that it was the influ- became as warm as the air. This jan with a stiff ankle who comes ti 
ence of the shading that kept this condensation was as much in some \ork with a cane, leaves it in the 
soil cool. Since this soil was cooler cases as about a third of the rain- office, does a surprisingly good day's 
than the atmosphere it had continu- — fall in that area. work for a man of his age, picks w 

ously received a supply of water In Professor Whitson’s experi- his cane and goes home. I'll los} 
from the atmosphere into the soil. ment we found that shade of the him for lawn-mowing later. 
A continuous stream of water gas heavy soybean growth was keeping “You might start a contest «i 

had been moving into the soil and the ground sufficiently cool to al- who has the oldest employee, the 
condensing so that in spite of evap- low for moisture to move into the skinniest foreman, the worst handi- 

oration the soil would still remain ground from the air and to con- capped physically, etc. Don’t co 

motst. . dense. In the fallow soil there was sider the employee most deserving 

The Case of Moist Ground no shading effect and the sun of 9 4-F classification above the 

. Under Big Soybeans ~ . warmed the soil to such an extent ears, as this is sure to end ing 
Several years ago on a visit to that water did not move from the draw. I think we had the fattes 

the Wisconsin Experiment Station. air into it. The employment agency sent out 4 

Professor A. R. Whitson, of the We see an example of moisture man last spring that we had w 
Soils Department told about an im-— canservation in our woodlands. Un- wedge into the truck. This was aj 
teresting soybean experiment as af-  doubtedly the shade of the trees ordeal, but getting him out was: 
fecting soil moisture. Mhey were “helps to keep the soil cool and along — real problem. I rather think that hj 
comparing the moisture content IN with the natural forest mulch the would weigh about 350. All he knei 
the soil in a soybean plot and ina soil is undoubtedly greatly protect- about his feet was from memon 
fallow plot of ground next to the cd from warming up in the hot or hearsay, as he had not seen they 
soybeans. It Wasi ‘In August and summer day. Without doubt a great — for years. They had to bathe his 
they were obtaining some very con- deal of moisture must enter the with a hose. I used him one di: 
fusing results. The soil moisture forest soils from the air above the His name was Archie. Nice eu 
under the big soybeans was actually ground and in such a manner tends — too.” 
higher than in the plot where no ty water the forest even when it 
crops were grown. This did not does not rain, NEW CHERRY IN 

seen reastiniable: Tiecatise’ we teal There can be no question but the MINNESOTA 
ized the soybeans were drawing F . . 

: . mulch helps to keep top soil cool so an 
heavily upon the ground water and uring periods fs heat. The We had another look this year a 

; : ig periods of summer heat. The ¢ 
were evaporating much water into Ich is ‘a @réat: conservator of the new cherry (Minn. No. 5) 
the air, Yet the data showed a def MCT 1S @ Sr that made such a hit with the com 

: : ‘ water. Not only does it prevent : * Tonk 
nite higher moisture content under anecati : . anes mittee before and. it surely look 

ms : evaporation but it does actually add __,. ‘ A 2 a 
the soybeans. This experiment took . sent) the : like Minnesota is going to have 4 

2 : water to the soil that does not come 5 ai 
place before we in America were from the rain true sour cherry at last. It is appar 
aware off the phenomenon I ex- “e j ently hardy enough for most local 

plained as taking place under the Condensed from 1943 Annual ties’ There are also large numbers 
board, Report Michigan State Horticul- of Prunus tomentosa and P. japon! 

Professor Whitson and [ found tral Society. ca seedlings being grown and soni 
our answer through a publication TTT very good varieties will be forth 
that came from Russia. A scientist “They say that paper can be used coming soon. 7 
by the name of Lebedeff had heen to keep a person warm.” By Fruit Breeding Committee ! 
working all his life in Russia study- “Yes, I had a mortgage that kept April, 1944 Minnesota Horticultu" 
ing the behavior of soil moisture. me sweating for 20 years.” ist.
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Wi in Apple Institute N 
TO design shown at the top of ple Institute are receiving regularly 

this column was drawn for the bulletins from the National Apple 
Wisconsin Apple Institute by Mr. SC (0) I Institute, as well as the state office 
Byron C, Jorns, College of Agri- WN oe y Silty containing the latest information on 
culture, Madison. Mr. Jorns sub- AA me apple growing problems, and gov- 
mitted a number of designs. The fie ay eX N ernmental regulations. 
Board of Directors selected the one LE NSTI The membership is still growing. 
shown above and it is now available pP Tuy S The following joined the Wiscon- 
to members for the following pur- F aaa P t sin Apple Institute since our last 
poses: A = issue went to press: 

(1) As a zine for printing sta- Ed. H. Stoeber, R. 2, Madi- 
tionery ; son 5 ~--------_______$ 5.00 

(2) With the words added Thompson and Marken, R. 4, 
“member of” as a stamp for stamp- Box 523, Kenosha _----- 25.00 ing containers of apples; and was selected by President Telfer to Bayfield Peninsula Fruit As- 

(3) If local advertising is done represent us at the meeting of the sociation, Bayfield --__.-. 10.00 
this fall the design may be used National Apple Institute in Wash- Albert J. Theys, Luxemburg 7.25 
as a part of the grower’s ad. ington June 16-19. A meeting of The Old Homestead Or- 

There may be other uses. Mem- the Board of Directors will be held chards, Hall Enterprises, 
hers should write to the Wisconsin shortly after his return to hear his Casco -_---------------- 21.00 
Horticultural Society if interested. report and_ to lay plans for this Oakwood Fruit Farm, Wm. 

Mr. Wm. F. Connell, Menomo- fall. J. Louis, Richland Center. 10,00 
nie, vice-president of the Institute, Members of the Wisconsin Ap- August Carlson, Ellison Bay 7.00 

KILLS POISON IVY Arsenate of Lead, 48 Ib. case oo... $ 7.20 
DuPont Weed Killer (Ammate) Dry Lime Sulphur, 100 Ibs. 200.000.0000... 11.00 

2 Mae sisisssccisisictioeasccnG OO Liquid Lime Sulphur, 50 gals. 2000022000... 8.75 
5 M6 ns ssssseseeccscrcnccs 12S DuPont Spreader Sticker, gal. .................... 4.95 

(1 Ib. in 1 gallon of water and Pte ne eeeeeeecccceeeees 75 
thoroughly wet the ivy plant) Flotation Sulphur Paste— 

450 ~ drum; ewt. ..... sas an 
275 Ib. drum, cwt. o.oo ccccccceeeeeeeee BERRY BOXES & CRATES Harvest Spray—"Parmone Concentrate” 

(While they last) 4 oz. bottle a nen 1.30 
12—4 oz. bottles, each 2. (1.20 Kaock: Down (Style Picking Ladders—Pointed Top (Closed Top) Qt annnnrrnnnennnes $8.50 per 1000 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 ft. lengths........60c foot Kelting Sa NE bee TL Ostet see ine otding on. $11.25 per 1000 14, 16, 18, 20, 22 ft. lengths........60c per foot 

Pe "1028 per 1000 DuPont Potato Dust, 5 Ib. bag creer 00 Amiesésa Fue Bo DuPont Garden Dust, 5 Wb. bag cc 128 

Be coco 988 Br ete Rawleigh Duster, each 65 16 Qt. Crates—K. D.— Niagara 1 qt. BIE eeseeeee cc ceeeeeeeeeeeie 1 
Each cece ccesseeeu-.. 20 conts jiagara 2 qt. size 22... td 2.7 

Till Baskets— ——— BIRD HOUSES ——— Three Quart, 250 per crate........$4.50 Wren and bluebird houses, well constructed, 50c each Two Quart, 250 per crate... 4.00 Postage and mailing, 15c. 
.... All Quotations F.O.B. Madison... . .. Prices subject to change without notice .. 

GLENN A. DUNN, Manager . 
2201 University Ave. Madison 5, Wisconsin 
aR NS
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. CHEMICALS FOR APPLE 
Better Spraying Necessary MACEDY EAGT TRAPS 

b HE Southeastern Wisconsin 

For Num er One Apples T Fruit Growers Association, 227 

7 baat 7 . . Cutler Street, Waukesha, and the 
Dp Powell, Illinois Di- charge 20 gallons per minute. Badger Pharmacy, 1357 University 

vision of Plant Pathology gives 2. Measure the discharge per Ayenue, Madison, are both equipped 
the following important analysis of minute by placing the guns in a to send out glycine for bait traps 
efficient spraying. bucket. If the output is not up to for apple maggot control. 

One good spray is worth two capacity, (1) increase the aperture 8 
poor ones, It should be added that of the discs, or (2) use more nozzles Prices from the Southeastern As- 
two poor ones are not worth apply- on the broom. If the pump then sociation are: — . 

ing. An orchardist had just as well does not discharge to capacity, it 2 07. glycine ween nnn n eo Gie 
go fishing as to attempt to control probably needs new suction cups, 4 02. glycine ----------$1.25 
scab by poor coverage. the gaskets or valves may he leak- Prices at the Badger Pharmacy 

Survey shows faults. Inefficient ing, etc. are: : 
operation is costly. In a recent visit 3. Examine the sprayed trees oc- 2 oz. glycine ---_--------8r 
to several orchardists who were casionally. If you can find a dry 4 oz. glycine _-.----_--$1.50 
having difficulty in growing good leaf, the spraying is not sufficiently Prices postpaid. 
fruit, the following conditions were thorough. a oo 
found: 4. Continue spraying until the (The above glycine is amen: 

1. There was a leak of about 1 spray drips from the tree. acetic acid.) 
gallon per minute around the agi- 5. Use a fog spray to obtain good It is difficult to mail or prepare 
tator shaft. coverage. A tower is necessary for sodium hydroxide for shipping. It 

2. Thirty -year-old trees were fog spraying in the tops. should be purchased in your local 
sprayed from one side with a 6. Apply plenty of spray per tree. drug store in flake or bead form. 
straight stream from a single-nozzle A simple rule is: For prepink, pink, This material is inexpensive. 
gun at the rate of 11% gallons per calyx and succeeding sprays, divide This bait trap material should he 
tree. the age of the tree by 4, 3, 2, and prepared at once and allowed to 

3. Thirty-year-old trees were 1.5 respectively. For example, a stand some weeks before using as it 

sprayed from the ground only. 10-year-old tree should receive the becomes more effective on aging. 

4. On 18-year-old trees 2% gal- following amounts: _ 
lons per tree were applied. - Dormant and prepink THE HELP PROBLEM 

5. Spraying out a tank of 150 SHAPES oeereeeeeesd5, gals, 
gallons required 114 hours. Pink stage -----------3.3 gals. Heard at the Michigan Horticul- 

6. Only 10 gallons of spray were Calyx stage ----------5.0 gals. tural Society Meeting 

broom from a Ségallonspersminate Cole fey pani ea don't know that F need t© si 
: . : . this to this group, but don’t take 

ee tk . . For Victory With King Apple” by the attitude that if somebody doesn't 
: ree men were putting on Dr, V. W. Kelley, Illinois Depart- : eal _ : ety P supply you with the help you need 

y three 400-gallon tanks in one- ment of Horticulture. h , : ducti 

ff day wth a 38-tlon-per= "A °F HOVE, hat yo gg t toy duction 
minute outfit. ‘ 5 : 

8. Spray material was ordered ee acon simply lie down on the job. The 
only as it was needed for each : ae that carries the gun couldn't 
spray. Question: Are strawberries that lie down on the job, and those of 

9. Poor grades of sulfur were are grown in acid soil more acid us who produce the food should 
wed, than those grown in a soil that is not do it either. It is up to us to 

. not acid? produce, and don’t forget that 
Suggestions for Improvement Answer: No, other conditions be- everybody else right down the line 
Factors such as the above, ob- ing equal. However, the amount of is as short of help as you are. 

served in orchards of 15 to 100 sunshine could make a great deal Think of your implement dealer, 
acres, cause scabby and wormy of difference regardless of kind of your grocer, or think of anybody 
fruit. Timeliness and thoroughness _ soil on which the plants are grown. you can, and if you can think of 
are necessary to good spraying. The I assume you refer to the taste of somebody that has all the help he 
following suggestions are made for the berries rather than to a chemi- needs, why I’m going to be sur- | 
improvement : cal analysis for acidity. prised. Everybody is short of help. 

1. Use the full capacity of your From April, 1944 Minnesota From Annual Report Michigan 
outfit; a 20-gallon pump should dis- Horticulturist. Horticultural Society. |
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Directory of Members Wi in Apple Institut 
Adell Fond du Lac Sturgeon Bay 

Cherry Hill Fruit Farm, S. F. Her- Ledgewood Orchards, John P. Zahn, D. E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay 
drich, R. 1, Adell R. 4 Brown Bros. Orchard, L. P. Brown. 

Antigo Franksville ~~ ~~ Sturgeon Bay . 
Grand View Orchard, James Cherf, Dawson Bros., Franksville Fruit Growers Co-operative, Stur- 

Antigo Charles Patterson, Route, 1, Frans- g¢on Bay 

Bancroft ville Sam Goldman, Sturgeon Bay 

John Guth, Bancroft Galesville Se note —— ao 

aboo: Fred Sacia, Galesville a ' 

oe B. Irish, Baraboo Young Bivthers, Galesville Pen Basalt Sturgeon Bay—Rey- 

Ski-Hi Fruit Farm, A. K. Bassett, Gays Mills Thies 

Baraboo Dr. S. R. Boyce, Gays Mills, Sunrise Lone Elm Farm, Martin H. Wetzel, 

Bayfield Orchard Route 1, Thiensville 
Brit Burtness, Bayfield Jas. P. Kegel, R. 2, Gays Mills Waldo 

Dawson Hauser, Bayfield, Superior Kickapoo Development Corp., Gays Waldo Orchards, Arno Meyer, Waldo 

View Farm Mills Waukesha 

Ed. Betzold, Bayfield J. C. Schubert, Gays Mills, Kickapoo Gygax Bros., R. 2, Box 170, Wauke- 

O. G. Mills, Bayfield Orchard Co. sha 

Olai Selfors, Bayfield Green Bay Swartz Orchards, R. 4, Waukesha 

Shuga & Torbick, Bayfield, R. 1 The Larsen Company, Green Bay Tansdale Orchard, Lester F. Tans, 

Brodhead i, a C. J. Telfer, 524 So. Ashland Ave.,  R. 2, Box 367, Waukesha 

Pine Bluff Fruit Farm, A. M. Ten (jreen Bay West Allis 

Eyck, Brodhead Hales (Corners: Oscar Conrad, R. 4, West Allis 

Casco . Arthur Brunn, R. 1, Hales Corners West Bend 

H. A. Dvorak, Casco h Hall Honadel’s Orchard, Elroy O. Hona- Jos. L. Morawetz, R. 4, West Bend 
_The Old Homestead Orchards, Hal del, Hales Corners Wryacena 

Eee a Route 1, Casco Alfred J. Meyer & Sons, Hales Cor- Francis Allegar, Wyocena 

Cedarburg ners — 

Mrs. Pauline Frenz, Cedarburg Herbster — MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS 

The Homestead Orchard, Walter D. Carl Erickson, Herbster Bayfield Fruit Growers Assn. 

Corrigan, R. 2, Cedarburg Kenosha Manager, Roy Smith, Bayfield . 

Fromm Orchards, Cedarburg Thompson & Marken, R. 4, Kenosha Door Co. Fruit Growers Co-operative 

Nieman Bros. Orchards, Cedarburg Kewaunee Manager, K. Stock, Sturgeon Bay 

B. J. Otting, Route 2, Cedarburg J. G. Walecka, Kewaunee Jefferson Co. Fruit Assn. 
Gust Strege, Cedarburg Luxemburg Secy. Carroll Krippner, R. #1, Ft. 

Martin H. Wiepking, R. 2, Cedarburg Albert J. Theys, Luxemburg Atkinson . 
Chicago, Illinois Madison Manitowoc Co. Fruit Growers Assn. 

J. Arthur Friedlund, 763-31 South —-R. W. Hartwell, 638 Sheldon St, ,S¢cY: Ervin Tuma, R. #1, Cato 
Clark St.. Chicago, Ill. Madison 5 Milwaukee Co. Fruit Growers Assn. 

M. B. Goff, c/o Employers Mutuals, Dr. Kk. H. Roberts, Horticulture Secy. Alfred J. Meyer, R. 1, Box 

228 N. La Salle, Chicago, IIL. Bldg., Madison 6 227, Hales Corners 
Chippewa Falls Ed H. Stoeber, R. 2, Madison 5 Racine Co. Fruit Growers Assn. 

Val R. Connell, Chippewa Falls Menomonie Secy. Lyman Skewes, Union Grove 

Geo, A, Gannon, Chippewa Falls Wm. Connell, R. 1, Menomonie Sheboygan Co. Fruit Growers Assn. 

Henry Kreutzfeldt, R. 5, Chippewa Milwaukee Secy. Jos. Thackray, Glenbeulah 

Falls P. G. Hohlweck, 4734 W. Brown Deer Washington Co. Fruit Growers Assn. 

John D. Mellquham, Chippewa Falls Rd., Milwaukee 9 Secy. E. E. Skaliskey, P. O. Bldg., 
Geo. E. Wolfe, Chippewa Falls H. S. Schnell, 2536 N. Summit Ave, Vest Bend . 

Dodgeville Milwaukee Waukesha Co. Fruit Growers Assn. 

Virgil Fieldhouse, Dodgeville New Holstein Secy. Wm. Basse, R. #3, Box 225, 

Durand Hipke Orchards, New Holstein Waukesha 

M. A. Ward, Durand Oshkosh TT 

Egg Harbor Rasmussen's Fruit Farm and Nurs- Finally, an ‘A’ 

Eames Orchards, Spencer Eames, aries a % Oshkosh It happened during the rush for 

Egg Harbor ort ashington ean . - 

Harseahoe Bay Orchards, Egg Har- Guy S. Hales, Port Washington xasoline ration coupons, and the 

Wee Richland Center scene was an American high school. 

Proctor Orchards, Dr. T. C. Proc- Oakwood Fruit Farm, Wm. J. Louis, ‘The white-haired teacher at the 

tor, Egg Harbor (Nov. to Apr. 159 S. R. 2, Richland Center table looked up and grinned at the 

4th Ave., Sturgeon Bay) Richmond, Illinois man. standing before her, applica- 

Ellison Bay Oriole Springs Orchards, A. C. Ells- tion in hand. 

August Carlson, Ellison Bdy worth, Richmond, IIl. “Well.” she said, “af 

Driftwood Farms, S. S. Telfer. Elli- South Milwaukee e ‘ she said, ‘after all these 

sen Bay Haas Brothers, R. 1, Box 67, South cars, I’m finally able to give you 
W. C. Powers, Ellison Bay Milwaukee an ‘AT!’



B e e e erry Picking and Handling 
By J. D. Winter, Minnesota 

Pees must be carefully in- weather at the “tail end” of the 
structed and supervised to do a . — _ > season usually do not keep well even 

good job. Sometimes it is better to 3 ; wa when picked under dry conditions, 
train new pickers than attempt to ‘ | and when picked wet they deterior- 
change use with incorrect pick- ‘i ate very quickly. 
ing habits. Replace pickers not do- Berries picked after prolonged 
ing good work by the third day, but rain will not keep well and cannot 
do not expect new pickers to keep i be shipped successfullly no matter 
up with experienced ones. Until t how dry when picked. Berries from 
used to the work, pickers usually j the second picking after rain usu- 
cannot do good work for more than A ally are the most difficult to handle. 
4 to 5 hours per day. La " Hold such fruit for local distribu- 

A strawberry crop yielding up to i } tion or short hauls, canning, or 
50 24-quart crates per acre per freezing. 
day requires from 12 to 20 pickers Separate Culls While Picking 
per acre during heaviest picking. A Never sort or rehandle berries 
raspberry crop yielding 25 to 30 Pick raspberries for shipping after they are placed in the box. 
24-pint crates per acre per day ‘“‘pink-ripe” as soon as the berries Merely emptying the fruit ona table 
requires 10 to 12 pickers per acre. can be pulled easily fromthe “core.” and _ then replacing it in the box 
Too few pickers may result in poor In dry seasons, some varieties do may greatly increase decay and 
work because pickers do a much not loosen easily until too ripe for softening. Have pickers sort good 
poorer job when tired. Pickers shipping. In this event, shallow cul- fruit from the poor when picking. 
usually are paid by the box or crate. tivation immediately following each Reserve one box in each carrier for 

Pick Berries Frequently picking will be helpful. A “dead cull or overripe fruit. 
; . ripe” berry is too ripe for tomor- All cull fruit should be picked 

Bicls berries frequently enough row’s market, and paid for at the same rate as to insure the delivery of fruit of Start Picking Early for the good fruit, Overripe and 
uniform ripeness. During most of the Berries picked early in the day rotted strawberries left on the 

season, pick the enbre planting yemain cooler and keep longer than plants promote the decay of other 
every day, especially in hot or damp those picked later. For each rise of _ berries. Growing strawberries in 
weather. During the first few days about 15 degrees F. the berry’s rows not more than 18 to 24 inches 
of the season, picking will be neces-  jnarketable life, other things being wide and growing raspberries in 
sary only every other day. Boxes equal, is decreased one-half. As the hills facilitates “clean” picking. 
containing OVEEDIPS and underripe heat of the day increases, berries Cull fruit includes green, muddy. 
fruit do. not ship well and bring pecome softer and the skin is more insect - damaged, sun - scalded, de- 
lower prices. Overripe berries usu- easily punctured. Rhizopus rot, the cayed, moldy, bruised, undersized. 
ally serve as infection centers for principal cause of “whiskers” on and misshapen berries. 
the spread of mold. herries, does not readily penetrate Fill the Boxes Properly 

The degree of maturity at which unbroken skin but easily infects Place, not drop, berries in the 
strawberries should be picked for fruit with broken outer covering. — hox. Holding a number of berries 
shipment depends upon variety, the Wet Berries—Allow raspberries jn the hand before they are placed 
distance the berries will travel. and wet with rain, dew, or fog to dry in the box will bruise the fruit. 
the weather in transit. In general, on the bush before picking. Wet Do not allow pickers to put all the 
berries three-quarters red. are suit- raspberries cannot be shipped suc- smaller berries in the bottom of the 
able for 24-hour shipment and those _ cessfully. box and top them with large berries 
with full color but firm for 12-hour Strawbérries may be picked as Never heap berries on top of a 
shipment. For longer shipments, soon as it is dry enough to work carrier of full boxes and then re- 
“half-ripe” berries showing 25 to even though the dew is not com- move the extra berries to other 
50 per cent of the surface white pletely off the berries, provided the hoxes at the berry shed. 
and the remainder pink usually are fruit is allowed to dry off before Never allow filled carriers to 
required. Do not pick strawberries packing boxes into the crate. It is stand in the sun. that are green on the under side. hetter to start picking strawberries Provide Good Berry Sheds The fruit may be icked riper in carly when the berries are wet with A good berry shed provides max- _ cool weather thas in warm. Do not dew and to get through early than imum air circulation and protects pick berries fr immediate use or to start late and end late. How- the fruit from direct sunshine and for freezing until fully ripe. ever, strawberries picked in warm — sud‘en rain storms. Good air circu-
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lation will cool fruit to slightly be- were removed at frequent intervals. In the field, popcorn cross-polli 
ww the prevailing air temperature In spacing demonstrations in nates readily "with field os : a 

in a short time and will help retard commercial plantings of Aroma and corn. Such crossed corn is imeait 

wid or decay. Berries in a closed Premier in southern Indiana, the able for seed. However, for ping 
ur partly closed shed or room cool yield of strawberries has been in- purposes it is quite mieten. 

very slowly. A damp cellar is a creased an average of about one- Condensed from Weekly tena 

poor place to hold berries. fifth. Some Indiana growers:‘use a Dominion Experimental cial 

Sometimes a canvas over a frame  spike-tooth harrow in September or Morden, Manitoba. ly: A. Leslie. 

will serve as a temporary berry early October to thin out the late a 
shed, or a table under the shelter formed plants after a good row pO NOT PLANT PLUMS 

ui a large tree will sutfice. A shed of early plants has been formed WITH APPLES 
consisting of a roof with a few and these plants have become well In our opinion, plums should not 
boards on the sunny side usually rooted. Where yield records have be grown in a "commercial apple 

wil provide necessary protection. been kept in plantings so treated, orchard as interplanted tree vt . 

On days when the air is extreme- yield increases have been obtained otherwise. We have seen too ae 

ly hot and dry, exposure of the by the treatment. trouble in controlling the stan 
iruit to rapid air movement for The harrowing must be done  curculio on the apples to m ie this 

more than two or three hours may after the earlier formed plants are advisable, not to O eniion i Ga 

result in loss of brightness and ex- deeply enough rooted and the soil culties in spraying becaus: Of tt e 

cessive shrinkage. When necessary, is sufficiently dry that these plants differences in astin nae vA the 

tle berries must be protected trom will not be pulled up by the har- orchards must get aibhE a teat 

ust, rowing. : : cutin 

Condensed from Bulletin by Min- Condensed from Hoosier Horti- seals andl shaman. Oeil comers . 

uesota College of Agriculture. culture. growers will save themselves much 

SS ————. grief if its ; 

PLANT SPACING INCREASES HOW TO MAKE POPCORN we frit ate: planted 

STRAWBERRY YIELDS . POP From May issue Minnesota Fruit 

ps 1S of Blakemore, Catskill, percors is distinctive because Grower. 

Cuiver, Fairfax and Premier of the violent explosion result- ee 

spaced eight inches apart outyielded — ing when its flinty kernels are heat- Adm, Halsey tells of arriving 

tose growing in matted rows in ed. Some hard flinty field corn va- Jate at ‘a football ame, A owe 

tests conducted by W. H. Childs,  rieties also pop when heated. This ty his seat ste a san ‘a get 

of the West Virginia Agricultural popping or exploding is thought to foot Sailer Sethot h ‘a lor’s 

[Experiment Station. The spacing be due to the sudden release of yelled, “Get off nay foot, ng i 

of plants of Gandy resulted in a pressure in the kernel by the steam jyy.” Then, reco: Aisin ie wn a 

decrease in yield in these tests. confined within it. The moisture in saig) “Oh ny er edtece fer 

The yield increases by variety the kernel produces the steam on don, sir "He ee m ot beg par- 

were as follows: Premier, 25%; heating. Softer kernelled types of  y,, ahead—step on a leas foot 

Blakemore, 46% ; Catskill, 29%; corn allow the steam to escape grad- ~ SMEARS som ity (PNcaSee 

Fairfax, 47%, and Culver, 41%. ually and hence do not develop 27 uae 

The yield of Gandy was reduced explosive force. cain ian cannnn annua 

32% by the spacing. Popcorn varieties differ consid- 

‘The mother plants were set 18 erably in popping expansion. Tom 

inches apart in rows that were three Thumb, Pinkie and Japanese Everything you need in 

and one-half feet apart. All rows Hulless are very satisfactory in this oi 

were allowed to develop to a width — regard. . k t V t bl 

ut 24 inches. In the spaced rows, Popcorn should have a moisture rul and ege a e 

cach parent plant was allowed to content of 12 to 13 per cent for 

form nine runner plants and these complete popping. If it is too dry B ¢ 

were evenly distributed through a it pops feebly, partly splits open oxes and rates 

24+inch row to give an average of and is easily scorched. If too moist 

three and one-third plants per the popping is loud but the pops are 65 years of dependable service 

square foot, or an average spacing small, rough and tough. In the home 

of approximately eight inches be- or in the store a metal container is . 

tween plants. In this test the run- essential for storing popcorn prop- Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 

ners were accurately placed so that erly. In case the popcorn is dried Sheboygan, Wisconsin 

the spacing was uniform and a full below 12 per cent it can be tm- 

stand was obtained by late July. proved by sprinkling lightly with a 

\fter that time all other runners water 2 hours hefore it is popped. cl
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uestions and Answers About Summer Beekeeping 
Question: Will small or weak The reason is it either absorbed can do it more efficiently? Remem- 

colonies swarm during the honey moisture so the honey became thin _ ber the days when we pumped water 
flow? Can it be controlled by re- enough to ferment, or the colony for a herd of cattle by hand? Not 
versing brood chambers? may have swarmed during the hon- many farmers do it now. 

Answer: Yes, weak colonies may ey flow and been unable to evap- ———$___—__—_. 
swarm during the honey flow. They orate enough moisture from. the PLAN TO TRAP POLLEN 
will store the honey around the nectar to fully ripen it. THIS SUMMER 
brood and become crowded in spite Size‘of Entrance in Summer , . . 
of the fact that there aren't many 4 . . Mor and more Wisconsin bee- 
bees present. Reversing brood Question : Is it a good thing to keepers are trapping pollen 
chambers or adding an empty hive provide extra openings between su- for spring feeding. Mr. Geo. De- 
body on top may not work because Pers during the honey flow to help Koeyer, 815 West Street, Baraboo, 
the queen may not go up into it, "Pe? the honey ? has very fortunately been able to 
It is therefore necessary to remove Answer: Yes, it will help a great obtain priorities to purchase screen 
frames of brood and honey and deal in ripening honey if additional wire and is making a limited num- 
place into another hive body above Openings are given during the heavy ber of traps which he is selling at 
in order to break up the crowded honey flow. A good way is to a very reasonable price. 
brood nest. simply place a small stick about the In using these traps during hot 

— size of a lead pencil between the weather it is well to use a shallow 
Extracting in July top supers. Experiments have shown super underneath the brood cham- 

Question: Can: we start extract that if this is done honey will ripen ber. The super should be without 
esa : much faster than if there is only frames and should have holes cut ing in July if the combs are more bottom entrance 7: P 
than half sealed over, or will the a enmeuce: on each side, covered with Seren 
honey still be unripe at that time? The Honey Pump wire, to provide ventilation and al- 

Answer: Most large beekeepers Question: Will a honey pump |W the bees to cluster underneath 
start extracting right after the 4th handle cold honey? I have heard the brood chamber. 
of July. During hot, dry weather that the honey pump is not a good The pollen should be collected at 
it takes only about two weeks for thing to use because it pumps air the end of each day and spread out 
a strong colony to ripen or evap- into the honey. Is that true? thinly in an airy place to dry. 
orate the moisture from honey so Answer: It is difficult to get a When thoroughly dry, the pollen 
it will keep well. Weak colonies honey pump that will handle cold should be stored in a dry room, un- 
or those with small entrances may honey. It it best to warm honey to til next March when it can be mixed 
not ripen it well at all. about 100 degrees before pumping with soybean flour and fed. 

Thin Honey it. A honey pump operating at low — ed 
Question: | have heard that 1f a speed is now standard equipment George Bernard Shaw said _ it: 

comb is well sealed over with cap- with honey producers. It saves an  “‘Caricatures are never like me. One 
pings, that the honey must then enormous amount of work. Eventu- day when I went into a friends’ 
be ripe. Is that true? ally we think that all beekeepers flat I saw a caricature of me that 

Answer: No, it is not true. We with more than 25 colonies willhave seemed to be good—cruel of course. 
have seen nwty combs, even sec- a pump. Why lift tons of honey — still what a caricature should be 
tions of ~omb honey, well sealed from the floor to the top of ahoney Then it moved and | saw it was 2 
over ir Which the honey fermented. tank when a small motor and pump mirror.”
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SUMMER MEETINGS LADYSMITH BEEKEEPER 
WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION HAS GOOD RESULTS FROM 

FEEDING SOYBEAN FLOUR 
POLLEN MIXTURE 

HONEY ACRES, MENOMONEE FALLS, JULY 25 M* Robert Knutson of Lady- 
smith, president of the North- 

western District of the Wisconsin 
EAU CLAIRE LAKE PARK, AUGUSTA, JULY 27 Beekeepers Association, reported at 

_ the annual meeting at Barron on 

Principal speakers, Dr. Jas. I. Hambleton, Chief, Division of Bee Culture, vaiien fel oe oe Seah 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington ,D. C. and Mr. E. R. Root, . ¢ 
Medina, Ohio. s soybean flour in March, and fed it 
, , to his outdoor wintered colonies. 

——————— Results were beyond his expecta- 
Forenoon Programs tions. The colonies were very strong 

July 25. 10:30 A.M. Assemble at Honey Acres, home of Mr. and Mrs. by May Ist. In fact, he contem- 
Walter Diehnelt, east of Menomonee Falls, on highway 166. A.M. Demonstra- plated making some increase during 
tion of extracting equipment and beekeeping methods used at Honey Acres. May. 
Chairman of meeting, Mr. Walter Diehnelt, president State Association. He stated that the bees had used 

considerable stores in early brood 
.. . rearing. It is interesting to observe 

July 27. 10:30 A.M. Assemble Eau Claire Lake Park on Hy. 27, five miles that bees can be wintered outdoors 
north of Augusta. A.M. program, demonstration of equipment, pollen traps and successfully at Ladysmith, and can 
how to use them. Chairman, Mr. Robert Knutson, Ladysmith, chairman North- es 6 . western District: be built up into strong colonies 

early in the season in that rather 
———— severe climate. Temperatures in 

Noon Luncheon northern Wisconsin often fall from 
12:00 M. Pot luck luncheon. Every family is asked to bring a dish, the 30 to 40 below zero. 

amount in proportion to the number of members in the family. Suggestions: Since the honey flow is largely 
cake, pie, baked beans, potato salad, sandwiches, and similar dishes. from white and alsike clover which 

Coffee and lemonade will be furnished free by the state and district associa- comes in mid-June, a much bigger 
tions, each person to bring plates, knives, forks, spoons and glass or cup. We crop can be produced if colonies 
will all eat together, cafeteria style. . : are strong before the flow. That has Luncheon tickets at 50c each may be obtained by those unable to bring food. been the one big draw-back in Wis- 

—__ consin beekeeping—weak colonies in 
Aftecisea’ Peogten June, which built up on the flow 

1:30 P.M. How to create a peace-time market for honey. Mrs. Harriett rather than storing it. By mid-July 
Grace, Madison, American Honey Institute. all colonies are usually strong, but 

2:00 P.M. Information hour. Practical questions answered by practical by that time it is too late for the 
beekeepers. main crop. 

2:45 P.M. Beekeeping research and how we can use it. Dr. Jas. I. Hamble- This new method of beekeeping 
ton, Division of Bee Culture, Beltsville, Maryland. is taking hold in Wisconsin. We 

3:30 P.M. Timely observations about the honey industry. FE. R. Root. predict that within the next five 
Medina, Ohio. years there will be radical changes. 

— However, we wish to warn those 
Woman’s Auxiliary Meeting who try this method of building 

11 A.M.—12 M. Preparation of luncheon. strong colonies early that they must 
12M. Pot luck luncheon. Help committee in serving. provide more stores. Where they 

das PM. eas cli etes Talk by Mrs. Harriett Grace, Madi- probably have been getting along on ies oP ee rorw ’ y . araCe, 30 pounds surplus in the fall, they 
Officers of the Woman’s Auxiliary will preside: will now need 50 to 60 pounds and 
Mrs. Wm. Michaelson, Arkansaw, state president Woman's Auxiliary, at that neans a different type of bee- 

the Eau Claire Lakes meeting. keeping. 
Mrs. Cornelius Meyer, Appleton, vice-president Woman’s Auxiliary, at the a 

Menomonee Falls meeting. 
Defined 

A hick is a person who looks 

Dinner Committee for Eau Claire Lakes meeting: Mrs. Wm. Michaelson, both ways before Crossing a; one= tkansaw, Chairman; Mrs. S. P. Elliott, Menomonie; Mrs, Robert Knutson, way street. A city man is one who adysmith; Mrs. Milton Lundgren, Amery; Mrs. E. H. Hanselman, Augusta; doesn’t look at all. 
nd Mrs. Herman Rodeske, Fountain City.
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BEES VERY ACTIVE IN NOT NOSEMA, BUT SAVE ALL SLUMGUM SCRAP. 
POLLENIZING RED CLOVER STARVATION INGS AND BEESWAX 

Visit 6,180 Corollas Per Hour . REFUSE 
PENNSYLVANIA'S entomolo- M*: John Long, Deputy Apiary A old slumgum, scrapings and 

gists, E. J. Anderson and Merrill Inspector, reports visiting a beeswax refuse should Ix 
Woods, give some interesting facts bee yard in early May in which saved and rendered because it is 

on the value of honey bees in red any bees were dying. The owner badly needed, and brings a. gow 
clover pollination, reported in the complained it was Nosema. The price. 
May issue of American Bee Jour- bees appeared listless and many A letter from Dadant and Sons 
nal. , were unable to fly. On the ground Jylinois, states that their record 

They found that bees gathering i” front of the hives and at some show that on several hundred ship- 
pollen visited from 96 to 117 corol-  ‘istance were many dead bees. It ments of old slumgum and old bees. 
las per minute, or an average of looked like a case of Nosema, but wax, recovery of wax averiyed 
6.180 per hour. Bees gathering pol- Mr. Long decided to inspect the 22 per cent of the weight of the 
len did not spend much time on Colony more carefully. He found material. Not a single shipment but 
cach corolla since they visited about absolutely no honey or food in the what paid at least for the cost oi 
three times as many as did those ive and that it was obviously a rendering. 
gathering nectar. case of starvation. They recommend getting together 

Bees gathering nectar visited At meetings this spring we asked at least 100 pounds to be sent in 
from 30 to 40 corollas per minute, beekeepers if they had inspected by freight. The rate on “beeswax 
or 2,160 per hour. Many bees gath- their colonies. To our surprise we refuse” is quite low, but of cours 
ered both nectar and pollen. found far too many of them had all freight rates are based on 100 

The investigators found certain not looked into their colonies even pounds minimum. 
strains of red clover were more by the first week in May. That is Many beekeepers are throwing 
attractive to bees than others. A a serious situation. It is often im- away their old beeswax refuse. All 
strain called Coral attracted several possible to tell if there is enough members of the Wisconsin Bec. 
times as many bees as any others, food to keep them from starving keepers Association should urge 
The Coral variety produced con- just by hefting the colony. We must beekeepers to save such refus. 
siderably more nectar than the oth- get over the notion that it is bad place it in burlay bags, and_ seni 
er varieties which is no doubt the for bees to open the hive and ex- it in for rendering. We believe tha 
reason why the bees preferred it. amine them. Not only must we such refuse can best be handled 

Bees Can Reach Nectar know what is in the hive, but we by commercial operators becaus 
We have been told the reason ust learn by observation how colo- with their improved equipment for 

bees do not work red clover as well #5 look and act in the spring. We rendering, they can obtain so much 
as alsike is that the corolla tubes ™USt know if there is pollen pres- more beeswax that the beekeeper 
are too long—their tongues cannot ent; if there is none, to feed it in will be ahead not to render it hin- 

reach the nectar, The Pennsylvania the form of soybean flour and pol- self, unless he is well equipped. 
investigators reported that “it was Jen misture. aia 
also observed that some bees pushed NOW IT’S DOCTOR E. R. ROOT 
their heads into the older corollas Ore State University has con 
with so much force that they caused HONEY RATIONING ferred the honorary degree oi 

the walls to fold up, permitting the oo. Doctor of Laws on E. R. Root oi 
hees to reach the bottom of the At the beekeepers’ convention in Medina, Ohio, at the exercises o 

flower and gather all the nectar.” Winnipeg many complaints were June 3rd. Less than 40 such honor 
Perhaps one reason why bees do voiced against rationing which sums have been given in the history ¢i 
not visit red clover is because many up to the opinion that it has prac- the college. ‘ 
strains do not have enough nectar tically killed consumer sales in The honor was conferred on Mr 

to attract them. Canada. ‘According to L. T. Floyd, Root for his work in the field oi 

Agronomists are working on this provincial apiarist, retail sales in beekeeping and as the author oi 
problem. The solution may be de- Winnipeg in the last six months ABC and XYZ in Bee Culture, rt 
velopment of strains which will pro- are only 20 per cent of normal. garded as the world’s foremost at 

duce more nectar so bees will work Many beekeepers packed their hon- thority on beekeeping. 
the flowers. ey in jars in small containers under All Wisconsin beekeepers know 
Se rationing for the first time without }/, R. Root because of his cooperation 

No Future previous experience in packing, with us at our summer meetings 

“Your fiance is a charming man. which resulted in a large percentage We understand that if you att 

He has a certain something.” of spoilage. in doubt as to whether to call hi 
“Yes, but I would rather he had From March, 1944 American Bee “doctor” from now on, don’t do it 

something certain,” Journal, We congratulate Dr. Root.
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THOSE WEAK COLONIES “The Honey Food Industry Ad- 
wes colonies cannot take ad-  visory Committee as a whole were HONEY WANTED 

vantage of a honey flow. of the opinion that a floor for the Cash paid for cars and less 
What a big difference there was price of honey was most important than cars comb and extracted 
between the amount of honey pro- at this time.” honey. Mail sample and best duced by colonies during the dan- —_ price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 
delion and fruit bloom period. Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 
Some colonies produced as much MINNESOTA BEEKEEPERS : 
as 20 pounds of honey during that TO MEET JULY 28 
time while others produced noth- Mr. A. G. Ruggles, University 
ing. The reason— some had more Farm, St. Paul, secretary of the 
field bees than others. Those colo- Minnesota Beekeepers Association, HONES SANS . oe . did not. build well : x We can give you immediate nies. which did n uild up announces that the summer meeting delivery on 60# cans. during March and April did not of the Association will be held at Order your glass supply for have the population of field bees University Farm on Friday, July 28. the new crop now, as it takes 
to bring in the nectar. We will see Speakers from the Wisconsin from 3 to 6 months to receive 
this repeated in the white and alsike meeting will appear on this program. same from the factory. We now 
clover flow. Strong colonies will gates have a good supply of 5S#, 2#, 
bring in the honey ; those with small 2 ae sok aon ye ieeees ee : POLLEN TRAPS make immediate shipment. populations will not. To insure prompt service, or- 

The big change coming in Wis- Pollen traps made from speci- der your Association labels now 
consin beekeeping is that we will fications by Central States Bee for your new crop of honey. 
feed our colonies pollen or pollen Laboratory. Sizes, 8 frame, 10 Write for Complete Price List. | supplement during March and April frame, and Modified Dadant. 

and see that they have plenty of Price $2.50 postpaid. George De- ee Teseck toe Hee 
honey so they can build up before Koeyer, 815 West Street, Bara- : “ = the flow. boo, Wis. HONEY ACRES 

Beekeepers who were happy in the Se Menomonee Falle, Wis. 
spring because colonies did not con- —_ TT 
sume much honey during winter BEES FOR SALE 

| are usually sad in late summer be- Four complete hives with bees 
cause they didn’t get much of a and equipment. Extractor, frames 
crop because they had weak colo- and combs, supers, 40 Ibs. foun- LOTZ QUALITY SECTIONS 
nies, Honey and pollen fed to bees dation, unused frames. Otto K. 
to raise brood early is a good in- Baber, R. 1, Box 82, Thiensville, The Best Money Can Buy 

vestment. Wis. — Featuring — 
Se ee Top ay monterials i Glossy 

ish— tails—O vo A FLOOR PRICE FOR HONEY FOR SALE Vigrocves—Accursle dimeneions Eorenss are being made by —Fine workmanship—Reasonable 
the beekeeping industry to in- Root four-frame automatic Prices. 

duce the Commodity Credit Cor- reversible extractor for hand or Complete stock ready for 
Poration to place a floor price under power, also some 8 and 10 frame immediate, shipment; 
honey. The American Bee Journal comb honey supers. Mia Raising comb hredd means more 
for October puts it clearly and H. C. Braithwaite, 117 B. Mid- Prone ae Som? honey a net we: 
emphatically when it says, “The dle Ave, Beloit, Wisconsin. —e —— Commodity Credit Corporation has Boy coer Supplies Now 
been known to suggest that farmers still complete. “ be paid when bees are placed on KEEP MORE BEES ; ‘i Replacii tock is becoming their land for the purpose of polli- But Keep Them Better by Reading the = ‘increasingly difficult. nating legume seed crops—just as lete Stocks farmers are now paid to lime their BEEKEEPERS MAGAZINE Comp! “ toe land. *** Is it asking too much i Cid Glass Containers that a floor of 9 cents per pound iN sation 60 Ib. cans until two years after the peace, be Published Monthly ’ 
aries him to encourage him to go Subscription Price: $1.00 per year Write for our 1944 catalog. 
ahead to expand perhaps, at a time : August Lotz Compan when all agriculture needs more BEEKEEPERS’ MAGAZINE Mitctucieres of Bee aoa bees for the pollination of food, RFD 5 LANSING, MICH. Boyd, Wisconsin 
forage and seed crops.
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OUR COVER PICTURE vived. 

ove cover picture this month ° Ve In sections where peaches can 
is by Florence K. Tomlinson 9 (3 v be grown, the Carpathian English 

of Madison. She has been doing “A wF d walnuts will no doubt do well. 
many of the covers and decorative A Peach flower buds are killed at 
drawings for Wisconsin Horticul- , around —15 degrees F. However, 
ture and has had her prints ex- we are not sorry that we planted 
hibited by the National Academy Vv \ the English walnut tree in our back 
of Design and the Buffalo Print ry ZZ yard. It is an ornamental tree and 
Club’s National Exhibition. She is ye’ has matured some walnuts each year 
represented in the current Nation- from hand pollination with black 
al Print Exhibition in the Library walnut pollen. 
of Congress, Washington, D. C. the back is then rubbed with a Unfortunately the pollen does 
She has won prizes in the Madison spoon thus transferring the design not mature at the same time as the 
and vicinity shows. This year the to paper. pistillate flowers on the same tree. 
Milwaukee Art Institute gave her This old and respected form of That applies to black walnuts and 
a Purchase Award and the Art printing is full of charm and fasci- other varieties as well. To get a 
Guild of Madison gave her a first nation. crop of nuts, therefore, it is neces- 

prize and honorable mention in The covers and small blocks done sary to plant several trees in the 
graphics. for Wisconsin Horticulture were same area so that pollination by the 

Other leading magazines have printed directly from the cut wind may take place from one tree 
used her work. blocks, therefore are not reduced to another. 

We asked Mrs. Tomlinson to tell but actual size. —- 
us how she produces the wood aaa ee NO MAGAZINE IN JULY 
blocks such as used on our cover. COMMENTS ON CRATH There will not be a July issue of 
Her answer follows: CARPATHIAN ENGLISH Wisconsin Horticulture. This cus- 
How to Make Wood Engravings WALNUTS tom was established a number of 
Wood engravings and lino-prints O* May 19th Prof. C. J. Chap- years ago. Our next issue will be 

interest me because the inky black man of the Soils Department, the July-August issue and will reach 
and the white paper embodies all Wisconsin College of Agriculture, you early in August. 
color. When I start a design I see telephoned us and said, “I was very a 
it quite clearly on my block. In much pleased this morning to find NEW BULLETIN ON IDENTI- 
wood engraving one has more use that my two Carpathian English FICATION OF SPRING WILD 
of grey values or fine tones for walnut trees have both catkins and FLOWERS 
modeling than in lino-cutting. The the pistillate flowers, so I hope we The Morton Arboretum at Lisle. 
tools are much like little chisels. have English walnuts this year.” Illinois, has just issued a new bul- 

I work quickly, dashing after the The large Carpathian walnut tree _letin entitled “Spring Wild Flowers 
final effect but with concentration; in the editor’s back yard was also of the Forest Floor. A key to iden- 
a slip of the knife might mean a covered with catkins and pistillate tification and glossary of terms used 
ruined design or block. Very little flowers. It bore catkins for the first in this key.” 
sketching is done on the block pre- time. Our opinion has therefore It is a splendid bulletin—one of 
liminary to cutting, gouging or en- been correct—that the catkins, grow- the best we have seen to enable the 
graving. The selection of treatment ing’ from overwintering buds, will amateur to identify spring wild 
is determined by my reaction to the not withstand our usual low tem- flowers. It contains many drawings 
subject matter and what I want to peratures. Consequently, duringthe so that identification is made easy. 
express. Working on the block di- past five or six years that the tree It is also an excellent teacher of 
rectly is a stimulation, After the has been large enough to bear, the botany in that it explains the terms 
design is completely cut the block winters have been too cold. This used in describing the flowers. | 
is then inked with a brayer (small winter the minimum temperature at We congratulate the Morton Ar- 
hand roller for spreading ink). On Madison was about —8 degrees. boretum staff on this excellent bul- 
this wet surface the paper is placed, Consequently the catkin buds sur- _ letin. 

|
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° NATIONAL PEONY SHOW Farmers Can Help Prevent Inflation “‘mivsame ion 2025 
By Asher Hobson Ts American Peony Society’s 

; ‘ . National Peony Show will be 
Chairman, Dept. of Agricultural Economics, University of Wisconsin held in the Milwaukee Gas Light 

Foc remember the “Silk the supply of goods and services compa Bails Se — 
Shirt” era of the last war. That must be boosted in keeping with Some of the largest commercial 

era was marked by 75 cent butter- purchasing power. . : growers of the country will make 

fat, 20 dollar hogs, and 100, 200 Farmers are doing their utmost large exhibits and the show prom- 

and in some states 300 dollars an to increase the supply of-agricul- jcses to be one of the largest and 
acre for farm land. Farmers also tural products. In this way they most successful that has ever been 
remember the “no shirt” era of the are helping to preyent inflation. The held. Mr. Lyman Glascock of El- 
bee ani at pares 5 a = o in which they may help wood, Illinois, has promised to have 
lar hogs, and land so low the mort- is to buy less. 1 ‘ A 
gage took it. One way of keeping The greater the voluntary savings the otters pn sry ane 
one’s shirt after this war is not to the less the need for more taxes. Michigan, will make a showing of 
buy too many silk shirts now, so Let us do it the voluntary way by Tyee Peonies, and the Milwaukee 

to speak, buying more WAR BONDS and Garden Clubs are cooperating and 
There is an old saying to the ef- holding those Bonds until manpow- wilt show ten tables of other flow- 

fect that he who sleeps on the floor ¢, Plant capacity, and raw mate- ers, Exhibits have been promised 
never falls out of bed. None of us Tials are available for increasing from New York to the state of 
want to sleep on the floor, but we the supply of consumer goods. Washington. 
should see to it that our beds are Condensed from article for U. S. The peony is the ruler of the 
not so high as to cause serious in- Treasury Department. garden by sheer virtue of its ma- 
jury in case of a fall. Unduly high ei jestic grandeur and beauty. Through 
prices are likely to be followed by IRIS SOCIETY HOLDS century upon century the peony has 
unduly low prices. EXCELLENT SHOW claimed its heritage unchallenged. 

Inflation is another term for un- The Wisconsin Iris Society held New feature of the show will be 
healthy high prices. Inflation hasa , very beautiful iris show at the talks every afternoon and evening 

younger brother. He is a bad actor. Knickerbocker Hotel, Milwaukee, by recognized authorities upon dif- 
His name is deflation. He has 2 Sunday, June 4. There were a large ferent classes of peonies, illustrated 
habit of following his brother m- number of beautiful artistic ar- by moving Pictures and slides. This 
flation. Deflation often means seri- rangements with iris, and many of will give visitors an opportunity to 

ous unemployment, lower property the newest and best iris were shown "¢/@x and obtain information on the 
values, more tax delinquency, and in perfection of bloom classes. different classes of peonies. Among 

mounting foreclosures. Add these The editor was presented with a a who will talk is ; Elmer A. 
festie and the sum is farm relief. beautiful certificate of recognition laar of Elmwood, Illinois, who 

hat is not the answer farmers nq |ife membership for his serv- has a national reputation as a color 
want. ; : ices in organizing the Wisconsin phahograptier and lecturer. . 

The forces causing prices to go Iris Society, which was deeply ap- P. he peony gardens at ay itera 
up may be summarized in the state-  preciated. The certificate was signed ark attract more than 10,000 visit- 
ment that there is more money by the president, Mrs. A. Jaeger, ors a day and we anticipate an un- 

available for spending than there Milwaukee; vice-president, C. D. usually large attendance at this na- 
are goods and services to be bought. Adams, Wauwatosa; and the sec- tional show. There will be no ad- 
This is another way of saying that retary, Mrs. R. Baumgartner, Mil- nussor charge and liberal prizes 
the demand for goods and services waukee. will be offered in the various classes. 

exceeds the available supply. Let us We congratulate the Wisconsin oo of the oe Horticultural 
be specific. At the end of 1943 it [ris Society on its efforts to popu- Toe are urged to exhibit and 
was estimated that there were 42 Jarize and promote their favorite “ttend. 
billion dollars of spendable income  fower. Charles E. Hammersley, 
in this country in excess of goods General Chairman, 
and services to be bought at the 714 Majestic Bldg., 
then existing prices. A year earlier Jim—Goshamighty, the baby’s eat- Milwaukee, Wis. 
the excess was 33 billion dollars. en a lot of that dog food I just oT 
If prices are to be held in line this bought. Shopper—It’s so hard to find 
excess purchasing power must be Dot—Never mind. It serves your just what you want! 
brought down to the level of the old dog right. He’s often eaten the Weary Clerk — Yes, especially 
supply of goods and services, or baby’s food. when you don’t know what it is.
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By the WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 

OFFICERS DIRECTORS E. A. Lins, Spring Green Harold panes. Whitewater, President Frank Blood, Stevens Point Walter F. ‘Miller, Sun Prairie David Puerner, Milwaukee, Vice-President Dr. F._ Graff, Freeport, Il Dr. Geo, ‘Scheer, Sheboygan . J. Rahmlow, Madison, Cor. Secretary Fred Hagedorn, Sheboygan Leiand Shaw, Milton ito sce Ave.” sore Walter © an Oosteans Noel ‘Thompson, Madison 9 alter C. ieger, jOwor 

° ° WHAT’S IN STORE FOR 1944 Gladiolus Thrips Control Harold E. Janes, Whitewater 
What Our Gladiolus Growers Are Using This Year HIS is an age of prediction, 

: a Emma C. Schipper, Milwaukee T Experts predict everything 
PVEMBERS of the Board of | use Rotenone dust after the glads from who will win the World's 

Directors of the Wisconsin are up about a foot, dusting every Series, to when the present World 
Gladiolus Society have been getting four days. War will end. It is, however, with 
good results in gladiolus thrips con- “At harvest time we use Rote- a feeling of trepedation that I ven- 
trol. The following methods are be- none dust in our bulb trays, and ture to predict the ten best gladio- 
ing used by some of the members: again when we clean them in the lus releases of 1944. I have seen 

Uses Tartar Emetic fall and winter.” but two of these. No previous year 

Leland C. Shaw of Milton writes. aie Etank Blood wot "Stevens Bes brmght out so: maay ace: fe “The most’ effective eray I have Point says that he used tartar emet- leases as the prsent season—varie- 
ever used consisted of 3 level table- ic apray last year with goed ev Hei-that wall Be: am: populie’ famnr spoons of tartar emetic; 4 cup of sults, He reports a lack of snow and demand, as soon as they be- 
brown sugar to every 3 gallons of this winter and the ground freez- come known. 

spray solution. I'll use it this sum- '"8 YETY deeply. The Best Five mer as long as I can get sugar. Walter Krueger of Oconomowoc My nomination for the first five 

Failing that, I’ use honey which writes, “Having had such good Suc~ of the Big Ten are: P39, Hawkeye 
was quite effective two years ago, ‘€SS with Lysol as a spring dip Red, Connecticut Yankee, Rose or AM evap,‘ ‘rap wed fh a2 pe eee nt 2 O'Day and Hemely Wi last year was less satisfactory and i ' didnt like taolesees eee year. I am experimenting with Del- P39 is no stranger to those who 

President Harold Janes White- betar and the new improved Cere- pia ae the 1943 show at Sheboy- 
water, writes, “My experience over 52- ee cord ey svredecessor by . 
a two-year period convinces me “My summer spray will be tartar 45 years, Leading Lady. Both are 
that tartar emetic is the perfect emetic, for experiment, Delbetar white sports of Picard * 
spray control for thrips. Because |] and Bordeaux.” Hawkeye Red should be the an- 
had very few thrips last season I Mr. Paul E. Hoppe of Madison wer to the grower’s prayer for a 
will experiment with a thrips spray says that he found Lysol ineffective commercial red. Possessing all good 
that also has fungicidal controk—_ in the control of fusarium hard rot. qualities of the old Vagabond, it is 
Delbetar spray used on both bulbs He treats his bulbs with bichloride a likely contender for top honors 
and bulblets, unless thrips show up of mercury, but is not sure of its in this class. 
at blooming time. I dusted all bulbs effect on bulb increase. Connecticut Yankee, a blotched 
as I cleaned them with Ferticide He used the following formula pink, did not arrive unheralded as 
and soaked them in New Ceresan, for thrips control last year with it has been shown at major Eastern 

cate ounce to three gallons of water. success: shows for the past two years. 
poe 20 minutes ; bulblets, 30 min- 1 oz. tartar emetic Rose O’Day is Noweta’s answer 

utes. . 2 oz. honey to a scarcity of good rose-pinks. 
te MAE pleas of oun Prairie 3 gallons water Lastly, do not overlook Heavenly 

, antin; ime use i i is i 
Lysol or Crysol at Ske rate of 3 He started spraying just before owe Ven tk a “x os te Pa 
ounces for 5 gallons of water, soak- the first spikes appeared and te with other leading n we hites 
ing the bulbs over night, or about SPtayed at least twice a week over It be noted th: * ree a f 12 hours. a three-week period. Had very few hi vai ee Fiat: three our id de | of thrips in the field thrips. the above five varieties are not from 

or control of thrips in the field crosses, but sports.
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The Second Group . F< . 
In the second group I would list Substitutes For Tartar Emetic and Br own Sugar 

Spotlight Ophir, Minstrel, Bonny In the Control of the Gladiolus Thrips 
Jeanne, and Mystery. The first two 

ee vin eet leek Seodete A“ thorough test of a number . Summary : In greenhouse and 

and Ophir have a touch of red in of materials for the control of field experiments to control the 
tie throat. ‘The form: is such as:to gladiolus th rips is reported by gladiolus thrips during 1942, tartar 

make each distinctive. Minstrel, Floyd F. Smith, US.D.A. in the emetic (2 lbs.) with brown sugar 

while probably classifying as a lav- Journal of Economic Entomology (4 Ibs.) was equal in effectiveness 
ender, has a touch of pink in the for June, 1943. . to other combinations with corn 

color. It can be grown to immense We can report only a brief por- sirup, cane molasses, or blackstrap 
size. Bonny Jeanne has been shown tion of the results and conclusions. molasses diluted to give similar su- 

widely: at our past two shows, and Of interest first, is a table showing gar contents in the finished spray. 

is fully up to the standards of the control of. gladiolus thrips with One quart of 40 per cent nicotine 
earlier “Krueger ealeaces. various materials as follows: sulfate in combination with 3 gal- 

Mystery may well be the dark 
horse of “the list. A rose-pink of Material In Control 
which I have nothing to judge from 100 Gallons of Spray Per Cent 
save the originator’s description. It Tartar emetic, 2 Ibs.; brown sugar, 4 Ibs._-_--------------- 68.6 
comes from Canada. Nicotine sulfate, 1 qt.; blackstrap molasses, 3 galSiccosceue, 20.7 

Nicotine sulfate, 1 qt.; corn sirup, 3 gals..----------------- 81.3 
An Alternate Nicotine sulfate, 1 qt.; cane sirup, 3 gals..-__-_-----------. 788 

Were I to select just one alter- Nicotine sulfate, 1 qt.; honey, 3 gals. 717 
nate for honors in the Big Ten, my pee sulfate, 1 qt.; corn molasses, 3 gals.--------------- 61.9 

: : fh aris green, 0.4 lb.; corn sirup, 3 gals.-------------------- 75.0 
iy coud tend Le wy ie Paris green, 0.4 Ib.; corn sirup, 3 gals.; hydrated lime, 0.4 Ib. 27.6 

ts a oe ry ot the grape- Discussion: The effectiveness of lons of corn sirup or cane sirup per 
wars Of at 1ea8t thies ” alae ee tartar emetic with corn sirup and 100 gallons of spray on a thrips- 
leases for 1945. ‘but: whether the other sirups and molasses appears _ susceptible variety of gladiolus was 
prove of the caliber of the “hove equal to that of the standard tartar more effective than tartar emetic, 
remains to. be seen. I hope: to be emetic-brown sugar spray, and the while 3 quarts of corn sirup with 
able to exhibit some of the above substitute sugars may be used as nicotine appeared adequate to pro- 
fist at buf 1944 state show long as this poison is available. tect a moderately resistant variety. 

: Nicotine Spray Gives Good Honey was also highly effective. 
Results Minimum effective concentrations 

COMMITTEE FOR 1944 STATE tn ine present inetatons.of 0 al sins ave ot ben ah 
GLADIOLUS SHOW, possible substittites for tartar emet- with blackstrap molasses or corn 

ic and brown sugar the most inter- 

MILWAUKEE STATE FAIR, esting finding was the greater ef- molasses gave’ poor control. The 

AUGUST 19-20-21 fectiveness of nicotine sulfate when eo ae blackstrap ris 

combined with corn sirup, cane sses or cane molasses apparent y The following committee has been sirup, or honey than when combined caused rapid evolution of — 

appointed by Pres. Harold Janes with blackstrap molasses, which fumes, mbted) less peels ha 

to supervise this year’s show: was selected by previous workers creased the residual action of the 
Show Manager: H. J. Rahmlow  pecause of its low cost. While ap- mICOune: 
Supervisor of Judges: E. A. Lins plying sprays containing nicotine Lead Arsenate Sprays 

Premium Schedule: W. C. Krueger and table molasses or blackstrap Not Good 

Finance: Otto Kapschitzke, Sr. molasses the operators were made Combinations of lead arsenate 
Executive Committee: Otto Kap-- very uncomfortable because of the with brown sugar, sirups, and mo- 

schitzke, David Puerner, Harold E. strong nicotine odors; which were lasses were less effective than tartar 

Janes, W. C. Krueger, Walter Mil- not in evidence with the other sirup emetic or nicotine sulfate. In addi- 
ler or honey combinations. tion they injured the foliage and 

Classification: Dr. F. X. Graff, The tests with lead arsenate in flower petals showing color, as well 
Dr. Geo. H. Scheer, J. R. Hopkins, various combinations appeared to as causing variable injury to the 
L, E. May, Leland C. Shaw offer no substitute equal to the foliage and reduction in normal in- 

Tabulation of Points: Frank M.  thripicidal action and safety to crease of corms. 
Bayer, to select assistants plants offered by the nicotine or Paris green (0.4 lb.) combined 

Banquet: David Puerner. antimony compounds. with 3 gallons of corn sirup or 2
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quarts of blackstrap molasses was : ; . 
highly effective and caused less in- Now 1S the Time to Plant Iris 
jury than did combinations with es : : 
larger quantities of molasses. The Je. as soon as iris have blos- turning them brown. Gardeners 
addition of hydrated lime or of somed they may be divided and thought that the leaves were becom- 
magnesium hydroxide to Paris green transplanted. The best time to order ing dormant and of course were so 
sprays reduced foliage injury but itis is during the blooming season. unsightly that they cut them back. 
also the effectiveness against the Perhaps you visited a friend or The blooms grow in part from 
thrips. . nursery where you saw some varie- food stored in the rhizomes. This 

Black sooty fungus developed on ties you liked especially well. That’s food is produced in the leaves of 
foliage sprayed with combinations the kind to buy—the kind you like. the plant and is produced after the 
of nicotine sulfate or tartar emetic I like the iris in my garden be- blooming season. So it is during 
and blackstrap molasses. cause I chose them from hundreds the summer and early fall months 

—__ of varieties I saw in other gardens. that the leaves have an important 
WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS Their color, form and size appeal to function—producing food to build 

SHOW me. Having selected them myself large rhizomes to produce large 
STATE FAIR PARK they have become like children and flowers the next spring. If we cut 

AUGUST 19-21 I enjoy watching their growth and 7 bl as we reduce the ae 
rogress. of the food factory of the plant. 

EVERYWHERE in Wisconsin pres . . . Only a reduction in flowering can 
this year gladiolus bulb plant- Cover Rhizomes With Soil result. 

ing was late—delayed because of in Planting Iris Leaf Spot 
cool wet weather. However, State The earlier we plant iris the bet- Do you find brown spot on the 
Fair dates are also somewhat late ter because they have a chance then leaves of the plants, and do the 
and by August 19th there should be of becoming established and mak- tips die back? If they do, you have 
plenty of flowers. ing a good growth during the first iris leaf spot. a fungus disease 

The Wisconsin Gladiolus Society season and many will bloom next which increases when we increase 
has undertaken to have the state year. Cover the rhizomes with at our iris planting. The spores over- 
show at the State Fair Park. The least one inch of soil. That helps winter on the old dead leaves. It 
management of the Fair has been protect them from winter cold. I can be controlled by destroying dis- 
more than generous. Every member remember a number of years ago eased leaves and dusting frequently 
of the Wisconsin Gladiolus Society gardeners saying that many of the in spring and early summer with 
will receive a free ticket good for new varieties were not hardy in sulphur dust. If the sulphur dust 
the three-day period which will in- Wisconsin. Later they were able to comes mixed with rotenone or some 
clude admission for automobile. grow these varieties after they had other insecticide, so much the bet- 

; No entry fee will be charged in- covered the rhizomes. Previously ter. There is good evidence to show 
dividual exhibitors, the Society pay- they had planted the rhizomes on _ that the iris borer may be controlled 
ing the entry fee for all. top of the soil like a duck floating by very early dusting with an in- 

The Fair will give the Society on water. That exposes them too  secticide—when it first hatches from 
$200 for staging the show, to buy much before they are well estab- the egg. 
premiums and ribbons. lished. In fact, we have had better Se 

Members of the Society may results and better blooms when we GLADIOLUS SHOW DATES 
enter the enclosure where the flow- covered the iris in the fall with a August 11-12. Sheboygan Coun- 
ers are displayed. mulch of straw or hay. They were ty Gladiolus Show. 

Saturday and Sunday, August ore vigorous and bloomed better Sunday, August 13. Wausau 
19-20, will be Gladiolus Society the next year than when we did not Gladiolus Show at Marathon Coun- 
days in the Horticultural Building, CVT: . ty Fair. 
It is where you will meet friends, Tf we wait until July or August August 16-20. Manitowoc Gladi- 
see all the latest varieties on ex- ‘© Plant iris it usually becomes so olus Show at Manitowoc County 
hibit, decide what to buy for next hot and dry that there is a set-back. Pair. , 
year, and talk things over with Do No Cut Off Iris Tops August 21-22, Madison Gladiolus 
Rrowers who know. Cutting off the leaves after the Chapter Show, First National Bank, 

It's up to us to make good at plants have finished blooming is a Madison. 
this show. practice which has come down 

aaa” through the years as the result of Little Girl: “I know something 
_ They tell of a local woman who a misunderstanding about the | won't tell.” 
is hopping mad at her doctor, be- growth of iris. No doubt it all start- | Daddy: “Never mind, child. You 

cause when she told him she was ed when iris leaf spot killed back will get over that when you are a 
tired he asked to see her tongue. the upper third or half of the leaves, little older.”
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WATCH OUT FOR ROSE 
BLACK SPOT 

B: sure to continue dusting all 

the roses—hybrid teas, hybrid == 
perpetuals, as well as the polyan- : — 
thus and floribundas with sulphur rd F ) 
dust during June and any time dur- 
ing the summer or fall when there 
is rainy weather or heavy dew. Two DU PONT b SUS \V ny 
Black spot will get you if you don’t E Uys 
watch out. F WT rT N 

The sulphur dust can be pur- * SS a | i 
chased, mixed with rotenone or Si / Gi; 
other insecticide for the control of Fis, 3 RD 
insects and it will be just as effec- FOR r ; tee | rar Tp . 
tive for black spot. It isn’t so much = S a hY A 
how much you put on, but how FARM AND HOME Va Sw 
often you put it on. The leaves & a eS 
should be covered during any wet, “ae 5 Poss af 
rainy period so that when the spores % ee Tas DENERS , ee 
fall on the leaves they cannot grow. ie v > 
Many roses died this spring even SSRI : 2 

though it was a mild winter simply COU PONT 
because they were weakened last . sete 
summer and fall by black spot. If 
the leaves drop off early in the sea- U PONT Garden Dust and COMMERCIAL 
son the plants fail to become dor- Du Pont Potato Dust con- 
mant or winter hardy, and may die : * GROWERS Pigeie : trol both insects and plant dis- in spite of anything we may do. . 

——— eases at the same time. These | Plan Your Pest Control 
CHICKENS KILL CRABGRASS new combination insecticides Program with these 
WwW: won't vouch for the success and fungicides. developed by Du Pont Products 

* this ang of killing crab Du Pont especially for farm # veers 
grass, but at least it is interesting. FO! EGETABLES Mr. P. Hall of Philadelphia writes #94 home gardeners, have Calcium Arsenate 
in Horticulture Ilustrated (Bos- many other advantages. They | po cq... Mixture 
iat that he fenced off part of a require no complicated mix- “Dutox” Fluorine Insecticide large lawn last year and put chick- ;— can bes ed dusted: “Alorco” Cryolite 
ens in the enclosure. The chickens 1nB; . " Prayed or 4 te , Copper-A Compound 
ate all the crab grass seed and the COntain no harmful diluting 
next year there was no crab grass ingredients and can be applied FOR FRUIT 
on this section. iene wa effectively at any time of day. Bee ee 

_ Just as soon as the chickens had Pjants don't need to be wet. Flotation Sulfur Paste stopped eating the crab grass seed Ib. b ill d “Sulf ” Wettable Sulf, 
and that there is no more seed pres- A 5-lb. bag wi ust 5,000 Suiamer Oil eftable oultue 
ent they are taken off the lawn. Mr. square feet of garden or make Bordeaux Mixture 
ia ge = ie a bugs 27)2 gallons of spray. Order Lead Arsenate—“Grasselli” of all kinds in addition to the seed. and “NuRexform” Question is, will chickens eat the your supply now. Ask for free “Parmone” Hormone Spray seeds while still immature enough literature. . “Ammate” Weed Killer So those that drop will not grow? - & an 
Who wants to try it? v 

hee po E. 1. du PONT de NEMOURS & CO. (Inc.), Teacher : Who can tell me what 

a lence ae il. We fox a 1503 W. Canal St., Milwaukee, homas : ell, its just about 
the same as farming, only in farm- 2303 Hampden Ave., St. Paul 
mg you really do it.” SSS
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..GARDEN QUESTIONS... 
PROPAGATING SAGE, I find — Globe, 55-60. to about three inches high, and 

my sage plants do not live many TO PRUNE OR NOT TO _ then cut so that it is only about 
years. Is there something I can do? PRUNE TOMATOES. I have two inches long. Clipping too close 

How can I propagate sage? been told that it is best to prune and too often injures the root sys- 
Old sage plants will degenerate fomatoes and stake them. Will [ tem and weakens the stand. 

after a few years and young plants get better results if I do so? CUTTING DELPHINIUM. 
should be set out to take their place. Gardeners will probably never Must the delphinium stalks be cut 
Mound up soil around the branches agree on whether or not it is best off as soon as they are throujh 
of the sage plants which will induce to prune or stake tomatoes. It is a blooming? 
them to root. Later cut fhe branches subject that has been debated for Yes, as soon as the new shoots 

as separate plants with roots an years. The advantages of staking of the second crop have started 

set them out, een are: Cleaner fruit; easier to pick; well, cut off the old stock and give 
LATE TABLE BEETS. Can I freedom from injury from snails the new growth an opportunity t, 

sow table beet seed this summer for and wire worms; the quality of the grow. : 
both greens and beets for storage? fruit may be better in size and color “i 
Veo it would ge a good idea to and Saystitien earlier. POISON IVY. We are so sus- 

sow more beets this summer. The The disadvantages are a reduced. ceptible to poisoning from poison 
variety Extra Early Egyptian ma- yield per plant; high cost of labor YY that we do not like to either diy 
tures from 50 to 55 days and Early and stakes; fewer tomatoes per ‘4 07 cut i down. How can we get 
Wonder 55 to 60 days. Sow them _ plant. rid of it? 
so they will mature before frost MULCHING TOMATOES. I Fortunately there is a very casy 

for either purpose. mulched my tomatoes last year with and practical way of destroying 

SUMMER AND FALL VEG- a few lawn clippings. It didn’t seem poison ivy now. Du Pont Weed 
ETABLES. Which vegetables are to do much good, The weeds came Killer, made of ammonium sulfa- 
suitable for planting in summer and up through anyhow. I hear mulch- mate (ammate) wil! do the job. 
fall, especially after early vegeta- ing is valuable. How should it be Dissolve it in water as directed and 
bles have been taken out of the done? spray it on the leaves in warm 

garden? Mulching is very valuable for weather, (See ad of FR. Gifford 
Some vegetables can be planted tomatoes in a dry season because it Company in this issue.) 

as late as August Ist. The follow- conserves the moisture in the soil, IVY POISONING BY CON- 
ing vegetables are suitable for sum- prevents evaporation and in that TACT ONLY. We have heard thut 

mer planting. Plant early enough way reduces blossom end rot. It one may become poisoned by poison 
so that they will mature before frost. must be put on heavily all over the ivy without touching it the fumes 

We give the number of days re- ground between the tomatoes, at being spread through the air. II" 
quired for maturity. least three inches thick. Any type have also heard that one may le- 
BEANS, Bountiful, 48-50 days; of material such as dried lawn clip- come immune to it. 1s that correct 

Plentiful, 51-52; Unrivalled Wax, rings, hay or stay may: “be used. Only the juice of poison ivy is 
52-53. Stringless Green Pod, 50- DO NOT DIG DAFFODILS. poisonous to the skin. It may be 
53; Beets, Extra Early Egyptian, Shall 1 dig my daffodil bulbs after from the leaves, the stem, or roots 
50-55; Early Wonder, 55-60. they are through blooming and Also, a person may become allergic 

CARROTS, Early Scarlet Horn, Shen the leaves have turned yel- to the poison and more susceptible 
05-70 days. low? to it after having suffered a severe 
KOHLRABI, 60-65. It is much better not to dig the case. Even after the plant is dead, 
LETTUCE (leaf), Simpson or Catfodil bulbs unless there is some- stems and roots may be poisonous 

Karly -Curled Simpson, 40-45; thing wrong with them. If they are if handled. There is evidence that 
Prize-head (head), May King, 60- planted deeply they will do much  cbjects which have been in contact 

65; Cos, 65-70. better if left alone. They may, how- with the plants may be poisonous 
PEAS, Laxtonian, Laxton’s — ever, be dug up and replanted‘when for a long time. Shoes, for instance. 

Progress, 60-65. the leaves have turned yellow. which were contaminated and then 

RADISH, globe shaped varie- MOWING THE LAWN. Is it put away for a year were poisons 

ties, 25-30. best to mow the lawn often, or to the skin when handled. Now that 

SPINACH. Bloomsdale, 40-45; allow the grass to grow to some a spray is available. campaigns to 
King of Denmark, 45-50. length before mowing? eradicate this pest are very de 

TURNIPS, Purple Top White It is best to let the grass grow © sirable.
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that the Snowball is more subject An Arrangement of Hydrangeas to aphid injury than the_European 
cranberry bush from which it came. 

. Emma C. Schipper, Milwaukee ee 

Hi DRANGEAS are long last- Diner—“You charged me twice ing flowers. Even during the as much for this steak as you used hottest weather they will hold up to.” 
in arrangements for at least five Proprietor—“I have to. The price days, provided you give them a . of steak has gone up.” | e 

2 a . valine ite ie = teenie ee ae 4 ; Diner—“But the steak is smaller 
necessary before arranging, and i a. than it used to be, too, 
after arranging give them a fine y Proprietor—“Of course. The spraying with water. Do this every alin scarcity of beef, you know.” day after changing the water and Or i 
at night put the arrangement in a \ 4 P 
cool place. Sounds like a lot of ex- 
tra work, but it is well worth it! Protect 

Although hydrangeas, because of 
their natural habit of growth, seem 
to suggest that we arrange them en was arranged in a large, rather Y our 
masse, the massed arrangement shallow brown pottery, turquoise 
pictured here was really inspired lined bowl and then to complete e 
by the container. Its circular form the ensemble it was placed on a \ Tictor 
and color, a tint of yellow-green, is heavy brown jute mat. The whole y 
closely related to the form and effect was very pleasing and a de- 
color of the flower itself, giving us light to behold. ( d 
an excellent example of “harmony” — ar en hetween flower and container. A SNOWBALL BUSH WITH 

thie scented a BERRIES 
his similarity of color between . . container, flowers and leaves made Rena Bauer, Colby, Wis. | wath it possible to carry out a one-hue Ms Rena Bauer of Colby, | NIAGARA DUSTS or mono-chromatic color harmony Wisconsin, writes: “Snowball } and SPRAYS in tints and shades of yellow-green, |yush that has always bloomed with 1 

ranging from the almost white of sterile flowers has the past two Vegetable plants need some 
the full blown flowers to the dark years produced highbush cranber- attention from beginning 
yellow-green of the leaves and the ries on many. of its branches, It austen to sca yOu a seen painted wooden disc used un- would seem the bush is reverting to ce “ on a . hey o. (ler the arrangement. the original highbush cranberry comstanty crete! 10. dis: . ig ” eases and insect pests ot Hydrangeas do combine well with f'™ which the Snowball sprang one sort or another which ‘ther flowers and should be used #5, Sport twig. yj} may be kept in check by hore often that way. For instance, This is odd indeed, and we won- | the use of the proper ma- have you ever tried to combine der if anyone else has ever ob- terials 
spirca sorbifolia with hydrange:s ? served this fo ae 1 \ . | Equip yourself with a \rrange them pyramidal fashion in _ common Snowball, ti ones a Niagara Duster and ma- \ rather shallow dish or low bowl. being grown because It 8 subject Fy terials for increased yields You will find this lovely for at attacks of plant lice which cause f 
‘hurch or hall decoration where ae to curl, is ine sterile noe "1 NIAGARA SPRAYER all massed arrangements are in 0! the European SranDerry: bush, ‘or ba & CHEMICAL order. highbush cranberry, Viburnum opu- z CO., Inc. 

. . lus. The scarlet berries of the Euro- Pl Middleport New York Another combination, which I pean highbush cranberry are too 2 lave tried and found successful, is sour to be eaten by birds. That is s Wisconsin Representative iger lilies, hydrangeas m early why the American cranberry bush J. HENRY SMITH, tages of development (deep tint is more often grown. It too is more ) Waupaca, Wisconsin f yellow-green) and prunus foli- resistant to aphids. 
ie. This combination of material It is an interesting observation
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Ti f H f V bl ‘There are one or two varieties j 

ime 0 arvest 0 egeta es similar coloring but I prefer Samon 
Beauty. 

Has Small Effect on Food Value 4 few years ago 1 ordered , 
phlox called Miss Kenosha from 4 

No Need to Gather Crops in Evening—What Is Important Is to Tak> = grower in Wisconsin. It has proven 
Them From the Garden to the Cooking-Pot With the Leasi Delay =) be a very satisfactory, robus 

By Hans Platenius, New York Experiment Station grower, and with River Forest com. 
ing into bloom about the same tin 

Cust credit for bringing about of which are known to be excellent makes a nice combination, Misy 

the rapid increase in the eat- sources of vitamin C. The veg- Kenosha being the taller variety 
ing of vegetables since the first tables, grown in a home garden, Colorado and Frau Von Mautner 

World War belongs to the dietitian. were harvested late in the afternoon = #T¢ somewhat similar, very striking 
He convinced the public that veg- at 5 or 6 o’clock and the following ™ color, which Ridgeway describes 
etables, because of their high min- morning at 7 or 8 o’clock. Samples scarlet red. Phlox need to be 
eral and vitamin content, deserve were taken consecutively for a pe- Well fed and thrive best on sandy 
to have an essential part of the riod of 5 or 6 days to observe the Sil although they will grow almox 
daily diet. influence of changing weather con- “ywhere. Plan to try a few of the 

Since the outbreak of the present ditions. newer phlox this spring. They will 
war, attention has been shifted to On the basis of these experi- add much to your garden. 
improving the food value of veg- ments the time of harvest has no By Mrs. Verl E. Nicholson, Du- 

etables and toward retaining the material effect on the food value of luth, in April, 1944 The Minnesota 
nutrients until the vegetables ap- vegetables, at least as far as vita- Horticulturist. 
pear on the dinner table. min C is concerned. Commercial —_— 

It has been shown repeatedly that growers may continue to harvest MILD WINTER VERY 
vegetables grown in the greenhouse their crops at a time best suited to FAVORABLE FOR PLANTS 
during the winter are decidedly low- their marketing schedule and the T= past winter was very mild 
er in vitamins A and C than those housewife does not have to stay up in Wisconsin. Semi-hardy plant: 
raised outdoors in the summer. The |.te at night to do the home can- came through well. At Madison the 
amount of sunlight they receive ning. What does remain important lowest temperature was about —/ 
during the growing period appears is to get vegetables from the gar- degrees. Further north it was a 
to be related to the vitamin content. den to the cooking pot with the _ little colder. 

Effect of Sunlight least delay. If temperatures never went low 
Just how much sunlight is a fac- A later experiment showed that er than in southern Wisconsin we 

tor in producing vitamin C in veg- kale, after a period of 6 days of could grow peaches. Forsythii 
etables was the subject of a study cloudy weather, has as much vita- bloomed wonderfully this spring 
made last summer. Attention to this min C as it did after a week of Hybrid tea and Floribunda rose: 
question was called by articles in bright sunshine. Even over an en- came through with minimum cover 

the daily press and popular maga- tire season changes-in vitamin C ing. 
zines advising home gardeners to are small. Kale leaves harvested the The weather man is unpredict 
gather their vegetables in the eve- middle of November had only 15 able. Next winrer he may crack 
ning. This suggestion was based on per cent less vitamin C than leaves down on us. Low temperature i 
the claim that the vitamin C con- from the same plants harvested in the principal reason for winter in- 
tent of vegetables increases from July. jury. Many gardeners said in lat 
a low level at sunrise to a maxi- Condensed from January, 1944 winter: “We have had so much al- 
mum in the late afternoon. The  larm Research, Experiment Sta- ternate freezing and thawing. that 
statement was also made that veg- tion, Geneva, N. Y. plants may not come through.” But 

ctables are higher in this particu- ————_———. they did. Reason—it was not ex 
lar vitamin after a series of clear COMMENTS ON PHLOX cessively cold following any war" 
days than after days of cloudy ' VARIETIES spell. 
weather. I you grow phlox try Salmon When plants are covered the 

Going to the source of this in- Beauty. It is one of the loveliest are not only protected from thaw 

formation, it appeared that these in my garden and has brought ing, but also from low temper 

claims were based on several ex- pleasure to many. It is only 18 tures which may follow. 
periments carried out in the green- inches to two feet tall, of sturdy ——_—_ 
house. To test whether this rela-  srowth, good foliage, and not too “T just heard him say he was !" 
tionship holds true under field con- susceptible to mildew. The florets close touch with the heads of -«\ 

(tions, experiments were made are large, producing a good head. cral big organizations!” | 
with six different vegetables, most | clear pink in color with a white eye. “Ves, he’s a barber.”
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T VEGETABLES USED IN 

e reony ARMY 
. ¢ ‘O illustrate | ; W. A. Sisson, Rosendale T illustrate how often vegetables 

are used in army rations, let me 
HE National l’eony Society will Good Varieties quote from a letter written by a 

i 5 at Mi - “4 : . Lie i ela e edi hold its a Show at Milwau The first to bloom outside of Jeutenant in Iceland to the editor 
kee June 24-25. This is the first | f lik . of an Indiana newspaper : 

‘me the National Show 1 b some-fern like peonies that you a 5 5 . 

time the National stow has Deen better not have, is Anomala, red To appreciate the great impor- 
held in Wisconsin and the first time single with gold center and cuit leaf tance of tomatoes in our ration, one 
ce aided nwa foliage. A hedge is a welcome sight ust sei iad the Loe ane 
A a so early in the season. Then get parisons : WEE @ PeTIO ot ten days 

ex ADEs : : ; the Grandmother’s Garden sort— P&S appear five times on the menu; 

This is a good time for anyone ()/ficinalis Rubra, double red, low tontatoes four; corn, spinach, beets 
wishing to select new varieties for plant. It’s very popular, There is and carrots twice each; lima beans 
their garden, to attend this big show ajgy a pink and white in this col- and sauerkraut once each. It would 
and select the ones that appeal to jection but they are not worth while. @PPear from these comparisons that 
you. But if you donot know peonies Now f : tomatoes are just a fair second, 
you should consult some grower ee bogn te wee but over this same ten-day period 

you have confidence in, to advise ders above 4 white that has been tomatoes forge far ahead of all 
you as to the history of those you .« aduced ta deel E id other vegetables by virtue of the 
Se : ” introduced, I do declare. Early mid- 5 h ie d 
have selected if free bloomers and |, act that tomato juice and tomato 

f good growing habits season, rather slow but sure grower. cocktail (a dehydrated and concen- 
ee 8 8 8 ™ Add to this Avalanche or Frances trated tomato stock) cach appear 

h : ee ae never sailed HeNen, excellent Uater~white: twice in addition to cauneal ‘pale because the idea has never appeale . a a 
to me but I buy all that I think are Pinks —~Edulus | Superba, early tomatoes and twice each month to- 

: very common but lovely, and Mar- 3 is desued di- 
good and many on trial so that to- 470” Bulloch mid mato catsup 1s issued as a condi 
day I have some fifteen hundred "'"-2*Moe’ mt season to late. ment. The magnitude of the de- 

different varieties in my gardens. [ae eae ge mand for tomatoes may readily be 
When visitors will let me, I advise C4t™'Y Mcseason and Philippe Ri- seen when one considers that 100 
against varieties that I know they 776 later, is one of the very best. men over a ten-day period here in 
cannot afford to grow. ? ie ce The Bride, mae fee consume ae : 

Peonies are like people. If you S™Y W ite, and Darkness, later red. cans of whole tomatoes. “NO. 
meet a person for the first time, Japs—Isani Gidui, top white, Mi- Cans of tomato: Juice, two No. 10 

how can you possibly judge if you kado, landscape red. an of ee and ‘thres 
2 ee - and one-third No. cans of to could get on together until you have Out of hundreds of good ones it jnato catsup.” 

known each other for years: _Just is very hard to make a selection of By Harry A. Graves, Fargo, N 
30 the peony, you must live with it just the above few. However, any- D. in May, 1944 Nacih, and South 

for years before you know its hab-  6ne that knows peonies will agree Dakota Horticulture 
eA peony which ae caré with me that LeCygne, Isani Gidui 

wil outlive its owner. Lhe first year and Philippe (Rivoire) have not we ¢ 
you may have flowers, but not until —jeen ones ( ) ee Se ee oe not fur 
five years has it grown enough roots . ther the brotherhood of man. 

to support show flowers and in ten Peonies cannot stand hot weath- ae 
years it will be at its best and con- €T. They prefer a short cool sum- No Fool : 

tinue so during your life. mer and cold winters with the Mrs. X, who has two sons in the 

I have spent nearl half cen- ground well covered with snow. Marines, was visiting a farm when 

tury vowies a and so have Alaska is the place to grow prize she came upon a youth of draft age 

learned oe ‘hin ¢heough pa winning peonies. Most of our peony milking a cow. 
tience aiid urdérstandin : hn growers live farther south than we “Young man,” she asked, sternly, 
witha stiail ewell ri ale fo do and so they cannot grow some ‘why aren’t you at the front?” 
if you d ot. iL b : the , ote varieties well, for instance LeCygne. “’Cause there ain’t any milk at 
whee are Suable Pa fie do © ae in It is a sad fact that these growers that end. missus,” was the calm 
the. round. ‘When "0 : . there largely dominate the ratings of all reply. 
tee one . ‘ll € id "i rn : peonies and then too, most every — 

S will spring Torth. person that has a peony, sends in A cynical angel remarks that 
To you who do not know the their rating vote. For myself I have there are two periods when the 

beony and would like to buy some, never voted on any peony because fishing is good—before you get 
| will name a few standard sorts. I do not feel competent to do so. there, and after you leave.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE SPRING COMES TO 
: “pK oe < : TRUAX FIELD ARIES filled with blossoming | 

WS fruit trees; deep rose Hopa’s; Fos™ prunus trilobas in tw 
white Sargenti’s and in Lake Ge- ell | groups in the flag pole plan. 
neva, wisteria colored Redbuds; the ~ | ings gave the first spring color with 
wrens, warblers and migrating wax- if lilacs, flowering crabs, spireas, an! 
wings darting from blossom to blos- 4 | philadelphus following. Effective 
som prove that Wisconsin in May fh too, were the tulips at the base vi 
is a state filled with beautiful land- the pole, 300 of them in crimson. 
scapes. att = Peonies and iris in the long hor- 
When you view the pictured ru- ders will be followed by annuals in 

ins of London and Sevastopol, you '"& damage comparable to the ever- the national colors, as will the tw. 
appreciate safety and security. A lasting damage that will be done to Jip beds. soldier recently returned from  )Vashington, our national capital, by Trees destroyed by the fire in th: 
North Africa was proud to relate SOM¢ crazy engineers, unless you early winter have heen replacel 
that as soon as his squadron land- and others take notice of their along with other necessary replant 
ed they knelt and kissed the beloved plan. ings at the flag pole. 
soil of their homeland—their Amer- Are you sincere when you sing The three chapels are greath 
ica! “T love thy rocks and rills, thy improved by the addition of ever 

In contrast to these patriots, woods and templed hills?” If so, greens. In all, 105 evergreens wen 
there are worshippers of gold who will you as members of the Wiscon- into these plantings designed by 
would sell our country’s beauty for sin Garden Club Federation write Mr. George Simmons, landscape 
profit. According to Tom Wallace, your Congressmen and urge the architect for the State Planning 
editor of the Louisville Times and support of legislation which will Board, and executed under the 
a member of the executive board of — save the Great Falls and perma- chairman S supervision by the serv- 
the Isaac Walton League, “There nently protect waterways from  icemen regularly detailed to th 
is danger of destruction of the peril? chapels. 
ire; Py S » vives 72 Thi = e s and Great Falls of the I lotomac River. Sincerely yours. T hirty-five red _ dogwoods ane 

An engineer’s plan is under consid- Mrs. Roy H. Sewell spireaa entered into foundation 
eration for the location of a power _ plantings at the “Non Com Club.” 
plant which would “obliterate” the ‘i .. Red dogwoods have proved esp: - : . Even the woodpecker owes his - A z ‘ cataract, Great Falls is located with- .. cially effective against the black ee ‘i A F success to the fact that he uses his lie nae in eighteen miles of the capital city head walls of many buildings. 
of Washington. ~ Servicemen in the various sections 

Mr. Wallace declared, “There is “y k how 1 ils (formerly termed squadrons) are 
no great country in the world which I ae to a HOw" tong Btls busy in their respective areas. E\- 
possesses at the outskirts of its cap- as be courted. . ergreens appear over night with 
ital, a natural scene comparable to ie same as short ones. trellises and flower beds promising 
Great Falls, It is a national asset ———= colorful pictures. 
in which you should feel a sense of When the other fellow is set in The hospital planting program is 
pride and of proprietorship. Sher- his ways, he’s obstinate; when you heing financed by the Badger Com- 
men’s march to the sea did no last- are, it’s firmness. mittee of the Red Cross. Dane
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County’s Camp and Hospital Com- BLUE BIRD TRAIL ESTAB- FOR YOUR GARDEN CLUB 
mittee is cooperating by furnishing LISHED BY MANITOWOC YEAR BOOKS 
tools for edging and cultivating the A.A.U.W. GARDEN CLUB Wisconsin garden clubs have 
gardens, and other necessary equip- TT blue birds in Manitowoc sent in some very attractive 

ment. County could have celebrated year books, with programs that cer- 

Trees and shrub groups have May Day in twenty new homes if tainly should gain the interest of 
heen added where needed, and a_ they had chosen to do so. : gardeners. ° 

large cutting garden fills a 75’x50’ Preparation for the “blue bird It might make the year books 

space near the Red Cross Recrea- trail houses” began immediately aft- even more interesting if a short his- 

tion Center. en the Regional Meeting. Miss tory of the club were published 

Perhaps the most intriguing proj- Anita Muth, bird chairman of the occasionally, and a brief review 
ect has been the patio garden. Lt. Manitowoc AAUW. Garden Club given of last year’s program, men- 
Col. Higley saw the possibility of said, “I enlisted the aid of our “tioning those that attracted the in- 
utilizing an enclosed area for an Manual Arts Department in the terest of the members, or those that 
cutdoor living room for convales- Woodrow Wilson Junior High were just wash-outs. A word about 
cents by cutting a doorway into an School and the instructor promised speakers who gave the club a real 

adjoining corridor. to make a project of it at once. treat might be mentioned. We don't 

One hundred ten shrubs and five There Was DO SSBeNss connected know if clubs would care to men- 
flower beds enter into the plans ” this eae eos the a tion those you'd never wish to hear 
drawn by Mr. Simmons and exe- °? fe i to On malls: aS We dd again. but such information would 

cuted by the medical detachment eee ‘ Hare Bie NE ane oats help those who make future pro- 
men working with the project chair- Sener ieee aeezeee GHEE EFA grams. 
man, Three hickory trees are ideally fotees were Seed 6a Hichwae Another suggestion is to hand out 

situated in opposite corners of the 141 fr B Pe C ae ie the year’ books without any COVER 
01’x60’area, They tower above the rom Brown County line to the design—just a plain cover, and then 

one story walls of the buildings and Sheboygan County line at intervals offer a prize to the member who 
furnish shade and shadows. Suit- of about two miles. We were more designs the best cover for her book. 
able outdoor furniture will com- interested, ‘in, «choosing + desirable We will welcome other sugges- 
plete the setting. ba for a home than an the dis- tions along this line, and especially 

A detail worked day after day 476° between houses. Phe Junior suggestions as to programs that 
planting maple trees along streets High boys who worked hard on the have heen especially interesting and 
and between barracks. project accompanied me on the trip topics that other clubs might wish 

May we again express our grati- and were most enthusiastic in climb- to yse, 
file for the pitts of anoney. aid ing trees and step ladders to place the 

material which have made the work ee GS ks ae sa VITAMIN C HIGH IN 

pussible and especially to Mr. Sim- most cooperative! The “Boys were BERRIES 
mons eee mn rewarded with a chicken dinner According to the United States 

Chateaan when the work was completed. Department of Agriculture, bush 
Trax Project. W hat more friendly good neigh- fruits carry a very high content of 

hor policy could we adopt than for vitamin C. A common serving of 
oo each club to meet their closest fresh raspberries—from half cup to 

WELCOME DELAVAN CITY neighbor club with a “blue bird a cup—will supply one-third to one- 
GARDEN CLUB trail ?” half of the daily requirement of 

The Delavan City Garden Club Mrs, Leland Dietsch, vitamin C for an adult. Red cur- 
of 46 members joined the Wiscon- Sheboygan District rants and gooseberries are also ex- 
sin Garden Club Federation and Bird Chairman. cellent sources of this vitamin. 
Horticultural Society recently. The ——_—_————_ From May, 1944 North and 
officers of both organizations wish Men are like steel—of little val- South Dakota Horticulture, by Har- 

to extend a hearty welcome to the ue when they lose their temper. ry A. Graves. 
members of this club. Officers of 

the club are as follows: SAVE TRE ES ~ 

Officers 4 General Landscaping 
President: Mrs. O. C. Sehnert, Cevity Treatment We are insured Large Tree Moving 

Delavan Lake . Fertilizing Lakeside 2907 Removals 
Vice-Pres.: Mrs. A. K. Spooner, akeaiee . 

Route 2 Femine Wisconsin Tree Service Spraying 
Secretary: Miss Virginia Spur- 2335 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee 

ling, 122 North 4th. ee
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° e ° e Memorial Highways and Memorial Plantings 

Mrs. C. L. Dean 

ib 1942 the Wisconsin Garden ‘The right of way has been beauti- chosen because of some outstanding 
Club Federation at the sugges- fully graded, and slopes have been feature of terrain or because of a 

tion of its president, Mrs. H. S. seeded to prevent erosion, and ev- bit of shade and easy access to them 
Bostock, undertook the planning of erything possible from the engi- from the highway. Tables and fire- 
Memorial Highways for Wisconsin, neering standpoint has been done places are provided in many of 
acting as a leader in the work which to make it a safe means for traffic them and they are used by many 
it is hoped every state organization both for passenger and freight use. people during the summer months 
and community will help to pro- At the Fox River Valley district Our natural forest is being mover 
mote. Regional meeting that group of 26 farther and farther from our cen- 

The plan was approved hy the garden clubs moved to plant the ters of population and we musi 
Wisconsin Roadside Development new highway By-Pass #41 from bring back to our people the beauty 
Council whose membership includes Oshkosh to near Little Chute as far which belongs to our land, not onl) 
the American Legion, the .\meri- as the right of way is ready for because of its beauty but because 
can Legion Auxiliary, the Wiscon- planting. This plan is now ready Of its educational and spiritual val- 
sin Federation of Women’s Clubs, for the planting designs to be made Ues as well. . 
Business and Professional Women’s and the planting supervised by the Each community can do much t 
Clubs, Friends of Our Native State Landscape Engineer in our enhance the beauty of its surround- 
Landscape, and the Wisconsin Gar- State Highway Department. ings by improving the appearance 
den Club Federation. There is much that can be done of the highway entrances to the 

Plan Wisely now in preparation for the real ‘OWN, clearing out the refuse and . meme ¥ 4 HS 3 making small plantings at its gates Before we made any plans for work. The highway should be * | s Bis All of this work should be don real work and to be sure that we cleared of refuse, junk yards and . < . . - with the cooperation and under the would plan wisely and practically dumps removed or properly ee : A : : supervision of the officials so that we conferred with the State High- screened, zoning laws applied and ‘i a ao - all work will conform to the hest way Commission to learn which of — enforced to govern and control all : : : ten safety rules and be placed in such our state highways were suitable outdoor advertising and the loca- 3 . : : : : * manner that the material planted for plantings of a memorial nature. tion of undesirable business centers. “Ws ji hh 3 
We wished our efforts to be perma- This year under the leadership een reali a SS nent and the work accomplished f F X Roy Sewe of machinery used in the genera : u of our prsident, Mrs. Roy Sewell, work of maintenance, summer or 
with no setback because, of im- we are continuing our work and winter, 
proper selection of roadside. interest is growing steadily in the Let us make a real business oi 

ane Festlt) of that conference project which we hope to have well planting these Memorials and in ie a ange of highway num- and definitely planned when once 4 few years we will be able to ex- 
he Teena: the “n aon the real work of planting can be tend to the Nation an invitation to 
ue Soren oun ary to the north undertaken. . come to Wisconsin to view the a 
almost through the center of the We are planning to use only na- ple blossoms we have dedicated to 
stale, and highway number 30 from tive trees and shrubs in those Me-  gyr representatives in the arm! Milwaukee to Madison continuing morial groups and will feature our forces. 
over 12 and 18 to Prairie du Chien jeautiful wild crab apple wherever ee as very representative highways and jt is advisable to do so. Others of Apricot Conserve 
a good beginning for our project. ur flowering shrubs will be used 1¥% cups dried apricots 

Highway 51 is modern for a wherever adaptable to the area be- 2 cups honey great deal of its length and will be ing planted. ¥, to 1 cup chopped walnut meats 
completely modernized in due time. More Wayside Parks Rinse apricots in hot water, drain 

New Highway We recommend that many more and put through food chopper. The new number 30 from Mil- roadside parks and waysides as we using a fine knife. Bring honey to waukee to Madison will, when com- call them here in Wisconsin be de- boiling point, remove from heat, 
pleted, be a most modern and beau- veloped for the use of the traveling add apricots and nuts, and stir to 
tiful highway. Its right of way is public. If you consult your road blend. Pour into sterilized glasses; 
wide and the road bed planned to map you will find that Wisconsin seal with paraffin. Let stand 2 weeks 
carry two extra traffic lanes should has many of these little parks and before using. Makes approximately 
the demands of traffic call for it. waysides, the sites of which are 2 pints.
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ee ° RADIO PROGRAM Civic Projects of Lake Geneva MILWAUKEE COUNTY. VICTORY 
T d C G d Cl b GARDEN COMMITTEE SERIES 

try WTMJ SATURDAYS, 11:15 a.m. 
own an oun . ar en u GARDEN SCHOOL OF THE AIR 

By Mrs. Genevieve C. Dakin June 24. Vegetable Diseases and 
To who attended the South Beverly Hills he told us, is the Insect Pests. Clifford Jaquith. 

Central District meeting at Lake most beautifully planned city in July 8. Summer Care of the Gar- 
Geneva May 19 and saw the orien- California with its curving streets, den. E.C. Thompson, County Farm 
tal crabs in full bloom along the each street planted with trees in Manager. 

lake shore recognize the vision of uniform varieties. No one may touch July 22. Canning and Preserving 

the Town and Country Club. At no a tree. Vegetables. Miss Nellie McCannon, 
far distant day this planting, which Eighty surveys were made before County Home Agent. 
is augmented annually, may well a highway near Santa Barabara was August 5. Late Crops. Rudolph 

rival the famous Cherries of Wash- cut. The aim was to save the most [ohmann, Milwaukee County Park 
ington, In addition, under the lead- oaks and sycamores. Commission. 
ership of Mrs. Harry Macdonald, In Germany a law provides that August 19. The Victory Garden 
civic chairman, the Athletic Field is any man who cuts down a tree shall in .\ugust. Ben Peacock, Wauwa- 

being attractively planted. Its mar- plant two. tosa High School. 
gins contain groups of flowering Trees in Business Section September 2. Practical Methods 
trees and shrubs with a hedge out- Many famous cities of Europe of Keeping Vegetables. George 

lining the circular track. were wise enough not to destroy Dehnert, Assistant County Agent. 
A trip to Wychwood where red- trees in business sections. Trees September 16. Fall Care of the 

buds and crabs were breath-taking shading stores add beauty and com- Garden. J. H. Stillman, Milwaukee 
in loveliness, and woods were car- fort. Vocational School. 
peted in trillium and mertensia com- Foreign countries when widen- WISN FRIDAYS, 4:00 p.m. 
pleted the May get-to-gether. ing roads simply put a new road GARDEN INTERVIEWS 

ee alongside the old, thereby saving June 16. John Jonstone, Lincoln 
THOUGHTS ON CITY the trees and making three instead High School. 

PLANNING of two rows of planting for beauti- June 30. Clifford Jaquith. 

ie an illustrated lecture sponsored _ fication. . July 14. E. C. Thompson. 

by the Town and Country Gar- “Why not adopt some flowering July 28. Miss Nellie McCannon. 
den Club at Lake Geneva May 19, tree for your town or city?” En- Aug. 11. Rudolph Lohmann. 
Mr. Charles Gibbs Adams, land- courage residents to incorporate it Aug. 25. Ben Peacock. 

scape architect and president of the into their home landscaping. Va- Sept. 8. George Dehnert. 
California. Federation of Garden cant lots planted with wild flowers Sept. 22. J. H. Stillman. 
Clubs told us that city planning in- <re an asset. WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB 
cludes city comfort. “Mark your streets and number FEDERATION SERIES 

“When we talk of cities we think "ur houses.” WTMJ SATURDAYS, 11:15 a.m. 
of boulevards and parks—not fi- “Remember that paint preserves June 17. Color in the Border. 
nance, Chicago has the finest park houses and fences and is an invest- Mrs. H. J. Anderson, Racine Gar- 
system of any city in the world.” ment.” . . den Club, 

He reminded us that Los Angeles Genevieve C, Dakin, Madison. July 1. Garden Drama. Ken 
is famous for its wild gardens in Sn Greaves, Landscape Architect. 
Griffith Park, Phoenix for its cac- Barber: “Was your tie red when July 15. Gardens of Australia. 
tus gardens, San Francisco has its you came in?” Mrs. N. Rulison Knox, Green Tree 
Golden Gate Park, and Denver Customer: “No!” Garden Club, Milwaukee. 

built a park to view the mountains Barber: “Gosh!” July 29. Principle of Small Prop- 
more than twenty miles away. Bos- —_— erty Garden Design. Anthony 
ton drained malarial swamps to Prof.: “What books have helped —Wuchterl, Wauwatosa Garden Club. 
make its miles of fenways, Mobile you most?” Aug. 12. Daylilies. Charles F. 
has its azalea trail and Rochester, Student: “Mother’s cook book Hammersley, Milwaukee. 
New York’s lilacs draw 300,000 and father’s check book.” Aug. 26. Garden and Hobby 
visitors on Sundays. ——. Show. Mrs. Chester Thomas, Mil- 

Mr. Adams cited the need for June: “Weren't you nervous waukee, War Service Chairman. 
wise zoning laws. “Taste and fitness when he gave you all those beauti- Sept. 9. A Talk by the President 
for the enjoyment of all are more ful presents?” of the Wisconsin Garden Club Fed- 
important than business gains for Donna: “No, I just kept calm eration, Mrs. R. H. Sewell. Wau- 
a few.” and collected.” watosa.
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G e e 

arden Bird Sanctuaries 
Mrs. R. A. Walker, State Bird Chairman 

GiKes enthusiasts who hap- tion to nest. Robins like plain nest in a brush heap, The various 

pen at the same time to be bird — shelves or boards on which to build. ihrushes and the oven-birds are 

lovers, have cause for deep satis- Since the robin is a mason, be sure likely to be fond of exploring your 
faction in the increased attention that a supply of mud is available. compost heap. 
being given to birds in garden pub- cither at your pool, or in a special The writer recently counted 48 
lications and at garden club con- pan or puddle, kept moist. different species of birds in’ her 
ventions and meetings. Emphasis is Wren Houses garden on a single day. 
being laid on the practical contri- Wren houses are inexpensive to Whether your garden attracts 
butions of birds as guardians buy or easy to construct. Provide homemakers, part-time tenants, or 
against destructive insect life, and several in your yard and garden casual visitors, any small effort on 
attention given to their aesthetic erected about six or eight feet’ your part to attract birds will pay 
value, color, motion and joyous above the ground. Suit yourself handsome dividends. 

songs. about painting the wren houses— —_—_— 

Make a Bird Bath the birds do not care. The noisy BLUE BIRD TRAIL REPORT 
Why not make your own garden jittle male comes first. He will dis- WANTED 

and yard a bird sanctuary? Little Goyer the houses and proceed to D’ your garden club erect blue 

space is needed—little effort is re- J] several with coarse sticks often Lird houses this year and carry 
quired—to make it a haven. Birds tg, large to be successfully han- on the blue bird trail project? Ii 
need water, food and shelter. Per- died. Then willl come the more so, we would like to report. the 
haps your garden already has a critical female to make a careful success of the project in our next 
pool, If not, a simple bird bath can tour of inspection and. selection. — issue. 
he quickly provided by lining a She will proceed to line the home Please write to Mrs. R. A. Walk- 
shallow pan- shaped depression of her choice with softer materials, er. 2222 Chamberlain Ave., Madi- 
scooped out of the ground, with a and settle down to her domestic son 5. Wisconsin, State Bird Chair- 

mixture of three parts of gravel. duties. Then the unused bird houses man, by July Ist, reporting how 
one of cement, and enough water cay pe emptied of their sticks and many houses were erected by your 

to moisten. Let this basin harden nade ready for the second mating club, and the number that were 

a couple of days, lift it and plice ang brood raising later in the sea- occupied by blue birds. 
it on a post or pedestal. Keep it son. Not infrequently the fickle The blue birds will likely change 
filled with fresh water. You will jyale will select a different female their nest and occupy a new house 
not wait long for feathered visitors — for the second brood. for the second brood some. time 
eager for a drink and a bath. ; The Oriole during the last half of June. Even 

Feeding trays. suet hol’ers, selt- Sometimes the brilliant. colore} 9 tveugh you did not have the house 
grain feeders, are mexpensive, €a8¥ ite can’ be ceneouraged to tailor oot ied this spring, don’t lose hope 

fo construct. They add much to the 5 nest on the tip of a drooping ee 
decorative effect of one's garden. |; sb, if a supply of short lengths HOME GARDENERS SPONSOR 

In the winter a path in’ the STOW of string or yarn is scattered over LARGE JUNIOR GARDEN 
can be swept clean and provided the shrubbery. CLUB 

with bread crumbs. TeAe pent) Sahih Goldfinches are attracted by sun- TY Home Gardeners of West 

gram. Almost instantly the: hitds 9 »wers ond milkweed, as well as by Allis and Wauwatosa report 
will find this. . ihe seeds of such flowers as asters, that their junior garden club prom- 

Shrubs for Birds “innias and coneflowers. They build — ises to be very successful. So many 
But the trees, shrubs, vines and their nests low in some shaded spot youngsters have joined that it is 

flowers in your garden will do more tare in the summer after most of — difficult to get enough junior chair- 

than anything else to attract bir! the other ‘birds are through with men and helpers. 
visitors. They provide shelter, nest- their nesting. They will appreciate Every member of the Home Gar- 

ing factilities, and if properly se- bits of cotton as building material. deners Club has a victory garden. 
lected, food as well. See that your Wild columbine and petunias will ‘The club program was designed 
landscaping includes such items as certainly prove a magnet for the along practical lines to provide in- 
the highbush cranberry, dogwoods, humming bird; which also appreci- formation for the members on both 
viburnums, mountain ash or bar- ates a supply of sweetened water vegetable and flower gardening top- 
berry. in an upright test tube. ics. It incluves a trip to Grant Park 

Birds, particularly robins and The brown thrasher sometin&s in June. end a harvest festival and 
wrens, react readily to your invita- ‘stakenly called a thrush, likes to show in September.
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' 1 b tions are unfavorable for fertiliza- 
Greendale Garden C Uu tion of the flowers. On the other 

By Eleanor Lawonn, President, and Irene Smith, Secretary hand, the earlier, less vigorous 
varieties such as Victor and Bounty, 

‘VERY resident of Greendale, Annual Fair set plenty of early fruit under these 
a community of 2,600, auto- The greatest event of the year enn son. fe and 

tically becomes a member of the is the Greendale Fair sponsored by | ed are short-lived, however, 

‘eendale Garden Club. Our club our club, This year it will be held @" when they have ripened an 
made up of “honorary” members on August 31st and September Ist. abundant early crop on they 
nd “active” members; the latter Ribbons are given to the best en- usually collapse and ten mid- 
re those who belong to the Fed- tries in fruits, vegetables, flowers, Summer, while Marglobe and simi- 
ration. artistic arrangements, shadow box- oe continue to produce good 

There are 1834 acres under culti- 5, table settings, canning, baking, *11¢S al summer. 
«ation, divided into six different needlework, hobbies, livestock, and Bounty In Part Shade 

ardens located on the outskirts of | "ecreation activities. The small, early variety, Bounty, 
r township. These gardens, meas- ay ierganenandaniana me was developed for the North Da- 

ring 50x 30 feet, oe plowed and THE UNPREDICTABLE kota climate. However, it set fruit 

fertilized, staked. and rented for TOMATO successively all summer when plant- 

he season at $1.25, Altogether [OV ERTICATORS who have ed at Washington, D. C., in a par- 

here are 325 plots, and the work conducted tomato variety yield tially shaded garden surrounded on 
done by our club members. tests over a period of years, using three sides by trees and houses, re- 

Last year, through a question- the same group of varieties, have ‘ucing direct sunlight to five or six 
aire sent out by the village man- observed that a variety ranking first hours per day. These shaded plants 
gement, it was discovered how im- one year will perhaps be outranked — set less fruit at a time than those 
wrtant these gardens were towards the following year by another va- planted in full sunlight. but they 
he war effort. The produce from riety of the group. No one variety continued to grow and set some 

hese gardens, plus back-yard gar- has yet been developed that has fruit until late summer. Their total 
lens, produced a yield with a re- wide enough adaptability to pro- yield for the season, at W ashing- 

‘il value of $75,000.00. It might duce the highest yields at all times 0M. was greater in partial shade 
le interesting to cite a bit of the under varying conditions. than that of the larger, stronger 
nformation obtained in. this ques- Shed Blossoms Under growing Varieties, Marglobe and 
ionnaire, For instance, 23780  to- High Nitrogen Rutgers, When planted in full sun- 
mato plants produced 475,000 Gardeners occasionally cause un- light. however, Bounty produced at 

sounds and had a cash value of _ - li _ hy 7 kine ie heavy, carly crop quickly and then 
11,900.00. There were 196,183  ¢XPected sraticns ce citer, withered. 
cabbage plants, producing 980,000 wre ace na 1 ome Sane Marglobe and Rutgers, even when 
bounds with a retail value of $24.- €or 0 net highly Corigentrslte planted in full sunlight, shed their 
500.00, ocaushe These conditions se bs blossoms, because of cool and damp 

orously growing varieties to shec ae » csptier - 
Junior Club Work their blossoms and to produce ex- They att lena ae wi vail 

Not only adults, hut also the — cessively large vines. Marglobe and the “third and fourth flawar clis- 
oungsters of Greendale evince an similar varieties produce inferior ters hecamie: fertilized as the weath: 

interest’ in gardening. The 4-H yields under these conditions. The er became warmer and dryer. These 

hws and girls are working five Illinois Agricultural Fexperiment varieties then coritinued ‘to bear sues 
plots, each one having a fourth of | Station developed Prairiana and eseively GAIL thE elie GE summer. 

ft plot of 20x25 feet. The Girl Early Baltimore for use on the From Horticulture. Mav 1. 1944 
Scouts also rented a garden plot. highly fertile prairie soils. How- . ot 
This plot is to be divided into four — ever, these varieties do not usually i ‘liosoever exalteth himself 
hections, cach section to be tended produce sufficient vine growth on Or “winosotver” iexatteth tmse ! 
lie tue oiele A wre: eo. soils ave. srtility, and con- shall be humbled; and he that 

y two girls. All flowers and veg- soils of average fertility, and c¢ humibleey fi: lf shall be exalted 
ttables grown will be donated to sequently yield less than varieties cB) DMSEH S08) ae ENA tet 

Nome charitable institution. such as Illinois Pride and Mar- —St. Luke, 14:11 

After our gardens are planted we globe on such’ soils. Rutgers is — 
Will celebrate the occasion with a strikingly like its Marglobe parent. Agent: “Sir I have something 
harn danee. Everyone who attends In Maryland and other eastern here which will make you popular, 
tomes attired in gardening clothes. states, Marglobe, Rutgers and other your life much happier, and bring 
Old time dencees are held, refresh- vigorously growing varieties often you a host of friends.” 
Ments are served. and everyone has do not set the first clusters of fruit Prospect: “Gimme a quart.” — 
“gay time. : when cool and wet weather condi- The Earthworm.
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The Dionne QUINS use our 

SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 

‘ correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— 
All makes including portables rented. 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 
your home. 

ORGANS— 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 
Hi-ways 23-26 intersecti We have a two manual organ 

with chimes on exhibition. ( 

We have advertised in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 

) OEE 

| 
<—o Root Quality Frames Can Be Assembled 

Rapidly and Are Rigid 

} TRIPLE LOCKED CORNERS 

f REQUIRE FEW NAILS 

Pua PROT! Er THE COMBS 

eet MAIL YOUR ORDER 
eet AT ONCE 

CREE 100 Stanard Frames... $6.05 SEE / Weight, 45 Lbs. 

<. The A.I Root Co. of Chi The A. 1. Root Company eA. 1. Root Co. of Chicago 
OHIO 224-226 W. Huron St., 
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Door County Cherry Pickers 
Woodeut by Florence Tomlinson, Madison, Wis. 
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LAWN CLIPPINGS — LET — 
THEM LIE DURING NORMAL WEATHER WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE 
During the summer months when Ths Omi of ie 

the weather is relatively dry, lawn Beslety 
clippings should not be removed. Esramamep 1910 
They dry up quickly and furnish Entered at the postoffice at Madison, Wisconsin, as second-class matter. Acceptance eas Fi for mailing at special postage provided Section October a mulch which is beneficial because Io, antherieed Joly ee tne al 2M: Act of * 
they reduce evaporation and keep . 

the soil cooler and more moist. Published Monthly Excepting July by the 
During wet weather when the lawn Wisconsin Starz Hoaricutruran Socuery 
makes a rank growth it is some- 424 Dniversity Farm Place 
times necessary to remove them. adison 6, Wisconsin 

During the summer months do H. J Ranmow, Editor 
not cut the lawn too short. One Secretary Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 
and one-half to two inches is best. 

Office: Old Entomology Bldg., College of Agriculture 
——— Tel. University 182 

THE PEACH CROP a ssssssSSSSSSSSSS— 
Production of peaches in 1944 is Volume XXXIV JULY-AUGUST, 1944 Nos. 6-7 

indicated to be 67,427,000 bushels 
—60 per cent above that of 1943, TABLE OF CONTENTS 
2 per cent above the large crop in Orchard News __-_-___-------------------------------------------- 267 
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Orchard News 
WISCONSIN APPLE j . . were above the average of $1.69 

INSTITUTE HIGHLIGHTS — _ bs per bushel. Of these 25 growers, 
A Wisconsin Apple Slogan “sy d 15 had yields less than average. Of 

te , : the 27 growers whose costs per 
Contest Sponsored ; ee bushel were less than average 20 

HE Wisconsin Apple Institute i + of them had yields above average. 
T in cooperation with the Wiscon- 4 Distributing the costs per bushel 

sin Agriculturist and Farmer and a“? A between growing and harvesting and 
the Wisconsin State Fair is spon- yd N és se ha ony of Exavine is a 
soring a Wisconsin Apple Slogan ee Tee. ott 5 acking and harvesting costing 

contest. The purpose is to create oe $0.57 per bushel. Labor is the larg- 
a greater interest in Wisconsin ap- urged growers not to accept gov- est single item of cost, 68 cents per 
ples and to promote their use. The ernment subsidy or price support. bushel. Thus, the labor cost was 40 

contest rules are given elsewhere in It means more government control, Per cent of the total cost of produc- 
this issue. he says. tion in 1943. 

The Institute will cooperate with —— Uniform rates were applied for 
the Wisconsin Department of Agri- New Institute Members depreciation and interest on invest- 
culture, to feature Wisconsin apple The following fruit growers ment. These two items cost 24 cents 
pie and cheese on 300 billboards joined the Wisconsin Apple Insti- and 15 cents per bushel respectively. 

throughout the state immediately tute since our last issue went to The average investment was 
following the State Fair. The Insti- press: $374.68 per acre. The average in- 
tute will pay the cost of the signs, Aug. Spitzer, Luxemburg_---$7.00 vestment in bearing apple orchard 
the Department of Agriculture the (Chas. D. Rosa, Rosa Or- being the largest item, approximate- 

balance. chards, Gays Mills __----. 5.00 ly $248 an acre. Expenses per acre 

An apple recipe contest will be (Pledged $25.00 more) ox. oso Spe from 
held this year. Object: to find the el. oO 00. Operating ex- 

best rites which will be published TT penses averaged $168.72, and inter- 
in newspapers and given over radio COST OF PRODUCING est on investment $16.51 _ber acre. 

stations this year, with the intent APPLES IN ILLINOIS IN 1943 There was a wide variation in the 

of issuing a recipe booklet next . costs of growing and spray materi- 
year. By R. A. Kelly, Asssociate, als. Although the — br of 

The Institute will spend more ‘ growing materials was $6.10 per 
than $750 this year ae the apple — of Agricultural acre and spray materials was $22.89, 
promotion. project. jcomomics the range was from 0 to $39.89 and 

Acconnine to data supplied from $3.11 to $58.88 respectively. 

the Agricultural Experiment Expenses per orchard vary ac- 
Heard by Wm. F. Connell, Station at the University of Ili- cording to size of orchard as well 
Menomonie, at the National nois by 52 apple orchardists, the 8 yield. Therefore, average ex- 
Apple Institute Meeting average cost of producing apples in penses per orchard for bearing ap- 

GUICK sagadue win pablen @ Illinois in 1943 was $1.69 per bush- ple trees is not as satisfactory a 
length atic and color pictures el for all apples produced by these ™easure of costs of production as 

y, eae P growers. However, if costs are average costs per bushel or average 
of Various varieties of apples and placed on a per packed bushel basis, costs per acre. The average cost of 

ne uses: the average cost per bushel is $1.87. production for all orchards was 
igarette manufacturers will con- $9,960. 

tinue use of apple honey after the The average costs per bushel of From May News Letter, Illinois 
war. individual growers varied consid- State Horticultural Seciety. 

The government estimates that an erably. The lowest average cost re- . 

additional 7,000,000 bushels of ap- ported was $0.91 per bushel and the Nature means well but doesn’t 

Ples will be used for processing over highest was $18.24. i oe understand farming, aad because of 
the 1943 figure of 29,000,000. by Pee nel cost 4 a ane Id largely her erratic management of the 

Senator Harry Byrd was the pa feo 3 10 44h ‘Tahoe Se acre weather, no man is reilly fitted for 
banquet speaker. He is the largest with an average yield of io bush. farming until he reaches that con- 
apple orchard owner in the world, 4) Be y' dition of tranquil despair when 
with 6,000 acres, and an estimated °* nothing else matters—W. W. Rey- 
1944 crop of 900,000 bushels. He The costs of twenty-five growers nolds.
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ment, deficiency of calcium, potash 
The New Speedsprayer or phosphorus, or even an excessive 

growth where light conditions are 
By Sam Goldman, Sturgeon Bay not too favorable. Delicious may 

HE SPEEDSPRAYER, the next month. not develop thick, leathery leaves if 
T first cone to be introduced in Local orchardists, as well as oth- the trees are too Closely planted 
Wisconsin, was tried out at our ers from different parts of the state, Upon strong soil. Sometimes trees 

orchards in June. I believe fruit examined the rig in operation at are planted where they receive 
growers throughout the state will our orchards, and were very en- shade from adjoining woodlands in 
be greatly interested in it. thusiastic. early morning or in the afternoon, 

The Speedsprayer, so-called be- and thus do not receive a full day 

cause of the speed with which it THE DELICIOUS APPLE WILL of sunlight. This 1s sometimes suff. 

operates, eliminates the human ele- MATURE FRUIT ONLY cient to cause Delicious to be over- 
ment from spraying, and is oper- FROM LARGE BUDS Moe die wae in tis 

. , orcha . pa y am tieongt * an by M. A. Blake, New Jersey Exp. Sta. country, are located where fog pre- 

quires only one man, whereas with T= Delicious apple. although vails_ rather frequently. This, of 

ordinary type sprayers three men widely grown, is one of the course, reduces the intensity of the) 
are needed to operate one rig. No most particular and sensitive to en- sunlight and the ability of the leaves 
special tractor is needed. vironment that is known. It is un- ie oa a ae 
Good Work in High Wind rely " Produce wall or consistent cess ain Delicious. ? | 

depend for its operation upon igh = 7" — : ‘ ed in an environment to which it 
pressures. The spray comes out | the ‘soil. «ge happens to be exceptionally well 

from a ange number ofall ma! eau, bs oa a28006, requires special atentin 
zles trom which it 1s caught by an“) : . . ga from the environment and_nutri- 

sine type roe and own 8 Se may bon an a 0 onal tanita pec 
in a blast over the trees. he pro- » " j if it is to al 

peller, which is 48 inches in diame- later than June. In other words, eee oa eda at all 

ter is operated by a 75 H.P. gaso- No. 3 Delicious buds in New Jersey Condensed from Ma 1944 Hor- 
; ; Sven ai : ‘ are unlikely to mature fruits. ¥ ee line engine. Even with high winds \ No. 3 bud Delicious will ticultural News, published by the 

no difficulty was experienced in hit- Now 9 duds upon’ Mencious Wi" New Jersey State Horticultural So- 
ting the tops of trees, whereas with Never really mature into a crop of ciety . 
the ordinary type sprayer, spraying fruit no. matter what the cultural oa 

under similar conditions would be 0 eae practice may * tne OATS BAIT FOR ORCHARD 
i 103 sprin ja ploomM IN; occurs. uds 

very tmpractical. . . ae mall as No. 3 ben such va- MOUSE CONTROL 
‘The Speedsprayer is equipped rieties as McIntosh, Stayman or AVAILABLE | 

with a 500 gallon tank which emp- Wealthy will often develop fruits Arrangements have been made 
ties its load in from 12 to 15 min- of marketable size, if the trees are with the U. S. Department of In- 
utes of operation. In a 10-hour properly fertilized and managed the terior to supply us with oats  biit 

working day, it is estimated that year the crop is produced, but that for orchard mouse control. 
the outfit will cover from 35-40 j. most unlikely with . Delicious. Mr. G. C. Oderkirk, Lafayette, 
acres of trees. It was developed by Indiana, in charge of the rodent 
Mr. George Daugherty of the Speed What Is the Growth Status? control program, advises us that 
Sprayer Division of the John Bean lf your Delicious apple trees the price of the bait has gone up 
Mfg. Co. It has been used quite bloomed during the spring of 1944 and our prices this year will be 

extensively in the Citrus Belt of but most of the spurs failed to set as follows: 

Florida as well as in the apple or- fruit, it is not too early to begin 10-Ib. bag oats bait-__-$1.35 
chards of Senator Townsend in to diagnose the reason. It should 25-lb. bag oats bait... 3.25 
Maryland and of Senator Byrd in not be difficult to determine wheth- We are trying to make arrange 
Virginia. This year it was used for er the spurs were below medium in ments this year to have several fruit 
the first time in Indiana and Illi- vigor. associations stock a supply of the 
nois, and now extended into Wis- Not many commercial Delicious bait for local growers. We hope to 
consin. A setond grower, E. W. apple orchards in New Jersey are announce in our next issue who 
Stephenson oj Sawyer, who has a_ deficient in nitrogen from lack of they will be, because it will save 
large cherry atreage in Door Coun- fertilization and care. If the trees express charges. The above prices 

ty, has ordeied a Speedsprayer, are unfruitful it is more likely to are f.o.b. Madison. Poisons must be 
and shipment has been promised for be a problem of unsuitable environ- sent by express, collect.
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Orchard and Garden Suppli 
Buy co-operatively and save dollars by participating in the earning. Everyone receives a pa- 
tron’s refund at the end of the season. We are the largest co-operative of its kind in the 
state. If you are producing fruit or vegetables and need supplies, give us a try. 

SPRAY MATERIALS PACKING HOUSE EQUIPMENT 

Lead Arsenate Fruit Sizers 
Calcium Arsenate Basket Turners 

Rotene Dusts Fruit Cleaners 
Special Potato Sprays Vegetable Washers 

_ Copper Sulphate Potato Graders 
Kolofog 
Mike Sulphur PACKING EQUIPMENT 

Apple Stick Baskets Shredded Tissue 

Sulforon Decorative Fringe Top Pads 
Parmone Basket Liners Packing Forms 

SPRAYING EQUIPMENT 

Spray Hose Hose Couplings Hose Swivels Spray Booms—4 to 6 rows 
Spray Guns Hose Clamps Spray Brooms Spray Booms—8 to 20 rows 

PICKING LADDERS 

Step — Pointed Top — Closed Top 

Picking Bags — Roll Conveyors — Hydraulic Lifts 

JOHN BEAN POWER SPRAYERS 
We are the largest dealers in the state for this equipment. Complete line of repair parts. 
We are now equipped to repair any size of sprayer or power pump in our new repair shop. 
Complete overhauling and repainting. 

Sprockets--Roller Chain, 
If you are in need of special sprockets and chain, send us your old ones or specifications. 
We can supply all sizes. 

FOR SALE BASKETS 

1—Vegetable Bunch Washer Bushel and Half-Bushel. 
Used—Priced to Sell. Supply will be limited. 

1—Gravil Fruit Grader ; 4s Model__New. HARVEST SPRAY 

« WRITE FOR CATALOG AND PRICE LIST » 

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN FRUIT GROWERS CO-OPERATIVE, INC. 
WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 

227 Cutler St. Phone 4107 Lester F. Tans, General Manager 

1



In The Orchard 
SAWDUST AS A MULCH PROTEST AGAINST INJURY will not be easy either. They are 

ilak It Is Easy t TO FRUIT BY ROBINS advised to contact used container 
—_ A Is rabies ct y to “you should have been here the dealers in the large marketing areas| 

and Has No Harmful past week to see what aterri- Who are cooperating a pe Fed- 
Effect on the Soil ble pest robins can be,” writes Virgil ¢t@l government in the salvage of 

. Fieldhouse, Dodgeville. “With the shipping containers. Special freight 
By R. C. Collison, Geneva very short crop of fruit this year it is ates have been put into effect for 
AWDUST might well be ‘used apparent that the robins or we will shipping salvaged containers from 

S more generally as a mulching have to give in. Our loss to straw- eave to an fucing pie . 

material by gardeners and fruit berry beds was approximately $125 li ed pon Bot your containers 
growers. While sawdust does not this year in spite of hours spent in {'e@ UP: 

smother grass and weeds, quite as ea tach day. Werplanced MAKING MOVEMENT COUNT 
eeith thas ena in- mulberry trees and that does not IN PICKING TOMATOES 

cluding ease of handling, low cost, satisfy them. We turned one of our IX these days of labor shortage, 
and general availability. two strawberry beds over to them work done at Purdue University 

Examples can be cited where 2 Week ago, but they won't stay in py the Farm Work Simplification 
sawdust has been used successfully Ite co. Laboratory becomes of special val- 
in orchards for years, while it has I don’t think they eat any harm- ye, 
proved especially effective in blue- ful insects, and_ they must be 80 A bulletin has just been issued 
berry plantings. By conserving soil full ot 45c per quart berries that by Purdue University, Lafayette, 
moisture and lowering soil temper- there isnt any room for Ansects.” Indiana, entitled “Making Move- 
atures, it should also be valuable € Mr. ee has ig soa a ments Count in Picking Tomatoes.” 
for mulchin: ras berries. onservation inmuission for help. ; 

Probably She vain reason why Does Not Use Lime Sulphur H Four ome Rules . 

mulch is not used more widely is On Haralson Apple f Saas our important rules 

the cost and scarcity of materials | Mr. Fieldhouse further writes ine ing ee a ae se 
suitable for the purpose. The more that they are careful not to use lime Foulletie tomatoes: as listed in the 

common ones used include straw, sulphur on Haralson apple trees. sed . / 
hay, and peat moss. Sawdust, a They use aaafead a pil lope of pen . Use a handle on the ham- 

‘ mon and comparatively sulphur —sulfuron. The Haralson ; . . 
fee material: in many Nocalities, apple russets in southern Wisconsin iL . ee both hands. 
has never been used extensively, and therefore is not popular here. ule ri Ick as Faced a ie 
probably because it is very generally However, Mr. Fieldhouse has good “8 Posst 7 es 4 ie —L before 
considered injurious to soil. Many results with the use of a mild ap- moving the “hand ‘to: the: hamper. 

people seem to think that it makes plication of sulphur. _ Rule 4. Pick two rows across the 
soil very “sour.” Robins Are Protected by field keeping the hamper in front 

There is an effect of sawdust Federal Statute of you. oo . 
and similar materials when mixed The letter by Mr. Fieldhouse was Instructions for picking (illus 
with soil which may cause some forwarded to Mr. E. T. Carter, U. ‘tated by pictures), are as follows: 
temporary trouble, however. When S. Game Management Agent, Osh- (1) Use a wire handle with « 
the soil organisms are breaking  kosh. comfortable handpiece. The wire 
down organic materials, so much of a should be stiff, about one-fifth inch 

the available soil nitrogen may be THE CONTAINER SHORTAGE '" diameter. 
used up that the growing plants will To War Food Administration (2) Don’t move the hamper by 
become starved for nitrogen until informs us that the supply of 8™'PPing the edge of it with the 

the process is completed. The rem- new containers will fall 25% below ‘fingers. It’s much easier to grasp 
edy, obviously, is to apply more the anticipated grower needs even and move forward with a handle 
nitrogen to the soil in the form of though the 1944 crop should only (3) Move the hamper forward 
manure or fertilizers. But sawdust equal that of 1943. with an easy movement of one hand. 
is no more troublesome in this re- We know fruit yields this year (4) Carry the hamper, keeping 
spect than many other organic ma- are expected to exceed those of the arm and back straight. Lift with 
terials that may be mixed with the 1943. the strong leg muscles. 

soil. Growers are advised to line up (5) Don’t carry the hamper to 
From Farm Research, New York their supply of containers long be- road with the arms bent and the 

Experiment Station. fore the harvest season, and that hamper held out in front of you.
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(6) Pick with both hands close (15) Don’t move the hands to the 20-year-old boy is in the Air Force 
together, standing with the knees hamper with only one tomato in in New Guinea. He did not particu- 
slightly bent. esch hand. If you do this, you can larly like to work at fruit growing. 

(7) Or pick with both hands close pick only 90 hampers in the time However, the other day he wrote: 
together and squat. in which you should pick 100. _ ‘When I get back I won't spend any 

(8) Don’t pick with your hands (16) Set the hamper in front of of my summers in a factory. I want 

far apart, When they are separated, YOU between the rows. Keep it with- to be home as much as I can while 

you can’t see what both are doing. '" SASy reach. | am going to school. I have talked 

(9) Dow’? pick with one hand _, (17) Don’t set the hamper so far to many other boys who helped in 
hile the other only holds the ham- ahead that you have to stretch your /ruit growing, and I believe it can 

w y : body or throw the tomatoes. le very interesting’.” 
per. If you do this, you can pick , sg : i oy ‘ 

nly 83 hampers in the time in (18) Don’t get in front of the The editor’s son, who is a com- 

ony: P A hamper so that you have to turn mando and went to France on “D- 
which you should pick 100. yoiie bod Day.” oe : 

(10) Don’t let one elbow rest on ~ y- se : ween y a Cas: 
ears hile the hand 1 ———————— hat do you think about the op- 

aes, Tf yeu ip ie yea ca RETURNING SOLDIERS MAY portunities in Alaska? I have been 

: : og es BE INTERESTED IN FRUIT talking to some of the boys here 
pick only 86 hampers in the time in S Bae 
which you should pick 100. GROWING and they think Alaska is the place 

(11) First, pick one tomato in M** in the armed forces have as after the het ! - 
each hand. plenty of time to think and has yho can ~ ne iat the future 

(12) Then shift the tomatoes talk about their future. Many of lag instore for ust 

back into the palms of the hands. them will change their ideas. They CIDER PRESS FOR SALE 

(13) Then pick a second tomato will be mature when they return. For Sale: 100 gallon capacity 
in each hand. That is illustrated by the note in ‘*opper bottom screw type cider 

(14) And then move the full che letter from Mr. Virgil Field- press. Harry Schiferl, Jefferson, 
hands to the hamper. house, Dodgeville, who states: “My Wis. 

See Us First For All Supplies and Equipment. Our Prices Are Right! 

HARVESTING SUPPLIES Authorized sales and service for all 

Pointed top ladders—60c per foot. 14-16-18-20 and 22 ft. models of Bean Sprayers 

Orchard Step (special) 80c per ft. 6-8-10 ft. Rotenone DinstiiS lbesissssccseneerepee nea crenes G2S 
Wenantcheo Picking Bags. No. 7—$240 ench. Du Pont Potato Dust, 5 Ibs... 100 
Hiatt Packing Forms. $6.75 each. Calcium Arsenate, 48-Ib. case... ice ccscccceeeeueene eee 495 

SPRAY MATERIALS — ALL KINDS When through with your sprayer send it to us for a 
complete overhauling. We have been in the business 

a for 20 years. 

Power Sprayers for Sale 
Harvest Spray 1 50-gal. sprayer—Bean Simplicity on two wheel trailer 

with tires. Ideal for small orchard. (Write for par- 

“P me Concentrate” a ee 3 Huds heel b: prayers for sale. a) ave ludson wW! arrow spr’ t 

4oz bottle _................................$1.30 Equipped with gasoline engine. 18 gal. tank, 20 ft. % 
inch hose, and spray gun. $130 complete. 

12 4oz. bottles, each... 1.20 1 2:cylinder hand pump with, 30 gal, barrel, Complete 
* it! . . Develops |. pres- 

4-0z. used in 100 gals. of water sure. Could be equipped with motor. , 
ee Grafting Tape Jost received another shipment. Roll— 

°4 in. x60 ft.—60c \° 

F.R. GIFFORD COMPANY 
. GLENN A. DUNN, Manager 

2201 University Ave. Madison 5, Wisconsin 
SSS SESS ee
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STRAWBERRIES AT BLACK RASPBERRY CANES EARLY HISTORY OF 
WARRENS SHOULD BE TOPPED WHEN RASPBERRIES 

. 24 INCHES HIGH 
H. H. Harris AX experiment to determine if R® raspberries were found na- 

Oc strawberry crop around there was any loss in yield and “~~ tive in America and wild ber- 
Warrens was all picked and vigor of plants if black raspberry Tis in the early days supplied the 

marketed soon after July 4th. It canes were not topped at the usual “demand. As the population in 
was of fair yield and quality. The recommended height of 18-24 inches creased, however, the need for m- 
Association sold around 1,400 16- was carried on by the West Vir- Provement arose. European varie. 
quart cases, ginia Experiment Station. ties were introduced. They were al- 

Our acreage was small due to The result was published in the ‘° used in crossing with native va- 
shortage of labor, but the crop was proceedings of the American Soci- rieties. 

good, especially Catskill, Premier, ety for Horticultural Science, and The Cuthbert variety, still popu- 
Dr. R. L. Roberts’ No. 537, and states that a 4-year-old Plum Farm- lar, was discovered in 1855. Marl- 
Beaver. The Red Star had some er planting was used. Each plant boro was introduced in 1884. 
extra nice berries, but small yield was limited to four first-year canes. . 
on large and bright vines. One of these was permitted the Black Raspberries 

We did not set any new beds height of 20-24 inches before top- More than 100 years ago, in 1832 
for fruiting—just a few of each ping; the second 30-34 inches; the the first. named Américas black 
variety we cared to keep to raise third 40-44 inches; and the fourth raspberry, Ohio Everbearing ap- 

plants for next year’s setting. _ vost Lae All were topped back peared. Until 1850 growers pee 
could not get help to take care of to inches in height. to propagate it without success. In 
them. . Decreased Lateral Growth When that es the tip-layering method 

The crop for next year will prob- Not Topped at Right Time was discovered and it was a note- 
ably not be any more than this year. There was a significant decrease worthy contribution 

Editor’s Note: Mr. Harris is now in lateral growth when the first- The Cumberland variety, still 
93 years old and writes a very in- year canes were not topped as soon . wo 

teresting letter. He states, however, as they reached the 20-24 inch bopulat, ‘Wasi introdioed. in. 1856. 
that he had some difficulty in writ- height, according to the report of The Purple Raspberry 

ing. He worked with his strawber- the experiment. The decrease was : “ 

stk this season and can still handle greater the longer the canes were ee eeny ine ee 

the hoe. permitted to grow before they were variety Philadelphia wap fou a topped. : : 
GROWING STRAWBERRIES Yields were decreased approxi- (til 1880 eo pene ae 

IN MINNESOTA mately 20% when topping was de- nated in 1888 Intro i ad i “Teo 
New Bulletin Just Out layed 10-14 days and more than it titi ranks hich ced ins 

Pp®oF. E. M. Hunt, extension 40% were delayed 20-24 days, and gh. 
horticulturist, with the Minne- 67% were delayed 30-34 days. 

sota College of Agriculture, Uni- —_—_ (EEE 
versity Farm, St. Paul, has just THE STRAWBERRY SEQ —————_—_—_——— 
issued a bulletin entitled “Growing AT ALMA CENTER 
Strawberries in Minnesota.” Alma Center is one of the im- 

The bulletin is up-to-date and portant strawberry shipping  sec- : x 

very practical. It doesn’t beat around tions of Wisconsin. A letter from Everything you need in 
the bush but goes straight to the Earl Randles, president of the Al- * 
core of several important problems ma Center Strawberry Growers As- Fruit and Vegetable 
such as the use of commercial fer- sociation states that the crop this 
tilizer not being as good as manure year was poor. The Beaver, Pre- d 
unless certain food elements are mier and Catskill were the leading B ¢ t 
found to be lacking by soil tests. varieties. Oxes = Ta es 

Relative to applying mulch in the New plantings for this year are . 
fall Prof. Hunt states: “Recent ex- just fair. 65 years of dependable service 
perimental work has shown that No trouble was experienced from 
soil surface temperatures of 23 de- strawberry weevil, but leaf-rollers 7 
grees F. may cause injury.” Allow- did some damage. Sheboygan Fruit Box Co. 
ing the soil to freeze before apply- Some growers had good yields Sheboygan, Wisconsin 
ing the mulch therefore is not safe, this year, but the average from both 
since considerable injury may al- old and new beds was only about — 
ready have occurred. 100 cases per acre. nnineuninnnsannaaiceenes i
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Our Summer Meeting 
HE annual summer meeting of From only two sections was a nor- the four-frame reversible, operated 

the Wisconsin Beekeepers As- mal crop of 100 Ib. average or by a motor. 
ciation at Honey Acres, Menomo- above reported. The other averages On the question, “Shall I confine 
nee Falls, July 25th, was one of were from25 to 50 lbs. above winter my queen to one hive body now in 
he most pleasant and well attended requirements. order to limit brood rearing so 
meetings ever held. This magazine A scale colony in the Diehnelt there will not be a large colony to 
poes to press the day before the Apiary had gained less than 30 lbs. eat up honey this fall and winter?” 
meeting at Eau Claire Lakes so we during the month of July. the answer was “No.” The experts 
annot report on that until the next A source of complaint was the brought out the fact that we need 
ssue. We feel confident it will be poor results from packages this a large colony of young bees for 
hs successful as the one in the east- year. A showing of hands by those successful wintering, and that any- 
rm part of the state. in attendance indicated that about how a vigorous queen might fill one 
The forenoon was spent in visit- half of the beekeepers receiving hive body and still produce a nor- 

ing and inspecting the well equipped packages had poor luck, due to mal colony. 
honey plant which Mr. Diehnelt and supersedure and generally poor Dr. Farrar Speaks On 
Son operate. The Woman’s Auxili- quality stock, while the other half New Findings 
hry, under the direction of Mrs. was satisfied. Dr. C. L, Farrar gave an excel- 
ornelius Meyer, Appleton, presi- There was some difference of lent talk on the work of the Central 

dent, prepared the pot luck dinner opinion on the subject of requeen- States Bee Laboratory. He pointed 
hnd with plenty of extra food pro- ing. Some of the “experts” advo- out the need for pollen for spring 
ided by the Diehnelts, it proved cated killing all poor queens now brood rearing and that when pollen 

hbundant and delicious. The honey and allowing the colony to requeen was not available, brood rearing 
sweetened lemonade was especially itself. Others felt that it would be slowed down or ceased. To avoid 
ppreciated. better to buy a good queen if such this a mixture of pollen and soy- 

Mrs. Harriett Grace of the Amer- could be obtained, introduce it to bean flour fed to the bees success- 
ican Honey Institute started off the «a nucleus, and then requeen the fully keeps up brood rearing. 
program by telling of the many colony after the new queen is lay- Nosema is being studied inten- 

ays in which honey is becoming ing, using the spray method. sively, and the experiments prove 
ecognized throughout the nation. Cellar wintering versus outdoor conclusively that not only do the 
he Institute is doing a fine job. wintering was discussed. Some had bees die at an early age from the 

Information Hour wintered in the cellar but have disease, but that queens when they 
The information hour was one of changed to outdoors, and liked it become infected, live only a short 

he features of the program. Ex- better. Opinions differed on the time. 

perts who answered the questions subject. Dr. Root Speaks 
ere: Mr. L. G. Figge of Milwau- Drifting is a problem to be dealt Everyone was pleased to again 
ee; Edward Hassinger, Greenville; with when moving bees. If one see Mr. E. R. Root who received 
Mr. A. I. Bennett of Medina; Cor- moves to a new yard and sets the the honorary degree of “Doctor” 
elius Meyer, Appleton; Mr. Mi- colonies in a straight row, many from Ohio University this spring. 
hels of Plain; Joe Mills of Schultz drift to the end colonies, so the He mentioned that a new issue of 
Honey Farms, Ripon; and Mr. opinion was that the colonies should ABC and XYZ in Beekeeping will 

has. Zellner of Green Bay. be scattered. come off the press this fall. 
The first question was, “How is The discussion of extractors indi- The meeting adjourned with a 

he honey crop in your section?” cated the radial extractor is meet- rising vote of thanks to the Dieh- 
From the answers, Wisconsin will ing with considerable approval, nelts for their hospitality and the 
ot have a normal crop this year. though some were still satisfied with food provided.
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DO NOT PRODUCE THIN NOSEMA IN JULY OBSERVATIONS AMONG 

HONEY ithe H= and there beekeepers re- WISCONSIN BEES 

TT honey may ferment either port crawling bees in front of John F. Long — 
before or after granulation. 4, near the hives in July. Dr. C. L. Ss bees shipped in Wis- 

Every beekeeper is concerned about Farrar, Central States Bee Labora- consin this year are again proy- 
thin honey being put on the market tory, observed this condition in ing very disappointing. Many bee- 
because it injures the reputation of come yards, and upon examination keepers declare that they are 
all honey in the mind of the con- found the bees loaded with Nosema through with packages, and look- 
sumer. It is the duty of every bee- spores. ing for ways of wintering nuclei, 
keeper to counsel with his neighbor We have observed too that alto- Here are a few examples. See if 
who may produce thin honey and gether too high a percentage of col- you can blame them. 200 packages 
help him solve the problem of why  Gnies in some yards, have a smaller were installed in March and about 
his honey is thin. population than the amount of brood 16 colonies were left by June 20th. 

Reasons for Thin Honey they had a month or more ago Another 200 were placed on combs 
Some reasons for honey being would warrant. in April and 77 were capable of 

thin are: That condition indicates the adult producing honey by July. 10th. 25 
(1) Hive entrance may be too bees must have died off faster than packages were placed on combs in 

small. Bees must evaporate moisture the young bees emerged. Most be- April and 18 AFB was found by 
from the honey, and to do this they keepers are observing this condi- June 20th. 18 packages were placed 
must be able to get plenty of air. tion. In fact, it has often been in an outyard in April and by July 

A colony with only winter entrance present, though we haven't always 1st, 18 AFB was found, Old colo- 
may never be able to ripen its honey. observed it. nies in these yards showed little if 

(2) A weak colony may not be There are many things we don't any AFB infection. 
able to fully ripen supers of honey. know about Nosema, but the im- Examination of dead bees in 

If a strong colony should produce portant thing is that we now have cages where packaged bees have 
one or more supers of honey and our scientists going after the prob- proved to be failures have shown 

then swarm, the remaining bees lem. We now believe that Nosema heavy nosema infection. Perhaps 
might neglect the honey and never causes the most serious loss in hon- this may be the cause of most of 
ripen it. If a colony with honey is ey production of any disease. What our package trouble. 
suddenly weakened it may be best we really need is one or more men Certain lines of package stock, 
to place the honey on strong colo- devoting their entire time to solving however, are showing up_ better 

nies. the problem. It is really that im- than ever this year. It will pay any 

(3) Never allow honey to stand _ portant. beekeeper to find out who the pro- 
in a damp place unprotected. Honey — ducers of this package stock are, 
absorbs moisture rapidly. Honey al- SUGAR FOR FEEDING BEES and order queens and packages 
lowed to stand uncovered in a damp TO BE HANDLED BY DIS- early. Wisconsin needs more of this 
honey house may absorb enough TRICT OFFICE OF OPA kind of stock. 
moisture to become thin. Very little swarming has been 

What causes have you found for ae your request reported or observed so far this 
thin honey? If you have had any for sugar for feeding your bees year. The honey crop seems to be 
experience or observed other rea- must be sent to your district office ery spotted, with large yards show- 
sons, write this magazine. Every of the OPA. ing just as good a crop as the 
beekeeper is affected by thin honey There are three district offices in gmatler ones. One large yard of over 

being put on the market, so let’s Wisconsin—at 161 W. Wisconsin 250 colonies had a fair to good crop 
all join together to solve the prob- Avenue, Milwaukee; at La Crosse; of honey; another of 97 colonies 
lem. and at Green Bay. had at least 10,000 pounds in the 
a We have been informed that all yard. Other yards, only a short dis- 

A consultant is a man who knows the files formerly in the county tance away, seem to have very little, 
less about your business than you office have been sent to the district j¢ any, honey. . 
do and gets paid more for telling office having jurisdiction of that Never were the beekeepers more 

you how to run it than you coulu county. . . uncertain as to what had produced 
possibly make out of it even if you Sugar permits will now have to the honey. In yards reporting a 
ran it right instead of the way he be handled largely by correspond- good basswood flow, there was little 
told you to. ence. If you do not know the ad- taste of basswood honey. Examina- 
a dress of your district office or in tion of yellow clover shows quite 

EXTRACTOR FOR SALE what district you are located, write heavy seed production, alfalfa a 
40-frame Simplicity Extractor YOur county OPA office for infor- very heavy seed production, and 

for sale. Also hive bodies. Write ™ation. Then contact your district white sweet clover, white or Dutch, 
Howard Hicks, Phillips, Wis. office in plenty of time. and alsike almost devoid of seed. 

1
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HONEY PRICE CEILINGS and repacked in a new or thorough- 
REMAIN THE SAME ly cleaned ie eae can providing HONEY WANTED 

. vas there is stated on the invoice “Heat- Cash paid for cars and less 
Producer’s Price Ceiling ed and strained and repacked in the [Jthan cars comb and extracted 

on Packaged Honey United States” and providing there f[honey. Mail sample and best 
HERE has b. h - is marked on the container “Re- price. C. W. Aeppler Company, 

T the price ceiling producers. may packed in the United States. Oconomowoc, Wisconsin. 

charge for their honey during this — 
year. 

The wholesale price of bulk hon- neeReeeens Ort TION 
ey in 60 Ib. cans is still 12 cents NE of th beek HONEY CANS 

per pound. This is the price which O OF Mie: lstrongest_beckeep- We can give you immediate 
may be paid by packers or large ers associations in Wisconsin delivery on 60# cans. 

users - is also the farthest north. The Order your glass supply for 

: _ Douglas County Beekeepers Asso- the new crop now, as it takes 
‘The ‘prosiiver may Hell to = con ciation has a membership of 48. from 3 to 6 months to receive 

sumer direct at a price of 15 cents Th foae hold 1 same from the ‘factory. We now 
per pound for bulk honey in 60 Ib. e Organization! Holes: Teewar have a good supply of 5#, 2#, 

eo * meetings and the members are en- 1# and %# on hand, and can 
cans. Bulk honey is any container fiers} asaecs 

les 0: ma! imum 8! mt. of more than 15 Ibs. thusiastic about the possibiliti f ke immediate shipment. 

beekeeping in the white clover re- To insure prompt service, or- 
Producer’s Ceiling on gion of northern Wisconsin. der your Association labels now 

Packaged Honey The editor recently met with the for your new crop of honey. 
Pri Price organization in Superior with an Write for Complete Price List. 

Size case of 12 container attendance of more than 50. This Through Y: s 
container To retail Retail to Order ug! our State 

store consumer was followed the next day by a field Beekeepers Association 
8 oz. $1.64 15S meeting at the Strand Apiary in HONEY ACRES 

16 oz. 2.93 .28 Poplar. The Strand farm adjoins 

2 Ibs. 5.43 52 the home farm of Major Bong, Menomonee Falls, Wis. 
3 Ibs. 7.81 75 famous aviator. 

Frice per Erie Officers of the Association are: 
5 Ibs. $ 5.80 $1.11 president, N. R. Chamberlin, Pop- 

10 Ibs. 10.99 212 lar; vice-president, Elvin M. Bra- BUY YOUR CONTAINERS 
man, Superior; secretary-treasurer, from 

fi Carl Peak,Poplar. OUR COMPLETE STOCK 

IF YOU RESELL HONEY —_ MGBEy Glass aes: as 
Oo’ extracted honey in 60 pound specifications pr ‘leer. flint glass 

cans which a beekeeper buys POLLEN TRAPS 2 with white coated metal caps. 
and resells in 60 pounds cans, the fi cae ore ee = al ue [oa s —— ie 

following maximum prices, f.o.b. Lek ai y Si 8 Pad 10 27 jars—case of 12______ 42e 
his local shipping point apply. f sa Modif 1 Dad 7 jare—case - ee 
These ceiling prices do not apply Pri 5250 id. G De. : ~ oe 
to honey which he has produced. rice postpai eons’ Sixty Pound Cans: 
OUANTEEY BeTCHS Koeyer, 815 West Street, Bara- Well seamed and a a 

OF SALE: IN CENTS boo, Wis: lined m. ie wax 
12,000 pounds or over -------12% ar we: "2S 
Less than 12,000 pounds but coe cans per carton of 24. 7.44 
es in ,500 Pounds: Taz KEEP MORE BEES Comb Honey Containers: 

es pounds bu Comb honey shipping cases, 
not less than 300 pounds___1414 Bet Rowe hem fa Baoding the window cartons and cellophane 

Less than 300 pounds -----15% | BEEKEEPERS MAGAZINE Si’ sine sections. "Wrine, for 
To the above prices can be added Third in N. prices. 

¥% cent per pound if the can is fur- ational: Chrcaistion Label samples and prices mailed 
nished; the freight charges from Published Monthly on request. 
the producer’s local shipping point Subscription Price: $1.00 per year We still have = complete line 
to him providing the invoice states of sections; foundation and 
the charge and the producer’s local BEEKEEPERS MAGAZINE 
shipping point and not to exceed 1 RFD 5 LANSING, MICH. August rots Company 
cent per pound if liquefied, strained Boyd, Wisconsin



HORTICULTURE a 2. Type or print on the back of 
AT THE STATE FAIR re the paper, your name, address and 

. : : AV jy county. Indicate by number the T= Wisconsin State Fair, held op oe? fs \ class you are entering (see bottom this year August 19-27, will Ce LV DY of page). 
have considerable interest for visit- aaa Se ye 3. The classes are as follows: (A 
ing horticulturists and beekeepers. ~ ee es contestant can compete in any or 

The farm crops and fruit ex- (rye all five classes but can win a prize hibits are being combined in one FEE Les in only one.) 
large exhibit this year. The entire - Soo 
Horticulture building, approximate- _ Classes . ly 20,000 square feet, will be de- WE THANK YOU _ (Submit recipe, and, if possible, 
voted to exhibits showing what is kind of Wisconsin apple used.) 
being done in horticulture and Just a note to congratulate you Class 1 Apple pie. 
agronomy in Wisconsin. upon the last issue of the Wisconsin Class 2. Apple jellies, preserves Superintendent E. L. Chambers eatin: San — a and marmalades. 
announces that the regular exhibit from cover to cover. I marvel ai 
of apples will be held. The Wis- the amount of stuff you find to pub- shai ae . sipple: desserts, ition 
consin apple display has always lish in the Wisconsin Horticulture, cI 4 Satad . 
been one of the largest of any Fair all of which is good. ass *. ava containing ‘apples: 
in the country. A. F. Vierheller, Secretary Mary- Class 5. Miscellaneous apple 

The Wisconsin Gladiolus Society land State Horticultural Society recipes. 
will stage its 15th annual show in ee Judging 
the Horticulture building, August In judging, originality and appeal 
19-21. There will be two succeeding WISCONSIN will - as 5 ° pr 
gladiolus shows with exhibits every APPLE RECIPE CONTEST Send your entry to the Wisconsin day of the Fair. Sponsored by State Radio Sta- A you Ty isconst 3 3 : : . . pple Recipe Contest, WHA Radio 

The Wisconsin Dahlia Society tions WHA-WLBL and Wisconsin Station, Madison, Wis., and WLBL will cooperate in staging a beautiful Apple Institute. . . St 5 Point, Wis. , dahlia show. Limited to Wisconsin residents. '€Ve"s Foint, Wis. 
Special arrangements have been News of the contest will be given a 

made with the Wisconsin Garden daily on the Homemakers’ Hour, wiCANS ARE SHY BEARERS 
Club Federation to show artistic ar- WHA (970 kc) and WLBL (930 AND SUITABLE FOR ORNA- 
rangements and amateur flower ex- kc). MENTAL TREES ONLY 

hibits, Contest begins Wednesday, Sep- 
ae tember 6, closes Saturday, Septem- HS’. a cross between hick- 

Bee and Honey Exhibit ber 16 (midnight). ory nuts and pecans, are shy 
Superintendent James Gwin an- The contest is open to everyone bearers as are the Butterick pecan 

nounces that all the space in the in the state of Wisconsin. and not suitable for nut production, 
Bee and Honey building has been 65 Money Prizes according to Mr. C. A. Reed, Nut 
taken by exhibitors. We have never First prize in each class—$25.00 Expert of the U. S. Department of 
seen at any state fair we have War Bond. Agriculture, Washington. 
visited a showing equal to the bee Second prize in each class— Mr. Reed has advised nut nurser- 
and honey exhibit at the Wisconsin $10.00 in War Stamps. ies to this effect, and many of them 
State Fair. Third prize in each class—$5.00 are now listing them only as trees 

in War Stamps. for ornamental use. 
50 prizes of $1.00 each for the — The Thomas black walnut is go- 

Inventor—This new machine of 50 next best recipes, in the opinion ing over very well, according to nut 
mine will do the work of 10 men. of the judges. nurseries, and outsells all others ten 

Friend (after helping with the Rules of the Contest to one. It is hardy and a depend- 
spring house cleaning) —My wife 1, Type or write in ink on only able source of high quality black 
ought to have married it. one side of paper. walnuts.
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APPLE SLOGAN CONTEST HARDINESS IN PLANT SPRAY FOR POISON IVY NOW 

boceeres by, Wiscontin Apele FAMILIES poo’ ivy is a very serious 
il one en — F. L. Skinner, Dropmore, pest. It is far too abundant in 

turist varmer, A Manitoba Wisconsin. It is found in many 
Wisconsin State Fair orchards and parks. 

A Wisconsin apple slogan contest Erk ee in plants is one The DuPont Weed Killer does 
to stimulate interest in _Wis- of those things that is rather an effective job of controlling poi- 

consin apples and promote their use hard to define—there being so many son ivy. It has been listed in the 
will be conducted as a joint project factors that determine the amount advertising of the F. R. Gifford 
between the Wisconsin Apple Insti- of cold a plant can stand without Company, Madison, in this maga- 
~y a injury. zine. It should be sprayed onto the 

ar mer, an _ Wisconsin oe leaves of the ison i duri 
State Fair. You are eligible to take m ae ae families ine pant warm weather, OO now io a “good 
pare ; : . sat s oe S aire ee “he a g00? time. Orchardists should not take 

rizes, supplied by the Wisconsin supply moisture at ‘the a ta chance on having their help poi- 

a Institute, are: Ist prize, a wien to oa. dts sonditi cold. In  soned during harvest and other op- 
$50 war bond. Two additional $25 others again, dry conditions in au- erations. : 

war bonds for the next two winners tum are essential if the plant is 
as honorable mention. to survive the winter. On a recent visit to a state park 

. . we saw many patches of poison iv 
Contest Rules At one time it was thought that in places where it would be easy 

(1) Time of contest. To conclude plants from the more northerly lati- for children to become severely 
August 23 at the State Fair, Con- tudes were the likeliest to survive poisoned. In one park we saw a 

test winners to be announced andin- our severe winters ; but experiments large group of young people hold- 

troduced in front of the grandstand, show that this is not an infallible ing a picnic in a picnic area. Be- 
| caput 27 . rule. tween this open area and the high- 

wa na i limits ; open to young Here at Dropmore, just north of way oe a large patch of poison 

: (3) Length of Slovan not & _ latitude 51, two of our hardiest il iene yours people had 
‘4 eich d = £0 €X- shrubs are Lilacs that were grown wal through the ivy their shoes 

ceed eight words and must include . : would have become contaminated 

the two words, Wisconsin apples from seed collected by E. H. Wile ig I i ; 4) oe A dtnens _ son Ori the Diamond Mountains of an ote et poisonous for some 

| : : ae Korea, which lie in latitude 38, or time atterwarts. 
contestant is entitled to submit only : TT one slogan, about the same lati tude as the 

: (5) Slogan should be accompan- southernmost part of Italy. THE 15th ANNUAL 

_ by contestant’s name, address, As a tule plants from near the WISCONSIN 
eet under 21. — sea are not hardy with us, but pears GLADIOLUS SHOW 
he ae ae Be ee iad : (a) war grown from seed collected by Wil- Auspices 

ond from the Apple Institute, (b) son at Pukchin, Korea, which is on WISCONSIN 
transportation to the fair from the the sea coast, at latitude 40, are 

Wisconsin Agriculturist and Farm- hardy and bearing fruit with us, GLADIOLUS SOCIETY 
er, (c) entertainment at fair by while those grown from seed col- at the 
Wisco State F: i ? a state Fair. lected on the mountains at the north WISCONSIN 
feat ecisions of judges shall be ead af the Le ule of Janse STATE FAIR 

. . ve always killed to the snow line . sya: 

, , 8) Biogen se be oa by and finally were discarded. Horticulture Building 

i of three. One repre- -20- 

sentative each from Wisconsin Ag- It seems, therefore, that no hard An August * 0 in 

jeultuist and Farmer, Apple Insti- and fast rule can be laid down Gladiolus Society will be ad- 
e an isconsin State Fair. whereby one can definitely say that mitted to the Fair Free. 

Sample Slogans a plant will be hardy in a given a 

cexgy: . , location until it has been through 
WwW . 
“Wisconain apples pte potter a thorough trial by actually plant- He Knew 

PP ‘ing specimens secured from various Hotet Guest: “Is there an Ency- 

——_—_—_——— geographical locations in which the clopedia Britannica in the hotel?” 

Send slogans either to Wisconsin plant is native. Clerk (with polite attention and 

Agriculturist and Farmer, Racine, From North and South Dakota regret): “There is not, sir: but 

Wis., or to this office. Horticulture. what is it you wish to know?”
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1944 oer GLAD OBSERVATIONS Mr. Russell says he planted his 

By Harold ienew President ye from gladiolus grow- oe Nut that i eer team 
LL indications are that we will ers indicate that this is an €x- vere five days earlier. He cut his 

A have one of the most success- Cellent year for growing gladiolus. §+<+¢ flowers this year on July 16th. 
ful and best attended gladiolus While the season was late, weather Growth is excellent due to plenty 
shows ever staged by the Wisconsin conditions were favorable during ¢¢ sain. He made the observation 
Gladiolus Society, Our annual ban- June and July and the blooming that if we have plenty of water we 
quet and get-together will be held S¢480n_was normal. can grow good glads. 
at the Medford Hotel on Saturday, _ Walter Krueger reports cutting Mr. Russell is using a 5-horse 
August 19, at 7:15 p.m. his first flowers on Friday, July 14. power Shaw tractor for his one acre 

As it seemed a good thing to Paul Hoppe of Madison cut his 9; gladiolus. He says he'll never 
make the Medford the headquarters first glads on July 2nd. He has a garden again without a tractor. We 
of the Society during the show, I Seedling that bloomed this vear in heartily agree. 
contacted some fifteen out-of-state 44 days from the time of planting. The first bulb to bloom for Mr. 
prospective exhibitors and visitors. Root Rot Prevalent Russell last year was Mount Index. 
I already have requests for hotel Mr. Hoppe reports that in the The first to bloom this year was 
reservations from seven. Then six Madison area where there was con- General MacArthur, a new ruffled 

ae ae Illinois, and four siderable rain this spring, much pink variety. 
rom Menominee, Michigan, re- : A q 

quested banquet veservatiens It is roe ped ey cat Madison Bank to Publish 

estimated that there will be from pulling them up the roots are found Gladiolus Bulletin 
40 to 50 at the banquet. to be rotted. The causative organism The Madison Gladiolus Society 

Mr. David Puerner, 811 Majestic js not yet known, but may be fusa- will again hold its show in the First 
Bldg., Milwaukee, is chairman of rium or other rot organism. High National Bank, Madison, on August 
the banquet committee. All members moisture is no doubt the contribut- 7-8. The bank has agreed to pub- 
who wish to attend are requested to ing factor. Of course the only thing lish a bulletin to be entitled “Gladi- 
notify him at once so we can give to do is to pull up and destroy the olus—Their Care and Culture.” 
the hotel an estimate of guests. The plants. These bulletins will be passed out 
menu is as follows : . : Mr. Hoppe also reports that to visitors. This is excellent cooper- 

. Shrimp Cocktail, thrips became numerous during ation between growers and the bank. 

Tomato Juice or Soup early July and spraying was neces- Glads Stand Rough 
Relish, Rolls and Butter sary. It is certainly a mystery 7 ue 

Roast Beef i Treatment L where these thrips come from. The 
Parsley Boiled Potatoes bulbs were treated and obviously From the 1944 year book of the 

Vegetable clean when planted. Calgary Gladiolus Society we read 
Salad . that one of their growers inadver- 
Coffee Reece Nak Ceresan tently left a spike of Greta Garbo 
Dessert atisfactory in the shade between two rows of 

Price $1.50 Mr. Roger Russell, Madison  glads. The spike was cut at 5 p.m., 

Bring Your Glads gladiolus grower, reports that he but was not discovered until 2 p.m. 
Every member is especially urged soaked his bulbs this spring for one- the following day. Spike of florets 

to bring an exhibit if only a few half hour in new improved Ceresan. were limp, but revived when placed 

spikes. The seedling class this year A few of the bulbs were stored, in cold water. This spike was 
should indeed be a battle royal. awaiting planting, for a period of entered in the Calgary show and 

Let’s put our Society on the map three weeks. In spite of this the took first place in its color class. 

at Milwaukee, August 19-20-21. germination was still good. Evidently Greta Garbo can take it.
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Glads Planted Between gladiolus, as well as excellent per- spray program to combat fungus 
Rows of Beans fection of bloom classes. growth. We can no longer be satis- 

In the same bulletin we read of —_— fied with dips only. Delbetar has 
an experiment in which 100 bulbs WAUSAU GLADIOLUS SHOW not been recommended. I am trying 
were planted in the center of a Mr. Archie Spatz of Wausau re- it out as it is claimed to be a con- 
number of rows of other glads; an- ports that a gladiolus show will be trol for thrips. However, at this 

other lot between two rows of dwarf held at the Marathon County Fair time my first choice is Bordeaux 
garden peas and another between in Wausau beginning Sunday, Au- mixture. Some may hesitate to use 
two rows of bush beans. gust 13. There will be special class- it on account of burning foliage 

The bulbs planted between the es for novice, artistic arrangements but I have found the standard mix- 
rows of beans grew taller, and the and for professionals. Open classes ture of 4 Ibs. Bluestone, 4 Ibs. lime 

bulbs were larger when dug. The will include all the leading colors in (well slaked) and. 50 gals. water if 
conclusion was that the nitrogen three sizes similar to the premium sed after sunset, will not injure 
activity of the beans made the dif- schedule adopted by the state soci- even bulblet leaves. The State De- 
ference, ety. Premiums in open classes are partment of Agriculture Bulletin on 
Check rows were planted between Ist, $1; 2nd, 50c; 3rd, ribbon, Diseases of Plants and Shrubs gives 

rows of other gladiolus. The bulbs Judging begins at 12:30 p. m. full directions for its use, as well 
in the check rows were larger than August 13th. Members of the Wis- as a treatise on bulb diseases, writ- 
the bulbs grown between the peas, consin Gladiolus Society are invited ten by our former member, the late 
indicating that the peas were detri- to exhibit. Noel Thompson. 
mental to the gladiolus. The glads ee Secondly, the hybridizer has a re- 
between the bean rows were larger SHEBOYGAN CHAPTER sponsibility here also, for it is a 
than either the check or the pea GLADIOLUS SHOW . proven fact that certain varieties 
rows. Since peas are also legumes, Kohler Recreational Hall are disease resistant and the careful 
this is difficult to understand. Per- AUGUST 12-13 selection of these for use in cross- 
haps the moisture conditions were The Sheboygan Chapter of the jing will do much to insure a healthy 
different. We feel that there is Wisconsin Gladiolus Society will strain of gladiolus in the future. 
something here that has not been hold its annual show in the Kohler es 

explained. It is being tested again Recreational Hall in the Village of CLASS FOR AMATEURS 
this year and we will watch for the Kohler on August 12-13. Ar excel- AT GLAD SHOW 

results with interest. ene Show Bs in prospect as tne sea” The 1944 Wisconsin Gladiolus 
—— son is early and there should be a Society will have one section of 

| i ee SHOWS | \ ot oi be ae Se color classes for amateurs, as an 
| ays gust wee ort nen ANegiona a. ‘ s experiment, for the coming show 

Illinois Gladiolus Society, Garfield shows. : ‘ : 
| Park C ' Chi Illi- Walter Miller, Sun Prairie, and *¢ the State Fair Park. If this sec- 

an onservatory, Chicago, t E A Li . S 2, G aN be tion is supported by amateurs and 

| BOIS: . . hi “aad INS), OPTING) SSESen, “Wi not abused by professionals at- 
Sete ee ee Gladiolus the Judges. tempting to obtain amateur status 
society ate Ow, omence TTT esiaacaas ; 9 ; ; i Gladiolus Festival, Momence. Tlli- COMBATING it should be an interesting section. 

nois. GLADIOLUS DISEASE 

| August 19-20, Ohio State Gladio- Harold Janes WISCONSIN GLADIOLUS 
lus Society (State Show), M. TT greatest problem confront- SEEDLING SHOW 
O'Neil Co. Auditorium, Akron, ing gladiolus growers today is Walter Miller’s Gardens 

Ohio. that of disease. A few years ago Sun Prairie 
August 20-21. Minnesota Gladio- thrips threatened the industry. Now SUNDAY, AUGUST 27 

lus Society, First National Bank by systematic use of tartar emetic All gladiolus growers are invited 

Building, St. Paul, Minn. they at least can be controlled. Hard to attend the Wisconsin Gladiolus 
—— rot and other fungus diseases are Society’s seedling show at the Wal- 

making inroads in stocks of grow- ter Miller Gardens, Sun Prairie, 

MADISON CHAPTER ers and already Picardy is on the Sunday, August 27th. Bring your 
GLADIOLUS SHOW way out. In the past we have simply luncheon. Coffee will be served. 

AUGUST 14-15 considered bulb disease as a neces- New introductions may also be 
The annual show of the Madison sary evil but if we are to keep the shown. The meeting is for the pur- 

Chapter of the Wisconsin Gladiolus gladiolus in its rightful place in the pose of judging and rating new 
Society will be held in the lobby of floral world, we. must adopt two seedlings in bloom at that time and 
the First National Bank on the courses, and quickly. to observe new introductions. It will 
square at Madison, on August 14- I am convinced that both bulbs be in the nature of a picnic. 
15. This show has been outstanding and bulblets, but particularly the There will be many flowers in 
for its artistic arrangements of latter, should have a_ systematicbloom in Mr. Miller’s gardens. 

|



FALL IS THE BEST TIME TO CRAB GRASS GARDEN QUESTIONS 
WN Wie Bo: berri MARE NEW LA’ s M**” methods for eradicating Ducdoan yeen = cs 

Six Pointers to Success crab grass from the lawn have oa eb ee ee ne 
By The Master Gardener been advocated. Most of them have the oe erry. Will it do well in 
beautiful lawn isn’t a matter of failed. The only one that has sur- Wisconsin ? 
luck . : « 3 -inswer: We have seen them 
uck but largely one of getting vived is the practical one of keep- tried by quite a few gardeners, but 

a good start and proper care. ing the crab grass clipped so that vq 8 pe 
Fall j : . ee never with success. Even though 

all is the best time to make new it will not produce seed for next f 
; 4 : the plants were well covered with 

lawns for during the moderate fall year’s crop. Crab grass is an an- : 
: ; : 5 straw or hay in the fall the canes, 

weather, grass seed germinates nual. The old plants die anyhow in : 
maa. : : which often grow 8 ft. long, were 

quickly and makes vigorous growth the fall. There will surely be an- .”. é ‘ : 
: : “eo injured during the winter and did 

when supplied with sufficient plant other crop next year if seeds have 
- . not produce well the next summer. 
food. Then, too, few weed seeds heen produced this year. 

germinate in the fall, thus permit- If we can prevent seeding year Hardy Pecan 

ting the lawn to become established, ¢¢4, year we can lick this trouble- Question: I would like to grow a 
without their interference. some lawn pest. Then, too, we must hardy pecan tree. What variety will 

Follow these six steps in making fertilize and water our lawn well 40 well in Wisconsin? 
a new lawn: so that the grass will grow at its Answer: Pecans can be grown 

1. Spade or plow the area. Thor- ject and crowd out the crab grass. well only in states south of Wiscon- 

oughly pulverize. Weeds are most often the result of sin. Those varieties which are con- 
2. Apply by hand or with a plant poor lawn rather than the cause Sidered hardy do not have the quali- 

food spreader, four pounds of com- (5 it. ty of southern varieties and we 
plete balanced plant food per 100 would not like to recommend any 
square feet of soil surface. : variety for this state. That applies 

3. Work the plant food into the HOMEMADE DUSTERS also to crosses between pecans and 
top few inches of soil. WON'T DO THE JOB hardy nuts such as hickory nuts. 

4. Sow good grass seed, at the E HAVE consistently recom- One of these called hican is being 

rate of 4 to 5 Ibs. per 1,000 square W mended the duster for the grown, but it does not bear nuts 
feet. To secure even distribution, control of diseases and insects of Well as is often the case with 
apply one-half of the seed cross- fowers and vegetables for crops hybrids. 

wise, the other half lengthwise. . which do not grow taller than a Canker Worms 

5. Roll the lawn to imbed seed in person so the job can be done thor- Question: Our shade trees were 
the soil, If a roller is not available, oughly. Fruit growers find it neces- covered with green worms this 

use a tamper or wide board, on a sary ‘to so thoroughly cover the spring. They ate the leaves and 
ar ATES: . leaves of fruit trees with fungicides often when we walked under them 

- Water thoroughly, using a fine and insecticides that not a particle they dropped down on us. The trees 
spray. Keep moist by daily sprink- of jeaf is left uncovered. Otherwise are too tall for us to spray. What 
lings until grass is established; then the spores of diseases will still find can we do? . 
soak to a depth of five or six inches 1m opportunity to grow and insects Answer: This is the canker worm 
once or twice weekly. are not always killed. Then, too, and certainly was numerous in Wis- 

_ aphids are usually found on the consin this spring. Remember that 
ORIE TRANSPLANT lower side of the leaf so the dust there will be another crop this fall. 

NTAL POPPIES NOW must be applied so as to cover the The adult is a wingless moth and 

The dormant period for Orna- lower side as well as the upper. will crawl up the trunks of the 
mental poppies is in midsummer For these reasons a home-made trees so it is advisable to apply a 

when they disappear for a month duster; whether it is a cheesecloth hand of tanglefoot to catch these 
or two. Now is a good time to hag or a can with holes punched in moths before they lay their eggs in 
transplant them or divide them. the bottom simply won’t do the job. the tops of the trees. It should be 

A new batch may be started now To shake dust on a plant will not done the first part of August. 

from root cuttings. Dig up the provide thorough coverage and then ————— 
largest root and cut into two inch of course the lower sides of the Dorothy: “Jimmie, your office is 

lengths. Set them right side up and leaves are not covered at all. in State Street, isn’t it, dear?” 

cover with about one inch of light Buy a good hand duster. They do Jimmie: “Yes, why?” 
soil. Mark the spot well so they not wear out quickly; in fact, will Dorothy: “I told daddy he was 
won't be hoed out before they show last for many years. It is a good wrong. He said he had looked you 
up. investment. up in Bradstreet.”
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° ° oped the clump should be dug up, 
Gardening For the Gullibles ie tes pomions cat away’ an 

. . . . the good rhizome replanted. Over- 
NN June two garden magazines turist of the New York Botanical crowded clumps should also be dug 

| to our desk—both good gar- Garden, T. H. Everett. “Just as up and only the largest rhizomes 
den magazines—but containing ar- StTaws show which way the wind set back about six inches apart. 
tices showing a wide difference of blows, so present indicators point Varieties should not be planted 
opinion. In one was an article by toa renewed interest in the practice closer than three feet as they will 
a gardener enthusiastic about earth of mulching. Indeed, it seems pos- goon develop into large clumps 
worms, advocated raising them as sible that we are to be offered which fill in the space. 
pets because it could be proven that mulches as the newest cure-all for 
they are of great value to the soil. OUT gardening troubles. They may COMMENTS ON ROSES 

Another article in the same maga- €V€? be propagandized until they I am told that roses suffered bad- 

zine tells of a woman who appeared form the basis for cat system ty inland last winter, but I have 
before her ration board for an in- of horticulture or agricu poe we never seen finer roses than those 
creased allowance of sugar because Will sues es soilless i nM, grown in gardens along the At- 
she said that her earth worms must sea em ; Bie and - ol as lantic coast this season. In my own 
be fed. She gave them 12 Ibs. of ™EP ations) 6 4 we trun olly he garden, the Brownell roses came 
corn meal, 12 Ibs. of suet, and 12 the stock in tra © OF Promaners "eae into their own this year. I have 
Ibs. of sugar per month. The Board fatten On ‘ e gulline an a i never seen anything lovelier than 

granted her 9 Ibs. of sugar per month fe. rbot theorists, who SE Selena. Copper Gold or Elegance, both 
for the worms. Greaming, up new Ways OF Barcene climbers, when they were fully 

ing without work. open. Anne Vanderbilt has di i 
This magazine also tells of the a a : "ae Ht has done it- 

new bio-dynamic preparations. The ON PLANTING IRIS aeGae ae most exaisite toon ia experts who make these prepara- . . . 

tions are surrounded with ayer Cover Rhizomes With Soil ae show. 
For example, two preparations, Nos. CONTRARY to popular no- ily — eS I have not 

500 and 501 are used as sprays, but : he rhizomes: * 7275: Deen Satished, has been on 
‘ anes tion, never set t Sits best behavior this spring, and only after treating the soil with of iris o; f the soil like so . . . | SPEING,, ‘ani : : s on top o Pink Princess is proving itself one especially prepared humus. One is many ducks on a pond,” is the ad- oF th iP g a 

a specially produced and treated yice in an article in the bulletin of ° the most sobistnetiny of hybrid 
cow-dung concentrate which aids the American Iris Society for May teas: The buds of this ROBE JOT ust oe : 3 » the right size for wearing in the germination and increases root 1944. ig i gz 
growth. It is sprayed on the soil "Tek de ved advice. } 1 buttonhole and its full blown flow- 
aiid. weed. agi a bath, _that is good advice. In our co. ers are charming, even though they 

climates if the rhizomes are exposed may not equal some of the other 
Can You Beat This? there is often much winter injury. new kinds in size or form. This 

Another consists of powdered The shondn, to! :plant. rhizomes on variety is extremely prolific, a great 
rock crystal which has been “acti- ‘P of the soil probably came from point in its favor, 
vated.” It is sprayed on the devel- the idea that it would prevent root From Rambling Observations of 
oping plant before it blossoms and rot which it doesn’t. The soil is, a Roving Gardener in July, 1944 
promotes leaf and stem growth. after all, a wonderful protector Horticulture (Boston). 
These cannot be used, however, un- against cold. . TT 
less the composts have first been Many varieties thought tender can PLACE A BAG OVER GRAPES 

used. To produce the spray of cow- be grown here if the rhizomes are Question: We have only a few 
dung it must be stirred with a wil- covered with soil — one inch is grape plants, and last year we had 

low switch until a funnel forms, ¢"Qugh. some nice clusters. However, birds 
then reversed and stirred in the Now is the time to get rid of picked holes in most of the grapes. 
opposite direction until a funnel some of those old varieties that no Would it be practical to put a bag 
forms. Do this for exactly one hour. longer look attractive as they did over the cluster? 

Fortunately, the author makes years ago when they were the best. Answer: Yes, that may be done 
this statement which an experienced With some of the finest varieties and it is a good way to protect the 
farmer said, “Oh shucks, if your selling at from 15 to 25 cents, a fruit from insect and disease 
ground is rich you'll have earth beautiful iris garden is now pos- troubles as well as to keep the birds 
worms. If it’s poor you won’t.” sible for any garden lover. away. Ordinary paper bags may be 

Be On Guard Transplanting or dividing should used. Place over the cluster and pin 

be done as early as possible in the at the two upper corners. Where 
In the other magazine we find an season, but the month of August is you have only a few plants this 

article on mulching by a horticul- still timely. If root rot has devel- would be quite advisable.
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WISCONSIN GARDEN CLUB FEDERATION 
OFFICERS : DISTRICT PRESIDENTS 

Mrs. R. H. Sewell, President Mrs. H. W. Schaefer, Recording Secretary- Mrs. F. J. Fitzgerald, 649 Broad St., Menasha; 
957 No. 70th St., Wauwatosa 13 Treasurer Fox River Valley District 

416 Taft. Road, Kenosha Mrs. H.R. Engitsh, 1722 Chadbourne Ave, 
Mrs. FE. Willard, lst Vice-President Madison 5, Madison District 
Oakfield H, J. Rahmlow, Corresponding Secretary Mrs. O. H.’ Burgermeister, 2127 S. 87th St, 

. iad "University Farm Pl., Madison 6 West Allis 14, Milwaukee District 
Mrs. Walter Dakin, 2nd Vice-President Mrs. John West, R, 2, Manitowoc 
4110 Mandan Crescent, Madison 5 Sheboygan District 

Mrs. Norma Robinson, Lake Geneva, 
South Central District | 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE FEDERATION BOARD .MEETS | 

Recently a news service dispatch IN MILWAUKEE 

from London relates the return of GZ BEE Tie Board of Directors of the 
PS Ge Ya ‘ . 

the ballet and opera to Convent LED ATR Wisconsin Garden Club Feder: 

Garden. New management will re- iui Ae op ation met in Milwaukee on July 19. 
establish the 86-year-old Royal Op- ; WAL It was an interesting meeting, Plans 
era House asi a center worthy of {\ pee (\ \ were made for the annual conven- 
its traditions. CY) = oroe) Zan tion, and Mrs. C. L. Dean, Madi- 

It has been traditional for the Ce =s Ey son, presented a report of plans for 

Wisconsin Garden Club Federation Si, LDS highway beautification and mem:vi- 

to hold a fall convention closing Py. BIO al highways. 
with a lecture and banquet. This SI eo It was decided to hold the con- 
convention has three objectives: vention in the beautiful Astor Ho- 

(1) election of officers and final re- tel, 924 E. Juneau Avenue, near 

ports of the year’s accomplishments will be published in the next issue Lake Michigan. It is in a quiet loca- 
(2) to present an educational pro- of Wisconsin Horticulture! You tion and the rooms are adequate and 
gram (3) to close the meeting with will want to attend! well furnished. 

a speaker and hp ie ton. Sincerely) 7 The date was chosen to coincide 
ates Bood _ a € fa TS hens Mrs. R. H. Sewell. with the district meeting of the Mil- 
ship of mem a AT eat ens ee waukee District. Our meeting will 

the ambitions andcmorale of the Ors be held on Friday, October 6, with 

ganization. LAST CALL FOR YEAR a banquet and speaker in the eve- 
The Executive Board voted to BOOKS ning. Saturday morning we may 

hold a convention October 6th, at And 317 _, hear the reports of the work done 
the Astor Hotel in Milwaukee. gone H. J. State Prog ae in the Milwaukee District. In the 

iIvd., Racine, State Program Chair- : . 

According to the Constitution, jan for the Federation. announces Bice TiaGn mapealee 1 ral 4 
every club of 50 members or less int jt will soon be time to judge utation, Mr. Bert Howard, Berke- é , 5 aol dj € Judge ley, California, will give an_illus- 
is entitled to one delegate and if h as 7 : 5 

51 io: delewates. Th year books. She has not as yet re- trated lecture on the life of birds. 
over 51, to two delegates. ihes€ ceived copies of year books from : ; 
delegates are elected by each club ait clubs. Club officers should send Mrs. Oz H, Burgermeister, Mil- 

and shall present credentials signed copies in immediately if they have waukee, is chairman of the pro- 
by their local club president and | yet been sent. gram committee. Plans discussed in- 
secretary. They compose the Board The Federation Board voted last ‘de having speakers give short 
of Managers and. elect the officers December to sponsor awards for talks between reports of officers and 
for the coming year and govern the year books. The books will be cominittee chairmen. 
policies of the organization. judged by the merit system. All Only a few rooms are available 

Elect your delegates! Mark the hooks receiving a rating of excel- at the Astor Hotel so write early. 
date on your calendar! Plan your lent will be given ribbons and the The Knickerbocker Hotel is in the 

means of transportation and be sure names of the winning clubs will be s me block and there is bus service 

to read the entire program which cbished in this magazine. d wntown.
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WAR SERVICE MILWAUKEE DISTRICT NOMINATING COMMITTEE 
1944 CHRISTMAS PROJECT MEETING, OCT. 7 APPOINTED 

L‘*? year’s War Service Christ- Mrs. O. H. Burgermeister, presi- Mrs. Roy H. Sewell has appoint- 

mas project was a most suc- dent of the Milwaukee District of ed the following committee for the 
cessful undertaking. Not only did the Wisconsin Garden Club Feder- nomination of officers for the an- 
the garden clubs provide more than ation, cordially invites all members nual convention : 
6,000 glasses of jellies and jams for to attend the fall meeting of the Mrs. Irving Miller, 6831 Cedar 
the servicemen in the camp hos- Milwaukee District on October 7th St., Wauwatosa, Chairman. 
pitals at Truax Field and Camp in the Astor Hotel. The ses- _ Mrs. Erwin J. Wells, Oakfield, 
McCoy, but several letters received sion will last from 10 a.m. to 4 Fox River Valley District. 

and the various comments that came p.m. Luncheon will be available. Mis. ©. 5, Runde), 2027 Van 
to our attention are proof indeed The morning will be devoted Hise Ave., Madison 5, Madison 

i id : Bw evoted to Histrict. 
that the garden clubs did a splendid business meeting. After the lunch- Mrs. Herbert Peters, Port Wash 
job, highly appreciated by all the eon, members will have the privi- . ars eet ae Port Wash- 

boys. . _ lege of hearing Mr. Bert Howard mE ree H Bla. 10 Cag, s 
It was therefore decided to again of the National Audubon Society of \vhitewater, South Cental Disniat 

this year sponsor a “jelly and jam Berkeley, California. An illustrated iu 0.” — . ni Sea 
project” at Christmas time and a lecture in color of the life of the Si, Wi de i“? kee Nie 
postcard was addressed to all club pirds will be accompanied by Mr. ~.” SEW AROS, AUUWOREEE tS 
aang some weeks ago advising Howard on the piano correlating trict. 

of our plan. songs of irds wi i 

Kk in the pleasure and the joy a ister the binds with music CAMBRIDGE GARDEN CLUB SNOWING, HEE a i atlons: TO HAVE MONTHLY 
that even a small glass of jelly Each club president is asked to FLOWER EXHIBIT 
brought to the boys who are doing notify Mrs. Burgermeister of the : : / 
so much for all of us, your chair- approximate attendance of members S**s the Cambridge News of 

man is sure that each and every so that proper arrangements may ™ June 16th: “Color came to 
garden member can and will ar- be made. Cambridge June 10 when the Gar- 

range to furnish at least six small . den club, in one of its most beauti- 
3 oz. or 4 oz. glasses or containers Mrs. Fred C. Marquardt, Pub- ful gestures, presented a floral ex- 

of jellies and jams which can easily licity Chairman, Milwaukee Dis- hibit in the building formerly occu- 

be done as a part of this year's trict. pied as a meat market. 
canning and preserving task. ee “Main street, ordinarily a high- 

Definite instructions for shipping way of hurry and bustle on Satur- 
or mailing will be furnished you at TELLING ALL ABOUT IT days, stopped, looked and_ praised 
the time, but thought and planning Passed by the censor: “After the women who arranged the beau- 
can be given now to the matter of leaving where we were before we tiful array of flowers. Roses, peo- 
small glasses and containers and to left for here not knowing we were _ nies, lilies, painted daisies, iris, ori- 
the pretty and attractive wrapping coming here, we couldn't tell if we ental poppy, columbine and many 
and tying of each glass which meant would arrive here or not, Neverthe- others were tastefully arranged to 
so much to the value and effective- less we are here and not there. The attract the eye of the passer-by. 
ness of our gift. weather here is just as it is this sea- “The exhibit will be made month- 
We did a fine job last Christmas 5° but of course, quite unlike the ly and was decided on as a substi- 

time and knowing now how genu- weather where we were before we tute for an annual flower show, 

inely appreciative all the boys and ‘me here. After leaving by what Miss Mary Potter, president of the 
the hospital staff were, it should be We came by, we had a good trip. club said.” 
a real pleasure for each one of us The people here are just like they An excellent idea! Exhibit your 

to plan and participate so that this look, but don’t look to be like they flowers where many people can see 
year’s project will be as worthy and Were where we came from. them, It takes their minds off the 
successful. From the Manhattan, Kas. many worries of today. We know 

Mrs. Chester Thomas, Milwau- Mercury. of nothing needed more. 
kee, Chairman. a SAVE TREES 

“How many people work in your | Cavity Treatment General Landscaping Large Tree Moving 
packing shed?” . We are insured 

oe ine ae sven. <—<— Lakeside 2907 —— 
ix without the Boss? Prunin, “ ‘ ‘ . 

“No, without the Boss, none of . Wisconsin Tree Service Soreving 
‘em work.” 2335 N. Murray Ave. Milwaukee
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WAR SERVICE W ° ° scrap pooxs creatty War Service Planting at Camp McCoy 
APPRECIATED r the fall of 1942 the Green Tree with the money donated by the 

c was most gratifying to hear Garden Club adopted as its proj- Wisconsin Garden Club Federation, from Mrs. John Moss, head of ect the planting of the hospital area On the other side we planned for the Red Cross Grey Ladies at the at Camp McCoy, Sparta, Wis. 2 el = supplied Veterans’ Hospital, Wood, Wiscon- : such games as badminton, croquct, sin, advising that over 200 scrap con he a tetherball and horseshoe pitching. 
books had been received. trip to Sparta and arrived at the In the fall we made another trip She commented highly on the very Camp in a heavy snow storm. to the Camp to plant perennials and excellent work that had been done were delighted to find that the and stated that the books filled a _ Colonel Robeson, the Command-  cirubs were growing nicely, having great need for interesting and en- ng Officer, suggested two areas for been well cared for during the un- tertaining reading and pastime to Planting which we looked over, usually dry summer. the men in the various hospital Ploughing through snow nearly up . . . wards. to our knees. The two areas select- This spring we shipped up 300 Mrs. Moss stated that even a ed were around the Station Hos- shrubs, adding among others Ru- 
thousand scrap books would be none _ Pital Headquarters building and the gosa roses, Hydrangeas, Ninebark 
too many and asked that we keep Red Cross building. Although the and Viburnums. These Were Planted up this good work because more pa- Weather was unkind to us, we were around the Nurses Recreation build- 
tients are coming into the hospital #ble to get the lay of the land and ig, the Officers’ Club, the Non every day. to take the necessary measurements Coms.’ Club, along the Parkway at TS know thal wor sarap: Books so that one of our members, who the east entrance and by the en- 
are so well thought of and put to 84 landscape architect, might draw trance to nearly every ward, all of such good use is indeed the only the plans during the winter. which are in the hospital area. 
reward necessary for the time and Many camps have been built in It was too early in the spring for effort to make and compile them. barren areas, but at Camp McCoy _ the leaves to be out, but the tracery To all garden clubs, therefore, we were pleased to find numerous cf the trees and shrubs, the color and to every member, let’s keep up Jack pines and scrub oaks which of the stems of the red dogwood, 
this good work and continue as an in the summer months would afford ti: yellow willows, and pale green organization to supply to the hos- patches of shade. We realized that caragana against the white walls was pital at Wood, Wisconsin, for the the white hospital buildings would cheerful, while the swelling buds 
remainder of the year, all the scrap make a splendid background for gave promise of future blossoms. books that we can turn out. flowering trees and shrubs. We We have been pleased to receive Make use of the same select ma- Were told, however, that the soil many letters of appreciation and terial and subject matter in accord- Consisted mainly of fine sand which we hope that the plantings will con- ance with instructions given in the ™eant that plenty of good top soil tinue to grow and flourish and glad- 1944 War Service program, a copy would be needed for everything den the hearts of those who see of which was furnished each club Planted. This top soil and the labor them. 
president. for planting were generously sup- Lois Page Cottrell. 

Advise when books are sent, as plied by the Camp. MASTER JUDGE you have in the past, so that your In the spring of 1943 we shipped 
chairman can keep records as ac- to the Camp over 350 trees and The name of Mrs. Harry Wilson, curately as possible to cover this shrubs including: Elms, Maples, 1423 West 6th Street, Racine, Wis- project. Willows, Ash, Flowering Crab. consin, should have been included 

Your continued help and support apples, High-bush Cranberry, Li- 1 the list of master judges pub- | in this good work is a very impor- lacs, ‘ Honeysuckle, Mockorange, lished in our May issue. 
tant part of the Federation’s War Spiraea, Caragana and others suit- The name was omitted through Service program. able for the climate and soil. Some 4" Unintentional error in_ printing Thank you. . of these we planted in the vicinity for which we are sorry. Mrs. Chester Thomas, Milwau-  o¢ the Headquarters building and — kee, War Service Chairman. the rest in the large enclosures on 

{as either side of the Red Cross Recrea- Buy More Speed Victory tion building. Among the trees on 
9 one side of the Red Cross buflding 

: we set out hammocks and chairs, a W. B d Raise More Vegetables number of which were purchased ar on S 

|
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EDGERTON GARDEN CLUB 
? 

FLOWER SHOW Are You In The Know? What Is Your Score? 

August 26-27 Yes, gardeners are in the know Se ee 

T Edgerton Garden Club is these days and no doubt you will (10) My apples contain brown 

planning an ambitious flower score 100% on these questions. In .treaks and the skin was covered 

show to be held in their High fact, you should. Anyhow, try them ith pin holes last year. I was told 

School Gymnasium. The main dec- out. Make an X after the correct j¢ was due to the apple maggot or 

‘rative scheme will have a South ®"SWer and then turn to page 287 -ailroad worm. The trees should 

American note, with gay colored and see what your score 1s. . have been sprayed with lime sulphur 

awning and potted geraniums in a (1) My roses are covered with in May and June----. They should 

patio. black spots and some leaves are be- have been sprayed with arsenate of 
" : . ginning to turn yellow. It could lead in July and August_—--. 

Members are making aprons, dec- have been controlled by dusting 

orated flower pots, Ramona strings, early with rotenone_-- sulphur__- Sl 

garden gloves. and pomander balls arsenate of lead__-. PLANT PESTS SEEKING TO 

wich: wall, Be sold, (2) My soil turns hard when |NVADE U.S. TURN INCREAS- 

The premium schedule calls for dry, cracks badly, and does not JNGLY TO PLANE TRAVEL 

shadow boxes, miniatures, table ar- Pe or Wie welt Bape a Condensed From A..F. News 

ance spec ses irk reo ter ogame RIRPLANES oot ony eed 
arrangements, decorative units, and matter--—-. . insecticides and fungicides over 

specimen bloom. There is a special (3) Little green aphids cover my massed acreages in the endless fight 

section for juniors. Writes Mrs. cabbage and broccoli Plants. I can against plant pests; they are becom- 

Eric Martin: “Sounds very ambi- control them by dusting with sul- ing a major factor in the introduc- 

tious doesn't it! Now if we only phur---- arsenate of lead---- ro- tion of such pests. 

have flowers all will be well.” tennessee This two-way role is revealed in 

pe ure ea an were affected the annual report of the U. S. Bu- 

with blossom end rot last summer f Entomolo; and Plant 

BOIL YOUR JAR RUBBERS during the hot, dry spell. I could Quarantine. Tader the: vouline cf 
HE isa new angle on the use have controlled this rot by spraying inspection, it lists the checking of 

of present day jar rubbers. with bordeaux mixture---- rote- 13,093 airplanes arriving at 23 

These rubbers are now made from none---- watering regularly and ports of entry last year from for- 

reclaimed and_ synthetic rubber. mulehinges—; eign countries. (WPB reports that 

Late last year complaints began to (5) Green worms are eating up planes brought in critical imports 

come in that they made off flavors the leaves of several plants in my last year worth nearly 6 per cent 

in the products. Tests conducted by garden. They could be controlled by as much as the total of ocean-borne 

the U.S.D.A, and the State College dusting with sulphur---- bordeaux imports.) 

at Amherst, Mass., indicate that mixture.--- arsenate of lead----. Of the 13,093 planes, 3,219 or 

pre-boiling is necessary if house- (6) Soil tests show that my gar- about 25 per cent were found to 

wives are to avoid this rubber fla- ‘len soil is somewhat high in lime. be carrying prohibited plant ma- 

vor. Here is the procedure: Scrub The right fertilizer to use is: wood terial, much of it from places where 

rubber rings in hot soapy water. «shes---- bone meal---- a victory it is known to be the host of in- 

Then boil 10 minutes in water and garden fertilizer____. jurious pests. There were 681 ac- 

baking soda. Allow one tablespoon (7) High bush blueberries will tual interceptions of insects and 

of baking soda to each quart of do well in Wisconsin---. Will not plant diseases. Most of these were 

water and have one quart of water sTOwW because they are not hardy in plant material, carried in bag- 

for each dozen rings. Rinse well and require a very acid soil... gage, cargo, mail and stores. The 

after boiling. Be sure to start with (8) When pansies have bloomed disease organisms included sweet 

fresh water and soda for each lot for a month or two they become orange scab, which disfigures South 

of rings. leggy. Cut them back severely and American citrus fruits. The insects 

From ‘May 15, 1944 Horticul- they will branch freely and bloom included citrus blackfly, Mexican 

ture-Illustrated. again__--. Do not cut them because fruitfly, West Indian fruitfly, Medi- 

pruning will injure them_---. terranean fruitfly, pink bollworm 

. (9) I have a light, sandy soil and a whitefly. 

This is a funny world, its won- which dries out quickly. I do not In the fight against Japanese 

ders never cease; all “civilized” find any earth worms. Earth worms beetles alone, patrols examined 

people are at war, all savages at should be introduced to provide hu- 88,643 trucks. Checking those which 

peace. mus for-better plant growth_---. were returning south empty or with
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empty crates and baskets, they COMMENTS WINNERS GARDEN CLUB 
found 4,779 live beetles which had ON IRIS VARIETIES SECTION 
come aboard in infested areas and i THE May issue of the bulletin | NATIONAL PEONY SHOW 
were hitch-hiking southward. of the American Iris Society, | Milwaukee, June 24-25, 1944 

Besides the agricultural plant Kenneth D. Smith publishes the 
pests listed here, the airplane in- “ynofficial iris symposium” for Tables 
spections also intercepted “mosqui- 1944. There were 105 judges par- Fifth (wood) Wedding Anniver- 
toes and other stowaways that might ticipating. The results will be of sary: Exhibited by Wauwatosa 
menace public health.” interest here because it shows the Garden Club by Mrs. Roy H. Sew- 

DE trend in variety popularity. ell. Blue ribbon (first). 
YOUNG FOLKS PREFER The numbers following the names Terrace Luncheon: Exhibited by 

OWN BUSINESS indicate first, the year of introduc- Hawthorn Garden Cub of Hales 
a . tion, and second, their ranking in Corners, by Mmes. Charles Eisen- 

T= rising generation prefers an the 1943 symposium. Note that berg, H. G. Harries and Karl Hin- 
independent occupation or busi- there is considerable change in pop- richs. Red ribbon (second). 

ness career to working for some- ularity. Some of this year’s most Terrace Tea: Exhibited by the 
one else, according to a recent poll popular varieties were ranked quite Home Gardeners Club of West Al- 
conducted among more than 100,000 low last year as in the case of El- lis, by Mrs. A. B. Suttinger. Red 
high school students. mohr which was in 79th place last ribbon (second). 

Sixty per cent of the boys and year, but in 7th place this year. Terrace Buffet: Exhibited by 
fifty-eight per cent of the girls de- While 100 varieties were listed, Green Tree Garden Club of Mil- 
sire independent occupations in We give here only the first 25: waukee by Mrs. Ludington Patton. 
preference to working for someone 1. Great Lakes 38 (1) Red ribbon (second). 
else, according to a poll conducted 2. Prairie Sunset ’39 (3) ; Oriental Table (luncheon): Ex- 
under the auspices of the Scholastic 3. Spun Gold ’40 (7) hibited by Ravenswood Garden Club 
Institute of Student Opinion, which 4. Wabash ’36 (2) of Wauwatosa by Mrs. Roy A. is sponsored by 1,320 high school 5. Daybreak ‘41 (38) Brendel. Red ribbon (second). 
newspapers. Put to 51,599 boys and 6. Ola Kala 43 (—) Crystal Wedding: Exhibited by 
to 61,115 girls, the following ques- 7. Elmohr ’42 (79) Brookdale Garden Club by Mrs. 
tion was answered according to the 8. Deep Velvet ’39 (3) Harry Gulbrandsen and Mrs. An- 
percentages indicated : - eo 38 (4) me Bernhardt. Red ribbon (sec- 

. . Sable ond). 
__ If you could begin your career 11. Golden Fleece ’40 (7) Graduation Dinner: Exhibited by 
in any of the following, and obtain 12. Lord Dongan ’40 (—) Wauwatosa Garden Club by Mrs. the same income at the start, which 13, Amigo '34 (12) E. A. St.Clair. White ribbon would you choose? 14. Fair Elaine ’38 (11) (third). 

1. Government or public service: 15. The Red Douglas ’37 (6) Military Wedding: Exhibited by 
Boys, 16.6 per cent. Girls, 13 per 16. Caroline Burr 40 (22) Art Institute Garden Club by Mrs. 

cent. 17. City of Lincoln 137 (10) Oscar Fleischer. White ribbon. 
: r 18. Alba Superba '43 (—) Basket arrangement of mixed 

oe 3 large business 19. Blue Shimmer ’42 (69) flowers by Man E. A. St.Clair of rporation : Boys, 16.9 20. B Thrasher ’41 : per cent. Girls, 19 per cent. . Brown Thrasher (—) Wauwatosa Garden Club, red rib- 
21. Tishomingo ’42 (—) bon (second). 

3. Working for a small business 22. Indiana Night ’41 (75) Corsages for Special Occasions 
or industry: Boys, 6.5 per cent. 23, Old Parchment ’39 (16) “First Prom” entered by Mrs. F. 
Girls, 10 per cent. 24, Violet Symphony '40 (52)  C. Marquardt for the Hawthorn 

4. Owning or managing their own 25. Captain Wells ’41 (35) Garden Club of Hales Corners. 
business: Boys, 26.2 per cent. Girls, Comments on Varieties Blue ribbon (first). 
11 per cent. One’s personal taste often has a “Dinner Date” entered by Mrs. 

5. A profession, such as medi- big influence on the varieties one F.C. Marquardt for the Whitnall 
_ Fd -_,. Wishes to grow. The editor, for ex- Park Garden Club of Hales Cor- cine, law, teaching or nursing: le. i fond of th ieti ners, Red ribbon d) 

Boys, 21.7 per cent. Girls, 45 per AMpres 18) Very, Lome OF the wwarieties “a pu (secon o t Tiffany and Siegfried because of Sweet Girl Graduate” entered 
cent. their unusual color. We also think by Mrs. F. C. Marquardt for the 

6. Farming or some branch of that Gudrun, Sierra Blue, Shining Whitnall Park Garden Club, White 
agriculture: Boys, 12.1 per cent. Waters, Missouri, Black Wings, ribbon (third). 
Girls, 2 per cent. Depute Nomblot, The Red Douglas, By Mrs. F. C. Marquardt, Pub- 

Condensed from May 15 Ameri- and Jean Cayeux, to be varieties licity Chairman, Milwaukee Dis- 
can Nurseryman. we would not like to be without. trict.
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.~HE EUROPEAN CORN crop residues be properly disposed they are not hardy and require a 
BORER IN WISCONSIN of in order to prevent reinfesta- very acid soil. 

GARDENS tions. Damaged ears should be fed (8) Pansies become leggy and 

By J. H. Lilly to poultry or stock or otherwise should be cut back severely so they 
‘ disposed of so as to kill the borers will branch freely and bloom again 
HE European corn borer, dis- in them. If possible, feed up the . . 

T covered in Wisconsin in 1931, fodder as promptly as possible after (9) Earth worms live only where 
became known to many gardeners harvest. All crop residues should there is plenty of humus in the soil. 

during the past two years. This is be plowed under cleanly before May Manure and other organic matter 
an important pest of all kinds of 15 of the following year. Any stalks should be Plowed under to provide 
corn and certain precautions should or stubbles left on top after plow- good conditions for plant growth. 
be taken to help keep it in check. ing should be picked up and burned. Earth worms do not provide humus. 

Its presence here does mot mean __ The corn borer is the subject of They feed upon it. 
that corn production is doomed or intensive investigation in Wisconsin (10) Apple trees should be sprayed 

that home gardeners should quit and various other states. One phase with arsenate of lead in July and 
planting sweet corn. of this work involves the collection early August to control the apple 

Corn borer damage is first indi- of certain insect parasites which maggot. 
cated by tiny irregularly - placed destroy the corn borer, and their — 

feeding holes on the leaves, where introduction mto new areas in FLORIBUNDA ROSES 
the newly hatched borers do their which they may survive and serve SINCE the advent of the Flori- 
first feeding. They later go to the 5 4 means of natural control. The bunda class of roses, a much 

tassel or upper part of the stalk, College of Agriculture, the Wiscon- wider use has been found for our 
where their presence is indicated ‘S!? Department of Agriculture, and most popular flower. Sometimes 
by broken tassels and masses of the U. S. Department of Agricul- growing conditions do not permit 
fine sawdust-like droppings pushed ture have cooperated in introducing the planting of the Hybrid Teas 

out of their feeding tunnels. Still S°™ of these parasites into seven but Floribundas dare to tread in 
later they attack the lower portions eastern and southern counties this various and strange places. 

of the stalks and also the ears. year: With many of the readily avail- 
There are two other corn insects a able garden _beds turned towards 

in this state that are often confused WHAT IS YOUR SCORE ON i peecee the oie hen 
with the corn borer by untrained ‘ rs are g Ir 
observers, One is the com earworm, GORDENING: QUESTIONS? tion and here added life and color 
a large, dark-colored worm that T= following are the correct are gained by use of Floribunda 

feeds on the tips of the ears. The answers to the questions found 10S€S. Groups of three, five or more 
other is the common stalk borer, a on page 285 under the title “Are aT easily placed and give a sure 
large, yellowish form with a broad, you in the know?” touch of color throughout the whole 
dark-colored band on the front half 1) B year, They follow in bloom soon 
of the body. It makes a large tun- (1) Black spot of roses can be after the last of the spring flower- 
nel in the lower part of the stalk, controlled by dusting with sulphur. ing dati apensaee and then con- 

(2) Add manure or other or- tinue indefinitely. 

chemicals ie expensive and only ganic matter to the hard sol The different varieties of Flori 
partially effective. In fact it is not (3) Aphids can be controlled by unsere i hearings Priors 

being generally ; recommended in dusting with rotenone. Donald, red and Betty, pink, are 

Wisconsin, and is used to only a (4) Blossom end rot of tomatoes excellent and for medium heights, 
Imited extent elsewhere. Rotenone- is controlled by watering regularly Smiles, Pinocchio, Rose Elfe and ee = mi less and mulching. Cheer give ample welection IA pinle 

commonly as xed wiccdine (5) Worms which eat up the While A. Grille and World’s Fair 

such as Black Leaf 155, mixed with leaves of plants can be controlled do for the reds. Summer Snow and 

i lc by dusting with arsenate of lead Snowbank are both grand whites. an equal quantity of talc or flour, PY g arsenate E : : 
: ; : ven difficult spots, which seem should be equally satisfactory for OF Other insect poison. : ¥ ee to have too much shade for normal victory gardens. Three to five ap- (6) A soil high in lime should growth, will support the Aachens 

Plications of dust are made to the not be given wood ashes or bone pink or white, and edging for walks 

upper parts of the plants at five- meal because they contain lime. A and enclosures for “the vegetable day intervals, beginning at the time complete victory garden fertilizer eavden “a ive oneal opportunit 

the very first leaf injury is present. should be used. for the use of these versatile mien 
Destroy Corn Stalks (7) High bush blueberries will By E. S. Boerner in Jackson and 

It is important that all infested not do well in Wisconsin because Terkins Rose Letter.
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. The Dionne QUINS use our , 

SISSON’S Estey organs exclusively 

PEONIES— 
International reputation. Our peony roots 
correctly planted and cared for will outlive 
the owner, 

TYPEWRITERS— 
All makes including portables rented. 
Largest rental service in the state. We teach | 
“Touch Typewriting” through booklet in 
your home. 

ORGANS— 
Peonies inspire music so we added a line of 
portable organs in all sizes for rent. 

Write 

SISSON’S SMALL SIZE ORGAN 
for homes, schools, hospitals, etc. 

ROSENDALE, WIS. 
Hi-ways 23-26 in s We have a two manual organ 

with chimes on exhibition. 

We have advertised in Wisconsin Horticulture since 1928 

HONEY CONTAINERS |. 
TWO FINE BOOKS 

60 POUND CANS, “Starting Right With Bees” 
96 Pages 180 Illustrations 

1, 2, 3 AND 5 LB. JARS. Only 50 Cents. | 

66 ‘500 wers MAIL YOUR ORDER Bee Gieclionst 
96 Pages 

AT ONCE! Only 50 Cents. 

BOTH POSTPAID | 

&, Th : 
The A. 1. Root Company eA. 1. Root Co. of Chicago 

224-226 W. Huron St., 
MEDINA, OFIO Bee Suprucs CHICAGO 10, ILL. 

SIM NOSICVAN 4 

‘-py JO JOTTION “AUVUAIT 
2 4
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